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FBI AUTHORIZATION-JURISDICTION ON 
INDIAN RESERVATIONS 

THURSDAY, MARCH 19, 1981 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CIVIL AND CONSTITUTIONAL R!GH'fS, 

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 
Washington, D.C. 

The subcommittee met at 9:30 a.m. in -room 2237 of the Rayburn 
House Office Building, the Honorable Don Edwards, (chairman of 
the subcommittee) presiding. 

Present: Representatives Edwards, Schroeder, Washington, Sen
senbrenner and Hyde, 

Staff present: Catherine LeRoy, chief counsel; Michael Tucevich, 
a".lsistant counsel; Thomas Boyd, associate counsel. 

Mr. EDWARDS. The subcommittee will come to order. 
'rhis morning the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional 

Rights of the House Judiciary Committee continues its ongoing 
task of FBI oversight. . 

Today the subcommittee will look into the role of the FBI on 
Indian reservations. The FBI is currently charged with a major 
share of the responsibility for law enforcement on the reservations. 
In recent years both the Justice Department and the Commission 
on Civil Rights have examined the FBI's role and have recommend
ed that certain changes be made. We plan to study their recom
mendations and analysis in this and subsequent hearings. 

Our first witness is our good friend, Dr. Arthur Flemming, of the 
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. The Commission. has held exten
sive hearings on the subject, and Dr. Flemming has consented to 
share with us a preview of the Commission's findings and conclu
sions. 

Dr. Flemming, we are delighted to have you here. Will you 
introduce Mr. Nunez and your other colleague. 

TESTIMONY OF ARTHUR FLEMMING, CHAIRMAN, U.S. COMMIS
SION ON CIVIL RIGHTS, ACCOMPANIED BY LOUIS NUNEZ, 
STAFF DIRECTOR, AND PAUL ALEXANDER, ACTING GENERAL 
COUNSEL 
Dr. FLEMMING. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I am 

always very happy to have the opportunity of appearing before this 
committee. I am accompanied by Mr. Nunez, the Commission's 
staff director, and Paul Alexander, who is the Acting General 
Counsel for the Commission. 

I think the record should also show that for 2 years Mr. Alexan
der was on leave from the Civil Rights Commission and served as 
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special counsel for the Congressional and Indian Policy Review 
Commission. So I am very happy to have him with us. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you. We are delighted to have him here, 
too, and to have the opportunity of meeting you .. 

I'd just like to take a minute and introduce to our friends from 
the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights our new member of the sub
committee from the great State of Illinois, the gentleman from 
Illinois, Mr. Washington. We are very pleased to have him here. 

Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you. 
Dr. FLEMMING. We appreciate the opportunity of addressing 

today the issue of the role of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
on Indian reservations. As you have indicated, the Commission on 
Civil Rights is presently in the process of preparing a report which 
will be released shortly entitled "Indian Tribes-A Continuing 
Quest for Survival." The report is based upon a series of hearings 
we held between August 1977 and August 1979, and it addresses 
among other issues the problem of law enforcement on Indian 
lands and the role of the FBI on Indian reservations. 

The Federal Government is responsible for investigating and 
prosecuting most felony offenses that occur in Indian country. Al
though the investigatory responsibility currently rests with the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, the FBI is not a local police 
agency on Indian reservations. Its function is to investigate viola
tions of Federal law, especially felonies committed under the Major 
Crimes Act. 

The FBI's presence on the reservations is not required by statute, 
but it developed after World War II when there were not enough 
Bureau of Indian Affairs patrol officials to insure effective law 
enforcement. Over the years, the precedent for reporting to the FBI 
all violations of Federal law in Indian country was established and 
the FBI gradually assumed the primary investigative role. 

The law enforcement mechanism on Indian reservations is com
plex, involving different categories of law enforcement officials as 
well as conflicting and competing sovereignties attempting to exer
cise jurisdiction. For example, the Bureau of Indian Affairs and 
tribal officials are responsible for keeping order on a day-to-day 
basis. These officials are advised by the Department of the Interi
or's Division of Law Enforcement Services, but the Division Chief 
has no direct operational control over the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
police. The Bureau of Indian Affairs also has special officers who 
are trained criminal investigators stationed on the reservations. 
These officers conduct an initial investigation of a serious offense 
prior to contacting the FBI. The FBI then conducts its own investi
gation and reports the case to the local U.S. attorney, who has the 
responsibility for criminal prosecution. In deciding whether or not 
to prosecute, the U.S. attorneys have broad discretion. The quality 
of the investigation of these offenses have substantial bearing on 
these prosecutorial decisions. 

The manner in which the Federal Government keeps statistics 
about crimes on Indian lands and their investigation do not allow 
for an accurate analysis of the effectiveness of the Federal law 
enforcement effort. For example, the FBI's record':} do not distin
guish between crimes on Indian reservations and crimes on other 
Government reservations. 
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'The Commission's field investigations and testimony presented at 
public hearings identified a number of issues related to the FBI's 
investigatory role in Indian territory. First, objections have been 
made in relation to the length of time it takes the FBI to respond 
to a request for investigation. 
. Second, the qu~stion has been raised as to why FBI investiga

tIOns should duplIcate the efforts already made by tribal officers 
andlor the Bureau of Indian Affairs special officers. This aggra
vates the delay and generally is unproductive and wasteful of the 
limited amount of resources allocated to investigation of reserva
tion crimes. 

For example, Michael Hawkins, the U.S. attorney for the District 
of Arizona, testified at our Washington, D.C. hearings that the 
single most dramatic thing he saw upon taking office was signifi
cant duplication and overlap of the law enforcement services being 
offered either by tribal police agencies, the Bureau of Indian Af
fairs Law Enforcement Services, or the FBI. He stated that he had 
found instances where three separate reports were being prepared 
by three separate agencies, witnesses being interviewed three and 
four times by different agencies. According to Mr. Hawkins, wit
nesse~ to crimes who were interviewed by two or three separate 
agenCIes often produced such inherently conflicting statements 
that subsequent prosecutions were made enormously difficult if 
not impossible. ' 

I am delighted, Mr. Chairman, that Mr. Hawkins is going to 
appear before you as the next witness, and may I say we found 
that when he appeared before us that he had not only identified 
these situations but he had done something about it. And I'm sure 
that he will testify to that effect here. 

Third, witnesses alleged that FBI investigations are hampered by 
the agents' physical separation from the tribal peoples. Agents 
generally are not stationed on reservations, and sometimes the 
nearest office may be more than 100 miles away. These witnesses 
stated that many residents are hesitant to talk freely with agents 
who suddenly appear on their reservations asking questions. For 
example, Henry Graton, a Bureau of Indian Affairs Special Officer 
for the Standing Rock Sioux Reservation, stated: 

We have had instances where people of the community have wanted to talk to one 
of us rather than somebody that is not living there. 

A tribal investigator from the Pine Ridge Reservation made simi
lar remarks: 

People. are a lot mor~ open to you if they know you. If you are going to go in a 
comm~mty and nobody s seen you before and you come from 40 miles away, they 
are gomg to look you over for about two days before they are going to start to talk 
to you. 

Fourth, many witnesses and interviewed persons felt that of even 
greater significance is the cultural barrier between the FBI agents 
a~d the Indian communities. The agents generally do not speak the 
trIbal language, and many residents are not sufficiently fluent in 
English to enable them to communicate freely with the agents. The 
agents do not receive training to teach them about Indian culture 
and, as a result, often fail to perceive the equities of a situation 
that might influence the decision to prosecute a crime. For exam-
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pIe, Fred Two Bulls, Captain of the Oglala Sioux Tribal Police of 
Pine Ridge Reservation, stated: 

There are many times when this happens, namely that reservation residents will 
not talk. to the FBI. It helps a lot to be bil~gual in this line of duty on the 
reservatlOn to some people. They do speak Enghsh but not to a point where they 
can. really express themselves or make you understand what they really want. In 
theIr own language they feel more comfortable. 

Fif~h, testimony and field investigation. ind~cated that many Indi
ans dIstrust the Federal Bureau of InvestigatIOn because they see it 
as an agency whose mission is to suppress dissent and political 
activity among Indians. Testimony relative to the role the FBI 
played. in the cases surrounding the W <?unded Knee occupation, 
IncludIng, for example, the Leonard Peltier case, emphasized this 
case. As we pointed out in previous testimony on the proposed 1979 
FBI Charter Act before the Senate Judiciary Committee in October 
1979, the view expressed by a resident of the Pine Ridge Reserva
tion, who is active in the American Indian Movement, is an exam
ple of this attitude toward the FBI-and I quote: 

We have had people-members of the American Indian Movement have been 
murdered and because they are AIM people, the FBI does little * * * investigation 
towards the people that committed the murder, but there is never any convictions 
made, or only a few. * * * But if an AIM member is alleged to have committed a 
crime * * * the FBI will go out and just break itself trying to convict an Indian 
person, especially if you have long hair in South Dakota. 

~inally, the lack of al} a~equate mechanism for handling com
plaInts about FBI agents mIsconduct further exacerbates the Indi
ans' distrust of the Federal presence on their reservations. 

As life pointed out in our testimony before the Senate Judiciary 
CommIttee, we are concerned that the FBI policies for the handling 
of complaints do nothing to dispel any impressions within the 
In~ian community that are erroneous, or no longer accurate of FBI 
mIsconduct, nor to assure the community that appropriate action 
has been taken when misconduct is found to have occurred. This 
lack of credibility of the FBI resulting from its lack of public 
accountability affects the cooperation extended to agents in the 
Indian community. -

United States v. Banks and Means, 383 F. Supp. 389 S.D. 1974 is 
a case in which a Federal judge dismissed charges ~rising out' of 
th~ 1973 occupation of Wounded Knee, in part because of FBI 
mIsconduct. Following this dismissal, an inquiry was conducted by 
the Minneapolis Division of the FBI, the actions of whose own 
agents were under investigation. The findings by the Division of a 
lack of misconduct and aishonesty were not subject to any inde
pendent investigation at a higher level of the FBI, although there 
was a review of the record at the higher level. 
. In the criminal case of Leonard Peltier arising out of the occupa

tion of .Woun?e~ Knee, FBI agents o~tained from Myrtle Poor Bear 
affidaVIts c!aImIng she observed Peltier kill two FBI agents, which 
were submItted to the Canadian Government in connection with a 
request for Peltier's extradition. However, the U.S. attorney elected 
not to ca~l Myrtle Poor Bear as a -witness at the trial. On appeal it 
w;as admI~ted that the affidavits obtained by the FBI were contra
dIctOry WIth one another and were, in fact, false in that she was 
not present at the events she claimed to have observed. The court 
was extremely critical of these events. Nevertheless, no internal 
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inquiry was made in regard to the FBI agents' development of the 
affidavits. . 

In our upcoming report we ~ill be maki~g the follollf1ng recom
mendations relative to the FBI s role on IndIan reservations. 

First the FBI should be removed from its primary role of investi
gating ~ajor crimes occurring in Indian country, and th~s respon.si
bility should be assumed by tribal and Bureau of IndIan AffaIrs 
investigators with the FBI providing backup support as needed. 

Second, the FBI should train tribal and BIA investigators in 
investigative techniques. 

Third FBI agents assigned to responsibilities in Indian country 
should he given specialized training i? I~dian law and. culture. 

Fourth the Federal Bureau of InvestIgatIOn should prOVIde com- . 
plainant; alleging misconduct by an FBI agent with information as 
to the disposition of their complaints. 

Finally, the proposed FBI ch~rter should provi.de the ~ouse and 
Senate Judiciary Committee WIth full access to Infor~atIOn about 
internal FBI investigations of allegations of agents' mIsconduct and 
should allow a civil right of action for recovery of damages for 
violation of the cha'rter's mandate. 

We believe that the implementation of these recommendations 
will help to alleviate some of the law enforcemen~ problems n0'Y' 
confronting Indian tribes. They would place the prImary resp<?nsI
bility for investigative activity on trib~s and, wher~ approprIat~, 
BIA investigators. The FBI would be In:9. supp~rtIng role .. ThIS 
shift from current position would be conSIstent WIth the pollcy of 
self-determination for Indian tribes. Only if Indian tribes ar~ ~ble 
to control their reservations will they be able to make the deCISIOns 
that will determine their future development and insure their 
independence and sovereignty. Because of the unique trust rela
tionship that exists between the Federal Government and the 
Indian tribal governments, it is imperative that the Federal role be 
one of facilitating the attainment and maintenance of these goals. 

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you, Dr. Flemming. I ~ond~r if we could 

get your permission to change the procedure a lIttle bIt. 
Mr. Hawkins has a problem with an airplane at noon. Would you 

have any objectikn tn hearing his testimony at this time and tl:t.en 
allow the ckmiittee to ask questiojs of all of you at the same tue? 

Dr. FLEMMING. I'd be very happy to do that. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much. Then we are pleas~d ~o 

welcome our next witness, Mr. Michael Hawkins. Mr. Hawkins IS 
the former U.S. attorney from the State of Arizona and has had a 
considerable amount of experience with law enforcement problems 
on the reservation. 

We are very pleased to have you here today, and you may 
proceed. 

TESTIMONY OF MICHAEL HAWKINS, DUSa:OFF & SACKS, 
FORMER ARIZONA U.S. ATTORNEY 

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.' I have 
provided your staff with prepared comments, and I would ask your 
permission to include those in the record. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection, so ordered. 

---~~~ 
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[The complete statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL D. HAWKINS, DUSHOFF & SACKS 

Chairman Edwards and members of the committee, I am here today at the 
request of the subcommittee to present the views of a former federal prosecutor and 
resident of a state heavily impacted by the presence of members of various Indian 
tribes, and to answer your questions about law enforcement in Indian country and 
the respective roles of federal, tribal, and local officials. 

Any approach to the law enforcement problems in Indian country must begin 
with a fundamental understanding: Indian nations can be, and of tern are, as differ
ent from one another as they are from the rest of the world. In Arizona, for 
example, Indian nations are as disparate a.s the Havasupai, whose 400 members live 
on the floor of the Grand Canyon and the Navajo Nation, whose 150,000 members 
occupy almost 9,000,000 acres of land. The law enforcement needs and concerns of 
tribes near urban areas may be wholly different from those in isolated desert 
settings. Accordingly, any attempt to resolve some of the pressing problems that 
confront law enforcement officials in Indian country must take into consideration 
the wide differences among the tribes. 

THE PRESENT SITUATION 

At present, a number of law enforcement agencies have potential jurisdiction over 
criminal offenses that arise in Indian country, State and local officials, for example, 
have jurisdiction over offenses committed by non-Indians. This responsibility has 
been significantly enha.nced since the United States Supreme Court's decision in 
Oliphant v. Suquamish Indian Tribe, 435 U.S. 191 (1978), divesting Indian tribes of 
jurisdiction over criminal offenses committed by non-Indians. Tribal police officers 
have a jurisdiction over misdemeanor offenses committed by tribal members, In 
many Indian nations, the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) Law Enforcement Special
ists have jurisdiction over offenses that telate to government property, most non
Indian government personnel, and some overlapping jurisdiction with the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) in felony cases. On some Indian reservations, BIA law 
enforcement and tribal police may be "blended" together (typically local tribal 
members as officers and BIA officers as supervisors), On other reservations BIA and 
tribal police agencies may exist side by side. As an umbrella over all of this is the 
jurisdiction of the FBI over certain Congressionally-defined "major crimes" that 
occur in Indian country. 

THE FEASIBILITY OF SHIFTING GREATER RESPONSIBILITY TO TRIBES 

Can some of the responsibilities presently undertaken by federal officers be shift
ed to tribal officers? I believe they can, keeping in mind again the differences 
among the various tribes. Within the Navajo nation, for example, I believe a 
substantial portion of day-to-day responsibilities of federal officers could be safely 
and comfortably shifted to tribal officials, if done in a carefully-planned manner. 

At a minimum, there would have to be some process for assuring that tribal 
police officers were given adequate training (both at the entry level and 011. a 
continuing basis), that tribal courts met certain minimal due process or "fairness" 
standards, and that tribal police agencies were structurally professional (among other 
things: free from unnecessary political interference by tribal officials). 

This shift could not occur, in my view, without a Congressional mandate, giving 
back to Indian tribes some portion of the jurisdiction of non-Indians that was taken 
away by the Oliphant decision. 

COOPERATION BY L00AL LAW ENFORCEMENT OF},'ICIALS 

While the relations between off-reservation peace officers and tribal police officers 
are reasonably cooperative and cordial, there still persists some suspicion and 
mistrust, one of the other. Off-reservation law enforcement officials, for example, 
are suspicious of Indian criminal justice systems, particularly of their courts. 

Tribal officials, for their part, are concerned aBout the even-handedness with 
which Indians are treated in criminal justice systems outside the reservation. Typi
cally, they feel, Indian victims are not viewed with the same sympathy as Anglo 
victims; conversely, they believe, Indian defendants are treated more sternly than 
their non-Indian counterparts. 

I have undertaken no detailed factual study to determine on which side any fault 
might lie. I do know that the views of both tribal and non-Indian law enforcement 
officials are sincerely and strongly held. At a more generalized level, the concern 
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has reached a point where the Arizona Legislature is seriously considering a 
proposal which would create a new Arizona county, made up largely of Indian 
residents. The proposed new county would be "carved" out of two existing counties, 
thereby separating Indian from non-Indian. 

As a result of all of this, the prospect for good, cooperative working relationships 
between State and local enforcement officers on the one hand and tribal officials on 
the other, is not good. In the absence of such cooperation and given the Department 
of Justice's reluctance to become deeply involved in the prosecution of standard, 
daily criminal offenses, the outlook for the prosecution of such cases, particularly 
where they involve non-Indians, is not good. 

THE 'fRAINING OF TRIBAL POLICE 

The FBI could, and to some extent already does, play a significant role in the 
training of tribal police. This training could be integrated with existing tribal police 
training, such as at the Law Enforcement Academy that exist on the Navajo nation, 
where Navajo and other tribal police officers are given training. 

Some form of training by FBI agents already exists in the daily contact between 
agents and their tribal police counterparts. I do not know whether Arizona is 
unusual in this regard, but I found a high degree of' cooperation between FBI agents 
and local tribal police officers. There is no doubt, however, that more formalized 
and routine training by FBI agents, in particularly specialized areas, would be both 
helpful and productive. I also suspect that the contact, on a more routine and 
programmed basis, between FBI agents and tribal officers, would produce a result 
which I have observed personally: increased personal contract increases personal 
communication and, understanding. 

THE ROLE OF U.s. ATTORNEY 

The United States Attorney, of course, plays a particularly important role in 
connection with law enforcement in Indian country. In a very real sense, the United 
States Attorney is the equivalent of a local district attorney, particularly as regards 
felony crime, to the residents of Indian reservations. In many other areas of federal 
law enforcement, if the United States Attorney refuses to prosecute, there is a state 
or local prosecution alternative. As regards major crime in Indian country, however, 
if the U.S. Attorney declines to proser-ute, there is no felony alternative and, 
depending upon the sophistication of tHe tribal criminal justice system, only a 
limited misdemeanor alternative. Of course, regarding offenses committed by non-
Indian, the only alternative is state or local prosecution, which may be weak or non-
existent. . 

There is an important role that this Committee could play in carrying out its 
oversight responsibilities over both the FBI and the Department of Justice. In 
recent years, there has been an effort to more carefully screen federal prosecutions 
and a greater effort to defer prosecution, particularly where there is a state or local 
prosecution alternative. This is, in my view, a perfectly appropriate policy position. 
Scarce federal resources ought to be used selectively. No one could seriously argue 
that threats to the peace and good order of the local community ought, or possible, 
to be handled locally. 

When it comes to funding and resources, however, the Department and the FBI 
occasionally forget that several of the federal districts are fundamentally affected 
by the presence of Indian country within the district. White collar and organized 
crime cases are both high-profile and high-priority items. They should be. In the 
march to prepare appropriate prosecution priorities, however, there is a distinct 
feeling in Indian country that there day-to-day law enforcement problems are being 
"lost in the shuffle of this prioritization." 

CONCLUSION 

The problems of law enforcement in Indian country are as varied as the geograph
icallocations where they are found. The Unite!;}: States, it seems to me, has a special 
role in carrying out its trust responsibilities towards the residents of Indian country. 
In carrying out that role, it should be kept in mind that residents of Indian country 
had the same expectations as you and I. They expect the government to be reason
ably efficient; they expect law enforcement to be adequately funded and properly 
trained; they expect criminal justice systems that operate with basic fairness; and 
they wish their communities to be safe and secure. 

Thank you for having me here today. I would be happy to answer your questions. 
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Mr. HAWKiNS. Mr. Chairman, before coming here today, I asked 
the general counsels of the three largest tribes in Arizona to pro
vide me with their comments on your subject matter, and one did 
respond, and that is Mr. George Vlassis, who is general counsel of 
the Navajo Nation which is America's largest Indian tribe. And if 
you have no objection, Mr. Chairman, I would offer a copy of his 
comments which are rather frank and straight to the point and I 

, think of interest. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection, this will be included in the 

record. 
[The statement of Mr. Vlassis follows:] 
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VLASSIS & OTT 
1545 WEST THOMAS ROAO 

PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85015 

(602)2.B ... " 

March 16, 1981 

1518 Arizona Title Building 
Phoenix, Arizona 85003 

OF COUNSEL 
C, LOUIS CROWDER 

Re: Reduced FBI Presence in Indian Country 

Dear Mike: 

My observations concerning the FBI presence in Indian 
Country are as follows. In over ten years of work, primarily 
related to the Navajo Reserv~tion, I have found that the great 
majority of the FBI agents assigned to problems which bring them 
within the physical confines of the reservation are not suited 
for such assignments. I don't know whether the problems arise 
from inadequate training or by innate bias. The ,same agent, in 
dealing with me or an Indian off the reservation is a different 
person -- not so quick to judge, not so hostilely defensive and 
not so determined to be judge and jury in the preliminary stages 
of an investigation. If I could characterize the many agents who 
have come in. contact with me or Navajo governmental officials in 
one phrase, I 'would say they are "nervously hostile" until they 
return to their offices in Gallup" Albuquerque or elsewhere. 

Because of the cultural peculiarities of the Navajo 
Tribe, or most any othel:' tribe, the customary investigative pro
cedures involving questioning which goes from individual to indi
vidual do not work well, particularly where the agent has been 
instructed or concludes that, somehow, he would be better off if 
he is dressed like someone's idea of a cowboy. Most of these 
fellows look like they came right out of Sears and act like pro
grammed robots. 

Another difficulty is th~t the agents are prone to ap
proach the non-Indian administrators in the tribal government as 
their first contact and, either intentionally or inadvertently, 
produce a clandestine non-Indian "conspiracy" complex. Most of 
the investigations could be completed in short order if anyone 
had the sense to approach the Chairman, the Vice Chairman, or me, 
directly, which no agent has ever done. 
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Working through the Navajo tribal police, I have found 
that I can gather more information in a day or two than what I 
believe the FBI agents could collect in a week or two, simply be
cause the great majority of the tribal police have been adequately 
trained in police and investigative procedures and, using that 
training in connection with their mastery of the language and their 
upbringing on the Reservation, they can, in fact, discover the 
"truth" about a particular situation in relatively short order. 
My impression is that the agents, speaking of them individually, 
do not trust the tribal police or the tribal government and perhaps 
that attitude is instilled by the BIA law enforcement personnel, 
most of whom are not suited to the functions that they are assigned 
to perform. 

Since the days of Wounded Knee, the BIA law enforcement 
personnel have dealt with Indian law enforcement situations as if 
Wounded Knee was about to arise any minute on no notice. The most 
recent example was the usage of AK 15, 16, or whatever (automatic 
weapons) for the arrest of four Navajo women, two of whom were 
juveniles and two of whom were on social security. That approach 
is destined for failure from the outset. 

While the tribal courts are not everything one would 
desire, neither is the justice court or the magistrate court in 
Mesa or Gila Bend. The greatest weakness in the law enforcement 
situation on reservations seems to be the technical abilities 
of the tribal prosecutors, most of whom are not professional 
lawyers, but who may be opposed by trianed lawyers in their at
tempts to prosecute various offenders. Sometimes I think that 
prosecutions are stalled by tribal prosecutors, even though tribal 
police have gathered the appropriate evidence, simply because the 
prosecutor wants to avoid what he anticipates as the potential 
media embarrassment of losing the prosecutidn's case. 

I think tribal police would be very receptive to FBI 
training, particularly if that training could take place partially 
on the reservation and partially at some FBI location. 

While I could go on endlessly about these matters, I 
would leave you with two thoughts: (1) given the opportunity 
FBI agents have almost invariably performed in a discourteous 
mann~r with relation to highly placed tribal officials, and (2) 
with the exception of yourself, no U. S. Attorney in the three 
states (Utah, Arizona, New Mexico) has ever attempted to obtain 
any rapoort wL:h the tribal government on a person-to-person basis. 
That situation is aggravated from time to time by the refusal of 
a U. S. Attorney to initiate a prosecution against an Indian where 
the sentiment of the tribal government is very strong for prosecu
tion. 
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The process of consultation between ,the federal law 
enforcement authorities and tribal authorities should not be con
sidered demeaning to the federal authorities. It would seem that 
the federal authorities, be they from the BIA or the Justice Depart
ment, are extremely hesitant to have frank discussions with their 
tribal counterparts~ 

Needless to say, my views would not be at all applicable 
with respect to small tribes, like ,the Fort McDowell Reservation, 
where, at present, the reservation has neither the ~eans nor the 
desire to assume a large roll in law enforcement with respect to 
serious criminal violations. 

I would hope that this would be of some benefit tq you 
in the pending investigation of the Committee on the Judiciary of 
the House of Representatives. 

George P. Vlassis 

Mr. HAWKINS. I want to thank you for having me here and I 
appreciate, Mr. Chairman, your going out of order. 

In summary, I would tell you that my experience, after almost 4 
years as U.S. attorney in a State and district heavily impacted by 
matters involving members of native American tribes, is that law 
enforcement can work in Indian country. There are barriers to 
effective law enforcement in Indian country. They are not insur
mountable. The FBI has a role to play there. It is a role that I 
think needs to be refined and fine tuned to some substantial 
extent. 

One thing that must be kept firmly in mind, Mr. Chairman, 
based on my own experiences: Indian nations are as different one 
from another as States are from one another. Just as something 
that might work in Augusta, Maine, might not work in Albuquer
que, N. Mex., so, too, for example, a policy for the Navajo Nation, 
whose 150,000 members live on 9 million' square acres, might not 
work for the Havasupai, who are 400 people who live at the bottom 
of the Grand Canyon with no electricity and supplies either packed 
in by mule or brought in by helicopter. 

Also, problems of Indians who are in or near urban areas are 
very different from those in remote desert areas. 

Another thing that must be kept in mind is"that the sophistica
tion of criminal justice systems varies widely. Some are very so
phisticated. In my opinion, the Navajo criminal justice system, 
although not without faults, is effective, politically stable, inde
pendent, and is workable and provides fundamental due process to 
the people that come through the court system. Their tribal police 
are well trained, well prepared, and conduct effective investiga
tions. And on a reservation like that, the role and the relationship 
between the FBI and the tribal police approaches the relationship 
between city-cpolice officers in a local jurisdiction off the reserva
tion, and the FBI. 

In a small town in Arizona, Flagstaff or Kingman, the police look 
to the 'FBI for scientific lab support; they look to them for assist
ance in locating witnesses that might travel across State lines, they 
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look to them for assistance in following leads that might be beyond 
their jurisdictional reach. It is a cooperative relationship. 

That ought to be the fundamental goal of Federal law enforce
ment. It is workable on some reservations; it is not workable on 
others. 

I think that is the general thrust of my statement. 1'd be happy 
to answer any questions you might have, Mr. Chairman, or that 
any other members of the committee might have. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you, Mr. Hawkins. I wonder if Dr. Flem
ming, Mr. Alexander, and Mr. Nunez might come back to the 
witness table. 

I recognize the gentleman from Illinois, Mr. Washington. 
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
First of all, I want to commend you, Dr. Flemming, for the fine 

work you have been doing over the years with your Commission in 
the field of civil rights. Weare very appreciative of your efforts, 
and it is my understanding you are considered the elder statesman 
of civil rights on the Hill, and I commend you for your efforts in 
the past. I want you to know the Commission has my support in 
the future. 

Dr. FLEMMING. Thank you very much. 
Mr. WASHINGTON. The current President has made clear he 

wants to protect and sustain the Commission. He could do no less 
with a man like you at the helm. 

Dr. FLEMMING. Thank you. 
Mr. WASHINGTON. The actor Robert Redford met with us on the 

subcommittee yesterday, and he was extremely concerned over the 
alleged abuses by FBI agents on Indian reservations, and he was 
feeling perhaps that this committee or the Congress should 
strengthen and tighten oversight responsibilities of the forthcom
ing charter. He painted a picture of allegations about experiences 
of people on the reservation with FBI agents. 

But his rendition of what was happening recalled to my mind 
what one former Director of the FBI purported to have done in 
other civil rights cases. He besmirched his name and used every 
effort negative and untoward, if not illegal, with reference to Dr. 
King, because of what he stood for. I think Mr. Redford raised the 
question when he said perhaps we should be about the business of . 
the charter to gjve us some assurance of appropriate oversight in 
the future over\ ·~ttempts, perhaps, by the FBI to poUticize itself. 

And I would i '!JI'ee that that might be especially appropriate 
insofar as the a(;\vity of the FBI vis-a-vis those reservations, be
cause the reservaviwns are geographically isolated and have signifi
cant cultural differ;~nces and perhaps misconceptions and serious 
communication proBlems. 

What would be you response to that? 
Dr. FLEMMING. Congressman Washington, we would. concur in 

that type of recommendation. You probably noticed that we did 
testify before the Senate Judiciary Committee relative to the FBI 
charter, and based on that testimony I reiterated here our feeling 
that the charter should provide both the House and Senate J udici
ary Committees with full access to information about internal FBI 
investigation of allegation of agents' misconduct, and in addition 
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should allow a civil right of action for recovery of damages for 
violation of the charter's mandate. 

We feel very definitely that provisions of that kind should be 
incorporated in the charter. 

Mr. WASHINGTON. And that grows out of your experience in 
dealing with matters on Indian reservations. 

Dr. FLEMMING. That is right. That grows 01,lt of our field investi
gations, our public hearings. And the commissioners as a whole 
have evaluated that evidence growing out of our field investigation 
and our public hearing and have arrived at this particular conclu
sion, among other conclusions. 

Mr. WASHINGTON. Are you satisfied with the recruitment effort 
on the part of the FBI? I am not certain but I think the perception 
among a lot of people, certainly in my community, is that the FBI 
might be somewhat ethnically lopsided, that they haven't reached 
out in the FBI with respect to its agents and officers with respect 
to different ethnic backgrounds, black, for example, and certainly 
Indians. 

Would it be of some interest to know at this point what profile 
the FBI might come up with? 

Mr. EDWARDS. If the gentleman would yield, that is an excellent 
suggestion. From time to time we.have requested a breakdown, but 
we haven't done it for a number of years, and I would be interested 
as to how many Indians there are as FBI agents. So without 
objection, we will go ahead and make that request in writing. 

Dr. FLEMMING. Congressman Washington and Congressman Ed
wards, Judge Webster did appear as a public witness in conneqtion 
with our hearing in Washington, and that is one of the issues that 
was raised with him. And he made certain responses at the hearing 
and then, my recollection is, did provide additional information 
following the hearing. And we would be very glad to bring that 
together, both his response at the hearing and the additional infor
mation that he supplied us and furnish it to the committee, and 
you might find that helpful in using. it as a base for further 
inquiries along that particular line. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you. 
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Washington, are you through? 
Mr. WASHINGTON. Yes. 
Mr. EDWARDS. The gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr. Sensenbren

nero 
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Dr. Flemming, I would like to join my 

colleagues in welcoming you here this morning, and I do have 
questions along two lines. 

Your testimony is particularly harsh in its treatment of the FBI 
in response to complaints of crime on Indian reservations. 

Now,.in light of Mr. Hawkins' testimony that the various Indian 
nations are as different as the States in the Union, what is your 
response to the recommendation that apparently the FBI be divest
ed of jurisdiction over law enforcement on Indian reservations? 

Dr. FLEMMING. Well, as I indicated in my testimony, we believe 
that as a matter of overall policy the FBI should cease to play the 
primary role in investigating major crimes occurring in Indian 
country, and that the basic responsibility for this should be placed 
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with the tribal police and/or Bureau of Indian Affairs investiga
tors, with the FBI having the responsibility for providing backup 
support as needed. 

We recognize the fact that if that becomes the basic policy of the 
Federal Government, that the time that it would take to imple
ment that particular policy would certainly vary from tribe to 
tribe. It would certainly be very dependent, for example, on the 
resources that might be provided the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
police activities on the reservations, and it would certainly be 
dependent on how far along the particular tribe or the tribes were 
in developing their own police system. 

As Mr. Hawkins indicated, we have taken note of the fact that, 
for example, the Navajo Tribes, with whom he worked, have made 
considerable progress along that line. And you could not just auto
matically apply a new policy of this kind in the same way in 
relation to every tribe. But we do believe that it would be sound 
policy for our Government to set that as the objective and then to 
move toward the achievement of that objective as rapidly as possi
ble, recognizing the fact that the FBI would always have responsi
bility for backup support and would always have a significant role 
to play. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. If primary responsibility for investigations 
is taken away from the FBI, who monitors the quality of the 
investigation which is done by the tribal police? 

Dr. FLEMMING. That question really leads to a consideration of 
how effectively law enforcement activities on Indian reservations is 
being coordinated by the Federal Government. 

As I indicated just briefly in my opening statement, you've got, 
of course, the role of the Department of the Interior through the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs; you've got the role of the tribes them
selves; and then you've got the role of the Department of Justice. 

The executive branch has never fixed responsibility for coordi
nating those various roles and giving overall direction for the 
handling ..of this problem. And in our judgment that is essential. 

We were asked just to discuss today the FBI role, but we have in 
our chapter on law enforcement in our upcoming report some 
recommendations on this whole problem of coordination. And that 
ties right' in with 'your question. 

I think that overall responsibility should be fixed at a particular 
point in the Government for this, and that the agency that has 
that overall responsibility is the agency that should size up the 
situation and determine when you can move, in connection with a 
particular tribe, in the direction of achieving the kind of an overall 
objective that is reflected in our recommendation. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Will your report recomend that Congress in 
effect reverse the Supreme Court's decision in the case of Oliphant 
v. Suquamish Indian Tribe, which divested Indian tribes of jurisdic
tion over the criminal offenses committed by non-Indians? 

Dr. FLEMMING. We will not recommend a reversal of that. We 
typically don't get into the business of recommending that the 
Supreme Court reverse itself on a matter of that kind. 
. But we will recommend that the Federal Government take note 
of the fact that nobody has really followed up on that particular 
decision in a meaningful and effective way. 
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The aftermath of that particular decision illustrates very 
poignantly the fact that responsibility for coordination has not 
been fixed or accepted at any particular point in the executive 
branch of the Federal Government. And we think that that is very, 
very serious in terms of following up on that particular decision. 
People are confused. 

And Mr. Hawkins is in a better position to comment on that 
than I am, because he can comment on it from a very practical 
point of view growing out of his own practical experience. 
. But we feel that the report of the Federal Government in recog

nizing that decision and then setting a policy that could be imple
mented effectively growing out of that decision is a very poor 
record. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Now, taking your response to my last ques
tion in conjunction with your response to my earlier questions, 
should the Supreme Court decide that the Oliphant case not be 
reversed and the crime has been committed and nobody knows 
whether the suspect is an Indian or non-Indian, don't we have even 
greater coordination problems? Because if the suspect is an Indian, 
that would be under the jurisdiction of tribal police; if it was a non
Indian it would be under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Government. 

Dr. FLEMMING. The answer is it does confront the Government 
with more difficult coordination problems. But in our judgment 
that is no reason for the Government not tackling those problems 
and endeavoring to deal with them in a positive and constructive 
manner. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. May I ask Mr. Hawkins to answer my la~t 
question to Dr. Flemming. 

Mr. HAWKINS. Yes, Congressman. 
That is a very difficult question to answer personally. My own 

view is that since, as I understand it, Oliphant is not constitution
ally based, not based on a provision of the Constitution but based 
instead on the lack of jurisdictional authority under several acts of 
Congress, I think it can be legislatively overruled, and my own 
judgment is that it should be. 

With regard to the standard to be used or described in a statute 
that would provide again Indian nations with jurisdiction or non
Indians, one thing that ought to be kept in mind is that we are not 
generally, on the larger Indian reservations, talking about situa
tions where non-Indians are sort of captive and not there by choice. 

I think given the authority to exercise jurisdiction over non
Indians, most tribes are talking about people who come to their 
land with the purpose of using it to hunt, to fish, to recreate, to 
travel, to camp or fish, or just to be a tourist. And doing that, if 
you are a guest in someone's house you observe their rules, and I 
think the same thing should pertain when you visit Indian country 
as an outsider. 

Oliphant is a significant impediment to maintaining law and 
order and discipline and safe communities within Indian nations at 
present. The Department of Justice, at l\east during the last admin
ist.ration, took a view with which I disagreed personally and do 
disagree, that the primary jurisdiction over standard street-type 
crimes committed in Indian country by non-Indians was with State 
authorities. 
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Well, the fact of the matter is that local prosecutors are simply 
not as interested, for reasons both good and bad, in pursuing viola
tions that occur in Indian country. And just as there are suspicions 
by non-Indians of Indian judicial systems, there are suspicions by 
Indians of the even-handedness with which these cases are handled 
and whether they are handled at all. 

To precisely answer your question about is there an agency that 
can perform a coordinating role, there is not one that has all the 
teeth that is necessary, but certainly the U.S. attorney in a given 
district can use the authority as the powerful discretionary author
ity of whether or not to bring prosecutions, to coordinate effort 
among the law enforcement agencies, and second, use the 'presti&,e 
of his or her office to encourage local prosecutors to exerCIse theIr 
responsibilities. 

The U.S. attorneys I knew whose districts were heavily impacted 
by the presence of native Americans made those efforts. Si,d Lezar 
in Oregon, R. V. Thompson in New Mexico, and others made those 
efforts. 

I'd be a little bit remiss if I didn't make one remark. 
There have been some comments about FBI misconduct. In the 

main-and I spent thousands of hours working on this problem
the FBI agents that I knew that worked in Indian country were 
decent, humane, compassionate people who worked long and hard 
under very pressing conditions to do the best job that they could. 

There are cultural and language differences to be certain, but in 
4 years of being a very critical and at the same time interested 
observer in this whole affair, I saw no provable damage-resulting 
case of FBI misconduct. 

Maybe we had a better range of agents, maybe there was better 
understanding, I don't know. And I found willingness on the part 
of the FBI to adjust their own internal policies to try to better 
serve the reservations. It doesn't mean they can't do their job 
better; I think they can. But I think that point ought to be made. 

Dr. FLEMMING. If I may comment, Mr. Chairman, on Mr. Haw
kins' comments, first of all my comment relative to the overruling 
of the Oliphant decision related to trying to get the Supreme Court 
to overrule its decision in that particular case. I certainly share the 
views expressed by Mr. Hawkins that the Congress could come to 
grips with that issue and pass legislation which would lead to an 
entirely different result in the courts. 

And I would also like to say that based on our field investiga
tions and based on the testimony we received at public hearings, it 
certainly is possible at the present time for U.S. attorneys to do a 
very effective job of coordination. And when our report comes out 
we will be dealing in some detail with the program that Mr. 
Hawkins worked out for coordination, and we will be dealing with 
it in a very positive way. 

He demonstrated what can be done by exercising the powers that 
are now vested in a U.S. attorney, assuming that no roadblocks are 
thrown in the way as far as the U.S. attorney is concerned. And 
that could happen from the Federal level. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Thank you. I have no further questions, 
Mr. Chairman. 
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~r. ~DWARI?S. To pursue the subject Mr. Sensenbrenner, which I 
thInk .IS ve.ry Important, and which I hadn't thought about before. 
Th~ S.Itu~tIOn on the reservations is essentially one of extraterri
torIalIty .Insofar as the courts are concerned. Insofar as practically 
all felonIes and from people coming in from outside the reserva
tion., the tribal courts don't count. These cases must go to a Federal 
court ?r State court outside the reservation; is that correct? 

I thInk a lot of resentment occurs as in China before the revolu
tion. The Boxer Rebellion was caused by the fact that in effect 
every country would have its own courts in China. 

Mr. H~'YKINS. C?ngressman, you hit on a particularly important 
and senSItive questIOn. 

Today the typical felony criminal case that occuI'S in Indian 
cou~try ~h::,-t w<?uld .involve an Indi~n defendant and one or more 
~ndian VIctims, IS tr~ed 300 or 400 mIles away from the reservation 
In a large metropolItan area such as Phoenix, before an all-Anglo 
jury with an Anglo judge, an Anglo prosecutor an Anglo adviser 
a~d probably an Anglo public defender, none of whom have touch 
WIt~ the ~ay-to-day prnblems that might arise in that particular 
IndIan natIOn. 

.There is a subs~antial problem in my view in this country today 
With whether IndIan defendants and Indian victims are receiving 
the jury-of-their-peers guarantee that is talked about in the Consti
tution under those circumstances. 

One critical and important question that this subcommittee 
could ask the Administrative Office of the Courts is: In those 
dist.ricts ~hich are heavily impacted by the presence of members of 
IndIan trIbes, what are the on-the-ground facts about nt,itive Ameri
can participation in. jury panels? And I think you will find it is 
nothIng or next to nothing. And it is an important problem and 
one that ought to be looked at. 

These cases can and should be tried closer to Indian country with 
greater Indian participation in the process. 
¥~. EDWARDS. Wouldn't you agree, Mr. Hawkins, that we are 

skirting rather closely to deprivation of equal treatment under the 
law as provided in the Constitution when we require somebody to 
be hauled 300 or 400 miles away to be tried by people who have no 
relationship to the problems back home? . 

Mr. HAWKINS. I don't know if I'd characterize it as that but your 
concern in that regard is well founded, and I share that concern 
The chief Federal judge in Arizona and I began to work in the last 
year or so I was in office, just to use one specific example of 
aPte~ptin~ to move the northern location where the Federal c~urt 
SItS In Arizona from Prescott, which is in a county that has 2 
percent nonwhite population, to Flagstaff which is centrally located 
In the norther~ part of t~e state and is a county that has a 38 
percent nonwhIte populatIOn, the bulk of which is native Ameri
cans. 

AI?-d those efforts ought to be encouraged, and they ought to be 
continued. . 

But it is a problen:-and I have tried these cases myself. I took 
my share of prosecutIOns when I ran the office· and tried cases and 
you haven't had a difficult case until you ha~e had a witness' who 
can't tell you when an event happened but can only tell you that 
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the corn was at a certain level from the ground, and the people on 
your jury panel are engineers from Motorola and Digital, and the 
cultural gap is just astounding. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you. The gentlewoman from Colorado. 
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I apologize for 

being late, but there are too many committees running at the same 
time. 

Mr. Flemming, I want to ask: When the Commission looked into 
this whole area, did you look into whether or not the FBI reacted 
differently to different Indian tribes or whether they reacted differ
ently to different groups, such as AIM, within different Indian 
tribes? Was that part of your investigation? 

Dr. FLEMMING. No, we did not address ourselves to that particu
lar issue. We took some testimony in connection with our hearing, 
particularly in South Dakota, where there were some allegations to 
that effect. And I reflected very briefly some of that testimony in 
my opening statement here today from a particular witness. 

But we did not take testimony of that kind and then probe 
further to determine whether or not there was a valid basis for the 
testimony. 

We certainly did take note of the fact that there is a perception 
of that kind on the part of American Indians living on reserva
tions. 

Mrs. SCHROEDER. I guess I am a little surprised that you didn't go 
into that more, I say that as one who, when I ran for Congress in 
1972, and later on under the Freedom of Information Act when I 

. finally got U1Y FBI i:ile, found they had hired agents to break into 
my house and monitor us and do all sorts of things. It was very 
interesting because I belonged to such incredible groups as NOW 
and Vietnam Veterans Against the War, so I thought they had a 
license to break and enter and look for any other damaging infor
mation they found. I belong to the League of Women Voters and 
other things. 

I would have handed them my political brochure if they had 
wanted one. 

All of which makes me wonder what kind of mind set was 
operating. If that was operating in Denver, Colo., I wonder if it was 
operating in other areas and if so, there might be some substance 
to those allegations. 

Did you not think it was worthwhile looking into? 
Dr. FLEMMING. Yes, we do think it's worthwhile looking into 

matters of this kind and we did address ourselves to the procedures 
that are followed in connection with allegations of that type rela
tive to misconduct on the part of FBI agents. 

And as our upcoming report will indicate, and as my testimony 
indicates today, we are not at all satisfied with the manner in 
which allegations of that type are handled. 

For example, in my testimony I pointed out that where a com
plaint of this nature, let's say, is made, it will be investigated 
internally by the FBI, but at least at the time we were holding our 
public hearings the complainant will never hear anything about 
wh~t happens to the complaint. 

Also, one of our specific recommendations growing out of our 
study, as indicated here, is that we believe that the FBI charter 
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should proyide very specifically that the House and Senate Judici
a~y CommIttees sh~:>uld. have ~ve!sight responsibility in connection 
WIth ,condu~t of thI~ kInd. ThIS IS not provided for-or at least it 
wasn t provIded for In the draft of the charter that we testified on 
when .we appeared b<:f?re t~e Senate Judiciary Committee. 

So If you are famIlIar WIth that, we said specifically here that 
the F~I chart~r should provide the House and Senate Judiciary 
~om~Itte~s WIth full access to information about internal FBI 
Inv~s~Ig~tIOns of al~egations of agents' misconduct and should allow 
a CIVIl rIght of actIOn for recovery of damages for violation of the 
charter's mandate. 

Mrs. SCHROEDER.. I. ~ess my problem with that is I look at 
m:yself-and I admIt It IS very hard to divorce yourself from those 
thIngs-but when I hear that, I think that is not much of a 
remedy. I can have an oversight committee say that is not right 
that they should pay people money to break into your house And 
~o say I can go into court and get civil damages or something' that 
IS ve!y? ve~y costly. And I live with an attorney, my dear husband 
and It IS stIll very costly even for me. ' 

So I. am stilJ not. sure that that is an adequate remedy I guess in 
that kInd of SItuatIOn. ' , 

Dr. FLE~MING. Well, I would share your feeling on that and on 
the questIOn of cost. It would seem to me that some provision 
~hould be !Dade. for the handling of cost, as has often been the case 
In connectIOn WIth matters of this kind. 

Also, we" are not making that recommendation just by itself. I 
mea:r: web.~so !ecommended that the FBI should be required to 
pr0V;Ide ~omplalnan~s as. t? alleged r,nisconduct by FBI with infor
m~tIOn dS to the dI.SpositIon of theIr complaints. And we feel, I 
thI~k, that ~he F~I Internally could pursue a much more vigorous 
pohcy than It has In the past. 

Again in m.y test.iI?-0ny I pointed out that in connection with 
so~e of the caSp.s.:arising out of Wounded Knee, the court identified 
mIsconduct on the par.t of FBI agents and did it in pretty vigorous 
terms. That resulted In an investigation in the area by the FBI 
office that had re~ponsibility for the area where the alleged mis
conduct took place. 

There w:a~ a revie~ of the record according to the FBI, at higher 
leve~s her~ In. WashIngton, but no thought of making an independ
ent InvestigatIOn of the situation. 

And it s~emed to us t~at when the court reaches the conclusion 
on the baSIS ?f the .testImony that has been presented to it that 
ther~ yvas serIOUS mIsconduct on the part of the FBI agent that as 
a mInImum n<?t only should there be an investigation on the part 
of the agent In ~harge in that particular area but that there 
shoul~ be somethmg more than just a review of the record at the 
WashIngton level. 

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Well, I probably live closer to South Dakota 
than other people, and maybe we are unduly suspicious in Our part 
of the country, bu~ we have a feeling that people tend to get 
promoted for that kInd of action. And there is a saying in my part 
of the country ~hat when<:ver a!ly of them get into trouble the FBI 
tend to put th<:Ir wagons In a CIrcle and protect them at all cost or 
at least brush It off, and that is very disconcerting for us. 
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I also want to ask if you explored the case of Leonard Peltier at 
all. 

Dr. FLEMMING. Only from this point of view. We did explore in 
some detail what happened following that particular case. We did 
not attempt to get in and conduct the kind of investigation that is 
conducted by other Government agencies. 

For example, in our chapter on law enforcement, you 'Will find 
that we did review briefly the events surrounding the whole 
Wounded Knee development, including the Peltier case. And then 
we tried to draw some lessons from what happened and didn't 
happen as a result of that particular development. But we did not 
attempt to duplicate what other Government agencies had done in 
terms of investigating the case itself. 

Mrs. SCHROEDER. So you don't reach any specific conclusions on 
that case? 

Dr. FLEMMING. Not on that particular case) no. But we did reach 
some conclusions relative to what happened or didn't happen fol
lowing that particular case. 

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Mr. Hawkins-I am taking too much time, but 
let me ask you one quick question. My understanding is that the 
Department of Justice task force indicated that the U.S. attorneys 
have declined to prosecute a large number of cases that come from 
reservations. Is that your experience? And, if so, why do you think 
that happened? 

Mr. HAWKINS. That was certainly my assessment of the statistics 
when I took office in 1977. I think our record in those 4 years that 
followed is probably somewhat better. 

The declination rate on feiony cases coming out of Indian coun
try is higher, for some understandable natural reasons, as a first 
consideration. 

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Like what? 
Mr. HAWKINS. Many cases are alcohol-related, and you will find 

memories and perceptions blurred by alcohol on the part of every-
body who was a participant. . 

:Mrs. SCHROEDER. So you mean you don't have enough to go on as 
prosecution, is that it? 

Mr. HAWKINS. Yes, sometimes there is not enough evidence, 
based on the fact of the heavy involvement of alcohol. 

Mrs. SCHROEDER. I see. 
Mr. HAWKINS. A thing that sometimes comes into consideration 

for which there must be some flexibility in system of deciding 
whether to authorize prosecution or not is the wishes of the fami
lies. 

It is common, for example, in a situation of rape or assault of a 
man on a woman in the Navajo or Apache culture, for the families 
to attempt to work it out among themselves} and it is not an 
atypical situation for a prosecutor to have a felony case in hand 

. and have a representative of both the victim's family and the 
defendant's family come to him and say, "We have made our peace 
on this." 

Mrs. SCHROEDER. What about the victim? The victim--
Mr. HAWKINS. I'm talking about the victim and their family 

coming to you, and the defendant and his family coming to you and 
saying to the prosecutor, "We have made our peace en this. We 
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have apologized to each other. We have made in effect our civil 
settlement, and we don't want the court to go f~rward." , 

That sometimes happens. 
I can also tell you there are some cases of declination which 

upon examination doesn't make a darned bit of sense. And one of 
the things I tried to do when I was U.S. attorney was to make sure 
there was an administrative appeal vehicle where the tribal people 
could come to me and explain if the case wasn't authorized for 
prosecution and they thought it should be. 

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Well, of course, there were other U.S. attorneys 

who had. jurisdiction-many, I presume, in different parts of the 
country; Isn't that correct? . 

Mr. HAWKINS. Yes. 
Mr. EDWARDS. J?o they share your attitude with regard to both 

the FBI and the dIfficulty of some of these cases where prosecution 
was deelined? 

Mr. HAWKINS. So:n::e do; some don't. I point out in my prepared 
remar:k~s that there IS great and .understandable emphasis on the 
part <;>1: the. Department of ~ustICe on high-profile, high-priority 
organIzed CrIme cases and qUIte often there is the failure to recog
nize that when you tell U.S. attorneys in general, "Concentrate 
rour cases. on th?se that ha,?,e high impact, that have high prior
Ity-Orjganized crIme, narcotICS, those sorts of prosecutions" that 
you must take into consideration that in many districts-Arizona 
Colorado, the Pacific Northwest, South Dakota, New Mexico; 
Utah-the caseloads of Federal prosecutors are heavily impacted 
by the pres~nce. of ~ndian nations. And something that must be 
kept firmly In mInd IS that the U.S. attorney plays a very different 
role as regards crime in Indian country. You are their district 
~ttorney ~s to felon:y crime. If you don't prosecute, in all probabil
Ity there IS no effective prosecution alternative. 
~nd I .don't ~hink there has been enough emphasis from the 

pohcy pOInt of VIew on the part of the Department of Justice or the 
executive branch in general in the past in all recent administra
tions to recognize that and to encourage that. 
~r. EDWARDS. But you are 300 or 400 miles away, maybe 500 

mIles away. You are not a native American. You are not a local 
person like we are used to back home with our district attorneys. 
They are neighbors, they are people who went to school, who went 
to college, around Denver or San Jose or Chicago or something like 
that. 

It must be very unsettling for the district attorney to be someone 
so removed from the day-to-day life of an Indian reservation. 

Do you get that feeling? 
Mr. HAWKINS. I agree with that. It was easier for me. I was born 

and reared in a small town on the edge of the Navajo reservation 
a~d ~he, schools I went to had 30 and 40 percent native American 
kids In the schools. I speak halting Navajo. So it was a little easier 
for me, but I think your point is very well made. ' 

Dr. FLEMMING. Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Dr. Flemming. 
Dr. FLEMMING. Could I just follow up on the comnlent that was 

made on the policy of the Department on priorities. 

----~--.--. -', 
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We identified that as quite an important issue. And in our forth
coming report we will say this on that: 

On a national level the Department of Justice sets priorities for' allocation of 
investigative and prosecutorial resources based on an evaluation of the kinds of 
7rimi~a1 :;tctivities tha~. have. the gr~atest impa~t on society. At the present time 
InvestIgatIOns of orgamzed Crime, whIte collar crlille, and national security violation 
are at the top level of priority, and according to the Director of the FBI. 

And this was testimony he gave us at the public hearing we 
held-

Those being the areas of primary impact we try to devote an increasing number 
of our resources to them on the ongoing program at particular basis. 

Investigations of crimes on Indian reservations is set at the lowest priority level. 

And we feel that that is an issue which definitely should be 
addressed. And there is a good deal of evidence growing out of our 
field investigation and our public hearings bearing on that. 

Mr. EDWARDS. In addition to that, don't all the witnesses think 
that practically all of the investigations should be by well-trained 
tribal police, and all crimes tried within the tribal system and not 
in the Anglo system 1,000 miles away? Isn't that the goal that we 
should strive toward? 

Dr. FLEMMING. Yes. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Hyde. 
Mr. HYDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize for missing the 

early part of the hearings. 
Dr. Flemming, I have been a student of the rhetoric involved in 

compulsory busing for some time, and I think I understand the 
ra~ionale which the courts use. Cultural isolation is not a good 
thIng for people of a definable racial group. ·Racial isolation. isn't a 
good ~hing. Homogenation is important, even if it is compulsory. 
Even if the people don't want it, it has been'determined by sociolo
gists .and civil rights theoreticians and cert.ainly the courts that 
that IS the only way to have equal protection of the law vis-a-vis 
education. 

And I am somewhat puzzled as to why Indians aren't compulsori
ly bused to white schools so this homogeneity-in other words if 
it's good for the blacks and the whites, why not for the reds? Why 
do we treat them differently? 

Dr. FLEMMING. Congressman Hyde, I haven't personally gone 
into that. That was not-- . 

Mr. HYDE. I know it's not within the purview of our meeting but 
since you're here, it is so convenient. ' 

Dr. FLEMMING. I don't think we get into tha:t at all. 
Mr. ALEXANDER. We discussed it in our chapter on Indians and 

civil rights. 
Dr. FLEMMING. Mr. Hyde, Paul Alexander, is our acting general 

counsel, and as I explained at the beginning, for a couple of years 
he was on leave from the Civil Rights Commission to serve as 
special counsel of the American Indian Policy Review Commission 
a co~gress~onal commis.sion. So that he is very, very well acquaint~ 
ed WIth thIS area and dJ.d some excellent staff work on it. 

:"Iv.£r. HYDE. Perhaps he can address that question. 
"- Mr. ALEXANDER. Well, as the Supreme Court of the United States 

has held consistently, Indians in their tribal setting are not defined 
as a racial classification for purposes of the 14th amendment. In 
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that setting it is a political relationship, a relationship the United 
States as a government has with the Indian tribe as a government. 
And we are talking about the tribal political obligation of the 
United States in relation to law enforcement functions on Indian 
reservations. 

Indians in certain urban settings and in certain public school 
settings may, in fact, be treated as a racial classification for certain 
types of civil rights laws. But when we are talking about a tribal 
setting, that is not a racial classification. That is a political group 
of people. It is the only such thing in our constitutional system like 
that. 

Mr. HYDE. I understand that, but the rationale for busing is to 
eliminate or ameliorate cultural isolation. In previous years, Indi
ans have been told they couldn't speak their native language, and 
sort of forcibly inbred into the public school system. And there has 
been a substantial and strong movement away from that in recent 
years. They have built the high schools now in Indian country and 
are attempting to hire more and more Indian teachers. 

So the sort of thing you're talking about was tried at one time. 
My only concern is the compulsory aspect of it. I think there is 

merit to mixing different cultures. I think the Inciians can learn 
from us and we can learn from them, and we can all learn from 
the Hispanics and blacks. But it is the conscription of kids on buses 
that is so militantly sought by the government in courts, and it is 
the selective mix of all these good notions that just has concerned 
me. 

I do understand the legal difference, but the social differences or 
the social advantages of this are still there. 

Dr. FLEMMING. Congressman, as you well know, the Commission 
and I have been quite vigorous in our advocacy of desegregation 
policies, which include court orders and which in turn make provi
sion for pupil transportation. And I don't waver at all in my 
feelings that that is the only way in which we will ultimately 
provide equal access to the educational resources of our Nation. 

However, on this issue I have lived long enough that I have seen 
this pendulum swing back and forth as far as the Indians are 
concerned. I have not had the opportunity, as Mr. Hawkins has 
had, of living close to the tribes, but I have been in the Govern
ment when it's been swinging back and forth. 

At times we have thought that the thing to do' was to try to 
assimilate, to use a term that has been used very often. And then 
we moved in the direction of self-determination. 

And as far as the law is concerned at the present time, that is, 
represented by laws passed by the Congress, as a nation we seem to 
be committed now to the concept of self-determination. 

When I was Commissioner on Aging, I pushed for an amendment 
to the Older Americans Act that would make it possible for the 
Administration on Aging to make grants directly to the tribes. The 
Congress has passed such an amendment to the Older Americans 
Act, and under title VI of that act now grants can be made directly 
to the tribe. 

In our report, when it comes out, you will see that we do deal 
with this from a historical point of view, from a legal point of view, 
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Mr. TUCEVICH. Would it be a fair statement to say you asked the 
Director to submit written responses? 

Mr. ALExANDER. Yes. 
Mr. TUCEVICH. And the written responses in this particular hear.

ing are in entirety the extent to which he responded to that partic
ular subject. 

Dr. FLEMMING. Yes. His letter was responsive to our inquiry. 
Mr. TUCEVICH. But I take it you were not satisfied by that 

response. 
Dr. FLEMMING. Well, I have just stated that in our judgment, in 

view of the seriousness of the allegations, it seems to us that the 
FBI should have conducted an investigation outside of the area 
where the misconduct took place. 

Mr. TUCEVICH. Would it be fair to say that this' is more of an 
isolated case or on the other hand did you detect a systematic 
pattern on the part of the FBI to not fully investigate allegations of 
agent misconduct? 

Dr. FLEMMING. Well, you referred to a court proceeding growing 
out of the Leonard Peltier case and involving the affidavits that 
the FBI agents obtained from Myrtle Poor Bear. And on appeal it 
was admitted that the affidavits obtained by the FBI were contra
dictory with one another and were, in fact, false in that she was 
not present at the events she claimed to have observed. 

And as I indicated, the court was very critical of these events. 
Nevertheless, no internal inquiry Was made in regard to the FBI 
agents~ development of the affidavits. 

We feel that such an inquiry should have been made. 
Mr. TUCEVICH. OK. Aside from these particular cases that you 

mentioned in your statement, were you able to detect any other 
instances whereby the Federal Bureau of Investigation was lax, in 
your opinion, in pursuing allegations of agent misconduct? 

Dr. FLEMMING. We felt from these cases-and my recollection is 
there were several others which we'd be very glad to furnish you. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection they will be received. 
Dr. FLEMMING. Our conclusion was, on the basis of those cases, 

that the procedures that are followed regularly were deficient in 
terms of investigating alleged misconduct. 

Mr. TUCEVICH. So would it be a fair statement to say that you 
perceive this to be a widespread problem? 

Dr. FLEMMING. No, that would not be a fair statement, because I 
do not have knowledge that could lead me to the conclusion that it 
was widespread. I say that the lack of adequate procedures for 
dealing with a matter of this kind could very well create a problem 
that would be widespread. . 

Mr. TUCEVICH. Did you receive complaints in that regard from 
reservations other than Pine Ridge? In other words, since Mr. 
Hawkins has indicated that Indian tribes are very diverse and 
spread out throughout the Nation, were there such indications 
from other witnesses who testified? 

Dr. FLEMMING. I have referred to the fact that we. do have some 
other testimony referring to Some other cases, and those came from 
other reservations. And I will be very glad to identify that for the 
record. , 

Mr. TUCEVICH. Thank you. 
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The policy deci~ion that has to be I?~de by others, I think-it is not one that we 
can mal:te. ~~me-Is the present capabIhty of BIA and others to fully discharge those 
responsIbIlItIes. 

The other thing I ~an s~y as an aside is t~at I would be very unhappy if we 
developed a program In whIch we were called In not at the beginning of a difficult 
case b.ut after the case had gotten its~lf so turned upside down that we couldn't do 
~nythIng. ~hose are th.e ty~es of thmgs that we have been working on, say, for 
Instance, wIth tht=: relatIOnshIp between the FBI and the Inspector General in these 
new 3;reas. But If we can deal with alternative plans, you will find me very 
receptIve. 

Mr. BOYD: Than~ you. I assume that same difficult problem with 
resources will contInue over the next year. 

I just want to ask Mr. Hawkins before he flies the coop about 
wheth~r, ~iven appropriate alternatives, the FBI would not object 
to abdIcating at least to some extent its responsibilities with re
spect to major crime enforcement in Indian reservations and the 
problem of determining when those alternatives exist. ' 

Would you comment? 
Mr. HAWKINS. I wouldn't want to state the Bureau's position. I 

know Judge Webster and I like him very, very much. I think the 
count;ry is well-served by having him at the helm. I think that is a 
questIOn that has to be asked of individual Indian communities. 

There are those tribes, I think, that would be very much opposed 
to removing the FBI as their primary law enforcement tool for a 
number of reasons. There are those tribes that would be happy to 
do it tomorrow if someone could wave a wand. 

I think part of the problem is resources. I think the other prob
lem is generally a failure to recognize an existent fact and that is 
that th~ cri~e that o.ccurs in Indian country is prim'arily street
type crIme, VIOlent cnme, the type that is ordinarily investigated 
by local investigators and prosecuted by local prosecutors. 

Because of the peculiar trust relationship between the United 
States and the tribes, it is different vis-a-vis them. 

But as a goal I tJ:1ink your chairman is absolutely correct that 
the goal down the lIne. ought ~o be to J:1ave the same relationship 
between the FBI and trIbal polIce agencIes as there is now between 
the FBI and local police agencies. 

The;re is some variety> quite frankly, in the ability of tribal police 
agencIes from reservatIOn to reservation, and within their justice 
systems there are some wide varieties with local non-Indian sys
tems. 

Mr. BOYD. Then you agree with the dual sovereignty concept? 
Mr. HAW~INS. Yes, I do agree with it. I also think the training 

aspect, getting the FBI more heavily involved in the training of 
tribal police office!s is .something th~t ought to be encouraged . 

. Mr. BO!D. Do you thIn}.r the FBI IS more competent to train 
tnbal polIce officers than IS the Department of the Interior or the 
BIA? 

Mr. HAWKINS. I don't think there is any question about that. 
Mr. BOYD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you. I should think that some of the Indi

ans would feel the same way about the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
police as. they would about the FBI. Aren't they both from Federal 
agencies? 

M;r. HA~INS. In some ~a~es, with some tribes, the BIA is actual
ly vIewed wIth more suspICIOn than the FBI. In other tribes there 
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is what we call merged law enforcement, that is, BIA people help 
run the tribal police department but the officers are members of 
the tribe. There is a warm working relationship between the two. 

Again, it differs from reservation to reservation, but the suspi
cion isn't just of the FBI. It extends to the BIA, there's no question 
about it. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Have some reservations reached a level of sophis
tication and education, to enable their own tribal police to handle 
all crimes, except perhaps treason and espionage which are neces
sarily Federal crinles. Also perhaps with their own court system, 
upgrading the present system so that they would be like our supe
rior courts-the tribal courts in American States? 

Mr. HAWKINS. Yes. In my opinion there are three, perhaps four 
tribes in Arizona, that would be ready now or in the very near 
future to assume that sort of responsibility. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Alexander, are there some elsewhere in the 
country? 

Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Wouldn't it be a good national policy, then, to try 

out that system in some of those areas and give the other tribes 
something to shoot at? 

Mr. HAWKINS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Hyde mentioned the manpower, I believe, of 

the FBI. And the figures that have been furnished to this subcom
mittee are that in 1980, 76,951 man-hours-and I hope woman
hours, too-were devoted to criminal investigations on Indian res
ervations by the FBI. And this equals approximately 33.24 agents 
full time, which is a lot of agents. That is about the number that 
are in Atlanta helping out in that tragic situation. Those agents 
could be better used elsewhere. They shouldn't have to be doing 
that kind of work. They are traditionally not trained for that kind 
of work, either. . 

Does anybody know whether or not the FBI's Academy at Quan
tico trains tribal police? 

Mr. HAWKINS. That is a very interesting question. They do to 
some extent, but I understand there is a great deal of concern 
among tribal police agencies about the number of available, slots 
for tribal police officers that are available at the FBI National 
Academy. 

There are at least two dozen, just to pick one example again, 
Navajo tribal police officers who have attended that National Acad
emy, and the tribe is much the better for it, and they understand 
the Federal Government and work with.it better. 

But that is something that perhaps the Bureau should be gently 
asked .about, is their policy toward allowing increased numbers of 
tribal police officers to take~art in that training, which is general
ly viewed as some of the beist training that police officers can 
obtain. , 

Mr. EDWARDS. I think we are about through. 
Do you think this subcommittee could direct a letter to the 

administration suggesting that they take a few of those. reserva
tions where they have gone a long way and have them look into 
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whether or not they would want to have a plan such as we have 
been talking about? 

Mr. HYDE. I think it's a great idea and would certainly join in 
any such correspondence. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Are there any further questions by counsel? 
[Negative response.] 
Dr. FLEMMING. I might say, Mr. Chairman, we addressed that 

question to J udge Webster also. We will be glad to again put that 
in the record along with our testimony. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you. We will be looking forward to your 
full report. 

Mr. HYDE. May I ask Mr. Hawkins: What about the Drug En
forcement Administration? They have training as well. Would this 
be useful for tribal police or isn't it the problem it is in other 
areas? 

Mr: ~A ':"KINS. In my ~iew it is no~ at the level of the problem 
that It IS In the non-Indian communIty. There is a problem upon 
remote Indian reservations with getting response at all from the 
DEA and not infrequently the remote areas of Indian reservations 
are now frequently being used by traffickers in heroin and mari
huana coming from Mexico and Central American countries into 
the Southwest United States. And there is a problem, yes. 

The answer is "Yes," they could use training from the DEA I 
think, in narcotic investigative techniques, and the DEA should ~ot 
be immune from your committee's looks at the responsiveness and 
response time of Federal investigative agencies to the problems of 
Indian country. 

Mr. HYDE. Mr. Chairman, is it beyond our jurisdiction to write 
the DEA and inquire as to whether any tribal police are invited to 
theirs? 

Mr. EDWARDS. No, it's not. Let's do it. 
Off the record. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. EDWARDS. We want to thank the witnesses for their excellent 

testimony. We appreciate your enormous contribution, Dr. Flem
ming, and Mr. Alexander and Mr. Nunez also. 

Dr. FLEMMING. Thank you. 
[Whereupon, at 11:15 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 
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ADDITIONAL MATERIAL 

TESTIMONY 

OF 

JOSEPH A. MARTIN 

CAPTAIN, MAKAH TRIBAL POLICE DEPARTMENT 

MAKAH TRIBAL COUNCIL 

BEFORE THE HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON CIVIL AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS 

Hearings on March 19, 1981 

on 

F.B.I. LAW ENFORCEMENT ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS 

I am Captain Joseph A. l-1a.rtin, Makah Tribal Police Depart

ment, and I have been authorized by the Makah Tribe to submit this 

statement on its behalf. 

My testimony addresses the role of the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation on the Makah Indian Reservation. The Makah Indian 

Reservation covers approximately 44 square miles on the extreme 

northwest corner of the Olympic Peninsula in the State of Washington. 

The reservation is bounded by the Pacific Ocean to the west and the 

Strait of Juan de Fuca to the north. The reservation terrain is 

isolated, rugged and mountainous and is endowed with miles of 

spectacular beaches and scenery, which annually attract more than 

200,000 outsiders to the res~rvation, especially in the summer 

months. 

The Makah Indian Tribe has a tribal government organ~zed 

pursuant to the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, 25 U.S.C. §476. 

Shortly after Federal organization in 1937 the Makah Inidan Tribe 
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adopted a Law and Order Code and established a tribal court. The 

tribe has consistently endeavored to develop and maintain an effec

tive law enforcement. program with primary responsibility for law 

enforcement on the reservation. Pursuant to this objective, the 

Makah Tribe has successfully contracted with the Bureau of Indian 

Affairs for the past several years under Section 102 of Public Law 

93-631.1, 24 C.F.R. §271.18, the Indian Self-Determination and Educa-

tion Assistance Act, to administer both law enforcement and correc-

tional center manpower programs designed to improve the quality of 

reservation law enforcement. 

The present nine-man Makah Tribal Police Department provides 

around the clock law enforcement service throughout the reservation 

and hascoordi~ate4 with the Federal Bureau of Investigation for 

six years. During that period,by agreement with the FBI the Tribe 

has taken on a gradually increasing responsibi:ity. The Federal 

Bureau of Investigation now relies upon the Makah Tribal Police 

Department to provide the total range of criminal investigation 

services needed at the scene of a crime. Tribal Police conduct 

interviews of both criminal suspects and victims and in addition 

perform all necessary interrogations., In short, Tribal Police are 

responsible for preparing the entire case report of any given crime 

and effectively brief the Federal Bureau of Investigation as to all 

aspects of a crime prior to any Bureau involvement. 

The Makah Tribal Police Department has provided the fore-

going services to the Bureau in connection with such diverse crimes 

as negligent homicide, homicide, burgularies and cattle rustling. 
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For example, l-1akah Tribal Police Department has rendered approxi

mately 300 man hours of service to both the F.B.I. and the Drug 

Enforcement Administration in connection with the breaking up of 
, 

a highly sophisticated marijuana operation which had attempted to 

run contraband through the reservation. Tribal Police seized 290 ,. 
bales of marijuana valued at nearly 50 million dollars. '" 

The Makah Tribal Police Department, in addition, has a 

fisheries enforcement division of six men which provides virtual 

around the clock enforcement and emergency services to diversa 

groups of fishermen within a vast geographical area encompassing 

approximately 1500 square miles in the Pacific Ocean and the 

Straits of Juan de Fuca. 

Tribal POlice'have been trained by the F.B.I. itself in 

such areas as firearms use, hostage negotiation, legal education, 

fingerprints techniques and use of chemical age'nts in the field. 

Four tribal officers aEe graduates of the Bureau of Indian 'A'ffairs 

Police Academy and two officers are graduates olE the Washington 

State Criminal Justice Police Academy. While I serve as Captain 

of the Makah Tribal Police Department I am also a United States 

Marshall, I am a graduate of the United States Fiederal Law Enforce

ment Training Center in Glynco, Georgia. Appro~cimately two-thirds 

i· 
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, 
of the Tribal Police have received an average O'f 72 hours of F.B.I. 

training per officer. An inspection team from the Bureau of 

Indian Affairs recently recognized \the Makah Tribal Police Department 
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as the most efficient and well organized police department in 

the Bureau of Indian Affairs Olympic Agency. 

The Makah Tribal Police Department is, therefore, eminently 

well qualified to assume primary responsibility for investigation 

of major crimes on the reservation and has satisfactorily executed 

this responsibility for several years now. However, the continued' 

ability of the Makah Tribal Police Department to perform such 

services in lieu of the Federal Bureau of Investigation is dependent 

upon the financial support which is provided in the Federal budget. 

Essentially, we are operating a Federal law enforcement program. 

Our most important responsibilities are the enforcement of Federal 

laws. While the Tribe provides what,it can in financial support, 

it is unable to subsidize the pro'J.ram beyond the present level'. 

The Tribe feels t.hat the major federal responsibilities of the 

Department, including drug enforcement as well as Indian major 

crimes, justifies an increased level of Federal financial support. 

We have previously submitted testimony to the House Appropriations 

Subcommittee on Interior and Related Agencies on this point, and 

I am filing with this statement a copy of that testimony. 

We believe the Subcommittee should, when placing primary 

responsibility for criminal investigation in the hands of tribal 

enforcement agencies, recommend that budgetary as well as technical' 

assistance be provided to tribal police departments assuming such 
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additional responsibility through the Division of Law Enforcement 

Services in the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The transfer of such 

investigative authority to Indian tribes,would be counterproductive 

unless financial and technical assistance is provided. We believe. 

the implementation of these recommendations will help to alleviate 

the financial problems, in particular, which the r-1akah Tribal Police 

Departme~t is now ex~eriencing in assuming primary responsibility for 

law enforcement services on the Hakah Reservation. If ' 
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l\.~AKAH TRIBAL COUf~CIL 
P.O. BOX ns . NEAH BAY, WA. 98357' 206-6lJS-220S 

STATEMENT 

OF 
JOSEPH A. MARTIN 

CAPTAIN, MAKAH. TRIBAL LAI" ,1;;N.FORCEMENT 
'MAKAH TRIBAL COUNCIL 

MAKAH TRIBAL LAW ENFORCEMENT F.Y. 1982 BUDGET JUSTIFICATION 

:"i 

This appropriations request is to the Bureau of Indian Affairs and 
involves a total overall increase of $274,517 in the tribal law enforce
ment budget. The Makah Indian Reservation covers approximately 44 
square miles on the extreme northwe~,t corner of the Oiympic Peninsula 
in the State of lvashington. The resi!rvation is bounded by the Pacific 
Ocean to the lvest and the Strait of I,~uan de Fuca to the north. The 
reservation terrain is isolated, rU~'iJed and mountainous and is endowed 
with miles of expansive beaches and ispectacular scenery ~ihich annually 
attract more than 200,000 outsiders especially in the summer months. 

The 1-Iakah Indian Tribe has ,{,~ribal government ,organized pursu~nt 
to the Indian Reorganiza{lon Act 'of 1934, 25 U.S.C. §476. Sh0ctly 
after federal organization in 1937 the Makah Tribe adopted a Law and 
Ord,er Code and established a tribal court. . 'rhe l-lakah Tribe has con
sistently endeavored to develop and maintain an effective law enforce
ment program. Pursuant to this objective, the Makah Tribe has 
successfully contracted with the Bureau of Indian Affairs 50r the past 
several years under section 102 of Public Law 93-638, 25 C.F.R. §271.18, 
the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act, to administer 
both law enforcement and correctional center m~npower programs designed 
to improve the quality of reservation law enforcement. 

The present nine-man Makah Tribal Police Department provides 
around the clock law enforcement service throughout the Reservation 
but a substantial increase in funding is needed for F.Y. 1982 if such 
service is to continue, especially during the months when the Reservation 
population is almost quadrupled by'outsiders. Actual reservation 
population growth from 1968 to 1977, for example, has averaged about 
4.4% per year. During the tourist season which lasts from April to 
September, the tribe estimates an influx of nearly 104,000 people who 
visit the reservation for purposes of sports fishing, camping and 
hiking. In addition, nearly 40,000 commercial fishermen frequent the 
reservation during these months. The Tribe also estimfltes that 
approximately 60,000 non-residents visit the ozette trlbal village ana, 
laboratory each year. 

/' 1/ 
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The crux of the mil tter, thm-cfore, j s th« t the M'lknh Trj b;] 1 
Police Department actually services a drastically larger population 
during six months of the'year which greatly increases both the need 
for and cost of tribal law enforcement services.?or example, the 
tribal police have been forced to allocate a tremendous amount of their 
resources to prevent the vandalism of tourist vehicles which are left 
overnight on isolated reservation trails and beaches. The tribal 
police are frequent participants in search and rescue missions' to 
assist inexperienced tourists \~hcn they are injured or lost in some of 
the more remote reservation areas. The tribal police have been com
pelled to purchase a four-wheel drive vehicle, stretchers and other 
rescue equipment to handle such emergcncies. 

Compounding these tourists related law enforcement problems is a 
sulden increase in crime with respect to traffic in narcotics on the 
reservation. During september of 1980 the tribal police assisted in 
breaking up a highly sophisticated marijuana operation which had 
attempted to run contraband through the reservation. The tribal 
police seized 290 bales of marijuana valued at nearly $50 million. 
The problem of smuggling of narcotics on the reservation continues and 
the tribal police have been compelled to increase their drug surveil
lance efforts. In addition, the tribal police have had to contend with 
inflation and rising costs particularly in connection with law 
enforcement equipment, insurance and salaries. 

Pursuant to a recent Bureau of Indian Affairs recommendation, for 
example, the tribal police must now establish separately, the functions 
of jailer aiM police dispatcher. Before this time, both functions were 
performed by a single staff p0rson. Now, however, the functions must 
be separated and new staff hired. 

Notwithstanding these pressures, the Maka.h Tribal Police Department 
has provided outstanding law cnfo~cement services to the reservation 
community for several years and was ranked, by an inspection team from 
the Bureau of Indian Affairs recently, as the most efficient and 
well-organized police department in the BIAOlympic Agency. 

HO\~ever, the continued effectiveness of law enforcement activities 
on the Makah Reservation in the face of thcse pressures is dependent 
upon the budget increases identified in the attachments \~hich have 
been officially fi led by the Tribe \~i th the Bureau of Indian Affairs. 
A deterioration in this program will jeopardize the lives and property 
of both the Nai:ah Indian people and of the thousands of others who 
visit the Reservation each year. Ive respectfully request that the 
House and Senate Appropriation Committ;ees direct that these urgent 
needs be met by specifying that the BUrc;au of Indian Affairs shall 
increase the funding level for the contracted law enforcement program 
on the Makah Reservation to a minimum 'level of $394,516, an increase 
of $274,517 from the the present level of B)lreau funding. 
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TESTIMONY 

GERALD ONE FEATHER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 

OGLALA SIOUX TRIBAL PUBLIC SAFETY COMMISSION 

AND 

ZACHERY HIGH WHITE MAN, CHAIRMAN, 

OGLALA SIOUX LAW AND ORDER COMMITTEE 

BEFORE THE HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON CIVIL AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS 

HEARING ON MARCH 19, 1981 

ON F.B.I. LAW ENFORCEMENT ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS 

I am Gerald One Feather, Executive Director of the Oglala 

sioux Tribal Public Safety Commission, and I have been authorized 

by the Oglala sioux Tribal Public Safety Commission to submit this 

statement on its behalf. 

In recent history, the relationship between the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation and the Pine Ridge Reservation has 

gone through a variety of phases. without recanting the dif

ficulties that were encountered in the past, I can happily say 

that since the Public Safety Commission was created and the 

Tribe assumed law enforcement responsibilities from the Bureau 

of Indian Affairs, the working relationships with the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation and the U.S. Attorney have improved 

tremendously. My testimony concerns the role of the F.B.I. 

on the Pine Ridge Reservation and supports placing primary 

responsibility for criminal investigations on tribal enforce

ment agencies provided budgetary and technical assistance is 

upgraded commensurate with the increase in responsibility. 
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The Pine Ridge Reservation is located in'south\\'{estern 

South Dakota, with the Nebraska state line forming its southern 

border. Approximately 14,000 Indians and 3,000 non-Indians 

live on this 1,800,000 acre reservation, larger ,than the State 

of Delaware. The landscape is characterized by rolling plains 

covered with buffalo grass, interlaced by creeks, buttes, 

ravines and low ridges. It is dominated in places by the 

spectacular scenery of the awesome Badlands' formations to 

the north, and the Black Hills to the west. Parts of the 

Gunnery Range have a :trugged grahdeur and jagged terrain as 

impressive as that of the Grand Canyon. These and'other 

natural monuments, as well as nearby Mount Rushmore, mean 

that a substantial number--of tourists are attracted to the 

area each year. Mount Rushmore alone draws over 2 million 

tourists annually. 

The Oglala Sioux Tribe has a tribal government organized 

under the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934. 25 U.S.C. §456. 

Its Constitution and By-Laws were approved by the Commissioner 

15 1936 In December of 1935 of Indian Affairs on January, . 

the Tribal Council, the governing body of the Tribe, adopted 

its own Law and Order Code and es~ab1ished a Tribal Court 

system. The Tribe has always undertaken primary responsibility 

for law enforcement on the reservation. In keeping with this 

, h 'b successfully sought to contract with the objectlve, t e Trl e 

BIA for operation of the Pine Ridge Reservation Law and Order 

Program in December of 1976, pursuant to Public Law 93-638, 

and by authority of Article IV, Sections lea), l(k), and len) 

of the Constitution and By-Laws of the Oglala sioux Tribe; 

-----~-~ ---
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Tribal Council Resolutions 76-12 (July 20, 1976), and 76-113 

(December 14, 1976); and Tribal Ordinance 76-12 (December 14
f 

1976). 

Tribal control of law enforcement is now in the fourth 

year. At present, the'PuQlic Safety Commission has a staff 

of 78. Tribal officers provide around-the-clock law enforce

mentthroughout tde reservation. The recent increase in 

cooperation between the F.B.I. and the Tribal Police puts 

more responsibility upon Tribal personnel. The F.B.I. now 

relies upon the Oglala Sioux Tribe for many of the criminal 

investigations and reports needed at the scene of a crime. 

Tribal officers conduct preliminary investigations of the 

crime site as well as work along side the F.B.I. agents 

throughout'subsequent investigations. Tribal officers are 

invo1 ved with the F. B. I. in.,,-many types of crimes, including 

homicide. At least one Tribal off~cer has been commended by 

the Public Safety Commission for his investigative work which 

led to the development of a suspect and the officer's subse-

quent apprehension of that suspect. In fact, on a reservation 

on t.,hich the population is 90% Indian and where, in some rural 

areas, non-Indian outsiders find it difficult to be incon-

spicuous, the involvement of Tribal officers in criminal 

investigatiOh is essential for successful law enforcement. 

Investigations by ,the F.B.I. have been hampered in the past 

by the fact that their agents are easily recognized in the 

reservation community. 

The Oglala Sioux Tribal Police are more than adequately 

qualified to assume primary responsibility for invE7stigatton 
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of major crimes on the reservation. All Tribal officers 

undergo 240 hours of basic training over a six-week period 

before they are considered eligible to serve. This program 

has been put together by the Public Safety Commission and 

operates primarily with F.B.I. and other outsid~ instructors. 

Supplemental training is emphasized. The Public Safety 

Commission itself operates a "weekend academy" which offers 

college level course work in criminal justice and may lead to 

a c;:ollege degree. for the officer. Additional training in a 

particular specialization is often made available. Recently, 

an officer completed a course on the use of a pCIJ.ygraph 

machine and a Captain on the force completed an F.B.I. course 

dealing with administration of a police department. Members 

of the force have also graduated from the United States 

Federal Law Enforcement Training Center in Glynco, Georgia. 

While the Oglala Sioux Tribe's Public Safety Commission 

is qualified to assume the responsibility for investigation 

of major crimes on the reservation, and has already assumed 

much of the responsibility over the past few years, continued 

ability to perform such services, in lieu of the F.B.I., is 

dependent upon financial and technical support. Essentially, 

we are operating a federal law enforcement program. Our most 

important responsibilities are the enforcement of federal 

laws. The F.B.I., nationwide, is becoming less interested in 

rural law enforcement, including Indian reservations. Often 

the F.B.I. will not become involved unless the crime is of a 

certain magnitude. In practice, this means that crimes in 

the Pine Ridge Reservation are not even being investigated. 
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An increased role for the Public Safety Commission could 

remedy this. While the Tribe provides what it can in finan

cial support, it is unable to subsidize the program beyond 

the present level. 

In conclusion, the Oglala Sioux Public Safety Commission 

supports an increased role for Tribal law enforcement agencies 

in federal criminal investigations on Indian reservations but 

urges that adequate attention be given to fedel;al financial 

and technical asFistance to tribes before the F.B.I. role is 

phased out. The Tribe feels that the major federal responsi

bilities of the Commission justifies an increased level of 
1\ 

federal financial and technical support. Some savings may be 

realized since F.B.I. manpower may eventually be reduced. 

The transfer of any investigative authority to Indian tribes 

would be counterproductive unless increased financial arid 

technical assistance is made available. We understand that 

the Bureau of Indian Affairs is seeking additional funding 

for this purpose, and we support its efforts. 
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AMERICAN INDIAN Ul,W CENTER, INC. 
p,o, BOX 4456 - STATION A 

1117 STANFORD, N,E, 

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO B71 56 
PHONE [505)277.5462 

Michael Tucevich 
House Judiciary Committee 
Room 407 
House Annex #1 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Tucev.ich: 

!>larch 10, 1981 

Thank you 'for your telephone. call concernit;9 .t~e u)?co~ing 
hearinqs of the',Subcommittee on Civil c;tnd const;J.tut;J.on~T Rl.9hts 
on FBI-jurisdiction on Indian reservatl.ons. As I ment~o~ed ~o 
you, the American Indian Law Center:has ~ad someexper7eno,eh;J.n 
this. area., .most recently in conn:ct;J.on Wl. th our wo~k WJ; th t. e 
commission on Tribal-State Relatl.dns. I '<;tm enclos;J.n~ fqr:tiy~~r 
'irtforination an unedited copy of a transcnpt of hea:nngs , e '., _ 

'by the Commiss.ion OJ"! Reser.vation Law Enforcement pn,.Decem~,~r\17 
l~, 1979. ,,;', Yj'\ \ 

YoU mentioned some of the problems the: st;tbcomm,i.ttee ')'lO~:~~ 
'be looking at, all of which. seem to fall Wl.t~l.n,.the ,g~neJ;a,~~:.c·; 
'perception that reservation law enforcement ;J.S l.nadeqt!,~te:.!,~ l 
because :it is a low priority with ~he FBI and the y.s.'.J\tt~rnjYs.:. 
I believe that this is the percephon of rese:rvatl.c;>n law:e.nfo,ce 
ment. among many faIniliar wi th the problems, l.nclu,d;J.ng, ma~y.~eIJlbe~~ 
of the Indian community, and I think there is a good.(iea <3 JIler;J. 
t¢ this view~." 

In our work with the Commission on Tribal-S,tateR~latio'ns 
we have taken what we feel is an innovative approach;tO,the J 
intergovernmental relations problems on and near rndl.,ar,treser~ ; 
vatiohs. 'Most analyses of re:ser~at;i.(;m proble~s" we have foun ~il
conclude that the solution lJ.es ;J.n el. ther malung mO,~e mon~¥ ~v. 
able or transf.erring responsibility from one g~vernmen,t w;J.~ l.S 
appar'ently not dealing with the 'problem effectl.·v,e~¥ to anot er h t t 
which might do a better jOb. Both 0l~ t~ese solutl.O~S are somew a 
unimaginative and politically unrea1stl.c. 

Our approach has peep to take existing levels ,?f ef~ort and 
jurisdictional lines for -granted and te;> atteml?t to ;J.de~tl.~y 'c
methods of using resotir·ces more effect~vely. Wl. thout, a ~U~1~dl. 
tional realignment. The limits of leg~slat~ve and.Judl.cl.c;t 
~urisdiction are relatively inflexible, but there1s.~0~Sl.d:r~ble 
room for coordination among executive branches of trl. a 't~ a e 
and federal governments. In the law en~orcement.system, r~se-
formal milestones of a:rest, incarCera~l.e;>n, S~ryr~t~~m:~tjuiiSdiction. 
cution, trial, sentencl.ng, etc., are 0 Vl.OU 
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Other functions, such as patrolling, radio communications, 
detention pending arrest by another jurisdiction, investigation, 
providing witnr~~es, pre-sentence investigation, probation and 
other alternative sanctions, training of officers, etc., are 
less subject to jurisdictional limitations and can be the occasion 
for intergovernmental cooperation which will greatly improve the 
system and lead to more efficient use of limited resources and 
better protection for botb Indians and non-Indians. 

Among the complaints we have heard are that not only is 
the FBI not taking the lead in bringing about better relations 
among law enforcement agencies, it is even reluctant to cooperate 
when state or tribal qovernments have taken the initiative. 
During the last administration the Department of Justice seemed 
to be quite anxious to shift responsibility for Indian law 
enforcement to the states regardless of whether the states were 
ready or willing to assume it and do a good job. Complaints 
have also been voiced concerning the lack of leadership of the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs, despite its obvious lead responsibility 
with respect to most Indian matters within the federal government. 

The role of the federal government with respect to law 
enforcement on Indjan reservations is unique. Because of the 
limitations on tribal court jurisdiction over non-Indians, the 
six-month/$500 limitation on punishments in the tribal system 
and the~ther poor working relationship between state and tribal 
systems, there are frequent gaps in services exposing individuals 
and entire communities to a situation where they are without 
protection from certain types of offenses or certain classes of 
criminals. This is not the case in other areas of federal law 
enforcement where there is usually suffl.cient overlap between 
federal and state jurisdiction to assure adequate protection. 
I hope that your hearings establish definitively that what would 
otherwise b'e a routine budgetary or resource allocation decision 
on the part of the federal government may have a devastating 
effect on a reservation community and may affect the rights of 
both Indians and non-Indians living there. 

I recommend that the subcommittee use its influence to 
require a specific memorandum of agreement between the Departments 
of Justice and Interior (including especially the FBI); that th~se 
two federal agencies be required to assume responsibility for the 
quality of law enforcement on Indian reservations; that they be 
directed to take the initiat;J.ve in bringing about a coordinated 
use of tribal, federal and state executive branch resources in 
law enforcement and cooperate with tribal and state initiatives. 
To be frank about it, I don't think we will ever convince the 
FBI, the U.S. Attorneys or the federal courts that "minor" crimes 
on Indian reservations are not beneath their dignity. I do think 
it is reasonable to make them and the BIA responsible for finding 
alternative means of protecting Indian reservation communities 
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and for assuring that the job gets done by someone through 
intergovernmental cooperation as well as the expansion of 
available federal resources. 

In closing, I would like to call to your attention the 
fact that the Carter administration abolished the Office of 
Indian Rights in the Department of Justice and dispersed its 
fUnctions throughout the Civil Rights Division. If history 
teaches anything it is that Indian civil rights will be a 
low priority where no one in particular is accountable for 
theJ.r enforcement. 

Thank you again for calling and please let me know if 
there is any information I can supply. 

PSD/jc 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Philip S. Deloria 
Director 

Enclosure: Commission on Reservation 
Law Enforcement transcript 
hearings, December 17-18, 1979 
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HEARmG CN COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS 

INVOLVING UIW ENFORCEMENT 

Washington, D.C. 

December 17-18, 1979 

Sponsored By 

Cornnissian on State-Tribal Relations 
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The Conmission on State-Tribql !elations 
was chartered by the Nationa] Conference 
of State Legislatures, the: National 
Congress of AIrerican Indians, and the 
National Tribal Chaimen I s Association to 
develop the potential for intergovernrrental 
cooperation. It is conp::>sed of bi.-elve leg
islators and twelve tribal chai:men, and 
is supported by a grant from the William H. 
Donner Foundation, the Ford Foundation, and 
Bureau of Indian Affairs. 

This hearing was the first in a series of 
hearings conducted by the Comnission. The 
infcmnation collected will J:e used in prep
aration of a handbook for state and tribal 
leaders on cooperative state-tribal relati~ls. 
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LAW ENFORCEMENT HEARING 
Washington, D.C. 

December 17 & 18, 1979 

Chairman of this Commission on State-Tribal Relations with 
myself is Joe DeLaCruz who is going to introduce himself and 
other panel members and I might say that SenatQ~ Ander80n 
from Minnesota will be )lers this afternoon. He was delayed 
in Chicago by something, his plane, and he won't be here til 
this afternoon. 

The panelists present today are, on the end, he's part of 
this Commission is Eugene Green, the Chairman of the Warm 
Springs Tribe, and Delfin Lovato will be here this afternoon. 
He had to testify this morning on the statute of limitations 
bill. I believe that he will be the only three commissioners 
representing the Indians that wiD; be at this hearing. Of 
course you all know Sam Delorj;~'~he is on the Commission's 
staff. The La,,, Center 1inae=r~Sam is providing the staff 
assistance for the tribal side of this Commission. 

'" 
"'. 

This is Tassie Hanna who is our staff person for the National 
Conference of State Legislatures. This Commission on State
Tribal Relations was formed by agreement between the National 
Conference of the State Legislatures and the two national 
Indian organizations: the National Congress of American 
Indians and the National Tribal Chairmen's Association. To 
set the tenor of the morning's presentation and for the two 
days for that matter, I would li~e to have Sam Deloria explain 
to you specifically what we are all about and specifically 
what we are not all about. 

Thank you, Speaker Manning. We have discussed the Commission 
on Tribal-State Relations at a number of meetings. Given 
the background of how it was formed, you will notice that 
whenever the people from the National Conference of State 
Legislators talk about it, it is the Commission on State
Tribal Relations. Nheneyer ''Ie talk about it, it's the Com
mission on Tribal-State ,Relations. Which is an example of 
the way we are working together because what difference does 
it make which one comes first. What we are trying to do in 
this commission, I would like to set in some kind of context 
because I know some pe~ple have seen anQPuncements of the 
meeting and as soon as you se~ the words state and law enfo:ce
ment on the same piece of paper, everybody gets uptight about 
jurisdiction. The purpoce of this Commission is to try and 
take a new look at the inter-governmental relationship between 
tribes and states, counties, and municipalities. In that 
context, we are having a series of hearings on different 
subject matters that governments deal with. We are trying 
to look beyond the usual treating of these matters. For 
example, on this one, we already know what any particular 
government could do in the way of a better job of law enfor ~
ment if they had more money. Ne aJ.ready know that each 
govern~ent to some extend considers the situation un~anageable 
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because they don't control all the other governments and if 
they controlled - if there \~as a centralized control, we 
would have a more controlled law enforcement system. We 
know that already. We already know that if a bunch of federal 
laws were changed, the situation would be different. What 
we want to look at this hearing is given more or less the 
amount of money that is available to the total system pow 
and given more or less the jurisdictional relation that we 
have now with the same kinds of grey areas and overlaps and 
gaps and unresolved questions. Taking those things for 
granted since they are in existence, we want to know how the 
law enforcement system, the criminal justice system, operates 
now. We see it as one system with anywhere from three to 
five parts: the tribal, federal, state, county, and municipal. 
It's one system with a bunch of parts, we want you to descri.be 
how that functions now and how it can work together smoothly 
or what kinds of problems there are. 

We started with the assumption that the model for inter
governmental cooperation in la\~ enforcement is cross
deputization. The more we looked into it, the more we 
realized that there are a whole range of things that can be 
done cooperatively even short of something as formal as cross
deputization. And so that is the kind of thing that we are 
going to be looking into in these two days. The final thing 
is that we are not here particularly to just develop propa
ganda for inter-governmental cooperation. There may be sound 
policy, legal reasons for one or another government in a 
particular instant not to want a cooperative relationship. 
lUld we want to determIne what those reasons are because they 
have to be identified so that we can know what legitimate 
concerns governments have that make them want to have their 
own system which is separate from the others. So, lvith that 
as kind of a prelude, Mr. CC-Chairmen and members of the 
Commission, I think we can get started. 

Thank you, Sam. Now the panelists for this morning's presen
tation if you \Olould come forward and take your places at the 
table here. We have from the Confederated Tribes of Warm 
Springs, Eugene Green. Gene, you can stay right where you 
are if you want. J(.ff "anders and !>like Sullivan. I also 
might add that if there is time at the end of the presenta
tion for audience participation, we I~ould welcome that. At 
the end of every session, if possible. Tassie, the second 
group, will they follow or lvill they all meet together? 

They are all to be on the panel this morning. 

At the same time. Then I'd ask that from the Navajo Indian 
Nation, Larry Benally and Faul Onuska, if you will come up. 
And then from the Yakima Indian Nation, Joe Young. Now I 
don't know if you gentlemen have had an opportunity to speak 
to one another as far as the order of presentation. If you 
haven't, and you feel that there is some type of facet would 
be more helpful than another, feel free to start. 
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Suppose we go from my left to right. What we,are interested 
in is the factors as you know them that cont~~bute,t~ the. 
successful combination of Indian and non-Ind~an cr~m~nal JUs
tice systems and whether or not - if you can describe your 
experience with these cooperative efforts that \~ould be most 
helpful to us. 

Thank you. My name is Eugene Green. I am the Chairman of 
the Tribal Council of Warm Springs, Oregon. To my left, we 
have Mike Sullivan who is the District Attorney for Jefferson 
County and we have our Tribal Chief of.Poli7e, Jeff Sanders 
who are here primarily to answer quest~ons ~f there are any. 

This is a statement from the Confe~~rated Tribes ~f the Warm 
Springs Reservation to the Commiss~on on State-Tr~bal Rel~
tions appearing on the cooperative law enforcement on ~nd~an 
reservations. The Coniederated Tribes of t~e Warm ~pr~ng7 
Reservation of Oregon is a federally-recogn~zed Ind~an tr~be 
organized under the Indian Reorganization Act. The reser~a
tion was established by the Treaty of 1855 bet\~een the Un~ted 
States and the Indian tribes of middle o~e~on. ~or7 than 
2,300 tribal members occupy the reservat~on cons~st~ng ~f 
approximately 640,000 acres in north central.Oregon. S~nce 
the early days of the settlement of Warm spr~ngs! people.on 
the ore sent reservation - their tribes have prov~ded the~r 
own tribal police department. In the early .ye~rs, as a 
supplement to the law enforcement support prov~ded ~y the 
United States Gove~ment and in later years, the tr~bal 
police have assumed the primary r7sponsibi~ity f~r law enforce
ment on the Warm Springs Reservat~on. Unt~l 197 ... , the general 
super'lision of the Warm Springs Police was un~er the. Bureau 
of Indian Affairs acting through the BIA ~p7c~al Ofhcers. 
In 1973, the tribe assumed general superv~s~on ~n~ comman~ 
of the tribal police force and named its own ch7er of p~l~ce. 
The tribal police department worked ~n conjunc~~on.and ~n 
cooperation with the BIA Special Off~cers stat~~nea on the 
reservation as well as other federal, state, ana local law 
enforcement agencies. The State of Oregon has never: ~a~ nor 
exercised law enforcement jurisdiction over the act~v~t~e7 
of the Warm Sorings Tribe and its members on the reservat~~n. 
Even thougl- Oregon is a Public Law 280 state, the i~ar:n. Spr~ngs 
Reservation is specifically exempted from the appl~cat~on . 
of that statute. This exemption occurred b7cause ~t the t~me 
of the passing of the statute, the ~~ar~ Sl?r~z:gs Tr~be had 
no need for the extension of state Jur~sd~ct~~n over the . 
Warm Springs Reservation. l~hile the Narm spr~ng7 Reserva~~on 
includes land within five different Oregon count~es, a ~aJor 
portion of the reservation is included within t~e count~es ~f 
Washoe and Jefferson with the other three count~es only hav~ng 
very small areas that are largely uninhabited. T~e c~unty 
seat of Jefferson County is the tOlm of Matter wh~ch ~s off 
the reservation and is located approximately 16 mile7 from 
the town of lVarm Springs which is where the l~arm spr~z:gs. 
Agency is located. The county seat of Washoe County ~s 7n 
the Dalles whi.ch is approximatel,y 80 miles from lVarm Sp:~ngs 
and is a~ain Jff the rese~vation. Because.the reservat~on 
and the surrounding areas are large, relat~vely sparsely 
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settled areas, a cooperative response by police greatly 
improves the capability of iaw enforcement agencies to res
pond to situations which arise. Cross-deputization arrange
ments between the Warm Spr.ings Tribal Police and the County 
Sheriff's Office of Jefferson and Washoe Counties have been 
in effect for at least 20 years. Nearly all the deputy 
sheriffs of both iVas~oe and Jefferson Counties are deputized 
as tribal police officers. Correspondingly, all the tribal 
police officers are ~eputized as deputy sheriffs for both 
Washoe and Jefferson Counties, Oregon. Previously, both the 
local officers and t~e tribal officers carried cards as 
deputy special officers of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. 
However, due to a change in BIA policy, this practice has 
been sharply curtailed. Because the officers still have 
authority as tribal and county officers there has been no 
significant problem resulting from the discontinuance of the 
BIA Special Deputy card, except in regard to enforcing certain 
federal laws against non-Indian violators. A mutual aid pact 
exists between the Washoe County Sheriff's Office, Jefferson 
County Sheriff's Office, Matters City Police, the Oregon 
State Police, and the I'larm Springs I>olice Department. All 
of these agencies are linked by common short wave radio 
facilities. Any agency is free to call on other agencies 
who are participRnts in the mutual aid pact for backup assist
ance in time of an e=ergency or in response to a call which 
is within the jurisdiction of the other agency but which is 
closer geographically to the agency called. It is common 
practice for the tribal police officer to respond to calls 
for assistance from ~he Jefferson County authorities for com
plaints off the reservation but nearer to Warm Springs thgn 
to Matters. Washoe county frequently is the only law enforce
ment unit available to respond to calls in that area. By 
the same token, I~hen a major activity occurs in Warm Springs 
the non-tribal agenc~' responds to requests for assistance by 
the tribal police department. The Warm Springs Reservation 
is traversed by state highway and there are several other 
roads which are open to use by the general public including 
the roads to the major resort area owned and operated by the 
tribe. The tribal police assume almost total responsibility 
for patrolling this area even though it isa state highway. 
The cross-deputization p~rmits the tribal police to take non
Indian offenders into state court. This results in consider
able expense on the tribe with no offsetting compensation 
that is often necessary for tribal officers to travel to 
Matter or the Dalles to appear at any hearing that results 
from the citation. ::;lsel~here when city officers cite offen
ders into state court for violation of state law, one half 
of the fine resultin~ from such cases is returned to the 
municipalities. The-tribe seeks to work out a situation where 
portions of the fines resulting from citations by tribal 
officers on non-Indian offenders would be shared with the 
tribe. 

Through the effort~ of the Warm Springs Tribes and the Oregon 
Cownission on Indian Servic~s, Oregon statutory law has been 
amended to recosnize the t~Lbal police department as an official 
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law enforcement unit within the state. This recognization 
entitles the \'Tarm Springs Police Depart::lent to participate 
in training officers through the Oregon State Police Academy 
and certified through the Oregon Bqa:tu of Police Standards 
and Training. All oregon's police oZiicers are required to 
attend these training sessions and upon completion recei\Te 
the same certification as other officers in the State of 
Oregon. This recognization also enables the Warm Springs 
Police Department to receive special lalv enforcement services 
including investigation and crime laboratory assistance and 
other administrative services designed to improve the manage
ment and effectiveness of law enforcement programs. This 
process has contributed significantly to the Warm Springs 
policy in their dealings with other police agencies. 

Besides the mutual aid agreement with surrounding law enforce
ment agencies, there is cooperation with law enforcement 
agencies in other areas. The Warm Springs officers have acted 
in cooperation with the police officers of the City of Port
land, Oregon, which is approximately 100 miles from \~arm 
Springs as undercover agents. They have also provided this 
service for several other police agencies. There is a standing 
agreement with the City of Portland for officer exchange to 
allow for training and exposure to different police methods. 
There is an existing arragement between the sheriffs' depart
ments of Jefferson, l'lashoe, and Cook Counties, Oregon, the 
City of Matter, Culver, Redmond, and Bend, and the Warm 
Springs police department to extend a standing invitation 
for all training sessions that anyone of the agencies con
duct. This often ~esults in joint efforts in sharing of 
expenses and training programs. On occasion, the Warm 
Springs police Department has also provided neighboring law 
enforcement agencies with the people that are available at 
Warm Springs but is not available to ot-~,er agencies. To 
insure continued coordination and coc~eration, there is a 
monthly meeting of the chief of police of Bend, Redmond, 
Pineville, Culvert, Hatters, and l'larm Springs, the sheriffs 
and district attorneys of Washoe and Jefferson Counties and 
representatives of the Oregon State police. The tribal Law 
and Order Co~ittee also sponsored an annual meeting of all 
interested federal, state, and local lalv enforceme_lt asencies 
and personnel to discuss areas of mutual concerns. The l'iarm 
Springs Police Department maintains an emergency vehicle, 
provides an ambulance service to the reservation, area, and 
is a member of the emergency medical training and are required 
to maintain or upgrade their EMT certificates while deployed 
as tribal police officers. The officers are regularly on 
emergency duty call, and ambulance work frequently results 
in much overtime. The chief of police has been authorized 
as the deputy state medical investigator and is responsible 
for coordinating all investigating of non-Indians deRths 
within the Warm Springs Reservation. The \Varm Springs Police 
Department also participates in Des Chutes, \'la.shoe, ~1arian, 
and Jefferson Counties, Oregon, in joint sear=h and rescue 
operations. Again, this is a Tnutual aid situation with a 
change of men and equipment as needed. Cooperative _dW 
enforcement efforts also extend to the enforcement of fishing 
and wild regulations_ There is a joint patrol of local county 
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deputy sheriffs on the lakes bordering the reser'lation. 
Tribal as well as state regulations are enforced. A joint 
patrol effort is also conducted with Oregon State Patrol 
Wildlife Officers along Des Chutes and latolious Rivers which 
form respectively the east and southern boundaries of the 
reservation. In the 65,000 acres, the strip area which forms 
the norther;n most part of the reservation, Oregon state 
Patrol Officers and Oregon Game and Range Officers cooperatively 
enforce state and federal laws in the only area within the 
reservation that is open to hunting and fishing by non-Indians. 
The tribe also maintains the regular air patrol and surveil
lance for the entire reservation. Finally, several tribal 
officers have been deputized in Good River County so that 
they may assist with the portion of fishery regulations in 
off reservation fishing areas where tribal members conduct 
commercial, ceremonial, and subsistence fishing activities. 
Pursuant to the provision in tribal law, Warm Springs police 
officers will execute state arrest warrants on the reservation 
and do assist in accompanying stat~ ~fficers to serve state 
civil process on the reservation. l'iarm Springs police will 
assist local law enforcement agencies by participating in 
community relations programs. This includes speaking at 
schools about alcohol and drug abuse and career selection 
programs. 

The cooperative program with other agencies has extended not 
only in the field of law enforcement field but also int~ the 
corrections field. The l\arm Springs Tribe cooperates w~th 
the state court in conducting "project transports." When 
the state court imposes a cri~inal sentence of incarceration 
on a Warm Springs resident the tribe accep~s the individual 
back onto the reservation to serve that sentence at the tribal 
jail and to make available to that individual all the tribal 
social and supportive services such as alcohol and drug reha
bilitation. It is the belief of the Wa.rm Springs Tribe that 
.such offenders can more successfully be rehabilitated if they 
have the opportunity to be in their home environment. The 
average number of offenders at Warm Springs under the program 
runs two to four persons at anyone time and will sometimes 
reach as high as ten different people. This program is also 
applicable when the court imposed a work release type of 
center. The tribal police will supervise the work release 
program so that the individual may live and work on the reser
vation. No reimbursement is received by the tribe for pro
viding these services to the state courts. It has also been 
a common practice to have juvenile offenders refered from off 
reservation courts to the tribal courts for handlin~ and 
disposition. 

The experience at Warm Springs with cross-deputization and 
other cooperative law enforcement agreements have been very 
successfull both from the standpoint of a tribe as well as 
state and local law enforcement agencies. The situation is 
perhaps unique because of the fact that t~ere is no ch~ck7r
boarding of the reservation and no real d~spute about Jur~s
diction. The Tribe's jurisdiction over the activities of the 
Indians within the reservation is clear and unquestioned by 
any state or federal authority. Because of the remote, 
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sparsely settled nature of the reservation area, the ability 
to call on other law enforcement agencies results in better 
all around law enforcement protection to the citizens of both 
the resarvation and neighboring off-reservation communities. 

~~NING: Thank you very much. I think what we will do probably will 
be to hoar the presentors and then go back for the questions. 
And so we will follow right around. 

SULLIVAN: My name is Mike Sull:i.van. I am district attorney in Jeffer
son County. I am chief law enforcement officer for those 
law enforcement agencies who are off the reservation. I am 
a working district attorney; I don't have a giant staff. To 
give you an idea, I have personally prosecuted a driver under 
the influence case within the last couple of weeks, I've 
tried a robbery, had a couple probation revocations. I'm 
not the kind of person who sits back and sends other people 
to do it. I'm the one who has to do it. I feel like I'm in 
the pits and can ~ell you what's happening. First of all, 
I think you shoul~ know a little more about our area so that 
you can be acquainted with some of our problems. Jefferson 
County has a population of approximately 10,000. There are 
approximately 3,000 Indian residents, the bulk of whom live 
on Warm Springs Reservation. This is a federal reservation 
and the state court system has no jurisdiction whatsoever 
for Indians who commit crimes on reservation. I think that's 
very well accepted. Madras is to the south of the reserva
tion approximately 16 miles, as you know. There are no bars 
on the reservation with the exceotion of Kahneeta Resort which 
is a bar primarily used by white-people. Jefferson County 
also has probably the highest per capita crime nate in the 
state. l'ie have a jail built for two; it's rateq for eighteen 
and we typically hold 24 in it. We are a very busy county. 
We have about 180 on probation and about a half of them are 
Indian. Fifty percent of the crime is alcohol related and 
I have to indicate to you that a disproportionate amount of 
Indians·are prosecuted in our court system when you consider 
them as a representative of the population as a whole. This 
is particularly true when you consider where the bulk of the 
Warm S9rings Indian live. We do not have any jurisdiction 
whatsoever. There are crimes that are just prosecuted when 
Indians come into town. You should also know that. among 
some people on the reservation I am not a very popular person 
nor are alot of la\.,r enforcement agencies in Jefferson County. 
There are even some Warm Springs police officers who, on a 
given day, don't particularly like me. !-low the reason I'm 
telling you this is that you need to have a pretty realistic 
expectation of what is going on out there. Now when you have 
this realization, how is it that we manage to get along? 
How is it that when I have a problem, I'm able to call up 
Jeff and say, "Hey, Jeff, what eo you think of this case? 
Do you think it's a dog case? Is so-ane-so running a lot of 
burglaries out on your reservation? Do you want me to be 
tough on him?" Well, I think that we, the leaders in law 
enforcem~~t, have committed ourselves to working with each 
other. ~.nd it's a real positive sort of thing; it's not 
something that "one day we do it and one day we don't." 
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I think we are committed on both sides to doing it on a 
continuing basis and are ~~7er really satisfied when we've 
reached a particul~r plateau. Now who can we say is respon
sible for this spirit of cooperation. When I was thinking 

'about that when I was flying from Oregon, I have to tell you 
that I think that the leaders of l'I'arm Springs are primarily 
responsible for this cooperation that we're experiencing. I 
think they have recognized that the need to cooperate with 
both the law enforcement agencies off the reservation, have 
taken the bull by the horns and said that we are going to do 
it; we are going to work with them; \'I'e are going to look for 
the positive; we're not going to dwell on the negative. And 
I think that the leaders out at l'I'arm Springs are much to be 
commended for this. 

Now you may ask how they do this. I am not going to repeat 
or try not to repeat what has already been said. I will say 
that there are some things that have impressed me. First, 
Jefferson County is an extremely poor county. As a matter 
of fact, I think that the l'I'arm Springs Reservation has con
siderably more money than the white folks who live off the 
reservation. l'I'e don't have that much disposable income as 
far as our county budgets are concerned. Consequently, to 
get to know each other better, to understand our mutual pro
blems, to try and solve problems, l'I'arm Springs ~eservation 
hosts "lunch generally once a month. I know that there was 
a concern about how much money is spent. I don't think these 
luncheons costs that much. I think it's a pretty effective 
means by which to get people together so you can understand 
common problems. I would also say that one of the things the 
leaders have recognized, it's probably very important to 
get the district attorney involved in this sort of thing. 
At least in Oregon, the local law enforcement agencies, both 
municipal, county, and state, look to the local district 
attorney for direction in law enforcement. If you can get 
this one official convinced that cooperation is a good thing, 
I think you will be that much further ahead. I would encourage 
all of you to try and get your local district attorneys in
volved because when they are committed to this sort of thing 
they can bring alot of pressure to bear on local law enforce
ment agencies to make sure the spirit of cooperation continues. 
Another reason I think that the relations between Warm Springs 
and Jefferson County have improved is that during las~ year, 
I think l'I'arm Springs Reservation has made a real comm~tment 
to upgrade their court system. When you see that fo~ks out 
there are serious about having a good legal system, ~t enhances 
your thinking about them, your cooperation toward~ them. 
This is an internal sort of thing; it's not anyth~ng that 
we who live'in Jefferson County or on the reservation have 
anything to say about. But we appreciate the fact that the 
folks up there are trying to create a system where they have 
rules of evidence, where they have laws that are understand
able, where people are held responsible for their actions. 
I should add that still with the system being improved, the 
jail penalties and fines that ~mposed on the reservation are 
considerably less than those that are imposed off the reser
vation. And I believe that that is one of the reasons that 
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when Indians are prosecuted in the court system off the reser
vation they sometimes feel that they are being persecuted 
because typically maybe a fine for a DWI on the reservation 
might be $100 and when they come off the reservation to the 
state court system and they get fined ~305 and they get their 
license taken away from them. All of a sudden they feel 
they are being treated unfairly. The only thing I have to 
say is that I treat everybody that way. That's what happens 
to everybody, but it may not seem like that for that particu
lar reason. One of the things I think that I would have to 
give Warm Springs Reservation credit for is they allow the 
service of warrants and civil papers on the reservation after 
having been. . • • • . 

(end of tape) 
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SULLIVAN: Warm Springs Police Department tries to be of assistance in 
anyway possible. I think that you can see by the list of 
things that they are involved in that they are really com
mitted to working with other law enforcement agencies. We 
use to have a tavern right on the river that was just across 
from the reservation and there were numerous problems there 
and typically the Warm Springs Reservation was the =irst to 
respond to a fight or a shooting because they were the closest. 
That shows you the commitment they have because they didn't 
have to come across the river. I might add that for about 
the last year that bar has been closed and Chief Sanders 
advises me that crime rate has gone down substantially as far 
as he is concerned and that was something that I was speci
fically involved in. Again, that didn't make me very popular 
out at the reservation. I'd like to make some suggestions 
on how to enhance relations between local l~w enforcement 
agencies and folks on the reservation who are involved in 
local law enforcement activities. First, have these meetings. 
You may have a 3x5 card to take with you and you say I'm gon:1a 
list everything I accomplished at this meeting and you'll 
think about it and you won't be able to write anything down 
on this 3x5 card after you spend three hours out at the reser
vation. But that's not the point. Number 1 you ge~ to meet 
the people. Number 2 you understand the specific problems 
they have out there and you can talk about tentative solutio:1s. 
And I have to tell you that it's been my thinking that the 
Indian people like to have meetings and have lots 0= meetings 
and I think it's good and it enhances relations. To give 
you an idea of how important it is that'S how I met Jeff and 
he and I had a lot of cups of coffee out of these meetings 
but we had a serious case here recently - there was a kid
napping and he and I were able to sit down and just level 
with each other and say that you know it was a bogus case. 
We both knew it. Well, if I didn't know Jeff, the chief of 
police, out there, well, maybe we couldn't level with each 
other, maybe we would have wasted a lot of money prosecuting 
a case that never even occurred. And that's the so=t of 
thing that comes out of these meetings the ability to have 
a straight talk with a fellow person involved in lal'; enforce
ment and that's why I think it's important getting to know 
the local people. And I don't think that these meetings 
cost very much. I would just say that in a court county like 
the one I'm associated with, even $40-50 for a luncheon is 
kind of out of sight. OK, we've already covered cross~ 
deputization. I think it's important if any of you folks 
get involved in this, you may say that it doesn't always go 
as smoothly as it sometimes sounds. It's very frustrating 
at times. For instance, some of you have heard the expres
sion - "Indian time." To havt;; a court system \~here everybody 
is suppo~ed to be there at 9:30 and have a police o=ficer 
show up half an hour late is frustrating, very frus~rating. 
The judge is on your back. The case might get dismissed but 
on the other hand you gotta bear with these problems; if 
you're off the reservation you've gotta learn to work with 
it, you've gotta be committed and you gotta understand not 
everything is going to go smoothly. Police officers may 
confuse tribal law with local law off the reservation and 
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may become somewhat bitt t d 
For instance, our statut:~ ow~r s;the local district attorney. 
specific and I don't thi k abo_t d_sorderly conduct are very 
ments for disorderly con~uc;heret~re as manY,technical require
when they arrest a White pers~~ t~ re~ervat~on. Consequently, 
when the district t .,' ey reel very embittered 
the state court s : torney doesn't prosecute that person in 
with the tribal p;lf~:·Of~~u ~~ve to constantly be working 
are more hoops or more tec~~~~:l~~;make them underst7nd there 
state court system. You hav : -b-es to,go through ~n the 
can't get frustrated e ~o e comm~tted to that. You 
possible and I know tni! ~ould, 7ls~ en70urage you if at ail 
special funding for a rest~ ato~g rund~ng step, to seek a 
reservation. The reason When eputy,u.~. Attorney on the 
system now on the reservati;nI~~a~ ;h~s ~s beca~se,we have a 
demeanors. The U.S. Attorn ,~a ,a eS,care or m~nor mis
felonies. There is a wh 1 ey s off~ce ~~ll prosecute major 
grade felonies that don'~ : ranfe of cr~mes, I Would say full 
blaming the reservation f e7~ 0 fet prosecuted. I'~ not 
jurisdiction to take ca or ~: T ey don't seem to have the 
about 120 miles re of,tne prob~em. But Portland is 
lik&. 320 miles a!~;y a~~e~ur~ng ~he w~ntertime, it can seem 
that don't get pros~cuted e !r= Ju~t a whole bunch 0= cases 
Attorney who comes rna b· ~o w en you have a Deputy U,S. 
doesn't have the cont~c~so~~eta :onth to the reservation, he 
these cases. The olice a,~~_e neede~ to make some of 
Police officers toP become I t~~~~~o:~~ h7~~ t~I,1~, for l~a;r:m Springs 
local la~ enforcement agencies. I d;n7te~h7rk~ed w~t~ the 
Warm Spr~nas w~nto to b- _. - . ~n anybocy on 
attorney a;d f;~ that r=a=~~n ~o~h~fkte~ with the local district 
to have a local D ,- ~n ~t would be a good idea 
law enforcement ae~~~¥ U.S. At~orney, someone who the local 
confidence in andgwit~e~h~~ t~et~7s~r~tion could g~ to, have 
law enforcement would go up' • ~~ at your qual~~y of 
see the De~uty U S Attorn· ~o 7r reason why I'd like to 
not prosecuted o~ th ey t~e=e ~s 50 often crimes are 
the reservatio~ and i~:~i~~ai:o~ ~hat are prosecuted off 
prejudiced against Indians e I~', - l~come suspect at being 
were equally prosecuted on' , ... ou sa=:, that if the crimes 
reservation I don't think t~he reserlvat~on as well as off the 
distrust and re" ere Wou d be thi~ feeling of 
the local lawPen~~~~~~e~~at ma~r Indians seem to feel against 
would encoura e ou agen~_es and the court sys~em. I 
with the unde~st~ndi~~ ~~:~ : -~~al l~W enforcement committee 
enforce or to encourage bette~Ul see f out means by ;~hich to 
the reservation Ther' - aw en orcement activity on 
on the \Varm S ri e ~s a,local law enforcement committee 
they are alwa~s ~;~k~~~e~~:t~c:1;~he¥ have monthly ~eetings; 
think sometimes th , waY7 0 ~rnprove the system. I 
because you cover ~h~o~al~nettee ~~dghbt be a little frustrating 
th ' groun ut You've got to ~ t ese meet~ngs you've got t -'t d - ~o 0 
you've got to ~ontinuallY th~ ~~ f own, you've got to talk, 
t~e system better. And I ha~n~~o ways tha~ y~u can make 
or years that I have been i ~ ~~ say that aur~ng the couple 
both the court s stern and n u~~_erson, County, ,I have seen 
~mprove tremendo~slY and It~e ~~:m_~pr~ngs Pol~ce Department 
~s a committee out there th~:~t;; a 7 to the ~act that there 
out there Who are comrn{tted t ~ ,.e_e ~s the 7r~bal council 

- 0 ~~prove relat~ons and improve 
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law en::orcement beCal.lSe they recognize that it's necessary, 
for enhanced quality of life on the reservation. I ~ould 
also encourage you to recognize warrants from t~e lccal court 
systemE even if the local court systems can't reciprocate. 
It certainly increases the willingness to cooper~te i~ other 
matters that local law enforcement agencies can ~elp wit~. 

One of the things I would encourage you to do is to pay the 
police officers that you hire a good wage. You get ~.;hat you 
pay for. We, in Jefferson County, would like to hire an 
Indian police officer. I have to tell you that Jeff pays 
better than we do and consequently, all the quali::ied la\~ 
enforcement officers who are Indian, Jeff gets. We can't get 
any of them. 

Another thing that I think you are gonna have to understand 
is sometimes things will become bitter and things will explode 
in your face and you'll say things that maybe later on that 
you'll kind of regret. Both sides -have to understar.d - don't 
burn your bridges behind you, and even if you don't find out 
that somebody said something about you that you don't li~e, 
just remember it's really not important anyway, jus~ ignore 
it, because you're gonna have to go to I~ork together the next 
day. And I have to tell you that sometimes things can get 
kind of feisty, you just have to remember, forget about it. 
That is a confirmed rule. I'm constantly hearing things said 
about ~yself and I've just got to the point where it really 
doesn't matter. The only thing that's really i=portant are 
results. 

I would also encourage transportation arrangements for I~dians 
who become intoxicated in the local taverns so that ~hey 
don't feel like they're being unnecessarily pic~ed on. _ 
know that this is somewhat of an expense but when it see~s 
like 3 out of 4 Indians who went to town that night drin;;ing 
got picked up for driving under the influence of intoxicants, 
they feel like they're being picked on. If there was a ~eans 
whereby they could be driven back to the reservation by some
body who was sober, then I think it would enhance relations 
between the local people and the tribe. I don't think that's 
an expensive program and I think that's something that has 
existed between Warm Springs and Madras and the program is 
being re-initiated as I understand it. 

I thin~ that the local law enforcement head, Jeff Sanders, 
in this particular instance and myself should be aware of 
each other's individual problems. For instance, 'lie have an 
individual approximately a year ago who was just burglarizing 
every place on the reservation. Jeff advised me and when the 
fellow finally committed a burglary off the reserva~ion, we 
got real tough with him. And he did end up going to a federal 
institution because of the fact that he was pr05ecu~ed in a 
state court and then he was prosecuted in the federal courts 
because of the second conviction he ended up going to the 
federal institution and I believe that burglaries went down 
substan~~ally after that. 
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Now I'd ~ike to giVe you a COuple of examples of recent 
coopero;ttloon between I'l'ar~ Springs and Jefferson County. 
Apporxlomately a month an~ a half ago, we had a meeting 
~etween the local law enrorcement officials and the tribal 
Judge, Ir7ne W71ls, mentioned that she was concerned that 
too many Juvenloles were purchasing liquor in the local bars 
tha~ she had heard that some Indians were being rolled, and' 
thel.r money ~as being t~~en and she was also concerned that 
too many ~n~loans were belong served liquor after they were 
alread:r v;;Slobly drunk. So! said, "Fine, we'll do something 
ab~ut lot. We contacted the Oregon Liquor Control Commission 
whloch ~ontr~ls all the outlets for liquor in Oregon, set up 
a mee~long, wloth all the local bar owners, lal., enforcement 
o;tgencloes lon Jefferson County and all tribal leaders who were 
lonterested from the reservation. There were approximately 
60 peo~le. This meeting took place 2~ weeks ago. Some of 
~e thlongs that came about from the meeting was an understand
long,of t-he tribal identification system, I believe the dis
semlonatloon of ro~ters h·hich indicate dates of birth for 
those who are trlobal me~ers, a request for deputy sheri;~s 
who are on Jeff's ~orce to accompany our deputy sheriffs-~n 
bar ~hr;cks. Jeff loS a little short on manpower right nO\~, 
but lot,s,a requ7st ~at we ~ade for we feel it would enhance 
o~r ablolloty to lodentlofy those juveniles Who may have passed 
~r.e, checkers and we can get them out of those bars. Ive also 
londlocated the need for ~ore checkers, the need for more 
peop}e to drive Indians whQ get drunk back to the reservation 
so they won't get picked up. This is a meeting that came 
about because of a meeting that was called by the reservation. 
It ~a~ a respons7 to a real problem. We came up with so=e 
dr;flonlote s1;lggest~ons to our particular problems in Nadras. 
I m not gOlong to say that everything is peachy-keen and the 
problems all solved.:aut I will say that this last I~eekend 
was bonus,weekend and t~at ~eans that I think every member 
of the trlobe gets a certain amount of money. Typically on 
tha~ weekend in Madras, since there are no bars on the ~eser
vatloon, ~e have one heck of a time. But we called in the 
Oregon Lloquor Control Cor.unission, we had extra people on 
we,were committed to tho fa~t that we weren't going to h~ve 
thlos happen. And when I check~d on Sunday morning I~hen ! 
le~t, there had,not been any pr001em because we were making 
thl.s effort. I m not ~oin? to say t~at nothing's going to 
happen, I mean Madras ~s klond of a wlold town and we do have 
ou: probl7ms there, but it's interesting to note that we made 
thl.S commlotment, we triec to solve the problem and on a 
bonus weeke~d, we didn't have a lot of problem~. It was just 
a really qUloet weekend as -I was told by the Sheriff's o=fice. 

Another interesting ~robler.: that we had I~ithin the last 
month was we had a member of Warm Springs Reservation arrested 
on, a mU:der charge and the I~arrant was taken out to the 
trlobe; lot wa~ endorsed by the tribal judge. To be quite 
fra~k abou~ ~t, I thouqht one of our police officers or some 
~olloce ~ff~cer was goi~g to be shot. There was just no doubt 
lon my ~lond, somebody was gonna get killed. Ivithin 15 r.linutes 
of del7very of the warrant to Jeff ~anders, who's the chief 
of polloce out there, :1e ::tade certain arrangements and some 
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calls, and the accused-murderer turned himself in with no 
one being hurt. And I think even Jeff was amazed no one got 
hurt. So that's the kind of thing that can happen i:: you're 
commi tted and you seriously wanna get something done in la,., 
enforce::tent relations between the tribe and local la\., enforce
ment agencies. I would encourage everyone to be involved in 
that. There's gonna be a lot of stumbling stones and you 
are gon."la be madder than heck sometimes but it's worth going 
through the problem •. 

MANNING: Thank you very much, Mr. Sullivan. Chief? 

SANDERS: I have no more comments. 

MANNING: Then we'll go on with the discussion in respect to New Mexico 
and the Navajo Indian Nation. Chief? 

BENALLIE: My name is Larry Benallie, Director of public Safety for the 
Navajo Division of Public Safety. Under public safety, we 
have police services, we have highway safety which is an edu
cational program and we have fire services which is just bei~g 
implemented now. The police department por~ion of public 
safety consists of roughly 300 officers and they cover an 
area roughly the size of west Virginia. We're just gonna 
talk about the New Mexico portion now. We have a district 
station in the NM portion, in particular this checkerboard 
area which is where our area of concern. is concerning cross
deputization. All that is off the reservation itsel::. 

We do have a station there in Crownpoint. rt has roughly 
about 40 officers there, 35-40 officers, and the Navajo Tribe 
there furnishes almost total law 'enforcement, there are no 
other agencies. We do have one sherif::' s o::fice there, I.,hen 
he's there. Now, in 1973, the State of New ~lexico and the 
Navajo Tribe signed an agreement where the ~;avajo police of::i
cer would now be a state-commissioned police officer, a ~~.! 
police officer. Only after meeting the minimum requirements 
set for the rest of the officers in NH which at this point 
is 400 hours I believe of Academy training and right now 
there's a uniformed police officer's test which has to be 
taken and passed. We run our olm Academy and under th':s 
agreement, that our curriculum is presented to the ~m Law 
Enforce::tent Academy prior to each class, so we run maybe 2 
or 3 classes a year. We have one in sessicn no\o[, ~ut all 
the officers that do pass this, get through the Academy, are 
certified as police officers and really two states: Arizona 
and New ~lexico - we're working on Utah now. So Io[e really 
work with four jurisdictions, each state and plus our. olm 
tribe. I think it's pretty much the same as Warm Sprl.ngs. 
The non-Indian is cited or taken into the state court syster.:. 
And the Indian of any tribe is run through our own system. 

I really don't know, the hard experiences with cross
deputization. In 1973, we did have this agreement Io[::"~h the 
State or !iM where we had certain jurisdiction outside ti~:? 
reservation and like in the checkerboard area. That wor.~d 
fine, that worked good, until just recently, in Harch of '7S, 
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NM, well, the other Indian, up to that point, the :lavajo Tribe 
was the only one who had this kind of an agreement with the 
State of NM. And the other Indian tribes were having pro~ 
blems gecause they weren't able to cite non-Indians into 
court, any court. So, in March of last year, NM passed a 
new law. This was to help the other tribes also. But it 
didn't quite work out that way in our case in that all of a 
SUdden our jurisdiction was limited just to the reservation 
proper itself. So I.,hat is really done was it took our juris
diction away from us outside off the res(~rvation, particularly 
the Crownpoint area, and this has been a center or controversy 
now since well, roughly for the past three months now. We 
did stQP, I think there was a test case, well, I'll let Paul 
handle 'Il.h.:lt part of it since it's really in his area. That's 
really ,;,;1 I can tell you up to this point. Mr. Onuska, well, 
we really work very closely together, so, we don't have all 
the answers either. Sometimes it's just the two of us against 
all the other politicians and it does get pretty rough there. 
So, Paul. 

Good morning, my name is Paul Onuska. I'm the district attor
ney for the 11th Judicial District in the State of New Mexico 
and by reference, I'm going to be referring to these maps 
which the chief and I brought along to help you understand 
what kind of problems we have. Our district is two counties -
San Juan and McKinley, 12,000 square miles of God's country. 
Fa~ington, a city of approximately 40-42,000; Bloomfield, 
8,000; Aztec about 5,000; Shiprock about 9,000; Gallup, about 
~5,000; Crownpoint, a~out another 4,000 out here. In this 
aistrict, we have estimates of population ranging from 130,000 
to 150,000. As you will see, this is San Juan County, this 
line coming across here going up. Here, this is 1·lcKinley 
County down here. The other map here is a blow-up of HcKinley 
County only. You can imagine as the Navajo Reserv'ation extends 
up - to correlate - this is the portion which you see Navajo 
Reservation in the corner. It would continue up i:: we had 
a map of San Juan County. This kind of checkerboard appli
cation would then continue into San Juan County going north. 
The Zuni Reservation is also in McKinley County. The Navajo 
Reservation goes right on into the San Juan County. As the 
District Attorney, r am the chief law enforcement officer in 
our county and in addition to that, I'm the legal ~epresenta
tive for the County commissioners for San JUan and ~lcKinley 
Counties. My tl~O offices are 135 miles apart. I have a staff 
of 10 attorneys, 3 investigators, 7 secretaries, 1 director 
and I spend about 25,000 miles a year driving back and forth 
trying to keep everything coordinated and in addition to 
that, try a few cases, and try to keep the whole thing going. 
We have 9 law enforcement agencies to deal with, plus the 
federal agency and in addition, the FBI and the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs. In trying to deal with this hodgepodge and 
give you an idea of the press and volume of work, last year, 
30 homicides, already this year, I think we're into the 20's, 
this year, we've had 3 major bank robberies; we solved 2 of 
those. Just last week, we had a half-million dollar armed 
robbery in a jewelry store. We had juvenile crime ranging 
from the minor stuff to the killing of individuals. 
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\'1e' 'Ie transferred this year; last year t\qO ju':eniles to stand 
trial for murder; it's a very active area. I:1 addition, 
there's the civil work with the coun~y commissioners to keep 
us extremely busy. In this area, riqht throuqh here, is 
known as the Uranium Belt. The large deposits that are kept 
in America are right in here. This ~s the coal area, c~al 
here and coal down by Gallup. There's the Pi~tsburgh M~dway 
there's the 30-year reserves - this \vas about ::i lTe years ago 
when I was representing them, they have about 25 ~ore years 
of reserves of coal and keep digging hugh deposits o~ carbon 
coal. Up in here is the Four Corners Power P~a~t wh~c~ you 
may have seen pictures of lively pollutor, an: ~t pr~v~des 
the electric supply for the city of ~uc~on an~,the c~ty of 
Los Angeles, not all ~heir needs but qu~te a o~t of , them. 
Also we have the Public Service Company of New Hex~co, and 
an additional power plant up there which supply the po\ver 
needs for the city of Albuquerque. In San Juan County, 
basically McKinley County, breaks dOlm into y<?ur e~ergy area 
of uranium and coal. San Juan Count~· breaks, cown ,~nto your 
oil, gas and coal. So San Juan Co~n-:y! I th~:1k, ;s ~he 
second or third wealthiest county ~n tne state. ..!cK~nle:.: 
County, probably fifth. There's a lot going on, a lot or 
growth and it's a lot of fun. 

Now, this is the color-code. Off the reservat.i~n, this area 
here is known as the checkerboard area. The :,vh1.te ,:re<;ts are 
basically fee lands. The remaining color-coaed sturf 7s 
basically with the exception of the blue - the blue,wh~ch 
are the State of NM. The remainder are owned, leav~ng out 
the white and the blue, the remainder are owned ~~ the ~ederal 
government in one way, shape or form or by an Ina~an tr~be 
in fee, fee land or trust status. So you.can see, th7re.is 
a tremendous amount of federal land in th~s area. Th~7 ~s 
the fort Wingate military reservati~:1, the ~rep.n ar7a ~s the 
U.S. Forest Service and land that tney own ~n the.C~bo.1..a, 
National Forest. The orange Indian al~otme~t lana of wh~7h, 
the federal government has exclus~ve j1!r~5d~c~Lon along w~tn 
the Navajo Reservation. So that ~f a cr~me occurs on the 
Indian reservation, and it doesn't i:1volve what we call 
bilagaana for' a ~lhi te man, then this area here would be 
federal jurisdiction. If a white p~rs~n ~er7 out here and 
caused a crime, then we would have J~r1.sd1.ct~on over them. 
And we could prosecute them in the s-:ate cour~. _Cut here 
on Indian allotted land, this area \vould be t.'1e rederal govern
ment jurisdiction and would be investigated by the F~I. 
Problems arise, if I can point out, we had,a :;:urder 1.n Church 
Rock area about a year ago and it's :10W be1.ng,pros~cuted b~ 
our office. After about Eix months, the FBI ;;hen ror\vardea 
't into our office and it's a big circular rU:1-arou~d and 
tt's because status of land. And it gets to 'the ?o~nt wher7 if it's five feet on this side, it's gcnna be somebody else s 
case, five feet here, it's gonna be your case. It t~ok 
several months to find out exactly what the status ~r the 
land was in an area right in he::e: And Ivhen ;::hey. d1.d, . th7y 
~ad to forward it back to our orf1.ce. At least t:1ey d~d~ t 
'lave to but they did, and we're gor.:l<l prosec'Jte :.t and .. he 
~harges'are being filed today on a Second-degree ~urder charge. 
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The Chief was alluding to an agreement entered into in 1973 
between the Navajo Tribe and the State of New Mexico in 
which by statute the state legislature gave after several 
years time, gave to the Navajo Tribe the ability, if their 
officers met with certain statutory requirements, to operate 
as state police officers off the reservation and on the reser
vation in an area known as the checkerboard area. The checker
board area does not just exist in ~lcKinley County. It exists 
in this area of San Juan Countv, the Rio Ariva County, Sando
val County, McKinley County and Valencia County down in here. 
So, there is a huge extension of the Navajo jurisdiction 
over this area to operate as state police officers in accord
ance with that agr~enent. This past legislative session, 
the act was amendad to change it to extend jurisdiction for 
all of the tribes and oueblos in the State of NM to operate 
as.state police officers. In the media, it was touted as 
giving to the othe~ tribes and pueblos the same powers as 
the Navajo police had. In the process and quite behind my 
back, and the Navajo police, behand everybody's back, quite 
nicely done in a political maneuver, the language was inserted 
into the act that any jurisdiction given to any tribe or 
pueblo, entered into the agreement with the NM state police, 
that that jurisdiction would have to be coextensive with the 
exterior boundaries of the reservation. I.e., before the 
act, the Navajo police could operate out in this area as 
state police officers and assist our office. NOW, after this 
last act, there is a very large doubt and with the language 
being coextensive to the exterior boundaries of the reserva
tion, the Navajo police are now limited to operate with~n the 
reservation boundaries. That's taking away the ability to 
operate in this area where I need them. I have requested 
three times in wri ti:lg to the Governor. Governor King, SillC~~ 
we have what's called a short session coming up in NM, the 
only way things can set onto the agenda is for the Governor 
to place it on the agenda. And, therefore, you're at his 
beck and call. The ::c>llowing legislative session we could 
put it on there but we have a real need now because in this 
area, this is where a lot of people are living, this is where 
the energy that will lighten up your homes and you're using, 
this is where these things are being mined and taken out and 
this is where a lot of people need protection. Now, this 
whole area here -- the same thing applies in San Juan County _ 
and we've been asking the Governor to place it on his call, 
I believe the Tribal Chairman just wrote a letter the other 
day. I attended a meeting in Crownpoint on Saturday and 
received a resolution from the Eastern Navajo Agency \vhich 
is a collection of all the chapters in this area, the Tribe 
is broken down into the basic governmental units. 

..•.• Navajo police o::ficers to extend ~heir jurisdiction 
into areas \~here we :leed them. We work along fairly well 
but like human beinqs, you know, it's difficult. Ne:r<l all 
raised in one particular culture or sub-culture and ~t's 
always tough to cross cultural lines. As a politician, and 
luckily I've got a lii~ that I enjoy; the job, the big thing 
in my area is that you have to cross cultural lines. This 
area of Gallup has -everything of an eastern city - Croatians, 
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Greeks, Italians, Slovaks, Ukranians, Mexicans, Navajos, 
Zunis. You name it, we have it. That's Gallup. You've got 
to be able to get along out there and that's one of the 
reasons I think we're beginning to have a lot more coopera
tion because our office, along with Chief Benallie here -
we've been having our arguments and having our agreements. 
But this kind of thing I think solidifies our action in 
trying to get something done to have adequate police proteo
tion out in this area. If I talk much longer, I'll put you 
to slepp. It's a pleasure being here and all, but I'll 
respond to questions at a later time. 

MANNING: Thank you. We now hear fro~ Joe Young of the Yakima Indian 
Reservation. He's the chief of police for the Yakima Tribe 
Police Department. Joe? 

YOUNG: Thank you. I'm Joe Young, Chief of Polioe of the Yakima 
Tribal Police Department in Washington. I must ad~it I've 
come here rather ill-prepared. I've been tied up for the 
past fe,'l weeks. I' 'Ie no p:::-epared program so I'm going to 
have to wing it so to speak. The Yakima Tribal Police 
Department contains 24 regular uniformed police officers 
including myself, lieutenant sergeants, oriminal investiga
tors and juvenile officer staff. We have a couple of vacan
cies right now. I have 11 radio dispatcher-jailers. We 
operate our police department, we have our own jail with 
occupancy of 12 men and 5 women. Our average daily occupancy 
though is only about 3. For the most part, we deal only in 
misdemeanor crimes. We also have a police sub-station 20 
miles out into the middle of the reservation which has 3 
cells, also, it is recently opened. It has a medical center 
with it. We operate 21 police oars and the average travel 
is about 500,000 ~les annually. The Yakima Indian Reserva
tion is approximately 1.2 or 1.4 million acres. It encom
passes 45% of Yakima County. Off the reservation, there's 
approximately 700,000 acres of timber land which is reserved 
for Indian use ouly - it's the hunting area, the logging 
area, it's closed to non-Indians. The 101~er half of the 
reservation, approximately 600,000 acres is the rural f~rm 
area. It encompasses five small towns r.;.lging in population 
from 300 to 6,000 people. The overall reservation is approxi
mately 30,000 residents of which about 20% are Indians. Then 
:i.tis checkerboarded, with fee patent lands and trust lands. 
We have a game department which patrols the upper half of 
the 700,000 acres of closed timberland. It is approximately 
14 men or women. We ooerate 10 vehizles in the closed area, 
4-wheel drive vehicles-and snowmobiles and all terrain vehicles. 
We routinely cross-deputize our officers Id th the Sheriff's 
office. We have very good cooperation with the Yakima County 
Sheriff. We generally simply request that a person be cross
deputized and without a question, I do it for him and he does 
it for me. My criteria is first that a person must first 
finish basic training before I will request a, Deputy Sheriff's 
commission from the Sheriff. I assume his criteria is the 
same and I don't ask him when he wants ?mebody to have a 
Tribal Police commission, I give it to 'li~. We receive our 
citation books from the Yakima County Sheriff's office. They 
come to us with a Yakima County Sheriff's officer o~ an ID 
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number on it. So when we cite a person, either Indian or 
~on-Indi~n into ~tate district court, the computer reads it 
~n Olrmp~a ~s wr~tt7n by a Yakima County Deputy Sheriff, not 
a Yak~ma tr~bal pol~ceman. We estimate that we're putting 
$5?-60,OOO a~nu~lly.into the state district court system 
wh~7h the.maJor~ty ~s returned to Yakima County, not to the 
Yak~ma Tr~be. Personally spsaking, I have no aualms about 
~hi~. My interest is in law enforcement, not money. Althouch 
~~ ~s those dollar ~actors that do govern us. From my posi-
t~on downward, we w~ll give you enforced laws regardless of 
wh7re our I!l0ney goes. It is the people abo'.':' us and I' 'Ie 
po~n~ed.th~s out to Sheriff Nesary several t':'ues, county 
comm~SS~oners or my own Yakima Tribal Council who will decide 
whe~er I ~ill continue to enforce state law or not or continue 
to g~ve th~s money away so to speak. Our officers are trained 
at the National Academy in Brigham City, the lO-week traininc 
course there. In November, when the 9th C~rcuit Court voted
on the concurrency issues, we had assumed this back in 
August •. our attorneys had read into it enough. They told 
1!l7 ~at ~t app~ared to us that we do have concurrent juris
d~ctl.on. In other words, we can start: citing our own Yakima 
Indians into our own tribal court. We began this in Auc~st 
before the 9th Circuit Court ever told us, "yes." l'1e insti
tuted our own law and order code. We've assumed juvenile 
responsibility; we have a facility for juveniles; are budgeted 
for the remodeling of our jail and expansion to facilitate 
this new responsibility and we've established a iuvenile 
cou:t. Our cooperation with the Yakima County Sheriff's 
Off:-c7 , ~e.State Pat:ol, the FBI and the other legal entii:ies
mun~cl.p~ll.tl.es eve~, ~ts very good. Back in April, some of 
our off~cers we:ce ~nvol ved in a shootout. .l\.t the time, it 
initially happened in the city, our tribal police were tbere, 
and very shortly the county was there, the state patrol. 
It eventually wQunded up with BIA investigators and the :'BI 
handled it. The cooperation was needed and we utilized it. 
I think that's all I have unless I'm opened to questions. 

MANNING: SC?me of these questions may be relative to any of your e~:plana
tl.ons - feel free to make it a free-wheeling resoonse where 
one is asked a question, and anyone else wants to contribute, 
please feel free to do so. We'll start with our CO-Chai:man. 
Joe, do you have any questions? 

DELACRUZ: Yes, I have a question. After listening to testimony of some 
tribal people and a few prosecutors that no one brought out. 
How much money does the tribes put into la\V enforcement over 
in the county areas, in cross-deputization and cooperat~on 
and how much does the towns put in? 

SULLIVAN: Well, I have to defer to Jeff because he's directly involved 
in budget and the Sheriff in our county is but I'm not aware 
of the costs of cross-deputization. 

DELACRUZ: Does anybody have any idea how much money does the Indian 
tribe (because of cooperation, because of LEAA, federal 
monies ••••• 
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SULLIVAN: The county benefits obviously but I can't put a dollar figure 
on it. 

BENALLIE: The t~tal budget for our department is $7.7 million and you 
~lOW ~t costs roughly $6,000 to train one cadet, one officer. 
You know these other people .•.• 

MANNING: Your total law enforcement budget is $7.7 million? 

BENALLIE: We have something like 425 or 30 employees. Of that about 
300 are sworn police officers. Right, that's for the whole 
reservation. There we were only talking about Crownooint 
they have about 40 officers there, we have a district station 
there and we do as far as, but I don't know if this will 
answer your question, we do put a heck of a lot of money into 
the county by citations and stuff like this and we really 
don't get anything back out of it. 

Mrum,ING: What is yo~r total budget, Paul? 

ONUSKA: My total budget? Half a million. 

YOUNG: The Yakima tribal annual budget for law enforcement is pro
bably in excess of 3 million. Mine alone for the police 
department is close to 1 million. And the Game Department 
to that it's about 1.3 million, but it encomoasses several 
othe: programs - probation, parole, highway safe~y, the court, 
all ~n all the Law and Justice Division for the Yakima Tribe' 
is something like nine programs. I'm just one of the 
programs - the police department. 

DELACRUZ: I asked that question beca1lse I don't know where LEAA is at 
but I know a lot of counties where there has been cooperation. 
They've eve~ updated their equipment, their radio sys~ems 
and everyth~ng else. It's not enough to have coooeration 
with management, there's other advantages. The other question 
I hav~, I know ~1arm Springs has been at this for a long time. 
There s been a lot of controversy with legal governments. 
That's some of the problems we're trying to deal Id th. But 
how long does it take to really get the county down to a 
cooperative effort. 

SANDERS: ~ think ~t d7pends mainly on the people that are involved 
~n the D~str~ct Attorney's office and the Sheriff's office 
as to how much do they intend to commit themselves to a joint 
effort to deal with problems that are common to both law 
en~orceme~t agencies or the areas that we're dealing I",i th. 
Qu~ te obv~ously, we have our ups and dOIl<71S, deoendinc on I.,.ho 
is in ~ffice, but, as a general rule, we have been working 
for qu~te a number of years. I've been oni:he depart:.tent 
now ~or 18 years and as far as I can remember, we ha\-e been 
work~ng to~ards this common goal of working together since 
we are a k~d of a minority within the minority. 

GOUL~: I'd been interested in anybody's comments in reqard to the 
possible implications of the Oliphant case and i guess that 
Yakima is the one that has the largest number of non-Indian 
residents on the reservation_ As I understand it, Warm Springs 
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has very few non-Indian residents although you have people 
corning in the lodge, and the Navajo Reservation. Do you ha'/e 
'many non-Indians on the reservation? 

BENALLIE: Somebody estimated that we have about 20,000 non-Indians, if 
that many. 

GOULD: Out of how many? 

BENALLIE: Well, the ,Navajo Tribe itself, I think the population is 
about 150,000. They're not all there; these are total merrbers. 
We have quite a few schools, public schools, BIA schools and 
they bring their own teachers and things like this. 

ONUSKA: But they live on the reservation, not on fee land. The 
Navajo Reservation itself is all reservation. There's not 

GOULD: 

a question of internal checkerboard. So that when we refer 
to checkerboarding out our way, we're talking about areas off 
the reservation. 

Does the Oliphant case have any implications for you and if 
so how do you handle that at Yakima? 

BENALLIE: Well, a nurnber ••.• Well, the Oliphant decision itself didn't 
really do anything for us because we never did assume total 
jurisdiction over everyone on the reservation. iVe were just 
getting to that stage and it isn't really a problem. We send 
people to court, according to whichever court they're required 
to go into. So it isn't really a problem. 

DELACRUZ: Wasn't it in '78 where that change happened in the checker
board area kind of a result of the Oliphant case because you 
had cooperation before then the state legislature changed it 
outside the reservation? 

ONUSKA: 

YOUNG: 

I'm not sure that you can say it's the gliphant if you wan~ 
to have it straightforward - it's because some people, there 
are rednecks on both sides of the reservation lines and racism 
runs throughout "America. So the probla~ was that certain 
white people didn't like getting stopped by ~avajo police 
officers and certain Navajo police officers I",eren' t handling 
the situation the best way and rather than the people corning 
to Colonel Benallie or myself, they went to some local state 
legislators and they used, probably the Oliphant decision, 
they used a lot of things as arguments b~hind the scenes to 
get this changed and it was a question o~--when an officer was 
maybe not doing the right thing, instead of tryin~ ~~ weed 
that out, they just changed the whole system. \1h~CI1 ~s, as 
you have, I think I, correctly s ta ted, it 1e ft a very large 
vacuum there. 

Initially or essentially, it had no real effect on us. Ne 
had been doing exactly what it said for the past - since 
1963 - we had not been taking any non-Indians into tribal 
court. By "i.rtue of the Deputy Sheriff's commission, we 
were arrest~ng non-Indians and we are continuing to arrest 
non-Indians, 
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But you just send them to the state or local courts and that's 
it. You're able to tell which is which and which belongs 
where. 

Generally, mostly to be questioned. Oliphant along though 
with the concurrency issue night be a point that caused a 
problem. I asked the state patrol initially, I haven't gone 
to the Sheriff's office yet, but I asked the state patrol 
to giVe me - to cite the Indians into tribal court now that 

,they're encountering as we have started doing. They haven't 
given me a yes or no answer yet, but I have been receiving 
some feedback. I don't think they're gonna do it. They're 
not going to give me the Indians back. In other words, while 
the state patrol could arrest the Indian or non-Indian, take 
them into state district court, the tribal police can only 
arrest the Indian and take him into tribal court and must 
turn over all non-Indians to district court. 

Why is the state patrol reluctant to turn them over to you? 

I think as I said a little bi'O' ago, I think it's dollars. 
I've been putting quite a few dollars into the district cou~t 
system. Additionally, court schedulings, and things like 
this, state patrolmen would have to appear in two different 
court systems then; overtime is one of their ':oncerns. I 
pointed out to them that it's nothing more than Joe's been 
doing for the past 15 years. 1-1y men have been going to 
district 70urt and to tribal court and I've been paying them 
for overt~e. 

Do you think you can make some kind of monetary arrangement? 

I've pointed out that the best way would be a simple financial 
transaction between the two to let them handle our Indians 
in district court ..• we just go down and pick up the revenue, 
the same with our court. 

It's been interesting listening to this. I would like to talk 
with this gentleman over here on my left. Do you have your 
own separate law and order coc~ for your reservation or do 
you operate under the laws of the scate? 

No, we operate under our own law and order code. 

Is that much different than the laws of the state? Perhaps 
this is one of the things we ran into. I saw a law and 
order code for instance that had contained many thi~gs in 
it that for murder, for cold-blooded murder, the most you 
could get was $500 and it never finally got into existence 
but it was a proposal, it was already written. I have copies 
of it. I think this is, perhaps, a dual thing; that perhaps 
some problems, as somebody stated here, they're reluctant 
sometimes to go into - before a district judge because maybe 
the fine might be more for driving while intoxicated, etc., 
this may be a place where there is a ";:-akness, where you ha\"e 
your own law and order code and I wou~d suspect that they 
differ from reservation to reservation, but I was highly 
interested. The other reservations, do you have your own 
law and order code? 
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BENALLIE: Navajo, yes, we do. 

YOUNG: Yakima, we do. Our code was designed almost verbati~m from 
the Washington State revised code. They almost erased the 
name of Washington out of the code and wrote the Yakima in 
it., ,And then they expanded upon it, briefly to encompass 
par~~cular laws or codes, particularly culturally related 
but it does incorporate all state la,', almost word-for-word. 

GRAHAM: How close is your law and order code to the state code? 

BENALLIE: Well, it has been revised several times. And there's a new 
one due to come up before the council. I can give you an 
exam~le.of how they differ. Under tribal law, you don't 
have, l~ke for your driver'S license,restrictions corrective 
lens, left side, rear view mirrors. Those aren't in there. 
All you're required to have is a driver's license. So you 
know that's being done over now. The new traffic code will 
have implied consent, you know the whole bit, I think it's 
taken probably verbati~ out of the Arizona statutes also. 
Those we enforce on Indians. Of course, non-Indians, we 
enforce the state laws. So there is a big discrepancy there. 

GRAHAM: Do you think that your new proposal then will be better than 
your old one? 

BENALLIE: Oh, yes, definitely, definitely. 

SULLIVAN: I'd like to comment that I think it would be a good idea if 
the laws were the same. I think both Indian officers and 

GRAHAM: 

the typical officer goes to these cross-training sessions 
would understand a lot better if he didn't have to deal with 
two.c~mpl~te differen~ sets of laws. If he was only being 
tra~n~ng ~n.one, I th~nk he'd have a better understanding. 
Also someth~ng that we have a problerr, with is search and 
se~zure ~ssues on the reservation as opposed to search and 
se7zur~ ~!'lsues off the reservations. We have Oregon la\~ 
wh~ch ~s somewhat more restrictive than fede~al law so some
times we have a conflict and to a certain extent th~ federal 
law isn't regarded. very highly on the reservation. Typically, 
a search warrant m~ght be an axehandle on the reservation as 
a door gets kicked open and is considerably different than 
off the reservation where we have a very formal procedure. 
Now I think that with the books that are available - the 
Warm Springs Reservation doesn't have a law library. If they 
had the same law system that \~e have, they would have access 
to our Oregon reports and could rely on the same case law 
and I think that would be advantageous. They wouldn't have 
to buy thousands and thousands of dollars worth of law books. 

Just one more question, Mr. Speaker.- Somebody talked about 
your police officers and we've got several reservations here. 
In the l~w enforceme~t academy, and I'd like a response from 
each Ind~an reservat~on, are they attending state law enforce
ment academy or is it a setup of their own? 
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SULLIVAN: State law enforcement academy in Oregon. 

GRAHAM: 

MANNING: 

This is good. That's all now, Mr. Speaker. 

Following up, I had the same note that Carroll 
the big impediment towards uniform penalties? 
take Warm Springs to start Witil. Why couldn't 
have the same penalties as the state? 

had. lVhat's 
Let's just 
Warm Springs 

GREENE: I think our law and order code was drafted years ago. I 
think it was primarily under the Bureau of Indian Affairs. 
I think it's been revised a few times but we don't make that 
many major changes in it. 

MANNING: Have you discussed the possibilities of making them uniform 
in the monthly meetings that you have? 

GREENE: I never attended any meetings where that was discussed. 

MANNING: Primarily then it was the law enforcement people that met? 
Has that ever been discussed? 

SANDERS: It has never been addressed to the point I.,here we would make 
both laws compatible with one another. I think we've always 
maintained that the system that we have is separate from the 
state system and that we retain the right to set up our own 
rules and regulations as to implementation of the law and 
the fines or jail terms as a result of it. 

~~ING: There is no question that you possess jurisdiction to do so, 
but do you feel that it would be helpful to have the same 
fines and penalties? 

SANDERS: Most definitely, it would. At the present time, right now, 
my officers carry 7 different ticket books. So, it's not 
who committed the offense, it's which ticket book to pick up 
in order to issue the citations. IVe go into two or three 
state systems, the tribal and two into the federal systems 
so that we have enough ticket books, it's just that we don't 
have enough laws that are uniform. 

SULLIVAN: I'd like to comment on folks at the reservation ... the feeling 
that I get is that they want to maintain their independence 
from local law enforcement agencies and they certainly don't 
want to give the aopearance that they're under the thumb of 
the local law enforcement people. And I think that's one of 
the problems with having the same laws because it gives the 
impression at least that the local white people are taking 
over the reservation enforcing their own standards on them. 
And I think at least in ,.larm Springs, the people are very 
proud of their independence and I think will continue to ha,e 
their own code just to ensure that they do have their indepen
dence. 

'-tANNING: These meetings that you spoke of before, primarily who attends 
those? 
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Well, Jeff is sometimes there. I'm there. Sometimes a 
representative from the state police, Ham Perkins; the ~heri=f 
quite often goes with me. Sometimes, Bob Lowry, ~he ch~ef 
of police from Madras, he'll go. Irene Wells, Da~sy Ike, who 
is a tribal advocate for prosecution. Let's see, there are 
3 people on the law enforcement committee. It's important 
to have the tribal elders involved in this and I think r.lost 
of us understand here the tribal culture but to have the 
elders who are highly respected among the tribe, it's import
ant to have their presence there because the only way to get 
things done is to have their OK on things as far as I ca~ see 
-- they have to believe in the sy~tem. So, those are sOwe 
of the people that are involved and now for the first ti~e, 
they have a tribal attorney to upgrade the court system out 
there and he's an Indian attorney. I might indicate that 
someone handed me something - the Indian Civil Rights Act 
and it says, "Limits tribal court punishment as a matter of 
federal law to 6 months and/or fine." I'm aware of that and 
that's why I made mention of the fact that there'S a whole 
grade of low-grade felonies that aren't in fact prosecuted 
because the U.S. Attorney's office doesn't pick them up. So 
on misdemeanors, we have a limit up to one year and $1,000 
which is half, but most of the time you can take care of a 
disorderly conduct or driving while suspended for 6 months. 
That's pretty adequate. The problem becomes what,happen~ 
when you have somebody hit somebody in the head w~th a n~ght
stick which you know is a weapon and should be,a fe~~ny, .but , 
it's a low-grade felony. So the U.S. Attorney s of~~ce C?7sn t 
pick it up and the tribal court system doesn't have the aD~
lity to really deal with that adequately because cer~ai~l¥ 
that might be worth more than $500 fine or 6 months ~n Ja~l. 
But I'm aware of that. It doesn't necessarily mean that the 
penalties have to be the same. The penalty is basically up 
to the court but if the laws were the same, that's the 
important ~~ing. The judge is the one that really has to 
understand the penalty. It's the police officer who,ha~,to 
be able to pigeonhole that illegal activity and say ~t =~ts 
within a specific statute. 

Does your office meet regularly with your law enforcement 
counterpart.s? 

In San Juan County, there's a monthly meeting, ala,., en::orce
ment meeting, where all agencies are invited and the Navajo 
police corne in from Shiprock periodically. In McKinley 
County, there's no such organization-type of structure 
because the basic handling of law enforcement .........•..•.• 

••••. when there is an opportunity to deal with one,another. 
I think this recent thing when we were outlining, ~n the, 
state legislature, it brought us closer together and to ~now 
one another and visit and work on the problems. 

How about in Washington? 

The first Th~~sday of every month, we have what we refer to 
as the Lower Valley Law Enforcement Supervisors' Lunchecn. , 
I missed one last Thursday. It's usually attended by approx~
mately 25-30 of the law enforcement supervisors from all 
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through Yakima County. We have kind of a workshop or a gue'st 
speaker on major topics in law enforcement. 

MANNING: How high a level in the tribe - at what level do they parti
cipate? At your level and down or do the elders sometime 
attend? 

YOUNG: From the tribal organization, I attend, my assistant chief 
of police, my lieutenant and my immediate supervisor, my 
division administrator, the man in charge of all my programs. 
Generally, the three of us attend. 

MANNING: Mr. Sullivan, you mentioned you had a problem in the reser
vation recognizing warrants from outside agencies. Could 
you go into a little more detail? 

SULLIVAN: Our state code doesn't provide the recognition of tribal 
warrants so we can't enter them in our computer ~ ~hat's 
just it. On the other hand, I do believe that the reservation 
can allow the service of state warrants on the reservation 
which they do. Of course, in a situation like that, I think 
the easy thing is to say, "Well, tit for tat." If you folks 
aren't going to di it for us, the heck with you. But I think 
that I have to give credit to the folks out at Warm Springs. 
They've said OK, we understand what the situation is. In 
the spirit of cooperation, we'll go ahead and help you serve 
your warrants, most of the time. They do get served. 

MANNING: You almost mentioned a burglary problem, that couldn't really 
get resolved until the burglar went outside the reservation. 
What was that? Why couldn't you solve the burglary? 

SANDERS: Most of the burglaries that are committed on the reservation 
are felonies that come underneath the federal court system 
and our particular federal court system has a very large back
log so that the low felonies are never dealt with. They are 
referred back to the tribal court system which basically 
doesn't have the mechani.:s to handle this type of backlogs 
that are coming back into the judicial system. And in the 
federal system, the juveniles are not addressed at all unless 
there's a murder involved. They will not deal with juvenile 
crimes on an Indian reservation. I blalieve we had one youth 
that had committed 20 some burglarie~ up there and had 
accounted for pretty close to $15,000 in stolen merchandise. 
Yet, we could not get him into the federal system until it 
get so out of proportion that it was way off balance and 
they had to take him in then. But they were reluctant in 
dealing with it because of not having the facilities to deal 
with youthful offenders. 

MANNING: In a situation like that, what do you attempt to do internally 
to •.. you know you can at least get 6 months and a $500 fine. 
Do you do things with these people who aren't being prosecuted 
in the federal courts? Ho.; do you cope with this? 
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SANDERS: ~e ~o! but, then, we also feel that we are not getting the 
Jud~c~al process taken care of as a result of just doling 
out 6 months in jailor a $500 fine. The punishment does 
not fit the crime so, therefore, it's not a deterrent. 

MANNING: Is it safe to say, gentlement, that there is a problem at 
the low-grade felony level with the federal government juris
diction? 

SULLIVAN: I think there is. 

BENALLIE: Not only low-grade felony, but also in major felonies. We've 
had officers severely beaten but it won't be prosecuted 
because he wasn't permanently disabled. 

MANNING: What are your suggestions other than writing a letter to the 
President? What are your suggestions for curing this problem? 

SULLIVAN: A resident U.S. Attorney. 

1~!ING: Are there any other suggestions? 

ONUSKA: The other alternative, if it would be acceptable to tribes, 
is to allow the state to have jurisdiction in those areas 
thut the federal government fails to exercise. 

MANNING: What would the reaction of the tribes be to that suggestion? 

ONUSKA: They are not going to want that ••• (lots of laughter). You 
asked me a question of how to get the job done and get some
body in jail, on how to chase a bad guy, I'm telling you that 
if A is not going to do it then you have B sitting over there 
with a court system that may be able to do it - then if your 
objective is to get the bad guy and not step on toes of 
sovere~gnity and all the other issues ~ then that is a way 
to do ~t. But, people under the present system I just don't 
think want to do that. Consequently, we end up \dth the 
federal government not having an adequate approach to it, 
and people getting away with the low-grade felony - and some
times, even the higher ones. 

MANNING: I guess one of the answers could be to amend the 1968 Civil 
Rights Act, too. 

SULLIVAN: Typically, I think the response is the state court system 
seems to be more effective - and probably the same response 
you get as when you go to a meeting - "how come you are such 
a mean S.O.B., and you prosecute everybody who walks off the 
reservation - so why don't you go pump up the U.S. Attorney's 
office - they will do something." I get that response typi
cally. I think Jeff has been there even when I've gotten 
that response. I am not trying to pick on the U.S. Attorney's 
office, but this is the response I get constantly from the 
reservation. They feel that they cannot get anything done. 

DELACRUZ: I just want to follc~ up on that. You inherited a jur~~dic
tion there. I know Yakima had that problem where the county 
and state supposedly has jurisdiction. The states and counties 
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have not acted. You're saying the problem is the United 
states and the U.S. Attorney. Now what's the answer when 
you en~ up with a situation like that? Nhere the county and 
state ~s reluctant to put up the funds and other things to 
take ca:e of,th7 s~tu~tions that they say is within their 
appropr~ate Jur~sd~ct~on? 

~ine. Come on,out, and you write to Governor King, and get 
~t on the Colv~lle, and come out and appear before our legis
latu:e, because I am in agreement with you. I think that the 
key ~s that you see in front of you a bunch of folks that 
chase "bad ~uys." All we are saying is let us get the job 
done, and g~ve us the money. I don't care whether it comes 
~ro~ the state or the federal or the Indian tribes. Thet key 
~s t~at,we, as law enforcement people, see people that come 
acros~ ~n front of our desks, and into our stations, that are 
hurt ~n some way! shape or form, and we would like to be a 
lot more respons~ve to that particular issue. I think all 
~f us see that on a day-to-day basis, and we don't care where :-t c0'!les from ~u~ I think that, in this area, that \~e have 
~n th~s recogn~t~on of the Navajo police to operate in the 
c~eckerboard area there are three alternatives. They can 
e~ther: 1) g~ ~ack to the old,law; 2) they can appropriate 
funds for add~t~0~al state pol~ce officers to patrol that 
area; 3) appropr~ate funds for additional sheriff deputys 
to patrol that area. The choice is up to the state legisla
ture. 

That brings me to why, of all the change in the first place 
that you alluded to, the fact that there ar,e rednecks on both 
sides a~d they have the state capitol and they got some legi5-
~ators ~nvolved to change the state law. My question to you 
~s, and not you specifically, but where were the law enforce
ment people? Why weren't they out opposing the chances? 
Wasn't there some communication betwee~ the tribe and you 
people to go down and lobby against that bill being passed? 

t:10body knew ~ou~ it. The way th7 bill \~as originally 
~ntroduced, ~t d~d not have that ~n it. You're a legislator 
and you k~ow how yo~ can slip something through in committee, 
and keep ~t very qu~et ••• (lots of lauqhter) .•. and the media 
coverage on this was very interesting~ There is a lady here 
from,Taos Pueblo, and I just explained this to her this 
mor~~ng; she said, "Oh, I didn' t knot~ that." Because the 
me~~a and the state said, ':Every tribe and every pueblo is 
go~ng to ~et what the,NavaJos have." And they didn't contact 
me, and I m the D.A. ~n the state that has this problem more 
than a~ybody else. This is the man that I have to deal with. 
They d~dn't call him. 

BENALLIE: They ,called me, but they gave something entirely di::ferent 
than II/hat was passed. 

ONUSKA: Well, I am talking about the thing that ended up in there. 
And il~ got through, and it was explained •.• 
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, MANNING: It might very well .. , have gotten through innocently enouc:'h 
with respect to wha'it they were attempting to do just ~Jhat 
they were saying, ')ut i~ essence, there was this gap that 
they didn't have, <lny kno\\'ledge of. 

ONUSKA: I would submit that there I~as very little innocence in this 
activity •.• (l~ts of laughter) ••• 

MANNING: Now you say you are going to the Governor to ask that he put 
this on the call. Now I am not fa~iliar with your short 
session down there, but why weren't you people going to the 
legislature? Why do you have to go to the Governor? 

ONUSKA: Because in New Mexico, the only bills that can be introduced 
in the short session are the items a) requested by the· 
Governor of NM; and b) the ones that have an appropriations 
package attached to them, so that if it does not have an 
appropriation, and it is the changing of the statute, which 
is what we would have to have here, then it has to go through 
the Governor's office; he has to place it on the call. And 
we would like to ask this Commission, if they would like to 
write to the Governor, we would be glad to accept any letter 
or any support in this area of trying to change this law. 
You'd be helping Colonel Benallie and myself. 

(Long quiet pause) 

Is there no response to that? Are we not getting a letter? 

MANNING: We'll meet later ••. (lots of laughter) ••. 

SULLIVAN: I would like to address another problem, Mr. Speaker. You 
were talking about low-grade felonies. One of the things 
that I have noticed, and is a real ~ource of frustration is 
that you get a low-grade felony and between the time it goes 
to the FBI, which is 6 months, and then the U.S. Attorney's 
office, that's another 6 months, and they decide to reject it. 
I suppose Jeff gets a little frustrated getting a document 

MANNING: 

SULLIVAN: 

a year later on a burglary that is suppose to nott be handled 
as a misdemeanor with 2,000 sets of finger prints allover 
it. 1t seems to me there is no deterrent whatsoever at that 
point, because a kid has probably burglarized 20 or 30 places 
in that year. If there is anyway to expedite the process of 
the federal government in reviewing those cases and deciding 
whether to prosecute or not, I think it would be very bene
ficial to those people in the tribal government, because who 
wants to take a look ata case that is a year old. I mean 
I'm dealing with yesterday's murder, or yesterday's barroom 
fight. That happened a year ago, that's ancient history. 

The thought occurs to me that if the law is going to remain 
as is, and you obviously, or the Sheriff's office, need alot 
more money. So that would constitute an appropriation. 

The prob!em is that the county sheriff is not appropriated 
funds frJm the state legislature; it comes from the county 
commission. The whole taxing str.ucture would have to change, 
and to take that on, vou would have to take on the entire 
state. Taxing structures cannot be changed overnight to 
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accon~odate this particular problem. The appropriation 
would be for additional state police personnel. That could 
come through the state, but if w7 can't get it th~ou~h t~e 
Governor's office, I think that ~s a pretty good ~nd~cat~on 
and we have our work cut out .for us in the regular session, 
too. 

I think a commo~ problem, at least in our country, is the 
u.s. District Attorney. You're exa~tlY ~~ght. I think,that 
by the time everybody get through w~th tn~s case, I don,t 
care how bad it is, the evidence has gotten cold, the w~tnesses 
have disappeared and so the typical thing when this all 
finally boils down two years later and then they throw the 
thing out. I mean the thing operates so terribly slow, By 
the time they get a hold of it, they say, "Well, ,it isn't 
even worthwhile to try it." They won't be anyth~I?-g ':- year 
or two later but just throw the case out. And th~s ~s one 
of the. problems. A great problem, it is in our area. They've 
got to devise some other way of being able to get these cases 
going if it's a felony or something that should come before 
the f~deral court. It takes too long and this is why there's 
no bet.ter. action in the courts. The process has to be speeded 
up or you just as well forget it. And I think a lot of , 
justice would be done. I think the Indians ~.;ould be happ~er 
with it and I'm sure the non-Indians would be. We know 
what's the problem but how do you cure it. How do you get 
them to take a hold or these things and g,? ~li ~h it. ,If you 
call for an investigation with. the inv",st~gat~ng off~cer 
under the FBI, sometimes they ~on't even resrond, you ~an't 
get a hold of them, maybe it will take them months, wh~l~ ;he 
evidence is gune. They gotta move faster than that or. you re 
not going to have anything better than what you got today. 

Well, maybe we'll hear from some of the federal people later 
on in these sessions, today or tomorrow and try to get some 
answers. Joe, do you have another question? 

DELACRUZ: I have one more question. None of the witnesses really 
addressed civil matters between county and state. Are you 
working in any of the civil areas? 

ONUSKA: I'm the attorney for both counties. 

DELACRUZ: I mean such as sanitation codes. 

ONUSKA: I'm the county attorney on all civil matter for San Juan and 
McKinley Counties and my starr handles those problems also. 

DELACRUZ: Does the tribe ever ..... 

SULLIVh~: I'm county counsel for Jefferson County. The tribe does 
pretty much what it wants on the reservation. 

SANDERS: We've got o~m sanitation laws. Our gove=nment handles our 
own oroblems. Ne ne"er go through the county government to 
dea';'- with problems O.t the reservation. 
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DELACRUZ: Would Jefferson County be willing to update their civil codes 
on sanitation, up to l'l'arm Springs, for water? 

SULLIVAN: There's nothing wrong with our code on sanitation. I don't 
think there's anything wrong with their sanitation. I just 
think they put about a million bucks into their water system 
out there. 

DELACRUZ: I'm talking about the codes as far·as water quality laws and 
things like that. I'l'arm Springs is pretty updated. 

SULLIVAN: Well, we have different problems out at the reservation, 
because they have a good code at the present tim_. I d~n't 
understand •••••. 

DELACRUZ: I asked the question because you kept referring t adopting 
the state code and ..•• 

SULLIVAN: This, I think, it would be helpful in law enforcement but 
I don't see why it would be helpful in Civil in regards to 
sanitation and ••••••. 

DELACRUZ: Well, thut's another area 0= problems that some tribes are 
having. It's the same type of thing. 

SULLIVAN: I can't change county codes because they are most often 
state laws and they're not going to change for thereserva
tion. 

DELACRUZ: How about on Yakima. Is the county doing their job out there 
as far as civil enforcement on sanitation, things like that? 

YOUNG: 

ONUSKA: 

I can't answer that. 

I'd like to point out at this map you see here. All those 
different colored roads are the various roads that are taken 
care of and in the county area down in )!cKinley County in 
particular, there are many times joint powers agreements 
entered into bet, ... een the tribe, the BIA, the local energy 
companies and the county cc~issioners for the maintenance 
of those roads that you see on there. There's a joint coopera
tive area there. And another area in Farmington we open up, 
and I'll be missing it on December 22nd, a San Juan detoxi
fication txeatment ar.1 medical facility. Under state funding, 
a board of directors has put that together, he~ded by my 
chief deputy in our office and we were involved in representing 
the county commissioners 0= San Juan County and we have 
various council members fro~ the Navajo Tribe on the board 
of directors. It's a joint cooperative area using state 
money to put it up and it's the first olle being built under 
this new program. It'll be located in Farmington and avaj.l
able to all the residents cf that area. And also, the board 
of directors have expanded to accept anybody regar-dless of 
what state they live in since ,"e' re so close to Arizona, 
Utah and Colorado. If they've got an alcoho] 'sm problem, 
they'll be acceptec. 
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DELACRUZ: In that disputed area, who,handles ~he,sani~~ti~n, ,bu~ld~ng? 
codes, etc.? Is it the tribes, or ~s ~t spl~t Jur~sd~ct~on. 

ONUSKA: It depends on what color you're talking about on the maps. 
You can see 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 different colors, maybe 8. I 

And you don't have 8, it divides down to ~aybe between ~t~te, \ 
county, Indian tribe and then, there's a ree land and m~l~tary 
reservation; it gets a little involved. It would depend on I 
what you're talking about. 

DELACRUZ: I'm speaking about your sanitation codes and things like that. 

ONUSKA: 

MANNING: 

DELORIA: 

YOUNG: 

Well, the Indian allotment is primarily federal land ~nd.it 
would depend on I~hat they have since they have total Jur~s
diction over that and that would be all the orange that 
you're looking at. State lands in the white area would come 
under the State of New Mexico sub-division laws and the laws 
on environmental improvement protection that we have,. that 
are monitored through the county and the state agenc~es and 
through our office which I~e have to take care of. The green 
areas are U.S. Forest Service, U.s. Government, the red areas 
U.S. military reservation, U.s. Government and that pretty 
much takes care of it. And then you have your two blocks 
called the reservation, the Navajo and Zuni and then that's 
up to the tribal governments. 

It is customary after the panel has discussed and,exhausted 
the questions to ask staff if they have any quest~ons and 
after that, we'll go ~o the audience. 

In reference to these inter-agency meetings that a numb7r of 
you mentioned, does anybody from the Department of Just~ce 
ever attend these meetings? The FBI or U.S. Attorney? 

The FBI regularly attend our •.••... 

DELORIA: Regularly attends? ~'/here is the nearest FBI? 

YOUNG: 

ONUSKA: 

In Yakima. 

The FBI attends G~r!" in San Juan County. We have 3 or 4 
agents in Farmingfon and 5 in Gallup and our ~ffice has 
excellent communications and in fact they ass~sted us. 

SULLIVAN: Warm Springs are not at the bigger meeting but I understand 
that they meet individually with the different law enforce-

SANDERS: 

DELORIA: 

SANDERS: 

ment agencies. 

We have separate meetings with the federal systems. 

Do you have any reactions to the legislative proposal to set 
up U.S. magistrates on reservations. Would that clear up 
some of these problems? 

I wo~ld encourage it. 
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SULLIVAN: That would be a good idea. 

BENALLIE: I don't know if it would help, but it's a good idea. 

YOUNG: I think our Yakima tribal prosecutor has suggested the 
alternative of making himself a magistrate. 

DELORIA: When a prosecution is declined by the U. S,. Attorney, are 
either the tribe or the state officials informed? Are files 
sent over there quickly, or is that a big source of delay? 
What's the communication flow in this situation? 

SULLIVAN: Slow. 

YOUNG: Slow. 

ONUSKA: Sj~ce Mr. Harry Thompson took over in New Mexico, it's improved 
tremendously with our office. W~ have really noticed a big 
change in that I've met with him several times in Albuquerque. 
He's come out to the Gallup-Farmington and we've sat down 
and we've tried to eliminate this kind of problem. Sometimes 
the investigations are slow because that's the nature of 
police work. Once again, I'm referring only to the colored 
areas on the second map here, in those areas, it's not uncom
mon for us to arrive on the scene and have everybody in the 
world standing tilere looking at a particular unfortunately 
hurt person or a dead person, whatever the crime, theft, or 
whatever it is, everybody's there and then they all disappear. 
Somebody ends up picking up the ball. If the federal people 
do, since ~1r. Thompson has taken over and they are not going 
to have a case or its determined later on not to be federal 
jurisdiction land, the,n as promptly as possible a letter is 
sent over to us explaining the reasons in detail, as to 
declination and will we undertake the prosecution. In some 
of these areas, under the dependent Indian community theory, 
in the checkerboard area, the federal jurisdiction could be 
exercised in seme of the white areas, if there was a major 
murder that would occur. And, if the federal government 
decided to do that, they would have to go into the U.s. 
federal court and prove that it's a dependent Indian commu
nity. Mr. Thompson and I have set down and, he's decided 
and I agree with him, it's a bunch of malark~y to go thr~ugh 
that additional proof aspect whenever the state court is 
sitting there and they have also concurrent jurisdiction and 
that's a much quicker avenue to get it into our office and 
get it prosecuted, then to to through the federal backlog. 
So, to answer your question, it's coming along a lot quicker 
since Harry has taken over. 

DELORIA: Does the federal system ever accept cases that have been 
inVestigated by ej,ther the state or tribal or BIA officials 
and investigations turr,ed over to the U. S. Attorney or the 
FBI? Will they accept that? Or do they have to have it from 
as near to the beginning as possible? 
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I think they're just like us. They like to get in on the 
ground floor and di it right from the start. It runs into 
the same thing. lve'd probably, if we get it first, it takes 
time to investigate and by the time they get it, it's the 
same delay in reverse. They' have the same hangups and pro
blems we have when we get it after a period of time. 

3ENALLIE: You're talking about the U.S. Attorney, right? Well, gener
ally in our case, he's not involved until the investigation 
is complete. In Arizona and New Mexico, the U.S. Attqrneys 
have come up with some guidelines where the Navajo Tribe is 
responsible for investigating some - I think it was three of 
the 14 major crimes - and BIA is responsible for these and 
the FBI is responsible for these. Because at one time, it 
was really a triplication of efforts there. :t got to be 
such a big hassle that these guidelines are working now. 
Most generally, when a case is declined by the U.S. Attorney, 
we're notified by letter within a week. And then the case 
is presented again to the tribal prosecutor "and if they decide 
to pursue through tribal court, then that's the. route we 
take. 

DELORIA: But do you get a fairly quick decision from them? 

3ENALLIE: Right. Sometimes over the phone. It depends on what the 
case is. 

~ELORIA: The jurisdiction, in legislation on courts is pretty well 
fixed by law but executive branches have more discretion to 
work together with respective - a lot of the things that 
executive branches do in the criminal justice system - pre
sentence investigations, probation, things like that. Are 
there other examples or ways that you can think of - ways 
that the system can be coordinated. Do you share ?re
sentence investigacion resources? 

SULLIVlU~: Not in Oregon. 

DELORIA: Is there any reason- you just don't, or is there some impedi-
ment ••••...• 

SULLIV&~: Presiding circuit court judge says that information is confi
dential. There is something that is done and I have a high 
regard for and that is one of the people on the probation 
staff acts as a liaison between the state court system and 
the tribe and I believe helps a lot of people make their . 
court appearance. Also ........ {end of tape 2) •.... 

Typically, what I'll do is call up Jeff and say, "Hey, this 
guy did this and this; he's been found guilty, set for sen
tencing. Would you mind taking him on a transport pl;ogram?" 
and Jeff will say yea or nay. And he has said yea and nay; 
he doesn't always take the,;\ and I think he feels that if he 
can do so~ething \~ith them, he will. That's another example, 
I think a ree>' ly good example of cooperation betl"een execu
tive branches. Search and rescue in our state is a function 
of the Sherif='s office but in other states, I think it's a 
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separate function and separate organizations. Search and 
resclie operations - our Sheriff's office cooperates with Jeff 
Sanders, when we have planes that crash, and probably the 
fJl.ggest cooperation we got ,.,as this past winter '''hen our jail 
was flooded, Jeff was kir.d enough to take all our prisoners 
who were swimming around in the sewage that came into our 
jail. We appreciated it. 

DELORIA: I'm sure the prisoners did, too. What about the Child Welfare 
Act. Has that had an impact on juveniles? 

SULLIVAN: Ive've always had a cooperative agreement in Jefferson County 
and typically what happens if a juvenile is picked up in 
town, and a lot of the kids who. are on the reservation go to 
school in Madras and they do something, it goes through our 
juvenile officer and is then referred out to the tribal judge 
and I think that takes care of a lot of the juveniles. There's 
never been a problem that way. 

DELORIA: Will the state institutions accept a tribal court commitment 
ofa juvenile? 

SULLIVAN: No, but sometimes we get those things referred back and if 
an order is entered by our juvenile court, sometiroes we kind 
of wonder how legal it is but the defense says, "I don't care, 
that's what the kid needs," and the judge says, "I don't 
care, that what the kid needs," so OK, that's what the kid 
needs. You get the order and away he goes. 

••.• General laughter •.•• -

DELORIA: What does the kid say? 

SULLIVlU~: Well, most of the time, everyone is pretty much in agreement. 
The parents are in agreecent, all the counselors are in agree
ment, the judges both on the reservation side and Jefferson 
County side all are in agreement. In the juvenile system, 
there are a lot of informal agreements made. Ivouldn' t you 
say, Jeff, that's the way it ,,,orks? 

SANDERS: Yes. Right. 

DELORIA: Is there any-ever been informal communication among the 
judges? 

SANDERS: Yes. 

SULLIV&~: We've been present out :at Kahneeta when the circuit court 
judge is, and the county court's been invited. Ne've had 
the justice of the peace and now a district court judge -
they've done away with the justices of the peace - where 
·they sit and talk. And I think that also when somebody is 
going through the federal court system, I think, I'm not 
sure of this, I don't have any evidence, but I think the 
circuit court judges and the federal ?urt judges meet. 

ONUSK.:;: I can't speak for them. I den I t kno,~. 
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BENALLIE: Yes, there is quite a bit,. We have, I thinJt; six district 
judges, chief justice, they are in informal communication. 
We have a monthly criminal justice meeting. 

DELORIA: Do they ever communicate with the state di'strict judges? 

BENALLIE: I have no idea. I wouldn't know. They at;tend a lot of 
conferences. I don't know what they do there. 

•.••. Laughter ••••. 

DELORIA: What would be legitimate reasons that you can think of for 
systems not to cooperate in the ways you've been talking 
about? Any policy reasons, anything that come to mind that 
would tend to keep the systems apart? 

SANDERS: I feel in some instances that state is unsure of whether they 
can enter into agreement with tribes or do they have to enter 
into agreement with the federal government to get to the 
tribes. And the tribes are unsure if they are allowed to 
deal with state government rather than going through the 
federal system. 

DELORIA: So it's uncertainty more than a specific reason? 

SA.~DERS: Uncertainty of the power each possesses. Does the state have 
that power to go into agreement with tribes or reservations 
and the reservations are unsure if they have the power to 
enter into this agreement and would it be binding or legal.. 

DELORIA: Does the BIA encourage this cooperative relationship or are 
they unaware of them, opposed to them? What's their role? 

SULLIVAN: Thev're invited to be at the meetings typically, at the Warm 
Springs Reservation. 

DELORIA: Do they show? 

SULLIVAN: Sometimes. 

YOUNG: Sam, could I address that question a little about the rese~
vations - why they may not want to enter agreements. I'm in 
the midst of trying to get the state patrol tc cooperate 
with me. To get the Indians cited into tribal court. ruld 
I think money is one of them. They're going to lose the 
dollars but then on the lo\~er side now, away ::rom the c::ommis
sior:ers, amongst the police themselves, they ::eel that -they 
question the competence of the court. And if proper retri
bution has been distributed by an Indian court upon an Indian, 
that is compatible with district court. And I've had that 
question posed to me by a state patrolman himself, out on 
the street. If proPer retribution doesn't follow the crime, 
you've got no deterrent. That makes -them somewhat reluctant. 

DELORIA: You think that's a reasonable concern on their part, or is 
that attributable to ignorance, tribal system, or to a real 
experience? 
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I don't know. Naybe resistance to change. 

Are the penalties less in a tribal court? 

We utilize a uniform bail code. The same code that the 
district court uses. Fines, I think, have, like the prose-
cutor over there commented, fines are at times less. r don't 
know how to address it. It's a court problem. 

~1ANNING: Any other questions? I wonder if I can go back a moment to 
one of Sam's questions. You mentioned the tribe is consider
ing requesting the federal government to appoint the present 
judge .•••..•• 

YOUNG: Our prosecutor •••••. 

MANNING: ••..••. and make him a dual role, U.S. Magistrate. Is that 
correct? 

YOUNG: Yes. 

MANNING: And that would negate the necessity for any federal legisla
tion which would mandate the U.S. Attorney at each reserva
tion. If it went that route. Right? 

DELORIA: He wants to be an assistant U.S. Attorney or a magistrate? 

YOUNG: Magistrate. 

DELORIA: How can he be a magistrate and a prosecutor at the same time? 

MANNING: That was my question. 

YOUNG: He'd like to be, would it be a protem status, as an acting 
status, as an assistant U.S-. Attorney. 

SULLIVh~: Maybe as a Deputy U.S. Attorney, but it would never work the 
same as a magist,ra te. Tha t would be convenient for me, too, 
if I could sit as judge, too. 

DELACRUZ: What you're getting at over there, Sam, is the federal judge's 
dockets are so full. If there was a magistrate,' say over in 
Yakima, the U.S. Attorney probably \~ould go ahead on a lot 
of smaller misdemeanor type cases. It's really not a lack 
of having a U.S, Attorney prosecute, the court dockets ..... . 

SULLIVh~: I think it is a case of both myself. I think that you need 
some prosecutors in the U.S. Attorney's office and, obviously, 
there's a shortage of federal judges and magistrates. 

MANNING: Are there any other questions by staff. If not, is there 
anyone here would either like to maka a statement or ask 
questions of the panelists relative to what \~e' ve been dis
cussing. There's a gentleman in the back with his hand raised 
Nill you just state your na:ne. 
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I'm Levy Shing, Executive Director with the Ute Tribe in 
Northern Utah at Fort Duchesne. Two things I think I would 
like to make a renark to on. I spoke to the young lady abou~ 
the Oliphant case and what it had to do with law enforcement 
powers. - lvithin our area, it has had an impact. We have a 
major highway, U.s. 40, that comes through our reservation. 
Plus I~e have two towns Idthin the reservation boundaries and 
what has happened is that our law enforcement officers had 
a working relationship with the Utah DPS and what has happened 
is nOI~ that whenever, we had a worlcing relationship wherp. 
we were able to cite offenders of the traffic code, help the 
DP5 with some of the unfortunate powers that they had. But 
the Oliphant case and the jurisdiction issue, it made it 
pretty ackward in many of our cases in that the officers' 
citations were not upheld within the county as well as within 
the state courts. And this kind of presents a problem in 
that it made it a little more difficult for our tribe, the 
Ute Tribes, to enforce some of the codes that we had as well. 
lvith the major highway coming through, plus the two towns 
within the reservation. 

You don't have cross-deputization then? 

That's been the problem, too. And I think this young man 
brought it up wi~~out realizing it was the fact that the 
states and the counties do not recognize many times the police 
powers of the tribal police force. In our police department 
under 638, which is part of our funding plus the tribal funds 
which we provide for the department, it is stipulated within 
a year, an officer must receive training in an academy. In 
our area, most of our training is done through the BIA India~ 
school, the training program up there. The program is similar 
except for maybe a couple of courses for the State of Utah 
Police Academy. The state does not recognize that training 
of our law enforCement officers. Therefore, when it comes 
to arresting and enforcement of different parts of our code, 
as well as state codes, many times this is not upheld within 
our state courts. They say, you do not have jurisdiction to 
take care of the problems that have happened. And I think 
now the recommendation to this Commission is that if they 
were tQ educate, to have county and state to reciprocate or 
do the same as the Ivarm Springs does with Indians serving a 
warrant on the reservation with the approval of the tribal 
judge, we could do the same thing with our law enforcement 
if they would afford us that right to go and serve a warrant 
off reservation for cases have been happening on the reser
vation. The other part that has happened is that I~e have 
1.7 willion acres within which to enforce our tribal law and 
order codes as well as our fish and wildlife. vle have seven 
wildlife officers, 12 law and order officers. Right now, 
because of the Oliphant case, prior to the Altman case, we 
were able to take non-Indian members before our tribal court 
if they had broken the law on our reservation. We cannct do 
that anymore. Therefore, there is reluctance upon our con
servatiol" officers as I.ell as our law enforcement officers 
to cite ;. non-tribal wember or non-Indian on our reservation 
and it ;:loses a lot of ;Jroblems in that if I~e do catch some
one who- has broken a law, let's say Jdlle,:i a deer out of 
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season, we can cite him, but once we cite that person and 
send that offense to the state or the county, we don't see 
the result because they take over and we do not know what 
ha~pens to those cases. Whether or not those law and order 
~oce offenses have been settled, we can't prosecute it. So 
~t does ~ose a ?roblem. We're in some ways like the Navajo 
Re~ervat~on up ~n the U & 0, we have a lot of checkerboard 
Th~s has brought a lot of havoc into our part of the count;y 
:;nd we have, a lot of pri,:,ate ol.nership by non-Indifns and I.,e· 

ave the tr~bal reservat~on around that. So the d~l~~a up 
there, we do have a working relationship at the officer's 
leve~ b~t ueyond that, when the county comes in, the county 
~?~ss~oners, our state higherups, that working relationship 
~sappear~. At a local level, it can be done but when it 

g7ts U? h~gher, we run into problems. There is really a 
s~tuat~on that if this Commission can conve'r (a message) i ou ho~or uS r we honor you, this type of thing, it can w~rk, 

see ~t, but they have to afford us the same respect because 
our l~w and order code is similar to the state motor code and 
the f~sh and game we follow the same season. But our problems 
are as lon~ as we honor them they don't worry about honoring 
us. That ~s a problem in our state. 

Thank you. 

H,',s the ~r~be or BIll. ever talked to the state officials to 
get,s~ec~f~c about what they feel is inadequate abollt the 
tra~n~ng of your police officers? 

~e have tried to meet with the state. Now, the DPS is 
~nvolved and that's beyond the law enforcement agency that 
we have the problems. It would be the state as a whole 
The law enforcement officers themselves, I don't think tbat 
too much of the problem they understand that there's some 
lal. enforcement problems. It's the pOlitical round that 
we're running into, jurisdictions. That's the problem there. 

So your feeling is that the reservations that your state 
e~:esses,about the quality of the training of your police 
of=~cers ~s not a substantive is not the real reason it's 
more the political relationship.... ' 

That's exactly what it is - it's a political relationship. 

There's a gentleman down in the back. 

I'm Nate !1errick and I'm the director of the law enforcement 
of t~e Cheyenne a~d Arapaho Tribes of Oklahoma and I'd like 
to d7rect a ~uest~?n L9 the Yakima representative who gave 
earl~er test~mony ~n tne program. I would like to ask about 
yo~r court system. Orle specific question is how many of the 
de:endants,who gO,into tribal court and plead not guilty a~d 
ask for a Jury tr~al are actually given a jury trial? 

I \~ish I had a court representat've here to answer that. 
don't really !~now. I 
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Ok, can I ask another question? Does the Yakima Nation have 
a process where the grand jury can hear cases that are low
grade, family type crimes? 

No, they would all be turned over to the U.S. Attorney. 

But this gap between the U.S. Attorney and the tribal courts 
is nothing. 

Right, there's nothing there. 

Do you think that a grand jury process would be good for 
the tribes? To hear cases to decide to hear them? 

I don't know really how to address it. I think that the 
U.S. Attorney would be more receptive to us than some a little 
closer to us. ~ think we share this problem. 

I think with the tribes' forces the way they are, and exper
ience working with tribes, different tribes in s~u~ Dakota 
and Nebraska and North Dakota, there are no prov~s~ons for a 
grand jury and I think that if the tribes eid have a grand 
jury, these cases would run through a grand jury ~nd a lot 
of these low-grade felonies would be taken care or. 

I'm a little confused. How can, lvi th the 1968 Civil Rights 
Act limit, hOI., could that be done? That gentleman who just 
asked that question? 

Pardon? 

With the limitations by the 1968 Civil Rights Act, as I 
understand it, the best the tribe could do is six months 
and $500. 

Well, that's the other question. Couldn't the tribes be 
empowered to giv.:: .:~iffer sentences? 

Well, that would take a change in that law. 

Well, lim just recommending it. 

Ok, I just wanted to be sure! was all for this. 

Maybe, I don't know. I've seen a draft of Yakima's new ~ode 
and I think Warm Springs did address it. Some of the tr~bes 
in the Northwest got an appeals court process, the larger 
tribes, all the way up to the federal courts. If,someone 
wants to go through that process. It's not exerc~sed that 
much. It has been used three or four times in some of the 
tribes. 

Yes, sir. 

The Ute Tribe 1 aw and order code has that stip':~ation fo!:' 
tribal court. -If the federal court will not t~uch it, we 
will usually handle it in tribal court. \'17 do have t~e 
possibility in that if they want a jury tr~al, we do nave a 
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jury trial. \Ve also have an appeals court and at this time, 
they will come for the appeals system within our tribal 
court. The ones that's handled there, they can go through 
the appeals area, then it goes to the federal court system. 
Our federal system we've dealt with, we had to get done so 
under the IRA ~ct •••. 

I'm Bobo Dean, representing the Niccosukee Tribe and the 
0g1ala Sioux Tribe. I would just like to make a brief state
ment on the arrangement which the Miccosukee Tribe has made 
with the Dade Count,y. The Miccosukee Tribe is located in 
Florida in the Everglades and Dade County commissioners have 
authorized the tribal officers to act as county officers in 
an area adjacent to the tribe's reservation. The only real 
issue involved in that, in negotiating that agreement, was 
the tribe's concern that the Dade County Public Safety Direc
tor insit;ted that when the tribal officers acted outside the 
reservation, they would act under his instruction and the 
tribe was initially reluctant to do that but they agreed to 
try it and its now been in operation for about a year and a 
half and its worked out quite well. The two law enforcement 
departments work together very well cooperatively. The area 
of county jurisdiction covers a major highway, U.S. 41, 
across South Florida, and there's been a great benefit to 
both Dade County and to the tribe to have this arrangement. 
I'd just like to ask one question. There was a mention 
earlier of the issuance of federal commissions by the BIA. 
I'd like to know from the tribal representatiVes how important 
is the issuance of a federal commission to tribal officers. 
Secondly, there is, I understand, some question that's been 
raised for a year or so in the Justice Department as to 
whether an officer employed by a tribe, but commissioned as 
a federal officer by the BIA, is protected by the laws of 
prohibiting an assault on a federal officer. I don't think 
there's any ruling on that question but there's dialogue 
between the Interior Department and the Justice Department, 
and I would like to get some impression from the tribal repre
sentatives whether they would feel it would be a practical 
impediment to tribal law enforcement if an assault on a tribal 
officer employed by the tribe but commissioned as a deputy 
special officer were not legally the offense of an assault on 
a federal officer? 

Anyone wish 1"0 respond? 

About a y.c<lr ago, We:; nad a takeover of bur administration 
building by some dissidents and this came up. What would 
happen if our officers got hurt? You see, we never asked 
for federal commissions. We just don't have any use for 
them at this point. We did ask for BIA depCLty special offi
cers' commissions at that time, thinking that if our offi
cers were hurt, we'd be covered. Well, it turns out that we 
may not be because we were at that time enforcing tribal 
laws. And the way I understand that that thing works is to 
be covered by that lal., you have to be enforcing some federal 
law when the officer is hurt. So, that's what we found out 
about it. Like I say, we've never really asked for federal 
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commissions. At this point, I don't see we can Use them •. 

MANNING: Yes. 

HALEY: Maybe I can address that. In the State of Washington, I have 
spoken 'vith cur agency special officer and area special offi
cer and have ueen instructed that when enforcing the federal 
code with the U.S. deputy special officers commission, we 
are federal officers and any threats, attempts on our life, 
assault will be prosecuted by the U.S. Attorney's Office. 
That's what the Bureau told me. So then, I went ~o the FBI 
to find out if, in fact, if we refer a case to them, will 
they take action. And was told by the special agent in 
charge in Seattle that they would take action as us being 
federal officers if we had been commissioned by the BIA and 
that was concurred by the U.S. Attorney's Office in Seattle. 
So we assume that we are covered. We've only had one case 
of an assault on one of my officers since we've had our 
federal commission and the sheriff requested to take state 
action because it was not within a geographical boundaries 
of our reservation. We're enforcing treaty rights rather 
than criminal law. Well, they arrested the man the next 
day and in three weeks, we had him sentenced and in jail 
through the state court and we didn't go to the federal 
court because as you discussed earlier, it would have taken 
a good year to prosecute him. . •.. (end of tape) ..... . 

DELORIA: I just want to ask since we have all this high priced legal 
talent in the room, in a circumstance like that, I ,yonder 
if we would be operating under the Colliflower case. If 
you have a tribal officer who momentarily is a federal offi
cer, then a review of his actions subsequently in a court, 
would that come under the Colliflow'Jr k:tnd of situation 
where, in fact, he was subject to constitutional standards 
completely rather than the Indian Civil Rights Act? i' 

ERNSTOFF: I'm Barry Ernstoff, a tribal attorney from the State of 
Washington, here representing the Colville Tribe. The answer 
is yes, except we don't like to say we're going under the 
Colliflower case because you know what we think of the Colli
flower case. That was a case that wrongly, the Ninth Circuit 
held that an Indian tribal court when its very closely meshed 
wi th federal courts, that the Indian tribal court 'vould be 
looked upon as a federal court. So, while it's the theory 
that we follolo" it isn't really that case, because ,4e say 
that actually when you're carrying a DSO commission, you are 
acting as a federal officer, you don't have to worry about 
the interlocking of tribal and federal, you're really separately 
acting as a federal officer. The BlA takes the position 
tha t you can enforce all federal latvs, that you're basically 
no less than a federal officer than an FBI agent to all 
intents and purposes. So, that from an independent statutory 
basis, a separate question which Bobo didn't raise but was 
one which we all raise and we'll do it quietly is this whole 
question of the authority of the BIA to commission people as 
deputy special officers. It rests on the most narrow of 
reeds and it's done, everybody goes along, but someday, I 
think, that they just may be in a criminal situation, a real 
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cont7st,over the propriety of the issuance of these federal 
comnussloons., T~e whole BrA police rests as you know on a 
1887 approprloatloons act, but that's a separate question 
But the answe7 to the question is yes, they are acting in a 
~edera~ capaclo ~Y and ',e say, therefore, everything applies 
loncludlong for lonstance, the due process standards that would 
have to, be followed Ivhich are differen'i:. from some extent 
from trlobal court due process standards. 

DELACRUZ: Even if they're enforcing tribal law. Right. 

ERNSTOFF: 

MANNING: 

SANDERS: 

HALEY: 

If theY'r7 enforCing tribal law, then we take the position 
that n~, lot's not a Colliflower kind of situation and then 
~e trlobal court due process, in other words, when they wear 
dlofferent badges, they're actually acting in different ways 
As yo~ ~ow, many officers wear at least three badges, each' 
on7 , lot ~ ~ard to, know what you're doing, a~d they're usually 
falor~y slomlol~r. but really, you're acting as a state deputy 
sherloff, you re under a certain due process whatever the 
state courts have decided you've got to do ' Federal is 
se~arat7' an~ tribal is separate and then you got to know 
whloch klond or land you're standing on and if you've figured 
all th~t out, then you, as a police officer, know what kind 
of actloon you're to take. 

Chief, you want to make a remark? ' 

On the BIA commission cards, at Warm Springs, I take the 
stand that I don't need the commission card to enforce laws 
nor have it in order to protect my men in case they are 
assaulted. I think the degree of assault tells you which 
court,system it:s going ~nt~ and not the card that you're 
carr~long. I th:nk that lof lot were serious enough, it could 
get lonto the feaeral court system and if it wasn't that 
serious, you would come into the tribal court system so that 
the carry~ng of a BIA commission card at Warm Springs, ~le 
use to thlonk that it was important for us to have it to 
enforce federal law. I have since changed my opinion and 
as a re~ult of that, none of my officers pack BIA conunission 
cards s7nce last year yet we still enforce laws. It's an 
assumptloon or; tr.y part that I have exclusive jurisdiction on 
the reservatloon other than the felony crimes which belong to 
the FBI so, therefore, I make the arrests accordingly. 

In W~shington St~te, the tribes that I represent as the 
Colvlolle and Yakl.ma, are Public Law 280 which does not give 
us ex~lusive jurisdiction with the federal aovernment. The 
~ta~e ~ai~tains juri~dict.ion and the tribes-assert concurrent 
J~r~sd~ctloon. So, Wl.th the DSO commission, they're a neces
s7 ty f07' us to enforce federal law and to be able to go 
7lother lonto federal court for assault upon a police officer 
7s a felony ever; if it was justified, a citizen would be a, 
lot would be a mlosdemeanor. 

DELACRUZ: When you say the State of Washington, exclude Quinault be-
cause t"e' ve taker. the );Iosi tion Narm Springs has. ' 
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Well, you're in an exclusive jurisdict~on, I just said the' 
tribe I represent in the State of Nc:-sh~ngton. There are , 
several tribes in the State of Wash~ngton that are exclus~ve 
and jurisdictionally limi~ed, like Quinault. 

There are several hands raised and! wan; to get,back, 
because he started this whole thing. W7 11 see ~f th~s 
gentleman's questions were answered or ~f he wants to 
clarify something. 

I want to agree with Barry's analysis regarding to Colliflower 
but raise this question. Barry, you feel tha~ the same 
breakdown applied with reference to the quest:-on o~ assau~t 
and apparently, there's a view thc:-t if an of~~ce: ~s co~s
sioned as a federal officer, but ~f he's act~ng ~n the enforce
ment of tribal jurisdictiol'. and he's shot or attacked, some 
people feel that that's not the crime of assault o~ a feder~l 
officer. I'm not sure that that is correct. I th~nk there s 
a good deal of uncertainty about that., Do yc;>u feel that the 
determining factor is in. what role he ~s act~ng c:-t th~t 
time with reference to when the assault was co~tted. 

That's what 3 think and the reason is as I understand the 
question is that some people would like to take adv~ntage 
of these federal statutes in protecting federal off:-cers and 
try to apply them to tribal of~ice:s. The,problem ~s to get 
the other side of the coin, wh~ch ~s that ~f you want to 
equate tribal with federal, then you also get some of those 
federal responsibilities, problems, liIDltations and all that. 
with my clients, I like to advise them and they, themselves, 
have determined t~at wherever they can separate themselves 
from the federal instrumentality, that even though. ~here may 
be some negatives, the positives outwe~gh the neg~~~ves. One 
other way we handle this .is really an ~r;terpretat~~n, of the 
Oliphant case. I know something about ~t, I arguea ~~ before 
the Supreme Court and I tried to figure it out ever, s~nc7 , 
the opinion came down.. While the court held tha ~ tne ~r~be s 
dependent status creates a surrendering of th7 :~ght~ ~~ , 
they ever had it, it would exercise d~rect cr~m~nal Jur~sd~c
tion over non-Indians, it does so bas~cally on a sort of 
trea ty analysis that this 'vas surrend7red to the ~. S ., the 
United States said we'll protect you ~n the treat~es, and 
you got to give up that power. One of the thir;g~ that most 
of"the at least the Washington State, the Pac~f~c ~orth~est 
treati~s also say is they have provisic;>ns whereby the tr::-bes 
agree and this is what Justice Rehnqu~st used to get th~s 
far, tribes agreed to surrender up la\v violators! t!1at' s the 
words he used, the Navajo treaty has the same th~ng. And 
we have now interpreted that to mean that even tho~gh we . 
don't have criminal jurisdiction to try and to pun~sh non
Indians we not only have the power but as a matter of fa~t, 
we have'the treaty duty to investigate, to arrest non-Ind~ans 
committing violations of federal law and to surrender and 
turn them over to the federal prosecutors because the tr7aty 
says that we have to surre~der up. ~hat mean7 ~at a tr~bal 
officer without a deputy s)ecial off~ce7 comm~:s~on. or any
thing else has the 'obligation and the r~ght unaer tn7 treaty 
to actually do everything short of actuall:.' prosecut~ng, 
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you just take them over to federal court if it's a federal 
crime. We also take that to mean that, in a Public Law 280 
situation, the state being the successor to the Feds of 
jurisdiction, now when we do our investigation and determina
tions, etc., we can surrender up or hand over to the state 
court, even without a cross-deputization agreement, a non
Indian offender for prosecution Under state law and it's the 
other side of the coin the way we look at it, of what Justice 
Rehnquist said, which is that we now have the treaty obliga
tion to turn over ••.•• 

DELORIA: But, are you now implementing this? Have your police officers 
shown up at a county attorney's office with an offender in 
tow and a big file of evidence and said, "Here's your person 
under the treaty?" 

ERNSTOFF: We're not implementing this for two reasons. One is the 
tribal police are afraid to do it. Even though, I have 
advised that it's perfectly, I think a justifiable exercise 
of jurisdiction. Secondly, we do for the most part, and I 
think we're going to get our licks in this afternoon, but 
we do for the most part have cross-deputization and deputy 
special officer commissions. So, it's a lot safer to go 
with a commission where you know you've got authority than 
to depend on this theory. But the tripes that have problems, 
and we'll talk about that this afte=~o'1, with getting cross
deputization or DSO commissions, I think thac the surrender 
up provisions of the treaty and read them together with the 
Oliphant oase, and the Turtle case (State v. Turtle), I 
think you get a pretty strong legal basis for carrying this 
out. And then, when the Feds or tha state don't accept 
these defendants as alleged perpetrators for prosecution, 
what you've got is a treaty violation which is failure to 
carry out the other half of the bargain of Oliphant which 
tells you to carry out prosecution of non-Indians who commit 
crimes on Indian reservations. 

YOUNGBEAR:,My name is Sebert Youngbear. I'm an Oglala Sioux tribal 
member. When \~e talk about juriSdiction or cross-deputizat':'ng 
officers, so far my experiences, I've been involved with the 
tribe since 1962, and they don't have any problems as far as 
jurisdiction or assaults because for myself, when I took the 
stand, our jurisdiction is always based upon a 1868 treaty. 
We have a right to give up our Indians or we can try them 
ourselves. 

It's funny, kind of in a funny way. I I'las sitting here 
listening to different tribes, states and counties, about their 
cooperation with one another. The thing is on Pine Ridge 
Reservation is when a bureau b\3ilding or a tribal building 
is assaulted, BIA claims jurisdiction. When a white man 
assaul ts an Indian or an Indian assaul ts a I"hi te man, the 
state claims jurisdiction. When one of our people that are 
above the law in Pine Ridge Reservation gets assaulted, then 
a goon squad claims jurisdiction. ;.lhen a fuJ l-blood or the 
grassroots people gets assaulted, the Americ •. n Indian ~love
ment claims jurisdiction. I-Ihen sOr.lebody kills a cow, then 
the vigilantes, farmers and ranchers claim jurisdiction. 
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And it's really hard to say back in Pine Ridge who has juris
diction. But if you go back to the 1868 treaty I"ith the 
Sioux Nation, it's all spelled out. And this is why I sat 
back here and listened. And I say go back to 1952 and'53 
where some of the states, to me, I decided this is an earmark 
for another state jurisdiction law or termination because 
at that time, they called some of our tribal leaders to 
Washington and: made them a big statement. And this is what 
they used and pushed state jurisdiction on us on Pine Ridge 
Reservation. The biggest share of our Pine Ridge Reservatio11 
is checkerboard and we have this jurisdiction. And, to me, 
assault is not that big of a problem. It all depends who 
they assault or who gets assaulted. These las't two years 
I've seen a big change as far as the Oglala Sioux Tribe. 
We're under 638 and local control of law enforcement. I'm 
one of the review board members and I'm also on the Public 
Safety Commission, the Vice-Cl'~airrnar<. And the crime rate 
really went down. Because as far as the Pine Ridge Reserva
tion, most of the crime that is getting to us and the people 
that they abuse are the grassroots people. 'This is I.;hy when 
we make our reports, we ask for more appropriations, we ask 
for more wp.apons, .le ask for more vehicles because it affects 
the people. 

MANNING: Yes, I have one question. What did you say that you did a 
couple of years ago that reduced the crime? 

YOUNGBEAR: We went under contract. 638. 

!1ANNING: What is that? 

DELORIA: They contracted police services from the BIA so the tribe 
runs it now. 

MANNING: I see. I see. Thank you. 

YOUNGBEAR: At the local level, we do all our hiring and firing. 

SULLIVfu~: There was one comment by a gentleman who indicated that he 
wanted the states to recognize tribal warrants. A county 
can' t do that. It has to be a state-wide lal'; for that to 
happen but one of the problems I would bring up w:i.th that 
is that for warrants in our state, we have to have these 
supported by affidavits of probable cause and what l'litnesses 
say. I just say that the tribe now has one attorney. There 
is no possible way that this one attorney can de all the 
affidavits, let alone ever.ything else he's supposed to do 
and I think that you would probably have a difficult time 
.;oetting tribal attorneys who are Indians. At least, it's 
been my observation tha't there was a great deal of effort 
placed on having Indian attorney who wuuld be involved in a 
law enforcemen't program. I'm not sure that you have that 
many Indian attorneys available at this time who could go in 
and do the affidavits that are necessary to comply with 
state-wide law. If you failed to do the warrants and some
thing went wrong, you could easily end up in a situation 
where that hard-earned assets that the Indian people have 
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could be going to a lot of white people who were illegally 
arrested. 

This gentleman hasn't had an opportunity to speak Y~lt and 
I '·11 try to get his name in. It's almost time to b!ceak 
anyway. Yes, sir. 

My name is Bob Leater. I represent Governor George Ni~~ of 
the State of Oklahoma. I believe there are oth7r O~lanoma 
people here I'm glad to see them. I'm here pr~mar~ly to 
l"larn what I can from the meeting and return that to Oklahoma. 
And also invite you and encourage you to have one of your 
regional meetings in Oklahoma. But the reaso~ that Okla~oma, 
2S you know know is probably the largest Ind~an populat~on 
~tate in the Nation. If t~at isn't correct, I do know that 
we have more tribes represented in Oklahoma than anywhere 
else. And you have as much pride.a~d.difficulty between 
the tribes coordinating their act~v~t~es as you do from the 
standpoint of the other laws. I'm not authorized here today 
to make any.comments that would represent Ok,lahoma or any of 
the tribes in Oklahoma. So, I will state anything that I 
will state in the form of a question. I am the governor's 
representative in all activities concerning law enforcement 
in the state. I liaison with everyone. I h~ve been a law 
enforcement officer since 1932. I was born ~n Cheyenne
OKlahoma which is right next door to the Cheyenne-Arap~ho 
Reservation. In Oklahoma, probably from my understand~ng, 
we're more checkerboarded than any other state. We have 
Indian land in everyone of the 77 counti7s. Some of these 
counties are more Indian land than anyth~ng else. Instead 
of reservations you see there, which is ~heckerboarded, we're 
just checkerboarded throughout the ~ount~e7' There may be 
a 160 acres of Indian land, every l~ttle b~t, there may be 
a section, there may be two sections. In some of the mor~ 
rural areas in the cattle country, etc., there may be mucn 
larger areas that are Indian land. Overall, enforcement of 
law in our state, from the standpoint of Indian land and . 
non-Indian land is a very, very difficult problem •. ~he th~ng 
that has happened in Oklahoma, we have had one tra~n7ng 
program which was conducted through the 7tate autho:~zed . 
training facility for, I think, they t:a~ned 10 Ind~an off~
cers, and those officers then are work~n~ under the BIA " 
throughout the State of Oklahoma. More ~mportant tha~ th~t, 
we have hundreds and hundreds of Indian officer7 wo:k~ng ~n city and county and state lal'; enforcement agenc~es lon Ok7a
homa. Indians make very good law enforc7ment people. I ve 
riden with them for years, I've worked w~th them ~losely for 
years and they make very fine law enforcement off~cers. 
The problem is getting more of them i~to t~e law enforcement 
system. And getting those people tra~ne~ ~n order that they 
can do their job. We have heard here th~s morn7ng so much 
of different versions and different ideas and d~fferent.pro
grams that are in effect throughout the country, regard7ng 
this program, that unless we can find some way to c~~r~~nate 
this and get it uniform, it's going to be awfully d~.Lf~cult 
for 'us that lYe, in Oklahoma, to en~o:ce the law, 0: the 
Indians to enforce their law perta~n~ng to each tr~be th~t 
might be represented. And if nothing else comes from th~s, 
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it would help Oklahoma, I hope, to point out one thing, that 
whateve7 the ~ederal government and the state government and 
the In~~an.tr~bes do ~ccomplish, that it will be done to 
where :-t w:.ll be a un:-form system, where it will work for 
one tr~~: :-n one sect~on of the country} it will work for 
a~l. W~th7n ~ur.st~te, we have so many tribes, so many 
d~fferent Jur~sd~ct~ons, that unless we do have a uniform 
syste~, we're not going to be much better off than we have 
been ~n the past. I think the.fact that we have many Indians 
on local law enforcement agenc~es, sheriff's and police 
departments, maybe we have less, are less conscious of the 
need for the P70gram that we're discussing here today, then 
~aybe they do ~n some areas. But \~hatever comes of it we 
~n Oklahoma, hope that you will have a meeting the~e i~ ou~ 
stat7. ~e'd.love to have you there. But more importantly, 
I th~nk.~t w~ll be to the benefit of the Indian tribes and 
the ~nd~an populat~on in our state, where they can come to a 
meet~ng such as th~s and become more aware of exactly what 
the fed7ral government through the BIA, what the future pro
grams w~ll be that will enable them and enable the State of 
Oklahoma to better represent our Indian population. And if 
Okl~oma can.be of se7Vice by having a meeting in the state 
We w~ll prov~de you w~th the facilities and do whatever is ' 
necessary to make you welcome in the state if a meeting can 
be held there to benefit our Indian people. Thank you very 
much. ' 

DELACRUZ: I didn't quite follow your last statement, Hike, on honoring 
warrants. 

SULLIVAN: 

ONUSKA: 

SULLIVAN: 

Well, in our court system, and I can only speak for the 
State or Oregon, when we issue a warrant, that warrant has 
to be supported by an affidavit. An affidavit isa statement 
of f~ct which establishes probable cause. It's a statement 
~at s taken under oath. I'm not sure that the reservations 
r~ght now have enough legal people on their staff to prepare 
all the necessary legal documents to fit into the state 
70ur~ system. Maybe New Mexico has the same requirement for 
~ssu~ng warrants ~at we have ..... 

We do. 

••.•.• but typically, these affidavits can be three-four 
page~ long ~o es~ablish p~obable cause. I'm just saying 
~at s one ~mped~ment to Just saying we're going to plug 
~nto the state system, the necessary legal help. • 

DELACRUZ: ~fthe tribe had it, do you see any problem \dth plugging 
~nto your system? . 

SULLIVAN: It doesn't bother me. I want to catch as many bad guys as 
the next person. I think it's going to be something will 
have to be address on a state-\~ide syst:em. I think there's 
reluctance for any legislature to say that, "Well, we're 
going to address problems that one specific county is going 
to have." 
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DEDACRUZ: Well, that's what I thought you said. Because I don't think 
in the State of Washington, you have to have an affidavit. 
I find most county sheriff's departments and county prosecu
tors, ~~e sheriff and his people issue a war.rant. And a lot 
of times, they are the one that are involved. And a lot Qf 
tribes have procedures and have to go through that process, 
it's just about visa-versa for sorr.e of the tribes. 

ONUSKA: In our state in this 'area where we work with affidavits and 
warrants, the Navajo police officers or the Zuni police offi
cers and any problems that would involve state jurisdi'Ction 
come into our office and we prepare them for them. 

DELACRUZ: Barry, am I right in the State of Washington, they don't 
have to have those supporting affidavits? 

ERNSTOFF: You have to have an affidavit for Washington. 

DELACRUZ: You do. No wonder the sheriff's department is so always in 
trouble. 

MANNING: Last question. 

MERRICK: For the Cheyenne Arapaho Tribes, I'd like to address a 
question to Mr. Sullivan in regard to cross-deputization. 
The State of Oklahoma has taken a position that police or 
the county sheriff do not have any authority to exercise any 
supervisory authority over the police officer or tribal 
policeman or BIA policeman, whatever he may be, when he is 
exercising state authority on the Indian land. In your case, 
what position do you take as far as the civil arid criminal 
liability is concerned when that officer is exercising 
authority and what supervisory. authority does the sheriff 
have over that man and visa-versa? 

SULLIVAN: 

? 

SULLIVAN: 

Well, I don't want to admit liability before hand but I'd 
have to say that if someone is acting in capacity as a 
deputy sheriff, I wouldn't want to go into court and say 
that we weren't responsible. On the other hand, as far as 
telling individual deputy she:riffs who work for i'1arm Sprix;gs, 
it's n~t a situation where we're ~alling them up and tell~ng 
them what to do. Generally, there's a great big fracus 
and everybody converges on the place and then we kind of sort 
it out and the Warm Springs officers go back to the reser
vation and we generally take the guy into custody and lock 
him up. 

In other words, it's just a mutual trus t s i tua tion \~here 
you trust each other to go out and do your own job. 

Yeah, I haven't determined any big problem \d th that. You 
know ~'mnot saying that it's always smooth. I want you to 
understand that. But, generally, we haven't outlined any
thing in detail and to be quite frank abo",*', it, the sherif:: 
on a couple of situations has come :n, he shakes his head 
and says, "Well, it's just one of t.lose things." So, Jeff, 
why don't you add some thing. You've been awful quie t. Hm~ 
do you feel like that works. Your people are the ones who 
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are deputy sh~riffs and they' rr.,' work.i.ng for ~'ou. 

We haven't had any problems of late. :r. +- ..... k (d . _.i~n ..•. en of tape) 

This is c7rtifie~ and. also, we attend the same scnool ~s any 
o~er pol~ce ~ff~c~r ~n the state. This is one of the key 
po~nts of Ind~an reservations have to recognize that if we 
a~e to deal ,with non-In~ians on the reservation, we either 
have to ~e Just as qual~fied as the non-Indian poli~e offlcer 
and rece~~e,the,same training and be certified. thro~gh th~ . 
same cert~f~cat~on process s.o, that we are equal to OJ: bette!! 
than. 

A police officer. might be sitting right next toa Jefferson 
Co~~y de~uty go~ng through the same program. And that's I 
cons~der ~s really key. Ther~'s no hesitation to say that 
anyone has more power or authority, they're equal, that's it. 

Does your tribe provide civil and criminal liability for 
of your police officers? any 

Oh, yes, we got all that plus false arrest, or the tribe 
picks up that for itself. 

Ch~irrnan DeLaCruz is going to ask the last question and then 
w7 11 break for lunch and then I'll bring you some instruc
t~ons and some annoul;lcememts. 

I wanted.to ask the panelists on your inter-governmental 
cooperat~ve progr~s, your ~eetings, law and order people. 
Do you do.any publ~c educat~on, public awareness of what 
rou re do~ng and,why you're doing it and how it's working 
~n your reservat~on and local areas? 

Sin~e, obviously, there is a disproportionate number of 
Ind~ans are prosecuted in a system when anything good comes 
up, I have friends with the paper and I usually call them 
up.and,I tell the~ so there'S something to offset that. I 
th~nk ~n Saturday s paper, there was an article having all 
of our narne7 and,indicating that Oregon has something else 
to tell bes~des ~ts bottle bill. 

S~nce w7 've take~ of~ice these last three years, this is the 
f:-rst t~me the D~str~ct Attorneys in New' Mexico are full
t~me law enf~rcement ~fficials. They were part-time and 
hc;td a par~-t~me pract~ce before. I have, on my ~~ord proces-' 
s~ng mach~nes ~ the mailing lists of the chairman on dOlm, 
for all coun~~lrnen, all chapter presidents, vice presidents 
~d secretar~es. And they receive mailing from me. In addi
t~~n, at.the end ~f the year, I compile an annual report 
wluch th~s year w~ll be about 45 pages worth and send out 
to each o~e of thos7 members plus all of the officers that 
,,!e ,deal w~ ~ ~e ch~ef here receives it, so it's an effort /. 
~t s a beg~nn~ng, we're just starting in that area. 

DELACRUZ: I know you guys, I get you guys' papers. 
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'1:he Yakima Tril:;le ii~'Jelf pUblishes a newspaper. I try to do 
my own public relations work and some people call me a pub
lici ty hound but I think it's selling the posi tionto the 
department itself. I have contacts like l-1ike does, the 
local newspapers and I think we're making the publiC aware 
of us. We also have a crime prevention program. It's kind 
of minute right noW. I have two officers who do part-time 
work in schols and pUblic awareness. 

I raised that question, Speaker, because you get a situation 
like you have up in Yakima that c~eckerboard area and you got 
anti-people on both sides and there's really an awarenesS 
of the b.enefits of developing methods to co-exists. You 
probably wouldn't have things happen like that in the New 
Mexico legislature like in 1978, 1979. I know up in Quinault 
and County, r think, that's in a different 
part of the state sometimes. That the county was really 
reluctant to go puhlicity wise cn the advantages they get 
for being in cooperation with the tribe,; because of the 
differ-ent federal programs available because ox the nature 
of Indian tribes and their relationship to the United States. 
BUc, the advantages outweigh in the favor of counties and 
county governments somet~mes as high as 85% by going into 
cooperation. The whole purpose is to provide services to 
people and to help members to co-exist. So, there is a 
re~son for the publicity. 

!1ANNING: Ok, 'w6'll break for lunch. I've been informed that there's' 
a restaurant in the building here and it will probably be 
more convenient to eat there then to try and find one, I 
understand, .. at considerable distance from here. If you'll 
see the young lady with whom you.register~d, she will be 
able to sell YO\l a ticket to the restaurant for lunch. I 
guess that's the way it functions. This afternoon, I"e' 11 
meet promptly at 1:30 and it should be an interesting after
noon wj:th some excellent presenl;ors and it'll be relative 
to improving th~ capacity for c~pparative law enforcement. 
Thank YO)l all for attending this morning's session. 
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DELACRUZ: We \.,rill come to order. This morning we heard the panelists 
testify and describe their experiences with cooperative agree
ments with their local entity of government and state govern
ment. And before I go into this afternoon's panel, I would 
lii~e to introduce Irv Anderson, a Representative from Minne
sota who is on the Commission. ~e came in this morning, and 
Rueben Snake, another Tribal Chairman on the tribal side of 
the commission has showed up. 

~his afternoon, we have panelists who will discuss areas 
where Indian and non-Indian criminal justice systems operate 
il1dependently. .State and tribes can take several steps to 
provide their luw enforcement activities. The panelists will 
discuss barriers to cooperation and propose actions that will 
overcome the problem. On the panel this afternoon, we have 
Dave Dunbar, who is director of the Indian Law Program with 
the National Tribal Chairmen's Association. Dave talked to 
me but I don't see Tom here but we'll save a spot for him. 
Bruce Haley of the Skagit System Law Enforcement Association 
from Washington State. And I guess Barry, you're going tc 
be sitting up here wit.h Andy. We have Hilary Waukau from 
Menominee, who is the Appellate Judge of the Menominee Tribe 
and John Niemesto of Wisconsin and Nancy Young from the 
Indian Desk fr.om the State of Wisconsin and the Colville 
Tribe asked to be on this part of the panel to present their 
expe~ience. Andrew Joseph, a councilman from the Colville 
Tribe, will be here with their attorney, Barry Ernstoff. I 
guess as w~, did thif; morning, we' 11 start f:com tl1e left. 

DUNBAR: Thank you very much. I appreciate the opportunity to speak 
today. My name is David Dunbar and as you've been told, I 
direct law programs for NTCA. NOW, my experience in coopera
tive agreements is a little different from the experience 
you'll be hearing because my experience is not at a personal 
level. I have not - I do not work actively in law enforce
ment at any res~'rvation or state level. However, let me tell 
you how I am involved in it. The NTCA is a co-sponsor of 
this Commission and, of course, I have been assigned to work 
closely with it and make my reports back to our board of 
directors. In addition to that, I also conduct law programs 
and one of the activities we are doing presently is conducting 
training programs in Indian law and effective governmental 
operations. The tribal chairmen and the states that interact 
are from a wide variety of education backgrounds, it's been 
my experience that cooperation can be promoted if we can sit 
do~~ in an environment that is conducive to discussion. So, 
with that in mind, I have tried to direct the la\.,r programs 
toward the area of cooperative agreements, not only under 
existing law but pending federal legislation. You've heard 
discussion this morning about a lot of areas that involve 
cooperation between tribe, state and county governments. 
There's also a federal attempt to promote this - ~he activi
ties of the Senate Select Committee in introducing Senate 
Bill 1161, now Tribal State Compact. There's a lot of opposi
tior to that bill - some people have said it's a premature 
bill but, of course, the level of sophistication of the tribal 
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governments will determine whether they can use that or not 
- that particular piece of legislation. 

While I've been going around the country be~oming involved 
with discussing cooperative agreements, I've become aware 
of many problems that tribes and state and county governments 
have. An axiom that we can use is that these governments 
can operate more effectively if they do cooperate. However, 
the level of cooperation varies between the states and 
counties and the tribes. We heard this morning some varied 
examples of good cooperative efforts. At one time, several 
months ago, we went into Oklahoma to conduct a training 
program and we had representatives from a number of the 
tribes - we had some 20 tribes in attendance. Is Mr. Lester 
here still? In your comment this morning, you said you were 
interested in having a meeting of some sort in Oklahoma. It 
may interest you that during the last week of October, we did. 
The National Tribal Chairmen Association did conduct a meet
ing there in which the Commission on Tribal-State Relations 
was involved. Of course, we also involved the state agencies 
that were responsible for Indian affairs. During my week's 
stay down there, I became aware of many problems that Oklahoma 
tribes are experiencing. I'm sure many of you are aware of 
those problems but for those of you who are not, let me give 
you a brief overview of the situation as I saw it down there. 
The State of Oklahoma had •••••..• (end of Side B) .•.. 

After the Littlechief decision, the state determined that 
there was no jurisdictional base for them to operate. So 
that left the tribe with a rather unique problem. They were 
without q,nything. So the problems as I saw them down there 
involved a total justice concern ranging from corrections 
through adjudication. Of course, the federal government 
moved in with the CFR courts at that time to help alleviate 
that problem. Now, the CFR courts, of course, serve a limited 
function due to the lack of personnel and resources. One of 
the BIA special officers indicated to me that it \.,ras his 
responsibility to patrol some 800,000 acres of Indian country 
and he had no help and upon apprehending any offenders of 
the CFR code, he would turn them over to the U.S. Attorney's 
office. I guess the prevailing practice do\~n there was that 
the U.S. Attorney would then bargain the offense dc\Yn and 
release the offender or turn them loose altogether or not 
wish to prosecute because of a high docket case load. So 
when we speak of what barriers there are to effective coopera
tion, I suppose we can speak of legal barriers \.,rhich you 
became aware, this morning, of some of them - the jurisdic
tional barriers - of course, those are legal barriers - and 
one of the prevailing barriers that I see is attitudes. IVe 
listened to the testimony this morning and found that Narm 
Springs and Jefferson County have very unique cooperating 
agreements in many areas and I believe that is based on the 
attitudes of the individuals that are involved. The attitudes 
that I experienced in Oklahoma are sort of opposite of that 
because I had dis, ssed several problems with the tribes up 
in Kay County and chey have no cooperation with the District 
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Attor~ey ~n that county at all. They have no discussion, 
the D~str~ct Attorney does not want to talk to them thev 
don't want to talk to the District Attornev, and th~y sort 
of ohuffle the responsibility to each other and sav "t'lell 
we have all these co~unon problems, but no solutions:" so' 
they asked nlf~ and sa~d, "Well, we've been listening to people 
for a long t~me and we want some help." So I resoonded 
"Nell, what have you done for yourself first?" In light of 
these problems down there, some of the activities that the 
FTC h~s pr~po~ed for in t~e future to improve the cooperative 
relat~onsh~p ~n Oklahoma ~s to convene another meeting down 
there: Now this meeting, hopefully, will be conducted after. 
the f~rs~.of the year ~pon the location of the monies to 
~upport ~~. At that t~me, perhaps, the peoole that are 
~nvolved on the state side will pe amenable" and sit down with 
the tribes ~o dis~uss sol~tions to the problems that they 
have. Another maJor barr~er that I have seen as far as the 
Oklahoma tribes are concerned is resources. They don't have 
t~e, resources to initiate their own justice systelns. The 
l~~ted efforts of,the federal government are not responsive 
to the total solut~ons of la~l enforcement in Indian country 
down there. ~ wanted to say reservations but they don't 
have reservat~ons. So the attitudinal positions of many of 
the people that are involved in cooperative agreements are 
I suppose, the essential thing to promote the agreements that 
we talk abo~t. ,Not only ill law enforcement which may involve 
c:oss7deput~za~~~n! mutu~l,aid! extradition, rendition, commu
n~cat~ons, fac~l~t~es ut~l~zat~on, but in the area of proba
~io~"parole, social services. These are all things the 
~nd~v~dual people of the tribes have a need for and as citi
zens of the particular states that they're located in it 
w~U~d seem that they've being denied something that the other 
c~t~zens have and, of course, we all realize the problems 
that are ~resent which deny that particular service for them. 
But I bel~eve that some sort of solution can be implemented 
~o address the problems that these tribes are experiencing 
~n Oklahoma and, hopefully, soon. Now, let me talk about one 
a:ea that I was addressing - the area of corrections - proba
t~on a~d parole, I am only aware of one institute that has 
ef~ect:-vely a~dressed the area of correct.i.ons and that's the 
Sw~ftB~rd proJ~ct, currenl:ly conducted by, or started up by 
NARF. So know~ng that I would be talking here tudav I t.,ent 
and discussed what swiftBird \lith the director and-the 
~eople ~ho were responsible for implementing it. SlyiftBird 
~s a un~que approach to corrections. They address Indian 
offenders and it's an alternative to incarceration. Thev 
have established a cooperat:ive agreement with federal and 
s~ate officials,in South Dakota, North Dakota, Nebraska, 
M~n~e~ota, Wash~ngton and Iowa. It's a minimum security 
fac~l~ty - they have a staff of 40 people. They have (I 
don't want to Use the word inmates) - residents - 25 residents 

but they are able to serve 60. They provide educational 
opportuni~ies, v~cational o~portunities. They have effective 
f~od serv~ces, d~etary serv~ces. They try to promote reli
g~~us freedom, they try to secure employmen", they find 
su~table places to live for the residents once they're dis
charged. They have established GED services. In servicing 
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these residents, it takes them - they receive $25 a day from 
the federal Bureau of Prisons - the BIA kicks in $300,000 
and state corrections of South Dakota also provides $25 a 
day for each inmate - the Indian Health Services provides a 
clinic and the state Department of Education provides the 
vocational services. There are no tribal funds directed 
towards support of the SwiftBird Project. So, we have, in 
the area of corrections, a very viable solution to some of 
the problems that were being faced by the federal penitentiary 
and the state penitentiaries tllat appears to work. As yet, 
there has been no release of any of the residents in that 
institution with the exception of one whose conviction was 
overturned. So, how that particular institute will effect 
the recidivism rate or the offenders is another question 
that will probably be coming up in the future. But I see 
no reason why a concept like this will not work in other 
areas of the country and, at present, the only barrier to 
implementation of this is resources and money. So, with 
that in mind, I would probably state that the federal govern
ment would have a major responsibility for implementing ser
vices of this sort, and if and when the Tribal-State Compact 
Act is passed, I understand there is monies built into that 
particular piece of legislation which will promote coopera
tive agreements which will also contain renegotiation and 
limited time frames for cooperative agreements to work. So 
that the people can look at them and see if it's doing any 
good. As I said the experience that I've had is kind of on 
an theoretical basis because I'm not involved in practical 
law enforcement, so with that in mind, my discussion will 
come to an end. Thank you. 

DELACRUZ: We'll continue as we did this morning. We'll have all the 
panelists make their presentation before we start asking 
questions. 

HALEY: I'm Bruce Haley, with the Skagit System of Cooperative Tribes 
in Northwest Washington State. I am here, speaking basically 
as to what has been developed with our program and some of 
the ramifications in regards to agreements with state and 
federal government. The four tribes that I represent are 
unique from, like Chairman DeLaCruz's tribe, we are Public 
Law 280 tribes, which means we have concurrent jurisdiction 
with the state and three of the tribes, while being federally
recognized, do not have a reservation or land base, \qhich 
makes it sort of complicated when we get into the area of 
enforcement, jurisdiction and sovereignty. What I'd like to 
first; do is read a conceptual paper that \qas presented by 
the tribes taking part in the U.S. Presidential Task Force 
on Washington State's fiSheries. And when we tnlk about 
fisheries enforoement or law enforcement, it all is basically 
the same. This was the tribe's paper to the state and federal 
government in regards to cross-deputization and cooperation. 
The Presidential Task Force was representative of 19 tribes, 
three state agencies and five federal agencies that sat down 
for about three months and met three to four days a Neek to 
discuss problem areas and enforcement was just one portion 
of it. 
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DELACRUZ: Bruce, is that a very long paper? Can you summarize it for 
us? 

HALEY: OK, I'll go ahead and summarize. What we talked about in 
this area is that cross-deputization arises from the need 
for an efficient law enforcement areas where a n~~er of 
jurisdictional areas need to be represented. Problems exist 
in state, tribal and federal jurisdictional areas and making 
effective la,'1 enforcement at times can become ineffective 
unless there is agreements in writing in regards to cross
deputization or cooperation. In any agreement that is 
prepared between the state, the tribes and the federal 
government, standards have to be established for cross
deputization. These standards have to be met on both sides. 
Effective agreements between tribes and the state and other 
areas will prevent a criminal prosecutor from being immune 
from legal action such as arrest, fines, incarceration 
because of an officer's ina~ility to act in an o~ficial 
capacity because he's out of his jurisdictional area. You 
heard earlier in regards to the checkerboard patte=ns, Oli
phant, a lot of the problems that were addressed right now. 
At 3:00 in the morning, an officer, a tribal officer on the 
reservation, has a difficult time telling whether the man 
coming out of a person's house with a gun in one hand and 
possible a TV set in the other is an Indian or non-Indian. 
{~ether he should be arrested as a tribal police~an, a federal 
officer or a state office=. So these cross-deputization 
agreements. have to be reached. Cross-deputization will not 
work effectively, if unde= cross-deputization, they are not 
processed properly. In other words, once the arrest has been 
made and a proper hat or badge is put on by that officer, 
if follow-up is not made, then it all falls apart. The 
sheriff and the chief enforcement officer of the tribe and 
the tribe itself may reaoh an agreement, but if it is not 
followed up by the rest of the criminal justice system of 
the jurisdiction that has the proper authority, everything 
else breaks down. We found, in our discussions that, of 
course, local citizens are going to have a lot of fear in 
regards to cross-deputization. One of the big things that 
we heard in proposing soce of these areas is that non-Indian 
citizens are not going to want to be arrested by a tribal 
enforcement officer. And our contention is that most of 
this is through lack of information in regards to the cross
deputization plan. We must bring in the tribal elders. We 
must bring in influential citizens in the non-Indian commu
nity when we discuss these plans for cross-deputization and 
mutual aid. 

In regards to standards, training at either the state academy 
or the Bureau of Indian Affairs Academy in Brigham City must 
be instituted. In Washington State, for e:<ample, I.,.e have a 
law that specifically states that only officers of a poli
tical sub-division of the ~tate of Washington can attend 
their basic academy. And then, we have sheriffs telling us, 
"We will not deputize you until you have state t=aining." 
So, it's a Catch-22. Areas can be found to get around the law. 
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Colville has found an area in regards to sending their people 
to the state academy in Spokane. Ne've gotten around it and 
we s7nd ou: officers to the state academy at Seattle. B~t 
the ~~tent~on.of the law was specifically to prohibit federal 
or tr~bal off~cers from attending their training. 

So that's basically what we came up with in a series of 
meetings. First, I'd like to give a littl~ history of what 
a lot of ~he tribes and I can speak from where we're at, 
came up w~th these type of recommendations. When I formed 
the Skagit System of Law Enforcement about three and a half 
years ago, one of my first duties wa:s to speak to the sheriffs 
of the three counties that we have our enforcement authority 
in: And I was basically told to go to hell. It was some
th~ng new for me because I'd been in law enforcement for 13 
ye~rs: I was an under-sheriff of a county'prior to taking 
th~s Job where we commissioned tribal enforcement officers 
of three reservations that worked in our county. Some of 
them received special deputization, some received based on 
their training and experience, full county deputi~ation to 
act as a county officer in all situations. So this was 
something brand new to me. We ran into the area where state 
enforcement officers were ignorant of the treaties and of 
India~ law enforcement so it became an educational process 
to br~ng them up to.where we're at today. Three years ago, 
myself and other tribal enforcement officers arrested an 
Indi~ on the reservation who was wanted by the State of 
Wash~ngton for ~ne count of ~irst-~egree armed robbery and 
two 70unts ~f.f~rst-degree k~dnapp~ng which I and my officers 
cO~:;~dered. :t:a~ly a dangerous individual. BecaUse we Were i 

tr~J:lal pol~ce, we were able to mnke the arrest ~lithout inci
dent af~er explaining to the citizens that gathered what we 
were gO~I?-g to do with the individual and the authority. ~vhen 
I took h~m to ~~e county sheriff as our treaty indicates 
th~t I have to do, the chief jailer refused to accept my 
pr~s~ner because we were from a foreign nation. And the 
sher~ff wasn't in to do anything about it. So, based upon 
our treaty provisions, I had to release this individual on 
the courthouse steps. And it was only through officer con
tact of the actual deputy that gets out on thl road and comes 
onto the reservation that we were able to have a deputy 
sheriff just happen to come along a~d re-arrest the indivi
d~al~ so he was able to be turned over to the proper juris
d~ct~on. Three yea.rs ago, myself and another officer ended 
up getting shot at. and we made apprehension and took the 
wea~on away and at that time, ''Ie were not deputy special 
~ff~cers so rhe federal government couldn't do anything about 
~t and the state refused to do anything about it and that 
person was never even taken to court. These are just some 
of the areas that we ran into problems with. 

Because of I.,.hat we've done in the last three and a half years 
in an 7ducationa~ process of state agencies, specifically 
those ~n the off~ce of the county sheriff's, city police 
department and. "~osecutors, we've been able to reverse this 
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trend in regards toeheir consideration of tribal enforcement. 
Some of these have been by showing them the standards under 
our Public Law 638 contract with the BIA for training of our 
officers. The State of Nashington, 1977, said that stat,; , 
officers have to receive a basic training of 440 hours w~th~n 
the first 15 months of employment. That's the only standards 
that they hav~ set. My bureau standards say that I have to 
have the same thing done in 12 months. It goe7 ~n t~ say 
that my officers have to receive firearms qual~f~cat~ons 
semi-annually. The state doesn't address,that. ,It saY7 ~hat 
we have to receive a minimum of 40 hour.s ~n-serv~ce tra~n~ng 
annually. The state doesn't address ~h~t. It also ~oes on 
in regards to supervisory command tra~n~ng upon appo~ntment 
to that rank. The state doesn't address this. They h~ve a 
lot of recommendations that they would like to see th7~r, 
officers receive but again, that's purely u?on the ch~ef s 
or sheriff's discretion. Through an educat~onal process, 
we were able to show our local sheriffs that we're better 
trained than they are, ''lhether they want to admit it or not. 
Then we had to sit down and meet with the prosecutor to 
address the issue of bringing our tribal people charged,by 
state people into our. tribal c~urt and v~ce-versa, lett7ng 
us take action against non-Ind~ans and c~te ~hem.or del~ver 
them to the proper jurisdiction to be heard,~y s~ate court. 
It.' s taken us a while but we now have a wr~t:ten agreerr.er;tt 
with the prosecutor of one county ~h~ch is the,on,; we m~Jorly 
work in where we now have the fac~l~ty for br~ng~ng tr~bal 
people ~harged by state officers into our tribal court and 
this is done by paperwork backup so that we can la¥ a paper 
trail to shol'l the validity of our tribal court . S~nce , a , lot 
of this has started to happen, we've had some very Pos~t7ve 
aspects in regards to the county sheriffs that ~e work w~th. 
As I mentioned earlier, I had one of my own off~cers that 
was assaulted and the sta~e came in .and ~harged,the person 
that assaulted him - it was off-reservat~on - w~th assaul~ 
seCond-degree under the revised ~ode of. 1:1;e State of ivash~ng
ton and the subject was fOund gu~lty ana ~ncarcera~ed. A 
couple of year previously, we got shot at and noth~ng was 
done. We had the prosecutor attend our tribal cour~ and 
spend a day with us so he could assess l'lher7 our tr~J;>al 
courts were coming from and I was able to s~t dOl'Tn w7th the 
prosecutor and the sheriff and his under-sheriff, ch~ef 
criminal deputy, chief civil deputy, a~d teach them about 
Indian law enforcement, about treaty r~ghts and ~ll the 
areas that they were ignorant of' and they, ha'J'e f~nally, - are 
instituting meetings with the tribes to,d~sc~ss sovere~gnty, 
authority cross-deputization, . mutual a~d ane a lot of these 
other are~s that we hope to overcome. To co~e ~o~n,to the 
final point of all this and how it. ~ets ~one',aam~n~strators 
like myself and the sheriff or a cn~ef or pol~ce can talk 
and want cross-deputization, but it takes b~o other areas: 
Number one are the managers - it would be the county comm~s
sioners it would be a tribal council - those are the people 
who hav~ to give the suppor/:. to the ~ribal and state lal" 
enforcement agencies and have t "lSt ~n them. And the other 
area is the of=icers on the road, interacti~g with each 
other. When a state and a tribal officer work together 
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and find t~at both of them are adequately trained, are ade
quately knowledgeable of the law and can work together, 
that's wheln they can go back to their other jurisdiction and 
say, "Hey, we can work together, why can't it work in other 
places." And you develop a mutual trtrst. And the last area 
is the completion of the criminal justice system in Indian 
country. We, being the Skagit System Cooperative, have been 
in existence about three and a half years. Prior to that, it 
was a sort of hit and miss with a tribe here and there and 
the sheriff",s prosecutors' nobody could adequately say that 
tomorrow, 'there would be a law enforcement program. We've 
had to pro'lTe ourselves. Now they're looking at where is 
the rest 0:1: your criminal justice system? Your courts? So 
we had to (ievelop a court system. We have our own three 
tribal cow~t system, and based upon our reservation is the 
inter-trib~ll court for western Washington which services 14 
tribes on cl circuit court and circuit court of appeals for 
the tribes. Now they're saying, "Where's your corrections?" 
At this point in the Puget Sound Agency of the BIA I"hich 
comprises l.2 tribes, I think there's only two that has agree
ments with local sheriff's departments to incarcerate their 
prisoners and now the sheriffs are saying we don't have 
room because they're getting sued and so for the correction 
facilities now for the 12 tribes, if funding goes through 
will be with the Swinomish Tribe because of a new facility 
that was just built which has incarceration and corrections 
facilities. So now we will have a complete criminal justice 
system in I:ndian country in our area and only through this 
way will we be able to get cooperatiVe agreements going. 

DELACRUZ: Andy? Andy Joseph, Colville. 

JOSEPH: I've been OIl the tribal council for 10 years and this is my 
first year in law and justice and fish and wildlife. I'm 
here represEmting Jude Stensgar, who is the chairman of the 
Fish and Wildlife Committee. I mean the la,., and justice 
co~~ttee and also Dave Stensgar, whose the chairman of the 
Fish and Wil.dlife Committee. Some of the tribe in law and 
order, the tribe contributes $540,000 into our law and order 
program and in our fish and wildlife program, the tribe con
tributes $154,000. In our tribal courts program, \.,e contri
bute $108,000. We have 14 tribal policemen. We have 11 
game wardens, two fisheries biologists and a game biologist 
that's funded under the Fish and Wildlife Committee. And 
I'm includin,g these people because they're part of our _ 
they're involved in our tribal courts in jurisdiction and 
things of that sort. Our reservation is 2,300 square miles 
in size. It's 98 miles from one end to the other \'lith three 
mountain ran~~es dividing up the reservation. So, I.,e have a 
lot of land 1:0 cover and we're checkerboarded, too. But the 
tribe manages to buy back about 17,000 acres of land a year. 
In Okanogan County, we pretty much control the voting. Our 
police chief was elected to the county office as the county 
sheriff from Okanogan County. We're cross-deputized I.,ith 
Okanogan Cour.lty. The other county of our '7eservation is 
Ferry County, Which takes up about half oi the reservation. 
We don't have cross-deputization with Ferry County. 
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We have a lot of cattle rustling, horse thieving, pretty much 
like has been going on in the past. We've raised 23,000 head 
of cattle on that reservation. Most of our reservation is 
closed to the non-Indian and most of the non-Indian ran~hers 
like it that way. They seem to appreciate our law and order 
and call on us whenever they have a problem, and offer a lot 
of support to us. One of the county commissioners is married 
to an Indian in 0ne county and one whose just given up and 
not run for reelection is also married to an Indian from Ferry 
County. • .• (end of Side A) •.. 

This is a letter from Grand Coulee Dam, Washington, which is 
in .••••• There are seven counties that surround OQr reser
vation. Three counties make up part of our reservation: 
Okanogan, Ferry and a small part of stevens. But this letter 
is To Whom It May Concern, from the city of Grand Culee, from 
Phil McGee, who's Chief of Police there. It says, lilt has 
come to my attention that Sheriff (this is before our officer 
was elected to the Okanogan County Sheriff's Department) 
of Okanogan County has pulled the special deputy cards from 
the Colville Police. This concerns .me as I am a orofessional 
police officer and I know what a JOD the Indian p;)lice have 
done and are doing for the people of this area. I know the 
Chief of Police, Johnny Johnson and have worked personally 
with him on law enforcement matt~\rs. My department and his 
conduct the training as one group. The p\lrpose for this is 
to get better instructors and a more complete training for 
our officers (the officers surrounding the reservation depend 
on us fc!r a lot of training and a lot of professional help 
that we're able to get, just being an Indian tribe). By 
taking away the power to arrest and prosecute felonies in his 
area leaves helpless the people who have a need to at least 
receive police protection, which never was avilable to them 
before Chief Johnson took office. Chief Johnson's ability 
as a police administrator under very trying conditions shows 
through what fine police officers he has trained and put in 
the. field. I would be proud to have anyone o£ them on my 
department, and I speak from knowledge gained with personal 
contact in working with them. It is a shame and wrong doing 
that the people of Colville must go back to little or no en
forcement because of personal petty jealousies. If there's 
anything that I can say or do that will influence or help this 
police agency, I will do it. 

After Johnny was elected to the Sheriff's Department of Okano
gan County, a sheriff from Challam County in Wenachee, Wash
ington, became our chief of tribal police and he had been 
training police officers for quite a few years. He ran unop
posed in County for 20 years before he came to 
the Colville. Unfortunately, we lost him because of a heart 
attack. He was supposed to retire and one of our own tribal 
members has assumed chief of tribal police. Also, we have 
just hired a deputy sheriff from Ferry County who is a tribal 
member to q~ the Director of our Fish & Wildlife Program. 
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When we catch a non-Indian hunting in the reservation area, 
there isn't a thing we can do about it. We can't even confis
cate their deer) if they got it on trust land. We can close 
and restrict hunting areas on our reservation, but a non
Indian can go in those areas and kill deer. Our tribal mem
bers can't do it. Because we have game refuges on the reser
vation to enhance and protect the game and to build them up, 
we ~otate our seasons at different times. We have our own 
season on the reservation. We also have jurisdiction on the 
north half which used to be our reservation. Because of the 

case, the federal government granted us $129,000 
':"a-y-e""'a"'r.,-t..-o----e"'n-;:h"'a:-n-c·e the jurisdiction into that area. We can 
only pick up our own tribal members if they're hunting out of 
season or if they're killing too many deer. We allow permits 
to hunt there, but we can't stop a non-Indian at any time. 
It really makes it difficult. About a week ago, there was 
a cattle rustler on the reservation that was caught by a 
white rancher in Okanogan County, the Ferry County line was 
right there. Our police were immediately dispatched to the 
area and that man - his complete description and everything 
known to us - we pretty much know who he is - crossed the 
Ferry County line into Ferry County, took Ferry County do.pu
ties over two hours to get to the scene because they didn't 
know where it was. They weren't sure where the county line 
was even. We know where the county lines are and we feel 
that we have complete jurisdiction over the reservation. We 
have a very difficult time enforcing it. There's drug peddlers 
and things like that in our area. We managed to catch one 
not too far back. The County released the name of the infor
mant to the newspapers just when we were on a pretty big case 
and we could no longer use this particular person. We contri
buted $3,000 from the tribe to the county to hire this person 
to be an informant. And it makes it real difficult when \ve 
can't stop anybody. Even the white ranchers that call on us, 
there's just no way we can help them. And I'd like to leave 
the rest to Barry who can speak about the legal factors. 

DELACRUZ: Andy, would you leave a copy of that letter for the record. 

JOSEPH: I have copies of some other letters that are similar. 

ERNSTOFF: I'm Barry Ernstoff. My Seattle law firm represents a number 
of northwest Indian tribes. I'm here on behalf of the Colville 
Tribe. The purpose of this afternoon's session, as I under
stand it, is to find those tribes that haven't had it quite 
as easy as Warm Springs and to give some ideas as to how 
cooperative ventures can be put together. And Cclville is 
probably a perfect example. We had some cross-deputization 
in Colville until about 1975-76 when, in my view, what happens 
was that the county sheriff began to realize that the tribal 
police were really more efficient and better trained and more 
money was spent on them than the county sheriff's office 
(Okanogan Ceunty). So the sheriff did the only thing obviously 
available to him, he trumped up some charges about the lack 
of formal cooperation and withdrew the deputy sheriff commis
sion cards from the tribal police officers. Now you're talk
ing about a reservation that's 1.3 million acres, about half 
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of which is in Okanogan County and it makes up the largest 
portion of Okanogan County. The number of tribal police 
officers that were available that are part of the tribal 
police force is greater than the number of county sheriffs 
that there are. So we have the situation where basically for 
free the county hag a double police force because the tribal 
police were patrolling the reservation. He yanked these 
cards and told ~he tribal police they'd have to go on their 
own jurisdiction. 

Then the Oliphant case came down, which as I said before, 
I had some part in, and the next thing we knew, a tribal 
policeman was arrested by the county sheriff =or false impri
sonment beca.use he had arrested a non-Indian ..• before the 
Oliphant case came down. In other words, it was a purely 
political vendetta and the local judge, Judge Coles, whose a 
sort of a local democratic honcho also issued an opinion 
that the tribal police had no authority to arrest anyone, 
including their own members. That Public Law 280 basically 
revoked any tribal powers. We then had to go to federal 
courts. We won a cas~, in federal court'holding that Public 
Law 280 jurisdiction is concurrent and embarrassed and humi
liated the county sheriff, who was then, as Andy told you, 
defeated in the next election by the tribal chief of police. 

Beiorethat happened, though, we attempted to put back together 
again the cross-deputization situation. And I'd like to 
point out another resource available where there is that 
kind of hostility which, a£ that time, worked out very well 
and that is the Department of Justice locally around the 
country has a Community Services Division and a negotiator -
a mediator from the Department of Justice's Community Services 
Division - Community Relations Services or some language li~e 
that -- brought the county sheriff and the tribal police 
together and worked out a working agreement which I can give 
you a copy of. This is before cross-deputization, before 
they were moving along towards coming back to a more formal 
cross-deputization agreements. It was just a working agree
ment on who was going to call who when there was a felony, 
and what the tribal police could do without having any cross
ueputization and various other limits, short of cross
deputization. But still that wOQld at least take care of 
problems of crime on the reservation. That was worked out 
even during this terrible period of hostility between the 
two groups. I give a lot of credit really to the Community 
Relations Services representative and the Department of Justice 
for putting this together.. Then, the county sheriff ~~aS 
d.efeated. 

Who in~ited him in? 

Well, he invited himself in. He read about the problems; it 
was in the newspapers, even as far as Seattle, the fil.ct of 
what was going on between Colville and the local county and 
we rrot a. call from him and said that's what we're supposed 
to do - this is Bob Hughes. He heard about it, instigated 
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it and called us up and said I would like to at least meet 
with the parties and he'S the first person that I ~~ow who 
actually got the parties together. Then the elect~on cam7 up and the tribal chief of police was elected county sher~ff, 
which I guess you can say is another way to overcome these 
barriers. (Laughter) Just put together your political clout 
which most Indian tribes have more of than they realize and 
you can do a few things. And it was not just India~ votes 
that got this man elected. And then, we began formally nego
tiating the cross-deputization agreement which I'll just 
discuss for a moment in light of the ques~ions that were 
raised this morning. 

One of the major things that the old sheriff had claimed was 
a real problem was this problem of liability. And,he kept 
raising that problem with the county at every meet~ng. ,We 
handled it very simply in one lawyer's paragraph where ~l, 
the tribe agreed to maintain liability insurance and li2, the 
tribe agreed to ind~ify ~he county. In the event,the 
county was sued for someth~ng that was done by a tr~bal 
police offcer when wearing the county sheriff's hat. And, 
in about three or four lawyer's s~ntences we solved what had 
been for a year an insurmountable problem of, how do you 
deal with the county's liability. So, basically, the county 
does not have to maintain the insurance, the tribe ~ust main
tain the insurance and i2 even if there is a suit, the tribe 
has agreed to indemnify the county for whatever damages are 
suffered. That matter was taken care of very, very quickly. 

In addition, the cross-deputization agreement set out the 
conditions of training. I've worket?- with ot}1er tri~:; on , 
this problem where local police ch~efs, local sher~r.s, w~ll 
use this as sort of a red herring. And that is, they'll say 
you're not training them and they'll give yo~ a who:e bunch 
of qualifications for training that your pol~ce haVe to have. 
And any kind of investigation will ~how the resu~~_that none 
of the deputy sheriffs who worke~ w~th tha~ ~her~~=.and t~e 
sheriff, himself, have had any k~nd of tra~n~ng tha~ they re 
demanding. It's interesting that Bruce used the ph=~se 
Catch-22 because you'll notice, that's what I have ~n ~y 
notes al~o. It ought to be reiterated again, especially 
since Senator Gould is here from our state that the statu~e 
forbids police training in the state police academy even ~f 
the tribe were to pay for it, whatever the cost ~~as., of any
one who is not a state or local government, under tne state 
law official. And then, they tell you that since you don't 
hav~ that training that the BIA police police academy train
ing is not suffici~nt, even though they':e really :omparable. 
The way we got around it, or underneath ~t m~ybe, ~s a better 
way to say it, is that we had an agreement w~t~ th~ ~ew 
sheriff of Okanogan County that he would deput~ze c=~bal 
officers who had certain requiSite training in the ?olice 
academy. They, then, ~~ere deputy county sheriffs a:ld ~."ould 
qualify to go to the state police academy. They w~u~d go to 
the state oolice acadeIr" if they did not have suff1.c~ent 
qualifications, otherwi~e and would,ag:ee quietly t~at they 
would not utilize their deputy comm~ss~on cards unt~l they 
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had completed the state training, so that we didn't have 
that problem, but we had that stamp of being a deputy sheriff 
to get in~o the state school. 

GOULD: Who pays for the training? 

ERNSTOFF: I think the tribe contributed something to the county and 
the county had to pay a certain amount towards the training 
and the state criminal justice commission or something pays 
the rest. In addition, we have a provision in there for 30 
hours of continuing in-service training. It's interesting, 
isn't it, that the sheriff, once he got us to agree to that 
which we did without any problem because our officers met 
that qualification, now uses that as a bootstrap to force 
his deputy sheriffs who previously were highly political, 
that's how they got tneir jobs, to have to meet the same 
qualifications that the tribal police are agreeing to meet. 
And, therefore, raising the level of the deputy sheriff's 
office also and of his deputies. That's another way we 
arrived at a cross-deputization agreement. 

Some thing that I'm interested in and I hope to see - we 
haven't heard it talked about too much - is the reverse cross
deputization and that is the deputizing of some of the deputy 
county sheriffs as tribal policemen. And everybody carrying 
federal commissions. So you don't have the problem which 
you have to sOme extent. You get to have a track book and a 
geneological record in order to decide who can make an arrest 
somewhere. And the Supreme Court's the one who has put us 
into that position and we're having to deal with it, but at 
least if everybody's got all the commissions he needs, all 
his badges and all of his hats, law enforcement will take 
place and then you can distribute to the courts accordingly. 

One point that I would like to mention \~hich carne out of the 
questions this morning w,.s this problem of tracking state 
law. I believe that Representative Graham, I mean Senator, 
mentioned this and this is why not just have the same law. 
Well, at Colville, we have a pretty complex la\~ and order 
code but the most important se¢tion when it comes to this, 
we found is traffic: In other words, in other areas, you 
might want to vary the la~ slightly. Traffic is one of 
those things, especially on highways going on and off the 
reservation, \~e ~lant to be the same. And we basically 
incorporated by reference the Washington State traffic coce. 
Part of the problem we have, though, is .•.. \~e' ve had problems 
with the State Motor Vehicles Department accepting a convic
tion in tribal court for purposes of appearing on records 
and effecting licenses and insurance and things like that. 
And so, it's not consistent and that's something that the 
state legislature hopefully could work out. Another reas¢n, 
though, for not tracking state law which I think has to be 
thought about while we're talking about all this great 
cooperation, is the differing use of lawyers on Indian reser
vations and in the state and count~· governments. The Indian 
Civil Rights rtct provides that you nave a right to counsel at 
your own expense, something that the legislature should realize 
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I think, whether it be a state, county, municipal, whatever, 
government, you have to provide, at least where's the possi
bility of imprisonment, free lawyers. The result of providing 
free law~ers to defendants means that you've got to have 
lawyers as prosecutors and, basically, your legal sys~em, no 
matter how small the town, you'~e going to have lawyers on 
all sides of it and, therefore, the requirements that will 
have to be met are going to have to be more severe. Tribal 
courts, as a matter of federal law, do not have to provide 
free lawyers for defendants. They have to allow lawyers, if 
someone \~ants to pay for one, but they don 't provide one. 
And there's much less of a perme~tion of lawyers in the 
tribal system which means that some of the very finite differ
ences in various felonies and misdemeanors are going to be 
missed in tribal court and are not going to be followed. 
Tribal judges usually aren't lawyers and to some extent, 
you·ve got to realize that there are going to be substantial 
d~fferences between the tribal system and other systems be
cause of the lack of trained lawyers dealing in highly tech
nical kinds of matters that we have in tribal, court. Tribal 
court is more informal and a little more earthy than the 
state court system. The result is that this year finally 
after three years of litigation, negotiation, politicization 
and other things, we finally have a cross-deputizatioIl agree
ment and some joint activities working between these two 
police departments. What it finally comes down to, I think, 
though, is that both the decision of the U.S. Supreme Court 
and the Oliphant case, a highly political decision in my 
view, of course, I've a prejudiced view, but the Oliphant 
case which said the tribes don't have criminal jurisdiction 
over non-Indians, people forget had been won in the District 
Court in Seattle before a federal judge who felt that the 
tribe should have that jurisdiction. It has been won in 
the 9th circuit Court of Appeals. It got to the Supreme 
Court, the Supreme Court where, I think, obviously for poli
tical reasons, a lot of political pressure, decided that for 
the first time, the tribe shouldn't have that jurisdiction. 
That's one of the major problems that \-le' re facing. It doesn't 
make any sense for a tribe not to be able to arrest a non
India~i whose committing an offense where basically the only 
police force out in these rural areas are tribal police. 
Secondly is the problem of Public Law 280, the problem of 
state jurisdiction on Indian reservations - there's a bill 
now before Congress - as many of you now know - to allow 
retrocession, changing Public Law 280. In Washington, the 
most vociferous and antagonistic anti-Indian fighter has been 
the State Attorney General, who came out very much against 
retrocession, against Indian tribes exercising their o\~n 
jurisdiction on their O\'in reservation, i~ith the federal 
government and the state keeping out of it. On the other 
hand, Andy tells me about two weeks ago, Governor Dixie Lee 
Ray wrote a letter to the right Congressional Committee taking 
exact opposite point of view from the Attorney General, stating 
that she thinks that retrocession back to tribes and federal 
government would be the best thing tha~ there could be for 
the state. So, again, the is.sue becomes politicized. I 
will stop now and be available for any questions when the 
other presentations are made. 
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NIEMISTO: I am John Niemisto, representing the Wisconsin Department of 
Justice, Attorney General's 6ffice. A good part of my work 
at the Department of Justice is in Indian law-related matters. 
The Attorney General of Wisconsin is a separate office 
s7parate f::om the executive branch of government's con~titu
t~onal off~ce. Pcwers and duties are set through legislation 
and through the Wisconsin constitution. The Attorney General, 
Bronson LaFollette, has taken what I feel is a positive 
approach towards working with Indian communities in Wisconsin. 
In terms of the opinions that the Attorney General renders 
in terms of the advice that is given to local units of gov~rn
m~nt to state agencies, the Attorney General has approached 
Il/f.rking with tribes, primarily as governmental entities. It's 
l~ea~l~ th7 only office at stat7 level that has taken a strong 
pos~t~on.~n t~at.regard. I th~nk that's very important; a 
l~t of t~mes 7t 7s overlooked, especially when you're involved 
luth people w~th~n the bureaucracy, state bureaucracy, that 
do not have an understanding or appreciation for the legiti-
macy of tribal government. . 

Before commenting on the relationship between the state and 
~isconsi~ tribes, it may be helpful if I gave you a little 
~nformat~on about the situation in Wisconsin. Wisconsin has 
l~ di~ferent r~servation areas. One of the tribes, the Wiscon
s~n W~nnebago, do not really have a large reservation, although 
they do have a great deal of Indian land, land that's held in 
trust status, but not a continuous pieoe of land that charac
terizes a reservation. The other tribes in Wisconsin do 
have reservation areas, but for the most part, they're not 
large areas, not l.ike we have been hearing from the south-
west and the northw'est area of the country. Population-wise, 
there's not a lot of Indians in Wisconsin - somewhere around 
2~-30,0~0 ~eop~e. The basic jurisdictio~al relationship in 
W~scons~n ~s m~xed. Ten of the reservat~ons are Public Law 
280 reservations. Menominee Reservation is not Public Law 
280, so you have different basic relationships between the 
state and the tribes based on whether it's 280 or not. With 
respect to most of the areas where there has been cooperative 
efforts, I think it's safe to say that they have been started 
for the most part with tile Menominee. I think there's a 
Couple of reasons for that: (1) Menominee is probably ~n 
terms of Indian population on the reservation - it is the 
largest reserva~ion i~ Wisconsin. Menominee, historically, 
had very effect~ve tr~bal government and government institu
tions which enables state government to recognize and work 
with the tribe. Also, the recent restc:Jration of Menominee.-
the termination-restoration process that the Menominee were 
put through, I think helped the state and many state officials 
to work with the tribe more closely than might have been the 
case, otherwise, simply because the state supported restora
tion efforts. And restoration mandated cooperation between 
the tribe and the state during restoration to ensure that 
services were not impaired as a result of that process. That 
forced in a sense the kinds of communication, the kind of 
working together that I think has to be the foundation f1~ 
effective working relations between tribal government ana 
state government. Some of the agreements that were worked 
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out and we have a couple of other people here tha~ 7~n pr~
bably speak more knowledgeably in respect to spec~f~cs, w~th 
the Menominee the Attorney General did recently issue an 
opinion that ~oncluded cross-deputization 70uld b7 implemented 
between '"he Menominee County and the Menom~nee Tr~be.. A 
problem ;rose in terIns of cross-deplltization be~ause of a . 
provision in the Wisconsin constitution that sa~d state off~
cials cannot also hold a federal posi~ion. ~~d becau~e ~ome 
of the tribal police have deputy spec~al of~~cer comm~ss~ons, 
the question was, does tilat make them a federal o~ficial and, 
therefore, negate the possibility o~ cooperation.~n ~erms 
of cross-deputization. Our conolus~on was that ~t d~d. So, 
\o(ith respect to cross-deput,ization progr~s in Wi~consill. and 
Wisconsin law it has to be limited to tr~bal pol~ce off~cers 
who do not ha~e deputy specia1. officer commissions. Related 
to the law enforcement effort and, by th7 way, I should. also 
point out that with respect to the ~ellom~nee, the Menom~nee 
Reservation and the County of Menom~nee, and th7 town of. . 
Menominee are coterminous, so that you have a s~ngle terr~tor~al 
jurisdiction; it is the same. This also suggests at le~st 
the desirability of trying to coordinate and cooperate ~n 
terms of law enforcement related services. Because the r 7ser
vations of Wisconsin are fairly small ~nd ~ecause ~f Pl!bl~c 
L~- 280 the state has been fairly act~ve ~n becom~ng ~nvolved 
in:"'not ~nly law enforcement but also in ~he delil',Tery of other 
government type services to the reservat~ons. That also 
tends to suggest cooperation and coordination of effort. 
Some of the services with Menominee that have be.en made 
available are juvenile facility services under c~ntra7t, 
where the tribal court can make a commitment of Juven~les 
directly to the state facility. There's more of a prob17m 
with mental health commitment because state statutes def~ne 
under what circumstances a state institution can hold ~ 
person against their will, if it's a~ invo~untary c~~n~tment 
and the state statutes do not recogn~ze tr~bal comm~tments 
in that area, 50 there is a slightly different procedure. 
that is utilized. Menominee is really the only reservat~on 
that has a comprehensive judicial program, court system! codes 
and the like. So when we're talking about plac7ments d~rectly 
from tribal courts, we're talking almost exclus~vely about 
Menominee. The state and the tribe also cooperate - the 
Menominee Tribe - cooperate in several other ar7as. The. 
Department of Natural Resources has a program w~~h the tr~be 
regarding management of the forests and the ~har~ng of respon
sibility for firefighting that is needed. W~th res~ect to 
.the other tribes in Wisconsin, in terms of cooperat7ve agree
ments in the law and order area, there ~replan~ be~ng.made 
for most of the reservations to have tr~bal pol~ce off~cers .. 
(end of Side B) ••. 

From experiences that we've had in working with the reserva
tion communities in Wisconsin, probably one ~f t~e k7y areas 
is the need for tribes to have governmental ~nst~tut~ons 
that the state can relate to. It's very difficult for state 
people to develop a good cooperative working relationship 
unless there is some type of an institution there to work 
with. A law and order program, for example, has to have some 
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structure to it. Somebody has to be in commamL There has 
to be some feel for how that program is operat~.,ng in order 
for the state to feel comfortable with it. Now, with respect 
to some of the other, in other words, where that type of a 
situation is important, the comments earlier about tracking 
the state law, I think are important, in a numbe'r of areas, 
with respect to the juveniles, for example, that the state 
institutions accept commitments from the tribal \~ourt. It's 
very important that the tribal court in exercisir.\g its 
authority to make commitments afford individuals some due 
process. There has to be an investigation, there has to be 
some kind of a report. That I think adds some legitimacy 
to the action and enables the state people to feel a little 
more comfortable, if nothing else, in terms of cooperative 
agreements in Wisconsin is the question of funding. The 
federal government, for the most part, except with Menominee, 
but even with Menominee, there is a problem, I'm talking now 
primarily about the BIA and because of Public Law 280, seems 
to take the position that the state has a responsibility to 
deliver all gover.nment services to the reservation areas in 
the community. And that the Bureau need not expend any 
energy in terms of making funds available or trying to secure 
funds for delivery of services and to a large extent the 
state has done that. The state does have special programs 
that are funded with stat~ general purpose revenues, the 
Relief for Needy Indian Program, for Indian people on reser
vations; scholarship program for Indian students going into 
higher education. The state, a couple of years ago, enacted 
legislation that allows the state agencies to make grants to 
tribal government the same as the state would do to other 
units of government. So, there has been in the last 15-20 
years or so, there has been a great deal of state direct 
involvement with the Indian co~,unities. I think that with 
respect to the funding question, it's going to become more 
and more critical because of the real concern that a lot of 
people are expressing at the state level, with respect to 
tightening budgets. And every program seems to be corning 
under scrutiny and if there is a responsibility on the part 
of the BIA to deliver services, whether the money is there 
or not; as a practical matter, the money may not be there, 
but I think that's going to creat:e a real strain on the 
ability of the state to work effectively with the tribes in 
a lot of areas. I think until that particular problem can 
be addressed and the lines of communication with respect to 
this general area have to include the BIA in these discussions 
as well as working toward developing better communications 
between the state and the tribes in order to get these kinds 
of questions on the table and addressed at the front end of 
any efforts to coordinate and cooperate. 

I don't think I will go into anymore detail at the present 
time. I'll be willing to answer any questions and I do have, 
Mr. Chairman, for the record, some prepared \vritten testimony 
that I'll leave here for you, 
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DELACRUZ: I would appreciate it. Nancy Young, do you want to make 
some comments? 

YOUNG: I am not goj.~g to make a presentation. John pretty much 
sta~ed the v~ews as far as the state. I did bring along 
cop~es of some of the agreements we had and if there are any 
questions, I'll be glad to respond. 

WAUKAU: You had me listed as a Menominee Appellate Judge, but the 
main thrust of my p:esen~ation is not as an appellate judge, 
because we have a s~tuat~on, where I am an associate supreme 
court justice which was established by the tribal legislature. 
The court, itself, doesn't get into the issues of cross
deputization and enforcement. Our work begins after the 
persons are arrested and charged and brought in and they 
appear. before the courts and their cases are adjudicated by 
the tr~baJ. court system. We have three of these separate 
br,:,nch75 of government under tribaL We have the legislative, 
wh~ch ~s the tribal legislature; the administration' the 
ju~iciaJ.. TheY';:e,all distinct a~d separa~e functi~ns. Hy 
ma~n rea.son for .oe~ng here today ~5 that I am the administrator 
for Menominee County and Menominee Town, and I am authorized 
by my town and county board chairman to exoound on the situ
ations as we see it in regards to cross-deputizat~.on, mutual 
agreemen'ts and contracts that we Cieal with the Menominee 
'rribe on. A little bit of history which was alluded to and 
I think Mr. Niemisto briefly made some presentation on some 
of the problem areas. Menominee Tribe was terminated in 
1961. We were restored to tribal sovereign status in 1973 
and retrocession of Public Law 280 took place on March 1, 1976. 
1'17 opera~e with our own tribal court system as of August 9, 1979, 
w~th ord~nances and rules adopted by the tribal authority and 
we have some deputy BIA comm~ssions. The tribal police 
department is responsible for all Indian and non-Indian vio
lations and acts on the !>!enomi.nee Reservation. Now, in 
Menominee County, which was established by separate legis-
lative acts in 1960, the county was ac:::epted on Hay 1, 196L 
It was a result of our tribal leaders realizing that the area 
wag great enough and the problems were great enougn that we 
needed a separate and distinct county situation, because prior 
to termination in 1961, we hdd seven townships in one county 
\~hich is Shawans, and three to\'lnships in another. Ne had 
problems in those areas there. Now I operated as a tribal 
beat policeman in 191{(,' 'and 1947 and served on the M.enominee 
Tribal Council from 1952 to 1961 and saw the tribal process 
in operation and the tribal system in operation and the 
tribal police situation in operation and also when the Publi;;: 
Law 280 was invoked in Menominee Reservation in 1954. Heno
minee County is the. qlnly all-Indian county in the country. 
All of our officers ~lre Menominee Indians. The sheriff is 
an Indian; the Chief I Register of Deeds is ~Ienominee Indian; 
the county clerk is ~n Indian; the county clerk of court is 
an Indian. We have a board of supervisors which are seven 
members, one of these. is non-Indian. 
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Now the county is divided up into f~ur precincts. In one 
area of the precincts is the area tbat was the land develoo
ment which was developed in 1968 through the 1970's which' 
was stopped at the tribal insistence. We have one represen
tative that lately was elected from that area. But we hand:e 
all of the situations in the county with taxing and budgetary 
authority developed by the Constitution of the State of Nis
consin. We are limited by the state law to no mo~e than l~ 
of the assessed valuation. Now the Menominee County has it's 
distinct and own law enforcement structure which is the 
sheriff. We have about eight deputies, four special deputies; 
we have five radio operators; and four extra operators; we 
have a juvenile officer •.• But in the retrocession process, 
most of 't:b.:\t chang'ed. We have a police and fire cOr:lIllission 
operating u~der the county that handles all the acts and 
facets of the sheriff's department. But according to !'iiscon
sin la~; hobody tells the sheriff how to operate the depart
ment but himself. He is just subject to the laws of the 
State of Wisconsin and the only one who can relieve him is 
the Governor. Now I have seen at least five sherif=z in 
Menominee and have worked with them. We have had some good 
ones and some not so good, but we have always found the pro
blem to be of funding. Every year, our departments runs over 
in th~ arei:l of 40-50,000 dollars based on incidents. But, 
in the last year, when the tribal police were incep~ed, in 
1976, we had agreement, a ccntract, with the Menomi~ee Tribe 
for the county, because there were the only existing la,~ 
enforcement structure at that time, to do the law enforcemer.~ 
for the tribe. But we had some problems in that and it ran 
it's natural course and that was in 1976 in March when it 
started and it was finished in December 31, 1976. ,';e had a 
new sheriff corne in and we did not have that agreement with 
the tribe anymore. There is one important thing that we 
learned as a result of that, as someone alluded to before, 
is the implied liability; that the sheriff, no matter who he 
deputizes, is responsible for all of the acts and actions 
of that particular deputy sheriff. We are involved in a 
million dollar lawsuit as a result of the tribal me~er bei~o 
chased by county deputies which are Indians. The Indian had
a wreck about 1,000 feet into the reservation are.:-, after 
being chased through a non-Indian area and he clair.:t that 
the sheriff's department personnel are responsible =or that. 
!'ie are scheduled for briefs for that January 6. Bu~ that is 
one of the things that you have to make sure of, that if 
you ;0 into cross-deputization, that you make sure ~hat the 
trib~, somebody mentioned, be held, holds the count~· harmless 
on any lawsuits that may be brought out as a result of that. 
By the same token, the tribal police have to be held harmless 
in regard to anything as a result of being a county sherif=. 
NOW, in our situation, l1enominee County owns the radio syste::l 
and we have dual dispatching system. The tribe uses our 
system we maintain it but we don't charge them. And the 
tribal police have the jurisdiction of all the areas in the 
county and on the road system except the state and county 
roads. But by agreement, the tribal po]i~e patrol the state 
highways and the municipalities, which a~c the two ?rincipa: 
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villages in l1enominee County, they patrol those and,~aintain 
order in those areas. If they have a situation where there's 
a non-member, they just detain him, they uon't arrest him. 
They detain him until the county sheriff's people get over 
there and handle it. By the same token, the county sheriff's 
department has 100% control and patrols the non-trust land 
areas which are mainly the tax producing and revenue producing 
areas. NOW, we just had a case in which one of our tribal 
police or county police detained a tribal member without 
authorization. The tribal police picked him up and the 
judge threw the. case out of court because of lack of juris
diction in apprehending him. 

The l1enominee County provides all of the services like Mr. 
Niemesto mentioned. particularly, we provide street lighting, 
ambulance service, 61-42-437 developmental disability, we 
provide sewer and water and we provide other areas of ser
vices. 

We have recently established an agreement and a joint opera
tion, for a senior citizens' Commission on Aging. NOW, that 
doesn't seem like mUcll, but when you see that the elderly 
have to be taken care of and the l1enominee Indians have 
always had the philosophy that you take care of the old 
people regardless and the younger people. That we realize 
by combining and having a joint Commission on Aging which 
was incepted by Menominee County and concurred in by the Meno
minee Tribe. We have a joint membership appqinted by the 
tribe and by the county for senior citizens commission. As 
a result of that~· they arc getting increased funding from 
the state and federal government for senior citizens programs. 
If you '.::an work in thai: area, it is kind of a prelude that 
you can work in other areas. 

There is one important thing that I would like to say; it is 
this. That there are some areas in the state that I see Nr. 
Niemesto. alluded to, that do not have C\dequate police because 
of the 280 situation. Public Law 280. IVe have some areas 
in there that the county sheriff's department will provide a 
deputy under an LEAA project for a certain amount of time. 
But when the LEAA fUnding runs out, the deputy runs out. 
There should be and ought to be a mechanism to provide patrol 
surveillance and protection to those reservation areas I 
mentioned, particularly the Stockbridge area. And also the 
Lac du Flambeau areas. That they ought to have some around 
the clock protection in their particular areas. I think what 
should be - we have good working relations with the Attorney 
General's office ,.,i th Mr. Niemesto. If \~e have a problem 
in county government, we get on the phone and we discuss it 
with him and we communicate by resolution the wishes of our 
county or town boards to the Attorney General's office and 
they reply on official communication. 

I think we sho~ld work out a contract of mutual agreement 
beneficial to both the tribal and local government n'1 here 
is one thing you have to recognize is that tribal sover~ignty 
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has to take a precedence in all of these issues. Most people 
don't like to deal with tribal sovereignty. But if you sit 
as a tribal member, that is a number one issue, that you have 
to recognize what the tribes want, what they want to do. 
That they have tile right to their own determination. 

We have joint meetings between our police and fire commission 
and the tribal police department and their representatives. 
We discuss almost on a month or two basis or if a situation 
arises, we discuss that situation. We try to find out how 
to handle it in the problem areas. We are close to cross
deputization. There are some small definitions which have 
to be cleared up, which were mentioned. The liabilities 
for one and the deputy special officer's commission. But 
the main thing is first, that the tribe has to want it them
selves, you can't force it on those people. We are close 
and I am interested in the areas that do haye cross
deputization. I think there ought to be a communication 
from this group here or any other organization on where cross
deputization is working. Because you have no way, when you 
set back as a municipal entity; you have no way of knowing 
where that is working. This is a good format here, you are 
bringing it up. I'm going to talk to some of these people 
as we go on. Because there are other municipalities in Wiscon
sin which want to work on that, you have to see how you do 
it, what problems you had, how you overcome them. Now, here 
is one very important thing that I realize. I mentioned fund
ing and our sheriff went over budget. There is a declining 
level of funding for LEAA projects and projects that provide 
law enforcement on a BIA level, the Indian reservations and 
Indian areas. I think there ought to be firmed up some way 
of providing that funding. Now the individual tribes do not 
have the dollars at that point in time when the LEAA funding 
goes out the window, to come up and establish and carry a 
tribal law enforcement structure. We have the same problem 
here, I would like to see established a'funding subsidy or 
impacted aid formula situation to where local counties or 
towns, or municipalities would get some funding similar to 
the funding situ~tion that exists for in-lieu-of taxes for 
trust lands or lands owned by the federal government where 
there is a dollar amount provided to municipalities for that. 
I would like to see that established and that is one problem 
that our county and town b~ard have. That we provide the 
level of services to the ~ndian people, to the area but 
there is no return on the tax dollars. Mr. Niemesto mentioned 
that the tax dollars are under close watch at this time. If 
some mechanism, some congressional act could be amended or 
established to provide you would get away from alot of criti
cisms on providing services to Indian people, especially in 
law enforcement and other areas. 

I think that concludes what I have to say but I would like 
to thank whoever put this conference together for giving us 
the opportunity to come and speak on the issues, I would like 
to see something come out of it. One thing I would like ~o 
see is 'funding, alternative funding, and a list of the areas 
that have cross-deputization working. Thank you. 
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The last panelist is Tom Tureen, with the Native American 
Rights Fund. 

I ~ln going to speak primarily about Maine. I '<Till be happy 
to talk about any of the other tribes in New England that I 
represent, but .••. It being the holiday season, I am going 
to talk about jurisdiction past, juriSdiction present and 
jurisdiction future. Because that is very much the situation, 
it's the context in which we are living up there. 

The past is the period of time since 1820, let's say and 
prior to July 3, 1979. Because on July 3, 1979, the Naine 
Supreme Judicial Court, much to my, well, I won't say my 
amazement, but certainly the amazement of the Maine Attorney 
General handed down an unanimous decision saying that those 
federal laws that relate to Indian country apply in Maine. 
That the federal statute that defines Indian country is 
applicable in Maine and applies to any areas that meet the 
tests of Indian country. In short, what they wound up saying 
was that if there are any real- Indian tribes in ';laine and 
the United States has recognized two such tribes 50 far 
(Passamaquoddies and Penobscottsl, and if they occupy, 
actually, physically occupy any lands that are part of their 
aboriginal territory, then those are dependent Indian commu
nities within the meaning of Section 1151, and are Indian 
country. The state loses jurisdiction accordingly, to the 
extent that the states do not have jurisdiction '''ithin Indian 
country. 

Now prior to that decision, there were three Indian reserva
tions in Maine and they were considered by the State of Haine 
to be creations of Maine. Now prior to that decision, the 
state had complete jurisdiction but it wasn't as though 
there was no Indian reservation there. It was, still, even 
prior to last summer's decision, a special situation because 
the tribes under state law had their own police force and 
the tribes' under state law were given the right to regulate 
hunting and fishing within their own reservations. And 50 
we - the tribes in l'laine have had experience ,,,ith cross
deputization - those kinds of problems, because they had 
thair own police force and had to relate, for example, to 
the county deputy sheriff who was the person who would serve 
process, for example. And in Maine, in the past, the tribes 
had worked out cross-deputization w~th the county sheriffs. 
They had worked out arrangements with the state police to 
determine when the state police would come into the reser
vations. Now by law r the state police could come in ,,,henever 
they wanted, but that created alot of trouble, generally, 
when the state troopers would come. An agreement was reached 
whereby they would only come essentially upon invitation or 
in emergency if the governor of the state or anyone of. the 
tribal governors asked them to come in. But everybody would 
go to state court, the difference was that there ,.,as no tribal 
court and state law would app~y to everyone except if there 
wa,s "orne particular federal offense. But there ,,,as no special 
Indi"n country treatment. 
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Well, as of July, that changed and the situation was thrown 
into disarray. The State of Maine pulled the deputizations, 
the commissions of the officers on the reservations and so 
the officers got nervous about how they were going to function. 
That gap was then filled by having the tribes themselves 
commiasion their own officers, and the federal government 
then. had to decide what to do about prosecutions, because 
life went on up there and people kept on committing crimes 
as they had in the past. 

A decision was then made by the Justice Department to treat 
it as Indian country and today, the Justice Department is 
treating those reservations as Indian country. I might 
point out here that the only lands in Maine that are considered 
Indian country are those which are in the possession of the 
tribes right now, their existing reservations. As you may 
know, we have rather substantial claims pending in Maine, 
that cover about half of the state. That area is not consi
dered .Indian co~ntry under the rubic of the Maine Supreme 
Courts' decision last s~~er. It limited to those areas 
which are actually physically in the possession of the tribe. 
The State of Maine has filed a petition for writ of certiorari 
with the United States Supreme Court seeking review of that 
decision. One of tha arguments that they make, well, they 
don't really make, they suggest in their brief that the court 
has to take this case quickly because there are all these 
claims aroun.d and, therefore, there is all this Indian country 
around. Well, that is not true because nobody is suggesting 
anywhere that simply because, at least in the East, that si~ply 
because a tribe lays claim to an area that that makes it 
Indian country. And we would agree with the Main Supreme 
Court, for other reasons, but our position is that that this 
situation only pertains to the existing reservations. The 
primary difficulty ...••••• (end of tape) 

whether that would work or not, who knows. It seems to me 
that that approach may have .some merit. But that is just 
one of the three reservations. The Passamaquoddies have got 
two reservations - one tribe, two reservations. One of them, 
one of those reservations has decided that it ,.,ants to have 
the federal government set up a CFR court 'temporarily while 
they figure out, do their planning and put together on a 
planned basis, a tribal cou~t. The other Passamaquoddy 
reservation has sai1 they don't want that; they want to have 
the state courts continue to exercise jurisdiction until 
such time as they can get a tribal court together. So we 
have each reservation in Maine going a different way. One 
wants to have the state do it 'temporarily, one wants the CFR 
court temporarily and one wants to have the tribal court 
right off, and has it. That, of course, is what tribal 
sovereignty is all about. You get to make those decisions 
and go which every way you want. There is nothing to say 
that they have to do it the same .way.. We are involved right 
now in negotiations with the State of Maine with the Maine 
Attorney General's office and with the Governor of Maine for 
settlement of the Main. Indian land claims. Now under these 
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negotiations, the State of Maine will not contribute anything 
at all, and one might ask why we would be foolish enough to 
talk to them about anything. The reality is, of course, that 
legislation is not going to go through Congress to settle 
the claims of Maine unless everybody supports it, that means 
the tribes, everybody who is relevant to the situation. 
That is the tribe, the state,. the large land holders and the 
federal go';ernment, both Congress and the administration. 
And so, for this reason, and not just because the tribes want 
to figure out a way to live with the state up there, which 
I think, is true to a certain extent. They have said that 
from the beginning and I think that they mean it. We have 
been negotiating with the State of Maine a jurisdictional 
relationship, one that the tribes and the state co~ld live 
with in the future. Now I have to be somewhat circumspect 
in what I say about this because we have agreed, that parti
cipants would not talk about it outside. And we are almost 
done, in fact, I am expecting a package this afternoon with 
the state's proposal and legislation. We are hoping this 
legislation will go in in January. One of the things we have 
talked about, though, is the possibility - this has just 
been discussed - of not having the Major Crimes Act or the 
General Crimes Act apply, but having the tribes have their 
own tribal courts if they want. It is kind of a flip flop 
version of Public Law 280, and the reason the tribes are at 
all receptive to this is that, insofar as sovereignty is 
concerned, once the federal government has taken away the 
power do something, the tribes don't see where it makes a 
whole lot of difference which other sovereign is going to 
deal. For example, in the area of criminal jurisdiction, 
the federal government has in the area of 14 major crimes 
removed responsibility for that from the tribes and has taken 
it upon itself and given it to the federal government and 
federal courts. Well, it is not a question of sovereignty 
or it isn't an issue which impinges on tribal sovereignty; 
whether those cases that the tribe doesn't get to handle go 
to a federal court or to a state court. That is more a matter 
of pl:actical law enforcement, which way You get better pro
tection for the people in your community and a fairer shake 
for your criminal defendants. And it is conceivable that we 
may wind up with a situation whexe the Major Crimes Act and 
General Crimes Act won't apply. I am not saying it's going 
to happen, but it might. But yet, the tribes would have 
tribal courts to exercise such jurisdiction as tribal courts 
would normally exercise. Implicit in all of this is an 
understanding that we will get back to the kind of mutual 
aid and cross-deputization arrangement that we had previously. 
I don't expect that there will be alot of trouble doing that, 
but where we wind up in all of this is yet to be told. 
Hopefully, by January, we will have an agreement between the 
tribes and the state which ,vill be embodied in legislation. 
What we anticipate is federal legislation to settle the Maine 
claims. Coupled with that will be a tribal-state compact, 
which I hope will be amendable in the future upon agreement 
of the tribes and the state alone, ~'ithout having to go back 
to Congress and mess around with th~m, if we would want to 
change it. But that's the direction we are headed in right 
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now and I am sorry that I cannot be a whole lot more specific 
about it, but I would be glad to say "no" to any questions 
you might have. 

DELACRUZ: That concludes our panelists presentations. We're open for 
questions. 

MANNING: 

TUREEN: 

MANNING: 

TUREEN: 

MANNING:' 

TUREEN: 

MANNING: 

TUREEN: 

MANNING: 

Tom, just answer if you can. Correct me if I'm wrong. If I 
recall, on the Narragansett Indian settlement, they agreed 
to have the state exercise all criminal and civil jurisdiction. 

That's correct. Insofar as court jurisdiction is concerned 
in Rhode Island, the tribes agreed to have blanket state 
civil and criminal jurisdiction. The tribe reserved to 
itself sovereignty in two particular areas. One is hunting 
and fishing, that they will be able to make their own hu~ting 
and fishing regulations within the lands. And two, we, ~n 
esseuse, pre-zoned the land. They were concerned that they 
might get zoned out of existence by the tOVffi of Charlestown, 
'which they're in. So we had an agreement that Charlestown's 
zoning laws would not apply, but that the lands would.be 
subject to a land use plan which will be agreed upon ~n 
advance and which cannot be then changed without the consent 
of the tribe., So those two areas we reserved out, but the 
state courts have jurisdiction over all offenses there. The 
state police will have jurisdiction and the rea'son for that 
is that in Rhode Island, they have never exercised that 
jurisdiction themselves, at least not for many, many years. 
And the community is very small and it was simply felt by 
the tribe that it WOUldn't be realistic to attempt to do 
that. It wasn't something they wanted to do themselves. 

How about the localpolibe? 

The local police will also have jurisdiction in that area. 

My question then is if that's the case, they signed an agree
ment to that effect, I don't know whether that •..• did you 
make that agreement part of the court settlement or did you 
just dismiss the case? 

The case was •.•• there was a joint memorandum of understanding 
and that was filed with the court and the case was then dis
missed on the basis of that joint memoran~um of understanding 
and more importantly, the federal legislation that embodied 
it and implemented it. We had to have federal and state 
legislation to implement that settlement agreement. 

It's the state legislation that incorporates this jurisdi,ction? 

That's correct. 

Subsequent to that, they have to go through this whole thing 
again. 
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No, No. The whole idea of this settlement agreement in Rhode 
Isla~d.w~s to make sur7 •.•• it specifically held open the 
poss~b~l~ty----the leg~slation states that nothing herein 
shall ~r7vent the Narragansett's from applying for,federal 
recogn~t~on. Held open the door for recognition but clarified 
once a~d for all the jurisdictional status of the lands. 
One t~~ng I should say, though, is that it leaves open the 
9llest~on of what W9uld happen to lands' that would be acquired 
~n the future. If,the tribe is recognized and they acquire 
other lands, and, ~n fact, they are now seeking \dth a HUD 
grant to buy the town Shannock. Bu.t there, before those 
lands are taken into trust by Interior, Interior as I under
stand, has alr7ady taken the position that they would want 
an agreement w~th the state and with the tribe over the 
~urisdict~onal status of those lands. So, still recognition 
~~ nc;>t go~ng to make any difference in terms of the juris
d~ct~onal ~tatus, that would only come up if other lands are 
to be acqu~red and other lands, I'm sure in Rhode Island 
wo~ld be acquired pursuant to an agreement. Maybe the b~st 
th~ng to do with Shannock is to make them a state reservation. 
Th~t may. solve that k~nd of problem. Federally recognized 
tr~bes w~th a state reservation would clarify the jurisdic
tional problems. 

My question is for Barry. You stated a while ago that there 
was a bill pending before Congress that would allow for retro
cession. Was this the same identical bill that was presented 
last session? 

ERNSTOFF: I'm not the fellow from the firm actively involved, but it's 
probably pretty close. I think it's part of the criminal 
justice reform bill. 

GRAHAM: Under the guide of Indian recodification? 

ERNSTOFF: No, No. That's different. 

GRAHAM: That's a different one? 

ERNSTOFF: This is the recodification of federal criminal laws and 
there are some provisions. 

GRAHAM: Is the~e other material in this bill? What I'm trying to 
do •••••.•.• 

ERNSTOFF: Unfortunately, or fortunately, one of my partners is working 
directly on it and I'm a little bit more removed. 

DELACRUZ: carroll, you got a letter and you got the number of that 
bill. It came to the Judiciary Committee. It was formerly 
51. It was revised. It's the total federal code that deals 
with federal law throughout the United States and Title 18 
is the Indian section. And the federal code ••• . 'h don't knmv 
when the original federal code was passed, but it's all 
dated. It's been patchworked over the years. 
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What I'm trying to arrive at, is retrocession in this bill? 

In Title 18, yes. And that's what he referred to, that the 
Attorney General in the State of Washington for twenty years 
has been offering stuff like that as opposed to the Governor 
who took the same position as the former governor on 'the 
problems that were' created. 

In other words, that means that if this would become law 
and the tribes that had given the jurisdiction to the state 
could take that back if they wanted to. Do you have ••••. 
I noticed that you talked about it a ~ittle bi~ •. :.d~ y~u 
have any evidence that when they've g~ven the Jur~sd~ct~on 
to the state that it has not worked well and it would be 
greatly advantageous to turn this thing around? 

It depends on what tribe and what state. The Colville Tribe 
that I'm here for today definitely has evidence that since 
1965 when Public Law 280 jurisdiction was implemented the 
reservation has suffered in terms of law enforcement.' If 
you study, for instance •••• Colville's presented substantial 
evidence before the American Indian Policy Review Commission, 
a commission established by Congress and about two years ago, 
studied pretty thoroughly the whole area o~ P~blic Law 280, 
jurisdiction. The conclusions reached, th~s ~s a 70ngress~onal 
committee, the conclusions reached by the congress~onal 
committee, I think probably to their own surprise, I"as that, 
and this is words of the commission report that was put out 
by Congress was that Public Law 280 in most areas was a tot~l 
failure. And the result was that there really was not suff~
cient law enforcement, for a lot of good substantial reasons. 
An area of the Colville Reservation of extensive trust lands 
- there's no revenue generated for the state to be able to 
support substantial law enforcement. There's no revenue 
being generated by taxation on a federal reservation and 
you've got a certain amount of tax dollars, that money's 
going to be spent in the areas of the c~unty ~r,the areas 
of the state in which there are non-Ind~ans IJ.v~ng who are 
paying taxes. That is part of the problem. In addi~ion, 
this report which is a report of Public Law 280, bas~cally, 
since 1953, wherever it's been implemented also show~ a 70n
sistent pattern of discrimination by state courts, d~str~ct 
attorneys, police, against Indian people a~res~ed,and pros~
cutions of Indian people where the same th~ng ~sn t happen~ng 
to white people. It just goes on and on and like I say, I 
am not quoting to you from the va~ious reports that hav7 b7en 
done by the National American Ind~an Court Judges Assoc~at~on 
and the National Congress of American Indi~ns, they hav7 plenty of evidence of their own •. I am talk~ng ~bout ~n ~nde
pendent congressional co~ittee that carne up.w~th th~s con-; 
clusion. As far as Colv~lle, they carne up w~th the 70nclus_on 
by themselves. In 1965, the origina~ C~lv~117 Counc~l ~hat 
was in office then, requested state Jur~sd~ct~on presum~ng 
that it was going to improve law enforcement on the rese~va
tion and the result of the last 14 years had been a terr~ble 
one and that they now I'lant to take back the burden of juris
diction. When I talked to state legislators or others who 
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are involved in state government who think that Indian tribes 
are just longingly grabbing onto all this jurisdiction - it 
costs alot of money to take this jurisdiction back. The 
Colville Tribe, out of its own pocket, this is not federal 
funds, pays over half a million dollars a year, out of lease, 
income, timber income or whatever, to have a police force. 
I assure you that, representing them, that if the state and 
county had giVen sufficient law enforcement, protection and 
administration enforcement on the reservation, they would 
take that half a million dollars and have alot better things 
to do with it. So that it is not a grabbing for power, it 
is really taking care of the need. For instance, the county 
which we were talking about, Okanogan County, which has a 
number of deputy sheriffs, has one part-time deputy sheriff 
to cover about half of the county which the reservation is 
on and the rest of them are in the urban area, it is not 
exactly a city, but the towns where the non-Indians live. 
One part-time, eight hours a day person COUldn't possibly 
cover the 2,300 square miles of the reservation. So, there 
are really no police there except the tribal police. And we 
are looking for retrocession there to be able to take over 
the problem again. Now, I don't know what it is like in 
other states, but I know in the State of Washington, we have 
had these problems and Congress itself has recognized. 

You say - in what report was this? 

ERNSTOFF: This is the report to Congress of the American Indian Policy 
Review Commission. 

GOULD: The green book. 

ERNSTOFF: Yes, the green book. They're all green but that's a big 
thick one. 

DELACRUZ: Are there any examples where tribes have taken back juris
diction? 

ERNSTOFF: Since 1968, there has not been the possibility of any new 
extensions of Public Law 280 jurisdiction without the appro-;al 
of the tribes and to show you, I think some extent where 
tribes are, I don't think any tribe has asked, except maybe 
in this peculiar Rhode Island situation, has asked for state 
jurisdiction. The problem is, there is no means of retro
cession, there are no means of cancelling jurisdiction that 
was taken, even if, by the way, the state approved it, there 
is no federal means of carrying this out. 

ANDERSON: I don't understand why the Menominees, why you want to crea~e 
a tribal police force when you already control ..... 

WAUKAU: It's a jurisdiction question. 

ANDERSON: Nhy couldn't you just take and have your tribal counsel 
appoint a sheriff and two or three of his deputies as your 
tribal pol ... ..:e? 
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That is a situation that is strictly in tribal control - that 
the tribe does not see it that way. We're talking about 
cross-deputization from one conservation of funds and one 
operating unit. But the opinion by Mr. Niemesto's office 
spells out that regardless of how you do it, you must have 
two separate entities represented. You can just cross
deputize and interrelate on that. Does that answer your 
question? 

ANDERSON: Well, I guess so. 

WAUI{AU: You know it is easy to spell out that it be done tha~ way, 
but you get to the actual mechanics of doing it, that is 
the hard part because the tribe doesn't always see eye to 
eye that it should be done that way. 

ANDERSON: But the tribe controls the county? 

WAUI{AU: No, they control the tribal government, the county government 
is a separate, autonomous unit. The tribal, town, and county 
have coterminous boundaries - we have three governments 
operating in one. 

ANDERSON: I think what you are saying to me is that those Indians who 
are elected to county government posts don't listen to what 
the tribal council is saying. 

DELORIA: See, there are non-Indians who live within those boundaries. 

ANDERSON: I understand that, but all the county offices are held by 
Indians. 

WAUKAU: You have to abide by the constitution and laws of the State 
of Wisconsin. You can't just put your own thinking in there, 
you are bound by the two big books that comes out from the 
state every two years. 

DELORIA: Maybe John, you give some examples of limitations on the 
power of the counties that state gCHl'ernment cl;"eates that 
would not limit the tribe and that is why they have them. 

NIEMESTO: I think, conceptually, what you are suggesting has some 
at,traction and seems to make sense. The problem is you have, 
uri~'ler existing Wisconsin law ,a county. The county bas res
ponsibility in a territorial, sense within that reserl'ation 
areq. The state has jurisdiction over situations involving 
non-Indians, where Indians or Indian properties are not 
involved. The tribe has, in terms of H:s governmental fUnc
tion, different purpose, different objectives, different laws 
to a certain extent. It needs, in effect, a separat~ govern
ment, in order to implement that. Now you can solve the 
problem in a couple of ways. Simply eliminate the county 
and go back to the si-!:uation which existed before \'lhere you 
have adjacent counties sharing responsibilities for certain 
areas, but in terms of control, it cre~tes a problen for 
the tribe because, then, the tribes do~s not have control 
over county government. But, that is really the reason why 
the dual system is required. 
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Could I add to that? Prior to 1961, we were in two counties. 
We had O'Connor County and Shawano County. NOW, the raason 
we had our own tribal police structure, even though Public 
Law 280 was invoked, that we had to have, because I posed 
the question to our District Attorney of Shawano Cotlnty: 
"What would happen if the tribe did not have its own la\~ . 
enforcement situation?" I was on the Law Enforcement Comm~t
tee at the time. He said, ,"When the bodies get that deep, 
then we come in and spend some county dollars." And that 
kind of answers what we are talking abou'b;l1.~:J:e. That you 
have specific jurisdiction questions. Our tribal police were 
deputized as deputies. of Shawano County and also ofl O'Connor 
County. There were kind of lopsided from carrying too many 
badges. That's what happened. It's not a facetious state
mept. But that is exactly what happens. 

ANDERSON: The second question I have is, where does the county derive 
its revenue? 

WAUKAU; We have a development area ill the county which is 5% of the 
total area, which is a lake development area which provides 
the taxes, the tax basis. 

ANDERSON: You levy property tax~s on that? 

WAUKAU: Property taxes, that's right. In fact, we just got through 
with our town and county budget in November and our levy's 
more reasonable than some of the other areas. 

ANDERSON: Are those monies sufficiont to run the county government? 

WAUKAU~ 

DELACRUZ: 

NIEl-1ISTO: 

Nope. We just about make it. That's what I mentioned, the 
impacted aid situation. 

Let me ask a question along the same lines. You represent 
the Attorney General's office, the tribe and the county. It 
appears to me that Wisconsin recognizes Henominees as citi
zens of the state; they recognize their government, they 
recognize the county government. It seems to me that there 
is a responsibility for the State of wisconsin, if funding 
is your problem. Does the Governor's office recognize that, 
too, or just the Attorney General's office? 

I can't speak for the Governor', s office. I think they're ( 
as the executive branch, the people that have to, along w~th 
the legislature, take the hard look in ter~s of ~here doll~rs 
go. As I indicated there are alot of ser.v~ces that al;"e pa~d 
fOl;" by the state and probably will continue to be paid for . 
by the state. With respect to the tribes, and Menominee, I 
don't think is an exception, there seems to be a sense of, 
I don't know if it's fear or caution, would be a better word, 
about becoming too dependent or~nvolved with the state in 
terms of funding. Once you start breaking down that relation
ship between the federal g6vernment and the tribes, there is 
a real danger. You know, no\</ ·we have an A~:torney General in 
Wisconsin that seems to be taking an objective approach. 
~ive Yea~s from now, that might not be the case, and you may 
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be revertil1g back to the situation that has existed histori
cally and that is for the states to try to wrest from tribes 
control, juri~diction. So they are very cautious - the tribes 
are very ca\lt~ous. 

Bruc7 , what was th7 basis for the sheriff refusing to take 
a p7~soner from tr7bal officers? He said it was a foreign 
nat~on, but i:here ~s really no legal basis in that, is there? 

~ell, his leg~l basis is that we better go back to school, 
~s what he sa~d. It was - basically what had happen the 
county to the south of us had issued the warrants and the 
70~ty.we.took the prisoner to, which was the closest state 
Jur~sd~ct~on. 

Was that Snohomish and Skagit? 

Righ~. He just didn't want to accept the responsibility. 
Sher~ff Boynto~ was not there to accept the responsibility 
so w7 were bas~cally told that they were not going to touch 
u~ w~th a ten foot pole. Again, alot of things have changed 
s~nc7 then. We are on the sheriff's radio frequency now in 
Skag~t County. We attend, as we discussed this morning the 
cou~t~ -- I'm a representative on the county law enforc~ent 
adm~n~strators board. 

How did the change come about -- was it a change in sheriff 
or a change in attitudes and beginning to understand? 

It's t~e same sheriff; it's just an educational process bet
ween h~m and myself, and again the officers on the street 
level being able to relate to the ,county officers and all of 
a sudden, the deputies saying that tribal enforcement offi
cers know just as much as I do. He has better training 
responsibilities available to him. 

But, somehow, you had to get around his ego problem in order 
to get him to understand that or accept it once he put him
self out. 

I don't know if I'd want to c~ll it ego problem, I think it 
was just ignorance, he jqsl:' ~-tlas not aware. 

What if this alleged perpetrator had just walked in there 
and surrendered? "There is a warrant for me in the next 
county and I want to surrender here." Would he have said 
"Go back to school, you have to go down there." Nhat's the 
practice? 

I d~n't.kn~w b7c~use.al~t.of the counties in Washington, and 
aga~n, ~t ~s c~v~l l~ab~l~ty, is having some very difficult 
problem~ in basically warrants from county to county, alot 
of sher~ffs won't accept any prisoner unless a certified cooy 
~f the warrant accompanies the prisoner, and that may include 
~f a person turns himself in. We didn't have a certified 
copy of the warrant, all we had was, we'had talked to the 
chief of the warrant division of Snohomish County, and he 
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said, "The warrant is good. We will have a deputy enroute 
from our jail to the Skagit County jail to pick that prisoner 
up." And I was only asking for,maybe a half hour, holding 
at the Skagit County facility" And that was one of the 
problems, but we have that solved now. 

GOULD: Andy, you mentioned that your officers cannot prosecute non
Indians for violating the hunting and fishing regulations? 
I'm going to show my ignorance. Is that because of state 
law or is it because regulations are tribal regulations or 
what is the situation that allows that? 

JOSEPH: Because of, I guess, the Oliphant case, they don't have the 
jurisdiction to prosecute them. 

GOULD: Prosecute state regulationa? 

JOSEPH: If they catch a non-Indian hunting on a reservation, on 
deeded land, that has been sold by another Indian allottee 
to a non-Indian and becomes state's tax land, then they can't 
prosecute him. Even if they catch him on Indian land, they 
can probably confiscate his gear. 

ERNSTOFF: It's very complicated. On trust lands, in the reservation, 
a tribal police officer, who has a federal commission, can 
arrest someone under federal law. There is a federal law 
that says it is illegal to hunt, trap or fish on trust land 
without lawful permissi!m_~_-~ThCit.. has been interrupted to mean 
without the tribe allowing you to do it or being in violation 
of tribal reguations. So, there is no problem on trust land 
or fee land. On fee land, because of the Oliphant case and 
a recent 9th Circuit decision in the Crow case, it's a strar.ge 
!tind of situation. I will tell it to y,'>~l the way the law is, 
even though it seems very complicated. And that is the .fol
lowing'. As to a non-Indian who does not reside on the rese::
vation, this means even a non-Indian who owns land on the 
reservation, but doesn't live on it, such a non-Indian may 
be prohibited entirely from hunting, trapping and fishing 
on an Indian reservation. As to a non-Indian who resides, 
even though he doesn't own, on fee land on a reservation, he 
cannot be prohibited completely from hunting, fishing or 
trapping. But he can be regulated as long as it is a reason
able and non-discriminatory regulation. So you can have 
seasons, bag limits, permits and things like that. 

GOULD: You mean tribal regulation other than state regulation? 

ERNSTOFF: Right, tribal regulations. So some non-Indians on fee land 
can be prohibited from doing anything. Some non-Indians who 
reside there can only be regulated. Then the problem comes 
down in either case, what is a prohibition or regulation when 
you have no court PO\.;.',l!t over thp.re. You can't bring them 
into state court unless they a~e also violating state laws. 
which they arF,! not necessarily ·,doing. You can't bring them 
j'1to feder2.1 court until it is on trust land. So even though 
~.Ju have the right of prohibition or regulation, you don't 
have the power to arrest and to try. The only powers that 
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remain over non-Indians on fee land are the power to exclude 
from reservation \'lhich you can only do to someone who's not 
a resident of the reservation. Or, the power of forfeiture 
of game. Not of arms; the court has s~id you' can't take away 
his gun. All you can do is, perhaps, take away the.birds, 
or whatever he has got. But even then, you probably have to 
have a full scale hearing for it·. So effectively, the tribes 
can't really even regulate hunting and fishing on the reser
vations under tribal law. There is a serious question as 
to whether the state can. That's a case that's now in liti
gation in the 9th Circuit •••• (End of tape) •.. 

It will be a violation of state law' to hunt, trap, or fish 
on Indian reservation; but, yet you do it in violation of 
existing tribal law. Then, even for instance, let's say 
the state has a season and it's open for deer hunting, but 
the tribe has decided to close it to deer hunting. If the 
state agrees that we can close the reservation to deer hunt
ing, even if they've opened it. But we don't have any enforce
ment. Then we could have a state prosecution, which would 
be fine .••• a state prosecution of someone who violated tribal 
l~w while on the reservation. In other words, the state 
would be acknowledging tribal law and allow prosecution 
through the state court system. Then we'd have some court 
to bring these non-Indians to. As it is, everyone admits 
that they C.re violating the law, but there's no (;ourt that 
has any jurisdiction over them to prosecute them. So the 
state law could be changed -- an amendment like that. Let 
me give you a kind of example, though, where th.: state doesn't 
cooperate in things like this. We had won a case against 
the state - the Colvilles - saying that the state does not 
have jurisdiction to regulate hunting or fishing on the 
reservation, only the tribe has that jurisdiction. That's 
now back on appeal to tha 9th Circuit. Ivhen \v2 won that the 
first time around ~the technical reasons corne back and forth) , 
the state game department objected on the grounds that - well, 
how would you know when these non-Indians left the reserva
tion - how would you knm" that the deer or fish that they 
caught were taken on the reservation under tribal regulation 
and not tak~n off the reservation in violation of state law? 
And se w~ proposed a tagging system. In any place in our 
reservation where we sold tribal permits, you could corne back 
to us and get a tag signed off with a seal by a tribal game 
officer, saying that they were taken on a certain day at a 
certain place. That way, ,.,hen you get off the reservation 
(and tagging is done all t~e time), if a state officer stopped 
you, game officer or anything, you could show him that you 
had a permit or a tag for those fish or game. But then, we 
got an injunction against tht! state in another case, a related 
matter, and that got the State Department of Game angry. 
Ralph Larson, the State Gam~ Director, just got angry, that's 
all. And he proposed to the State Game Commission at a meet
ing which I was present and testified, that they remove that 
regulation. All that regulation did was to protect the non
Indian hunt~r or fisherman, so he couldn't be ?~osecuted when 
he left the reservacion with fish or game legally taken on 
the reservation. It was a protection for him. It gave him 
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sort of a permit. And the State Game Commission voted to 
eliminate that regulation. So, it'~ no longer part of state 
law. 

When was this? 

Maybe seven months ago, six months ago at a full Game Com
mission hearing. And I testified a.nd I said, "This isn't 
for the benefit of the tribe. This is protecting your con
stit~e~ts." And the sportsmen groups were there. They 
test~f~ed on the t~ibe's side. 

Was there an effort to change 'chat legislatively at this 
session? I don't mean to get into individual problems ...•. 
We'll talk about it later. 

That's an attitude of the Attorney General's office and Game 
D7partment. They do that on the east side, but on the west 
s~de, they \'IOn' t bother us. And they don't require people that 
don't need a fishing permit to corne into the national park. 
You have to tag your stuff when •••..•• 

Why don't we discuss these things later so I don't take up 
everybody's time. 

~,think ..•• if ~ could just •.••• one final stat>pment, not 
d~rectly on th~s, but what this suggests, tho,~gh, is that 
someo~e said earlier, it's a matter of person,alities. And 
what ~t suggests is that that's very much true. I think 
that if you eliminated the elected officials"'-poli ticians, 
the Attorney ~eneral, and all that--and you dealt on a people
to-peop~e bas~s, you won't see the kind 01; (objections. The 
nO~-Ind~ans of. the Colville Reservation ne'fer objected to the 
tr~be exer,?isi?g ju:r:isdiction over. them becaus.e they found 
after a wh+le ·that ~nstead of wait~ng an hour for a police
man~ they only ha~ to wait two minutes. Even at Suquamish, 
a 17tt~e reservat~on where the Oliphant case came up--at the 
beg~nn~ng of the. tribe's exercise of jurisdiction, the whites 
were a~gry as anything. Within abou.t two years, though, after 
the Ol~phant case, we had a whole group of non-Indians on 
the re~e:r:vation petitioning the federal government--some sort 
of pet~t~on they put around--to get back tribal jurisdiction 
bec~use they found that for the first time they had a local 
pol~ce force. So, I'm suggesting it's not--and the ~ame is 
true, I think, of the local state game officers, the local 
state police, things like that. There's no p1;'oblem among 
t~e local people. It's a conceptional problem for people 
J,~ke Attorneys General and chairmen of legislative committees 
who aren't there where it's happening, but, conceptually, , 
they don't like the idea of Indian jurisdiction. 

Your fallacy is that you don't get rid of politicians. 

Oh, I'm not suggesting it. I'm suggesting that politicians 
probably, though, could lear~ alot if they really ~~plored 
the actual pragmatic facts, dnd not just presume that white 
people,don't want Indian juriSdiction. Because you'll find 
where ~t has worked, that it's not true, and that non-Indians 
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qo not object to Indian jurisdiction if what they see is an 
improved criminal justice system of some sort. 

DELACRUZ: You alluded to training this morning. Police officers are 
required. And there's a difference, I know, from the Bureau 
training--they already go through at least \~hat the State 0:: 
Washington requires. They are the same. Did either one of 
your tribes use state cooperative agreement act to get your 
officers into that? 

HALEY: I have officers who have been through both. And what we've 
done now the tribes in Washington state have received some 
funding and we're holding an academy for tribal and state 
officers that are certified by the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
and the Washington State Training Commission. It's more or 
less a first and what we hope to do is to make it much easier 
for tribes to receive cross-deputization. It's a model pro
gram which we hope to have funded on an annual basis and not 
because we don't feel that the Bureau or the state is not 
addressing the proper needs, but because we're on a low 

. priority with the state for what officers ,.;e do get in, 
because of their mandatDry training laws for their own offi
cers. And the Bureau of Indian Affairs may only put on 
three classes for the whole United States in a year. And t,e 
have a backlog now of 3D students that were going to start 
training January 14th that are tribal officers and six state 
officers that work with Indian tribes. And all of them l'l'ill 
receive certificat:f:!s from both the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
and ••• we hope this will be a first start~ inter-agreement 
cooperation. 

DELACRUZ: I have another question, Bruce. I know so~e people in the 
audience would .•• they get this large tribe, small tribe--and 
it's large tribes who take care of some of these things. 
And I want you to point out loud and clear I~hat the Skagit 
Cooperative of twelve tribes that are into it .•• what are the 
sizes of them? 

HALEY: Okay. I have four tribes that I deal with and we're dealing 
with maybe--the most we have--the largest tribe, which is 
this one with tribal community is less than a thousand mer. 1-

bers. And a couple of my tribes are 250-300 people and no 
reservation--would have no support from anybody moneywise or 
anything else if the cooperative enforcement, for the Skagit 
System Cooperative, as we call, hadn't come about t~here they 
had decided if we can get any money--and at first, they asked 
for money from the Bureau on Public Law 638 and some other 
sources--and were denied because of their size. But because 
of forming the cooperative and it being sort of a model 
because these are four tribes that didn't ;et along prior to 
this, putting it nicely -- and were able to work out a mana<:;e
ment system. The Skagit System Cooperative is not just an 
enforcement division-that's just a branch. We also have the 
management cQntract, the biology and enhancement contract, 
tbe enrollment contracts of these tribes. And we operate 
under a board of directcrs with representation of each of 
the tribes. And we just now got into nuclear contracting 
and our tribes stopped two nuclear plants going in on the 
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Skagit River. And these are just little dinky tribes along 
the river system that were able to fight a multi-million 
dollar power company in the State of Washington and in the 
State of Oregon. I don't know if that was the state's posi
tion, but the city of Seattle sure wanted it. 

GOULD: You say Seattle wanted it? 

HALEY: Well, not the city of Sea tide, but in that area tha t had to 
•.. the power. But we drew some grants in testifying and 
before Congress and some of the other committees, and bring
ing our •••• the politics in the county. We were able to stO? 
through the county commissioners the relicensing for the 
plant. And we lobbied; we did alot of things countY-I~ide 
and state-wide and federally to get that stopped. And it 
all started because there were four volumes, each volume about 
this thick, that came on the nuclear plant and there was one
half a sentence that talked about Indians. And that was "a!1d 
the only people to take fish commercially were the Indians." 
And we didn't feel that the Indian issue was addressed suffi
ciently--and then received grants from different foundations 
to study the genetic problems with Indian people of that 
area, the fisheries' problems, the socio-economic conditions, 
and through education and working with other intervenors in 
the nuclear projeot, we were able to get it stopped. 

DELACRUZ: I have another question and I don't think you dwelled on it 
too much in your statement. Since the Boldt decision, alot 
of tribes are exercising law and order jurisdiction over 
their members outside of their reservation, exterior boundaries 
in their fishing areas. How are you working that? 

HALEY: Basically, the reason that most of the smaller tribes now 
are able to have a law enforcement agency is because of the 
Boldt decision, or United States v. Washington, which was 
just affirmed by the United States Supreme Court last July, 
and made us eligible for Public Law 638 funding fro~ the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs. But, prior to that, being Public 
Law 280 tribes, the Bureau said, "The state has jurisdictio::. 
over you--we don't have the money, and so if you have triba: 
funds, you may want to assert concurrent jurisdiction. If 
not, then the state will take care of you." But because of 
'the treaty rights in regard to fishing under the Boldt deci
sion, money didn't come down. Alot of the tribes then, all 
of a sudden, put together law enforcement programs to address 
the issue, basically of fisheries enforcement. But it all 
came about by the treaty rights that were negotiated in 1855 
and 1856, depending on what treaty area that you were in in 
western Washington. fuld under that treaty rights, besides 
the right to take fish and game, they also reserved the ri<:;ht 
under the same 'I:reaty th<1t Barry talked about, to delh"er u? 
lawbreakers to the proper jurisdiction. And. that's where we 
assume at least within the Swinomish and the tribes I work 
with, a concurrent jurisdiction with the state. And "usua':' 
and accustomed" - ... that's why we patrol three counties for 
our tribes. It's not just where the reservation boundaries, 
not just trust lands, but we patrol everything where there 
may be an Indian that is recognized by the federal governme!1t 
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as their Indian country for that tribe. And this was after 
alot of testimony by anthropologists a~d other people like 
that. 

DELACRUZ: Do you have grievance with the state of fisheries control 

HALEY: 

and ••...•• 

Right, we have, at this point, non-I"ri~ten agreements with 
the Department of Fiqheries. Just las~ month, we met with 
~he chairman of the Natural Resource Committee for the Nash
~ngton State Senate, and represented to the state Fisheries 
Department, a~d.after giving. our presentation and talking 
about the tra~n~ng of my off~cers, the, chairman of the Natural 
Resource Committee for the State of Washing1!on turned to the 
Department of Fisheries and said, "Nhy don't we com!nission 
them as State Fisheries Officers because they're better 
trained?" And, of course, the Departr.:ent of Fisheries was 
not reallf t~at.thrilled about it. Bu~, we are proposing at 
the state s ~ns~stence a cooperative .... odel, a I"ritten agree
ment that we hope to have presented at the next legislature 
of the Nashington State Senate. 

ANDERSON: ___ handles the fishing problem? 

HALEY: A cooperative agreement not only in enforcement, but the 
fisheries problem between the state and the tribes. 

ANDERSON: You're Sheriff? 

HALEY: No, I'm with the tribes. 

ANDERSON: Oh, I see. 

DELORIA: I'd like to ask anyone on the panel about •..•• Part of this 
analysis that we keep running into see::lS to come dOlvn to 
things like ignorance and communicaticns problens between 
two governments and attitudes. Taking those things for 
gran~ed, ~ven if you straightened out ~hose problems, can 
you ~dent~fy some substantial policy reasons that Iyould con
stitute pr~blems of the ~w~ govern::lents working cooperatively? 
Standa~d~ ~n the law, ab~l~ty to change the standards, change 
the cr~m~nal code when you want to, the supervision of the 
personnel and what other kinds of issues come up once you 
get everybody educated and everybody good attitude, I"hat are 
the remaining problems? 

NIEMESTO: I think one thing that seems to be a ::lajor concern at least 
to alot of people at state government level, I'::! not sure 
now the tribes perceive it, but the idea of having ?retty 
stable government in operation--I think I've mentioned this 
before--the idea of creating the institutions to deal with 
delivery of government services. I think that tyhen that 
occurs, and I've heard it in terms of these discussions that 
were held here earlier, alot of the reservations - larger 
res~rvations have that pretty well in place. Nenominees have 
the •. l pretty well in place, but with respect to some of these 
smaller reservations in Ivisconsin, I think that ter.ds to be 
a major obstacle. 
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DELACRUZ: N~uld you say that's happened at Menominee? Because you have 
d~rect government to government relations with :'!enominees 
in the State of Wisconsin? 

NIEMESTO: I think it's both. I 1:hink that, in terms of comprehensi'Te 
planning, kinds of things that government likes to do, the 
Menominee Tribe and the State of Wisconsin, in terms of sor.:e 
of.these executive offices at least, have been communicating 
fa~rly well. Approaches have been compatible. They also 
have the technical people to implement. And r think that's 
important, certainly with respect to the operation of the 
court system--the decisions are good decisions. People who 
have a reason to watch that process work feel that the ~eno
minees are doing a good job. And talking primarily about 
those situations where there's some interaction, the juvenile 
commitment kind of situation. 

DELORIA: In the discussion, both with respect to re-establishingthe 
Menominee government and negotiating the Maine situation, is 
it possible to make a judgment about which kinds of things 
seem to be the important consideration? Was it the ability 
to have legislative jurisdiction and define what a crime is 
and change your mind later on whether to adapt that to nel" 
circumstances, whether the state agreed with you or not? 
Or was it the ability to control the implementation of the 
criminal justice system, hiring and firing police, training 
them, telling them what to do? Is there a way of making a 
judgment about which of those is considered more important? 

NIEMESTO: I think, in terms of one of the ..• Nisconsin .•. conceptually; 
I don't think that inter-government agreements I,ork very 
well to define jurisdiction. Jurisdiction is so tied to the 
law that I think that that process has to be utilized 
whether it's opinions in legislation or litigation. But, in 
terms of implementing whatever jurisdiction exists, you can 
do a great deal in terms of just making some assumptions or 
concessions, if you will, whichever way you want to look at 
it. But it's in terms of implementing whatever jurisdiction 
exists that is the area where inter-governmental cooperation 
seems to work very well. If you're talking about tryins to 
resolve jurisdictional questions, it doesn't seem to work at 
all. I think one of the main areas that continues to be a 
problem is in the hunting and fishing area--questions about 
who has what authority. Very difficult to resolve that 
through agreement. 

TUREEN: That's a matter of bargaining. The question is whether vou've 
got any kind of leverage to force .••. unless you have any-
kind of say, in terms of deciding what the substantive law 
should deal with--the jurisdiction should be unless they' 'Te 
got to. 

DELORIA: My question is what is it that you want jurisdiction for? 
So you can say what substantive law is? ... hire and fire 
policemen? 
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TUREEN; Yeah, I understand thel question--which is more important? 
Is it more important for a tribe to be able to make law or 
to eI?-force. it? Bet'~een those t~o, to me, as a lawyer repre
sent~ng tr~bes, obv~ously more ~mportant is the latter, be
cause you can, at least in a negative sense, YOll can chance 
the law in the way you enforce it. You may not be able to 
make new laws, but you can sure eliminate any ones you don't 
like by just not enforcing them. And I think in terms of 
where the tire meets the road, most tribes lined up with 
pretty much a common law set of. crimes. Right? They may 
define them differently, it may be written more completely, 
b~t~ basically, you ~on't wind up with anything too radically 
d~frerent than what ~s normally accepted in most American 
states as a set of prescribed behavior. In terms of my 
client?,.I guess some people who feel very strongly about 
the ab~l~ty to make laws as well as the ability to carry 
~em out -- I think on balance, they, when they think about 
~t, they see the latter is more important. 

ERNSTOFF: I would'be with Tom except in one distinction, and that is 
that the whole category of regulation that has to do with 
o~-reser~ation ~atura~ resources--water, fishing, hunting, 
a~r ~ual7ty--~h~ngs l~ke that. That's one area if you start 
gett~ng ~nto ~t, where tribe has a substantive difference 
with possibly surrounding counties and with the state--and 
where the questions of setting up some kind of coooerative 
agreement or perhaps a legislatiYe treatment of it~ becomes 
more important. Except for those areas, where there is going 
to be SUbstantive difference, I think Tom is correct--it's 
a question of implementing, not just because of a feeling 
~hat we'll only have respect for Indian police and Indian 
~udges, but because until there are Indian police and Indian 
Judges, at least at reservations like Colville, there really 
~sn't any i~pact of sta±e police and state judges. TheY're' 
Just not around, they're not really doing it. So, that to 
me, implementation is important. When you start gettinc into 
areas, for instance, of air pollution--where the state ~ants 
an economic point of view to develop industrial needs some
where and the tribe doesn't want industrial development 
because they don't want the fumes coming across to the reser
vation. Or water codes, where the state has interest in 
dams or power, whatever else, and the tribe wants I~ater to 
be pure, I think you I'lill get into SUbstantive differences 
in terms of certain jurisdiction. 

NIEMESTO: Just one additional thought on that--at least in Wisconsin 
with respect to most of the reservations, tribes are very 
i~terested in the implementation of government or the exer
c~se of government in terms of implementing programs, control 
of the programs on the reservation. There really doesn't 
seem to be a \olhole lot of disagreement over state progra.';ls, 
for example. But the tribe wants to be involved in the 
administration of those programs on the reservation. And I 
think that is something that most of the communities are 
?triving for, and, in fact, with respect to the ~aking laws, 
~n many cases, I.,e see, as with the Menominee, al.d it was 
mentioned earlier today, the adoption of state law, without 
going through the process of changing--maybe changing the 
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penalties associated with certain conduct--but, basically, 
accepting the substantive law of the state in many areas. 

DELORIA: I asked a question this morning and was unable to smoke out 
an answer--maybe I'll have better luck this afternoon. Save 
you been able to identify any clear federal role in an evol
ving cooper.ative relationship, from the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs, from the Department of Justice? Have they had any 
experience? Are they oblivious to this? Are they encouraging? 
Are they discouraging? Are they out to lunch? What's the 
personality--I can't seem to get a fix on where the fed's are. 

HALEY: We deal quite a bit in regards to funding that I see .•...... 
un~er Public Law 638 funding what tribes need to assert their 
sovereignty and jurisdiction--under •.•.. so they can guide 
themselves. And our problem is we're told ~hat the agency 
and area and, basically, when we come back to the central 
office here in Washington, D.C., they're not giving us the 
money. LEAA is phasing out the Indian Desk, where alot of 
the money is coming from, to implement programs because the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs can't get the money until two years 
down the road. And now, the Bureau is losing money. It's 
all going downhill because I guess not enough money is being 
given for the tribes. And it's expensive for a tribe to 
start this and eventually, maybe they can be able to be self
generating, like the Colvilles are getting to be or have been. 
But, for us smaller tribes, we have the same sovereign power 
and the same rights as the larger tribes, and yet, we're not 
able to have our own programs going on--tribal funds--and the 
Bureau is cutting down, so we're having to do the same. 

DELORIA: But alot of what we've heard today has to do with improving 
communications or opening communications where there was 
none before, adjusting relationships and talking about rela
tionships, none of which costs much money. 

HALEY: Oh, I thought you were talking about what do we feel is a 
principal need at this point from the federal government. 

DELORIA: I want to know what their role is completely. Their role is 
always bucks. But is there any other role? 

ERNSTOFF: Part of the problem is generally where the state and the 
tribes have to cooperate or get together is where Public Law 
280 somehow has brushed, in some way, because that's where 
the state is going to have jurisdiction, for the most part. 
And, as you probably know, the Bureau' s viel'/ is wherever 
Public Law 280 touches, the Bureau is out of business. They 
don't have to and don't want to get involved at all, because 
it means there's no federal responsibility. So, if I can 
answer your question, I think the Bureau has prematurely 
given up any involvement in trying to work some of these 
things out by what I think is a clear internal BIA policy-
that Public Law 280 forecloses the Bureau involvement. The 
only federal agency which I have seen make any effort at all, 
as I mentioned earlier, is the Community Relations Services 
of the Justice Department, which, in our case, did a heck of 
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a job. And probably isn't that well known about, of course, 
it's one guy and he's got every community relations problem 
in the state on his desk--Chicanos, Blacks, and anybody else 
that's having that kind of an ethnic or mintJrity group pro
blem, and Indian is just another on the list. That's the 
only agency I've seen willing to participate. The U.S. 
Attorney looks at it purely in terms of jurisdiction, what 
he can prosecute or not. Has no interest in facilitating 
agreements and things. The Bureau, as I say, I think, has, 
as a matter of policy, rejected any involvement whe~e there 
isn't pure federal jurisdiction. 

TUREEN: In Maine, they just cross their fingers and hope for the best. 
Same thing in Rhode 'Island. 

HALEY: I think, basically, what has to be done is the states, especi
ally the Public La\V' 280 states, have to sit down with the 
tribes and recognize each other as governmental entities, 
and at times, there is a problem that the tribes feel \dth 
the state in getting this done, because the state does not 
recognize alot of the sovereignty that the tribes say they 
have. 

AUDIENCE PARTICIPANT: I would like some •••. I'm very interested, recos
nizing Reuben Snake from the Winnebago Tribe in Neb~aska. 
I think alot of the questions that were directed her.e--we're 
talking about the opposition of the jurisdiction issues here. 
And knowing that the Winnebago Tribe did not have c~iminal 
and civil jurisdiction. What effects does that have on the 
tribe as far as not having court, not having criminal and 
civil jurisdiction, and not having more or less a say-so in 
their own court program. I'm interested in something from 
him, because we, in Oklahoma, are developing a--we're in the 
infant stages of developing law enforcement and •••.. 

MANNING: Reuben, would you like to respond to that? 

SNAKE: No •.• (Laughter) .. We went through about a seven year court 
process of retroceding Public Law 280, which was an expensh'e 
and very difficult thing for them to accomplish. And ever 
since that time, you know, the state of Nebraska has been 
opposed to the other two tribes in Nebraska, retroceding from 
280. We have some very complex problems ••• on the reservation 
in relation to law enforcement. When the state assumed law 
enforcement on 01.1r reservation, the Bureau went out of law 
enforcement business and we had to rely upon the ccunty and 
state highway patrol and, eventually, the state got around 
to hiring a couple of special state deputies. l'ihen the Omaha's 
receded, they put those two state deputies on the l\innebago 
Reservation, and they're virtually all the law enfo~cement 
we have on the reservation--is those two state deputies, 
because the county seat is 20 miles away and it takes them 
a half an hour to an hour to respond to a call. The town 
on our reservation--the village of ivinnebago is an incorporated 
municipality, but they have alot of financial problems and 
they can't maintain adequate lalY' enforcement within the village. 
So, there's all kinds of problems involving law enforcement 
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on our reservation, the inadequacy of it. And that's why, 
you know, I tried to get involved in this particular or;;ani
zation, because that and a number of other proble:;:s '.'Ie, ~,:ant 
to resolve with the stat.e 0::: ~ebraska. 

f'ARTICIPA..."T: The other question is, do you think a tri~e 
would benefit by hav~ng our min la'll enforce:;:el".t system and 
our own court S\'stem? The Indian Child Nelfare Act ..• :;: S''..:ess 
what I'm trying-to get at is, in Oklahoma, the Cheyenne
Arapahoe Tribe--'.'Ie' re in that very stage of development--Ia',,; 
enforcement programs and working in that direction ... to have 
a court and that type of thing. I'm just interested because 
they are having problems in lvinnebago because they didn't 
assume jurisdiction and they lost a majority ..... . 

Could I just ask you -- didn't I hear a c;entleman iron Okla
homa today tell us that there are no reservation in Ok:ahc~~? 

There are no reservations, but there are trust and a~lc=~ed 
lands that are not reserva=:"cn sta":.us--there ,are no Do-.::::::ar:'''5, 
there are just :ittle charo;:s 0:: land lccated al: c";er -:.;"e 
State 0:: Oklahona there--l~%e reservatio:: sta=us, ~he~e t~e 
federal goverrl;;-,ent does ha':e j:.:risdiction. 

I'd like to res~ond to vou ..•. and I'd like to go back to =::a 
state of 'Nashington. ~';hen !..EA..:l.. 'vas passe~, there ',,;as a:;:~ 
of .••. supposedly, it looke:: lD:e- there was c;oing to be a = e',,: 
dollars for tribal court a:-.d tribal police systems, ·..,here 
the first steo ir:. soree of ::he tribes ••.. \vere abJ.e to ge--. 
Indian people" into the Indian Cesk at the national lev~~ ~n~ 
state level. lVe oroPosed, at that ti::!e, scme il1ter-tr:'Da..i. 
police systems and inter-tribal court sY5';:ems, but beca·.,:;;;e 
looked like the!:'e was, at least in :::ederal dollars, eve::~· 
little tribe Utl there Han-::ed to establish their ot'1n cc-,:::;= 
system and their own police srstem--30 peopl-2, 60 pso?l;. 
And that's just unrealistic. So it took al::-.ost seven cr 
eight years be::o!:'e they started go inc; into those i~ter
cooperative systems. ~Ionex-'lise, unless a tribe has i-::s c;,-:-. 
resource, and tV'ho knolV's, :::.:.:;ding may set tougher--: thi::>:;, 
the reason I asked the question back about \·iiscons:':J a:::cut 
the relationshio \"ith the s=ata .. The!:'e's so~ethi:1g tha:. r 
think and I krloi,' alot of tribes fear it and alot 0:: tr~bal 
leaders l'li th 63 S contracts are getting tied to teo ::lUch 
dependence on state fundin~--that you've geared the Indian 
Affairs in the t;nited States as their policy ::or years ;:r~·:':-.;; 
to push all these things o:.:t =~om under the :edera~ jur:'sd~:
tion. And I think the tribe has to lcok at its resour:as 
and really take some realistic looks at the res~l~s.c= ~he 
situation. They're just going to be able to ~a~nta~n areas 
of jurisdiction if you have ...• wnere your dolla.rs .::.re s;;:en-::. 

I assume in :'!aine, Tom, that the tribes that are going ~o -::r:( 
to out their o·..;n system in are expecting some .•. I,ell, r.ot 
only getting land in setth::!ent, but \~il1 be expecting sc~: 
"1oney that will help the::t i:::plement l,hatever they \,'ant ~c ::c. 
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They're looking to deal Id-:h Uncle's dollars with the 3lA 
co~~ract a';d it's going to cost ther.\--well, W'e' ve got the 
~r~oal pol~ce already--the Bureau funds them. T!1e'/' re 100::
~ng ~o do their courts .. ¥it=-' ~IA funds ~ not tribal ~unds, b'..: ': 
BIA .. unds as I~ell. ••. 6.,8 ;..::;11.es .... ana that's the e:<?ensi':e. 

One of the other a~eas is -:!1at alot of federal su==ort is 
very short-term. And it's like the ShOlol--yO';' get' SU??~=t 
and then you no longer have the support of the federal 
government, not only in no!:ey, but in backing; therefo=e, 
you get--why should the state or its political s~bdivisions 
take y<;,u very seriously? :':ou just get going, ju'st get thin:::s 
operat~onal, and then the support is I~ithdrawn frow you. A' 
case in point--tribal ?olice agencies throughout the United 
States met and decided the=e were some definite orobler.ls in 
training and t~chnical assistance that is needed'to uocrade 
professionalism in Indian law enforcement count=y. I,E~2, 
came out and told us right at a public r.leetir.c that tl':.ere 
was money set aside and \~o:.:ld be available fo~ a ~atio::al 
I~dian Law Enforceme~t Ass=ciation. r ~=ote ~~at c=a~~. : 
met with many people at LE~~ and was told gocc cra;~-~~e 
money:s there-no fear. An~ this was conveyed to t=ibal police 
agenc1.es throughout the Un:.ted States. ;;nd then I recei';ed 
a phone call .... and said, ":L'm sorZ'y, you're not croine to :::e-: 
it." And no real explanati::>n-after raiSing the hoces -of -
Indian tribal police for ?=ofessional standa=ds, coals, and 
alot of other things, so t=-.e tribal ?olice becran ~o feel-
who's really backing us 0:':-: there? And i~ ali comas bac~ 
that they have to rely on -:heir tribal managers and council 
people, because alot of tr:.e ?romises that are coming dmm 
the road-I~hen it comes do;.;:: to signing the dotted line ana 
let's get it going, it doesn't come t~rouJh. One of the 
things is, like Joe wa5 ~a:king about, is-~he inter-tribal 
court system. That was ori~inated out of the Qui~ault ~~i~e
tha t' s the very firs t ro~g:: p~oposal \"q.s out of Quinaul-;: and 
has since been developed. ;';e are the grant recioients beca:.:.se 
we. have the area, in a bZ'a::d nel~ building, to house the i:1-:er
tr~bal court system and t::e~r staff. Again, it's se~vici~~ 
14 tribes from the larger -:ribes in I';;astern ~·;ashir.cton to 
the smallest tribe. The .:::.::::::rections is house;! at Sldnor.\ish 
or l>ill be ne:<t year-·,,*ll :::e 12 different tribes. Ou::; 01;'0-
g~am is four tribes. It's only through these cooperative 
e~forts of where the tribe is working together ana recognicing 
their individual sovereign-:y because we each !'lave our ol~n 
tribal codes, our o!"n thinqs that \~e have to live up to. 
But the tribes have to bani toget:her to be able to do anvth:.:1':: 
anyrr.ore because we've very hesitant on S:.looort from state -
and federal governments. .. 

One question for the panel-maybe David could ans .... er this. 
My understanding of the fUnding of these ?ro:ects is that 
there's a finite amounc of money available. And say in the 
280 state .... here the tribe assunes jUrisdiction f=om the 
state or in a case "he=e, :ike ~!aine I tribe has :10C been 
recognized and they '"ant ~.::: set up their oIVn !al'/ e:\£orce:nen-.:: 
systems, and they need ti.is £unding. 3ut the v 're not =i.,er. 
new :::10!1e~', they ':::e often -=sking ::':ot",ey a'..;ay ==c.:n -:ha o~fier 
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tribes. So, is there much friction de.,eloping between the 
tribes? 

There's al\'leys been ·.a problem \.;i th the recog:1i tion of ne\'l 
tribes, becatlse that doesn't inc=ease allY of the app:::o?ri
ations that are available from the trust responsibility. 
Tribes that a~e present often obje~~. So, that is a p=oblem 
and, of course, in the !.::;?-_; grants, I1hen their budget I~as 
cut, the national efforts ..•• courts that come out of the 
Indian Desk are down to :.he botto::: of the priority list nOI~. 
So, the tribes herein should start goi~g to the state plan
ning agencies for block qrants. That may be a ?roblem, also, 
because Inost of the mo~ey is given to continuation projects. 

Don't they have a three-lear limit, though? 

Yes. 

So if you get into the s~'ste::l a::d ·.·:ai~ yo..:= t:.:r:1 fa::: ~he 
three years, you' 11 get -:here, ::le.::::e. 

If you are a contint:.atic~ ?rojec~. S~r:.e 0: -:h:a:-: a:-e '~nly 
kept for one year. Some of -.::he p=cjec::s cc:::e o'.:t of :l:'acre
tionary grants. So, you ::l:'gh-: ha':e so;.e tr:':::es :':1.i.:'::'3.t:'ng 
some efforts and the ?ot r'.:ns ou~ of money and that's that. 

Several of the tribes that I =9pre~en~ ar~ L~~~ =er~~£~ed 
and ';Ie were basically to:::: by ou= -:a<1ional ~oard tha-:--put 
in our applications, the~' Ivould l.oc~ at the!:'. in three years, 
and then trv to receive so::te sort of oriority. .;nd it does!".'-: 
really give- you much of 3.n incenti';e to even ?ut toge1:.h"" a 
program. 

There I S a Question back ~e~e, but : llant to na~e a. cc::.men"t 
on this I where tribes I ;.,·::en you I ~e -:.al~:ing abou~ fec.e~al 
budgets and federal ?rocesses, and i:;' you fol10\,', es?ecially 
the Bureau program. The LEA;. \~as established fer so many 
years, the Bureau \Vas s1.!??osed to be \~orkin;:: that in-.::o their 
budget process. And e~!e=y year, t::e a.:iministra=.io!1, c:,:a I 

sets the Bureau's and In-:erior' s b·.:dgat. There hasn't been 
the dollars to pick for any of these ?rograms. So, :et's 
just soread the dollars -:hinner to any new tribes co~ing in. 
And, eventually, that is going to ~reate a ?roblem. Some of 
these tribal governments began to =zad some of the budgets, 
the way the money is dis::::ibutod co differen~ tribes and see 
a couple hundred thousanc. doll3.rs O'ler here ::or the same 
amount they used to get. I see th3.t t~e Bureau just hasn't 
picked up any progra:;ts. 

PARTICIPA~T: Alright. Q~estion. l'djust :ike to =espond 
to Sam's inquiry about t~e BrA's =ole in cooper3.-;:ive ag=~e
ments. Essentially, the BIA plays neither 3. positi'.'"" n-:>r 
negative role. The~' did not encourage; they di~ :1ot :::is-. 
courage. They have ?rovi::led, howe':er, ;:unding ::o~ !:he <;;r lce 
and I believe that really in the s:'tt:.atic· -.::hat tne 3ureau 
has not been consist-:n:. :..n their t=eat~en..:. of ?t,!bli~ :"a'n' 
260 tribes. And I thin~ tha:;'s sc~e~h:.ng t~at ~ight be lookei 
at. With raspect to the~r ~~nding, it seems to me ~~at that 
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ought to be given alot of conside~ation. The Bureau of 
Indian Affairs really is a federal program that says when it 
presents its budget request to C::l!"',gress that these ::unds are 
to assi·st tribes in developing their own la;~ en::orcs::Ient 
programs. Their bUdget request d=esn't limit their ?rogra::! 
to enforcement of federal lal~s. :'hey explicitly sa:! the:! 
are assisting 'tribes to enforce -;:~eir mm. Several years 
ago, they got a significant increase. That was to be the 
first of a tl~o-phase increase. I': is r.ly unde:-standing that 
ever since then, the office demar.=-ed a budget that said you 
have not jUstified your second stage. And they have a very 
complex system of recording lal'l enforce::lent incidents into 
a computer and that process of justifying f~nding of BlA's 
support of tribal law enforcement is still going on. 

TUREEN: I was just going to say that fric':ion is obviously going to 
come if it isn't here already and I'm just going to ?redict 
that it's not going to only be carrying ;~ith it antagonis:n 
towards ne' .... ly recognized, but : ~,·:::uld rathe:- consider the::! 
long-ignored,tribes. I thi!':::: it's also goi:1g ::0 t'..:r:l in
ward because the Bureau's trea-;::c.e!"',-;: a:: alres::;'? or lcncr
recognized tribes is anything b':.t equi-:;able. - And it depends 
as I u:lcerstand it on the political clout c:: t~e various 
tribes in various areas and historical accident and aloe of 
other things. ! understand also fro:n 01·!B, those faceless 
folks over there, that Indian affairs is the one area in 
which they don't sc:-utinize thing.:; internal:'y. The::' look 
at the budget and that's it--you :::now, t~e ~otal figures, 
and they don't look at hCl~ it gets spent out on a tribe by 
tribe basis. And that has, of cc~rse, cont!:"ibu::ed co per?e~u
ation of those inequities. It ain't just f~r the new tribes' 
folks, it's for the old ones, too. 

DELACRUZ: Does a:lybody else have any questi~ns? If no one else has an::· 
more questions, there's alot of pao?le here ~n tomor!:"ow's 
agenda. If you want to get on an agenda and ~a~e a p!:"esen
tation to this hearing, ~ ... ould you please see 7assie, so she':l 
put you on the agenda. If there's no more ~uestions, then 
we'll recess. 

MANNING: Those or you I·Tho don't have a pro;,ram, tOr.lcrro\~' s agenda 
will start at 9:30. 

December 18, 1979 

DELACRUZ: Robert Neur.:ille::, Chief of Po2.ice, I-iolfPoin-;:, !·!ontana .... is 
Robert here? Charlene ~larcus, :n.=.Hm Just:'.::e Specialist, 
Sta te of )je\~ He~dco i Bruce Haley; Sebert Young 3ear. 

YOL~G BEAR: Good morning, I'm Sebert Young 3ear from Pine Ridge !ndian 
Reservation and I'm the vice-chair::lan of the Publio Safe~1 
Commission. And we are set up ur::::er Public Law 638, a cc:;
tract fror.l the 3ureau. I heard so:ne state'-1ents made yeste=:
day 'and r::ade :-1e feel like I belon:;:- to the wrong tribe 0:
something because we never had an~' cooperation :ror.: .;;~at 0:: 
from the 3uteau as far as law an=~rcement. ':'hen, back i 
1972 and 1973, :!laney t'f'as ::rne f=.:: SOI'1e reason. I thini-\ ~ 
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was because' of the l-iounded Knee takeover t~ey spent alot of 
mone\' on law and order. Then, our lal'1 and order kir:d of 
deteriorated again. But, it was al\.;ays, ... for ::1Y pa!:"t, I 
always blamed the Bureau for this because ~f the funding. 
They've been free during certain adr:tinistra ::io~ '"i '!::h t:-,eir 
money, then again, they're pretty tight \';i:::: t~eir ~.oney. 
And 'II/here it causes a kind of inter-fighti.:-.. ; '.·,'i::'hin a triba: 
govern::1ent is because once we get our :;.one:; through the 
Bureau, then if we want to improve our la~ and order, then 
we have to take money away from education, ·..;elfare. er.1?loy
ment assistance, aid to tribal government. And it ki~d of 
causes us to get into inter-fighting ;'1ith ::he local su;?e:-in
tendent because of the programs that they ,,'ant to p:-or::oce 
within the agency. This is why we went 1r=::1 a l3-man ?olice 
force--nQw we have a staff of 69. And this was this last 
two years I~hile we were under 638. And this is why !' d like '!::o 
ask for some kind of assistant or help Idt::in our police--
or agency 0: lal~ enforcement, because al2. ',;e I re doing is 
we're jus"!: =ight~,n; a::1cng ourselves over :c.::::1.ey--because 
the.re I s never a s~::aigh = funding source cc;:-,:..ng :'0 t:-.e ~r ibs, 
\.,hethe.r it IS through ::!1e Bureau O~ the ~;,,-~:;a ~ 3eca'..!sa ~.,\~ 
either take it away fran the wel=ar"'~c;"";:':;:(s :::~ ',;e take -;:he 
::laney a~~ay from our ohildren goi:1g to .::ol:::'",:;e a:ld high schoc:. 
So, this last time, ou~ bucget is $1.5 ~i::~~n ~~der ~~e 
cont~act 638. And they give us a $300,UO:) ade··on ap?ra?ri
atio:1, but we never received that :noney re~--$3;)O,OOD. 

DEL.:":::R:iZ: Th;; area 'Pine Ridge is quite a large reser':a~i~n. 

YOUNG 3EAR: Yes, we're second largest Indian tribe. 

DELACRUZ: Second lal"gest Indian tribe? Nell, ho'.~ ::Ia!"'.y acres? 

yeUNG 3E.:"R: Fi'::t:y-:ive hundred niles. 

GOULJ: 

YOUNG 3EAR:. 

And hOI ... many people? 

\'ie're close to about 14,000. And this is ~,hv :: think so:-::e
thing shoulj be done on this analysis, tha::'s corning out of 
central office to area office. ;';e' re cons::a~':.:"y figh::ing 
OVer money. lVe take money al'lay from one a:;:-ency, on-e ~ro;ra::.. 
And as far as state relationship, it's ?re::':.7 poor, ~his 
one county sheriff that we have in Sharmo:': county is very 
coooerati"e ,'lith our local police::1en, but :-.e li\·es ri;~t in 
Pi~e Ridee, so he has to cooperate . .. (La~ghter) .. 3~t he's 
been orettv activE'. , But that's our proble~--is :noney source 
as fa::- as ia\~ enrorcer.lent. Ne \~ent fro:n 3::reau--II/-a \.;'~nt 
from t~ibal police to Bureau, then, back i:1 early 1970' 5, \~e 
;,'ere under the Eu" Indian contract. And t~at "ind c:: ':ell 
aparc. NOI ... lVe \~ellt back to Bu.ceau and no\,' ~,·e' re under ?ubli.:: 
Lal~ 638. 

DELACRUZ: liere you ever under any LEAA fUnds in your ?rograms-; 

YOUNG 3E.;?': Ve:-~I :!.ittl,;. And our court syste:-:t is al;.;a~·s i:l a c,::.nstant 
battle 0: trying to figure budget, money ::~r ~~e budget, 
~'lh!.ch t:'!ey'll kind 0-£ :'V~gotiate wi=h B~:::"ea~! ar:.': :L!::.~; and 
tr;'be. 

,r) .... -----' 
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Al.'lDERSON: Can you tell me where the tribal council receives its ::'.onis3? 

YOUNG BEAR: Our biggest share of the salary for the tribal cc~~cil is 
co~ing off our i~ccme off our tribal land. T~e b~;gest sh~re 
of our money CC::les out 0:: the Bureau. And I.e have a ::cur 
cent sales tax that we get di!"Bctly back ::ro::l. ~;:'e state bs,=:: 
into the tribe. So, our'i:1cor..e is very limited, ;-.~ =c!: as 
that. IVe have all kinds c:: resources on and aro~:::i t:'e age~c~', 
but it's like 1: said, \.;e ~=ve.:= received a:1Y of t::a~, but 
IVe're still in a fight over our Black Hills ?lan, ·.Ihich is 
not over. 

? Sebert, do you have al1Y idea how many million dol:ar s the 
Pine Ridge Reservation, P~ne Ridge people, because of the 
federal programs, the Bureau, generates to the cc~nties? 

YOUNG BE,;>.R: It's in the millions of dollars and I.e never see any 
ret1,Jrn from it. 

~IDERSON: lilia t lias t!1a t ... ? 

DELACRUZ: ~lo, I'~ tal~i~s ~bout the ~~f=e~en~ federal ?~Og=E~S( ~he 
BIAI ~he federal =unds tha~ go in~o an areai ~~15 ~~~d=ecs 
of millions 0:: dollars. 

GOULD: \'jher0 does it ;0 tc? 

DELO?IA: Salaries .... ::ecers.l e;nplo~·ees. 

GOULD: In ?ine Ridge? 

DELACRUZ: The lihole area of South ~a~cta" 

YOUNG 3EAR: Th~s is our at~or~ey £o~ ?~bl~c Sa=aty, 30bo ~~a~. 

DEAJ.'r: Yea~, I'd just lii<e to ex;::lain tha 1: on the la~1 enforcement 
bud;et, with t~e question t!1at :·lr. Young Bear ;·;as rais~ng 
with reference ~o the ba!1.=- analysis is something -;~a':. ~"as a 
problem for the Public Sa=cty Conun:"ssion in the !=3.st year. 
And it illustrates, I thi~k, the B~reau of India~ Affairs 
funding issue. The Burea-.:. has, fer the last several yea::-s, 
each year funded law enfc::-cement at ?ine Rid;e--a~ one pci:.~, 
tlvO m:llion dollars. Since the Bureau has gotten no i:1crease 
in its appropriation, the only way that the Cgle1-:=. sioux 
Tribe could increase the funding for lalV enfc::-ce~ent is . 
either you take it from t~e very limited tribal ~::co!';\e, \·ll:i::::' 
is simply not ::aasible or ::'0 !:eprogra.m or re3.~rd::~e, ,·:hich I 
under the so-called band analvsis, the 3ure,n: dces allo'.v 
tribes to do, rearrange t::'e f~nding of BIA progra~s--e~uca~icn, 
sccial ser-J'ices, lalv en::orcement, conservation pr.::grans--
tl:e d~fferent programs tl:e Bureau :unds. Each year, the 
Bureau allOlvs the tribes ~o have an "input" into ~hat process. 
The tribe concl'..lded that it could ;Jot increase t::'e law en':::::-ce
::.e:1t budget by decreasing educat.io:1 and ot:ter i::'.?.:r-;.an":. ?==.
c:r"3.~s.. But the 3ureau ha..:i constr:.!cted on the =es~~":at.ion, 
~I.~ is constr~cting, threa new de~antion facilit~es to al:=w 
?riso~ers to ba con=ined ~~ t~eir ~o~e co~~~u~i~ic5 O~~ on 
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the reservaticn. It's a very large reservat:o~_ ~ho3e fa::i
lities were constructed by the Burea~ -- they've been i~ ~~e 
work~ for a long time. The Bureau planned ~o increase t.:: 
allow for the operation and ec.;uipi":!e:-:.:: 0:: th::lsS ::ao::ilities, 
so,.in the ~o~~n~ year, ~hes~ ~acilf~ies.ha~e co~e an~. a~e 
oom~ng on l~ne '.·n t!1 noth~ng :!on the :::::dge:: to o;;:·era.te :::1e::;. 
And the Bu~ea~ IS :?osi tion ;'las tha t. ~~e ~!:' ibe ... ·,i th:"n i ~3 
1.2 million \\:ould have to one rate t~O.5e or it '.<lould l1ave -:':> 
cut. That's ;;300,000, The-tribe re:'..lsed and it ""Ient to ~~s 
congressional :ielegation and ultimately by cO!l'"rnun~cat~n; 
with the Congress, lihich it seems to me is a long \vay arc:::-.:: 
to deal wit.'1 this problem .... it got the Congress to provide 
to the Bureau the $33,000 needed to fit in with this 3urea:: 
plan. Now, it seems to m~ that that shows the cUillbersc~e::=ss 
of the funding prooess and that one c:: the things that I 
really think ,vould be useful for the co;;o.;nission to ad=::-ess 
is in discussing the federal role cn Indi3n reser7ations--~s 
just I.hat role should the Bureau be l?la:n.ng in provid~~g 
financial assistance to tribes in operating, n01: :~x::r7 law 
enforcer:te!lt p!"cgrams, but esse:1tial la" . ., en=c=-Cer::e~t ;::oS'!:a::".s? 

ANDERSON: nO' .• do vou de::-i-.'e the 1.2 millien? I }.:::O\.;, it' s =::::-ea~, b::~ 
is there a forwula whereby ..... ? 

DEAl.'l: No, it's not d,ne by a formula. It is, as I ::nde~sta~d, 
and I cannot 5?e~k for the Bureau, ~~~, ~y ~~dsrs~a~d~ng ~3 
that each rese::vation that has a Bt:.~ea.:..l-::::nc.e:i 12.~·; e~=c.!:'::::
ment pro<;"!:am has over the past. seve=al y;a~s I r.ecei ·led ~::'e 
same amount that it got last year, ~'/i1:h very :nocieat adj\!s-=.
ments to reflect any chan;e--and the changes ~ave bee~ ver:: 
small-unless, -::.;-rrough the band <,.nal~'sis process, the ::!:'ibe 
has said for ~ext vea= t.;e lrlant to =-e.duce ;d\:\:atio:L 0::: s~c:"al 
services and ir!.c.!:'sase la~., en=orcerae:-.. t.... T.hrc~gh t:~e. ba:'lc, 
they can do t:-:at. But ot~erwisa, it: is j~st a ra:::a?:":::.:lat:':)il 
of t'lha'ts'ler haa gone on i:l the ?as~, ;,:.n:ass -:ha ·::~;;.g~ess I 

through an ade-on, puts something e:se in. 

YOUNG BEAR: And also, \O;i th t!1ose three holding ::etention cen-::'<lrs, :';0::;::::';, 
Porcu!?ine, and Oglala, they I re buil'::ing a 45 prisoner ::ac':':i t~·. 
This is a correction facility--and ::here's no money to s~=':': 
those t~.o, ei-::hel:'--that' s in Kyle ana !? ine P.idge--ar,d they':::e 
big jai~s. 

GOULD: You had three hundred thousand dollars annually? 

? It lias $300,000 annually for the ooerat':'on c~ the three 
facilities. ;'.ctually, there are fO·:.r, but one replac.:s an 
old facility. So, there is some increase as you ...... . 
(end of tape) .. " . 
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YOUNG BEl'.R: Pine Ridge had been using an old jail facility ;~hich '.vas buil:: 
in the early 1900's I~ith a capacity of :re·len. ':'his old faci
lity had a daily average of 45 prisoners. ':'~ere is usually 
a ten per cent rise eac;" year. This year has been c·.;.iet. 

GRAH;'2t1: 

Nost of the daily ave!:'a~e of 45 are in for alccnoi =elate~ 
offenses. 

There is usually a syste::\ of selective enforce:r:ent on t.he 
reservation. For example, tl~o years ago, I :;re"1 out long 
hair to support my son I·,ho has beco:ne very acti':e in nati'/e 
religion. Prior '.:0 this, I had al\~ays been 'rery athletic 
and so I had short hair. After I had my long hair, I ~~as 
driving in the neighboring Rosebu:! :l.eservation and I~as sto?pe::' 
by a state trooper and ,vas yanked out of my car for the ':irst 
time ever. II/hen I had short hair, I never had anv oroble:::s 
like this. ~ . 

If all these offenses are alcohol related, do ycu ha~e ac~ 
alcoholic treat:nent cen~e!:'s? 

YOUNG BEAR: lYe have a project recovery Which, 
is insufficient. 

DELORIA: Do YOIl still have a Ivor:- release progra!:l? 

YOUNG BEA:l.: \'Te started out I.,i th a I.;ark release program u::der the :'a\~ 
enforcement depart:;:ent and. i't was very s~ccesd=:.11. :':e s-:'a~"':.e':' 
out \~ith 14 COI'/5 and built up to <l,COO ,.here'..:,?o" t.he :;ribe 
took it over and it ':'s now no longer available to the la,'/ 
enforcement department. 

GRA.'!A.:-I: In ~lontana, alcoholics are treate.:1 as ha'Jin:::; a sickness a::~ 
are put into trea~uent cente!:'s instea.:1 or ~::~o jail. Ycu 
should look into this approach. 

DELACRUZ: The problems are in obtaining fede~al ~oney ~o ~o the job 
completely. We I'/ill !:'ecei ve money to build a jail, but then 
we will not be given su':':icien'.: f:mds to have the nee.:led 
support services, like dispatchers to !:laice the system e==e,::
tive. So tribal jails and LII'l enforcem,)nt s':stem;; do not 
meet the state standa:::-ds. Tribes are tr'lin:::;'to ~ain::ain 
services to their peoi?le but they do not- knev ,'Ihere the =u~ds 
will be coming from for the ne:<t year. 

GOULD: Why not build detoxification facilities ins::ead of jails? 

YOUNG BEAR: Pine Ridge is trying to build local facilities so we .:10 
have to remove prisoners from their local ca~~unities. 

hVDERSON: Do you have any cross-:ieputization agreemen::s? 

~-... w ... 

YOUNG 3EAR: No, not between Pine Ri.:1ge and the .. tate beyond th.:: one sherif:: 
on the reservation. 

DELORIA: \~ha t is your relaticnshi? I.;i th the ,,13I? 
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XOUNG BEAR: Our relationship ,.;ith the E'31 ::.s poor. Some :,:;ecpl.e are at:::':e 
the lal'; and others are not. 

l-lf"\NNING: Nhat do you ~ean by SOi:le :;eop:!..e a=e abo·l'e the la",,; an~ 0":.::':':::::'5 
are not? 

YOUNG BEAR: I mean by ::ne syste::l 0': selecti';e en':o:::cement. SOl:'.e ;;e::::;:'-: 
are prosecutec and others are ~e=t -~QO 

DEh'l': Since the tribe has contracted lal" enforce:r.en t., :::le se Ie:::::" 'le 

enforcement problem has fallen. Even the FB: officia2s 
admi t this. I would like to see it ',%rked 0'.1 t so tha:: ',';e 
could have federal status for the t.ribal police officers since 
I feel this results in better law enforce~ent overall. 

YOUNG BEAR: ive have a problen obtaining funds fer ne~.; vehicles. :!1 ?cr
cupine, I"e have three vehioles a:,.d a:': ha'le a:::our:d 13J,:J::JJ 
miles on them and one uses ei;nt ~~arts 0': oil a ~ay. 3~:: 
we cannot ge~ 3:i:A ":0 r.o;pla:::e a!".~· 0= ~ .. --:.e::'.. 

DE!..ACRUZ: Could you ~ell us about: your ~a!{ ag~eqr:" .. e:lt.. 

DEA..'i: The state collec~s a 4¢ tax ir. the rese::· ... a:::.cn a:rea a::.:-.. 
shares the proceeds f,li th ~~e tribe. The st~ ':9 :';3.5 a=~a:"=' '-:':J: 

enter intc t!1~s ag~ee~e:lt: but ac la.:.s-:. i= ~.;ct!:d be ~e-:.~:.:"..~ 
some tax ~::J:~ey out of the agrs:e~.ent ~:1a,,: it ~·j·~~lc. ~:n:he;::'i:'s; 
be losing. 30 no:. the sta~e dces get so;:;e be:lefi::s a:-le. -:::e 
tribe bene=i ts also fror.l :. ts share of the re"~"~::1Qe 1 rNr...:.c~ 
amounts to bet~.;een 132,000 to 134,OO() dollars per oua!:'::er. 

DELORIA: Has this tax agree~er.t e,er been cha:lenged? 

DE&'l: The agree:::e!1:: ~vas ~hallenged i!1 Sta~e court I but ":he s~,::.-:. 
lVas dis~isscd. Also, the legislature has cor.sicered ~b:::i=::
ing the acthority of the state to e~~ar into ~hese ag=ee~e~~sl 
but it haa not do~e so yet. The sta~e has a~so e~tered i~~~ 
agreements ,dth other tribes. 

DELORIA: Have the tribes ever complainec abc~t the FBI services? 

YO~~G BEAR: They once sent a letter o':fsring to spli~ seven ~ajor ~ri~es 
I.,ith the tribes. 

DELACRUZ: Has the U.S. Civil Rights Cor:unissio:,\ ever held a:J~' hear:"n;:;; 
up there? 

YOUNG BEAR: They did ::!2et !on Sioux Falls I but not on the resa!:'vd"::::"O~. 

HALEY: I ~van t to talk abc'..lt t~vo ~hings today - Fund-=-!1g and Coo~e=3. :::.=~. 
On a dail~' basis, ·.~e work with seven federal agc:,\cias. 5i:1::e 
we are a ?L. 280 s~ate, the local 3IA Agency sen'es 12 d':'=
ferent tribes, four of them in our ccooerative, and i't:. has 
just tYilO l.a'." enforcer.1ent officers. ::'bey spend t~e~ t:':-:e ='n 
small ite~s and we cannot get coo":crati.on on lar""e tems, 
They sper..d :::os~ 0:: their Cl:r.e at .... he o!'\ .. ~ non-2S0 ~~ be :-;!i.:..~h 
also ~as ~~e largest tribal po~i~e ja?ar~~en~. _t s no~ so 
much disi~t~r2st as it is a lac~ 0= ~erso~nel. 
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The FBI is basically used as a training source by my o==l.cars. 
The FBI is very dedicated at t=a':'ni:1g. The FBI has nO~'l as
signed an officer to \'lork t.oJith 'Us out of Ever-ett, ~·;ash:":'lgton. 
He nm., cor::es to our o~=ice ins':ead of us having to go to him. 
~'le can Hork · .. lith hir.l a:1d nOY,ol Ttle a::::-e cevelopi!"' .. -; a nutt;.~1:!..7 
bene~icial relationship. 

The U. s. Attornev t s O::fice - Resert:at.icn c=i:::es are a!:,·tc:.ys 
a low priority. -They are like doctors and do not make hot:se 
calls. So Ive must t:::avel over 100 :;-,iles to then:, and :'le can 
never meet with the sa:ne oerson. I~ is al·,'lavs a L!:i::ferent 
person and so each ti:::e, ;,e !:lust ec.:.lcate the- perso!1 ~ro::! 
ground level. 

The U. S. Narshall - IVe did not Ivork Ivi th the C. S. :·larshall 
until the Boldt decision I.,here t!1ev had to serve the c~urt 
orders. They d~d a good job and were diligent. 

The ~lational ~·!arine Fishe=ies Service - ::1:e Service !"las the 
ability t.:) boa::-::' bo3.":.s to c:-,6ck =o~ =is~':'~g ,.",·~olatici1s ~y 
using u.s. coast Guard boa~s as ?:a\:=or:-:s ~o sarve ::ro:::. 
They use the Coast Guard to ?l~ce a::::icers ab:::oed big boa':s. 
Several ti:::es, the :::::last Guar:i n3.d to co:::e o~t. and resc ... e 
sorr.e state of.=icers and s41all c!:"aft agai!ls~ non-India~ gill. 
netters i~ ?uget Sou~d t~at we~e ac~e~pting to sink ~~eir 
boats. ~ve :found that:. the Xa'tional :!a~ine ':isl1eries Se!:""::"'ce, 
while u~de=~a::1nec., ;ve=e t1':yi:lg to :i~') their jC!:l but aga:"::., a 
lot of i 'to ~.;as jest tc2.k. They r.':ere tal:<ing about the geod 
job that they were going to do. All the manpower t::at ~'las 
going to =2 brc~g~t i~ f~oQ the U~l=ed 3tates, from aro~~d 
the United States. HO;'l the Coas': G:lard ;vas going to ge-=. ~.o=e 
craft fro:n other Coast Gu~rc dis'!:ricts 2.:10 tha:: t~ere \·/as 
still jus"!: a very felq of the:!'. au-=. on the I'later enforcing ~~e 
federal cot!rt ru.les i~ rega.=ds ~o i.:legal. ::is~i:lg, or ~'iha-= 
~ve call back i:l :'iashingto:l Sta~e al.lcca:::'on =:"sh.ing ;·ihe~e 
the I~dians have the ~~gh~ to =ish bet the non-Indians cc~lt. 

The last is that ~ve ·,,;ork closely ~-li::h is t:. S. Fish and ;;i~~
life. Anc. Ive' ve fou:1d that we real.:!.y ccn' t get muc!1 suppcr t 
out of them. l'7e' ve had occasion on the reser' .. ation wher", in 
regards to duck hunting and where r.on-Indians have cO.TIe an 
the reserltation to cuek hunt a:1c deer hunt, ~.,hi!:h is clOSed. 
vle've called U.S. Fish and Nildlife and they have basically 
told us that they are jt:st too busy and can't do it. The last 
instance I"e called them, they told us that the very next day, 
they ca~e up to one of our smoke shops and Ir.dian curic shops 
and spent the day there confiscating all the dolls that we=a 
for sale because they had some type of olil ::eather on the .... 
that car.:e out of )lew ;':e:dco--and that it was a protec"ted 
species. ;l.nd they ha'le three agents thera that spe!1t all 
day caking those li "ttle dolls. And we ~al t that it Ivould 
ha'"e been nice if I.,e could have haC. three agents -;:0 stop the 
shooting of the ducks and the potential danger to the Indians 
in the cO;'1.-:)uni ty, ',,,i::h the use of the weapons ::In tha rese:-
vation. ?hose basically a:::e the agencies th.:lt we \'Jork ··i~h, 
and it' s--I In just a:st.ou!1.dea a~ be':'!l; a P .~. 230 .!:'esert*'~l-:':'on 
that we get. i:lvolved '.vi ,:h. these agencies tl/hich we I r~ r.ot 
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really supposed to. The other is in regards t~ funding. In 
1976, 1'lhen I for::\ec t!1e agency that ~'le ha'le r.m'l, the federal 
gover:lrr.e:1t gave :ne ::loney an:i said hire 11 o£f!.cers anc. this 
equi9:1'.ent--and. ~:"~:l, cperate your progra::t. So, I hired 11 
officers, I got thi~cs gci~g, ! gave alot of trib~: ~eople 
alot of help for 'Oro~ess:"c~1 =or t.::,ibal sOT/ereig::1ty a::cl j:.:.r::"s
diction through ha ..... ir..g a~ effect=-·w~e -;:olic.a :Ecr~e. ~he.n, -:.he 
next year they said l rt~·:ell, sor,!;'?!, b:.!t ',.;el~e c~t:~ng your ... 
funding in hal~." So it ended up = had to lay 0== ~ver hal= 
my denartment, a::ter giving the~ hope, a~ter going and talk
ing to di::ferent coun-=y, state, federal l~p(l en'::orc2nent age!l
cies and trving to sholv them that we're starting ',vhat we ho!?e 
to be an ef~ective tribal police agency, and wa vlant their 
support. And I Nas told by these cot.:nty, state, and ::ederal 
officials that they've bee!1 told that bef~re, but it all"ays 
seems to co aw'5.'~p. ~.nd I said, "0h, r.o, net this time. ~·Je 
have. ':ecaral ::u;di:1g an.d "~lje I re going to ::la~e this program 
\l/ork.1I And th~ =ede~al ;cvern::-ent, ',..,hat they g:''''le t!1., ::.hey 
.:.:a!1 2.1so taket:t a.;·~~a:t. And -=!1ey did. ..:;nd since ~~en, ~.'le· T .. ~e 

~~~i~:i~~~r~~:i~~i~~~~i:~;~~:,~~~~~~;:r~!~:~~;~~;~~~~~~~:;~=e 
bac~ ~ A..'1d in ~~~=-s ~':':::e I alot 0:: the ;;eop:'e on the re£e~"la
tio~ a~d ~~e su==~~nding ~o~~unities lost alot 0= s~?por~ 
that they ga~/e t.,!S i:1. t:t; begi~n:"ng because 0:: ~ha~. ':'he ctha= 
thin= is ve=v s:'::til.::.~ to "",hat the ge!1~le:::a.:: :r~~ ?i:1s ~id.;e 
t."as ;'3.1~i:1c abc·..!~. :'ie got 1. 3 ::~illiotl dollars to bui:':l a 
cri;\~:'!1.al j;stice £ac':"li,=y on the S;oJino::tish. ?.esarva~i.on fr~::. 
EDA ~nd i~ ~hat, ~~clada~ a correcticn cen~er, ~oli~e de?a~~
ment, court=oon, an~ o==~ces of the court, :~d~an nea:th, 
alcc~ol ?rograms, social se=vices, dayca=e cen~er, ~nd a 
meet:.i:lg area. :\=~e.= -=h:'s :acili t~t ~'las built a!1a l,iS ',,,ere 
t:lovi::.c 1.:1, I also corlt:a~-:.ed .I.EA-; at that t.i:ne, t.his O;;oJas back 
in 1977, and t!~e 3t:~ea:.::., in regards :'0 s~3.':::=i:1g =:)~ ::-.y co~
rec~ion center, -:'0 la-:- t~e!n kt'!.ct~.: tha":. eve::tua:"l.y · . .;~er: it gets 
buil~ and \'le ~o~ .. "e ~:1, "'1e 1 11 be trying to racei..-..te s-::a== to 
ma:<e tha~ facil:'t7 oparat.ional. _:;nd o;;"hat:. ;.;e -,'1e~c ~cr:·~ing at 
tha-t ti;ns "(las b!:'ingin; in fiv~ tribes in t:11e r~cr't.i"':;lester!l 
part of ~';ashingtcn S~at.e as sort:. 0= .?. coo!=e~ati ve ::or=ect:"on 
facili ty. Nell, last year, I ·,';e:1C to !..,EA-;' anc. req:.1es~ed 
fund~ncr :or mv co~rec~ion facility £or JUSt sta== and O~era
tion equipmant ::or a year and I"as basically ':0::':::_ t!1at .there 
was no money avai:abl;. After e.hot.ving a latte~ 1:rOI;\ tne 
State Criminal Justice Agency r recoh'..-::ending that it ba :::u::?ed. 
So, then, now, ;'le have nO place to put prisoners. Our t=:.:::al 
court could say, "Three days in jail," or ;vhLitever, but thare 
is no sheri:::f's depart:nant, unless I want to go to Po::::: Ange
les, 'dhich is a coupla hundred miles away and a ccuple fer:::y . 
boat rides that Ivill taka our prisoners. So, 'de can I t cc~?le1:e 
the full criminal justice cycle by having the corr",ct':'on , 
facil":'cy. ;'ihen I'm talking about corrections, I' ~ not, talkl.r.g 
about just locking him U? in a cell and Just leavl.ng h,-m 
there. ',~hen 'lie inst:ituted a plan in our g::::ant '.1here I.;e have 
\I/ork relaase facilit~ll alternatives; -,'Ie tvanted a co~t:nit~ ... 
service officer I,;ho coul.i act sort of like a parole, ;::r:;\b:!.t:!.on 
cour.selor. Located risht in our facility is the a::'col101 
prcg~a::l of the ~!:'!'be and Indian health serv"ices, bo~h of ~~·h:'ch 
had ::lade a cor.t.'Olit::\ent to assist those tl1at I/ere inc3rcerated. 
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DELACRUZ: Where does the county and state fit in on all of this? 

HALEY: ~vell, they recomr:'.e:lded that the federal c;ove:::-:l::lent out of 
lVashington, D.C. would pay ::or it. T!:Jat ,'las ::ine, but they 
didn't have any state block funds that t::'ey cculd cO;:L";1it at 
this time because they'd all been cc~~it~ed. 

DELACRUZ: Even on .•. you got Skagit County there. You haven't looked 
over there? 

HALEY: No, they won't. Their jail has been condemned by the federal 
government. They will take no federal prisoners. And that's 
what they consider us now, that .,e' re no longer a coordination. 
They consider us a federal type, 50 they won't take our pri
soners. And Snohomish and Watkin Counties indicate that they 
are too full of their own prisoners. And most of the tribes 
that have contracts now with county sheriffs are finding that 
thev're not being renetved because of the problem. P-.nd it's 
knot-Tn allover the State of t:ashington that r.lost of the jails 
in the State of i'iashington are either going to be condemnec. 
o!:' some'tni!'lg in the very nea!:' futcr;,;. ':=:'ere a:-s _ v:-ry f.e~" 
that meet state standards, and as ~~e s~ate a~a =eceral 
govern~e~ts increase their standards in jails, they'~e ~ot 
increasing the~r funding for the sta~e a~d co~~ty jai~s. 
And they're not meeting the standa~ds, so eVe:l'tu~ lly probably 
most of their .increase, \'lhich I t!!1cersta:1c, is goi:lg to !::e
the state legislature has voted th::ough =oney to upgrade =os-:. 
of the j ails or bui:!.dings. Again, I dou;:,t ~'le ',~ould be very 
hiah on the priority list for incarcerating ?risoners in the 
county jail. So, the Bureau has approa~hed m~ in reg~rds to 
incarcerati~g all the agency prisoners =::om tns 12 tr~bes. 
But again, it's if ~e can find the =oney, devel09 the package, 
and we'll try to get you the money. 

DELACRUZ: \~here. I s the 12 tribes anc their leacers ~i t 1.n all this'? 

HALEY: Well, they've talked to their leaders, because th~ leaders 
tvan t correction facili ties for, you knm;, ' .... ho thel.r C01.!rts 
sentence. Jl..nd because we I re the only tribe in the Puget 
Sound Agency that has a facility tha~ ca~ mee: t~e,s~andard~ 
of the federal government. lVe have the only ::acl.ll.cy, \Vhetner 
it meets it or not. And the counties are no longer honoring 
jail contracts, the different tribes ha~~ ind~cated to the 
Bureau that they ;.;ant soreeplace to put ~ne prl.soners 50 the 
Bureau has approached us, and if the money can be foun~, then 
we'll be aoproaching all the tribes for tribal resolutl.ons 
to attach to our grant proposal. B1.!t., the thing is that ::h~ 
five tribes, seven tribes in the NorthlJest !?art on the or~,?~
nal grant application have already giVen us su!?!?or~. So, l.t 
would just be adding the remaining five tribes and they're 
all in agreement or have indicated to the Bureau that they 
want this type of a facility. 

Could you describe the difference, if th~re is any, in the 
cooperation betlveen-and you've described yesterday how you 
and the state coo;;:erated. I ap!?reciace that Y0':l're a P.L. 
280 state. HOlv does it di::fer in your cooperatl.on or non-
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cooperation t:tat you get fro::i the federal go':er:1::-.ent in their 
jl\risdiction in the 14 major cri:;;es. Yciu se== t::l have a g::lod 
relationship with the state ?eople. Are you :;;e::'::ing the sa:::e 
cooperation? Is prosecution slower? Are coc7ictions higher? 

In regards to federal govern::'.ent? Federal gC';e:::-:::::ent ~as 
never prosecuted anything t'le' 'Ie turr.ed over. :;: ,::' s not tha ': 
much, because -lie are a P .L. 280 a!'..d !'lost 0:: -:.:-.e crines tha-:. 
we investigate, once ~ve deternir..e that it ::a:":s :.:-:. the pc.r·::'ew 
of ~he county sheriff, we will call, or a sta~e ~atrol, de2en
ding upon the crime. Ne t1ill turn the matte:::- Co';",r to the",. 
On major crimes, we t1ill also send in a repo):;-:. tc the 3urea'.1 
of Indian Affairs, which is the proper channel to go to the 
U,S. Attorney. And then, I've talil:ed to the 3ureau peo!?le. 
They present the case to the U.S. Attorney's O::::ice and 
nothing to this point has happened. 

That chain goes then from you to the Bureau a~d ,-::e 31.!reau 
takes it to the U. S. Attorney's C::::ice. Y::l1.4 :::'0::' -:. go dire:::~l'; 
to the U.S. Attorney's Of::ice? 

~o, vle ''=13 not suppOSed to, but I r jus-;: -=al:-:e::' ~:) :-:.'.l age!1C~· 
special o=~~ce=t and if things don't cha~ga, ~~e~ ~ha~15 t~e 
way I I m going to do it so I can anSi.1/a.!:' back ~~ :::y tribe ........ 

~ow t,,,hen you say 110thi:1.g is done, let's -:';.:':e a =E:~e~al 
of£e!"!se. Y'ou ~enn they con't prose:Jt!'te a !e=--a=a: o::=a~se? 

No, beca\!.se they say that be\:'ause 0= P .. L.. 23 J I f.':e shoul::' 
attempt to go through tl'.em first. 

o~ any offense, eVen though ~trs a =ed~al o==s~s;. 

~·!ow abo'..l-:' on 30lct enforcerne.::t? 
who's violated !-li.s t::-iha:' la~·!s, 

I£ you ha·w"'e 3. -:.~:"bal ::-.e;:-:Ze~ 
\o/i11 they ~a:':a ~~='5e? 

::es, \-'le ha-",-e a court~ .. ~nd ;.;a've cited-we ca;:' t. c':'te ~C:1-
Indians ~.;e. den I t haVe the ju~is:liction, ur:less i ~ I S 01: the 
reservat:'cn, the boundarias itself. tJe I va t1.:!:"~;d in ::2PO!.-::5 
to the ::ederal gO' ... ern;::en~ in regards t.o ncn-::l6.':'a:'. cor:;:,;\erc:'al 
fisher:::en unde.: tl:e Soldt co::rt. And t'le have i~dicate,:1 tha:: 
we .,ould be t1illing to testify, to identif:r t.~e boat, to 
iuentify the people on the beat, ~ainly thro::;h ?:'ctures t~at 
tve take, which is under federal c!:ime. .il.r:d ::ederal, t,'ell, 
we've turned them over and nothing is being do::e, I've 
called and asked the U.S. }\ttorneys ar:d they :,ee? giving :::e, 
"~ve I re working on it." Agai:1, no:: ::\uch ~"as j.J~e ~bot!-= -ave~ 
the non-Indian commercial iisherr.'.en t~ho \~ere .::i t.e.:i by ::he 
federal o£ficers either. 

DELACRr.;Z: ;~hat about on Indian violators? tvas the sta-:::: b:::-:.::'er:':-.g 
t!:Jem or did they coopera te ~vi th you and brin~ the::! bac;, ,-c 
you? 

HALEY: Yes, the state-al"! citations of our tribal :::e:::bers by ::he 
state that the t • .:.be has :;urisdiction-that \,e ca:: ass:::::e an::' 
jurisdiction over I t!1e state Nill turn ot:ar :'::l us. ..;:l::: I ..... e 
just !'!".eet \oJith :::e:!'".oers of the V.S ~ Atr,ot'r.sy':; 0==':'ce a:lc SC::1e 
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other pe<-".le out of Solicitor General's of::ice in regards ':.0 
working (Jut a similar arrangement in ~·;riting like 1'le have 
I.,ith the state to tu::::n over federal v:'olations of our tribal 
members over to tribal court. ';:ha -:: may be, but I·,e ho?e to 
have ita tl"o-I"ay street ,·,here they'll ta"e our reports an~ 
ta:<e action on the~. Because if \'/e ta~e action on our own 
people and they don'-:: take ac':.ion on r.on-I~dians, then jus~:'ce 
is not being served. 

Al'llDERSON: Hhat is the size of your force right nO\ ... ? 

HALEY: The size of my force right nO\ ... is 14. 

Al'llDERSON: Where did you get the money for thOSe? You said that back 
in 1976, the federal government said, "Get yourSelf a force 
of 11 officers, and the next yea:::: they cut your funa:'ng by 
50%. 

HALEY: tvith -=.ribal fUnds, ~'lith CETA funds, sta~e C2TA fU:1ds a!'ld 
India~ CETA f~~ds. Again, CETA is go~~g O~~ of exister.ce. 
Right nOI"', :' person c~n. only s'7::::"e ~ 18 :::on-:.hs on. C:::T~. ~~? 
'Oav T can g:..ve t!lsm =~gnt no\-, '::"s $050.:)0 a ~cn:::t. .~:y o==:.cers 
being well-trained and not ~,ant':'ng to :oSe, ::: :J':'ght pay t~e::t 
$1200 for the same cuty but on B:::~ con-:.rac-:'s. T~e t::::ibe a:so 
pays out of -=heir o~'/n !Joney that t::ey ge:!e!"ate by ta:~ 'to ~~eir 
o~qn peo!?le. They g:" ve me mor:.ey fo= ~e!:'son::el. The -;=ibe.;; 
in the ~orth\"est :uai..:11y expectea ~~o5e tha~ are involv'eci i.:: 
the fishing a::-ea, that is not onl~l a .'gerso!1al =-evenue, ::Ut 
tha!:: is a tribal revenue. Ne have a :;% ':ish tax, I·;~ere _of 
all the ::ish that is caught and turnec. into a buyer, chat 
fisherman then turns in 4% 0::: that amount to the tribe as a 
tax. And that tax I-las passed by the tri1:le, 3"; of tha-c · .... as -::0 
go to en£o.!"ce~.ent I afte:: the .su=eau p\!~led thei:::- ::1oney I a~=' 
that J 5 a sizeable anount. And the o-=~sr l~ \';as just S"enerateo. 
a yea:::: ago to support public relations anc. public education 
of the non-Indian eo;a.r;IUni ty o£ the Indian ;'::iOoplc. ;l.nd '.ve' 'le 
hired a public relatio~s specialist, an Cpper Skagit I~cia~, 
a graduate of the University of I':ashingto:: Journalisn Scheol, 
to do that for us. 

A.,\j[;ERSON: EO\~ much ::loney do you get fron then, I,-hatever that :::ederal 
source was? Is it BIA? 

HALEY: BI?>.? 

A..'WERSON: Per year. 

HALEY: A hundred thousand. ~123,OOO in 1990 which is a double from 
last year. A:1d the only ::::eason it's doubled is because I,e' ve 
separa-;;:ed ~he budgets. Before they gi:we :r.e ~50~000 a!1d l...~e 
only reason we keep fi'Je r.1en is because \~e took money out ~f 
management and it I"as su",;?lemented with fll;i>late funds. 

A.'WERSC);! nO\~ :nany people does tha"C support? 

""LEY: That's ::ive people. 
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ANDERSO~: ~;o, I mean how many assistants? 

HALEY: Bet:t·reen t:.he. =our t.ribes? 

ANDERSOH: Okay, fou:::: £or e:::::orce:::ent. I thou"nt it Has :wre. 

HALEY; ?c~..:.r fo!: e~::o!:'cer::e:1t. It -,'las 12 fa:: au:, cor=ectio:l .... 

A.'IlDERSO~:: ~lo, I :nean hOI" :.1any cor:stit'.lents do ~~U have. HO~I ;:-.a!".~· 

HALEY: 

GOULD: 

HALEY: 

NA::~:-II!IG: 

O:<ay, we have ap?roxi::lately a total popl.:lation 0::: er.rol:ed 
Indians of the tribes, about 2,500. And again, it's eve:::: 
three county areas. 

Practically all of it or a major pa::::-:: of it is fishi:1g enforce
ment. 

Yes.. _~nd one of -=he 9=ob.!.er:1s ~ve ;'a".!'e. t~a~ I ~.,a!1-=ed ::0 b:::i~= 
O\!~ in rs.ga=d to -:ederal role anc, !?~oble::1s is -=~a-:. -:.~e::' ;:"tta 
~~ so ~uch :::tone::~ ':or £isne!:'ic:s e.r.=c=::e::-,~~t anc !"lO':/, -=::=-5 ':'5 
the firs":. yea= I :i: I"~"e get. a 3t!!"sa'..1 ::=::"'C~~=-: :0:= one ~==:.:::a= 
:::0::: la'.'" e:l=crcer;:e:l't on the S:~inomish ?.eS=r"."a~:"cn.. ..:'_i.e. ":.~2 
p=oble!:\ !.s ~le have office=s =oni~g .:..:: a:-.:: cut 0= :)'..l~ =ac:"li. ~:: .. 
24 hours a day_ ~'1.d ~"etl t~e a2:ea d,i=i;c-=or 0'..1:' 0= ?o=t:a~d 
issued a. :r.e::c sa:ti!1.g "C:tat: fiiiI!er-iss ~!"!::.:~ce::-:e~t o==i=.e~s :::ar'.
nc~ get In'':olved ;'!1 a:ly-=hiZlg in reS".3.:::::1s ":.0 la;·/ en=o::cs.:7.a:tt, 
bt.!~ f~sher:"es :::-.at-:':-=1:"s. So, ""here i~ 't:~~ pas~, !I':'e ~:d ;:7~f:e 
co::te ~!1. chat have oee:t beaten U? I h_aec:':lg I "t.ecnn~ca..l':"~·, :..= 
~"e r7nc1e:~:~rs~ a~~1 ta~: t~e pers~~ ~o_;he.,hos~:t;~/-lf~;~~=e _n v~ola ___ • o~ ou_ con __ ac~ and c~. _o~_ a~l 0 ____ :1~ __ ~. 
Nhere ' .... e' 'Ie had people come in that ha';e been b:' t'::e:: ;;'y :logs' 
an:l. taken -::0 the !1ospital or ·.~e get ::a::l:'ly distu::::ba:1ce a::cl : 
~e2.n ·it.'s =eally '!u:'te a fight.. :-1y ::is!1ar':'es e:lfo!:'ze:::e:--.-:. 
oifice::::s · .. !hich ::lay be right there hE.';e -::0 be very se:ec-;::''le 
in \,,.ha't to do in their Qt!ties. And::: ::=::1 tha1: it l.s ~ui ~e 
a ::estr:"ction to :?ut u?on m:r· of::ice=s a::.5. myself and the 
tr:"bes I to lay dO'.'In that a fisheries en=orcement i': i ~ t s not 
anything to do .... ith the .fish, \-:e can't ::andlc i';:, ;'ecause it 
leses us res~eet ~n the tribe beca~se a!l they See ~s just 
standi:1g aside and not really getti::s; i:wolved. It 10seE us 
respect in the non-Indian cO:1"'.lllunit:· because \';e can't al· .. ·ays 
assist in everything. But one thir.~ that I haVe ncti=~ed the 
Bureau in Hriting and told my officers :'s that I dor:'t care 
whether it's a fisheries matter or ~ot, any agency, federal, 
,state, other t::::ibe \dll request ass~sta::ce, you \~ill gh-e 
all the assistance necessary and then, \,'e'll try to sort ou"c 
the paper· .... ork. 

YOU've testified nON for h/o day. : \'/ant to c0r.1p2i:::ent you. 
On behalf of the Comnission, I apprecia-::e your part:'ci?3.cior: 
again this ::',orning. I don I t think you ~"ere involved in the 
discussion yesterday, ::: just I'lanted to "nOI'" whether or rlot 
yo~ Ilould agree I~ith the statements made yesterday that? .L. 
280 states, or the lal., itself has been a ::ailure and t!1at it 
isn I t good and prcbably shOUld be r.ega ted. --Do you persona: .~' 
agree with those s~ateffients? 
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HALEY: Yes, I would. 

DEL;'.CRUZ: Okay, then we'll :nove on to Charlene and ,:e~" :'Iexico, \·/here 
everyt~ing's fine. 

TsaODLE-
;·L~RCCS: I'm Charlene Tsoodle-:!arcus. I'm the Indian Justice Specia:ist 

for the State of Ne\~ ;·lexico and I'm under the Criminal Just:':::e 
Department, \·/hieh is the real state agency and funded with 
real state money. ~Iy job responsibility is to assist the 
tribes to imorove their criminal jUstice system, which is t~e 
police, courts, correction, prevention, juvenile delinquency. 
A.I'J.d I don't have to divide my ~,ork up into non-Indian versus 
Indian. I am there specifically to ~lOrk on full Indian prc
jects-I've had that luxury-to be able to 'Nor:~ in my own area. 
At some state agencies, so:::eti;ne Ivhen the 'Nork gets 10\", they 
shove you into non-Indian stuff and you have to ~Iork in non
Indian areas to justify your salary. I haven't had that 
;noblen :'n New Nexico. 7herefore, I service 26 tribes in 
~el" (.lexico. ;"hen I say 26, I':n counting 't:~e indi'!:"dual )lava:o 
chanters as a single tribe. Yesterday, the :;avajos :;;ade a 
presentation and again, they cover all ::our sta;:es. :t's t~e 
iargest Indian nation. Ano. part of their :'iavajo population, 
of cou:::se, covers the Ne';, :lexico area also, in the corner, 
the !4cKinlev area. I ~lOrked for the state for seven yea=s 
and I've been staying up w:"th the existing systems within 
the tribes and trying to s::and beb/een the non-Indians and 
the Indians and that Ivas one 0:: the hardest jobs ! ever too:-. 
It was difficult because one \~anted you 'Co do\·mgrade the ot~er 
and the other-the other-and finally, I got it all worked OU::, 
it turned out to be a really good position to have in the 
state. r think that India!l justice specialists in ever~:, 
criminal justice c.epartr.\en'.: in every state should be a visi
ble thing, because it call, these Indian justice specialists 
can ~/atchdog all the federal and state block funding that a::e 
going on in the state level in the justice area, so that they 
can make sure that those funding levels are reaching the 
tribes. Because, afte::: all, the tribes are counted in the 
pooulation that bring in those monies. And it's a right, 
not a gift. So, I think that Indian justice specialists in 
states should be emoloved so that they ean 1'lOrk i!l the area 
of Indian justice .• Host state criminal justice departr.1ents 
look at just the non-Indian justice system and they don't have 
anything open for Indian justice. But I think one of the 
components that should be open there is the Indian justice. 
system specialists also should be included in the.sta~e crL
minal justice department, because they really aSSl.st l.n coor
dination of justice efforts at the local le~el. Becaus7 rn~st of these Indians are going off the reser\'at.1.on and co=.1. ttL!lg 
crimes off the reservation. As long as you have that, you 
will have need for an Indian justice off the reservation also. 
At one tir::e, there Ivere Indian justice specialists in some 
of the states that had heavy Indian populations and as I said 
before, they were doing this very thing--is tva tch-dogging the 
federal and state funds, and making sure the tribes get a 
portion 0:: those justice fundings. But, as LEAA took fe~er:~ 
cuts, tne place I/nere the out occurred was these IndiaI' JUs _~ce 
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snecialists-and p.le lost alot of then. ":.!1er-e I Z or.e .Ln .':\rizc:la, 
there f s one in t:tah, I believ'e an~ \';e los t: nos t of t~,=se 
Indian justi.ce s;,;acialiat3 a~ -:1'1os,;: state lev~:!.s. ~;s a 
result, ! ~hi~k I'~ t!lS only o~e that's le~t n=~l. !I~ ~h8 
only o~e tha~ ~O~ ?ickad u9 by ~he sta~9. !~ ~~~~s ~~ L=;'~; 
!"loney lit I s $:.l;~OS~~ to b~ see:1 ~or.e:: :.::cl s·::--::eC:>=:y 13 S'...:9:.,..:3e:l 
tp. co::'.e behi:.::' -=:-,os~ 3ee~ ;:'.on:'es and pic:~ ~!? those !?:,~g~3:".S. 
=,ly state ·,oIa5 t~e one t,ha.:. ;ic:~~~ up ~7 fu:'.d':.ng ri;h-= a:~~:: 
LEAA. funds ran C'.lt in !";'~y budge":.. And I thir .. k r w~s s:!'..:::::: 
into the b'.1dget or sor.,ething, b~t I got tnrouSh. 

That brinas us to t:-:e discussion concerning the panel tcday 
and that \Jas t~e federal role in the reservation cri;';".inal 
justice. Again, specia!ists in tht?-the cut-out of the specia!..
ists in the In~ian ocoul~ted states i3 ano~he= exa~nle. B~~ 
it's a very m5 .. ::~te ~xa!:'.?le of federal contro! o":a:: dollars 
that are i:':".nro",.;-:'n:r ';usti.:e s:,~ste:ts i:1 t~e ::~Ser,! ... "-tion le'(."e:S 
and at the sca-=e ie~·~13. ..::' .. gai~, I see :as4;.:'c9 re.s?ons!.::·:'::"~i.e5-
the =esoons:"bil:'::·/ 0: t:~e ;';<qdo~:!.l, s-=ate, £:.1"'.d :cca:!.. "':.::':~a: 
:rc'.~e!:n::len ts-~a;:;" ~-:''::'5 ::.::- ~vc!.'"~ ~c=c~ ii::'=:.~" I ~:;or :::":'.E. -::"~1g .... ~ . .:. -:.:. 
06 h . . .. ... ,......,... ··c ..... '.. ;. .. ~C-:~d"!:" 
~~~~r~~~~!: r~~a ~~~:= :~~~~~~~ ;~~~;;:.~~;~ -;~a~; 2s -;;a~ :.7. 0 :::c~ 
hoids the s,,:r':":-.gs =0 ~:-~os-a ?~:,"ses tha-:. aqai~ i:7.:~o·.;.-a -:.h~.s-3 
syst:3!ns. Ie :::S~ h:>l'::'s t::a :'-:.c:· t·:) all t::e ::;"?e:-a~:":ns :".n s=:·.~ 

~:~e!;'d(;~;r:s ~;~=~~~~~, =~d~~~i,"~~~~~~~~~' a ~;a~~~ ~~;~~~~;~;. 
funa!'hO' so:!!"-::e :or .s~~e t!':'1:es. Fer sene o:':l.er ':.::-: :'~8S J ::a~'".::-3 
they'r; so =ich tha"t t:lC:" d,J::'t r:.t"~-;:'::: ~~a'i'; as Zi:"S"t:;"D,Ce I :,,\.~~ :.~ 
New i·!e:-:ico/ t::~re are a::'ot of t!:'i.be3 -:.:-.=!:·e -:!12,':. 10 !;.C= r:.a~i"-e 
any econc!:ic b2~:'S. In o:::'e:: ~.,·o!:'~s I t.:.a:t _ ~c~' ":. t~:ia".": i:"'. 
digging into t::e la:"ld a!1~ p';l::"~s: ct!~ s':.·,;== =!:O:il !."':. ~::=. -:;~ 
don't have tlra!1i-..:~ 3.!1d coal J.':":~~ ~he ~:;.," .... a::Js. 5:., -:.~~ __ ;'5. , 

~;~~~~~i~~~~: ~~~~~~~:~~~h!~~o~:kf~:~~~::~~:!~~t~~:~~~~~~:::r 
and !"c tur::i!1g bac:t. So -=h~r..a I s :'lca'::~1" ::n-:l:'a:-l ~O?u:.l ~: .. :~ :::="::..::g 
across the li!1'2s daily, :no· ... :..ng ac::oss -:'~e 3~a"Ce. :;';:,:t:'n I 

there. I s a!1cths!: conce;;:n .:1.;:':y~t. !~~:'::tn j\.!s-:'i.:'a t:-:.:aZ'.-;. S~ I 2:3 

I said be~ora, ~he tribes ~n :Iaw :~e~i~c s:~. ~~~ s~:~-s~st3~~i~;. 
They :lse alot c= feder~l assis-:'3.nCet as ~\tC:l ;-~s =!1.?:: = a::. " 
They trH to fi:-:.d as much =>J.adi!:~ as they c.:J.h. :\nd I ;:-S:':2".~~ 

1 · . .I..... ~ ~ s"o'.l'" l-e be~au-"::I .. C" ... ; ""' ;:,::)~e\",,;;' res!:. ~:-.~.:..-t11.3 ~s .... n·:: 'Nay _ ..... H \.<, ,~ ~ .... ,:;._ a ... .,; .. _ul _,:",_._~.:-

bilities for £'..lndi;-.. g tc·~·,ard. the tr~bes to ass.:.st ':!1e~. J~s-: 
like the h.::!alt~ cleoart~:ent or the health f.:.;ndi:-:g c:::ea :-:"-s 
thai!.' o~m :::;nJing for health. And I den't bel':'a,:'e ~:,~t 
justice has their o~n f~nd~ng for jC5tico. I th~~k tnat'a 
ki!1c of a sepa!:'a'":..e fundin~ a'!:'~~ .. that 3h04.!1~ be ~3· .. ·e.i.c~~"::. 
It 11 tZl.l~ abo~~ -:.hat. a lit~.!.e lat~r. ~:V~.; '~'e co~·~ t~ =~1e 
o!'oblel'!l thac, a;;air.f r..Z:\..; ::'eca:::e the major ~~nciing .... :.~~., 
~uestion alt·;a,r"'$ ·tlas ·,,,hv did it ;"ocomlZ t!1e !:lajor f· ... ~naln; s::-:..:!"cc 
\~hen BrA was ~l1.::eadv out t~t3r~ rasoc!1sibll!! Eor just.ic; 
ir:.orovements. .\nd the a.~S·l·;e~ to tha t ~':as ErA t'13:5:1' ': .::.~oi~~ I 
",as .;lcing a :niE:lerable : 00 of. i::pro'J!.ng jus tice s::·s ~ens a ~ 
the tribu.l le\"-al . .. ~.s a resul~, L::.:"'u\ took ov~r. ';S 3 ~at=~r 
of fact .. in 1972, ~1*her~ ! f.!.rst, as :L: saij bl3!C're, :';! b~·~.:: 
·.vorki~c· for th~ zt3:'e :or se 1.'0:l year~. : C.:1:1 ::a t ""'st? ~.: 0:1 
':he ;:'.lck. I ·.0,,·,3,5 ::h~ o:!e '::~j,t ·~;·, .... ~l~;ed all these ;·01:.;; 
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departments in Nel-l ,lexico unde::: LEA;>, funds and deT/elc:;e::: all 
the courts and correctional and orevention progra~s out t~ere 
under . LEA..~ ftlnds. Because at the ti:::e BI.; just ,·:as :';-=>t. ::1<?i:-.g 
anyth~:lg ln te t'ms of il:lproving the syste;~s O'lt the:::e. :-.::C: 

i~ 1972, I went to this nearby pueblo, Pojoaq~e, i~IS ca::ed
t 

aDout 600 people. There '.1as a guy out there ~'lith a club a:;::1 
he hung it on his side and he ~~as the lau enfo:::ce:::e:1.t o:::'ce:::. 
He was t:nt:::ained; he didn't knol'; \~hat he ~~as doing, out :~e 
~oJas out there Zlnd I can't knof,'; about if he's better but:'t 
sure saved alot of money. ;'iha t ! did vas to send hiw 0:: .... 0 
~rain~ng. Now he needs a salary and rca:: I t find the r.',o::ey 
:::07' h~s salary: .. (Laughte:::) .. But, an:may, \.;e had guys 
go~ng around w~th clubs and acting as en:orce:::ent officers 
because there I-Ias nothing else there. This is the wa.., :;: 
found the system in 1972 and 1973. And I was aooalled 0'1 
the fact that there I~as no equipment out there ~ncl. BI~, so;e::", 
time they had a little bit 0: !:loney left at the e:1d 0:: t:-:e -
budget, they ,;ould get that :::oney, then ::~ev · .. :oulci use i:: 
and buy 15 handcuffs, jU!3:: "i:lt:i of li:ce t;~:::;~,; the::: o\.:-:: ::;:e:::e 

~~~ ~~r~ ~:~~~y in j~~;O~~~r.1:;~e~u~~:~:" :~~ :~i~ ;:i~h;;f;~~: 1:' 
LE~_:; tvas a godsend.. But :lOt", it's 5 'tead:" i.\' dec=eas!.~~. :r' .. 
a nation~.,ide basis, let's look at it, ~a:·::- it a~ofatj ==om -=~e 
Ne\oJ Z~!e:-:ico point of vie~-l. There ~.;era =·.!~.:ii~c ~ect:est3 ===;:". 
tribes and vi1laaes na';:iomlide that to'.:a"eC:-cT·",r 18 ..,;",~_ 
for FY7:3 coming Into :'ZA..;. LE.;A 7nd"":In ;:o<;~a":'- -e-l!e:':~;--h 
~nly. a rr.ere 1. a million, that ~.,as -a ;;;a.::; - C~;b:;:ok in;h;-::::-;~ 
=un~~ng le:;:el, of 3.0 r.1illion. :::eam/hile, othe.:: prog:::ar:ls :..r: 
LEA.:"', non-.o.nc'!J.an orograms, cont':,ued to ir.creaso .... "'e'~ -="-"'s 
And ~h~s inequa~ity of cu~ting the funds ~t the-LE~-ie;;:~ . 
occarr~ng only ~n the Ind~an area •..•...• :end 0= t3:e 3) .... 

were not being decided on the need £0::: b:' the ::ribi;!s, bt:.~ 
rathe.:: so:nebody I s figure of giving, for i:1sta:1ce, one '.'ea::, 
I."as given a $12,000 figure or :::ather, it t',as a $lOO,OiJ~ 
f~gure to build a cor::-ectional facili';:y. ~.nd it ',las ::he 
hardest thing, as a g:::antsnan, I had to :::~n ou~ there ar:~ 
fi~d ~ way to. fit all tha~ int~ that $100,000 b~dge~. ~::~ 
th:..s ~s the k:..nd of plan:l:..ng tnat was going on at the ti~e. 
Again, tribes and native villages all na'.:iom;ide do ::;ua::':'::',· 
for s~ate and discretionary funds and the~'re not gettin; -
thee rrom the state or federal level. In seme cases, e:..~~e= 
both, they I re being turned back on both sides 0:: the s tc!:'" , 
as these tllO gentlemen just said. And I think that this is 
aaain the inequality of funding '.:hat's ao'ng on at "he ~" .. ,~-,,' 
level. In light of the justice needs of ;any of th;· tr~';;~~:"-~ 
these were the first "ind of neees that .... he t:::ibe, th.;>se i:::!;!.'ove
ment projeots, you hac to be ir.novat:'ve. And \o/hat \,'as :':'.::0-: 
vative to the tribe and. \'/hat ' .. las innov"ti\'e to the non-:;:dians 
were t'..,o dif::erent things. Inncv"th'e to the tribes I.as ene 
pol~ce officer that ne'V'er existed the:::e for vears and \'ea!:'s 
ana years. That ;"as innovative to the tribes. Innova~:,,':enass 
to non-Indians was a oOr.1puter syste~ or a reccrding svs';:e::1 
that 'fas going to cor.:?ile infor::lation, those '.:::,pes a':' p=oJeo~5. 
So, l~ke Y-1~e \~'er( tal;~ing abou"t. t~.;o :-:'inds of t.h!:lC's in. t::a 
planning area. .=1.nd I believe that eg.;lin, the second pr:::o::,1 e::-. 
that ·..,e \.e:::e finding at the national level as \vell as i;'l ::e',,; 

-------~----~-~-- -----~---------
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:-!exico, is that ~'le .:.11d:1 l
:: ;;~r~,t~ :l s,,:!":.r.g !./;::;;;,. :r.:' zt :~S~ t;: '":. 

could r~al~y s~~3k u~ for ~s in ter~~s c~ ~~~or:~ ~s~~:sh: 

~nea~ ;~;~~~~ I :,,~. s~~lf~:.;:i~~~;~s~i I ~;~;;:,~~ ;~\.~~ - ~~;;; ~!,,~~, '" 

b~:: whe~ it ~c~~s ~o :~di~~ juS~iCi! i~9=~~~~~~~, ! ~:~I,,: 
care ~i!10 gGt.5 :1'''::':"':, C9C':::S'2 ! 't>:':;:~ -::::.':.. :~:" .. ·.a:. ~·_.s:.:..:>~ 
ir..pro·:c::'€:tt.s ha·~·~ ':.0 ,,~ :::;"';..;, .':~~~d!. "': I 5 'J'-::::':".S' -::.: ::1 .. ·..;; ::: h:: 
r.tade o'."er ~lot c: ~:~a:..~ b:;c.:..~~. ;,:,.:. I ~:.!.:l:< ~::n";. ~::':~"'''.., !:.;::::"!"'d 
Ir:clisn Desk ac1~.i!~:'.st;:a~~~ ~';as t'l.::,~k a~;:l ;-.9 ~~"3.s!",.1 ~ a::-?::~.os:'''·.;;: 
er.ou-h to uush OU"'" r\tr.d: n'" , evo.'''' ""'t.. ~ t •. ',-.'~:':l ""!l:" ~~ .::..~ ~,-,."-
~ f. -= .. ~ i- .. ,-,\ ·''''~ ..... -~;:.~7tP --~~;·~"";""";"':"'~"::-:~"'~:n ~'.'04_: .. ~~~ r_al~! ~eel thil._ a .. a,:,,,r,,,..,,,,~ ,e s,-;... __ '" .. etl .. a~ _ .. ;. ____ :1 J.", __ 

to push the f~nd.i.:1g le't.t~ls t.hJ.t aro neec:t;:l. :~ :1-3eds a. st::':!1q 
and vocal su:;;po=":. and ~·'hi=:: ':1ny shottl:l : ?c:.:-:~, "..!P t~~~e c:::
there? The suP?ort i3 n-anc'3d e,,,,c!:'~t~:herc il!1::1 es~.:;c:"a:!.::· a-: 
-:'h~ :t~ain place, t..;h': ~h way i cit? The.+: · .. .'ay7 ; .. ! .... :l: t~.::..r,~ -:.::'e::. 
that' s ' . ..;he~e a voe:'.l £-:a!lC C~!"t be t::l.:--:.en. ?.::!C~ :.-2. :~a· .. ·,3 to !:;~ 

'~~;l,~~~~~~ 5;;~ic!:"'" i.~~ t~:-:~~~~g ;,:.~~ ::~~~,.~~~;:~}~~~~~~~ ~s,;,,::,:; 
':'::'at.'s :cr a:l -:.~:"bes. :-h~=·~~IS ~c :-i~:;':!:';1:,,;; ='~.:.;::':;".g :z":-e: ;':'". 
the :~s~~~e area. ~el~e ~5!n~ c:~; : .. ~~~=~~~ ~:~e:· a~~ ~~!~ 
~~;~;" ::ii~;o~;~ ~~n ~i~~a;:'~~;mt~i;~ :~f~,. ~ :::.~;: /:~::~~~;~Ci~~;: 
the h~alth J.'..tt.~c::i.,=1.~s c-: :.·.~.~ey ";~:1~ c:~!..:: ;;c .:,;;~:! =:~ c~:..:;:
ran, ~han i~ ac:~~:~ty t~~:~ 3hcul~ ~~ ~ ~a;~:a~~ ~;5:!=2 
f~n:ii:'lq level -:.r.~,: c,:;'..:.:'::" ::.~ UG,~:.l -:'0 ::-.;,: • .::: :".~~",::"!:~ ?!:=;:.~:~.:;. 
A!'lc -:ha-=' s net c~!:r3n~:~' ':'~·.·:lil:~c~.e "'.."0 '",:.3. ~:,.,:=":::t " .. l:.':;. :-.~'21 ;,:. 
LE;'_; Indian a~·.:"isc"::/ c:-j..:r~:;!.: a.";::::.:. ~ ::':1.::!.c::;,;:,: :="t~!. ';;~~~ '":. ~..::~~ 
:<ind. 0:: o\,-erS09 sc!':":e c: ~::.~ i:1::_t '":::~at:.l.5 'J~::"..'~~ ::: ::::~t ":::.-:: 
rnciia!1 r.,:::.'\.,\ t'esi< J r:lnd tho? : .... ~ndi!"".~ d::.:!ca..:':' ::ts -:~-:.:.. -:. a:a ~~.:.:. ~ 
;r.ac1e tha~s, becausC! aga:":-., itls. li:~2 ,,::~e: .. I!:'e -:':--.. :::'j',·;:'rq C'~-: a 
few dcllars ~nd a!: those :ndi~n3 ~~~ ~~n~!~~ ~~:e~ _~. ;~~~ 

'~~:~:;~~;~H:~~~~~~f:i~~ ~~~t~{~;-'~~f::F~~~: <~~r!~ ~~~~d~j 
of thi~;:, t~at -:.;,:...; !.:;.::.~ 0: ;:;C!1s:l is 5.c.:.. .... ~ ~.~ -"':'5, :':".7.::,' E3 
C:;)1.!S':""''' .f!'i .... hi·.::na ' ... .!'1 .... ·'1e":l.tt .... " .. .;n~s -:''''e'''-''':- b -~';'''~ .. ·3 .... "3 ~ .. ""-
~, -;':';:~--:,"':~~ .... ~-;' :;:~_;-:t~: ~::;~~:;oJ:_.~~:-~_ ~.;.~;>\~ -::._.-_ 

eno~g ... r .. cn-;::- _ ... e ... __ ... 0 _""" ...................... __ .......... t;!~ • __ 1... __ • ..",; .... _.' t ... 8 _ 

;3aid 1:e:o!:'~, a::. :':::.:'\ !~di.?:! £iclT::'sc,;:y ~C''':'~C:': :"E ~e~.;:.:·.·:1 !.:: ~a 
su~a tha: :~~ t=~~~3 a~e ~~~~1:7 ~~~~~~ ~n~ :~a~ t~,~ ~~~~!~; 
is ba~Z\u C!"'. th~ ne .. ·!~3 -:he:" ;!Z'. ••• ~, i:'!S~~:la c:': -:,:,!==~,:::,,::,;:- .::3: "'~::::.:..:!~~ 
out th3re l3:1cl e:.;r12::t':':1g :'!1~r:'. t~ t .. ~~~~,,:: it, :':.-::: =::'::'::~ ~~~:: 
the tr:"bes ~·l.?nt l.;O ~~l;:ln =c~ th\~!,:" . .3c:· .. ~ .. -:;5, ct.:':. ::~~~:'w~ .. :;.:: ~2,,:~.eS 
~oney·.· ;.gain , as I sa:..:1 b~::ora.l th::;!"~'5 o:~:~*, ,:h.;;:=~'S a:::;·; 
oe"'S0:15 -It th'" L""=''' "\ T-",C.r '"\.., :J~S9~ tt.,.., ..... ,. . ." "~~' .. ;, ...... ~"! J. .... ~ .... ..., ..... t: 
.. -.: ...... ~ I..! ~..:17 ..... ~1 ........ ;,.,,~. t."" ....... - ~~,;; ~·t·::·~ .. "; . .!l:· _ro .... ~:,: ~ .. _ .. 
dr;C':"'Sl".n~i r-3ga.~ ........ !1~,' I~:"i?i.~ j\!sti.C";. ';\H". _ • r:, ... _ ..... " . .;) __ .. "". 

't:'103t:: claC':'sior.s .:l.!:2 ::-:a..ie ;l:j f.:l::" as !;.:~I~ ::..::::.:~:..~-:r :;,:::-c;:'.:::':;::B 
t;-:'a't ~·;~'rc l"ecc:'~ .. :.!'.g at 'th·~ l'J'::3.1 ar.c. ~:.?:t~ lr.?":als. ,: .... g~::..;"., 
t~ere's a noed ~o: j~s~ic~ ~l~nnin~ bcca~3e ~h~:a'3 ju?1!c3-
tion ot la~ an~or~~~cn~ se=~io~5, Q~en ~: ~~~ ~~i3ra: :~~~:. 
For instanc~, :'\'iJra is :l ?er':ect a:·:a;:".!?l~, tha :::". := :'C\.~ 
..... a:1 .. ·e .... a c,.. ...... -~c .... ··;.; .. h i .... '::')U"'" '''~a'''c . ..,,.. .... n ., ..... '" -0 .......... h~ C"--

~~~c~~:~o~j~~j~~ ,~~~~~ .. !f:~t~~~ ~ r~:~::;i~!~~ :~:: :;~~~~l~ ~ ;~~ .. " 
~~~~~~ h~h;~~~~~:~~~;~~:..~;~::~~~!~:;~~~~~n:::i~~;:t~~~~~~:;~; 
v __ !l.S _e'~ ... e_n.l ... ___ .:;..' ....... c __ \,;'n, ~..,\; "';"""'_W -" .. _ .... _.t,;: __ (\ ;:);: ......... _.;1_ 

~=:i.::e!:1 h~ -;:C~5 ":..) ~ha S=.:lt'l.Q. H~ 7.0:::=S r1 :::::e::'::1:':-:;_=:*-

83-073 0 - 82 - 11 
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investigation, instead of taking the :.neli::linary in'.'estication 
of the tribal police office!:. He does a orelimina!:',' ir:'lesti
gation, and then he calls the FBI. rind then he tells hi::\ to 
co::\e out and do another investigation. So the FEI aces 
another preliminary investigation. That's th!:ee investications 
so. far. And by the I"ay, by the ti::;e the :5! gets the!:e, - the 
cr~~e scene cannot be protected anymore, because it at least 
takes from six to seven days to get there. And at ~~at ~i~e, 
t~e, ~~ider!<;e is just, comple~ely-yol;l know, ',.;hatever the!:e ',.,as. 
I~ ~~ s a rederal cr~me, ev~dence ~s needed. And it's com
pletely wasted at the scene. Three preliminary inves~igations
now why couldn I t they just have taker! the oreliminar'.' in-:esti
~ation of the tribal police officer? Is he-it just seems like 
ne's not--the!:e's still the stereotype that the tribal Dolice 
officer can't do the job and he's just not I"ell-trained: I 
don't think-you knol" , I t:link it has to do Id th traininc. 
I think it has to do td th a sus!?icion that they're r:ot t::-a i11ed. 
~.nd somebody has to make some of these levels kno;1 tha:::, "He'", 
vle're able to do this by ourselves, now. ,;e'::-e nct ~=nc::-ant
an::more. I'Te can do investigations by ourse17es." ;,.nd: 
thin;C that t.~e!'1 by the ti:-Ge i t ge~s to t::'e tJ. s. ;'-~-=~!:'~av I- 5 

of::ice, he tnrOllS it out for the lack of evidence. '::'.nd - he 
sends it back to tribal court. And +:~en ~';he!1 it ge:::s :::0 

tribal court, t!1ey lost contact cr. 'tlhat it was about at the 
~eginn~ng ~ecause they weren I t even there for the pre2.ir.::.nar:,' 
~m·est~gat~on. They t'lent and got it investigated so ::;uch 
that by the ti::;e it got to the Attorney General's office, it 
ge:::s sent back. And then, thl:! tribe thot::;nt, "Gee, : -;:hough;: 
I got rid of t.hat case a long t!.::'.e ago. ;';hat happened?" It 
cc::;es back to tribal court and the poor tribal co~rt t!:ied 
to hit this guy up ~ ... i th a lesser cri;::e, so then he · ... on' t j us-;: 
get avlay. And then in some cases, they just let it go, be
cause they don't even kno\" what it I S about anV::lore. ~.nd r 
'think this is -=he '.Vaste that 15 goi!1.C on in 't.a!:~s of ::ede!:al 
dollars, i~ you ~sk ~e. ~,d r think that this coo!:di~ation 
if. needed at the local level and at the t!:ibal le'le:, and 
all levels therei.:>, so that persons can--: don't :':'nm: ~.;ha;: 
happens when the state police COIi:e in-~avbe he does a '::!:'eli-
~inary investigation also. - -

DELriC?UZ: I '4anted to add here. Son:etimes one :lore laver tha t :--'a~~en::. 
here after all these investigations. The FBI cones in, -deter
mines it's not the Indian jurisdiction, they tur~ it o'.'er to 
the county or state, so then it goes through ~heir ~!:ocess 
before it goes....... -

TSOODLE-
!-!A?Cr.;S: Okay. So a case 've all kilOl." I"e all knot., ho'" cc~olex the 

jurisdictional problem is. It can start, but it al~:ays 
starts at the tribal level. !-iho is always there? :'he :::ribal 
police officer, he's the one that gets to the scene first. 
And he starts calling everybody else in, He has to call 
everybody else in. Even under-there's one tribe in ::ew 
!-!exico-that even under his contractual duties that he I s been 
given, he's contracted this whole thing. He still ~as to 
call the Blri special officer and =3: to cone in. rind 50 ~ 
think that there's alot of-there's much to be said 3~CUt 
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tribes being able to run their own system under contractual 
money. I think there's alot of ties there that ~h; BI~ and 
the federal government do not want to cut. And ~t s 17ke a
just like a placenta-it just hangs on there. And I th~nk 
that the baby grows up and it leaves. And I think there's 
alot of people there that are wasting alot of time and alot 
of money. And those kinds of things should be coordinated 
through planning. ' And I think that all ~hese discretion~ry 
dollars, as I said before, all these mon~es that are com~ng 
to LEAA could have been used to again supplement the system. 
But again, those LEAA dollars are being cut back. And then 
we go back to the lack of adequate BIA law enforcemen~ pro
grams, which we talk about over and over and over aga~n. 
We've been talking about it since I got into the Indian area. 
And I think we just completely agree, just run out of words 
as to how to describe it anymore, because we have just talked 
ourselves thin and I don't know who's going to do anything 
about it. But I do know one thing, and that is, the BIA l~w 
enforcement program continues to be inadequate and we cont~
nue to live with it. And I think that, in~sfar as the Bureau 
of Indian Affairs, Indian lalv enforcement police courts and 
corrections take a very low priority. As a matter of fact" 
social services and all those kinds of things, not even soc~al 
services but employment is a real high priority there. But 
law enfo;cement takes somewhere down the line. And I think 
that again we reiterate what we said over and o~er ~gain. 
The BIL chronically mismanaged and underfunde~ ~ust~c~ pro~:~~s. 
And they spent millions of dollars on the adm~n~strat~on w~~n 
high personnel to do it. The BIA has provided little or any 
p2.anning or technical assistance to the tribes. And for the 
most part, are insensitive to justice needs at the local, . 
level. Again, over 50% of Indian people are not even el~g~
ble for BIA lal~ enforcement programs in some cases. As the 
prime agent of federal gov~rnment trust respo~sibi~i~y, the 
BIA has really failed and ~f that's what,they re g7v~ng us to 
keep it quiet, then we need to do someth~ng about ~~, to 
improve that system. Again, LEAA Indian Programs, ~nasfar 
as the Carter Administration, they consider the transfer o~ , 
LEAA funds to BIA even if it, even if the BIA has done a p~t~
ful job up to now. Sc, as you said before, Joe, when the 
BIA had it, justice improvements were low. When the LEAA ca~e 
along, it went up. And now, it's going back down again, 
because I think LEAA Indian Pr~grams are being completely 
coordinated with BIA and it's again, it's not answering to 
justice activities that the tribes need to promote the 17vels. 
LEAA dollars were reaching P.~. 280 tribes and im~lement~n~ 
off-reservation programs even. And BIA dollars were not, ~n 
some cases. LEAA served 180 tribes and aboriginal groups 
whilp, the BIA only served 89. LEAA programs provided, reall~' 
neeqad program flexibility to tribes a~d vill~ges, wh~~e BIn 
held a rigid kind of program on the tr~bes, w~th all k~nds 
of things to meet. 

Let me say a little bit about data, being inaccurate. Right 
now, alot of funding depends upon statistics, bec~use.~~n- . 
Indians like to see statistics, they like to see Just~~~cat~on. 
Well, it's really hard to write proposals and give them to 
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the proper people when and, in fact, you have an inaccurate 
dat;; collec~ion system. And the BIA spends "globs" of money 
on ~~for~at~on,syst7ms. And they even got the Stanford Uni
vers~ty ~n Cal~forn~a to calculate their statistics and collate. 
Alot of money was spent. And then last, two months acro I 
th,?ught, "WOW! I'm r 7ally going to get a good pictur~ ~f the 
cr~m7 o~ the reservat~on." Because as an Indian justice 
sp7c7al~s~, I,have to represent all the tribes in the state 
cr~m~nal Just~ce plan or we don't get the assistance. And 
so I went,out there and I asked them for the information. 
It comes ~n the little yellow books and I picked up all the 
yellow books and took them home and I really expected to find 
alot. There were a bunch of zeros and nothing on some of 
the pages. And then I went to the BIA and I said "What's 
happening here?" And he blamed all the tribes and said "Aw 
th ' t ' h ' , ey re no report~ng. T ey're not reporting at all. They 
don't want the system. They don't care for it and they won't 
re~ort." And I told the' BIA man, ";\'ell, what are you guys 
do~ng to go out there to give them TA to help them Maybe 
they don't understand some of those forms ... · And a; a matter 
of fact, it took me five hours to learn what that system 
~ow it worked and how it looked, because I think simplicity 
~s really needed because some of the tribes, the small tribes 
I 7an j~st see some of ~hose small tribes looking at some- ' 
th7ng l~ke that and say~ng, "Heck, we're not going to fill 
t~~s out. They're crazy." And I really ieel that a simpler 
k~nd of data collection system was needed here, but again 
they gave them an elaborate system that nobody is using. 
And all those yellow books are just stacked up. There's 
paper computer,sheets going back and forth and it says nothing 
on them. And ~t's a beauti=ul system which is not being 
used. That's another waste, Again, as I said before tribes 
and, tribes need the improvements at the local tribal' level. 
And there has to be a big reorganization in the area of 
~ndian justice because they are not getting the kind of prior
~ty ~ey need to get from the Interior Department. The 
Inter~or Department administration of Indian justice programs 
has been so unsatisfactory that some tribal law enforcem\'nt 
experts have raised ~he idea that all Indian justice programs 
be moved to the ~ust~ce ,Department. But this, again I needs 
to be evaluated ~n research to see what is best. Again, we 
come to another thing that's needed-comprehensive Indian 
policy. We're still relying on that seven year old Indian 
message from the former President Richard Nixon to determine 
official U.S. policy with Native Americans. That needs to 
be up~ated and something needs to be developed there. And 
I bel~eve President Carter has promised alot of us alot of 
things and has yet to deliver us one full-time Nhite House 
staff to work qn Indian aff~irs. And I think up to now com
prehensive Indian policy is really needed from the Indian 
people, n,?t from alot of non-Indians that think they know 
about Ind~an people, but from Indians"themselves. And I 
think that future funding should be available to Indian 
justice staff at the state level, because I know that the 
state agencies need them to coordinate with the tribes and 
t'? coordinate in off-reservation crimes. As I said before, 
r~ght now we put in a joint non-Indian and Indian justice 
program in Albuquerque because we were getting 10 arrests of 
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Indians per day in downtown Albuquerque. And it was becoming 
a hardship on the non-Indian justice system. And there was 
a,non-In~ian c,?ur~ judge there, and every time they came to 
h~m~ he Just d~dn t know what to do with them anymore, except 
to Just lock them up. And some of them had alcohol problems. 
So we set up a program called the Pre-trial and Exoffender 
Program and we set it up to handle Indians off the reservation 
in the city, in the Albuquerque city. So what we had is we 
got five counselors now working there. And they go each day 
and they check the non-Indian court docket to find what 
Indians are coming into the court. And then they make t:I~lm
selves available at the court session and they offer alter
natives to the court, non-Indian court judges. That saved a 
bunch of our Injian people from going just to jail over and 
over,and over again. It's handling alcohol problems, they're 
sett~ng up treatment programs and they're saying to the judge, 
"Ne're going to give you-there's three other alternatives 
that you have for this person." You can go to a nine-day 
treatment center or he can-you want to bounce him back to 
the reservation because they have a good correctional facility 
there that will watch him, that will give you the progress 
report on him. And we'll take care of him and make sure that 
you know the progress on this person. And that non-Indian 
court judge always says, "Sure, anything," than to send him 
to jail, because I think it's reduced the amount of cost on 
non-Indian facilities to do this-to bounce the Indian offen
ders back into his own system, where he can find the treatment 
he ~eeds and where he can be handled according to the way 
the~r people want to. In some cases, there are some Indian 
programs off the reservation existing in non-Indian commu
nities that can be used and aren't being used. And I think 
that this program with the four or five counselors that we 
have, that we decided to expand it, putting alot of counselors 
into the McKinley County area, where \~e have a large alcoholis::l 
problem. Again, our crime picture in New !olexico looks like 
this: all alcohol-related. Ne don't have, there's Part I 
and Part II: alcohol-related crimes fall in the Part II area. 
Part I crimes are minimal, but Part II crimes are increasing 
tremendously. And \~e are in need of a treatment kind of 
program to assist us to correct some of the alcohol problems. 
I look at that particular crime area as a treatable crime 
area. In other words, those crimes in that area can be 
treated so that they don't continue to aopear there. Nhereas 
in other areas, there may not be room for treatment anymore 
for some of the other offenders, but in the Part II area, 
under alcohol-related crimes, there is a need for that. 
Again, in answer to all of this, what New !-lexico did to try 
to bring some relief and I understand it's still, this con
cept is still qUestionable and it still remains on hearing, 
I believe Mr. Dale Ning, he told me where it \~as at, at this 
point, it's still pending in some session at the Nhite House. 
And it's going to go, undergo hearing, but the concept that 
we put together came from Ne\~ !>lexico because \~e were, we had 
experienced all of those issues that I brought up. And in 
answer to those, ~ developed a concept from )Jew ~lexico and 
tried to sell it nationwide. And, of course, because it 
throws everything in one pot, of course, BIA \~anted their 
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own little thing, were totally against it. Maybe that's why 
it hasn't gotten through yet, but the abstract says here that 
it was called the Institute of Indian Justice. Ne were reCOl:l
mending that this new office be set up at the national level 
so we can take care of Indian justice needs. And we proposed 
that it be put under the Office of Justice Assistance Research 
and Statistics, which was OJARS, and that it would be created 
into an Institute of Indian Justice. Again, the Institute 
would consolidate law enforcement ?rograms that the BIA and 
the Indian justice programs and the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration so that it could, so it is on:y, it says here, 
that it was only logical that since the otp~r federal law 
enforcement responsibilities are Justice Department agencies, 
that better coordination and better efficiency could be 
attained by this type of consolidation. And the Institute 
of Indian Justice would provide financial assistance, technical 
assistance in training to Native American jurisdiction in 
the area of justice only. Within the Institute, we proposed 
three bureaus - financial, assistance-technical assistance 
bureau, and a training bureau. And again the Institute 
would be administered by, of course, a presidentially-appointed 
administrator. And an associate administrator would be 
designed to work with the three bureaus and other Justice 
Department agencies to effect coordination of federal law 
enforcement and criminal justice activities on the reservation. 
Within the financial assistance bureau. we proposed two 
programs. Pilot projects, this would, this effort would be 
similar in nature to the seed money program of the present 
LEAA. And programs funded and pilot programs would receive 
funds for a period of up to three years. And evaluation, 
that's What's going on now. Evaluation of the program would 
determine its eligibility for funds after its pilot-project 
status was adopted. An oi1going program with funds provided 
to Indian jurisdictions for ongoing projects would replace 
the current BIA law enforcement contract program. In other 
words, keep the programs on the reservation that are justice 
programs ongoing. The intent would be to provide adequate 
law enforcement and criminal justi=e support to ensure the 
safety and security of the Native .=unerican population. Nithin, 
again I talked about tech,ical, or rather how many coordinators 
would be in this particular institute, but I"hat it's trying 
to do is it's trying to bring justice activities together so 
that it can be centralized and so it can be, it can work 
towards the improvement of Indian justice activities at the 
local level, at the tribal level. They know what their need 
is and they could go directly to that Institute and request 
those needs for their reservation. 'And they can also coor
dinate with state planning agencies through the state because 
I believe that the state is the one that's going to assist 
you in helping you to develop programs off the reservation 
in state-owned juzisdiction so that you can handle some of 
the Indian population that's being troubled off the reser
vation because it's no longer. Indian offenders is no longer 
just a problem on the reservation. It's a problem off the 
reservation, also. Non-Ind In cor.~unities are feeling it. 
And I think that there's another portion of funding that's 
needed to handle programs off the reservation so that Indian 
offenders are given an equal chance in the ;'len-Indian justice 
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system. And I believe that right now in New Hexico Ive have 
45 inmates in the state penitentiary. And most of them are 
Navajo. We've got about two Pueblos or so. And the other 
day I got a letter from them and they asked me or rather the 
Attorney General came to me also, because they wanted 10n(1 
hair in the institute and we discussed that. We also wanted 
several other kinds of things - culture programs. And I was 
wondering to myself--where am I going to find the money to 
get that kind of program?--because they do need equal oppor
tunity as other inl:lates, because in the penitentiary these 
Indian inmates were being called "shadows" because they didn't 
speak up for themselves. They didn't ask for very much. And 
all the non-Indian inmates were getting all the educational 
programs and they 11ere getting, they were going before the 
parole board, they were being released on different kinds of 
things. And you can't be released unless you're going to 
do something. And there was no assistance to Indian inmates 
in the penitentiary to help them get into some of these edu
cational programs so that they could try to rehabilitate them
selves. 'l~hey also wanted a medicine man program to be put 
into the institution. And those are needs that they're coming 
to me for and I'm wondering where I'm goin~ to find the funds 
for those kinds of things. If you guys have any ideas, any
body, I'll be glad to listen to them. Another need is that 
many of the non-Indian communities have needs in their own 
areas for Indian offenders, because there are many, many 
Indian offenders getting into trouble off the reservation. 
We funded an exoffender program that Ivas to help Indian in
mates be released into their own communities because it's 
difficult for them to fit back into their own community once 
they get out. And as I said before, those are the kinds of 
justice needs that are at the local levels. They're in insti
tutions; there are juvenile programs; there are state agencies 
that have never--state jails, county jails that are working 
with Indian offenders that don't know what to do with them. 
And those are the kinds of areas, too, that need programs, 
specially designed treatment centers, because they do live 
under tribal sovereignty--that is the sovereignty they're 
returning to. And I think this is--these are the kinds of 
justice improvements that are needed. And as I said before, 
New Mexico offered this concept up and it's still floa\:ing 
around. And I hope that somehow justice funding will get 
consolidated so we can really get those monies to the police, 
courts, corrections, prevention, and juvenile delinquency. 
Thank you. 

MANNING: Anybody have any questions? 

ANDERSON: If you had your druthers, if you couldn't get your own pro
posal for an Indian Justice Department, where would you rather 
have the funds - BIA or LEAA? 

TSOODLE·· 
MARCUS: Well, I'd like for the state to--I was kind of glad that the 

state took me on because it's kind of like telling me--my 
own dream was that, at the state level, I wo~ld get the ~ate 
criminal justice department to recognize the fact that there's 
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another component now. And that's Indian justice, because the 
Indian is corning off the reservation. But I was kind of glad 
in a way that I was funded by the state~ aS,I said before, ~ 
was snuck into the budget, because I th~nk ~n 1972, our leg~s
lature in Ne\17 Vlexico argued ~lhether or not I was a resident. 
Because I was, you know, fully written into the budget. And 
they argued about whether I \.,as a resident of the state be
cause I was off the reservation. And we got over that, thank 
God. But now, we got into problems over them actually funding 
me and I got them to fund me. And I just didn't get it by 
standing around and hoping somebody treated me fair, but I 
made the contacts and I lobbied, and I did all sorts of things 
to have the criminal justice department fund me under their 
budget and they did. And I was grateful and. I t~ink.that . 
should be done in every state so that an Ind~an Just~ce spec~al
ist could work on Indian issues off the reservation, because 
you need somebody there to do coordination kinds of things. 
And I had a workshop a month ago where I brought in Indian 
tribal leaders. And they carne in and they wanted to hear 
from the non-Indian justice people what the problems are out 
there. So they wanted to talk about it--so we had a workshop-
a two-day workshop. And we had them corne in and they all 
discussed different problems and I think that this is the way 
that some of this coordination can be started-at the local 
level. 

ANDERSON: Are these little yellow books that you spoke of--are they used 
nationwide? 

DELACRUZ: 

HALEY: 

DELACRUZ: 

GOULD: 

DELACRUZ: 

GOULD: 

TSOODLE
MARCUS: 

Yes, that's the BIA tracking system of how good of a job 
they're doing, how many intoxicated Indians they a:rested on 
this reservation--a record. And that's how they k~nd of 
justify their funding. 

You've got to account for every half hour of your day .. 
patrol .• And the thing is that ...... . 

Well, that's really essentially what it is--they're trying 
to get it so they know exactly all the hours so they can get 
the ... but really what it boils down to is that--it's a 
numbers game of ho\., many arrested ...•... (end of tape) 

.... and it's always bothered me, but I also have to be able 
to offer an alternative. IVhat would be a good way to deter
mine appropriation for it? For criminal justice. 

I think Charlene made a ver~', very excellent presentation. 
The thing is, nobody's looking at law and orde:, police as 
a single function. I think the whole problem ~s that we 
wait and which most cf us don't look at. 

But how do you take a number of dollars out of that? 

Okay, at one time, well, there's another expenditure that ~IA 
did and that ~las they flushed alot of money into the plann~ng 
area and they ran around and got consultants to develop these 
workbooks. And all this planning that was done in this work-
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book and they turned them in and they figured that's how they 
were going to figure out how much money they needed in the 
justice area. And I've yet to see the dollars that's going 
to fund those planning books that, you know, the results that 
w~ carne out with. Those books are still in somebody's book
shelf wasting away. So again, we do local--I think that each 
of the tribes has their planning capabilities and' it's just 
how to--how can they get their needs known? That's--and I 
don't think that there is verv much known, I mean very much 
effort being made to kno\., them, because when they do find 
out, they're always told there is no money. 

The dollar amount aside--which is always a difficult situation 
--once you have the dollar established, how do you allocate 
it to tribes? Through the justice system, which sounds like 
an Institute of Indian Justice sounds like an excellent idea, 
but how do you allocate the money - by residents - by the 
number of Indians in the tribe or the reservation or do you 
do it by a program need or grant or block grant or what? 

Let me try to respond to that because I want to move on. The 
tribal requests that she talked about from ~89 tribe7 that 
are going into this pot to ti~ together the~r own tr~b~l 
justice system, which is not Just law and order and Ja~ls and 
stuff for the appropriation request (this is for LEAA) - was 
18 million dollars. And that carne from - and that budget 
\"as 18 million put together from I don't recall how many 
tribal comprehensive plans for law and justice. This is what 
it would take for the 1980 aDoropriation to really get us off 
the ground and get the thing"started that was pr~mised~whe~ 
we started LEAA and all this stuff's been happen~ng. hnd ~~ 
was from comprehensive plans - some of those comprehensive 
plans did get in and like she said, they use it to put a 
budget together and now it's sitting on a shelf somewhere. 
I'd like to qet the last witness and then corne back for other 
questions. -

Fine •.. you bet. Okay, Robert Nuemiller from l'lolfPoint. 

Okay, my name is Robert Neumiller. I am the chief of police 
:.n Wolf Point, Montana. ~ly background consists of practically 
18 years of law enforcement, 15 of those years I have spent 
in Wolf Point, 12 of them as the police chief in that community . 
Wolf Point is situated in the northeastern corner of Hontana 
and is in the center of the Fort Peck Indian Reservation. 
The location of the town and my job, I think, gives me a goed 
insight on this shady area of gray tilat s~rrounds alot o~ 
these problems. There is one difference ~n my presentat~on. 
I will be able to shed some light on the effect of some of 
the jurisdiction and federal disputes on the reservati~n as 
it pertains to the white communities as well as the tr~bal 
communities. 

Wolf Point has a population of 4,000 people. The population 
of the entire reservation, which consists of a little over 
tw million acres of the Fort Peck Reservation. The entire 
population is 10,000 within the county. Approximately 4,000 
of the Sioux and Assiniboine tribal people reside in the Fort 
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Peck Reservation. l'i'oliPoint is the largest town - it's also 
the c;:ounty seat in northeastern Mr;;ntana. Copper, Montana 
cons~sts of about 1,200 people and is approximately 20 miles 
away. We hav7 three small. communities: Frazier, Oswego, 
and Brockton ~ll the area, ~n the reser'lation and these smaller 
towns a.re composed by the Indian community. 

The structure of our jurisdiction is as follows: city govern
ment of W'olfPoint and the city police if Wolf Point ar~ run 
J;>y the city and we are under state la.,. The tribe exerts no 
~nfluence ~ver any.of our officers. The tribal government 
and the tr~bal pol~ce on the reservation enforce the laws 
that are set up by the Fort Peck Tribal Council and these 
law~ - when we enforce these laws, we enforce them as tribal 
off~cers •. The tribal police enforce our city laws as city 
pol~ce o£f~cers. The state, in our case the county of Roose
velt ~heriff': D7pa7tment is not cross-d~putized. The state 
exe7c~ses no Jur~sd~ction over the tribal people on the reser
vat~on. The federal government, in the areas that I'm going 
to touch on you understand is going to be law enforcement _ 
the federal government agencies' jurisdiction consists of 
felony cases that involve Indian persons on the reservation 
and ~ertain to th7 major cr~mes tha~ an Indian person may 
comm~t ~r may be ~nvolved w~th or w~thin the interior boundaries 
of the ~or~ Peck Reservation. We also have a BIA special 
agent. stat~on7d i~ Poplar, which is just east of l'1oifpoint, 
~nd h~~ funct~on ~s comparable to that of the FBI in that he 
~nvest~gates felony cases. 

It's going to be kind of hard for me to explain this as I've 
worked with it for all these years. And some things that 
are v7ry clear to me may not be to you, so if there's any 
quest~ons while I'm giVing this, I want you to please raise 
your. hand and I'll attempt to answer it. One of the things 
I th~n~ that I:m going to be happy to bring out is the pro
gress ~n cert~~n areas that.we have made in WoliPoint with 
the wh~te pol~ce and the tr~bal council. I didn't realize 
be~ore I got ~ear how good we have it in some respects. One 
th~ng - the c~ty and tribal relations work together. Now 
by that I.don't mea~ that's a polite thing - I ~ean that I 
attend tr~tal c;:ounc~ls. The tribal council chairman and law 
and order comm~ttee or any of their cc~ittee is not above 
c~ntactin~ me, involving things that I might help them with. 
I m cert~~nly not ~bove contacting them and I do quite often. 
I meet w~th the tr~bal council. One of the things that has 
brought abou~ a problem - where you have no jurisdiction on 
th7 res7rvat~on are the law. Several times the ci ty of ('101f
Po~nt w~ll pass an ordinance, which it is empowered to do by 
state law, and the city does. The last one that I know of 
was an open container ordinance because of the great amount 
of peop~e wal~ing around carrying liquor in their hands _ 
stuff ~~ke th~s. The city, by passing this, gi·.res us the 
a1;lthor~ty to enforce that law against white people. Nhat we 
d~d was approach the tribal council and explain" ho\~ our ordi
nance . would v',rk, what we in tended on doing. The t=ibal 
c;:ounc~l took JPon themselves to study our law and at almost 
~d~nt~cally the same time that our city ordinance went into 
efrect, a tribal ordinance, reservationwide, went into effect. 
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The two la\~s were almost identical. Therefore I the city 
police then could enforce the liquor law against tribal peo~le 
and take them into tribal court. The tribal officers, in 
turn, acting as cross-deputized city officers, could arrest 
a white person and send him to Ilhite court. So, this kind 
of illustrates the relationship that we have in this particu
lar reservation. This is not so on the others, Crow Reser
vation - it's different. The Flathead Indian Reservation 
and some concurrent state and federal laws. So, when I talk 
about the reservation in Montana, I'm talking about mine and 
possibly some of the others, I don't know. One of the thinqs 
that we have encouraged and by that I mean all of the la\~ 
enforcement officers, is to have tribal officers go through 
the Montana Law Enforcement Academy in Boseman. Now, prior 
to this time, some tribal police officers went to Brigham 
City to their own tribal school down there, which is compar
able to any of the state's enforcement schools for police 
officers. In the State of Montana, we have the Police Offi
cers Standard Training Council, which sets guidelines and 
for Vlhich they \~ill issue a, what they call, a basic certi
ficate for police officers. Once an officer has obtained, 
I believe it's 400 and some hours of training, he is eligib2.e 
for this basic certificate. I contacted the L-10ntana Law 
Enforcement Academy and told them approximately three years 
ago that we had certain tribal officers that desired to go 
through the school. Because of the jurisdictional problem 
on the reservation, the ;·Iontana Law Enforcement Academy was 
reluctant to do it. Moreover, and this stumbling stone \~as 
eventually resolved, lolhere the state subsidizes the cities, 
and subsidizes the cost of city and state officers attending 
the school, it did not for triba,l police. Now, this has sub
sequently been taken care of. The tribal police are going to 
the ~lontana Law Enforcement Academy. Okay, in this area 
again, lole sat down in kind of a joint effort, and \,·hat has 
happened is that we have now two or three of the tribal police 
officers in our area that do have the accreditation from the 
Nontana Lalol Enforcement Academy. Nhether or not they're 
tribal or police officers doesn't matter. They have it, an':: 
the results are good for our community. One of the:; other 
things that we did approximately four years ago - the State 
of Montana went for a nel-l form of citation book for enforci:1g 
t:!:"affic laws. In other I-Iords, all city, county, and sta te 
jurisdictions would use the same kind of a book. I. contacted 
the State of Montana and asked if I-Ie could not rece~ve for 
the tribe a uniform citation book that had included on it a 
section for tribal jurisdiction, for tribal court. This I-Ias 
resisted, they gave me several reasons for not doing it. \':e 
had a few run-ins with these people. The end result \-Ias th:;.t 
the Fort Peck Tribe now use identically the same citation 
books as we do. So, a city police officer can ride \-lith a 
tribal police officer. They both use the same book. And 
the only difference is there's a small check made in front 
of city court, J.P. court, or tribal court. This is the only 
difference that we have. One of the big problems that we 
have detoured is the business of ~uplication with the tribal 
police. Along with the books, we also have a standard booking 
form. The Roosevelt County, through help from civil defensa 
and LEAA fUnds, approximately four years ago, built a new 
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complex, along with the county, the highway pa~:ol, city 
police. Primarily, I would say 90% of the booK~ng I~ork done 
on arrests and everyday procedures Idth law en:EoX'cemer;t is 
done by the city and the tribe. Our work is not dupl~cated 
in any way. If a tribal officer arrests a white person, the 
booking sheets along with the rest of the rep~rt are done by 
that tribal officer and do n<,)t have to be rev~el~ed hy myself. 
That tribal officer can sign a formal complaint and have that 
person brought into court. We, in turn, ~o our ,?wn Iwrk. , 
If we arrest a tribal person, he's taken ~nto tr~bal court 
under the identical officer's reports, the booking procedures. 
We, in turn, sign our own formal complaint against that pe:
son. Part of this, I think, is that several years of. work~ng 
closely with the tribal courts and we incidentally also had 
a tribal court located in our building, in our law enforcement 
complex to serve the India~ people in l\'olfPoi~t., Headquarters 
for the reservation and tr~bal court systems ~s ~n Poplar, 
Montana, which is 20 miles away. But, we have an associate 
judge in l~olfPoint. One of the - I suppose - suppose concerns 
of alot of the local people on cross-deputiza~ion is brought 
about by the jurisdictional problem. And bel~eve m:, I have 
worked with the jurisdictional problem for ye~=s ana rears 
and years. And all I can,see is gray - or;e,o.L.the t'.h~!1gs,that 
clears this area of gray ~s - I have publ~c~zea now, at d~~
ferent meetings, and I've also publicized in the paper - s~mply 
that tribal police are cross-deputized. I'ihether legally under 
state law or federal law, they could be in a pure sense cross
deputized, I don't know and I'm not ~oing to open that car; 
of worms here. I know that it is \lorking on the reservat~on. 
And for the 12 years I've been chief, it has worked. The 
established ground, I think, for cross-deputization - one, of 
the things that I did, and this was brought about by ~.e fact 
that I not only cross-deputized one of the trib~l po17cema~, 
I hired hi;n for my department. And I have a un~q\l7 s~t~c:~~on 
in that I have a tribal person, who is a state pol~ce OIz~cer. 
And legally, under the state, his authority, I suppose,would 
not be recognized; however, he is on a state-based ?ol~ce 
department, it's a city police depart~ent. ,And aga~n, .I've, 
had him for five years and I have no ~ntent~on of gett~ng r~d 
of him for any reason. And this is where, I~e have actually 
one step further than cross-deputization. And ::hat I~orks. 

One of the problems that wa run into - and I think this is 
probably one of the ,reasons why the state doesn't like cr~ss
deputization - is the fact, in our case, the Fo~t Peck tr~bal 
council has no charge againnt an Indian for perjury. That 
being the case, an Indian person coul~_go,t'.est7=Y' could 
arrest a white person. He could test~zy ~n,wh~te court.- he 
could perjure himself, and incidentally, th~s has been aone 
- one case. The white courts have no authority to charge 
that man with perjury, because it's not a :Eelor.y, and it 
can't be prosecuted under federal statutes. The ~ort Peck 
tribes just don't happen to have a section on ~eLJury. ~~d 
this is one of the reasons that this problem 0= cross
deputization. Now this one fact right here has c~used me 
more problems than anything in the \~or15. Before r Ivas really 
entrenched in this and several times since, I contacted the 
district judge who is stationed at l'lol:EPoint. I contacted 
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the justice of the peace, and I also contacted the city magis
trate, and I just came right out and asked, "What are you 
going to do? Some attorney comes in here and tries to get 
his client off as a result of being arrested by a tribal 
policeman. Are you or are you not going to allow that man's 
testimony?" And they said, "Yes." Now the one thing that 
stands out here is that we have a fantastic crime rate - we 
need all the help we can get from both sides and I think 
this problem is much bigger than any petty bickering that 
could be done on both sides. And consequently, so far to 
date, I have had not one case thrown out of either city, J.P., 
or district court, due to the fact that he was arrested by a 
tribal police officer. There has not been a case thrown out 
of tribal court because a person was arrested by a city police 
officer. 

MANNING: Has any lawyer used it as a defense yet? 

NEUMILLER: Not yet. One of the reasons is because if an attorney uses 
this as a def.ense, he is going to run into alot of barbs, 
because I wouldn't want to be the judge that allows that 
defense to go in on the reservation. Now, \~e do have a weapon 
by working together. And it's a powerful one. And as I 
stated, I would not want to be the judge that would allow an 
attorney to take a run at the court and be the judge to sit 
there and say, "Alright, this man legally is not a tribal 
police officer," because what ~le' ve had is 12 years of work
ing together. It has worked. And with the problem of juris
diction and stuff like this, I can see no better way than to 
absol utely blow the \~hole thing. 

MANNING: How are your judges? Are they elected or appointed? 

NEUMILLER: The district judge is appointed. The justice of the peace 
is appointed. And the city magistrate is elected. In our 
case, he \'Ias appointed, because no one ran ...••.. (laughter) 

MANNING: Has the tribal council considered making a penalty for perjury? 

NEUMILLER: I don't kno' .... 

MANNING: Have you ever taken up ..•.... ? 

NEUMILLER: Not as an issue in itself. I , ... ould say that, offhand, that 
if the issue was really brought out and that this was really 
a dangerous area, and like I say r so far :Lt hasn't been, that 
I \~ould venture to say that the Fort Peck Tribal Council 
would institute a perjury section. 

DELACRUZ: Dees the Fort Peck tribe have any ordinance or anything thae 
they can regulate attorneys that practice in their courts 
are very faniliar with tribal law and stuff that they won't 
accept - go imp~ove that before they practice in their court? 

NEUMILLER: We have a rather unique situation. We do not have any attor
nevs that ~ractice in tribal court. Furthermore, none of 
our tribal"court judges have any legal background whatsoever 
none. The ':ort Peck tribes do not have a prosecutor. They 
do have a person that is just a layman, that defends some 
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tribal cases. And alot of cases \~e go in and pretty much 
defend our own cases by the facts in the case. So, in this 
area, the Fort Peck tribe~: rhey really have no legal people 
at all. This has, of course, caused sone consternation for 
some people, but it also cuts alot of corners. In a~ot of 
cases, our tribal court system that has come under f~re for 
not being very professional, but sometimes that tribal court 
justice is .•..•••.••• 

I didn't mean to interrupt your presentation .....•. 

Now, along with the good, we do have p:oblems. And th~s is 
primarily why I am here - is several t~mes I have outl~ned 
these problems - these problems have been taken to senators. 
The city has, and county commissioners of Roosevelt County 
have all tried to do something about this and also the Fort 
Peck tribes. We arrest nearly a thousand people a year, of 
which probably 500 are trapping, making approximately 460-
500 people that the Wolf Point city Police Depart~ent, con-. 
sisting of six full-time officers and one part-t~me man, w~ll 
be actually incarceration offenses - that we put the people 
in jail. The tribal police statistics also co.npare witll ours. 
So, as you see, by approxinately every four ~ears, we arrest 
the entire population of our town •.. (laughter) • " These cases 
are mostly handled through tribal court and city court, depend
ing on the jurisdiction. The FBI enters or should enter 
about 125 cases per year in Wolf Point alone. And of these 
cases that they should enter, these ar£ felong cases that 
involved major crimes, approximately 20 cases will ever be 
prosecuted. The other cases, again we'~e hearing t~e s~e 
thing, I didn't realize that the problem was so nat~onw~de. 
The others are thrown back into tribal court. The tribal 
court judges can't handle them. I have so far this year, 
we've had 24 burglaries, 32 thefts of a felony nature, 
assaults-l2, forgeries or stolen vehicles-13, homicides-l, 
vehicle burglaries-l3, rape-2, vandalism amounting to a grave 
amount of damage-23, child beatings-l. The statistics that 
we have again are my o\m. No\~, the reserva tionwide, of course, 
they're alot \~orse, because Poplar has alot higher crime rate 
than we do. It's a smaller to\m. It's much worse. Okay, 
the local tribe and city officers, 90% of all of the investi
gations for the felonies. ~ow 90% ~f all th~s inve~tig~tion 
is done by the tribe or c~ty. And ~n W~lfPo~~t, ~r~mar~ly, 
the city police officers do the felony ~~vest~gat~ons •. Ne ve 
had alot of training, several of the ofI~cers have and ~n 
some cases the tribal policemen are not stationed right in 
Wolf Point , being on a reservationwide basis, so that it is 
more convenient for the NolfPoint police officers and pri
marily myself to take these cases and \vork them: Th7 FBI 
takes all of the infor~ation, the statements, tne ev~dence 
and turns it over to the U.S. Attorney. The tribal police
men - no citv officer - can even talk to the U.S. Attorney 
about a case'that he refers back to the FBI. Sometimes then 
these case are taken care of days later. We can sit and hold 
evidence, we can't even lock a person up for a felony without 
authorization from the U.S. Attorney. But we can catch a 
person in the act of burglary an~ have to turn him 100s7 .. . 
We can get evidence, preserve ev~dence, we have the fac~l~t~es 
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of the state criminal investigation lahoratory in ~lissoula, 
but it does u~ no good at all because tl\e FBI agents aren't 
the:e. Somet7mes it's two or three days before \'le see them. 
Dt;r~ng thi'lt t~me, there are several thi;lgs that can happen. 
w~tnesses, for one thing, can be inti~idated. And by inti~i
dated, I mean that \~e have had severAl people literally had 
the. hell be~t out of them and be totd that if you testify 
a~a~nst me ~n federal court, you won't be around. Evidence 
d~sappears •. Alot of evidence that \';e need sometimes to tie 
up a case d~sappears, and before \~e can even get it to the 
FBI. We have FBI agents in Glasgow. They're 50 miles dis
tance: The U.S. Atto:ney's office is in Billings, which is 
320 m~les from WolfPo~nt. When a federal case does go to 
court and the U.S. Attorney do decide to prosecute the 
federal co~rt iS,now held in Great Falls, Montana, 'which is 
also 320 ~les d~stance. I think that the money spent in 
the federal court system is fantastic. I have no figures, 
but I know What the1' pay me to go down to Great Falls and back 
for two days and testify for 20 minl.!tes. It's hundreds of 
dOlla~s beci'lu~e of the mileage factor, plus the fact that, 
I don t know ~f any of you have been in :'Jontana, if you've 
b7en up t~ere in the winter! some 0: our roads you travel 
w7 th an, a7rplane or sno\'lffiob~le. There isn't allY transporta
t~on. Th~s poses a problem. I thi~k one of the big things 
that particularly galls me is the F3I's attitude pretty much 
the same indifference toward the local people. And by indif
ference, I m7an. pretty much indiffe:!:'ence to I~hat \'1e think, 
pretty much ~nd~fterence to what the tribal people think or 
1a\Y' enforcement officers at all. The working of reservati,ons 
appe~rs to me to be beneath their dignity and to them a waste 
of t~me. These men have had traini::.g, they're atto;t'neys. 
And their legal training consists pre.tty much of being an 
attorney. And all at once, the" fi::.d themselves on a reser
vation where there's a crime proble:::. They're working with 
peopie that they are not familiar w~th and frankly, don't 
care about. Sometimes cases are presented to the U.S. Attor
n7y by the ~BI and the client betore I~e' re even through get
t~ng the ev~dence. In other words, I'll tell an FBI agent 
we had a break-in last night, we th~nk i.t was this guy. And 
s~ far, we'v7 got this. And I have had this happen several 
t~~es. de s~mply sat dOI'ln and called the U.S. Attorney and 
sa~d, ~'Well, ;hey think it's this guy, but they don't have 
th7 eV~den7e. So the U.S. Attorney says, "Decline." We're 
~t~ll gett~ng th~ eVidence. But at that point, that case 
~~ down the tubes. It's no good at all. I think one of the 
b7g problems with the FBI is they have very little rapport 
w~th the ~oca1 Indian people. ~ow, they have very little 
rapp~rt w~t~ the local peo~le at all. And primarily, where 
they re ass~gned to work.w~th the I~dian people, they have 
~lrnos t none. Another th~ng that we e;<perience is a rapid 
_ur~over of FBI agents that work on the reservation. They 
can t get of~ fast enough. They want to get someplace else. 
One of my fr~ends was an agent on the reservation told me 
that the thing he wanted .•... (end 0:: tape) 

is looked ~pon. I think that this diviSion is the one that's 
responsible for Nont:ana and Idaho. 
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One of the things that I was told and sholved by an FBI agent 
very graphically. I turned five cases over to him one morning 
involving felony burglaries. I had all of the information. 
I had all of the evidence and had worked for over 200 hours 
collectively between the city and the tribe. And we had both 
confessions, signed confessions, by the people involved. I 
gave him everything I had and he said, "Thanks, YOll just cost 
me 50 hours of paper work." NOly this is an attitUde that I 
get into time and again. They do not want cases. Now, I 
also have some insight as to why this is. The reason that 
the U.S. Attorney wants the cases from the FBI is that these 
guys have, in past years, especially in the last seven or 
eight years, become what I Iyould call glorified legal secre
taries. In other words, that case has to be presented in 
such a precise manner and each witness and each piece of evi
dence tied to the other in such a correct, precise manner 
that the FBI's legal training, in their reasoning, is the 
only way this can be done. So, consequently, the U.S. Attor· 
neys will not accept acase from any local jurisdiction and 
they don't want b;) go through the work of sitting down and 
having their office personnel or them do this work themselves. 
Consequently, the FBI right now in Wolf Point approximately 5% 
of what they do is investigate and the other 95% is done by 
us. We do probably 50% of the paperwork, well, I Ivould esti
mate mor~~ than that, probably 75%, counting our own paperNork 
that is completely duplicated by the FBI. And then, these 
cases are typed up base~ on our statements ~nd our officer's 
report on the cas~. 

One of the areas that, I think I'll touch on two cases that 
kind of illustrates how this works. ~vo people were very 
viciously stabbed approximately three months ago in IVolfPoint 
as a result of some sort of an altercation. Tt~o people Ivent 
to the hospital, they were taken up by my officers. The 
people that were responsible for doing this - this inciden
tally was done to Indian people - and the one that did the 
knifing was also done by an Indian person. .·ly officers 
arrived on the scene and took both the people that had been 
stabbed to the hospital. They lived. But they obtained full 
complete statements from them. The tribal police was notified 
what happened and as a conseqJence, the tribal officers 
managed to cut the people off before they got to Poplar. They 
wer7 running for Poplar. They were apprehended. The tribal 
off~cers on that end then talked to the person that did the 
stabbing. Two days later, tnis casp. was turned over to the 
FBI. to1ell, it was turned over then, but the officers, th~ 
FBI didn't arrive until two davs later. lvhat thev ,-lin 1.'" 
~hoy talkad co the person tnat ~did the stabbingand'1t I~~sn' t 
very long. They come back to me and I said, "'~ha tare you 
going to do about this because we have the kni':e, I~e have 
the evidence, what do you \~ant me to do with all of our 
statements". And he said, "Oh, you won't need t:>?m because 
I talked to the guy and he said it was a result of an argu
ment earlier. St\ r called the U.S. Attorney and he declined." 
To my knowledge, neither person who was stabbed was talked 
to. Okay. 
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Another case in point - three people were shot. And the Ivay 
that this was done was quite unique. A person fired through 
a closed door of an apartment house, knowing that these 
people Ivere inside after challenging these people to cor.:e 
out and fight. Well, the people inside locked the door. 
They didn't want to argue with a loco guy. So this guy 
sprayed the inside of the apartment l'lith a 22 rifle. Three 
people Ivere hit and they were hit in the legs and all three 
were hit in the buttocks. They lived and weren't in the 
hospital for very long. But the FBI that ~las working on 
this case called the U.S. Attorney and simply told him, he 
said it was a result of a big drunken brawl. He said and 
these three guys had threatened this other guy earlier, that's 
Ivhy he went down there with a 22 and did it. Sc, it's one. 
of those things, this case was not prosecuted. Now over ana 
over and over this happens. 

One of the things that probably hasn't been brought up yet 
is the impact that it's costing the local p'olice departr.:ents 
to be on a reservation and even though there is this coopera
tion from the tribes, it costs us 80% of our total police 
budget for tribal work. One of the problems that lye have is 
that, I have a map of Roosevelt County, and this is truly a 
checkerboard design. Now, the shaded areas in the map are 
tribal land and the white areas of the map are lands that 
are owned by private property and are taxed. Of course, 
the tribal land cannot be taxed in the State of Montana. 
So what happens is approximately half of our land base in 
which the county and cities derive alot of their tax money is 
not taxed. We have made some attempt, we're getting subsidy 
for the city of t101fPoint for helping the federal governmen'C. 
All requests for funds have been denied. All requests for 
additional men under any type of federal program have been 
totally denied. Requests from the state for help have been 
denied. Finally, we went another route and started requesti~g 
an additional agent. Now, this vIas not just the city of 
Wolf Point, but this was a combined effort of the Fort Peck 
Tribal Council and an effort by the city of Nol£Point, mysel::, 
the mayor, county commissioners. The request was absolu~ely 
denied. We also have talked to the U.S. Attorney on try~ng 
to present cases to the - directly to the U.S. Attorne~. . 
This has been denied. There are no federal grants or rund~ng 
for law enforcement that touches the city of Wolf Point. In 
some cases, and here I am not, I do not have the extra case 
to tell you exactly which programs ';ouch the tribos. but no 
program touches the cities. No BIA program, no tribal pro
gram, no federal program touches the cities on these reser
vations. l'ie appealed to the tribe for help and this was . 
denied. And probably, this is the only one that I ~an ~h~nk 
of that was justifiably denied because the Fort Peck tr~bes 
are also throwing every man they can get onto the streets 
for prevention of crimes, of burglaries, felonies, knowing 
~~at if they do have happen, there'll probably be nothing to 
come of them as a result 

The FBI says there is no problem. MOly I have in my files 
and with me, in case any of you would like to look at it 
later, the complete process by which the local agencies, 
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tribes, and cities request help from the FBI - it was 
given to the - sent to our area representatives, our 
senators. This is forwarded to Webster - Webster gives 
it to the area office in Butte. It's sent to the local 
police office. The same field agents that we have a 
problem with reply there isn't any problem. It goes 
completely back through the same process and comes back 
to us as - there's no problem, no justification for 
placing another agent there. 

About the only thing that the federal government now 
moves very quickly on is murder, which we have some of. 
When there is a murder that takes a two-week investiga
tion, we can plan on no federal help at all for those 
two weeks. I don't care what happens. The federal 
government has moved out of juvenile crime almost entirely. 
The same thing is true with some homicide. One of the 
effects of this - I'll illustrate a case that we have 
had just recently. Ive had a young man that was juvenile. 
He was about 14 years old - he committed 13 burglaries 
in the city of 1'l01fPoint. IVhere he committed others, 
I don't know. These were primarily in grain elevators 
and business places. Thirteen burglaries and the federal 
government finally decided to step in. The tribal court 
could not handle these burglaries. They have no juvenile 
system. But after 13 times around, there was such a feel
ing generated in the community by the police agencies 
here - both the tribe and the locals. They finally took 
him. They put him on'federal probation and sent him to 
a type of a foster home or school. This was about two 
years ago. This lad returned in September and while he 
was back, he did three more burglaries, and the last 
one of which he 'vas caught at the site. There was a 
couple of thousand dollars worth of damages and we again 
contacted the FBI and the U.S. Attorney's office and 
got the same thi~g - it's not worth it - it's not worth 
handling. I contacted his federal probation officer 
and instead of this guy being charged and taken through 
court as a criminal court case, he was shoved onto the 
probation office. And they decided to let him go to 
North Cakota. So, consequently, the):ec,,.,as never any 
prosecution on this case. IVhile he was in North Dakota, 
I fell on information that this same lad had also burned 
a large grain elevator complex in Wolf Point that ,,,as 
valued at $500,000 - it was a half a million dollar loss. 
And after developing some information, I contacted the 
FBI agent in North Dakota and asked if they could inter
view this kid in regards to this fire, that it was quite 
serious. And he told me that he couldn't talk to hirr.. 
Apparently what happened is shortly after the kid got 
to North Dakota, he wanted to come back to Wolf Point. 
But on the way back, he burned the school in Fort Yates. 
We were not even able and have not yet been able to 
contact this kid because of ~~e fact that he is now 
under federal jurisdiction. So, here we sit. Whether 
this fire will ever be resolved or not, I don't know. 
I talked about costs, cases and possibilities. This one 
case has cost somebody approximately $530,000. NOW, 
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this, to my knowledge, I don't know what's going to happen. 

One of the problems that we have in the tribal is civil pro
blems and, in that the tribal court has no access to the 
state institutions. The tribal court cannot commit a mental 
case or anything like this to a state institution. And the::-e 
is an interesting situation that has been in effect· and tha~ 
is pertaining to marriages. Indian people can be married by 
a J.P. or by the church or by the district judge. :·jarriage 
licenses are obtained, two tribal people can be married. 
Now, according to the tribal ordinances, they can grant 
divorces. In fact, three days before I came, one of the 
things that we were always wondering about did happen, where 
two tribal people were married, they were granted a divorce 
in tribal court, and the man went to re-apply for a marriage 
license to marry someone else, which cannot be granted by 
the tribal courts. It has to be granted by the county seat' 
and he was told that he was not legally divorced. This case 
was taken to Cutback, Nontana and class action was filed in 
the district court to resolve this. He was very much looki~g 
forward to it and for some reason, his case has been dropped. 
The guy withdrew his papers altogether and backed out of it 
entirely. So, what's going to happen here, I don't know. 
This is one of the problems, unfortunately, that the city a~d 
tribe working together are not going to resolve. The triba: 
judges get real .••• about this and we're kind of rel~ctant to 
force anybody. 

One of the biggest problems that we have is drugs on the 
reservation. The FBI will not take drug casB3 of any kind, 
not felony drug cases which involve the selling or ~anufacture 
of drugs, which are felonies, the FBI will not touch these. 

MANNING: Nhy? What do they tell you? 

NEUMILLER: They leave it to the federal drug agency. No,,,, the tribe 
cannot handle felonies; therefore, what happens is the rese::-
vation has become one of the centers of drug traffic and alot 
of this is done by Indian persons in the whole end of the 
state. This is giving the tribal council fits because pro
bably the Indian people in the community and the Indian cou~
c~l, even more than the whites, fear this drug problem. And 
they're looking at anything they can to do something about 
it. The tribes have no jurisdiction at all and, of course, .. 

MANNING: How about .•.•••.•. ? 

NEUMILLER: Okay, this is one of the things that I wanted co bring 
up. We had an idea. I have a drug team that I use in 
1'l01fPoint, consists of one of the county men and one 
of my officers. I'le met wi th the tribal council and ,,;hat 
we a,id was devise a scheme ,,,hereby we could use our 
resources and the district court to get pulls, in other 
words, pulls on telephones. Legally with legal juris
dic~j on to do so by the district court. In other Ivords, 
it I'oasn't a WatergClte, it was all legal and aboveboard. 
However, we could use the resources that the tribe di~ 
not have and we could use the legal maneuverings that 
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the tribe could not use to t' f ' 
mation, and to in fact setg~h ~n ormat~on, to develop infor-
<;igreed,to use their mu~cle on :s~ ~eoPieluP. Okay, ,the tribe 
~n try~ng to pull somebod in e,era evel to ga~n help 
gram working together too~ us to th~s are~. This whole pro
ment administration to send v two years, for the drug enforce-
they \.,ere there one da Th ,.,0 agents ~nto ~'lolfPoint and 
total sum of law enfor~~mentat'T~o ~7 to date, has been that 
that a state agenc will . e, ~ng _ th7t \.,e run into is 
it's our jurisdictIon b not corne ~n l'1ol=Po~nt even though 
arrest an Indian ,ecause of the fact that if they 
wants nothing to ~~r~~~ ~ey can't prosecute him. Federal 
what Wolf Point faces is ~t ~ha~s~ver. So, consequently, 
tance that we don't have ~ ac ,at bec<;iuse of this reluc
white community that we WOU~dserv~c~s ava~la~le to us as a 
the reservation So th' , norma ly have ~f we were off 
hasn't been bro~ght ~ut~: ~~a~n~of,the thing~ ~ think that 
fdederal, well, dispute, whatever y~U~~~f~ti~f d~h~S htype of 
a verse effect on th ' +-' , oes ave an 
thethir abilitr to enf~r~~-~:~~ a~~ ~~~f~nli~~e~7 effTehct on 
apa y that ~s generated b ~s. e 
will happen is one that i_etCearus7blof thde ~eeling that nothing 
f l' f ~ r~ e an ~t's - there' ee ~n<:r 0 mistrust in trib I ,- s a 
that they cannot do And ~ cohurts for not doing a job 

. ey s ould not have to do. 
DELACRUZ: Robert, how much longer do you have 

~or lunch. If you've got much to g~? I'd like to break 
~t up after lunch. more test~mony, you can pick 

NEUMILLER: Certainly. 

MANNING: 

MANNING: 

NEUMILLER: 
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case of a felony, we did not have jurisdiction over. The 
district judge was contacted in our area and we did obtain 
a warrant for the arrest of the white person that was in
volved. The two people that served the warrant was one of 
the sheriff's officer ar.d my sergeant, \.,ho is on the drug 
team. They served the \.,a::::-rant on this person and at the same 
time, they had a search warrant. They did obtain a large 
quantity of marijuana. They obtained drugs--more than enough 
evidence that this person was in the business of manufacturing 
or sale of drugs. This person \.,as arrested on the spot and 
the e~idence was all obtained. Now, what happened is that 
the tribal person was in the house when this happened. He 
simply walked out of the house. To this day, he has not been 
picked up. The white person was brought in and was i~ediately 
arraigned and place under, I believe it was, $2,500 appear
ance bond to appear later. I had information elat there was 
probably alot more marijuana, drugs, pills, whatever that 
the other fellow simply got rid of. At that same time that 
this person was arrested, the FBI was contacted and the BIA. 
Two days later, I found out that it was reported to the 
sheriff's office that the U.S. Attorney apparently didn't 
think that the warrant that was issued by the district judge 
to seize this property to arrest this other individual was 
sufficient for prosecution. So, I think this case right here 
very clearly illustrates exactly what is going on. 

NOW, in addition to this, the Fort Peck tribes, who have 
always made an effort to stop the drug traffic, is completely 
powerless to act in this instance. The most that this tribal 
person could be arrested for would be for misdemeanor posses
sion of marijuana, for \.,hich he \.,ould receive a very minimum 
fine. Again, the tribal courts don't have the - \.,ell, call 
it muscle - to enforce these laws. I think the apathy that 
is generated because of this feeling that nothing will happen, 
even if I do testify is one that plagues the Indian people, 
as well as the white people on the reservations. I have run 
into this many, many times where a person tells me, "l':hat' s 
the use of testifying? It won't do any qood, because nothing 
will happen, anyway." Now, I think there's a feeling of ;nis
trust in the tribal court system and by this, I don't mean 
by the white popUlation on the reservation, I mean also by 
the Indian population on the reservation. The backlash, of 
course, here is local. Th~ problem is not that of the tribal 
courts--tribal courts are doing the best they can with \.,hat 
they have. They cannot do what they are not designated by 
law to do. In other words, they cannot handle these felony 
cases. But, because the tribal courts are in the local juris
diction, the tribal courts are the. ones that get the blame, 
).lot the federal court system or anything else. To me, this 
is wrong and I've seen this going on for years and years. 
Some of this problem we try to dispel simply by telli~g 
people that we corne in contact with exactly where the tribal 
courts' jurisdiction does lie and the fact that those tribal 
judges are powerless to do ••. r think this brings about this 
feeling, a very bad feelil'lq, the tribal people get preferen
tial treatment. I think ,"lis ,.,hole system in the way it's 
working now fosters a mistrust, bitterness, that shouLl-n't 
be there. And I think alot of us are privileged, particularly 
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me in my position, are privileged to see the inside of what 
works. And I get to see the frustration of the tribal coun
cils and I get tu see the workings of the tribal court. And 
as a consequence, I have an insight to these o"oblems that 
most people do not - neither the ~lhite oopulation or the 
It;dian ~opulation. So, consequen;:ly, I- ;'l~lcome something 
like thJ.s that at least for the first ti::1e in 15 years, I 
have been able to talk to anyone outside the local jurisdic
tion about the problems which exilst ... it's an encouragement 
that someone is looking for some~ning. 

The Indian people at our councils and courts are fighting 
the same problem we are in law en.forcement. Because of our 
joint inability to resolve felony' crimes by Indian persons 
on the reservation, the Indian cClmmunity is forced to live 
with a stigma that they're protel!!ted or pampered. Our tribal 
council has worked with our city law enforcement officers 
7"egardless of jurisdictional dislflutes, time and again to 
J.mprove the law and order on the. r.eserva tions . And, in each 
it;stance, we have had good resu] t.~ Ivorking locally, except 
WJ. th regard to federal prosecut.~.on. We have jointly run our 
heads against a brick wall time and again when it comes to 
federal prosecution. 

And as far as any immediate solution to the ?roblem, there 
are a couple that I can think of. I think that jurisdiction, 
~ribal sovereignty, and state sovereignty are all touchy sub
Jects and I've done alot of work with them. And I feel that 
as a police officer whose primary function is to protect and 
preserve the peace of all the people in the jurisdiction-
this is something that I'm going to stay com?letely out of, 
except that in some cases, my feeling is that jurisdiction 
could be used as a tool in solving some of these problems. 
Now by this I'm looking at both state and tribal jurisdiction 
and what I'm going to do is I'm going to give you an idea of 
a program or something that maybe you can think of, talk over, 
that might benefit the tribes on the reservation by the use 
of some state jurisdiction and might also benefit the white 
community by the use of tribal jurisdiction. NOIv, what I'm 
going to do--this is a 6 point--well, program, you might say 
-- that I have thought about and I've thought about this for 
quite. some time. I'll go quite sloldy and again ask me 
questJ.ons if you want to. The first one and the one that 
would be most important is let the state assume jurisdiction 
o~ felony cases presently handled by the feceral government 
wJ.th local prosecut.i,on and local juries. NOI" I will explain 
this--~~ese would be the cases that the tribes do not handle 
anyway. Felony cases are out of the jurisdiction of the Fort 
Peck tribes. 

Are you talking about all 14 crimes? 

NEUMILLER: Yes. 

DELACRCZ: Don't say all tribes. Some tribes have updated ~heir codes 
where they have ...•.•. 

NEUMILLER: Right. No, I am talking about - only abou~ those tribes that 
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would not be handled anyway under tribal jurisdiction--that 
would be out of tribal jurisdiction. Okay, secondly, th~ 
tribal courts retain all of the jurisdiction they now hav3 
over misdemeanors. That's not changing their system in any 
way, shape, or form--not their function, not their structure. 
One of the big things is the juvenile cases. Possibly so~ 
system l'ihich would allow the tribes to refer juvenile cases 
to district court for handling under the juvenile system, 
which has access to all the state agencies. Now, the one 
thing that I want to emphasize here is the word "refer" by 
the tribal court system. 

MANNING: Go through your suggestion and then we'll come back ••... 

NEUMILLER: Numb~r four - to allow the tribes to refer certain civil 
cases, such as divorce cases, mental cases, severe alcohol 
cases to district court for handling. Number five - to make 
state training available to tribal officers, which it is now 
to a great extent and allow them full status as city or 
state officers for ~nforcing those laws pertaining to making 
arrests of tribal felonies. They already have city police 
status for white arrests in city court. This change liould 
not be as drastic on our reservation as it would appear to 
be because most of the ground work is now done •....... 

.•.••• thousands of dollars that are poured into this system 
could be detoured to local agencies and courts. Now, by this, 
I mean to help alleviate the case load on the local district 
judges, prosecutor's office, also to the tribes for upgrading 
in manpowe.r, equipment, or whatever is necessary for the 
tribal law officers to function in their role as investigators 
••• tribal or state police officers--also probably to the 
local counties or cities who would have the responsibility 
of enforcing this type of law. I think one of the things 
that I am purposely detouring is the issue of jurisdictional 
rights by the state or the tribe. .n.nd the re.a·son that I'm 
going to do that is because of the fact that I have been 
through this, I've seen it from both sides and I thin~ that 
a piece of jurisdiction that benefits a state could also 
benefit the tribe--a piece of tribal jurisdiction that has 
benefit to the tribe could also b~nefit a city. There are 
things that our tribal council can do that we cannot. They 
have a rapport with the federal government, they have in's 
and out's with the federal gover:\lment that we do not. Our 
roads are closed and theirs aren't. We have access 'cO the 
state agencies s1.lch as the mental health center in If'arm 
Springs, Montana. We have access to several alcohol state
funded rehabilitation centers and the tribes do not. )lore 
importantly, we have access to several juvenile ceIi.ters that 
are well set up in the State of Montana that the ti~ibes do 
not. So, consequently, a piece of jurisdiction rrcm the 
state that allows us to handle these type situations Idth 
ease, I think, could be delegated to the tribes. ay the same 
token, the tribes wouldn't have to give up any tribal sover
eignty in any way and I don't think that the tribes should. 
Now this is my personal feelings and I'm speaking frc~ ~y 
o~ experience. I think that the tribal police and tribal 
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courts are able to handle their people in their own courts. 
The fact that it was a different system than qurs is unique 
and .r think this is something that the Indiall people believe, 
think that the tribal courts have to have the rapport with 
Indian people. And I don't think that the tribal courts 
should be circumvented. I do think that basically what it 
amounts to is that the prosecution of felony cases would 
probably stop many of the cases 'from coming to tribal court 
because many of the cases that the tribal court handles are 
from the same people who perform these same crimes over and 
over and over and appear in federal court. So, quite possi
bly another side benefit of this would be that the tribal 
court system wouldn't have the terrible load that it now 
does. The other system that would alleviate some of this is 
something that I've heard talked about here several times 

'and that is a United States magistrate being placed on the 
Fort Peck Reservation. We do have one now. We have a u.s. 
magi~trate. He is also the city attorney. But the only thing 
that he does at this time is set bond for the Indian person 
that's arrested on a felony offense--sets bond pending an 
appearance in federal court. NOW, if we did have a magisrate 
in Wolf Point to handle the lower felony cases, it would be 
beneficial; however, the big problem re~ains that the major 
crimes, f€'.lonies that do exist. would still have to go to 
court in Billings or Great Falls, Montana, and would still 
have to be prosecuted by the United States Attorney. One of 
the other problems that would have to be solved is that the 
U.S. Attorney would have to station someone in Wolf Point. 
In other words, someone that could be accessible to us locally 
on a need basis, day-to-day, that we could present cases for 
prosecution. And I have been informed at different times 
that the united States Attorney's Office will not do this. 
Their cases have to come from the FBI. U.S. Attorney's syste~ 
in Wolf Point would possibly speak only the pa~t of our crimi
nal justice system--where it affects the ~ajor felonies. 
But the ultimate placement of this case I~olild still be in 
federal court, 150 miles away. 

This first thing that I presented, like I say, is something 
that I have thought about for some time'. One of the reasons 
tha~ I even mention it is because of the fact that we have 
had cooperation in so many areas from the Fort Peck tribes 
and something like this I know would cause alot of consterna
tion in some circles but when you look at it from either side, 
you see that something like this if i t I~as implemented pro
bably wouldn't cause that much problem-at least on our reser
vation. In fact, it. probably wouldn't cause any. 

Mru~NING: Thank you very much and we'll start the questioning with Joe. 

DELACRUZ,: Well, riow that your recommendations have stripped the tribes 
of all their powers, my first question, are you familiar l'li th 
the recent Child Welfare Act that gets into juvenile ~rimes 
and a process for these things to be handled by tribes and 
referred back to tribes from state cour~, etc., that this 
became lalV and hopefully, we'll get appropriation to handle 
it this year, recommendation was to turn that over to you, 
but if there's appropriation, there's definitely going to be 
money ....•. 
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NEUMILLER: Okay, now this I was not aware of, just exactly IVhat this 
consists of. Some of the things that the tribal court system 
is trying to use so far, some of the placements have been a 
long drawn out process that involved the social services 
welface department that the tribal judges have to go through 
because they don't have the authority. In other ··.·,ords, a 
tribal judge can't just, you know, decide that a chil& needs 
to be placed here and do it. They have to go through so many 
different agencies in order to get it done. And I think that 
probably something like this would streamline the process. 

DELACRUZ: Yeah, and I found out on that that in some states they've 
worked that out with the state courts and stuff I~here all 
those things are referred back to the tribe, the tribal 
social health service divisions. There'S group hcmes that 
are on some of the reservation. I know Yakima has one, 
there's one in western ~'1ashington and they have them in Albu
querque. And those things have been worked out. The Child 
Welfare Act was worked on ~everal years to take, address some 
of the problems with children and juveniles. Although the 
bill didn't come through exactly what Indian people wanted 
and the regulations. It's addressing the problems, that 
you're saying to turn over to the city, county, or state. 
Again, Indian people, self-determination are taking care of 
their own people. 

NEUMILLER: Well, this is why I think in this presentation, let me empha
size the lVord refer. I think that there should be a tool 
for tribal courts to use that they don't have. Our district 
court ~ystem could be used as a tool as they lvish. 

DELACRUZ: The other thing is that acros~ different states IVhere panels 
deal with what tribes feel they don't have and what people 
have toll them they don't have. And every tribe is at a 
different level of exercising I~hat they do have. I think at 
Yakima the officers there have just updated their code3 to 
take care of alot of these things that you're told they didn't 
have. I know in south\'lestern New Mexico, some of those 
places •••• The other question I had was I~hen you're speaking 
of felonies that lVe can't handle, what are you classifying 
as felonies? Are you just speaking of the major crimes? 

NEUMILLER: I'm talking of the crimes that now fall under the jurisdiction 
of the FBI. Now these crimes, again, this is the problem, 
these crimes are not only out of our jurisdiction, they are 
also out of tribal jurisdiction. The tribe has nothing to 
say about these crimes. Now again, this involves federal 
statutes that would take changing, but they I~ould involve 
crimes that the Indian tribes do not nolV, at least on our 
reservation have any part of enforcing at all. Well, one 
of the problems is that IVhen I~e have a trial--federal trial 
in Billings or Great Falls, l-Iontana, the jury is comprised 
of people from around the state. Now the Indian ?erson that 
goes to trial in Billings or Great Falls in 350 m~les fro~ 
his resrrvation. NoW, say that this system Ivas i::1plemented 
in IVhici. the--instead of the federal court taking t!1is, the 
local district court could handle< this, the jury would not 
have to be drawn from allover. the state. The jury Ivould be 
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drawn from people in that area. No\." tribal people do sit 
on our juries in district court. I don't know how it is 
anywhere else, but they already do. 

DELACRUZ: In our jury, non-Indian people sit on our juries also. 

NEUMILLER: Well, see, we don't. Well, in tribal court, no, we don't. 

DELACRUZ: 

In federal court, yes, but in tribal court, no. My people 
do not sit on juries. So, it'would be probably to me anyway 
a better judgment of a jury--probably to the person that was 
there to have at least some of the people that are from that 
part of the country sitting on the jury, which now it's like 
traveling across the country. It's a completely different 
world. There is no feelings for the reservation or the 
people involved •.•• 

Yes, another question I had. 
better to--for alot of these 
city or state because of the 
same people in r,ribal court. 
diction have this problem in 

You referred that it would be 
things that are referred to the 
history of repeaters of the 

Do other courts in their juris
Montana? 

NEUMILLER: Would you repeat that, please? 

DELACRUZ: Well, you said that it would be if you turn some of these 
jurisdictions over to the city or county or state--it would 
be--the way I heard you say it. It would be good because of 
the repeaters that you have in tribal court--the same people. 
Don't other courts wi thin their jur::'.sdiction have t.he repeater 
problem in Montana? 

NEUMILLER: I'll answer your question. In the first place, I made no 
mention of turning any jurisdiction over to the city--none 
at all, or to the county. To answer the second question, 
this is a common type thing through all the court systems. 
Most of the major crimes are from repeat offenders. What I 
talked about in referring cases to a district court, as far 
as the city jurisdiction, absolutely not. Tribal court would 
maintain their jurisdiction, jus·t as we are now. In other 
words, we would not, as city police, we would not change. 
Tribal police would not change, por would the structure of 
the tribal court or the city court, nothing would be affected 
except for the fact that the tribal police would have train
ing, probably on an assessment basis - the state would have 
to provide training .that they now don't get. 

DELACRUZ: That was another one of my questions. !n !·Ion tan a f why don't 
the tribes have access to the institutions? 

NEUMILLER: The tribes do now. One of the things, of course, is this 
jurisdiction. The tribal officers are oolice officer.s and 
stuff like this. Now, I should make myself clear. I am 
talking about those. tribal police on. the reservation. NOw, 
off the reservation, it's different in the state on Nontana. 
In that off the reservati-,n, there's no status at all. It's 
all under the same jurisQ~ction, so a tribal person on a 
police department in Glasgow off the reservation, it wouldn't 
matter whether he was tribal or not. He would go through 
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the same, he would be a state police officer. And the pro
blem comes in with the jurisdiction. One of the reasons 
that alot of the education was denied from tribal police was 
because of funding. Jmd as I pointed out before, the state 
provides most of our closts in training in the Montana Law 
Enforcement Academy w!1ich lasts, different schools, 15 'I'/eeks. 
Okay, the tribes would have to pay for this \'lhere this was 
picked up on a state basis by the sta\:e funding. And the 
tribes were reluctant to send their officers because of the 
cost involved. And when you have a depaztment that is quite 
small, as the ~ribal police did, you can see where the ab
sence of on~ officer. However, there have been several of 
the tribal police that have recently gone through the Montana 
Law Enforcement •••••• 

DELACRUZ: You went through ••• I thought on one of your recommendations 
when you're speaking of juvenile problems or child problems 
that there was no access to state jurisdiction. 

NEUMILLER: By tribal court, that's correct. The process by whicn the 
person in our situation was placed in a state institution-
a petition is drawn before the district judge in our county, 
stating that the person has a mental or an alcoholic-related 
disease and that it's bad enough that he should be committed 
to an institution for treatment. Okay, the tribal courts 
do not now have that opportunity to do this because of the 
fact that the Fort Peck Tribal Court is not a recogni~ed 
court of record and, therefore, not recognized by the State 
of Montana ••••.• 

DELACRUZ: And then there's not inter-governmental cooperation i.l those 
areas where even - there doesn't need to be accorded from 
if a health clinic or the social service department refers 
someone that wanted the use of an institution for alcoholism 
say, they can't .•• they're not .•. the state won't accept theQ. 

NEUMILLER: There is cooperation in that the county welfare does provide 
welfare and social services for all people in the State of 
Montana and 80% of our welfare and social service .••.. 

DELACRUZ: Will they take a referral from the tribal institutions, such 
as the tribal social health service division in conjunction 
with Indian health? 

~, 

NEUHILLER: Yes, they will. This is on the local level. But you see, 
we still run into the problem of that person that's in need 
of care being able to be put into an institution such as Warm 
Springs State Hospital, our state mental institution or the 
alcohol rehabilitation center •••• 

DELORIA: You're saying what they're doing now for involuntary commit
ments is that the state courts are just going ahead and com
mitting people, reservation people? They're not? 

NEUr.1ILLER: ..... can't do it. 

DELORIA: So how are people being involuntarilY committed or they're 
not? 
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NEUMILLER: W~ll, this is one of the problems that I was addressing. 
The fact that the Fort Peck tribal system, Fort Peck courts, 
tribal courts don't have the authority now to refer these 
people or juvenile offenders ,to our local court systems 
which is right there, not 200 feet from their front door, 
where our district judge sits in the courthouse. These people 
cannot go across the street--our tribal judges can't go 
across the street and say, "Hey, let me get this person 
commi tted. " 

DELACRUZ: Have there ever been any attempts to inter-governmentally 
work out these authorities or jurisdictions? I mean other 
than arguing over who's got the authority ••.•. 

NEUMILLER: Yes, there has. I don't think there's been any argument oyer 
who has the authority. I think again here is a problem of, 
you know, where do the la~ ... s pertain. I don I t think there I s 
any problem. In fact, the tribal courts would gladly refer 
some juvenile cases where they could be dealt with properly. 
We don't have a juvenile institution on the reservation. We 
have a terrible juvenile problem. What we have to work with 
is an informal social service system that is integrated. The 
triba and county social service system works together. But 
what it is is it ends up in sort of a shambles because of the 
fact that you see you have no direction from the top, you 
have no guidelines from the district judge that says this 
person will attend this institution for 90 days to be evalu
ated to see what's wrong with this person or this person can 
be sent to the alcoholism treatment center. Now Fort Peck 
tribe has what they call a half-way house, which is again a 
commendable effort by the Fort Peck tribes to combat one of 
our worst problems that we have and that's alcoholism. And 
this building is in Poplar and it's run entirely by tribal 
persons that do have experience with this, but again, this 
is an informal thing. Again, it costs the tribe money to run 
this thing. 

MANNING: Carroll, you have any questions? 

GRAHA...'1: Well, sure, I have alot of questions and, time will permit. 
It seems to me like in your testimony and I'll ask you if 
this is fact; ap,d we've gotten it from alot of other sources 
over the past two days. It seems as though that the FBI and 
the United States Attorney is not responsive to some of these 
major crimes that are presented that they should take a hold 
of and do something about. !'ve repeatedly heard this. You 
think this to be a fact? 

NEUMILLER: It's absolutely true. 

GRAHAM: I think this is, I know, coming from the reseryation that I 
do in the Crow and the Cheyenne, I have two of them in my 
district and r hear this common complaint all the time. Yo~ 
may try to get a hold of the FBI for two weeks, they may 
never call back, they never respond. very rarely. And by 
that time, the evidence is cold. If it ever does go to the 
U.S. Attorney, the evidence is gone, some of the , ... itnesses 
change their minds, are gone, so it's thrown out. There's 
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nothing ever done about it. And I think that's the weakness 
in the whole system. It's not good for the Indians or it 
isn't good for the non-Indians. 

NEUMILLER: That's true. 

GRAHM<l: That's all r' m goi~g to say. 

MANNING: That was a good question •.• (laughter) •. , 

GRAHAM: Well, I did ask him if that was what he said ..•.. 

MANNING: I want to thank you for your presentation. It was most 
interesting and I know it opened alot of our eyes to some 
unbelievable situations that you've described. I think that 
probably it's a fair statement to make that your attempt to 
resolve them with your six points basically is because you 
feel that the justice people aren't doing their job in the 
major and minor felony areas. Would that be a fair state
ment? 

NEUMILLER: This is true. I think if the federal agencies were doing 
their jobs as they shoUld, I think alot of the problems of 
state jurisdiction, at least in law enforcement would not 
e'!;:n be there. I think that the fact that the federal system 
works so slow, so sluggishly, that in some ca3es it is res
ponsible for people being killed. Repeat offenders are never 
grabbed. They're never taken into custody. And I think 
that becuase of this, one of the biggest causes of hard 
feelings that exists is because of this situation. And as 
far as I'm concerned, my ititerest is in the, as I said, pre
serving peace on the reservation. All people and I need 
the tools. I don't have them. The Fort Peck tribes needs 
the tools, they don't have them. And the tools have to be 
found someplace and they're going to have to be found by 
people looking at some other approach, maybe it's different ... 

MANNING: Or at least as a stop-cap until the tribes can get to where 
they should be. You mentioned--I just want to run through 
some of your testimony for those of us who weren't here at 
the morning session in the event that we get into any parti
cipation or there are people out there from the federal de
partments that might want to respond or discuss it. You said 
that in a year's time, t;here's approximately 150 cases that 
the FBI shoulc handle. Is that correct, something in that 
area? And that about 20 will be prosecuted and the rest go 
back to the tribal court? 

NEUMILLER: That's true. 

MANNING: .••. just trying to see if my notes are correct. Okay, r 
don't think that this is probably a fair question to ask you, 
but again, the reason I asked that question this morning 
of that other law enforcement officer, because of the discus
sion again yesterday. Everyone says that P.L. 280 is not 
working, and yet it seemed to me that in every state that 
had P.L. 280, they don't have the ?roblem that the non-280 
states have because they can get to state court with the 
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felony caso;:Is that normally in a non-280 state just go back 
to the tribes. Now, will somebody enlighten if that's so. 

I want to point something else out, too, Speaker. We're ~ 
280 state. But tha things that are referred back to a tr~bal 
court, either by the U.S. Attorney, the ~BI, or even a federal 
court of appeal, they turn it back to tr~b~l court, at lea~t 
in some of: the tribes in the State of Wash~ngton, those tr~bes 
are handling those cases. And it gets down to a point of 
recognition of that court which I think you stated that no 
one recognizes the court of ••.• And the court, and staff 
can handle all of this. 

Well, that's another answer, to get the ~ppropriate court, 
where you don't have it at the ••••• 

DELACRUZ: Well, there's no recognition of the court. Well, how are ••• 
handle it? 

~1ANNING: Now the other thing though, that--didn't someone say yester
day that many of til~se federal cases are being handled by 
the state? Wasn't there a testimpny to that effect yesterday? 

DELACRUZ: No, I dieln' t recall ....• 

MANNING: 

DELACRUZ: 

mEUHILLER: 

DELACRUZ: 

NEUHILLER: 

MANNING: 

I thoughi: someone when I asked them that ~a~d that the¥ go , 
to the state courts and they attempt to f~na a state v~olat~on 
rather than consider it. a federal offense. I thought someone 
told me t:hat ••.• 

But that's why a question on 150 of the 14 major ~rimes, off 
the top of my head, I don't know what those 14 cr~mes are, 
but they're under federal jurisdiction. ,I feel that's more 
than there is in the whole State of Wash~ngton. 

I'd like to comment. Flathead .Reservation in Hontana has 
concurrent state and tribal jurisdiction. Now, I don't know 
the basics, and I'm not familiar .•• as fo: tribal c~urt not 
being recognized, you're referring to be~ng recogn~zed as a 
legal entity by the state of Hontana? 

To refer cases back, I think Flathead, under concurrent! are 
working very similar to the \.ay some of the cc;>u:ts are ~n 
some of the other states when there is recogn~t~on of that 
court under .•.•. 

The tribal court does not have to be recognized by the State 
of Hontana. In fact, the tribal court--the S~ate of ~ontana 
doesn't even enter into--in that these •.. cons~sts of .... ederal 
or tribal--the state doesn't enter into it at all. We don't 
hllve any state jurisdiction. 

The other thing that bothers me is that the referral ~ack to 
the tribal court, they can still--the best they can g~ve 
them is $500 and si>.r months. Does that solve the problem? 

, 1 th blem I'm surprised that none of DELACRUZ: That doesn t so ve e p,ro . 
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the witnesses brought up the efforts of the Senate Judiciary 
Committee to update the federal code. It was 51, now it's 
another bill number, and Title XVIII in there--that's alot 
of Indian people that have been following it. And alot of 
state attorney genera,~s because it's clarifying some of 
these jurisdicj,ton things that people are arguing over and 
people are sUffering over because .•. trying to get together ..•. 

MANNING: We're now finished with all the formal presentors of the 
morning and afternoon. And as we did yesterday, those of you 
in the aUdience who wish to comment or question, please feel 
free to do so. Sometime before we finish, I'm going to ask 
-- we have a visitor from Canada here who -- I'm going to 
ask him to perhaps give us his impression of what he's heard 
here in the last two days. But we'll save him until the end. 

HURD: Do I get to ask a question first? 

MANNING: Surely. So does anyone wish to say anything that's in the 
aUdience? 

DEAl. .... : 

HURD: 

I'd just like to briefly respond to the inquiry that \.,as 
made about 280. I think there are two things that my clients 
that were here earlier ~ho have left would like very much to 
emphasize. One of the problems in 280

i
states is the problem 

of unresponsiveness. ,In,other wordsJ_/~fle county sheriff or 
the state or whoever ~ t ~s, doesn't '.!:'e'spond any better than 
the FBI or U.S. Atto~ney. But there's the other ..••.•. 
(end of tape) •••• 

• ••• l-!anitoba prior to that before I became Governor General. 
My concern in terms of sort of adviSing those persons that 
I work with in the Department including the Assistant Deputy 
Administrator for Corporate Policy is because two things are 
happen~ng in Canada inspite of the government being in some
what l~mbo. One was started under the Trudeau go\'ernment 
namely a Constitution reform in Canada \.,hich nati\-es in 
general and Indians in particular have sought and are seeking 
some involvement in the reform of the Constitution of Candda 
namely the British North America Act which is a British stat
ute and it may seem strunge to you in part is that Canada of 
all of the common law countries that got its independence by 
one way or the other, Canada is the only country in the British 
commonwealth that must go to the British crown to ask if it 
could reform its Constitution. Australia does not do this, 
New Zealand does not do this. No other country in the British 
commonwealth does this. British North America Act is a 
British act. The reason why the Canadians have not patrioted 
~nd the Canadi~~s butchered the English language because there 
~s no such word as patrioted. So we got one now. Patrioting 
the Constitution is because of the last hundred and some odd 
years, is because the Canadians have not agreed on ho\. to 
amend the Act, the Constitution. So that Indian oeople, 
National Indian Brotherhood and the rather articulate provin
cial associations acros!" the country as the Hanitcban Indian 
Brotherhood, Upward InQ .. an Association and other .:lssociations, 
etc., have sought involvement in the reform of the Constitu
tion of Cetnada and an entrenching of "their rights." ~lr. 

-------------"------"-------~---~-~-----~-----
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Trudeau refused any participation on behalf of the nati.ves 
in general and Indians in particular. Natives include a very 
wide population in Canada. The Indian Constitution in Canada 
include the Eskimo, as well as the Indian and what we tradi
tionally know as the Indian, but Indians statutorially is 
only included in the Indian Act. Eskimos are not included 
in the Indian Act and the statu tor x documentation of' the 
Indians. The Clark Government before it fell did promise 
that the Indians would be involved in Constitutional reform 
in Canada on those issues affecting the registered Indian in 
Canada namely the Indian whose registered under tile tndian 
Act. And that has spurred in many ways the involvement of 
Indians and their excitement in a possible revision of the 
British North America Act or whatever Constitution is evolved 
out of Canada. 

The second thing, of course, is the Indian Act itself. 
Canada's registered Indians are governed by on~ act of the 
Parliament of Canada; hot many 'Jr hundreds or several as in 
the United States. One single act. That Act has not been 
revised since 1951. And there is movement, there has been 
movement now for the last couple of years to reform that Act, 
revise that Act and the Indian participation in it as to its 
revision. So those are the two sort of processes that are 
going on in Canada and I should point out that I'm sure that 
all of you know that Indians in many i~ays -look to the United 
States for those things that they perce ved to be areas of 
sovereignty, self-determination, territorial integrity, etc. 
They also look to the United States to see what they do not 
want to see in the Indian Public Law 280. The federal govern
ment of Canada, on instinct somewhat, in the Department of 
Indian Affairs also look to the United States, probably in 
some ways perceiving what they may not want to see as has 
happened in the United States, namely sort of conclaves of 
jurisdiction that somehow defy their perceptions of a federal 
structure, i.e., a central government and a provincial struc
ture. Provinces also look to the United States in part be
cause they perceive two different types of things. If you 
are from Alberta, you may well perceive the fact that since 
you are \~eal thy, one of the wealthiest, if not the \~eal thiest 
province in Canada, you are willing, therefore, to take what
ever jurisdiction you can get over Indians including Indian 
land. You, too, are from -the poor province as probably i-lani
toba, you probably look to the United States to see \~hether 
you can find any patterns NOT to assume jurisdiction unless 
the federal government of Canada is willing to fund that 100%. 
In B.C. (British Columbia), those who are from the Pacific 
Northwest knows that since B.C. joined the union in Canada, 
B.C. has always been very much paranoid about the whole 
issue. In fact, in B.C., there are no Indians. If they 
were not conquered, it's a fact that \~e forgot the army, but 
at least we ran over Vancouver Island and that makes every
body assimulated or a part of something. B.C. is not covered 
under treaty and is not covered under the law, Proclamation 
of 1763, so they think they're ~ome free. So, all Indians 
are B.C.ers and there are no pt ,olams even though George 
Manuel says there are. 

--~--~--~------~~--------------------------=--~~ 
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All I'm suggesting is this: there is a network'of things 
going on in Canada in the attempt to evolve ,~hat might be 
the pattern in Canada, relative to the revisions of the 
Indian Act, relative to the reform of the Constitutlion and, 
obviously, the Constitution reform is down the road. This 
is not made an immediate process. There are those \~ho are 
betting on twenty years, so Margaret Thatcher may have awhile 
yet to decide whether or not she wants to pick up the <i:ndian 
Act. On the other hand, the Indian Act is probably very 
imminent. One particular reason for that is the discrimi
nation clause as perce~ved in Canada, very heavily by non
Indians, I think, although that's not clear, is that after 
the Indian man marries, based on the Indian Act, marries a 
non-Indian woman, she becomes Indian. If an Indian woman 
marries a non-Indian man, she's kicked out. That case now 
will be heard, strangly enough is on the agenda of the Human 
Rights Commission of the United Nations and Mr. Clark and 
MacDonald, former Minister, now Minister, but Minister with
out portfolio, of External Affairs has been very much con
cerned about that, the international publici~y, going to the 
UN. The Supreme Court of Canada has ruled, of course, that 
is not discrimination in the traditional sense because of 
the 9124, the British North America Act, can speak to the 
Indians and Indian lands as the authority or whether the 
heading of Parliamentary power. With reference to the speci
fic things that have been said here, obviously, the Indian 
population on the whole in Canada has been looking for some 
indications and movements for and acclamation of their national 
status, of the nation's status, the affirmation of treaties 
as treaties. The Supreme Court of Canada, as well as the 
Privy Council in England prior to the Supreme Court of Canada 
being co\trt of last resort about 1952 even if Privy Council, 
House of Lo~ds in England rule that the trea~ies made between 
the British Government and the Indian nations are really 
nothing more thah private con-tracts and come under the rules 
of interpretation of private contract la\~. So, in essence, 
raised the whole issue of the nature of treaties and status 
of treaties as law. Their role and their relationship to 
statutory law, Indian Act, Constitution Law and private law. 
Second is that not only are ~~ey seeking wha~ might be called 
elements of sovereignty, elements of self-determLlation as 
they see soutl} of the border but in some areas, there is the 
beginnings of sort of the assertional fact even though there 
is no statutory basis for them to live. The Indian Act in 
Canada is basically an administrative act in \~hich the bands 
become essentially extensions of ,.the Department in terms of 
welfare payments or that rounding up maqdogs or I think they 
have some weak control under the Indian Act \~hich is their 
responsibility. 

So that what assertions are becoming to take place are essen
tially contractual between Indian bands and the Department. 
One of those is in the area of law enforcement. There are 
few areas or few bands in Canada that have \~hat might be 
called constable prc.'grams and they contract through the De
partment of Indian A:i;,fairs. It goes back al;nost to Sam's 
question yesterday as the distinct between making law and 
administering them. And in this particular case, I was rather 
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surprised at the answer yesterday because somebody said we 
have a distinct as I understood it, we'll have it administra
tion rather than acting because at least we don't have to 
administer that which ~"e don't like or something to that 
effect. I don't know that the National Indian Brotherhood 
or Federal of Saskatchewan Indians and the Manitoban Indian 
Brotherhood would agree with that because I think that to be 
ab~e to act upon some things indioates a degree of sovereignty 
wh~ch they do not now have. I mentioned this for the reason 
that two incidents have taken place very recently and I think 
~is whole area you have been talking about goes to the 
~ssue because I think the Indian communi ties, the Indian ban.ds 
in Canada have said: OK, if we don't have sort of a solid 
notion of what our treaties are about that they have a 
status at least of statute, that we are not granted some 
degree of self-determination and sovereignty. We have a kind 
o:fi administrative unit of the Department. One of the areas 
we might be able to enter into is the area of law enforcement 
And obviously, rou get in a sense that, really begins to talk' 
~out.the quest~on.of sovereignty and territorial integrity 
~n th~s type of thJ.ng so that our recent incident Or a recent 
incident in a band which includes part of the city of Montreal, 
one of the more wealthier bands in Canada. A member of the 
tribe was shot by the Quebec police force, who entered the 
~serve. Th7 Reserve now has forbidden, unless they've changed 
s~nce my arr~val here Sunday, have forbidden the Quebec police 
force from ever entering the Reserve. What's going to happen 
there, we don't know with reference to any kind of chase or 
any kind of pursuit that may go through the city onto the 
Reserve. Can the police force of Quebec enter? What if 
there's a shootout between the Constable of the band and 
p:ovincial police force and they have indicated that they 
w~ll shot and they will stop the Quebec police force at their 
Reserve. As you know, you must frowned a great deal in the 
sense that the St. Regis Band last winter blocked, charged 
toll! of ~e Tho~sand 171and Highway because they were pro
test~ng w~thhold~ng med~cal funds, medical services by the 
Department of Health, welfare of Canada out of the Universal 
H7alth System to the st. Regis Band. Sl, all they did was 
s~mply block Thousand Island Highway here and if you would 
try to go up the Thousand Island Highway into Kingston o~ 
Montreal or. down to Toronto, you would have to pay a toll to 
the St. Reg~s Band. That became a very sticky issue, because 
that was an issue between the three agencies then. One, it's 
really a part of the Federal Highway System although it's 
under territorial jurisdiction, until you had a kind of 
collision or potential collision between the RCMP, as offi
cers of the federal government in the right of the Crown of 
Canada on the OPP, the Ontario Provincial Police and St. 
Regis Police System and there were lots of Americans who 
carn7 up who were a bit annoyed. Why in the hell do you let 
Ind~ans take over? We don't let them take over the United 
States and they certainly can't take over 1-70 and charge 
tol~, like they can up here. The crown must be caving in. 
Man~toba's also having certain problems in the north with 
and !-1anitoba's quite different situation because ~lanitoba coes 
not have its own conventional police force. It contracts 
with the Federal Government and the RC~~ in Manitoba is not 
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onlr a federal police force but it becomes a provincial 
p,?l~.~e force. Wjlether or not the RCMP officers who are pro
v~nc~al and also federal, depending on what they're doing, 
can enter or not, a Reserve, as the Ft. Alexander Reserve a 
very ~arge reserve, northeast of Winnepag or the Tribal ' 
~ounc~l of the southwestern part. All I'm indicating to you 
~s tr;at. t.here is certain movements in Canada and they're not, 
I th~nk, unrelated to some of the problems you are working 
on. They're not.unrelated in the sense that the Indian 
population in Canada is extremely ~.'ell aware there are plane
loads o~ people corning out of Ott:3.wa every' day to Washington 
and var~ous other parts from the ~ational Indian Brotherhood 
and various other regions who're looking at, solving the 
ban~'s self-determination, the court systems, etc., etc., etc. 
Obv~ou~ly, there are things that Canada has gone through as 
tr;e Un~ted States has, all the way from apartness to simula
t~on.to t0getherness to verti7alness to horizontaless, back 
to s~mulat~on and now someth~ng else. I guess the question 
I would like to ask and it's a difficult one and I've been 
~empted to .ask awh~le ago. How would you advise, unlike you 
~n many ''lays! ~alk~n9 about the problems of uniformity, pro
blems of adm~n~strat~on, problems of coordination, I think 
these are all the things I heard here basically, why the 
srstem didn't -vlork. We need to talk more, I'm always suspi
c~ous of that one. We need to have more coordinators, I'm 
always suspicious of that one. We need for you to pledge 
I think that's barking up the wrong tree at this moment. ' 
What we need to do is maybe institute other forms of bureau
cracies, call them institutes of Indian justice or whatever 
you want to call them, I'm not trying to be derogatony about 
the presentations, I'm a bit suspicious of that. Public Law 
2~0 has~'t worked. I'm not sure just ~.,hy it hasn't from the 
d~sc~ss~on. I don' t ~ean. to be cri tical, I'm tl:ying to figure 
out ~f you are an Ind~an ~n Canada, why you wou}:d not vant 
P .~'. 280 and :C' m not sure I heard \.,hy just yet or if I ~~ere 
adv~s~ng the Department of Indian Affairs what ~"e really 
ought to do is pass some sort of semblance of P.L. 280 and 
just give it to the provinces. After all, Alberta wants all 
the I~dian problems including the high costs, social cost 
but w~ll ti~ke over the large reserves, too. How would you 
advise, to advise the Assistant Deputy Minister tomorrow 
morning on questions of law enforcement, on questions of 
P.L. 280, questions of the role of Indians in the federal 
system, jurisdiction issues, institution issues. Canada's 
slate is, I think potentially in part fairly clean. By that 
I mean to say there are several ways to go at this moment, 
several ways to go in terms of revision of the Indian Act, 
reform the Constitution. I'm not saying that there are not 
some historical sets. There are some historical sets. Nhat 
I'm saying is I think the atmosphere is such that one would 
look at a number of things and a number of packets. I guess 
I'm really asking a question in a simple sort of way: "Nhat 
would you advise me to avoid?" Joe? 

I would like to respoind to that. I really appreciate you 
being here, Carroll. As a member of the hundred and fifty
six bands of the s'ali:.h Nations, B.C. is north of us. And 
what's happening in Canada and what's h~ppening in the United 
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St:ates, the whole thing goes down to mutual respect in govern
ment relations, both the u.s. and Canada. And we've been 
~le, at least in the NW, to work out some semblance of that 
w~th the International Pacific Salmon Commission, where we've 
got. an Indian l:epresentative that we requested and appointed 
on ~t. You have one in Canada only the Indians didn't have 
the privilege to pick who the member would be. But it gets 
down to government to government relations and I don't know 
if Canada's ready to do that or the United states or the 
states. The Canadian Indians, unfortunately, alot of the 
Indian leaders in the United states (and there is a lot of 
federal people here). We recognize the history and we've 
analyzed it very well of the various periods that Indian 
people have been put through from annihilation to our govern
ment's back again; assimulation' our government's back in 
the 1934 Act; termination; self·~determination. The Canadian 
brothers ask us to send what we feel about what's happened 
to us in the United States just a month ago. And some of us 
view what's happening to us now, even though we are in a 
period of self-determination and the testimonies vou've heard 
some of the tribes have their own capabil'ities for their own 
people through their own governments went through a period 
of at least pulling themself together. We feel we're now in 
a period of strangulation as far as funds go. It all is 
federal policy of the different administrations and we warned 
~e Canadian hrothers o~ th,at. You kno,,,, ,,,,hat the history 
~s down here and your h~story has followed five years, ten 
years. afi:er what's happened in the United States, by the 
Cc;mad~an gover~ent. We feel we're ill a period of strangula
tion now, espec~ally where you've got strong tribes who had 
been able to set up their systems and start getting economic 
strength, and unfortunately, I guess that became a threat 
to someone, so now let's pull the funds out. Let's start 
crunching these budgets down. And I bring this up because 
of the federal people that are here and the state people. 
During the period of termination where 280 came about, the 
federal government was attempting to shirk its responsibility 
and push those burdens onto the states. The counties and 
states couldn't afford those that never put it in their bud
gets. So, in most areas when you mention 280, there was 
total vacuums as far as law and order went. Total deteri
oration of the people, almost cultural genesides. And even 
in 280 states, tribes had to sue to start taking care of their 
own, funds or no funds. Nhen the gal said that some of the 
tribes, people had a club outside somebody's door, that was 
the authority there. And if the funding, which is a problem, 
at least for India.n tribes in the united" States and r think 
it is a federal reisponsibility in Canada. Then the federal 
government should live up to that responsibility and quit 
putt~ng us through these different circles. The paper work 
has ~ncreased three-fold in this administration. And I don't 
know how the tribes on the funding process are even surviving 
today. I'm sure that the states at least with their differ
ences and differeillt laws are capable, even prepared to accept 
the responsibilities which the federal government disseminates 
which there was an attempt to do, as reorganization, of 
channeling funds 1~hrough states. If you analyze the appro
priations that go i;nto Indian affairs, w~ry little of it 
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gets down to the Indian people. I'm told that is not quite 
as true in Canada but very few of those funds get down to 
that grassroot Indian living on that reserve. I really feel 
that it's the government to goveI'nment process. I know that 
NIB and some of th!:!,ir former leaders were speaking government 
to gov~rnment relations. ~~d the external infiltrations just 
like in the United States, those people are no longer there 
but they're still there to advocate those things. But it 
really gets down to government to government and people work
ing together and I believe that the Indian people in Canada 
and the Indian people in the United States are willing to do 
that. Even though elll the things we've been through, and I 
think that there's examples and 'chat's why I was so interested 
in serving on this Commission of people working government 
to government and working things out to provide services to 
people. And I think that this Commission is finding there 
are examples that can be used everywhere, in other places as 
time goes on, we'll find "out. ~.nd I note that I see JoJo Hunt 
here from the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs and 
I see Hans Nalker bacl< there from the Solicitor's Uffice and 
'Dale Ning from LEAA, I don't know Jim Flute frow the Of::ice 
of Indian Affairs and Department of Justice and Roger Adams 
from the Criminal Division Idth the Department of Justice 
and Paul Alexander. Paul here is from the U.S. Civil Rights 
Commission and I see another note that a couple of people 
from the Federal Burea.u of Investigation are here. It's 
unfortunate you weren't here, all of you weren't here during 
the various witnesses' testimony because I feel the majority 
of the witness were pointing the problem at the various 
federal agencies and are disseminated. Some of these juris
dictional problems are up to the realm of the various federal 
departments and I don't think that Indian people really know 
where their funding situation is right now. As far as LEAA 
goes, as far as Interior goes, there's no funding that I am 
aware of in some of these other agencies. I do know that as 
an Indian person that grel", up through the latter part of the 
1934 Act when Indians were suppose to be governing themselves 
and the BIA was taking care of everything and through the 
termination period, into the self-determination era, that 
tribes have come a long way. And I have also attended many 
hearings of this type I",i th horror stories and things that this 
Commission has heard are part of records of hearings that 
go back through time. The same things with hearings of 
Senate Select Committee, they're the same type of thing, the 
Civil Rights Con~ission hearings that were held allover the 
country and hearing after hearing and I don't know I",hat the 
answer is to get at this problem but I really feel government 
to government relations ane federal government to live up to 
its responsibility and probably pull some of these things 
back centrally to one administration. Right now, Indian 
affairs is disseminated out into so many agencies that they'7e 
got people running around chasing their tails trying to figure 
Qut where to get some funding to survive. Don't do that up 
in Canada. I really feel that. I don't know if there's ~ny 
questions from the f~deral people. I know that I have a few 
questions as far as ~undings in different agencies that would 
be disseminated out into various areas. Dale, I've knolo{h yc,u 
for a long time, Dale's the LEAA desk. It was pointed out 
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this morning that through the various comprehensive plans 
of th7 t:ibes that at least to ~e Indian desk, have requested 
$18m~11~on and 1979 appropriat~on, you have $3 million and 
for ~9~O, w~! are looking at $1.2 million. It's half of' that. 
That s the :problem with that. And Sam suggested if all the 
f 7deral, age,ncy pelople would come up maybe we can have a 
d~scuss~on,of some of the problems that came out. And the 
testimoniels of the witnesses, but most of them have now 
departed. 

MANNING: Thank you/ gent,'j,emen, most of you weren't here for the pre
sentatioml, thab' s been go;i.ng on here for two days, I don't 
even know,~f you are awar!:! of our Commission and what we do 
~lease fe/~l fr/ile to ask if you feel that that will help yoU' 
~n a~swerlng 7<>m7 of tl;e questions. Running through the 
test~mony:, th~l; ~s bas~cally a Commission hearing that dis
cussed th,e proiolems of law enforcement between the states 
~d tl;e t~ibes, and the f.ederal government. We have periods 
~n wh~7h ,they ,describe the activities between the states and 
the tr~b7:s and, that the problems and running through that 
and runn~ng through all of the testimonies we've heard from 
the various jurisdictions •••.. (end of tape) .••• 
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MANNING: In the opinion of all these law enforcement people, they felt 
that the Justice Department and the FBI and the BIA, they 
all came into their own share of the responsibility, were 
not functioning adequately at all with respect to the prose
cution of these heavy crimes. I know that I can speak for 
the entire commission and assure you that that is what we 
heard time and time again, and e~amples were given to us 
specifically. There is still one, at least one, witness who 
will be happy to verify any specific instances that you may 
wish to hear. He's still' here. But would anyone, or how
ever you would like to do it. Would you like to respond? 
Is it a lack of money on Justice's part that they can't 
staff things adequately? Is it a backlog of the cases to 
the point where you can't handle them? Is it the geographi
cal distances between the reservations and the place of 
prosecution? These are the things that we've been hearing 
and ~ wonder if some of you would respond. 

ADAMS: I'd like to respond. Thank you. My name is Roger Adams and 
I'm an attorney with t~e Criminal Division of the Department. 
And among my' other responsibilities, I deal alot with the 
statutes and with the crimes on Indian reservations, such as 
the Major Crimes. I did hear the entire testimony of the 
sheriff from Montana and the ex~~ples he gave the figures 
are not surprising. That is a familiar complaint that the 
Justice Department has received. The reasons for that, there 
are a number of reasons. I think we have to consider first 
of all that you are talking about a problem on Indian reser
vations in Indian country. You can't talk about one single 
problem and one single factor applying allover the country. 
There are many Indian reservations and each Indian reserva
tion has its own unique set of problems. A law enforcement 
system that works well on one reservation may well not work 
at all on another. The specific problem of the fact that 
the United States Attorney's Office has declined too many 
Indian cases or too many cases under 1153 remains at point. 
It's unfortunate that we did not have, that the Commission 
did not have one or more United States Attorneys here. In 
fact, it would have been good to have had the United States 
Attorney from Montana, becausli! it's the Ui1ited States At.tor
ney who makes the ultimate decision about \~hether a particu
lar criminal case will or will not be prosecuted. At least 
that's true with respect to cases in Indian country. Nith 
certain federal statutes, they do not have that ul tinta'r.e 
responsibility over it but with respect to cases under 1152 
and 1153, it's up to the United States Attorney. ~t's diffi
cult to say why only '20 of 150 cases that the sher~ff men
tioned the FBI should have entered, why only 20 of them ended 
up being prosecuted. Without having the facts on all those 
cases, it's difficult to say. It may be that the U.S. Attor
ney's office has particular guidelines about monetary amounts, 
for example, among the Hajor Crimes, the crimes of larceny 
and burglary, a possible explanation, speaking theoretically 
because I don' t kno\~, but a possible explanation is that the 
U.S. Attorney may have said, "Nell, ~/ith respect t'? larcenies 
and burglaries where the amount of property taken ~s less 
than, let's say, $500 or $1,000, we should routinely decline 
in favor of tribal prosecution." That might explain to some 
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extent why we heard testimony this morning that the FBI was 
told that a Major Crime had been committed, and he said 
:'Well t ~07get, it, we' re dec~ining," The Justice Depar~en t 
~s de(:l~n~ng ~n favor of tr~bal prosecution, 

There may well be problems with the evidence in a particular 
cas7, The U.S. Attorney's office may feel that a particular 
ch~~ lof customing of wrong with a chain of custody of the 
ev~den(:e, that cannot prove the violation of a serious crime 
Now, thle point about the U.S. Attorney's offices not coopera': 
ting enough with tribal police, and the U.S. Attorney's offices 
insistilag on FBI investigation for use in prosecution. Some 
U.S. At~~orney's offices do that. Others don't. It's been 
the Just,ice Department policy for several years, which the 
U. S. Att1orney$ have been aware of, to ask and encourage the 
U.S. At~"rneysto a~cept cases for prosecution directly 
from. tr~l:.ial and front Bureau of Indian Affairs police if, in 
the U.S •. Attorne.\y' ,5 judgment, that the particular agency that 
they ~re de~lin~ wit:,h is capable of condUcting a sufficiently 
good ~nvest~gat~C)ll to support federal prosecution. There 
were some, I know, districts where certain tribal certain 
BIA police officers are held in such high regard, that their 
reports are routinely considered for prosecution. And the 
FBI has not been asked to investigate at all. There are 
others thou9'h, where it is felt by the U.S. Attorney and his 
assistants, that with a particular tribal force or particular 
par~s of the Bureau of Indian Affairs police, that the investi
gat~ons that they conduct are not sufficient quality. 
Therefore, th~lY do insist on FBI investigation. Nhich brings 
me to the point about the people from the FBI here who could 
maybe address t~is a little more specifically, the problem 
o~ the facts th,at the FBI is too far away from the reserva
t~ons and the response time is slow, that criticism may well 
be valid, with respect to distances to certain reservations, 
are a long way. You have to realize though that law enforce
ment generally in, rural America is not as swift, as fast, as 
speedy, as it i.s in Seattle or Washington, D.C. or New York 
Ci ty. It does tak,e time for the FBI to get there. Because 
they are generally stationed long ways away. The reason 
that they're stationed a long ways, a way is that they have 
other crimes to inVestigate, other than crimes in Indian 
reservations, and mOist of those crimes are committed in a 
bigger, bigger area. That, I think, is a general response 
to the Sheriff's testimony this morning; it's a general 
criticism. I know it's been leveled at the Justice Depart
ment for a number of }I'ears. 

MANNING: The thing that impresses me is that these are people who 
are all law enforcement people themselves; people who, I think, 
have been trained at least to the extent that they know when 
they have a case, and when they don't have a case. They 
see~ not to have the problem ~t the state level that they're 
hav~ng at the federal level w~th the same type of activity 
and the same offenses, and this is what disturbs me, is that, 
you know, it was so uniform, it came from all of them. Anct 
I just want to say that in fairness because you weran't here 
yesterday to hear the others,. There was some talk that maYbe 
putting magistrates on the reservations might be helpful. -
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Would you respond to that? 

ADAMS: Yeah. That's a common suggestion. Of course, the placing 
of magistrates is up to the federal district judges, not up 
to the Justice Department where to place them. I think the 
trend in federal magistrates, although it might ,be valid to 
make an exception to that trend for Indian country; the trend 
is more towards full-time magistrates as opposed to part-time 
magistrates. If you have full-time magistrates, you're 
much more likely to have them in major metropolitan areas. 
I heard this morning that there was a part-time magistrate 
placed on the Fort Peck Reservation; that's probably not a 
bad idea. 

HUNT: May I respond to that? 

DELACRUZ: Speaker Manning, I want to respond to his responses, the 
things that were sa:lod. The things that I heard here, I don't 
know, I think you were at the Federal Bar Association a year 
or so ago in Phoenix, was essentially the sa~e thing from 
federal officers and everything else except for the one 
region that you mentioned, that's Phoenix, where the FBI 
and the Indian police had a pretty good relationship, almost 
a personal relationship, it was because of some very close 
personal relationships that you didn't have this problem. 
That, in other hearings I've attended as a witness, this same 
problem that the tribes are complaining about, about respon
ses and stuff, and I know, I'm very aware from the area where 
I live. We have the Olympia National Forest and the Olympic 
National Park. And the park rangers and the tribe jointly 
have tried this and the park rangers had to give up on arrests 
in the forests and stuff because they can't get them prose
cuted. Together, we tried to get a magistrate court down 
close to that area. So it's not only a common Indian pro
blem, as far as getting responses, to getting this here type 
of things into courts. The forest service and park service 
also have the same problem. 

ADAMS: It might I~ell work, if you could place the magistrate on a 
national park, that might help placing ••.•.• 

DELACRUZ: No, what I've said is the area where the magistrate is, it 
is inconvenient for both. I mean there's millions and 
millions of dollars of theft going on in the forest and park. 
And generally the tribal, we almost give up on even arresti.ng 
anybody because you don't get prosecuted. As far as FBI 
response, I agree with you, it depends on the nature of the 
crime but even on those, it doesn't take that long in todays's 
age, to travel 90 miles if it's something serious, and some
times, it takes three or four days and people's workloads. 
The same type of thing you heard here Came up at the federal 
bar meeting, whenever you reach the United States for their 
Indian population. 

ADA..\1S: Well, I think the complaints that I heard this morning or 
you .' ..!ard yesterday when I \~aon' there, the nature of t:he 
complaints weren't surprising. It's the framing of the res
ponse to that which I think the way you go about responding 
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to that is, first of all, to recognize that we're not talk~ng 
about o~e n~tional problem, subject to one set of guidelines. 
Your po~nt ~s probably well taken about a government to 
government response. I think it takes coordination between 
the U.~. Attorney and the FBI Special Agent in charge and 
the tr~bal contact - tribal chairman •.• tribal judge ••.• 

r~~ING: Yes, for the record, would you state your name? 

HUNT: 

ADAMS: 

HUNT: 

ADAMS: 

Jojo Hunt, Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs. Roger, 
is it? You mentioned the Federal Magistrates Act and that 
indeed the District Court judges appoint magistrates, to 
place them in various placas where the ca.eload is high 
enough for them to place tliem there. And talking with some 
people from the U.S. Court Administration, they, of course, 
look at cases brought, be it on or near a reservation or 
anywhere else and obviously, we get right back to the prose
cution problem. It seems to be a vicious circle. If cases 
aren't prosecuted" they are not there to be counted, and not 
there for a judge to appoint a magistrate. And one of the 
other problems thalt we see with the Hagistrates Act is also 
the consent l?roblE!m. The defendant has to consent to appear 
before a mag~strai:e. Otherwise, he goes before the district 
court judge. It sieems that one of the reasons that we don't 
have those federal magistrates available is because there's 
not the case load ()n Indian reservations because there's no 
prosecution or wi1th few prosecutions being brought by U.S. 
Attorneys. 

So how do we try to deal with sOme of these problems? Not 
only is it the 14 Major Crimes, but it's Indian ve:);."sus non
Indian and non-Indian versus Ind:ian cases as well, and parti.
cularly with the Supreme Court decision in Oliphant, there's 
a serious jurisdiction gap that possibly could be closed, if 
you know, in an effective and efficient way, by the appoint
ment of magistrates to handle some of these things, and 
bounce them up tel the District Court level if the defendant 
doesn't consent t:o be prosecuted there. But still, we've got 
to have prosecutions. You know, maybe you're shorthanded, 
but bring that t() light. 

Well, first of all, I'm not so sure I can agree with your 
statement that there's a jurisdiction void in light of Oli
phant ...• 

There's a de facto jurisdiction gap it seems to me like, 
even though there's a law there to cover it, there is a gap 
of people not being prosecuted, by .:hatever entity. 

It's difficult to respond generally to a criticism like that 
!-1hen I have no j.dea what district you're talking about, the 
reason why a pal:ticular U.S. Attorney isn't prosecuting. 
NOW, I think thclt, as we heard this morning, cases where, if 
it's an Indian defendant, cases where the U.S. Attornev decides 
he'S not going 1:0 prosec,·te under the Major Crimes Act: it's 
inevitable it will be in cribal court jurisdiction. So, what 
the U.S. Attorney is doing is he's not saying, "I'm j'l,T,'Ioring 
the case." He's saying, "I'm declining in favor of tile tribal 
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court jurisdiction." 

MANNING: ~fuich can only go six months and $500. 

HUNT: Well, how about the other cases? What can we do with them? 
~ere there is federal jurisdiction, non-Indian versus Indian 
and Indian versus non-Indian that occur ona federal Indian 
reservation? 

ADAMS: If it's non-Indian against Indian? It's interesting. For 
years, I think everyone that was concerned at all with Indian 
law assumed that if you had a case where a white defendant 
was suspected, then it was exclusive federal jurisdiction. 
.50, therefore, the U.S. Attorney had to prosecute or if he 
didn't, the defendant was going to get off scott-free. The 
Justice Department recently has done some more research, and 
we've come to the conclusion ~at the states have jurisdiction 
also. If, for some reason, the state doesn't act or acts in 
a meaningless manner, there's no reason why the federal govern
ment can't also prosecute. I think we've tried to make, and 
I think I can say that most U.S. Attorneys ARE aware that 
they have a big responsibility, whereas the non-Indian can 
get away, they don't do anything. Nothing is going to get 
done. NOW, why a specific case mayor may not have been pro
secuted is ver:~ difficult to say without having the fact,s of 
the specific case. 

HUNT: I guess it's just that the general issue I wanted to bring 
up, I don't have a specific case either, hut it seems to 
happen across the country. U 

MANNING: Yes, sir. 

ALEXANDER: Mv name is Paul Alexander. I'm from the Civil Rights Commis
sion. Just a few observations from some of the work we've 
been doing in this area. In terms of the 80% decline rate 

,talked about, it's been pointed out to us a number of times 
for various sorts of things that is across the board, an 
80% fed~ral decline rate. So, therefore, it's an institu
tional tbroblem, not jUst a problem with respect tr the Major 
Crimes Act. . 

ADAMS: It really depends on what point of view. 

ALEXANDER: It's an institutional issue to the extent, for example, that 
the FBI with this administration, its focus has been narrmvec. 
to cover certain issues. That's a reflection of the same 
type of concern. Even if you cured some of the problems, 
you're still going to have some.... lVe have spoken Ivi th the 
U.S. Attorney from Montana. He does not have guidelines 
with respect to declination of prosecution. And I was curious 
about something you said that I was not aware of. The policy 
of the U.S. Attorney for accepting referrals from tribal 
police and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, is that in the U.S. 
Attorneys Manual? Is that an official policy dirp~tive of 
the Departmen:\=? 
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ADAMS: I ~ink it is in the u.s. Attorne s' sa~d that to all of them on a numbe Manual. ,If not, I have 
recent being orally in Phoenix I trM

Of occas~on~, the most 
should be, if not. as arch and wr~tten .•.• it 

ALEXANDER: Another issue that comes u f ~hat recommendations we WO~ldofn~~,~h~~ we try to look at 

ADAMS: 

~s our goal, is that it a ~ u ~onally make, which 
system is extremely perso~~~~~:dthaih~e whole federal justice 
has a great deal of discretion 'Th t~ 7ach u.s. Attorney 
c
7
ss. I have the impression that ,a s ~nherent in the pro

tion for a month, there's almost ~f ~.,adams goes on vaca
Justice. He's the only one wh ~ vo~ ~n tI;e Department of 
~aw. Yet, with each successivo o~s,any t~~ng about Indian 
~ssues get recycled almost to e a~m~n~strat~on, the same 
perhaps, where they focus towa~~~~nt erer1 few years or four 
we go into a new adrninistrati ~ so utJ.on perhaps and then 
division and the criminal div~n,an d~~~rec¥cle~ ag~in. Your 
to what the solutions are and~s~on ,~ ~er ~nst~tut~onally as 
a resolution point and get th~YdJust,sort of never reach 
me at this point that 'f recyc e aga~n. It would seem to 
you need to focus on s~meY~~r~e~~17 a~7 tO,have an impact that 
that brings it beyond asking t7ns ~tutJ..onal mechanism 
to why we have a need for ques J..ons 7ve:::y four years as 
do we get an institutionaii;:~ fOfhOW ~7th~n the Department 
blem solving system. Because I ~ ormah~on system and a pro-
a problem last year at the FBI' n: wen I w~nt,to ask about 
I,spoke to three different offiJ..~ I e ~pace or s7

x 
months 

p~ed the same position I'd l,~~ats w 0 successJ..vely occu
there on the Hill And ~ e ,0 see someone twice back 
current director is ver everyone w~ll t711 you that the 
institutional. I thinkY' v~ry cooperat~ve, but there's nothing 
thinking about if not~: ave,t~ focus or at least start 
tionally, how ~e move from ~~~c;~~~t~rOblems, but, institu-

What would you suggest? 
\, 

e.,J..nJ.. ~on .•.• 

ALEXANDER: I don't know. h Tat's why I •.•• 

ADAMS: 

ALEXANDER: 

ADAMS: 

ALEXANDER: 

Do you mean a division of the department 
that? That's a common suggestion. or something like 

Yth0U have a planning unit in your department? e Attorney General Mr C"l' . I believe that 
of the FBI both indic~ted' ~~~tett~, ~nd the head director 
could be solved. How the ~~I~n erest ~n h~w the~e things 
reservations, defer to tribal ~O~~d have, ~n v.ar~ous Indian 
there are certain standards tha~ ~ce a~ a matter fact, when 
police.department. Somebody needsa~e 7~ndmet by each tribal 
expert~se _ and define it Y h 0 s~ m:m - you have the 
nal Justice. . ou ave an Inst~tute for Crimi-

The Ci ~il Righ, ts commission has ,',been 'nvolved some t~me D d • in the area for . ~ you corne up with anything? 

We're not at a point of makin . I raised it here is I'm .tillg reco~endat~ons. The reason 
a-ll think I k ::> , v7~y wter.ested in what you 

. now you stud~ed ~t, you've both been on task 
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forces. That's what Sam has ..• six years now? 

DELACRUZ: Sam forgets that far back. 

DELORIA: I never look back. 

CLUTE: Yeah. I just wan ted to make some commcmts to support p-;;jal' s 
observation. !,ly name is Jim Clute. I'm with the Civil Rights 
Division of Justice. We haven't very much to do with prose
cuting crime on Indian reservations at all, but we do deal 
with the U.S. Attorney's Office of Civil Rights Commission. 
And Paul made an observation and Roger did, too, the U.S. 
Attorneys in this country are very much independent in a 
regard. They get directives from Washington, but on these 
day to day decisions on"which cases to prosecute and what 
their standard will be for declining and so on. those matter:. 
are left up to the U.S. Attorneys. And the extent to which 
Indian people, I think, have a good responsive U.S. Attorney 
and probably, it sort of follows to a large degree, an FBI 
officer, depends in a large part on who is selected for that: 
position. I think that South Dakota, for example, in the 
period of the last three years, they had three different U.'S. 
Attorneys over a period of time, all of them with very dif
ferent backgrounds. The Indian community there, I believe, 
has been involved at least in terms of the test to select t~e 
most recent replacement in trying to get someone with some 
Indian background in that position. We now have a U.S. At:tor
nlay there who was with the tribal council for the Pine Ridge 
I:ndian Reservation, who is familiar with Indian law, has 
represented a number of Indian clients as defense attorney', 
and is noW, I think, in a position to do alot of good in 
t,erms of improving relationships in South Dakota between i:he 
t:ribes and the FBI and his own' office in terms of hoW Qe' 5 
performing. I just wanted to offer this sugges,tion that ... 
t~is is Terry, Terry Pechota. 

DELORIA: U .5 . Attorney. I sent him to la ... l school. 
(laughter) 

?? What happened? 

DELOR".:A: He took a wrong turn. 

CLUTE: Maybe he's beholden to you for sometiling. But, this is an 
important position from the point of view of the Indian com
munity as you've all s~ressed here in ~he hearings. And I 
think that, to a large extent, it's one of those appointments 
that usually doesn't get very much publicity or very much 
involvement from the community because it's a political type 
of appointment, and I think that if the Indian community in 
states with large Indian population focused more on who pro
spective candidates were and made their voices kno\'ln to Con
gress, the people within the state, and get involved in that 
process, I don't know how it works on the state level, but 
that would be energy well spent ih terms of just starting to 
improve their situation. 

ADAMS: I would just like to point out, too, that most U.S. Attorneys 
in Arizona and South Dakota, where the large percentage of 

- -~ .. -~- ,-------
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~~~~cri~n~l cases, they would dearly love to get several 
~ .. ass~s ant U.S. Attorneys. The problem is to et a 

qual~f~ed candidate; there'S such a demand for India~ attor
nelys, they can make a great deal more money doing somethina e se. _ 

DELACRUZ: I wanted to comment on it, also, even institutionally the 

MANNING: 

ADM!S: 

MANNING: 

GAWE: 

t~p guys athre all political appointees and there could'be sone
were in e structure, that there is an assistant U.S. 
Attorney that is, not at somebody's political h' we know wh w ~ms, that 

. 0 we go to. You know that helps resolve alot of 
~~~gs. We've been ~ble to develop in some U.S. Attorney's 
o ~ce7 those type or relationships, that normall the 
depend~ng on I"ho he's dealing with, gets too frie~dlY wI~~' 
~~meb~fY and he's gone after a fashion of time and, institu-
~ona y, that would help. I don't know, I see the roblem 

n~t only as an Indian problem from the perspective w~ere I 
s~t, but w~en the Quinault Tribe drove all the cedar thievies 
off the Qu~nault Reservation in 1969 and 1970 in ad' t 
lands, the ~edar thefts jumped up to $1,800,000, andJ~:~e's 
no prosecut~on, and I don't know I"hat the thefts are today 
on federal lands that can't get prosecuted. There's enough 
money there to take care of all of qur problems, so ...• 

An~th~r thing w7 hear~ running tilrough all of this, of course 
an I m n~t say~ng th~s to be unfair, but I just thought I ' 
::th t~g~v~'~7 FBI an opportunity to r~~spond to charges 
t ~c d ey ~ n t hear. And that is that the FBI's attitude 
l~~ar ~ those who serve on or near the reservations, that's 

YO~Ue wterthe all the bad guys go, that's like punish:nen t I"hen 
pu em out there. 

The B~tte division is a disciplinary transfer and that sort 
Cif th~ng. 

That they have no real rapport with the Indians thay they 
don't have an interest in them and, therefore, thev are ~10l" 
~o re7pon~ to the calls that are made. And that, somewh~re 
~ndth~s h~er~rc~y,.an~ I wish they'd explain, where the BIA 
an t~e FBI Jur~s~~ct~onally fit in the process in the 
genes~s of ~e cr:.me. And I know there are several (l'uestions 
there, but, ~f anyone would like to respond, please .• 

My name is ~oug Gaw7, and I'm Section Chief of the Personal 
Property Cr~me Sect~on of the.Bureau, and as such, my section, 
we handle the CPR. matters, cr~me on Indian reservations and 
so forth. I prev~ously served ASAC of our Phoenix office 
where we have 27 reservations out there in Arizona so I d;~ 
have some conta'~t with Indians out in Arizona and ~o forth-" 
As ~ar as, let me see if I can back up here a little bit i t 
me J~st address the portion of it about assignment of ag~nt~ 
It m~ght have be.en true years ago that people for disciplina~ 
reasons were ~ient to some of our more remote offices wheth~r y 
~hose had ~nd~an reservations or not. Today, and I'm speak
~~g, that ~s not true. I can speak from personal contact 
w~th........ .• (en", of tape) ..... 

___________________________________________ ~--------------------------------------------~~~'~c-----------
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Almost 15 years in the FBI and I had never run across more 
dedicated individuals to a job than ,I:hese men that serve the 
entire northern part of Arizona. They were guys, agents, 
that, truthfully speaking, before they were there, did not 
have any contact with reservations, with Indians. They do 
get what training \"e do give them at the academy, you know, 
to prepare them for this and that would be the violations, 
some cultural type training which we went over in your hear
ing, Paul, before. But, as far as service, these individuals, 
and again, I guess I'm tooting a horn here, but they are the 
type of men that I know personally would work 24 hours day, 
seven days a week. Thel' did it at an expense to themselves 
and to their families and they worked in very remote regions 
and they had excellent relationships with the tribal police 
and the FBI in those area.s. And, this I know from personal 
experience. We did still have complaints against us. And 
the complaints were that, ,perhaps we weren't, in Arizona, as 
I recall from the Pima Res,!!rvation, dOlm in Chief Joseph, 
dOIm there, didn't feel th~t we were giving him good enough 
service in regard to the homicides. But, we had one man that 
was working this area. And\ again, due to our resources and 
so forth, this individual ,.lo\S literally killing himself t;-y
ing to work these particularl. cases. And again, we have 
priorities, you know, within our system, within the many 
areas of jurisdiction that we do have and trying to balance 
these out, we do give service to the reservation. For instance, 
if there is a case, there WdS a case up, I lost it, I'm try
ing to think of the tOlm up in the northeast part of Arizona 
there Where, it was a fraud type matter, where the people 
on the reservation I"ere exchan\ling t.'1.a.ir. jewelry and so forth 
to this guy who was giving them so much 'mopey. And we went 
in there....... ' 

Flagstaff? ________. 

~--. 
It l'las out of Flagstaff. 1'1e had a Reco type case on him -~, 

and it's since adjudica~ed as far as I know. The point I'n ~ 
trying to make there is that the case was big enough that' ..... 

), 
,', 

we augmented our Flagstaff resident agents with an additional --.... ____ ~ 
10 agents from an entire squad in the Phoenix office and they ~~, 
worked in that area for X nt:mber of days, you knol", until 
the case was to the point where I"e could withdraw. So, we 
do, I"hat I"e term "special arises" on a reservation. Ne'll ---------- ____ 
put the manpower that's needed on there. NOI" I forgot the ------
rest of the question. 

That's what I pointed out. That Phoenix area seemed to be 
the only area, at hearingsothat I've ever attended or even 
at the Federal Bar meetiny I"here w<~, ve had that type of re
lat5.onship out of all the areas I"here you got U.S. Attorneys 
and FBI situations where they got investigated .••. 

Phoenix is the only area I can speak personally of; I have 
been there, I have talked to people there. \'le' re taking, 
for instance, right now, out- of our Ninneapolis division, 
the new SAC up there, has In"..:!e a very pointed attempt eo 
improve relations and to see how he can more effectively serve 
the reservation. In fact, in his latest submission to us, 
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he ranked crimes on the reservation as his number one prioxity 
along with another priority of the office. They are co-equal 
you know. The two top priorities of the office. ' 

ANDERSON: I thought they'rl:l not going to have the FBI agent ••. 

GAWE: Up where? 

ANDERSON: In Minnesota. 

Where in l-1innesota? 

ANDERSON: Out in •.. servicing the Red Lake Area. 

GAWE: I haven't heard anything about that. That is something that 
has not come to my attention. 

DELACRUZ: I wanted ~o a~k, you know, in Phoenix or what you're attempting 
to do up ~n M~nnesota, when you first started that out was 

GAWE: 

that your people were dealing first ,approach to the tribal 
g~vernments, government-to-government, or were you dealing 
w~th the BIA police and the tribal police? When you ,,,ere 
f~rst started up the relationship, I know it must have taken 
a period of time, and •••. 

Right. You're going back a period of time that I really 
~on" t. have any knowledge of but from what I saw of the manner 
J.ll ' ... h~ch we worked there, we dealt, y,:>u know, co-equally wi~h 
both the BIA and the tribal police depending on the matter 
at hand, and we had several conferences where we would bring 
every~ody.in toge~er; you know, BIA, tribal police would 
c~me ~n s~t down w~th the U.S. Attorney and discuss the guice
l~nes there in Arizona which everybody had a hand in. And 
you kno~, it was a sit down, and really a no-holds-barred ' 
type th~ng ,,,here everybody aired their differences, so to 
speak. And, as far as I know, they were satisfied with it 
knowing tha~ nothing was perf~ct, from time to time, there' 
would be th~ngs that come up. I've been gone a year now so 
I assume everything is still fine. ' 

DELACRUZ: The FBI .•. I couldn't testify since I'm up here, but ~'ve 
always had a good relationship t,:i;·:tli- tnem since I was sixteen 
years old. (Laughter) 

MANNING: 

FBI: 

I gu7ss the.o~her part of my qU7s~ion is, do you have anY 
spec~al tra~n~ng other than fa~l~arizing themselves with 
the fourteen felonies and what they basically learn at school? 
Is there ,any special training. given to those areas which 
service reservations? 

I think.I can speak to that. One of the areas that we have 
gotten ~nto, perhaps more so than the last few years is that 
within our given divisiorls that we have put emphasis' with' 

~o~-S~C_'.:; __ a~d individuals. assigned to reservations will talk 
to some or: "he Jnore exper~enced agents _"ho have been there 
for some t~~e, hoping to get something back from them "rior 
tot1;e~ J?eporting on reservations fc-:; <l.ny investigativ~ res
pons~b~l~ ty. Ive hope: back here, that that includes discussing 
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problems, cultural problems, what have you from both the 
BIA, tribal law enforcement and other police as well. As 
far as on a national level is concerned, we, as recently as 
two months ago, had various agents in from various field 
divisions which cover Indian country. And we had several 
age~ts who are American Indians discuss various problems that 
they, themselves, had come up with working on reservations 
and also, secondly, who are of assistance to the other agents 
who are not Indians who work with reservations. It was also 
a good session for us where we were able to take the agents 
who were working say on the Navajo Reservation and give them 
some of his experiences as compared to one working on a reser
vation, say Red Lake in Minnesota. And with the agents going 
back and forth exchanging this information, I think it was 
as helpful to us as the agents. 

One of the other things that seem to be running through the 
testimony is that the feeling among the law enforcement people 
that you people, because of the system, have gotten confined 
to doing an awful lot of paperwork that really should be re-
solved in some fashion, that will let you out to do your best 
thing. Do you have any suggestions as to how you can better 
relate with the U.S. Attorney's office in getting cases pre
pared where 95% of your time, as we heard, is tied down to 
doing paperwork and only 5% of your time is out in the field? 

FBI: I don't know of a single agent that wouldn't like to see ..•. 

MANNING: In general, •.•• manpower is one, I'm sure. 

FBI: Oh, yeah. Absolutely. But the other thing is in working 
through the U.S. Attorney's office or the Department of 
Justice, we are required to do so much paperwork and so much 
before that, for a particular matter, that is going to be 
reviewed if he's going to prosecute the case. And, unfortu
nately, more paperwork than any given agent would like to 
see, but it's part of the animal. 

GAWE: I'm not so sure it's the, that the ratio that you say there. 

GOULD: 

I think ~~at's an overexaggeration, 95-5%. Investigate, 95% 
times paper. It's a time that fluctuates; you investigate 
a case and there comes, a time ',\Then you've got to sit down 
and devote a considerable amount of time to reducing that to 
writing. We have guidelines administrative rules and regu
lations that must be adhered to, that cover the reduction 
of this to writing. So, you have to, within a certain amount 
of time, get that done. Evidence be submitted to the labora-
tory, certain communications, this type of thing. So it may 
appear overwhelming at anyone given point along the way but 
that's not necessarily to say it totally takes up the sum total 
of time. And if it's a case of large magnitude, there could 
be more than one agent working, so one man may be doing most 
of the paperwork and the other people can be doing the le~"ork. 

I'd like to ask the gentleman from the Department of Justice, 
going back to the acceptance of evidence that is presented 
either by a local law enforcement agency or by tribal law 
enforcement on the part of the U.S. ~ttorney, is there a way 
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of either increasing the awareness of the Department of the 
ability of local law enforcement people tribal, and state or 
county, or else providing training that would be acceptable 
to the Department of J1lstice so you don't have the cases of 
overlapping or duplication of effort by three levels of law 
enforcement? 

ADAMS: Most U.S. Attorneys serve on what they call federal-state 
law enforcement commissions. In the areas where, there alot 
of Indian tribes frequently tribes also participate. Hope
fully', through those and the rough formal contact!:! also made 
when they become, federal people become aware of thecapa
bilities and can honor the tribes. As far as a training pro
gram, the FBI provides some of the formal basics; the Bureau 
does provide training to the state and local police, in 
other words, in a more formal training program. There'S a 
great deal of federal funding through LEAA. 

GOULD: But that's dropping off. 

ADAMS: I can only speak for the Bureau. I don't know anything 
about what LEAA does. 

GOULD: I guess what I'm trying to find is a way to get around this 
problem of duplication and it seems to be that the fact that 
you have flexibility at the district level is part of the 
problem and yet, I'm not one that likes to encourage further 
regl:L1ation at any level, cooperative effort. 

ADAMS: I ~nink that the effect, particularly in Indian country, I 
think, it's better to try to work out on the local level 
individuallY rather than have to dictate a national. 

HANNING: Thl= other part of my question, I suppose, was we heard testi
mony yesterday where if a crime, this was in New Mexico, the 
YCiUng lady who was here this morning. If a crime is committed 
OIl a reservation and it's originally discovered by the tribal 
pl.)lice, they in turn contact the BIA. They make an investi
gation. The B'IA, in turn, contacts the FBI and they make an 
±!nvestigation. l'_'1d then, somewhere in the subsequent days, 
f:he U. S. Attorney ~~ill make a determination or not ~ ... hether 
he wants jurisdiction and by that time, the evidence in some 
instances is gone. l1y own confusion is why does the BIA get 
in there and do tiley necessarily have to get in there? 

DELORIA: 'Hans? 

WALKER: The Bureau of Indian Affairs gets into the law enforcement 
business on the reservation because they have charge of Indian 
affairs. 

NANNING: But, is that a necessary step? 

WALKER: Alright, the Bureau of Indian Affairs has agents on, each of, 
on many of the reservations. They usually have one speCial, 
officer on a reservation. NOW, the police on that reservat~on 
may be tribal or may be the Bureau of Indian Affairs. In 
ei~,er case, the law enforcement, misdemeanor law enforcement 
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and the referral of federal felQnies is coordinated through 
the special officer. And, ordinarily, the special officer 
is the one who makes the contact if a felony occurs with the 
Department of Justice. 

MANNING: C.an the particular tribal officer make contact with the 
r)e~artment of Justice? 

W,lUJ(ER: Certainly can. Sure, the tribes have that authority if they 
wish to exercise 'it. 

A;)AMS: The reason for the, because of the delay, the time involved 
for ~~e FBI to get there, somebody close to the scene, the 
tribal police and the BIA police have to secure the crime 
scene, to gather whatever they can while they wait for the 
FBI to get there. 

M:~ING: First of all, someone asked if you'd identify yourself. 

WALKER: Oh, my name's Hans Walker. I'm the Acting Associate Solicitor 
for Indian Affairs, Department of Interior. 

MANNING: 'I'hank you, and Joe wanted to follow-up on that question and 
then, I did, too. 

DELACRUZ: Hans, in analyzing the special officer's responsibilities in 
their job description, it doesn't really seem, by their 
job description, they really have the authority to do anything 
but be kind of liaison gO-between. At least, the last job 
desc:ription I've seen for special officers. 

WALKER: Well, I'm really not that familiar with the details of their 
job description. You should really have Gene Suarez, who's 
the Ilead of tlla Criminal Law Enforcement Section here to 
testify to that quest.ion. 

MANNING: Does this constitute a great problem in enforcing the law on 
reservations the fact that it may take a day or two or more 
to get to an investigation? 

CHEGLER: My name's John Chegler. I'm with the FBI. also. You have 
raised several areas of concern here which a tribe has talked 
about, and that is, specifically, response time. Th~ con
cern of your associate that he's heard the same problems at 
every commission he's attended since he was sixteen may will 
continue after today,b .... cause response time is going to be 
more and more of a problel~ for us. The funding level of the 
Bureau, in terms of dedicate¢t agent ~~ork years, decreases 
each year. The, number of agents available designated to 

i i investigate crimes decreases. There' a a figure that's ban
died around the Bureau, no~ ... that 44% of our resources, inves
tigative resources are concentrated in ten field offices. 
Those would be the ten major metropolitan areas. That ~~ould 
be out of a total of 59 field offices. That trend ~"ill un
doubtedly continue in that direction. There is a, there is 
no qt :stion that the gentleman commenting on Red Lake does 
not ring any particular bell in that situation. It exists 
but it is a fact of life that what we call resident agencies 
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which are usually the agencies and the agents who man those 
positions that you're most concerned about, because they're 
the one that respond to the reservations. The numbers of 
those agencies are on the decrease, resident agencies. 
T~ey're both consolidated and eliminated. I've just spent 
six months on the inspection staff. The inspection staff 
works very hard at manning all resident agencies and con
stantly looking for the possibilities to consolidate resident 
agencies and, of course, that increases territorial coverage 
aside from the result of consolidation which can only mean 
one thing to you and to anyon~else in those areas that has 
a crime problem that they feel r~~uires a federal response, 
that i:,t. the response time will inc.':t:ease. As an organization, 
we hav~ national mandates, in termj) of priori ties, which 
you've all heard and those were no:~ set by us, but we pro
babl~l had il'lput into them, and we 'are required to respond 
according to the priorities. YO,rJ should know that the crimes 
on government reservations and the crime on Indian reserva
tions grouped under a program heading called: "General 
Government Crimes" is, in fact, a national number two priority. 
It is one of the lowest funded programs in t~e Bureau. 
Funded by dedicated agent workers. The IndL~.n problems for 
us are fairly narrowly confined to a representative, a select 
number of field office: Phoenix and Minneapolis. In those 
offices, the SAC has the prerogative to rank those types of 
cases that are in that program as he sees fit within his 
divisions anc those divisions there might well not be a major 
organized crime to fight crime problems and, therefore, he 
could, in fact, put the general government crimes programs 
which are the crimes that you are most concerned with, as a 
number one priority in his office. As we did in the SAC in 
Minneapolis. 

I liked Roger's responses to some of these areas of concern. 
I don't think he should bear all of the responsibility. I 
think it's fair for you to know that the FBI has entered in 
and encouraged as a matter of investigative survival into 
agreements with the u.S. Attorney as to what the guidelines 
for cases which we should investigate because they would be 
willing to prosecute; we have been a party to those guide
lines. Many U.S. Attorneys, if they do change regularly, 
and with them change their attitudes about guidelines. Some 
want to hear on a case-by-case basis and make a decision. 
They may well, in essence, make declination decisions based 
on what becomes very obvious as a guidelines policy, but it's 
not in writing. Others flat-out put it in writing, and if 
it's in writing, we don't inyestigate. Most of those guide
lines have caveats which say if it's a continuing problemj 
that is, instead of one case of eggs, it's a case of eggs 
eve~y day, that th.ey will consider. In other toJords, there 
are ways around the guidelines and there are aggravating cir
cumstances or continuous crime problems which in its daily 
summation, makes it a major crime. So, in that respect, we 
are a part of the u.S. Attorney's decision process. And, 
in many areas, in regard~ to what we're questioning, I would 
say this again - to put y~ur problems in perspective. I 
have sat behind a similar table at the American Trucking 
Association conferences and the Air Transportation Association 
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conferences, and each one of them are likewise concerned 
because it effects interstate shipment areas. In the country 
today, there are prosecution policies which say we won't look 
at this case unless the losses are greater than $5,000, as an 
example. So that eliminates thousands and thousands of thefts 
of intexstate. shipments from company terminals, railroads, 
airports. Likewise, the air transport association is con
cerned with bomb threats, gun threats at the airport screen
ing stations. Many of the u.S. Attorneys have guidelines 
that they won't consid~r those cases at all if it is, in fact, 
a cash or hopeless type incident. Transportation people 
are very concerned about elat. So, you have company in your 
concerns over declination policies. 

You have, one of the suggested solutions, where the particu
lar reservation has the capability within '!:heir own tribal 
system to really enforce the law and have a good court system, 
to permit them to deal with the felonies. Would that be in 
your opinion a partial solution to the thing where reservations 
have shown capabilities of doing that? 

I think there are reservations where that situation exists 
now as Roger indicated where they do investigations. I would 
say that's within the purview of the u.S. Attorney. 

Well, the reservation, the tribal courts now are limited to 
giving punishments to Indians of $500 or six mon~hs. But! 
the type of crimes that they handle, they can br~ng pract~
cally anything, assault. There is nothing wrong as I see it 
for the tribes having a chance, to handle all the problems, 
the fourteen Major Crimes tha'l: the U.S. Attorney's office 
decides he doesn't want to prosecute a particular case. The 
reason there is nothing wrong t'lith the tribal prosecution 
of the defendant is the u.S. Attorney has declined to pro
secute the case. 

I guess what I'm saying is amending that Civil Rights Act 
to give them stronger penalty powers. 

I would require changes by statute. 

Do you have any impressions on that, Mr. Alexander? 

We've been in favor of extending it for sometime. I think 
that the comment made before about the Judiciary Committee's 
draft is the place to know about; that's up for comment. I 
believe Senator Kennedy was quoted recen'!:.ly believing that 
he was going to get floor action on it this year. The omni
bus statutes going on, I think it's been a draft for four 
years. 

Thank you. 

No, that's what I said. One that he mentioned consolid,;ltion. 
Under consolidation, would ~'..,u be moving resident FBI a>gents 
out of their cities or town~ into a central city now? In 
the consolidation? I raised that becaUse Olympia, Nashington 
altV'ays used to have one or two resident FBI agents living in 
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Olympia. Would they move to Seattle? 

Well, again, that's based on the priorities of that individual 
field <;>ffice, and, if it's the judgment of the SAC there, if 
he,be~~7ved that ~t's necessary, now he has to fi~l his 
pr~or~ t7e~, ,o~ what they are, are necessary, to haildle his 
respons~~~l~t~es to leave one man there, it doesn't matter 
and,for ~nstanc7' in Minne~polis, where he has crimes on ' 
~nd~an re~ervat~ons as a h~gh priority as .he has.. So, he 
~s no~ go~ng to be closing, you know, arbitrarily pulling 
them ~nto headquarters because he needs men out there 
~here may be ~o~e way that he feels he could utilize ~em 
~n a more eff~c~ent manner or .••. 

I gave that more as an example to show not that the territor 
~ou1dn't be covered at all necessarily, but it might well y 
~ncrease the response time. 

DELACRUZ: Well, I raised that because I've always known who the resi
dent was there, they came and investigated me when I was 16 
So, I've watched one of them retire, and Peter Sheps is a . 
pretty good guy, I like him. 

FBI: 

ANDERSON: 

DELORIA: 

Yeah, he's a personal friend of mine. 

The c<;>~nts came as a result of the whole discussion about 
that ~nc~de~t that occurred on the upper Red Lake Reservation 
And they sa~d that the uprising would never have occurred if . 
the FBI agent had been on duty. Now the FBI agent had retired 
~d there had not been another one reappointed. And they said 
~f that agent had been there, this incident would never have 
oc7urred. Then',to counter that, is the cooperation that 
we ve ~een hear~ng here, by this Commission with local 
a~thor~ties and in addition to this incident, which occurred 
W~th.the FBI, the B~A and local authorities, they had a coop
erat~ve a~re7ment w~th county officials, and when the Crime 
center.B~~ld~ng was tak7n over by the dissidents, the local 
authQr~t~es.surrounded Lt. They had the dissidents all con
centrated,r~gh~ in there: But, a fellow by the name of Suarez 
0 7 ~ometh~ng l~ke that, ~ssued an order that the local autho
r~t~es should get out. As a result, the whole thing ble~ up. 
•... (end of tape) '" 

The purpose of this Commission is to look at ways that Tribal 
and.St~te gQvernme~ts can work t<;>gether rather than be anta
gon~st~c on ev7ry ~ssue. For th~s hearing, we've started 
on ~e a;s~Pt~on that there is a criminal justice system 
ser,:~ng _.nd~an rese::vations on wh~c~ every reservation inclUdes 
Ind~ans and non-Ind~ans. That cr~m~nal justice system is 
co~posed of ~arts, three to five parts: federal, state, 
tr~bal, and.~n some instances, county and municipal. A lot 
of,the test~mony we've got, before I say that, one of the 
~~ngs, the good t~ings that's come out of this Commission 
~s . rather than see~ng each other as antagonists, \~e have 
t7~baland sta~e poli~icians sitting down talking as politi
c~ans and shar~ng the~r pr9blems in confronting prcclems of 
government. One of the th~ngs that's come up in the testi
mony that we've had in the last two days is the fact that 
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while there are instances of excellent cooperation, in some 
circumstances, the federal agencies that have significant 
responsibilities in this law enforcement system, are not 
part of a cooperative process of law enforcement in that 
Indian reservation community. And I don't think that it's 
accurate to aompare the declination rate nationally with the 
declination rate on reservation~ because Qnly on reservations 
do you fulfill a kind of local law enforcement responsibility 
~ha.:t doals with what are minor crimes essentially and we've 
got enough testimony in the last two days that suggest that 
in some communities, the relationships between Indians and 
non-Indians are being exacerbated, bad relationships are being 
exacerbated because of an uncontrolled and unknown federal 
process. So what I would like to know is, do you feel, can 
you suggest some steps to this Cornmiesion or do you feel 
i~ere is a responsibility on the part of the Department of 
Justice when they cannot effectively fulfill the jurisdic
tion'al responsibilities that they have in enough cases to 
s.erve that community adequately? Do you feel that they have 
a responsibility to sit down with the other governments and 
make sure, do what they can do make sure that the areas are 
covered so there's good law enforcement services? Do you 
have a responsibility, for example, to inform the other 
governments of what your policies are, if there's a declina
tion policy someplace? If there's som~thing you don't want 
to investigate so that there's no long process of trying to 
figure out what. the feds are going to do. 

The answer to ~our question is yes, I think we do feel a 
responsibil,i.ty to inform the other 9''?v~~rnments. No\~, as 
far as inforw~ff,g the tribal officials ~bout declinations, 
I may be wron~, but, I think the FBI ~as a policy whereby 
when the U,S. Attorney declines an Indian criminal case, the 
FBI confirms that declination in writing; they send a letter 
back to the U.S. Attorney's office and say, "Okay, we're not 
g()ing to h;:\""ldle this case." Then, what they do is the same 
t:lme, theysenQ. a letter to the Chief La\~ Enforcement Offi
cer on the ;ce,$ervation and they they call on the same day 
also and follow that up in writing and the letter has to go 
out in half the time, 15 days is half the time, that they're 
required to confirm other declinations. tve try to be res
ponsive to that problem of making the tribal law enforcement 
officials aware that a particular case has been declined so 
you better think hard about prosecuting yourself. 

I'm not so much talking about a case by case basis, but I 
think you have to recognize, as I'm sure you do, you're 
dealing with economically deprives communities with a lot 0= 
social problems and crimes that to the FBI and the Criminal 
Division of the Department of Justice seem like junk crimes, 
minor crimes, can be very upsetting to a community like that. 
Assaults, burglari~s, people shooting into somebody's house. 
Now, obviously, ywu don't have the resources to go out there 
every time and investigate that and provide the kind of cop 
on the beat sel:'vice that may be is what's needed to do that. 
My poin~ is, Can you sit dow~ with state and tribal govern
ments and say, "1..oQk, we're just not going to be able to do 
this. Now, l~t's f!gure out a way the three of us to be 
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sure that there!.s adequate services in these communities," 
because we've got a Chief of Police here who says that's not 
being done and he's got practically chaos where he's working. 
And he's identified the FBI and the Department of Justice as 
people \.,ho are not apparently concerned about the safety of 
that community. Now, that may be unfair but if it's unfair 
this iS,an,honest ~erception of:~ guy of a cop that's tryin~ 
to do h~s Job and ~f that's an ~ncorrect perception, then 
don'~ you have a responsibility to straighten out the per-
cept~on? ' 

ADAMS: I,definitely think it's the responsibility to get together 
w~th the U.S. Attorney and the appropriate FBI officials to 
meet with tribal officials. I'm hopeful that they do. I 
have reason to believe that they do. 

DELORIA: Well, what's your advice when they don't? What would you 
advise a Chief of Police or County Sheriff or Tribal Police 
Chief, how would they start? 

ADAMS: I would recommend they contact the U.S. Attorney's office 
the FBI, the nearest FBI resident agency and ask for, could 
they sit down and have a meeting? 

GAWE: Let me again go back to Arizona. r don't know if you talked, 
you talk a,bout your testimony, I'm not familiar with who's 
test.ified, what. and so forth, if you talked to the U.S. 
Attorney Office in Phoenix. Sometime ago, to show you the 
concern that he had for the Indidn peoples out there and the 
Bureau, there came a time when, based again on our resources 
and national priority, so forth, there was due to be a shift 
~n manpower. ~e fought that. We faced that and we fought 
~t on the pre~se that we said that the effective, without 
the FBI presence on the reservation there that the Indians 
were losing an eEfective, the fact is they were losing law 
enforcement in a lot of respects and we were needed and we 
proved that we were and fine, there was no reduction and 
anything like that. The Bureau has tried in areas, now, I'm 
not familiar with this Chief that you just mentioned where 
that is. 

DELORIA: He is sitting right behind you. 

GAWE: Wha t area? 

DELORIA: ~ontana. 

GAWE: That's ~$)mething that I will look into. Generally, .let me 
just give you an analogy in bank robberies, where we have 
had to, again because of budgetary resources and cutbacks 
~nd the prioritizing of other areas, husbanding of resources 
~s what we are talking about. We sat down with Chiefs of 
Police and said, "tve have X number of men, we can't do every
thing we did in the past, same as in transportation crimes. 
Ne've got to withdraw to emphasis here but we were notaban
doning you here ,in that if you can take up this amount of 
slack, fine, we're with you. Ne'll help you train, whatever. 
Ne'll provide support," this type of thing. And this is, 
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things that I can't say, hopefully, have been done in this 
area, tOOl if there has been, but again, we're talking about 
a smaller area. There's only really about 15 of our off :.ces 
that are heavily into Indian country that we refer to. 

DELACRUZ: Seems to me what Sam says, is there any type of way to get 
at least some type of policy? I understand how the system 
works very well and it gets down almost to a personal rel~
tionship when you't'e getting U. S. Attorney chaz;ges, som7t~mes 
the policy changes and you get to know th~ res~dents, l~ke 
people know you very well down in Phoenix so ¥ou get ~o know 
the resident FBI and he knows you, a lot of t~mes, he 11 

GAWE: 

CLUTE: 

say, "Well, it's not that big a deal. Let these guys handle 
it themselves and he'll be an advocate." Or the local law 
administrator for U.S. Attorney to go and let it be processed 
at the local level. You don't have that case in many of the 
regions, I mea,n that type of situation. 

I guess what I'm trying to say is that where these problems 
exist there has to be dialogue by all parties to get some
thing' resolved based on if the law will allow or ~lhat guide
lines can be set up or, you know, to handle it. There can't 
be a parting of the·ways because if there's no dialogue, then 
nobody knows what problem exists. 

Let me just site one example, probably is all too typical of 
an effort to sort out a problem in South Dakota. That's 
one state where, I assume you heard in your first day an~.,ay, 
as I understand there's alot of resistance to the idea of 
cross-deputization. And the U.S. Attorney's offi~e and the 
Interior Department, State Attorney General's office and the 
county people, Roberts County and probably other areas of 
the state as well, talked for four years about how to solve 
this problem, how to get around the impasse, dr~ft agreaments. 
They were almost signed and then, at the las~ m~nute, someone 
from the state government told them tp pull ~t out; that 
would be the end of it. 

And so, after four years of effqcts to resolve this infor
mally the civil rights division took a look at ~e,problem 
and decided that there was a viable theory for f~l~ng a law 
suit against Roberts County for failure to cross-deputize: 
failure to deputize, and filed this law suit about three or 
four months ago. It's not very far along in litigation yet. 
I don't know if we'll win it or lose it. Obviously, we 
wouldn't have filed it if we thought we were going to lose 
it. But it's not the best way to work out the7e ~roblems 
and one of the reasons we were inclined to do ~t ~n that 
case is that there had been this lengthy I dra\m-out process 
of negotiations where it seemed e)at the parties were,almost 
in agreement and then backed off without any explanat~ons . 
for \.,hy they couldn't reach an agreement that w~s very sat~s
factory to our way of thinking. And so, that w~ll be the 
first case in the country to test the question of whether or 
not under the federal revenue S',haring statute, the statute 
under which this lawsL.t: is b~sed, counties have an obJ.,iga
tion to deputize tribal police. ~'m no~ free tO,do ~ore than 
just tell you the suit has been f~led w~th the D~str~ct Court 
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in Pierre, South Dakota. And presumably, a decision will be 
reached sometime, now I don't know how these things proceed, 
but sometime in 1980. So this is an effort to follow up on 
a failure to communicate by the Justice Department and fill 
a void, because there is a serious one out there, and one 
that, at least in that area, has 'Jery strong racial overtones. 

ANDERSON: The problem I have in that regard is that I don't see where 
that's any more serious an offense than for the U.S. Attorney 
not to prosecute. 

CLUTE: I think they're both serious problems. My only response to 
it, from where I sit, is that I'm not a U.S. Attorney. And 
that's not a satisfactory response to you. It sounds bureau
cratic, but our approach always has to be, is our office, is 
what are we entitled, what are we able to do. I mean we can 
attend conferences, we can talk to U.S. Attorneys, we can 
talk to Terry Pechota about this problem and he's aware of 
it, we can try to use our influence to, if we hear a com
plaint from tribal people, we'll forward it to him and so 
on. But this is our office, which is not high up in the 
bureaucracy where we have any oversight authority over U.S. 
Attorneys. Just to consider whether or not it's a civil 
rights problem. That's why we responded in the fashion we 
did. 

ANDERSON: How would you know if they played a game? That is, go ahead 
and cross-deputize but they don't do anything, that's fine 
and dandy. 

CLUTE: 

DELACRUZ: 

WALKER: 

How do you mean, they don't do anything? If the U.S. Attor
ney doesn't prosecute, he'S not doing anything. And if they 
only cross-deputize the tribal, they're not doing anything 
ei ther. They're playing a game. Ne '11 see hOI'l, I'le' 11 s~e 
if they can get away with playing the game under these c~r
cumstances. The area of declining prosecutions and whether 
to prosecute or enforce the law, to file a lal'l suit on that 
theory which is something in the next stage possibly is 
presently being tried in Philadelphia by the Civil Rights 
Commission, thus far with little success. The case is still 
alive, but that's a very difficult area. 

Hans walker, what's the Bureau's, the Bureau's policy s~ems 
to be on reservations, especially since Oliphant, speak~ng 
now, specifically, of these BIA officers and dealing with 
tribes that are 1165 Title 18 and those. Where you got on 
some reservations 95% of tribes or other things besides those, 
where does that leave that community if they're strictly 
with BIA law enforcement? Has anyone taken a look to inves
tig~te this problem? 

One .of the biggest problems that derived from the Oliphant 
decision was the question of enforcing the lal'l with respect 

·to c£imes by non-Indians, particularly victimless crimes. 
And ~~ese kinds of crimes involve ~ll kinds of things, people 
riding without their helmets on, ~~ wreckless driving, or 
drunken ariving. All kinds of c~imes that are termed vic
timless crimes. That is an area that's been addressed by the 
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Department of Justice. There has been a controversy on that 
question. The initial position of the Department of Justice 
was that the defense had no jurisdiction over any victimless 
crimes •.••. 

Gentlemen, I just wanted to excuse myself. I~e both have 
planes to catch. Joe will finish up chairing the meeting. 
I just want to thank you very much for coming. I certainly 
appreciate .••.• 

Well, I understand the position they've taken on the non
Indians, but I'm speaking of Indians, where you got BIA 
Police Departments, and BIA Police on Title XXV and CFR stuff. 
That's all being enforced. What I'm saying is on some reser
vations, 95% of the crimes are in other areas that are pos
sibly under tribal codes or state codes or county codes and 
so you got manpower and BIA police there that l'Ion' t, they 
have to look the other way on all these others. Is that a. 
directi ve down from the department or \'1ha t? 

No, I don't think there's a directive to ignore any other 
type of crimes, bu~ I think the problem is that once those 
crimes are identified, you run into the same thing we're 
talking about here. The other thing is the ability to pro
secute; they don't prosecute. Under the Assimilated Crimes 
Act, those kinds of crimes are probably not even going to be 
investigated, and ·for sure, they're not going to be prosecuted. 

You have, you have. Again, that gets down to a funding pro
blem. We had a witness in here from Pine Ridge this morning 
testifying it took them several years to program three faci
lities there. Now, they got facilities and there's no budget 
to even staff them and we've had that problem on my reserva
tion for 10 years. We got a facili ty, of course, it, l~!;:e 
most state and county facilities, and could be condernnea today 
on existing law, but \'le've never been able to get the budgets 
from the Bureau to staff that facility the I'lay it should be 
if we've to incarcerate anybody over a long length of time. 

I just wanted to ask, would the Department of Justice have 
any problems with it, if it was agreed that the state; and 
Indian tribes were to agree on jurisdiction? 

Only to the extent that we have federal statutes saying 
federal government jurisdiction at this particular time. 
I won't say anything else. Cross-deputization mea~s we 
strongly encourage cooperation, and we hope I'le act:.vely en
courage the U.S. Attorney's office to participate. 

Roger, would you have a memorandum available to the effect 
that there is some state jurisdiction when a non-Indian, is 
this what you told me before, when a non-Indian coomits a 
crime against an Indian on a reservation? 

I have copies of that memorandum right here, if you'll accept 
just one copy ...•. 

Maybe they would like a copy for their record, too. 
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DELACRUZ: Does anyone e1.5e have any questions? Nell, if not, I "Tant 
to thank.all you gentlemen for being here this afternoon and 
for taking time to ask some of the questions, to share with 
us some of your problems. I'm sorry the rest of the Commis
sioners had to get to the airport. I'm sure they would like 
to talk to you and ask some questions, individually, they 
would like to ask. 

??: I have a question, Joe. When is your next meeting? 

HAL'lNA: February 21, in Phoenix. 
tion Agreements. 

DELACRUZ: Thank you. 

We'll be talking about Tax Col lec-
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LAW OF'F"ICES 

KE;:NNETH E.TILSEN 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

... 00 MINNESOTA BUILDING 

sAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA 55101 

TE.LEPHONE 224-7667 

AREA cooe: e.li!: 

March 12, 1981 

TO: 'The Subcommittee on Civil and Constit,utional Rights 
A407 House Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

RE: Relationship of the Federal Bureau of Investigatio'n 
to Indian Reservations 

STATEMENT OF KENNETH E. TILSEN 

My name is Kenneth E. Tilsen. I am a practicing attor
ney maintaining my offices in the Minnesota Bt\ilding in St. 
Paul, Minnesota for over 30 years. For much 6f that time, I 
have represented indigent defendants in the State and Federal 
courts in Minnesota and many of the midwest states. 

From 1973 until 1978 I served as legal coordinator for 
the Wounded Knee Legal Defense/Offense Committee, a group of 
volunteer lawyers and legal workers who joined together to 
afford a defense for persons charged with offenses connected 
with the events on the Pine Ridge Indian'Reservation in 1973. 
As a result of that experie'nce, I have had and continue to 
have substantial involveinent and contact with the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and its activities on Indian reserva
tions. 

I include for your examination a copy of an article I 
wrote on that subject, which article appeared in the Iowa 
Journal of Social Work. I believe it is fair to say that the 
article documents the polLtical harassment of the F.B.I. in 
the period covered. . 

I would be pleased to accept an invitation of your com
mittee to testify in greater detail concerning any of the 
matters covered in the article or to present to the committee 
or its staff documentation on the abuses of power set forth 
therein. 
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I would like to add to that record several additional 
matters not available at the time the article was written. 

In general, it has been the position of the F.B.I. that, 
since the end of its formal Cointelpro program, it has limited 
its activi'cies to specific criminal conduct. Several documents 
in my possession suggest otherwise. 

I enclose a document entitled "Predication for Investiga
tion of Members and Supporters of A. LM." It is an F.B. L 
document furnished to me in connection with litigation. 

Second, I enclose a number of heavily excised partial 
documents from F.B.I. files relating to the American Indian 
Movement. 

While the document is partial and undated, other documents 
in my possession place the date of this document in June 1976. 
The first page of the enclosure is page 50 of a much larger docu
ment. I have only a few pages more than I have enclosed and have 
never seen the entire document. 

The following excerpts reveal to this writer amindset 
completely at odds with proper constitut~onal limitations and 
ultimately suggest the development of a national police force. 
The effort to justify the political nature of this national 
police force is ominous: 

. . . Many' Americans tend to overlook the fact 
that the United States has constitutionally 
guaranteed rights which are just as inviolate 
as those of the individual. To accept at face 
value, an AIM argument, that it is being set 
upon by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), 
FBI and Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), as part 
of a government conspiracy to destroy the move
ment, and as a result, back off, would result 
in the eventual abdication of this governmental 
responsibility. 

The government's right to investigate such 
groups should be recognized and maintained. 
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The outcome of future AIM agitation is 
unclear, particularly in light of th7 possi
bility of two of its main leaders be~ng tem
porarily removed from society and sent to 
prison in the near future. Although a number 
of AIM lieutenants are "waiting in the wings," 
they appear to lack charisma and backing the 
original leaders enjoy. 

* * * * * 

The government's right to.conti~u7 full 
investigation of AIM and certa~n aff~l~ated 
organizations may create relev:ant dange'!:'.to 
a few citizen's privacy and free express~on, 
but this danger must be weighed against soci
ety's right to protect itself against current 
domestic threats • 

* * * * * 

Any full investigation involves a degree 
of privacy invasion and that of a person's 
right to free expre~sio~. In~orm~nt cover~ge 
is the least intrus~ve ~nvest~gat~on techn~gue 
capable of producing the desired res~lts .. Thus, 
because of specific factors surround7ng th7s 
case, it is recommended that a full ~nvest~ga
tion be conducted. 

From my perspective the above quotations, as well as the 
full context from which they are taken, is fright7ning~~ut . 
hardly more so than the section in the report on ~nves~~gat~ve 
techniques, which reads in part as follows: 

Investigative Techniques 

The key to the successful investigation of 
AIM is substantial, live, quality informant 
coverage of its leaders and activit~es. In the 
past, this technique proved to be h~ghly effec
tive. . • . [blacked out] . • . As a result of 
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certain disclosures regarding informants, AIM 
leaders have dispersed, have become extremely 
security conscious and literally suspect every
one. This paranoia works both for and against 
the movement and recent events support this ob
servation. 

When necessary, coverage is supplemented 
by certain techniques which would be sanctioned 
in preliminary and limited investigations. 

Physical sl.'J,rveillance is another useful 
technique and should be utilized when deemed 
appropriate. 

No mail cov',ers or electronic surveillance 
have been used t,o investigate AIM and none is 
anticipated at t,his time. 

The reference to "certain techniques which would be sanc
tioned in preliminary and limited investigations" is the 
clearest, most precise recognition of ongoing illegal break
ins and official disruptions. Your committee alone has the 
authority and capacity to pursue this question. I urge you 
to do so. 

Finally, I would likiE~ to direct your attention very briefly 
to one additional matter 1:0 which I have devoted much of my 
professional time over the last several years and to which I 
intend to continue to devote my time for as long as it takes to 
discover the truth. 

The evidence is oveJ:whelrning that F.B.I. Agents David 
Price and William Wood Jqnowingly and deliberately created false 
testimony by the use of ~l young Indian woman, Myrtle Poor Bear. 
This testimony in the fo;cm of exemplified affidavits" was used 
to extradite Leonard Peltier from Canada. While taking false 
affidavi ts for Pel tier, ,the agents produced Myrtle Poor Bear 
to South Dakota State allthori ties for use as a last-minute, 
surprise witness against; Richard Marshall. As., a result of this 
testimony, Richard Marshall is now serving a life sentence in 
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the South Dakota penal system for a murder he did not commit. 
Several courts in this country and Canada have condemned the 
behavior of the F.B.I. in this regard. 

The F.B.I. and the Department of Justice have actively 
intervened to frustrate any effort to obtain the true facts 
relating to the behavior of the agents relative to Myrtle 
Poor Bear. The Attorney General has directed that documents 
ordered to be produced by the court not be produced and has 
directly forbidden witnesses to testify at court proceedings. 

Efforts to obtain relief through the Department of Justice 
Office of Professional Responsibility have resulted in the re
sponse that the matter is in litigation. At t~e s~e time, ~he 
Attorney General has taken active steps to avo~d d~sclosur7 1n 
litigation. Once again it is apparent that only your comm~ttee 
has the power to deal with this situation. 

I would be pleased to amply document all of the sordid 
facts concerning the framing of Richard Marshall by Agents 
Price and Wood and the obstruction of the Justice Department. 

It is not just that Richard Marshall is an Oglala Lakota 
or the Chairman of the Council of Indian Tribes or an innocent 
man who had never before been charged with an offense. If the 
Justice Department can continue to prot7ct ~ge~ts whose ~on
duct is so reprehensible that conservat1ve Jur1sts see f1t to 
comment, then all persons are in danger of being singled out 
for similar treatment. 

This is not a propitious time for those who stand again~t 
the tide. Yet there is no question in my mind that your Cha1r
man and many members of the c~mmi~tee understand the i~ense 
power for good or evil that 11es 1n the hands of a comm1ttee 
of United States House of Representatives. I know you will 
not use that power for evil. 

Ido hope that, from the many concerns that rise for 
your attention you will find that the cause of unjust F.B.I. 
intrusion into the Indian community is a priority. You have 
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the capacity to "set our people free" I know the burden 
weighs heavily on your shoulders. • 

/0:"7,' 
~zff-.f/~~ 

Kenneth E. Tilsen 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Washing/on. D.C. 20535 

June 18, 1981 

Civil and Constitutional Rights 
Committee on the Judiciary 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

In response to the Subcommittee's letter of 
May 19, 1981, I am enclosing answers to the questions 
submitted by your staff to complete the record of the 
hearing on April 2, 1981, dealing with the FBI's juris
diction on Indian reservations. 

I trust these responses will assist the 
Subcommittee. If any further questions arise during 
the 1982 Department of Justice Authorization process, 
my staff will be available to assist in resolving them. 

Enclosure 

Sincerely yours, 

~J,..~~~ 
William H. Webster 
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QUesti.on 1 

What problems exist in the opinion of the FBI 
regarding law enforcement activities on Indian reservations? 

Answer: 

a. Cultural Differences 

FB! Agents and tribal reservation Indians are raised 
in vastly different cultural backgrounds. One of the more 
frequent complaints originating from the tribes pertaining to 
the FBI presence on the reservations stems from the Indian 
perception that the Agents do not understand Indians or 
their ways. The FBI Academy is attempting to alleviate this 
problem through training. All new FBI Agents are provided 
instruction in human relations with an emphasis on acquiring 
an understanding of various racial and ethnic groups, their 
background, and how to better communicate with these groups. 
Sociological considerations of minority groups such as the 
American Indian are also discussed. Each new Agent receives 
training on investigative procedures and techniques in 
handling Crime on Indian Reservation violations. For 
experienced Agents, the FBI Academy offers an in-depth 
course on Crime on Indian Reservation violations. 

Additionally, in this regard the FB~ Training 
Academy, in conjunction with a noted cultural anthropologist, 
recently conducted a cross cultural training seminar for FBI 
Agents tasked with Crime on Indian Reservation responsibilities 
in the states of Minnesota, North Dakota, and South Dakota. 
This seminar was received favorably by the Agents attending. 
Additional seminars of thic type, pending budg'et considerations, 
are being planned for other FBI Division~ in the future. 

In conducting investigations on Indian Reservations, 
language is often a significant problem. Each of the tribes 
has its own language; therefore, the Agent working the reserva
tion must often arrange to work with a Bureau of Indian Affairs 
(BIA) or Tribal Police Officer who can act as all interr,>reter 
for him. While most Indians speak English, not all Indians do. 
Also, many who speak English do so as a second language and 
their grasp of it is so slight that an interpret\=r is necessary 
so they fully understand their rights and the qU€lstions they 
are being asked. 
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b. Remote Locations 

A major problem facing Agents working Inb~ia~ d 
' th t' f distances Agents are su Jec e reser~ation~r~!el ~is~ances betwe~n their office and the 

to ex reme 'f th ee to four hours are not 
reserva-tion. Travel t~me~h '? tr~vel time can be and often 
uncommon in manY,areas. ,~s en roads are covered with 
is even more dur~ng ~~ef~~~~~~g~h Compounding this problem 
snow and washed out lOt' ters near 
is the fact tha~ there ar7 fe~ii~~~!alt~~n~e~UCh like they 
Indian reservat~ons, ~~el~~~a Most of the roads on reserva-
always have, out on,t . and are of unusually poor 
tions are located m~lles,apartdes the time needed to cover l't This great y ~ncr~~. 
i~:d~ ~;d investigative cases on the reservations. 

c. I ndian Perception of Justice 

Most United States Attorneys r 7quire ~resentatiofn 
d jury pr~or to ~ssuance 0 of criminal cases befo~~ atgranThis frequently results in a 

arrest warr~nts ~o~,su ~:~w:~n the commission of a crime 
lengthy per~od 0 ~me t f the par-ties involved. Under 
and the subsequ7nt arres ~, t were arrested almost immedi
traditional ~nd~an,l~~, sUTh:cI~dians view the Federal 
ately and tr~ed qu~c y. es onsive and creating the 
Government's ~ppro~ch a~ ~on~n Pa subject they know to have 
undesirable s~t~at~on '? aV~tlnuing to reside in th~ir committed a ser~ous cr~me con 
midst. 

d. Dual JUriS6iction,andst~eJ' ~~:bility of the 
Tribal Police to Arrest Non-Ind~an u e 

f the requirement by most United States 
Because 0, " ns be reconducted by the 

Attorne~s i~at ~~Ad~~~:~~~~:~~~on naturally exists by 
FBI, a ee ~ng BIA and the Tribal Police. 
investigators of,~oihp;~~ce officers are not authorized 
Further, most Tr~, a , A few states, however, 
to arrest non-I~d~an sUb~ec~~izatior. of BIA and Trihal 
have succeeded ~n ~ross ep ff' 'ers to arrest non
Police, thus,en~bl~ng,thosenOre~~rvation land. States 
Indians comm7tt~ng,cr~mes 0 of cross deputization 
which partic~pa~e :-n :;;om7 d~I~~~nsin, North Dakota, New 
are: Alaska, M~ss~ss~pp~, h' ton and North 
Mexico, l~rizona, Oregon, Utah, Was ~ng , 
Carolina. 
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QUestion 2 

" Would increa~ed law enforcement funding and/or 
tra~n~ng of BIA and tr~bal police, particularly in investi
gative techniques, be appropriate? 

Ans\'ler: 

, , During 1979 and 1980, an in-depth study of the 
s~tuat~ons that currelltly exist on Indian reservations was 
conducted by the FBI's Office of Planning the EValuation. 
This study determined that be,fore training 0:1; BIA and 
Tribal Police officers could have a measurable impact, 
several other problem areas must first be solved. For 
example, it was recently noted that a BIA bus driver and 
a school janitor received higher pay than a BIA uniformed 
policemC'l.n. Tribal Police are even lower paid than BIA 
officers and they do not enjoy any of the benefits, such 
as insurance, retirement, promotion or overtime that are 
provided BIA personnel. These reasons coupled with a lack 
of job security, lack of standards for employment, poor or 
nonexistent equipment, and shortage of quality leadership 
causes extreme turnover rates. Studies have determined 
that the annual turnover rate of Tribal Police approaches 
75 percent. Additionally, approximately 75 percent of the 
Tribal Police officers do not have a high school education. 

With this high turnover rate, lack of educational 
requirements, and low salaries, it is logical to conclude 
that before improved training can be effective, these other 
problems must be irroproved. Until such time as Tribal Police 
can provide adequate standards for employment, adequate 
salary structure, better equipment and working conditions, 
improved supervision and management, and reduce the turnover 
rate to an acceptable level,expanded training assistance 
will not be of much value to those departments or cost 
effective to the Federal Government. 

The BIA has in operation a centralized police 
training facility in Utah. The FBI actively participates 
in providing training. The BIA contr;'lcts with various 
tribes to attend these programs. The BIA has advised that 
in the past, attendance at the Indian police academy has 
been poor due to "culture shock" suffered by attendees. 
When removed from their tribal environment, attendees have 
trouble adjusting to a different environment. It is not 
uncommon to have attendees leave the academy on the first 
or second day to return to their reservation. 

The FBI is willing to provide whatever training 
assistance is requested within proper limitations and 
resource availability. It is necessary, however, that the 
other critical problems must be addressed before training can be effective. 
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Question 3 

What, in your opinion, can the House Judiciary 
Committee do to improve any existing difficulties encountered 
by the FBI in seeking to fulfill its responsibilities on 
Indian reservations? 

Answer: 

This offer of assistance by the committee,is 
certainly appreciated. However, as far as the FBI ~s 
concerned, barring any major budgetary changes, we are 
currently handling the criminal case lo~d,on the reserva
tions. Improvement in the cultural tra~n~n~ o~ our , 
Agents continues to be ,?f pril'l'le i~portance ~n ~mprov~ng 
services within the Ind~an commun~ty. 

Improved education of Indian people w~ll ultimately 
result in better living conditions and a lessen~ng of l~w , , 
enforcement problems. Time has ~roven, ~oweve:, that s~gn~f~
cant advancement in this regard ~s slow ~n com~ng. 

A significant problem of Fe~eral prosecui!~on is that 
in many districts administered by Off~ces ,?f the U!(l:-ted States 
Attorney dealing with a large vol';lme of cr~l'I1es com,ntted on 
Indian reservations, the prosecut~on of ~hese ma~c~rs is 
considered by attorneys within those off~ce~ as ue~ng und~
sirable work. As a result, many of the Off~ce~'of the Un~ted 
States Attorneys do not have any attorn~ys des~gn~ted w~o 
would become profici'2nt in the prosecut~on of Ind~an cr~mes. 
This results in misunderstandings by all members concerned 
(Prosecutors, FBI Agents, BIA investigators, and, of course, 
the Indians themselves). 

It is the opinion of the FB~ that United Sta~es 
Attorneys should have prosecutors ~ss~gn~d on,a f';ll~-~~me 
basis to handle prosecution of Ind~an cr~mes ~n d~v~s~ons 
which have a high concentration of these matters. 

If the training and education of BIA and Tribal 
Police could be significantly upgraded, arran~ements cO';lld 
be made to require United States Attorneys (l~ke those ~n 
Arizona ~ld New Mexico) to accept reports f:om th~ BI~ 
without requiring a second or simultaneous ~nvest~gat~on 
by the FBI Training sessions could be arranged to enable 
the United' States Attorneys to explain to the B~A w~at they 
look for in the investigative report and the cr~ter~a needed 
in deciding whether or not to prosecute. 
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QUestion 4 

Would it be possible to achieve a gradual transfer 
of law enforcement responsibility to local tribal police and/or 
B~A ~oli7e? This woul~ aSSlli~e that the FBI would retain juris
d~ct~on ~f the matter ~nvolved a complex investigation or the 
local jurisdiction requested assistance. 

Answer: 

If the problems enumerated in Question 2 'were 
r7~~1~ed, a gradual transfer of law enfor~ement responsi
b~~~t~es from the FBI to the local rndlan enforcement unit 
would be possible. 

The FBI has no objection to withdrawing from its 
primary role of the investigation of major crimes occurrina 
in Indian country if the BIA and other law enforcement J 

agencies within the reservations have the necessary level 
of competence to fully protect the rights of the Indian 
residents on those reservations. Until Tribal Police can 
provide adequate standards for employment, adequate salary 
structure, better equipment and working conditions, improved 
supervision and a reducticn in the turnover rate, this 
gradual 'transition to localized enforcement will not be 
pos~ible. At the present time, a majority of Indian reser
vat~ons do not have law enforcement agencies suitably 
trained and staffed to the level necessary to assume this 
role. 
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Question 5 

What efforts are currently being made to train 
BIA and/or tribal police? 

Answer: 

Since 1973, the FBI has participated in the 
training of BIA investigators and Tribal Police, both on 
the reservations and at the FBI National Academy. Currently, 
one position is available in each National Academy class at 
the FBI Academy to be filled by a representative of the BIA. 
To date, the FBI has trained 25 BIA officers in the National 
Academy. During Fiscal Year 1980, the FBI conducted 19 
training schools for 464 attendees on Indian reservations 
throughout the country. Twelve of those schools were for 
personnel of the BIA, one was for the Indian Tribal council 
Government, three were for the Navajo Police Department, 
two were for the Oglala Sioux Police Department, and one 
for the Akwesasne police Department. The FBI is willing to 
provide whatever training assistance is requested within 
proper limitations and manpower availa,bility. 

Question 6 

What efforts have been made by the Bureau to 
provide agents assigned to Indian reservations with 
specialized training in Indian law and CUlture? 

Answer: 

The FBI Academy provides training to all new 
FBI Agents on investigative procedures and techniaues 
in handling Crime on Indian Reservation violations. 
Additionally, for experienced Agents, the FBI Academy 
offers in-depth training in homicides and other violent 
crime investigations whicl1'OGcur on Indian reservations. 
Recently, in 1980, the FBI Academy initiated.a cross 
cultural training seminar for FBI Agents ass~gned to 
Crime on Indian Reservation viola,tion responsibilities 
in the states of Minnesota, North Dakota, and South 
Dakota. This seminar is designed to educate FBI Agents 
of the cultural differences between Indians and non-Indians. 
This cross cultural training seminar was determined to be 
extremely beneficial to all those who attended and the FBI 
plans to continue this program with other Indian country 
divisions. 
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The Honorable 
Don Edwards, Chairman 
Subcommittee on Civil and 
Constitutional Rights 

U. S. House of Representatives 
Washington, D. C. 20515 

Dear Chairman Edwards: 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

Drug Enforcement Administration 

Washington, D.C. 20537 

MAY 08 1981 

'/ '\ " \~ro' 
~\R~ ;. 

This is in response to your letter concerning the training programs 
offered by the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) for Tribal 
Police and other American Indian Law Enforcement Officers. The 
following lists the schools presented by DEA since January 1979 for 
American Indian Tribal Police Investigators. 

Washoe Indian Tribal Police 
Washoe Indian Reservation 
Reno, Nevada 

Oga1a1a Sioux Tribal Police 
Oga1ala Sioux Reservation 
Pine Ridge, South Dakota 
Kyle, South Dakota 

Ogalala Sioux, Tribal Police 
Ogalala Sioux Reservation 
Pine Ridge, South Dakota 

Navajo Indian Tribal Police 
Navajo Indian Reservation 
Window Rock, Arizona 

1980 

Navajo Indian Tribal Police 
Navajo Indian Reservation 
Window Rock, Arizona 

Seminole Indian Tribal Police 
Seminole Indian Reservation 
Dade County, Florida 

Flathead Blackfoot Tribal Police 
Flathead Blackfoot Indian 
Reservation 

Ronan, Montana 

I would also like to add that Tribai Policemen from other American 
Indian Tribes not listed above, on an individual basis, have been 
for several years attending the DEA Two-Week Basic Drug Investigation 
schools and other DEA training programs presented throughout the United 
States. 
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Thank you for your interest in one of DEAls important programs. If 
I may be of further assistance, please donlt hesitate to contact me. 

Si;Zl
Y

, .-.-

L~~ Administrato~lnger J 

Q: 
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u.s. Department ofJustice 

Federal Bureau ofInvesHgation 

Washington. D.C. 20535 

April 28, 1981 

Honorable Don Edwards 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Civil and 

Constitutional Rights 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D. C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

In addition to the corrections submitted to you 
concerning my testimony and that of Special Agent James C. 
Frier, Criminal Investigative Division, Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, who appeared before your Subcommittee on Civil 
and Constitutional Rights on April 2, 1981, the following 
information is submitted: 

On page 60, beginning with Mr. Frier's testimony on 
line 1472, Mr. Frier stated that the Bureau did not conduct 
an investigation as to why the doctor who did the original 
autopsy misread the cause of death on Anna Mae Aquash. 

A review of this matter determined that the initial 
autopsy was requested by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) 
and conducted by Dr. W. O. Brown, Scottsbluff, Nebraska, the 
person who normally performs autopsies of deaths on Pine ' 
Ridge Reservation. The autopsy was performed on February 25, 
1976, which included an examination of the skull, brain, and 
entire body except for x-rays. No Special Agents of the FBI 
were present during ~his autopsy. 

Dr. Brown stated that all of the findings set forth 
in his autopsy report furnished to the FBI remain accurate in 
his opinion. He stated that he "examined a partially decom
posed body, including removal of the brain from the body and 
failed to locate any evidence that a bullet entered the brain." 
Brown said that as far as he was concerned, death was caused 
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by exposure and not by a bullet e~tering the brain. 

Should your subcommittee need any additional infor
mation regara~ng this testimony, please feel free to contact 
me. 

ca:;:7!~ 
Charles P. Monroe 
Assistant Director 
Criminal Investigative Division 

, , 
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HAND DELIVERY 

Honorable Don Edwards 
Chairman, Civil and Constitutional 
Rights Subcommittee 

House Judiciary Committee 
2307 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

. Hono'rable Henry J. Hyde 
1203 Longworth House Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

SUITE '601 

1302 18m STREET. N. W. 

WJ\.5HINCTON, D. C • .20036 

(202) 785'8900 

RE: FBI Activities in Relation to the 
American Indian r40vement (Alf.!) 

Dear Mr. Edvlards and Mr. Hyde: 

We wish to commend you and the subcommittee for 
beginning an inquiry into the role and practices of the FBI 
in regard to la\'1 enforcement on l;ndian reservations. 

Our interest in this issue arises out of our 
representation of Leonard Peltier, a native American con
vic~ed of the k~lli~g of two FBI agents on the Pine Ridge 
Ind1an Reservat10n 1n 1975. We believe that substantial 
i~proprieties and .lal., violat~ons occurred in the investiga
t10n and prosecut10n of Pelt1er. Ploreover, we believe that 
t~es: a~uses arose in an context of long-continuing and 
v1nd1ct1ve responses by the FBI to the American Indian 
Movement and persons believed to be associated with it in 
some way~ si~ilar to the FBI's campaign against Dr. Ha;tin 
Luther KIng 1n an earlier unfortunate period. 

. Many of these abuses have been recognized and 
documented by courts of law and government agencies, yet it 
appears ~hat the FBI's response has been to deny any 
wrong-doIng, and to refuse to take disciplinary action or 
any other action that would deter improper conduct by its 
agents. 
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These issues, \'1e· submit, are highly relevan t to 
the subcommittee's oversight responsibilities, as well as 
to the consideration of the proposed FBI charter. So that 
the subcommittee can have a full picture of the activities, 
we would hope that the witnesses in regard to the FBI's 
practices on Indian reservations include a wider perspec
tive than solely FBI and governmental represent~tives. 

Below is a summary of some of the well-documented 
instances of FBI misconduct in regard to AUI. This is by 
no means an exclusive list, only some matters of which we 
are aware. We would be pleased to provide further particu
lars and to assist subcommittee staff in making contact 
\'1i th persons \'1ho have first-hand kno\,11edge. 

The 1973 Wounded Knee Occupation and its After
math. On February 27, 1973, supporters of the Oglala Sioux 
Civil Rights Organization and the American Indian Hovement 
began a 7l-day occupation of the village of Wounded Knee on 
the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in South Dakota. What 
had begun as a dispute over grievances in regard to the 
Pine Ridge tribal government drew massive federal response • 
Hundreds of FB! agents and United States Harshalls laid 
siege to the occupied village. On May 8, 1973, the occupa
tion ended with a negotiated settlem~nt, although numerous 
criminal charges resulted from the incident. The events at 
Wounded Knee gave rise to approximately 562 arrests. 
Federal grand juries ~ndicted 185 persons and there were a 
total of 15 convictions, a very low rate considering the 
usual rate of conviction in federal courts and a great 
input of federal resources into these cases. 

,) 

While these cases were being prosecuted, an 
a.ntagonism intensified between FBI agents assigned to the 
cases and the supporters and legal counsel of the defen
dants. These matters are described in an opinion by then 
Judge Webster in the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals. 
Wounded Knee Legal Defense/Offense Committee v. Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, 507 F~2d 1281 (1974). 

The so-called "leadership" cases arising out of 
the Wounded Knee occupation were tried before J.udge Nichol 
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in Minneapolis. Following an eight-month trial Judge 
Nichol dismissed the charges on the grounds of ~assi~e 
governmental misconduct, including "FBI negligence or dila
toriness" in. complying. with the court's discovery oraE~rs 
and subornatlon Qf perJury or the grossly negligent presen
tation of a lying ll7i tness, Louis Hoves Camp. In dismissing 
the prosecution, Judge Nichol stated: , 

Although it hurts me deepiy , I am 
forced to the conclusion that ~he prose
cution in this trial had' something other 
than attaining justice foremost in its 
mind. In deciding this mot ron I have 
taken into consideration the prosecu
tion's conduct throughout the entire 
trial. The fact that incidents of 
miscon~uct formed a pattern throughout 
the course of the trial leads me to the 
belief that this case was not prosecuted 
in good ~aith or in the spirit of 
justice. The waters of justice have been 
polluted, and dismissal, I believe, is 
the appropriate cure for the pollution in 
this case. 

United States v. Banks and Me~ns, 383 ~. Supp. 398, 397 (D. 
S.Dak,. 1974). 

It appears that FBI Special Agents David Price 
and William Wood were involved in the development of the 
testimony of Louis Moves Camp. Price and I'lood had earlier 
been involved in the acrimonious exchanges between the AIM 
supporters and legal activists ana the FBI. 

1975 Events on the Pine Ridge Reservation. In 
1975 there \l7as a massive increase in violence and murders 
at Pine Ridg~. In most cases the victims of the violence 
",ere AIH members and supporters, who were in political 
opposition to the then tribal government. 

On the morning of June 26, 1975, FBI Agents Ray 
Williams and Jack Coler came to the Jumping Bull Compound 
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near Oglala on Pine Ridge. A gun battle broke out, in 
which the two agents and an Indian man, Joe Stuntz, were 
Jdlled. Following the incident hundreds of FBI agents 
combed the reservation looking for suspects. Eventually, 
Leonard Peltier, Rob Robideau, Dino Butler and Jimmy Eagle, 
all AIM activists, were indicted for the murders of Coler 
and Williams. 

Mr~ Butler and Mr. Robideau were tried in Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa, and were found not guilty by a jury. At 
their trial they presented evidence of the tremendous state 
of fear of the FBI on the Pine Ridge Reservation, as bear
ing on their contention that the tragic events of June 26th 
involved legitimate and reasonable fears under the circum
stances, a legitimate claim of self-defense, and no intent 
to murder the agElnts in the course of the massive shoot
out. The charges against Jimmy Eagle were dropped. 

Mr. Peltier had not been apprehended at the time 
of the But.ler/Robideau trial and so was not tried with 
them. The FBI continued· to search for Pel tier. 

'The Rosebud Reservation Raid. As part of the 
search for: suspects in the killings of the two agents, em 
February 5, 1976 in the early morning, nearly 100 FBI 
agents descended by helicopter and military vehicles upo.h 
the property of Al Running and Leonard Crow Dog on the 
Rosebud Reservation in South Dakota. The ostens.ible OCCI:t

sion for the raid, accompanied by thi.s mas:sive shm ... of 
force, were search and arrest warrants arising from afi~;t
fight between 'four young people. The FBI, ho, ... ever, was 
also still looking for evidence in connection with the June 
26, 1975 incident at Oglala r~garding the deaths of the 
agents. 

Anna Nae Aquash, a Micmac Indian from Canada and 
an AIM leader and activist, was arrested with others at Al 
Running's encampment and charged with various crimes as a 
result of guns allegedly found there. Special Agent David 
Price spoke with Ms. Aquash and took a statement from her 
at the time of her arrest. 

83-073 0 - 82 - 16 
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The Investigation of. the Death of Anna Mae 
Aquash. On February 24, 1976, the body of an Indian woman 
was found by a rancher on the Pine Ridge Indian Reserva
tion. BIA Police and the FBI were summoned in regard to the death. 

That day, Special Agents David Price and William 
Wood viewed the body of the vloman at the "Indian Heal th 
Service Hospital at Pine Ridge. Price or Wood or both of 
them photographed the body of the woman, who was wearing 
distinctive silver jewelry. 

An autopsy was performed on the'body of the 'un
identified woman on the following day, and the cause of 
death was listed as exposure. Her hands were cut off and 
sent to the FBI laboratory in Washington for fingerprint 
'identification. Seven or eight days later the body was 
buried as an unidentified person. 

Subsequently, the FBI laboratory notified the FBI 
in South Dakota that fingerprint examination had determined 
that the dead woman was Anna Nae Aquash. Ms. Aquash's 
family in Canada were notified of her death and authorized 
an exnumation and second autopsy. On March 11, 1976, a 
second autopsy was performed by Dr. Gary Peterson of St. 
~aul, Minnesota. Dr.'Peterson's autopst sh6w~d that Anna 
l>tae Aguash had not died of exposure as determined at the 
first autopsy, but that she had been killed by a bullet 
from a gun held at the back of her neck. The bullet was 
still in her head and inexplicably had been missed in the 
COurse of the first autopsy. 

It remains unexplained why Ms. Aquash was not 
identified at the time of the first autopsy, or why the FBI 
allowed her to be buried as an .unidentified person. The 
FBI asserts that the body was so decomposeo as to not per
mit identification. 

ROvlever, the attorney for Ms. Aquash' s family 
asserts that pictures at the time of the second autopsy 
establish that, at the time of the discovery of her body, 
Hs. Aquash \'lOuld clearly have been recogni zed by someone 
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a distinctive surgical scar, a par
who knew her. She had was vlearing unusual silver and 
tial denta~ plate, anl~ f \'1hich could have been used to turquoise Jewelry, a 0 
establish her identity. 

, 't' at the time of her Ms Aquash was a £Ugl lye three months, 
h'ad been hunted by the FBI for . 

death. She 'del circulated and she:; was 
her description had been Wl ,yJ, Agent David Price •. No 
well-known personal1Y,to S~~~~: for the failure to ~d~nti~y 
satisfactory explanatlo~,e t utop~v the irregu1arltlBs ln 
her at the time of thd

e t~rSde~isio~-~Q allow her burial the first autopsy, a~ e 
prior to identificat10n. 

, , rd Peltier: The Develop-The Extradltlon of L~~~a __ ~ and Affiant. Leonard 1 P or Bear As a V 1 nE"~., "" -- , d ment of rlvrt eo. (j d and arrested 1,)"1 Gaila a
1 Peltier was eventua~l~ lrca;elum The Uni~cd States , 

where he sought po11tlca a Y, ~ and offered two affl
initiated extradition proce~~~~~ of the Pine Ridge Indian 
davits of a young woman res Special Agents T,'1ood and t ' Myrtle Poor Bear. t 1 'n Reserva l~n", 'th' matter, as instrumen,a 1 , 
Price agaln flgure,ln ~ lSfrom Poor Bear. As wlil be dls-
developing the affldav~tBs 'nas since repudiated these d 'th'n Ms Poor ear 
cusse Wl 1, • d btained under duress. affidavits as false an 0 

, 't btained on February 19, In the first affldaV1 , 0 d Peltier's girl-
t t d that she was Leonar 1975 1976, Poor Bear s a e the area near Oglala in May, 

friend, that she ';lent to that she \'1as not present at the 
with Leonard Peltler, but h - t d that Peltier later told shooting of the agents.· S e sta e 
her that he shot the blO agents. 

6 Poor Bear allegedly execut
On February 23, 1~7, r~ab1e that the second ff 'd l't It 1S rema ''" "t t ed a second a 1 av : f th first affldav1 , excep 

affiaavit is a verbatlm copy 0 I' 7 ting the words III left . .~ , changed e lmlna " d 
that one sentence lS , ! ~ d did not return, an 
Jumping Bull Hall at thls p01n_ a~ the following: "I was 
SUbstitutes in place of ~hes~ :~~SsOf the Federai Bureau of 
presen t the day the :;>pec ~al I g sa'>1 Loonard shoot the FBI Investigation were klile . ,~ 
agents." 
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On March 31 1976 P B 
third affidavit. which re""o~nt~Orn ~ar ",~l~ege~lY executed a 
ported eye-witn~ss accoun~ of Peltieurlh te~all her pur-

r s 00 lng the agents. 

mitted by ~~!YU~~~e~econd and third af~idavits were sub
Peltier's extradition States t~ Canada ln connection with 
affidavits, the ,govern~~~~e~~lggs·d Basded on the ~oor Bear 
extradition. ana a or ered Peltler's 

The Trial of Leonard P It"o 
Leonard Pel tier was tried i e l:-r and Its Aftermath. 
been determined that select~o Fario , l'7,?rth D';ikotc:, it having 
be impossible in South Dakot n °Th an lmpartlal Jury would 
tially listed Myrtle Poor B a. ~ e government had ini
elected not to call her. ear as a government witness, but 

There ,.,ere no eye,-d tn t·"" 
three government witnesses esses ~ toe klillngs. Only 
vicinity of the agents' car~la~:d pe;tler a~~ others in the 
and Nor~an Brown. Peltier T. ~~~h fo;r=r, hlChael Anderson 
three wltnRsRe~ wAre 0 y,38,1445-46. All 
said they h d b'~ y ung Amerlcan Indians. They also 
abused by F:I a~:~t~h~~~l~~e~h i~timi~~ted! or ~hysical1y 
the government's "" " e lnves 19atlon, lncluding 
841--44, 1097-100 P~~~~=6:1 ~ll tness Agen~ ~dams. Pel tier T. 
been handcuffed ~nd tied t Dra~e: testlfled that he had 
an FBI in tervie\V' Pelt" 0 a c alr for three hours during 
Day °testified th~t the ~~~ T. 1084. Defense wi~ness Gene 
children from her if she d"~gents threatened to take her 
Brown (recalled b 1 not speak to them, and Norman 
led him to testif~ ~~~s~~;eg~~) st~~ed that ~BI t~reats had 
case. Peltier T. 3554, 4812. ore e grand Jury ln this 

During the government's case a shadow of doubt 
was cast over the Poor Bear aff"d . 
four government Hi tnesses that ~h:~r~!~ by thebtestimony of 
heard of in theJum " . never een seen or 
where the th plng Bull Compound on the reservation 
1597, 2701_0~eea~eaths took pl~ce, Peltier T. 849, 1118, 
chief investigato~ ~; ~he testlmony of Dean Hughes, the 
when or ho>-] she became he ~a;e, tha t he had no knoH'ledge of 

. an In_ormant. Peltier T. 2915-19. 
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The government elected not to call her. The 
defense then sought to call Myrtle Poor Bear in Peltier's 
defense to demonstrate that the government had resorted to 
fabrication of evidenCe, obstruction of justice, suborna
tion of perjury and intimidation, all classic indicia of 
consciousne,ss of a weak cause, and to lay bare the bias and 
hostility of two government witnesses, Agents Woods and 
Price~ The trial court entered a material witness order 
unopposed by the goV"ernmen t. , ' 

Poor Bear was called by the de.fen$e, but the jury 
never heard a word of her testimony. It vlas preserved for 
review in an offer of proof. 

She recanted virtually every allegation in the 
affidavits, swearing that FBI agents Woods and Price 
threatened tookill her if she would not inculpate Peltier. 
She swor.e that she had been taken by .the agen ts to the 
Jumping Bull Compound to survey the area, prev~pusly un
known to her, prior to signing the affidavits. Peltier T. 
4584-650. 

Evidence was not presented at the Peltier trial, 
as it had been at the Bulter/Robideau trial, of °the climate 
of fear at Pine Ridge at the time of the shoot-out. 
Peltier was convicted by the jury of the murders of the 
agents. He appealed his conviction to the Eighth Circuit 
Court of Appeals. .. 

During oral argument before the Eighth Circuit, 
Assistant United States Attorney Hultman, in a colloquy 
wi th Judge Ross, ackno,.,ledged that the Poor Bear affidavits 
submitted to Canada in connection with Peltier's extradi
tion were false, that "anyone \'lho talked to her • • • for 
even a few minutes \'lould immediate:t.y know that she \'las an 
unbelievable \V'itness," and that there was "not one scin
tilla of evidence" that Poor Bear was present at the scene 
of the events she had earlier claimed to have witnessed. 
Judge Ross' remarks to Assistant United States Attorney 
Hultman are instructive, and \'le submit, relevant to this 
subcommittee's oversight responsibilities. 
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JUDGE ROSS: But can't 
Hultman, what happened 
way that it gives'some 
claim of the 

you see, r.lr. 
happened in such a 
credence t th o ,.e 

NR. HULTNAN: Iud t d n ers an , yes, Your 
Honor. 

JU~GE ROSS: - the Indian peoole that th 
Unlt:d ~tates is willing to ~esort to a~y 
tactIc. In order to bring somebody back to 

. the UnIted States from Canada. 

r-IR. HULTMAN: Judge-

JUDGE ROSS: And if they are willing to 
do that, they. m~st be willing to fabri
cate ,other eVIdence., And it's no wonder 
th~t they are unhappy and disbelieve the 
th~ngs t~at happened in our courts when 
thIngs lIke this happen. 

MR. HULTMAN: Judge Ross, I in no wav do 
anything but: agree \\d th you totally. ~ 

JUDGE ROSS: An? you try to e~plain how 
they got there :I.S not legally relevant to 
the case, and they don't understand 
,that. 

MR. HULTltlAN: I understand, your Honor. 

JUDGE ROSS: We have an obligation to 
them,.not only to treat them fairly, but 
no~ glve·the.appearance of manufacturing 
e~ldence by Interrogating incomoetent 
WItnesses. • 

_ . The Eighth Circuit afflrmod PIt" " 
rulIng that the irregularities" t'h- e le~ ~ conVIctIon, 
ing dOd t In e extradItIon oroceed 
the t~i no. aff?ct t~e co~viction, and declining t~ distU~b 

a1 Judge s eVIdentIary rulings excluding the Poor 
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Bear recantation testimony, al th'ough the Eighth Circui t 
acknm'lledged that it would have been the better course tor 
the trial court to permit the testimony. 585 F.2d 314 (8th 
Cir. 1978). The Supreme Court denied certiorari. 

The South Dakota State Prosecution of Richard 
Marshall. Another incident that raisesserio~s questions 
about the FBI's vindictiveness toward the 'American Indian 
Movement arises out of the FBI's interjection into the 
prosecution of Rfchard Marshall. 

Marshall is an activist and leader of AnI, and 
had no previous criminal record. He was charged with the 
murder of a man in the men's room of a bar near the Pine 
Ridge Indian Reservation. 

, The essential testimony upon which Marshall was 
convicted \'1a5 that of f>lyrtl'e Poo,!= Bear. Poor Bear testi
fied on trial that she \,;as not present at the bar at the 
time of the shooting but that she had been M~rshall's girl-' 
friend and Marshall on two 'occa~ions had confessed the 
crime to her. (The pattern of her testimony was remarkably 
similar to that of her first affidavit in regard to Leonard 
Peltier.) Poor Bear has since repudiated her. testimony. 

It seems that at the time she testified in the 
Marshall state prosecution, Poor Bear was residing in a 
motel under the auspicies of the FBI as a material \,l!t'[leSS 
in the Peltier matter. Agents Wood and Price made arrange
ments for her to become involved in the Marshall state 
prosecution. The only logical explanation for the FBI's 
connection to this state prosecution appears to be that 
Marshal is a well-known AIM leader. 

(We have supplied to subcommittee staff copies of 
the three Poor Bear affidavits in regard to Peltier, Poor 
Bear's affidavit repudiating her earlier affidavits, and a 
copy of che U.S. Attorney's remarks at the oral argument on 
Peltier's appeal.) , 

The.FBI's Response. The United States Commission 
on Civil Rights inquired of the FBI as to certain of these 
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matters, and the FBI's·response has been to deny any mis-
conduct or ,vrongdoi.ng. ~ .. 

, ,As ~o,!udge Nichols' allegations of FBI miscon-
d,-!ct J.n hJ.s dJ.smJ.~sal of the Banks/Heans prosecution, 
DJ.r:ctor Webster J.nformed the Ct;>rnmission that trie FBI's 
revJ.ew resulted in a finding that there was "no(mJ.'scond t 
J.' t t' 1 f 1· 'f' , II uc , n en,J.?na , a Sl lcatlon of records, or any di~honesty." 
The C1Vll R1ghts Commission, in its testimony be~ore this 
sub~ommittee, has criticized the inadequacy of the FBIls 
reVlew of Judge Nichols' finding of misconduct. . 

In regard to the matter of the obtaining of affi
davits from Myrtle Poor Bear, which were submitted to 
Canada for the Pel tier extrad.itioro T Director Webster in
formed the Commission that there was no FBI internal 
inquiry. pirect<?~ Webster further state9 to the Commission: 

, All affidavits were voluntarIly fUr
nlshed by 11yrtle Poor Bear and taken in 
good faith. The inconsistency bet~.,een 
the first affidavit and the subsequent 
two affidavits is. believed to be the 
result of Myrtle Poor Bear's initial 
relucta~c: to fully cooperate because of 
her legltlmate fear for her own personal 
safety. . 

Letter of FBI Direc~or, William, W:bsb~r to Arthur Flemming, 
Chairman, U.S. ComilllSsJ.on on CJ.vJ.l R1ghts, August 7, 1979. 

, ,Director W7bs~er's explap-ation is simply incon-
slstent wJ.th the admJ.ss10n of Assistant United States 
At~or~ey Hultma~ at oral argument that there was "not a 
sCJ.nt1lla of eVJ.dence" that Poor Bear was pr~sent at the 
ev:nts she cLaime~ to have ob~erved. It is disturbing that 
th",:e "las no FBI J.nternal reVJ.e~l of the very serious alle
gatIon:=; of thteats and abuse made by Nyrtle Poor Bear in 
her re9antati?n .of earlier testimony and affidavits. It is 
.also dlstresslng that the FBI's internal revieiv procedures 
do not appear to have taken into account the fact that 
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Agents Price and Wood figure again and again in these alle
gations of misconduct. 

We· would strongly urge that the· Subcommittee's 
inquiry include testimony from advocates and Indian people 
knowledgeable about these issues. As to the legal history 
and procedure in these Cases, \-le can think of no one more 
knowledgeable than attorney Kenneth Tilsen in Minneapolis, 
\'lho has submi tted a brief written statement to t·he Subcom
mittee. Mr. Tilsen provided legal services in connection 
with the Wounded Knee occupation in 1973, and later vlas 
trial attorney in the criminal cases arising out of the 
occupation, which resulted in the court's dismissal on the 
grounds of FBI and governmental misconduct. He represented 
the family of Anna lolae Aquash in regard to the second 
autopsy. He has been involve.d since then in numerous cases 
involving AIM members where allegations of FBI misconduct 
have become critical issues. 

We woula be happy to provid~ ocal or written 
testimony -in regard ·to tlie particulars of the Pel tier 
investigation and the allegations of FBI abuse. 

Most important, ~,e recormnend that the Subcom
mittee's inquiry include testimony from Indian people with 
first-hand knowledge about these matters and that the hear
ings not be confined solely to FBI and governmental wit
nesses. We would be happy to be of assistance to the Sub
committee in making contacts with persons who could provide 
first-hand testimony. 

One of the distressing relevations of recent 
history h~s been that the FBI singled out Dr. Martin Luther 
King as someone the Bureau found unacceptable as a leader 
of black people. There is substantial reason to fear that 
the same syndrome has taken place in respect to the FBI's 
response to the American Indian Hovement. 

Thesa issues, we submit, are highly relevant to 
the subcommittee's oversight responsibilities, as well as 
to the consideration of the proposed FBI Charter. 

--- --~ -~.--
- .---.-~-
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So that the Subcommittee can have a full picture 
of the situation, we would hope that the witnessE:!s include 
a wider perspective than solely FBI representatives. 

Again, let us express our respect for your inter~ 
est and efforts in exploring issues surrounding the FBI's 
role on Indian reservations, as w'ell as the many other 
important matters addressed by the Subcommittee. 

cc: Subcommittee Members 

Michael E. T 
Linda Huber 
John J. Priv 
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LA\)'/ OFFICES 

TXG.t\R, BUFFONE & DOYLE 

MICHAEL E. TIC,-'.R 

S."MIIEL J. Bt:FfO;-!E 

... um:-:." DOYLE. JR. 

JOHX M ... CE 

L1ND:\ HUBER 

RICH ... RD H. CHA.'l.IPIO}t 

JOH~ J. PRlvITER. ... 

RAMON J. QUISUMEsINC 

HAND DELIVERY 

Honorable Don Ed\'lards 

April 3" 1981 

Chairman, Civil and Constitutional 
Rights Subcommittee -

House Judiciary Committee 
2307 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

-Dear Mr. Ed,'lards: 

SUITE 601 

1302 16TH STRE ET. }to "': 

\'(I-\SHI:-:CTO:-:. D. C. 29030 

(202) 76:;'6900 

We sent a 1ettGr to you yesterday outlining our 
concerns regarding the FBI's activities in relation to 
the American Indian Movement (AIH). I attended your hear
ing yesterday, and I believe ·that your and counsels' ques
tions to the FBI ,1:epresentatives elicited responses that 
\'lere in some respects inacc;:urate or incomplete. 

1. The FBI's Involvement in the First Autopsy 
of Anna Mae Aquash. Mr.'Monroe and Hr. Fryer, to my recol
lec-tion, stated that the FBI played no role in the first, 
autopsy of ~4s. Aquash ''lhich resulted in a finding of cause 
of death as exposure. . 

Hm'lever, information provided by Director Webster 
to the Civil Rights Commission indicates the contrary. In 
a letter from Director Webs-ter to Arthur F1emm~ng dated 
Augus't 7, 1979, it is stated tha-t Special Agents ~I]illiam 
Wood, David Price and Rober-t Hunis "lere present at the Pine 
Ridge Indian Heal'th Services Hospital con'temporaneously 
\'lith the f.irst autopsy. FBI personnel made the decision 
to have the physician sever the hands of Aquash for fingGr
print identification purposes. It is thus apparent that 
FBI agents \'lere in communication \Vi th the doctor in' :the on
going course of the perf.orll1ance of .the first at;ttopsy. 
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Direcb.,r Ivebster'disclosed to the Civil Rights 
Commission transmittal documents of the hands of Anna 
Ma~ Aquash for fingerprint identification. An airtel dated 
Feb~uary 26" 1976 from the special agent of the Minneapolis 
off1ce to FBI headquarters ind~cates that the matter in
volved " p ,?ssible manslaughter'" and that the autopsy failed 
to determ1ne the cause of death. This is contrary to the 
doctor's m'1n report, ''1hich listed the cause of death as 
exposure. 

The Aquash matter raises an abundance of trouble
some.questions, but the representations yesterday to your 
comm1ttee that the FBI had no role in the first autoDsy 
were certainly inaccurate. 4 

2. Mvrtle Poor Bear's Repudiation of her Earlier 
Testimony. Mr. Monroe and Mr. Fryer, in response to counsels' 
questions yesterday~ indicated that the reason that Nyrtle . 
Pbor Bear ·''1as not 'called as a ,·litness at Peltier's trial \'las 
that the trnited States .Attorney had determined that she ,~as 
too. e~,?,tionc:l t? '''i-t;:hs~and cross-examination~ The FBI repri;::
selH:a:l:1VeS l:urther l.ndl.cated· that Hyrtle Poor Bear's reDudia
tion of her earlier affidavits inculpating Peltier ,.,as per
haps due to intimidation by unknm-m persons. The FBI repre~ 
sentatives indicated no doubt as to the accuracy of the Poor 
Bear affidavits stating that she had obeserved Peltier 
shoot- ·the t,.,o FBI agents. 

The representations of the FBI representatives to 
you yesterday contradict the state.-nents of the united States 
Attorney to the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals in regard to 
this matter. Assi:;;tant United States Attorney Hultman 'Nho 
~'1as also trial counsel for th~ government at the Pel ti~r 
trial, stated his reasons for not calling Nyrtle Poor Bear 
as the government's 'vi tness: 

It was clear to me her story didn't later 
check out "lith anything in the record by 
any other tvitness in any other \'lay. So I 
concluded then, in addition to her ihcom
petence, first, that secondly, there Nas 
no relevance of any kind. Absolutely not 
one sccntilla of any evidence of any kind 
that had anything to do ,'lith this case. 
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. And it ,.,as then that I personally made 
the decision that this ,·,i tness was no 
witness.' First. of all, because she was 
incompe'tent. in the utter, utter, utter 
Ultimate sence of incompetency as recog
nized by defense counsel on more than one 
occasion. And there 'vas some more i.ndicia 
here in the record ,,,here they likewise 
further did. But, secondly, as Judge 
Ross, you are indicating, and I take no 
issue at that, Your Honor, but when I 
then tested those statements once they 
came to me, and that "laS after they had 
sone to Canada, and I had a chance to look 
at them and tested them "]i th all of the 
record, all of the ,,,itnesses, there ,.,as 
not one scentilla' that shm'led tolyrtle Poor 
Bear ,.,as there, kne\v anything,· did any
thing, et cetera. I (Emphasis added) 

Enclosed for y~rl information is an excerpt of the 
transcript from the oral argument before the Eighth Circuit 
in the Pelti;er case and a copy of the letter from Director 
Webster to the Civil Rights Commission, together with 
attachments~of April 7, 1979. 

It seems that what is going on is, at the very 
least, a studied attempt on the part of officials at FBI 
headquarters to avoid knO'~"ing 'vhat occurred in the field. 

We appreciate greatly your inquiry into these 
matters, as do many o,ther people ,.;ho have taken an interest 
in these issues. We are grateful also for the courtesy and 
interest shm..rn to us by both Majority and Minori,ty staff 
counsel. We remain available to provide any further infor
mation that might be of use to you. 

LH:ll 
Enclosures 
cc: Mr. Mike Tucevich 

Hr. Tom Boyde 

Yours sincerely, 

Linda Huber 
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UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20240 

APR 10 1978 

M:!Im'andum 

To: 

SUbject: 

Assistant SecretaIy--IOOian Affairs 

Solicitor 

Jurisdiction OVer Offenses camu. tted by Non-Indians 
Against IOOians in IIxlian Countty 

In view of the United States SUprerrk? Court I S ruling that Indian 
tribes do not possess inherent criminal jurisdiction over non
Indians Oliphant v. Suqua)nish Indian Tribe, 46 U.S.L.W. 4210 (1978), 
you have asked whether the states generally possess authority to 
tJ:y and to punish non-Indians \otIo ccmni.t offenses against In:lians 
in Irrlian count1.y or whether .the jurisdiction of the United States 
urrler 18 U.S.C. S 1152 is exClusive. 18 U.S.C. S 1152, reads in 
pertinent part as follows: 

"Except as otherwise expressly provided by law, 
the general laws of the United States as to the 
punishm?Jlt of offenses ccmnitted 11'1 arrt place 
within the sole and exclusive jurisdiction of the 
United States, exoept the District of ():)llllDia, 
shall extend to th.e Indian country." . 

NUle the language of this provision can be construed broadly encu;Jh 
to CCNer all offsnses ccmni.tted by non-IOOians in Indian countty, 
the United StatE'.5 SupreITE Court has cor.5trued that statute in light 
of the public policy underlying the Act-Le., to give Federal oro
tection to Irxlians and Indian property-and, accordingly, ru.: 2::: th~ t. 
cr.ines by non-Indians against other non-Indians are within the exclu
sive jurisdictiC'n of the state. New York ex reI. Ray v. Martin, 32fi 
U.S. 496 (1946); Draper v. United States, 164 U.s. 240 (1896). Unit ~ 
States v. ~atney, 104 U.s. 621 (1881). - --.. _-

!Ibe M:::Bratney rule, consistently, does not apply when Indian interests 
are involved: 
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"Upon full consideration we are satisfied that 
offenses ccmnitted by or against Indians are 
not within the principle of the M=Bratn~ and 
Draper cases. '!his Wfi$ in effect held, as to 
crhres ccmnitted by the Indians, in the Kagama 
case, 118 U.S. 375, 383, ~ere the c::x:nstitution
ality of the secooo branch of S 9 of the Act of 
March 3, 1885, 23 Stat. 385, was sustained upon 
the ground that the In::li.an tribes are the wards 
of the. nation~ 'l'his sarre reason applies--perh8fS 
!. fortl.ori --Wl. th respect to crimes cannitted by 
white rren against the persons or property of tl-.e 
Indian tribes while OCCllJ?iing reservations set 
apart for the very purpose of segregating them 
fran the whites and others not of Indian blood." 
Donnelly v. United States, 228 U.S. 243 (1912) 
at 271-272. 

'lbe Suprere Court has reiterateO.. the C'a'lC1usion that the United 
States has jurisdi "'Uon C" .. -er. crimes eumrl.tted by non-Iriiians 
against the person or property of Indians on several occasions. 
Oliphant at 4213; United States v. Chavez, 290 U.s. 354 (1933)' 
United States v. Ramsey, 271 U.s. 467 (1926); United States v ' 
Pelican, 232 U.S. 442 (1914). • 

In 1946, the Suprere Court squarely addressed this question and 
stated explicitly that federal jurisdiction over rai-Irrlians Who 
ocmni.t crimes against Indians is exclusive: 

~e the laws and courts of the State·of Arizona 
may have jurisdiction over offenses cx:mnitted on 
this l:eServation between persons who are not In1i.ans, 
the laws and courts of the United States, rather than 
those of Arizona, have jurisdiction over offenses 
oc:mni tted thel.·e, as in this case, by one who is not 
an Indian against one who is an Indian." Williams 
v. United States, 327 u.s. 711, 714 (1946). 
[Footnotes anitted; ~is added.] 

Recently the Federal Courts of Appeals for the Eighth Ci.rcui t arXl 
the Ninb'1 Circuit held that offenses ccmnitted by non-Indif.ms 
against Indians may PQt be prosecuted under state law. UnitedStal:es 
v. Big CrcM, 523 F.2d 955 (8th Cir. 1975), cert. denied 4.24 U.S. 920 
(1976); United States v. Cleveland, 503 F.2d 1067 (9th eir. 1974). 
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o:>ngress has ~tly IOOdified the Major Crimes Act, 18 U.S.C. S 1153, 
on the, asstmlptl.on that non-Indians \oIho ccmni.t cr:ilres against Indians 
in In:han country are not subject to state jurisdiction Until past3-
age C?f the Indian C:imas Act of 1976, P.L. 94-627,1 When'an Irdian 
~tted ~sa~t ,W1th, a d~erous weapcxl or assault resulting in 
senous bodily J.nJury 1ll Indian country, the Major Cr.iJres Act appUed 
sta~ law for purposes of defining the crim= and deteminiM the 1-' 

p..uu.shm:mt. In 1976, Congress amended the Major Crimes Jlci - so that 
federa~ enclave law would awly to those crimes 'M1ell ocmnitted by 
an Inchan. The stated purpose of the change was to ,ensure equal 
treat:m:mt for Irxlian and non-Indian offerrlers who o:rmd.tted those 
cr~. '!be legislative histo%j' of that h:t eY.plicitly states that 
the change was based on the assUtFtion that non-IndiaI'lS ccmnitting 
the same crirres against Indians ~d be subject to federal law. 
H.R. Pep. No. 94-1038, 94th Cong., 2d Sess., reprinted in 1976 U.S. 
Cale Cong. & Ad. News 1125. -

l'a1~17 the, Ol~ph~t ,decision held ~t tribes do rot haVt~ inherent 
cr~al Junsdictl.on over r.on:Irrlians, it did not alter in any way 
ex1Stl.1lg federal. and state jurisdiction over non-Irdiims" '!be United 
States cont~ues to have jurisdiction over Indians am nan-Indiz£,"'lS 
alike ~o, "70late federal laws that apply thrcx.tghout the nation (e.g., 
counterfe1 tJ.ng or forgery of federal or forei~Jn goverrrllent docum:mts, 
18 U.S.C. §§, 471-509) or who violate substantive cr:iJni.na.l laws appli
cable to Irrlian countIy (e.g., the Indian liquor laws, 18 U.S.C. SS 
1154, 1156, and 1161, and the ban on hunting and fishing on Indian 
larrls without pexrnission, 18 U.S.C. S 1165). Unless a state has 
acquired valid jut"isdiction over the Indian ClOUl'lt%j' within its borders 
under P.L: 83-280 or a similar federal statute, the federal governnent 
~,o contJ.nues. to have exclusive jurisdiction over non-Indians who 
V1olat7 federa.l enclave law by ccmni tting a C;:rime against an In1ian 
or Inhan property. Federal enclave law includes not only specific 
offenses described in federal statutes (e.g. j' arson, 1S USC S 81) 
but, under ~e Assimilative Crilres Act, 18 U"S.C. S 13, ai~ .incl~ 
offens~ \~1ch, altho';l9h not made ~hable by an enactlnent of o:>ngress 
are p.ml.shc.'\ble according to the law of the state in web the enclave 
is located. . 

Except where states have acquired jurisdiction pursuant to an Act of 
O:>ngress, Burea'" of Indian Affairs police an:l tribal police \iWho are 
ccmnissioned by the federal govemrrent to enfon:e federal 'law may 
arrest no~-Iriiians for offenses camti.tted against In::U.ans or Indian 
property .in Irrlian countx:y for violations of federal law (inclu:ting 
as federal law, state law \oIhich has been adopted under the AssimilatiVe 
Crimes Act). Since prosecution for these cr:i.lTes must be l:!i the 
De~t of Justice before a federal district court jooge or a federal 
magl.Strate, an arrangem:mt should be worked out with that ~t 
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establishing procedure lhiu.ch will ensure cooperation by Justice. 
I understand that one of the pxrposes of your request for a 
conference with the Assistant Attorney General, criminal Division, 
is to \«)rk out such an arrangerrent. Finally, police \.-410 carry 
state ccmnissions may also arrest non-Irxiians for violations of 
state law where no Indians or Indian property is involved; non
Indians arrested for those crines may be tried only in state oou...-t. 

'!here :rerreins the question of \oIhether either the United States or 
a state possesses exclusive jurisdicticn, or \'6ether jurisdiction 
is concurrent, over the so-called "victimlessn crimes - s~ crimes, 
for exanple, as reckless driving, public dr>.mkenness, and disorderly 
c:::or¥luct. This question arises because the General Crimes l\ct., 
18 U.S.C. § 1152, despite its broad language, does oot apply to 
criJres ccmn:itted by non-Indians against non-Indians, which are 
subject to state jurisdiction. united States v. l'lleeler, 46 U.S.L.W. 
4243, 4246 fn. 21, citing gnit.ed States v.M:::¥ao;~.! 104 U.S. 6~1. 
That question, in my view, must be addres7ed l1'l ll.ght of the poll.cy 
which the eonqress intended to carry out m enac::t.ing the General 
er:iIres Act. '!hat policy, clearly t was to give prt?tection ~f the 
United States for which Indian tribes gave up thelI sovere1gnty. 
See Oliphant, supra, pac;sim., Viewed in context of that J?Olio/, . 
it is ll¥ opinion that the United States possesses exclusl.ve JUrlS

diction in cirCW\Stances \fJhere any of the cr:irres directly affect 
the Indian cormumity. For example, should the drunkenness occur 
in a td.h3.l public building or during a tribal function the United 
States would FOSsess exclusive jurisdiction. Likewise, should the 
reckless driving occur near an Indian school or within \tthat is clearly 
an Indian COITITUlIlity the united StatE.lS would possess jurisdiction. 
~at construction of the statute looks to \<IDether the effects of 
the proscdbed activity are hallnful to the ~~ ccmnuni~ ~ 
protection by the United States: Cf: Appl1cat.i.m of prohibJ.~on 
of sale of liquor under the Indian 11quor laws throughout Indian 
oount%Y but not within non-Indian ccmnunities in Irxlian oount%Y. 

It is not possible to anticipate all the situations in which a 
question might arise. Even if it were, it is likely that,there 
\IJOuld be sane situations where no clear answer could be 91ven• 
Even so, the proper approach to this question, in my view, is to 
detemcine initiaily whether the policy of giving protection to an 
Indian camnunity is being carried out by applying and enforcing 

~ra1 laws. ;fij I7J ¥~ 
leO M. l<l:Uli tz 
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Congressional Research Service 

The Library of Congress 

Washington, D.C. 20540 

TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT 

Harch 2, 1981 

Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights 
House Judiciary Committee 

Attention: Michael Tucevich 

American Law Division 

Criminal Jurisdiction in Indian Country 

This is in response to your request for materials to use for preparing for 

FBI oversight hearings with regard to law enforcement on Indian reservations. 

Jurisdiction for criminal law prosecutions of offenses committed on Indian 

reservations is not a simple matter. The federal government, the tribal govern-

ment, and the states all have some interest in prosecuting such crimes. Over 

the years Congress and the courts have attempted to divide the jurisdiction on 

the reservations into a workable patte~ pl~tecting the interests of all con-

cerned. 

Not all reservations will be covered by this discussion because the issue 

of jurisdiction on some of them has been settled by Congress by special legis-

lation or by Public Law 280, Act of August 15, 1953, 62 Stat. 588, 18 U.S.C. 

§1162. An example of special legislation is 25 U.S.C. §232, enacted in 1948, 

which directed New York State to exercise jurisdiction over crimes cCollIIlitted in 

Indian country to the same extent its laws, except with regard to hunting and 

fishing rights, applied elsewhere within its borders. Public L~w 280, which 

postdates the state-by-state approach typified by the New York type of legis-

lation, pern1.itted some states to accept jurisdiction to whatevelC extent they 
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designated. This law has since been amended to require tribal consent for fur-

i t ion Today one must refer to an ever ther cessions and to perm t re rocess • 

be sure of how to resolve jurisdictional questions in states changing table to 

having P.L. 280 reservations. 

In the areas where federal jurisdiction still exists the reservations are 

often located in rural areas, far from the district or regional offices of the 

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) or the various United States Attorneys. 

is another factor complicating the jurisdictional On most reservations there 

problems: not all or even most of the land within the reservations is held or 

lived on by tribal members. Non-members cannot participate in the tribal 

thus far, are not subject to the criminal law jurisdiction of government and, 

the tribes~ 

The form of tribal government today is considerably different from the 

traditional Indian arrangement. Many of the tribes have constitutions modeled 

on one drafted by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the 1930's. Hany have a 

h tribal Court modeled on the Anglo American systhree branch government wit a 

tem. h Bureau of Indian Affairs employs law enforceOn many reser~ations t e 

ment personnel to keep order on the reservations; on other reservations law 

contracted by the tribes pursuant to 25 U.S.C. §450, et seq., enforcement is 

the Indian Self-Determination Act, and paid for by the federal gO·'iernment. 

sentencing authority of the tribal courts is limited to imposition of prison 

The 

f to six months and fines of $500 under the Indian Civil Rights sentences 0 up 

§ For this reason ~$ well as because of the more Act, 25 U.S.C. § 1301, et~. 

issues, federal law enforcement agents, primarily the abstract jurisdictional 

playa role in enforcing law and order on reservations. 1gents of the FBI, must 
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The major problem of the federal government. in enforcing criminal law on 

Indian reservations seems to be one of resources. The Justice Department has 

acknowledged and made part of the record of Congressional hearings its view of 

the inadequacy of current efforts at law enforcement on Indian reservations. 

In 1975, in a report on Indian matters, "Jurisdiction on Indian Reservations," 

Hearin s before the Select Committee on Indian Affairs~ United States Senate, 

96th Cong., 2d Sess. 243-244 (1980) (footnote omitted), a United States De-

partment of Justice task force conceded that efforts to control crime on Indian 

reservations were not succeding: 

Law enforcement on most Indian reservations is in 
serious trouble. Reservation crime statistics are an 
indication of the severity of the problem. The major 
crimes rate is 50% higher on Indian reservations than 
it is in rural America as a whole. The violent crime 
rate on Indian reservations is eight times the rural 
rate although the property crime rate is about half of 
the rural rate. The murder rate among Indians is three 
times that in rural areas while the assault rate is 
nine times as high. The number of cases brought under 
the Major Crimes Act has risen nearly 30% in the past 
year. The percentage of unreported crime is higher on 
reservations than elsewhere suggesting that the actual 
situation is worse than the statistics portray. 

Citizen lack of confidence in the reservation law 
enforcement system is widespread. Residents of several 
reservations believe there has been a complete break
down of law and order •. They are cynical about the 
willingness and ability of the government to protect 
persons and property. In many cases, no effort is 
mad~ to report crime because of the feeling that nothing 
would be done. Self-help is common among both Indians 
and non-Indians. Indian self-help receives support 
from Indian traditions. Relatives of crime victims 
often take retributive action which merely precipitates 
further violence. 
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The reservation law enforcement issue has suf
fered inattention and neglect. The problem is one 
of major proportion crossing many bureaucratic and 
jurisdictional boundaries. It is particularly em
barrassing that the present problem exists in an 
area of primarily federal responsibility. This is 
not a situation where the federal government serves 
as a model for other law enforcement efforts. 

Two factors are fundamental to understanding the 
difficulties involved in meeting the problem of 
crime on reservatio~s. First is the isolation of 
the reservation areas in which Indians live, and 
the great distances involved. Second is the pre
valence of alcoholism on reservations and the cen
tral role it plays in the incidence of violent 
cr:i,me. 

Indian reser.vations encompass enormous geographic 
areas where the population is sparse and scattered 
rather than conveniently gathered in cities or towns. 
The Navajo reservation, for instance, spreads into 
four states containing roughly 16 million acres in 
total area and 136,000 people. More common, however, 
are reservations of 1-2 million acres supporting a 
population of 500 -. 2,000 people. It is not uncom
mon for several hours to elapse between the time a 
crime is committed and the time a law enforcement 
officer arrives at the scene by car. Providing effec
tive law enforcement services under these circum
tances is very difficult. 

Part of the problem of inadequate or inconsistent law enforcement on Indian 

reservations stems from the uncertainty of jurisdiction on the reservations. 

Federal, state, and tribal governments all have legitimate jurisdictional inter-

ests in the le,gal problems arising on Indian reservations. The Constitution ac

cords to the Congress plenary authority over relations between the tribes and 

the states. Where Congress has not acted, however, the federal courts have been 

called upon to define the extent of state authority over non-tribal members on 

tribal lands. The case-by-case ~elineation of the boundaries between tribal 
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and state authority has resulted in uncertainty as to which authority has jur-

is diction to prosecute the crimes occurring on the reservation and, thus, may 

be seen as fostering abnegation of responsibility by the various authorities. 

The question of which governmental authority has responsibility over which 

crimes on any Indian reservation is very complicated. A chart is attached giv-

ing the broad outlines of determining jurisdictional responsibility on those 

reservations where Congress has not ceded authority out~ight to the states that 

have accepted and over tribes that have given consent. 

Congress has looked into the problem of Indian criminal jurisdiction in 

the past decade from three perspectivies: (1) Task Force Four: 
Federal, 

State, and Tribal Jurisdiction, of the American Indian Policy Review Commission, 

which submitted its Final Report, R~port on Federal, State, and Tribal Juris-

diction, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976), (2) the Tribal State Compact idea, and 

(3) authorizing special United States Magistrates to accept complaints from 

state and tribal law enforcement authorities as well as from the U.S. attorQeys. 

The American Indian Policy Review Commission had the following criticism of 

the federal prosecutors: 

• • • lack of consistency stems from many attributes 
of federal prosecution by U.S. attorneys. Most offices 
do not usually have a specific attorney Who consistently 
handles Indian cases; there is therefore a consequent 
lack of familiarity and technical expertise. Major 
Crimes prosecution often involves street crimes types of 
cases which are equally unfamiliar. Likewise, they some
times involve what is effectively a misdemeanor offense 
which is difficult to take very seriously at the Federal 
level. Prosecution is more difficult, as these cases 
often involve alcohol and/or family situations or ties 
which make witnesses unpredictable. In fact, the whole 
Federal criminal justice system is so foreign to reserva
tion life and the very nature of the situation may intim-
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idate or affect witness dependability. All of these 
factors tend to produce a reduced success rate in pros
ecutions, none typical of Federal prosecutions generally, 
and as a result, Indian cases are shied away from. 

, American Indian Policy Reveiw Commission, 
on Federal, State, and Tribal Jurisdiction, Report _ 

at 37. 

Commission viewed the role of the FBI as contributing The American Policy Review 

to the ineffectiveness of the federal prosecutors: 

Investigations by FBI agents is the primary basis for 
U.S. attorney prosecutions. Highly trained officers can 
make the work of a prosecutor much easier, and consistent 
association develops identifiable working patterns. But 
FBI agents are not usually close to Indian comm~nities, 
either physically or culturally, and cannot eas~ly ~rasp 
the equities of a situation w'hich so often have ,1IIUC to 
do with the decision to prosecute or decline. Since f 
local BIA [Bureau of Indian Affairs, of the Department 0 

Interior] special officers, police or tribal pOli~:iare 
much closer FBI agents are not often the first 0 cer~ 
on the sce~~ of a crime. Thus, the scene often has to e 

d t il an agent can arrive, in which case they preserve un b e closely ually end up redoing work already done y a mor . 
~~tuated BIA or tribal officer. The quality of inve~~~:a
tion ma ultimately turn on the work done by local 0 

cers inYany event, pointing up th~ desireability of having 
well-trained local officers for tnis, as well as all the 
other more obvious reasons. i 

American Indian Policy Review Commiss on, 
Report on Federal, State, and Tribal Jurisdiction, 
at 38. 

The American Indian Policy Review Commission made the following findings and 

Reconmiendations: 

lfINDINGS • _ 

.,' . M' Crimes Act of 1885 and sub!;~uent 
(a.) The adoptlOn of the. aJo~esponsibility for the prosecutlon of 

nmendments places ~e pr~a7he various U.S. attorneys'. o~ce~, but 
th(,5e enumerated crlffies. ~th.. i exclush'e of tribal Judlct}o!l: 
it i!O not clear. that .such Jltrlsell}t.111l1 5 v~ major crimes respollSlbll!ty 

(b) U.S. attorneys' offices w llC 1 IRel of which reservation Indian 
crenerally have no well.de.fin.ed stnndnr s:e for defining which cases 
tribes under that jurismc~on ~~c~~~dr ahd which will be decFned. 
broll~ht before them w , P fRces do not have regularly, nSi:1lzned 

(C) Ma}lY U.S. attorn~b~IS f Indian matters' and maJor. Cl'lmes staff speCifically responsl e o~ . . 
prosecution on a long-term basls. 
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. (~) TrIbal cO~lrts exerClse JurISaIctJOll orer seriollS crimes but are 
l~nllted t~ pena!h!lS o.~ no mora than. $500 or (I months, or both, bv the 
1 •. ~S IndI~n CmI RIg~ts Act, which may be inadequate for' even 
serIOUS offenses o.f a mIsdemeanor nature. . 

(e) The exclus}on of .Fe~eral and tribal jurisdiction ovel' offenses 
b~t:ween non-~ndians wIthn~ .reservation boundaries is inconsistent 
wIth the securIty !ll!-d tranqUlhty. of. Indian cOlllmunities. 

~ f) The apphpatlOn of tJie AssIlll!lath'e 'Crimes Act to Indian coun
t~. a~ defined m IS U.S.q. 1151, IS nI} llllwarranted application of 
States !l1orals laws on Indian reservatIons whIch may conflict with 
lo~al trIbal g"?vernmen~l scheme of laws and undercut si!!'llificant 
,tn~al enterprIse: There IS no clear indi('ation that the Assfnlilative 
Crlll1es Act wns mtended to npply to Indian country. . 

RECOM:\I:E2>l>ATIOXS 

(a) Congr~ss sl}ould clarify major crimes jurisdiction as' heln'" 
co~current 'IntI1 trIbal governments with pl'imary enforcement being 
WIth bYi.e !ededral GO\:ernment,. unless and until R tribe demonstrntes 
an a Ity nn a deSIre to undertake such jurisdiction exclusivel . 
~v~ere JI~' Rhttorneys decl~ne prosecution, they sh.ould be i1~mediateli 
1 ~hetrlre 't ~ille affected trIbe for !" determination of that tribe ns to 
'1\ .e ·ler 1 W • prosecute Ullder tJ'lballaws. 

(b~ T~ey~rhIou~oflices of the U.S. attorneYs should be required to 
COOl' ~a, e ':'It nJJ.~cted resermtion tribes to develop standards for 
tl~e decIsIon::> on WI!ICh cas~s bro~ght before tIle U.S. attorney will be 
prosecute~l an~ wInch declmed. There should be prorision for meau 
mgf~ldtrbbal hmpu~ and participation and all cases sJ?ecifica1ly t.e= 
CInes·de r t e trIbe to be prosecuted should be gIven priority conS! erabon. 

<1 (cld~l ",!.S. attornl.'YS' offices :vhich have ~ajpr crimes jurisdiction 
- IOU . ~,.e one or t;wo oJ thcIr stnff specifically desirrnated with 
i-eSPO~SIbIlbty .for Indian matters and lUa]or crinles pros~cution on !l. t ng

- Cerm ,nsls to assure. expertise and familiarity. Appropriation~ 
rom. ~ng;less sho}Ild des!fP1ate funqs for that purpose, 
Cnmmnl penalties avaIlable to tnbal courts should be e nnded 

~o ~1,000 ~r 1 year for .misdem.eanor oifenses and $5,000 or 5 ~rs for 
,enous offenses. For trIbes whIch shoW' a desire and ab'l't t 3 . 
lIl!l.jor " " d· t" ' • ' 1 1 Y 0 eXerCl"e 
t:O'11 ofclsIm,els J}lrI~ diI~ tI?n, pr~tIvIsIOll should be made for their assump~
• • Ul,; 1 JurIS c 1011 WI 1 nppl'ol>l'iate linanci 1 d t 1 . 1 n~slstance. a an ec IllIca 

(!l) FedernI and tribal jurisclictioll over off~n<l.'s hetw'een 
~1~lIans lhoul~ be at least conCllrrent. At a minin;um' tlie Ge~~~i 
I~d~~. ~ ct s ould be amended to. include offenses between non-

(f) The G~neral qrimes Act should be amended to ~xclude Indian 
c,o~smimil' try, t~S C!Ce~cd mAltS U.S.C. 1151, from the application of the 
-">.~ a lye r11nes c. 

American Indian Policy Review Commission, 
Report on Federal, State, and Tribal Juris ... ~tion, 
at 42-43. ------
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The basic approach of the Tribal-State Compact idea is to provide a frame-

work in which the states and tribes can work out mutually satifactory solutions 

to jurisdictional problems. This idea was proposed, made the subject of hear-

ings, and debated in both the 95th (S. 2502) and the 96th (S. 1181) Congresses 

without being enacted. The bills that were considered did not attempt to solve 

all the jurisdictional problems between the tribes and the states nor to change 

federal jurisdiction, but to provide legal authority for tribal and state or 

local governments to negotiate voluntarily and enter into agreements on juris-

dictional conflicts. They also provided a mechanism for funding. (A funding 

mechanism is important particularly where the state is called upon to increase 

the services it provides Indians on Indian reservations because the general 

scheme is to exempt Indian land, reservation land, and Indian income derived 

from reservation activiti~ state taxation, effectively withdrawing 

masses of land from local tax ~~se in areas having large reservations.) 
~~ 

large 

In the 96th Congress, S. 2~332 was introduced to establish a special mag

istrate with jurisdiction over ffi~deral offenses within Indian country and to 
~~ 

authorize tribal and local police officers to enforce federal laws within their 

respective jurisdictions. Hearings were held: "Jurisdiction on Indian 

Reservations-Part 2, "Hearing before the Select Committee on Indian Affairs, 

United States Senate, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. (1980). At those hearings there was 

a general agreement that law enforcement on Indian reservations needs some ser-

ious attention. Objections to the proposal came (1) from some of the tribes 

who suggested 

tribal courts 

the states can 

that -the tribal police should be permitted to arrest and the 

to prosecute non-Ind~::~'~f~servations, just as _._-.............. -. 

prosecute Indians for offenses off the reservations; (2) from 

the states who did not want to be undertaking more services on the reservations 

without adequate reimbursement; (3) from the federal judiciary who saw problems 
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in administering a separate system of magistrates for the reservations; and (4) 

from federal prosecutors who saw t!1e problem not as one of inadequacy in the 

present system of tribal, state and federal courts bile rather as a problem of 

inadequate resources and lack of cooperation. The be.aring record contains 

considerable development of the problems encountered in developing a solution 

to the law enforcement problem on Indian reservations. It also contains a 

chart from the Unit~d States Attorneys' Manual and a chart developed by the U.S. 

Attorney for Montana that is used to determine jurisdictional authority and 

definition of crimes for Montana reservations. The former does not treat the 

issue of state jurisdiction; the latter is an elaboration of the chart we are 

providing you and is included that you might study the contr~st between the 

theory and practice. You may particularly wish to note that the chart of the 

U. S. Attorney for Montana indicates that the Montana has concurrent jurisdic

tion
l
/ver all crimes committed by non-Indians against Indians and Indian prop

erty-and that because state law is used under the Assimilated Crimes Act for 

l/ The chart we enclose indicates that the United States has ex-
clusive jurisdiction over these offenses unlesR Congress has specifically au
thorized state jurisdiction. (We have not conducted a thorough search to 
discover the statutory basis upon which the U.S. Attorney for Montana depends 
for his conclusion that the state has concurr.ent jurisdiction with the 
U~ited States for all criminal offenses committed by non-Indians against In
d1ans on Montana reservations.) The federal courts have held that Congress 
must consent to the exercize of state jurisdiction over Indian lands where In
dian property, persons, or interests are involved. In an extensive law review 
article, Clinton, R., "Criminal Jurisdiction over Indian Lands: A Journey 
through a jurisdictional Maze," 18 Arizona Law Review 503, n. 327, 564, (1976) 
discusses this point, and cites the following cases: Antoine v. Washington, 420 
U.S. 194 (1975); Seymour v. Superintendent of Washington State Penitentiary 368 
U.S. (1962); United States v. McGowan, 302 U.S. 535 (1938); Perrin v. ' 
United States, 232 U.S. 438 (1914); Whyte v. District Court, 140 Colo. 334, 346 
P.2d 1012 (1959), ~. denied, 363 U.S. 829 (1960); Boyer v. Shoshone-Bannock 
Indian Tribes, 92 Idaho 257, 441 P.2d 167 (1968). Although there is considera
ble dicta in these cases and in Oliphant v. Suquamish Indian Tribe, 435 U.S. 191 
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crimes not defined by federal law, some of the crimes prosecuted by the federal 

government are defined by Montana law. 

Attached also is a list of references of law review articles, congres-

t1iona1 documents, and other materials that might be helpful to you in ex-

ploring the problem of criminal jurisdiction on Indian reservations. 

items from that list have been copied and are enclosed. 

Four 

(continued) (1978), there seems to be no clear line of cases involving ~h~ 
issue of whether 18 U.S.C. §1152, the General Crimes Act, actually preempts state 
jurisdiction over offenses by non-Indians on Indian reservations committed 
against Indians or Indian property. Williams v. United States, 327 U.S. 711 
(1946), is cited by an April 10, 1978, memorandum from Leo M. Krulitz, Solicitor 
of the United States Department of the Interior to the Assistant Secretary for 
Indian Affairs, 2, as resolving this issue. The holding of that case does not, 
however, address this precise issue. The issue before the court was not whether 
a state conviction could be sustained for a statutory rape of an Indian by a 
non-Indian in Indian country but whether a federal conviction for such an Qffense 
could be upheld when the facts were not within the perimeters of the federal 
definition of statutory rape and the theory of prosecution was based on the 
Assimilative Crimes Act. The other cases cited by Mr. Krulitz are also distin
guishable: they, too, deal with federal prosecutions of Indians, not state pros
ecutions of 'non-Indians for crimes against Indians in Indian country. The other 
authority cited by Mr. Kurlitz is not as authoritative as a case squarely on 
point would be. It is a statement in the legislative history of an act of Con
gress almost 100 years after the passage of the statute at issue: H.R. Report No. 

94-1038, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976). . 
Although there is considerable dicta in earlie~ cases and 1n Oliphant v. 

Suquamish Indian Tribe, 435 U.S. 191 (1978), there seems to be no line of cases 
on the issue of whether 18 U.S.C. §1152, the General Crimes Act, actually pre
empts state jurisdiction over offenses involving non-Indians on Indian reserva
tions and involving either Indians or Indian property. The statute on its face 
seems to preempt state jurisdiction. The Supreme Court has, however, engrafted 
one exemption to the clear language of the statute. 

In United States v. McBratney, 104 U.S. 621 (1881), the Supreme Court ruled 
that the State of Colorado had criminal jurisdiction over its citizens and up
held a state criminal conviction of one non-Indian for the murder of another 
non-Indian that occurred on an Indian reservation. In Draper v. United States, 
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: :'{ r;:,<..({,t.-:c 1I,'/2(.(·"lI.7 
M. Maureen Murphy 

, Legislative Attorney 
American Law Dj.vision 
March 6, 1981 

(continued) 164 u.s. 240 242 (1896) 
clarified the jurisdictional ~lin i' th: Court reaffirmed McBratney, and 

h g, say ng: In. McB t 
court eld that where a State was ad itt d i ra ney • • • this 
contained no'exclusion of jurisdi tim e nto the Union, and the enabling act 
ervation by others than Indians c onias to crimes committed On an Indian res-
yith jurisdiction to try and pun~~ha::c~s~r~::!~~S, the state courts were vested 
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CRIMINAL JURISDICTION ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS: 
REFERENCES 

Congressional Documents: 

American Indian Policy Review Commission, Report on Federal, State, 
and Tribal Jurisdiction, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976). 

"Criminal Jurisdiction in Indian Country," Hearings before the Sub
committee on Criminal Justice of the Committee on the Judi
ciary, House of Representatives, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976). 

"Jurisdictj.on on Indian Reservations," Hearings before the Select 
Committee on Indian Affairs, United States Senate, 96th Congo 
2d Sess. (1980). 

"Jurisdiction on Indian Reservations-Part 2," Hearings before the 
Select Committee on Indian Affairs, United States Senate, 96th 
Cong., 2d Sess. (1980). 

"Tribal-State Compact Act of 1918," Hearings before the United States 
Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs, 95th Cong., 2d 
Sess. (1.978). 

"Reform of the Federal Criminal Law," Hearings before the Subcoll111littee 
on Criminal Law and Procedures of the Committee on the Judiciary, 
United States Senate, 93d Cong., 2d Sess., part 10, 7430-7465 
(1974). 

Law Review Articles: 

Comment, "The 'Right of Tribal Self-Government' and Jurisdiction of 
Indian Affairs, 1970 Utah Law Review 290 (1970). 

Clinton, R., "Criminal Jurisdiction over Indian Lands: A Journey through 
a Jurisdictional Haze," 18 Arizona Law Review 503 (1976). 

Frizzell, K., "Evolution of Jurisdiction in Indian Country," 22 Kansas 
Law Re~ 341 (1974). 

Goldberg, C., "Public Law 280: The Limits of State Ju:cisdiction over 
Reservation Indians," 22 UCLA Law Review 535 (1975). . 

Huddleston, C., "The Allocation of Criminal Jurisdiction in Indian 
Country: Federal, State and Tribal Relationships," 8 University 
of California Davis Law Review 431 (1975). 

Lynaugh, T., "Developing Theories of State Jurisdiction over Indians: 
The Dominance of the Preemption Analysis, 38 Montana Law Review 63 
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Sherick, S" "State Jurisdiction over Indiat,.:i as a Subject of Federal 
Common Law: The Infr.ingement-Premption Test, 21 Arizona Law 
Review 85 (1970). 

Vo1lmann, T., "Criminal Jurisdiction in Indian Country: Tribal Sov
ereignty and Defendants I Rights in Conflict, 22 Kansas Law' Re
~387 (1974). 

Other Materials 

"Jurisdiction over Offenses Committed by Non--Indians against Indians 
in Indian Country," Memorandum, from Leo M. Krulitz, Solicitor, 
United States Department of the Iute'dor, t-:l Assistant Secretary 
Indian Affairs," April 10, 1978. 

~1cManus, L., "Jurisdiction over Crimes Committed in Indian Country: 
Comparison of S. 1437 with Present Law," American Law Division, 
Congressional Reserch Service (Hay 22, 1979). 

McManus, L., "Tribal Court Jurisdiction over Non-Indian Offenses: 
Oliphant v. Suquamish Indian Tribe," IE No. 78219, Congressional 
Research Service (June 7, 1978). 

Taylor, P., "Criminal Jurisdiction," Manual of Indian Law, prepared by 
the American Indian lawyer Training Program, Inc. D-1 (c. 1978). 
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The issue presented in Q!!~hsn! v. SugyaBish Indian 
(supre~e Court~ Mar •. 6, 1978) is whether an-IndraD~rIbe !£!~~, No. 76-7529 

power ~O try and pun~sh non-Indians for ff . has the sovereign 
»here the power has not been expre~sly e~t.ens:shc~mm~tted on its reservation 
The SupremG Court ruled 6-2 that the exer :ngU~~ e . ~y tr:aty or statute. 
non-Indians is not an as ect . c~e 0 cr~m~nal Jurisdiction over 
ju~sdiction can only Pbe ~~e~~1~:~al tr~balt sovereign~y. and t~at such 
authorization. pursua~ to spec1f~c congressional 

~!~2RQQND_~~~I£!_!!i!1I2~~ 

Indian tribes have always occupied . 1 . 
w~ich derives from their presence on t!e siec1~- status.~n the ?nited states, 
d~scovery. In accordance with the . ~e:~can con~1Dent p:10r to European 
prevailed at the time of Europ a d' pr1nc~p~es of ~nternat10nal law that 
extinguish tribal sovereignt; n ~:~?verYt ~~~guest diminished but did not 
protection of the countr aak' • . 1an r1 es were placed under the 
powers of self-governmenI res~ngt~1Scove:y •. However, they aaintained .any 
states was formed the F d i ec 1ng tne1r 1nternal affairs. When the United 
quasi-sovereign n~tions e :;:ceGO~~~:.~nt con~in~ed to treat the tribes as 
the Federal GOVernMent ~nd the Indian th7bbeg~nn1ng the ralati?nship between 
one ~and, the Government recognizes Ina~!ne~ .:s been parad?x~cal. On the 
attributes of sovereignt 0 h r1 es ~s pos~ess1ng aany of the 
Nation, subject to the c~n·troln tfecother hand. Ind1an tr1bes are wards of the o ongres,~. 

Jur~sdiction over offenses committed on I d' 
confus1ng because of the conflictin l' n ~an land is .particula!:ly 
ev~frt0rcemfenttha~thority. Indian tribe~ cf~~~m:ut~~ri~yhree sOvere1gns to law 
~ ue 0 e1" aborj g . n ,. over their land s by 

jurisdiction a;ises fr~.a~o:~~~~:~i~:!i ~hetFed:7al Government's claia to 
well as its trusteeship responsibiliti:: y.a ~ng and c~amerce powers as 
assertions of sovereignty or Federal statuto;y g;::!~ cla1as are based on 

The states~ tha ~ederal Government and tribes 
off:ns,:s ~omll1tted J.n Indian country. Generall Sh~:te~Urisdiction over 

5~~::l~~t~: ~!: f~!=:s ~y and ag~inst non-Indiant Tribes :::: :~~i~:f:: 
Q1!e~B!, they exercise~ ~~:~:~~~anuo~fe~s~ and.prior to the decision in 
'over interracial crimes The Federar ~Sd1ct10n w1th ~he Federal Governllent 
se~ous intra-Indian offense . overn.ent exerC1Ses jurisdiction over 
jUrisdictional pattGrn has b:e:n~h~~t:~racial Offenses. In a few States this 
complete and exclusive jurisdiction ~ bYf~·L. 83-28~. In these States, 
is exercised by the state. ver 0 enses coam1tted on Indian lands 

Tribal justice systems are l' . . . 
century, formal court proceedi~~~ !!~~ ~n~t1tut1°tons. Prior to the late 19th 
Instead tribes utilized comm . n nown all but a few tribes. 
order. In 1883 the Co . .un1ty ~ress~re to resolVe disputes and aaintain 
authorization, a serie:m~~s~~ner 0: Ind1an Affairs iSSUed, without statutory 
Offenses~ staffed by Indian jg~~:!10::d that :stabl~s~ed Courts of Indian 
the affected reservations. This j~dic' freat~ a cr1m1~al and civil code for 
break down traditional tribal governae~~ ~yS tea vas 1n part designed to 

s ruc ures ;tnd to force tribes to 
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abandon traditional, "uncivilized" practices. Today there ar'" 127 courts 
currently operating on Indian reservations. They largely fall into three 
categories. First. traditional tribal courts enforcing unwritten tribal 
custoas still exist aaong 16 New !lexico pueblos. These courts use the tribal 
governing body to serve as a dispute-resolution forum with the governor of 
the tribe presiding. Second, there are 30 "CFR Courts· operating under the 
Code of Federal Regulations, 25 C.F.R. 11. The CrR Courts are the successors 
to the Court of Indian Offenses. The jurisdiction of the CFR Courts is 
restricted by regulation to offenses coamitted by Indians within the 
reservation. The third type of conrts, and the type involved in Q!~hsBt, 
are tribal courts. These courts are established under the tribes' 
self-governing powers. They enforce law and order codes adopted by the tribe 
and approved by the Secretary of Interior. Most Indian courts are tribal 
courts. All three types of courts are liBited in their powers by the 
provisions of the Indian Civil Rights Act, 25 U.S.C. 13C1-1303. The Act 
guarantees a criminal defendant safeguards siailar but not identical to those 
found in the Bill of Rights. It also limits the punishment a tribal court 
can impose upon conviction to six months imprisonment and/or a $500.00 fine. 

By and large the practice of bringing prosecutions against non-Indians 
offenders in tribal courts is a new developoent. The recent surge of 
non-Indian criainal prosecutions is attributable to .any factors. First, 
until the 20th Century any type of tribal. formal court proceeding was rare. 
Second, tribes have only recently developed capable law enforcement syste.s 
as a result of the self-determination policy first implemented in the 1960s. 
Third, despite the fact that on many reservations the non-Indian population 
far exceeds the Indian population, Federal and State law enforcement efforts 
are negligible. The need to preserve order on the reservation has therefore 
prompted Indian prosecutions of non-Indian offenders. 

!!!aln!is: 

The facts of Oli~~~S squarely placed before the Supreme Court the 
competing interests raised by the assert.ioc of tribal court jurisdiction over 
non-Indian offenders. The Port Iladison Reservation where the crime occtlrred 
consists of approximately 7,275 acres. It is a checkerboard of t'cibal 
community land, allotted Indian land and pxoperty owned by non-Indians. 
Approximately one-third of the reservation is in Indian ownership. Only SO 
Deobers of the SuquaDish Tribe live on the reservation compared t.o an 
estimated non-Indian population of 3.000 persons. Oliphant vas arrest~ld by 
tribal authorities on tribal property during the Suquamish's annual Chief 
Seattle Days celebration and charged uith assaUlting a tribal officer and 
resisting arrest. Shen the Tribe planned its celebration. it ex,pected 
thousands of people to attend. Requests were tlade oi! Federal. State:, and 
county law enforcement officials for law enforcement assistance, bllt the 
Tribe vas told that it uould have to provide its own enforceaent 'out of 
tribal funds with tribal personnel., 

Against these facts the Suprene Court held that the Suquamish Tribal Court 
had no po»er to prosecute a non-Indian offender for a crime occurring within 
its reservation vithout a specific delegation of jurisdiction by Congress. 
This holding was reached over the Tribe's claim that it retained all those 
inherent pouers of GovernBont including the power to exercise criainal 
jurisdiction over non-Indian offenders not expressly extinguished by treaty 
or statute. Furthernore, the Tribe·s claim was not to exclusive, but to 
concurrent, jurisdiction -- shared prosecutorial power with the Federal 
Government. 

83-073 0 - 82 - 18 
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The Court's decision is grounded in the nature of United State~ 
sovereignty. It found that the Suquamish Tribe "by sub_itting to the 

, overriding sovereignty of the united states" by the Treaty of point Elliott, 
12 Stat. 927, relinquished its power to try non-Indian citizens of the United 
states except in a ~anner acceptable to Congress. Central to the Court·s 
holding is the idea that the power of the Federal Govern_ent to protect the 
personal liberty of its citizens is a power that cannot be restricted by the 
will of a lesser sovereignty. In reaching its holding the Supreae Court 
relied on several early decisions holding that the incorporation of Indian 
te~itory into the Dnited States acts as a liaitation on tribal sovereignty. 
These cases held that incorporation extinguishes a tribe"s power to alienate 
its land at will and to engage in relations with foreign nations. Q!!2hant, 
therefore, adds the pover to try and punish non-Indians to the list of 
sovereign powers that are ter.inated by incorporation into a superior 
sovereign. 

The Q!ie8~~ decision is buttressed by reference to congressional and 
executive expressions of policy indicating lack of jurisdiction, as well as 
by an 1878 circuit court decision ruling against tribal court jurisdiction 
over non-Indian offenders. The Court first turned to expressions of 
congressional policy embodied in treaties with the Indians. It characterized 
early treaty provisions authorizing tribal jurisdiction over non-Indian 
offenders as a mechanisn for discouraging non-Indian sett1e.ent in Indian 
te~itory. It attributed the si~.ence of later treaties, incl.uding the Treaty 
of Point Elliot with the Suguamish, to a congreszional assuaption that tribes 
l.acKed any such jurisdiction. The Court then examined Federal statutes 
regulating criminal jurisdiction in Indian country and found that they 
evidenced a congressional pref:umption that Indians could not criminally 
prosecute non-Indians. The Court also found from three advisory opinions 
that the executive branch entertained a similar presumption. Two of these 
opinions Here Hri tten by the Attorney General in the 1800s. 7,b.e other was 
written by the Solicitor of the Department of Interior in 1970, but was later 
Hithdrawn. All three opinions concluded that tribes do not have the inherent 
authority to assert criainal jurisdiction over non-Indians. 

Hr. Justice Barshall wrote a si_p1e dissent in which he was joined by the 
Chief Justice. His dissent affirmed the Suquamish Tr~bels position that the 
attributes of tribal. bovereignty particularly in so ~ita1 a Batter as the 
power to preserve order on the reservation can only be extinguished by 
affirmative action in treaty or statute. 

It is too soon to draw concl.usions about the i_pact of the Q1i2hs~~ 
decision on questions affecting other aspects of tribal sovereignty. The 
decision does, however, appear to be part of a Supre_e Court trend narrowing 
the rights and powers of Indian tribes. The trend can be discerned in three 

• separate lines of cases. The first line retreats from the position that 
tribal sovereignty acts as an independent bar to State regulation of Indian 
affairs. Under a newly developing rule, tribal sovereignty no longer ba~s 

/ State regulation of Indian matters in the absence of a shoving that the 
Federal Government has intended tribal regulati9n of the subject Batter. The 
second line of cases carves cut an exception to the doctrine that Indian 
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rights can only be terminated by the express will of ~on~re7s. These cases 
hold that congressional intent need not be expressed 1f 1t 1S clear from ~he 
surrounding circumstances. The Q1!2h~~ decision rests on yet a th~d 
limitation on tribal sovereignty -- one that has been long dorm~n7', It 
revives the doctrine that incorporation into the United s~ates, dJ..J.nJ.sh~s 
tribal sovereignty. The extent to which the Supreme court wJ.1l J.nvoke ,thJ.s 
doctrine in future cases to restrict tribal power canno~ now be, assertaJ.De~. 
It is w~rthy of note, however, that the ~ourt, ~n ~uotJ.ng an e~r_y 
incorporation case, emphasized that incorporation extJ.nguJ.shed ball, t~~a~ 

ower except the power to govern tribal members. The Court there ~ S1g~ J.e 
its appro'V'al of Indian ,sovereignty in its perso~al a 7 P'7ct , but by J.ts sJ.le!!,ce 
raised the possibility that it might not look vJ.th sJ.mJ.lar favor on IndJ.an 
sovereignty in its territorial aspect. 

~Q~~~~~io~~!-!~~: 
The Supreme COurt noted that there is a high incidence of non-Indian crime 

on reservations and that the lack of effective Federal or State laH 
enforcemeut had prompted tribal jurisdiction over non-I~dian offenders. ~he 
Cour t stated, however, that Congress aU,st deter_J.ne whether IndJ.an 

d t h' didence of non-Indian jurisdiction is the proper remedy for re uCJ.ng e J.n 
crime on reservations. There is legislation pending in the 95th ,co~gr7ss 
vhi~h would provide another resedy. H.R. 9950 enlarges State jurJ.sdJ.ctJ.on 

-'mes committed by or against non-Indians on reservations. state 
j:~s~i~tion is exclusive unless the crise is one of certain enu~er~te~ maj~r 
offenses committed by an Indian, in which case pederal jurJ.sdicti~n, J.S 
exclusive The bill provides that a tribe shall have. no crJ.DJ.nal 
jurisdiction over non-members. Also pending before congrer fg7~' 1~37 .,~~~ 
its companion, H.R. 6869, the Criminal. Code Reform AC~ 0 , " • , 
reserves the existing jurisdictional pattern respectJ.Dg crJ.mes 1n, IndJ.an 
~ountry with one exception. It increas7s ~he.nu.ber of offenses comoJ.tted by 
Indians that are subject to Federal jurJ.sdJ.ctJ.on. 
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U.S. Department ofJustice 

Federal Bureau ofInvestigation 

Washington, D. C. 20535 

January 5, 1982 

United States House of Representatives 
Washington. D. C. 20515 

Dear Congressman Edwards: 

My staff has comp:;..'ted a detailed review 
of our files in an effort totb.oroughly examine the 
facts surrounding allegations of Agent misconduct in 
connection with investigations that occurred on or near 
the Pine Ridge Indf.an Reservation between 1973 and 1977. 
Enclosed is a copy of a memorandum setting forth the 
results of our review. 

I hope the attached memorandum sufficiently 
addresses your current concerns regarding the FBI's 
role at the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation during this 
difficult period. You cau be assured that the FBI will 
continue to undertake serious efforts to improve our 
relations with the various Indian people that we serve 
as a professional law enforcement agency. 

Enclosure 

Sincerely yours. 

W~td~ 
William H. Webster 

Director 
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U.S. DcpUl'hllcnl of Justice 

Fcdet'al Burc,IU of invcstigation 

Ollice "I' the Director l""shillJ:IUII. I).t: 205.15 

January 5, 1982 

INQUIRY CONCERNING INDIAN MATTERS 

On June 8, 1981, Mr. Robert.Redford and several attorneys 
from the law firm of Tigar, Buffone and Doyle met with FBI Director 
William H. Webster to discuss their concerns about the conduct 
of the FBI in its investigations of Indian matters occurring on 
or near Pine Ridge Indian Reservation between 1973 and 1977. 
At that meeting it was agreed that the attorneys would submit 
specific questions relating to the FBI's activities. Letters 

. and memoranda dated June 16 and August 4, 1981, were subsequently 
received from Ms. Linda Huber of the law firm of Tigar, Buffone 
and Doyle. 

By letter dated June 24, 1981, Senator Patrick Leahy 
of the Senate Judiciary Committee expressed to Director Webster 

'his interest in the same matters which were discussed in Ms. Huber's 
letters and memoranda.. On September 15, 1981, a similar letter 
was received from Senator Howard M. Metzenbaum, also of the Senate 
Judiciary Committee. Discussions between FBI Congressional Affairs 
representatives and members of Senator Leahy's staff have resulted 
in an agreement that the FBI will respond to the concerns of all 
the interested parties through this memorandum. 

These responses are based on information contained in 
files at FBI Headquarters and at the l>linneapolis ]'ield Office, 
which maintains all of the records assembled by the Rapid City 
South Dakota, Resident Agency. In addition, these responses have 
been reviewed independently by the Minneapolis Field Office for 
completeness and accuracy. In approving this memorandum, that 
office has also drawn from the experience and first-hand knowledge 
of its Special Agents, many of whom have been involved in these 
investigations since their inception. 

The Investi9ation of the Death of Anna Mae Aquash: 

In aqdition to the general concerns expressed in the 
letters and mem.oranda received by the FBI concerning the discovery 
of the body of Anna Mae Aquash and the FBI's subsequent investigation 
of her death, these specific questions were raised by Ms. Huber for 
our inquiry: 
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INQUIRY CONCERNING INDIAl~ MATTERS, 

1. What persons responded to the scene where the body 
was found, and what did they observe? What did the investigation 
of the scene reveal? Were any photographs taken? Was there any 
evidence of foul play, or did any person at the scene, including 
Indian police, suspect foul play? 

2. What persons, including Indian police, hospital 
personnel, ambulance drivers, and the like, observed the body 
prior to the first autopsy, and what were their observations? 
What persons were present during the autopsy, and what were their 
observations? Specifically, what were their observations of 
Dr. Brown's external and internal examination of the head? Did 
any person present contemporaneous with the first autopsy suspect 
foul play? Are there any notes or contemporaneous records of 
the first autopsy? What does the death certificate say? Did 
Dr. Brown make any oral statements regarding his views on the 
cause of death, prior to issuing his written report? 

3. What were the nature ot any oral and written communi-
• cations among FBI personnel regarding the body of the woman found 

on February 24, 1976, subsequent to the finding of the body and 
prior to the first autopsy? What is the Rapid City nitel dated 
February 24, 1976, referred to in the February 26, 1976, air tel 
transmitting the hands to the FBI laboratory?" Did anyone in the 
FBI suggest or conjecture that the dead woman might be Anna Mae 
Aquash? 

4. What was the content of and who participated in 
the discussion of the removal of the decedent's hands for identi
fication purposes? Specifically, who spoke with Agent Greene 
and what was the content of the discussion? Did any person sug
gest or conjecture that the decedent might be Anna Mae Aquash? 
Did any person suggest or conjecture that the matter might be 
a homicide? Prior to severing the hands, what efforts were 
made to take fingerprints from the body? Who participated in 
or observed these efforts? 

5. Who participated in the decision to bury the body 
prior to the receipt of the findings of the FBI laboratory re
garding identification? Prior to the burial, was there any 
contact with the FBI to determine when the laboratory findings 
would be forthcoming? '. 

6. What were the nature of any oral or written communi
cations between FBI personnel in South Dakota or the Minneapolis 
Di~ision and the FBI laboratory? Was the suggestion made by any 
person in any form that the laboratory should compare fingerprints 
taken from the severed hands with the known fingerprints of Anna Mae 
Aquash? 
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INQUIRY CONCERNING INDIAN MATTERS 

7. What was the nature of and (sic) actions taken in 
the FBI's attempt to locate and apprehend Aquash fOllowing her 
becoming a fugitive? Had any informants been in contact with 
her or provided information about her, or requested to provide 
any information or take any actions in regard to her? Which 
agents were most particularly involved in the effort to appre
hend Aquash? Were they aware that the woman's body was found 
on' February 24, 1976, prior to fingerprint identification? Who 
directed Agents Price and Wood to respond to the P.H.S. Hospital 
in Pine Ridge, and how did this task come to be part of their 
official duties? 

8. What was the nature of any FBI investigation of 
Aquash in regard to the Williams-Coler killings? Was she believed 
to have been involved in or have knowledge of the killings? what 
was the nature of any other contact with Aquash or information 
about her? 

RESPONSE: 

We are responding to the above questions by providing 
a summary of the circumstances surrounding the discovery of the 
body of Anna Mae Aquash and our efforts to identify that body. 
This summary is based upon a review of our files at both FBI 
Headquarters and in the Minneapolis Field Office, and the sub
stance of this response has been confirmed by the Special Agents 
who are assigned to this investigation. Because the investigation 
into Ms. Aquash's death is still active and pending, information 
which would interfere with that investigation has not been disclosed. 
We believe, however, that the summary below addresses the concerns 
expressed by Ms. Huber. 

On February 24, 1976, the body of an Unidentified female 
was found by a rancher near Wanblee, south Dakota, on the Pine Ridge 
Indian Reservation. This rancher contacted the Kyle Bureau of 
Indian Affairs (BIA) substation, which in turn contacted the Pine 
Ridge BIA Office, \~here an FBI agent was present on other business. 
BIA police, accompanied by Special Agent (S.A) Donald A. Dealing 
of the FBI, responded to the call and recovered the body which 
was subsequently transported to the Public Health Service (PHS) 
Hospital, Pine Ridge, by BIA ambulance. The body was determined 
to be that of an Indian female, approximately 20 years of age., 
The body was decomposed, and no identification could be made 
at the time of d~scovery. It should be noted that while the BIA 
personnel involved were not formally interviewed, as they were 
criminal investigators conduoting their own investigation, the 
FBI and BIA did and continue to work closely together on this 
case. 
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INQUIRY CONCERNING INDIAN MATTERS 

Wi t.h respect to the crime scene, the woman's body was 
found approximately 100 feet west of Highway 73 at the bottom 
of the 30-foot ravine. The body was fully clothed and was not 
wrapped in any blanket. There were no indications of foul play 
noted at the crime scene. During the crime-scene search, the 
earth below where the woman's head had rested was spaded in an 
effort to obtain physical evidence, but none was located and no 
earth was removed from the scene. 

In accordance with the normal procedures followed when 
an unidentified body is found on the reservation, an autopsy was 
requested by the BIA. No agents of the FBI were present when the 
autopsy was performed, but SA Dealing, SA William B. Wood, and 
SA David F. Price viewed the body at the PHS Hospital, Pine Ridge, 
South Dakota, prior to the autopsy, and SA John Robert Munis viewed 
the body following this autopsy. Three criminal investigators of 
the BlA were present for various portions of the autopsy; however, 
none of these indivi~uals viewed the entire autopsy. 

The autopsy was performed by Dr. W. O. Brown, Scottsbluff, 
Nebraska, who stated in his initial report that the probable cause 
of death was due to exposure and that the body appeared to have 
been dead for a period of seven to ten days. In view of the fact 
that no identifying material was found in possession of the un
identified female and because of the body's decomposed state, 
no identification could be made locally through normal procedures. 
As is standard in such cases, a decision was made by SA Thomas H. 
~reene to have Dr. Brown sever the hands of the unidentified body 
~n order to send them to the FBI ldentitication Division for 
positive identification purposes. Dr. Brown did then sever the 
hands in the presence of a BIA criminal investigator, and SA Munis 
subsequently received the hands of Ms. Aquash from Dr. Brown. 
SA Munis maintained control of these hands and forwarded them 
to the FBI Identification Division, washington, D. C. The hands 
were subsequently delivered to Dr. Garry Peterson at the Pine 
Ridge Indian Reservation by SA Wood after they had been returned 
by the FBI Identification Division. 

After the first autopsy was conducted, the body was 
transferred to Chamberlain's Mortuary for embalming purposes. 
Chamberlain's Mortuary advised the BIA that due to the decomposed 
state of the body, it could not be embalmed and the decision was 
therefore made by the BIA to bury th~ body on March 2, 1976, prior 
to identification. On March 3, 1976, the FBI Identification Division, 
Washington, D. C., identified the body to be that of Anna Mae Aquash. 
.A communication was immediately sent to the FBI's liaison representa
tive in Ottawa, Canada, to alert Canadian authorities to attampt 
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INQUIRY CONCERNING INDIAN MATTERS 

to notify the next of kin. Prior to rece~v~ng any information 
th'at Ms. Aquash's relatives desired a second autopsy, on March 4, 
SA Wood contacted Assistant U. S. Attorney Bruce W. Boyd, Rapid 
City, South Dakota, in order to institute proceedings to obtain 
a Federal court order for exhumation and re-examination of the 
body. 

An affidavit requesting exhumation was completed March 8, 
1976, and U. S. District Court Judge Andrew W. Bogue, Rapid Citr, 
issued the exhumation order on March ~, 1976. However, exhumat~on 
was delayed after an attorney for Ms. Aquash's family contacted 
the Rapid City FBI Office that day and requested a pathologist 
of the family's choosing be present during the second autopsy. 
Upon the arrival of such a pathologist, Dr. Garry Peterson, on 
March 11, 1976, the remains of Ms. Aquash were exhumed. Through 
X-ray and examination conducted by PHS personnel and Dr. Peterson, 
it was determined a bullet had entered the skull. FBI SAs Wood 
and J. Gary Adams were present during the X-ray and subsequent 
pathological examination of the body. The bullet was recovered 

,from the skull at the time of the second examination by Dr. Peterson. 

A review of the communications between the Rapid City 
FBI Office and FBI Headquarters indicates that no one, including 
the FBI agents involved, suggested that the body might be that 
of Ms. Aquash prior to the posi ti ve identificati<;10 made by ~he . 
Identification Division on March 3, 1976. The f~rst commun~cat~on 
from Rapid City, a February 24, 1976, teletype, simply notified 
FBI Headquarters that an unidentified Indian female was found 
and that an investigation to identify her and determi~e th~ cause 
of death had been initiated. Because of the substant~al d~stance 
of the body from the road, the teletype also noted that the death 
may possibly have been the result of a manslaught~r. Leads were 
then sent out to other offices on February 25th in an attempt 
to secure assistance in the identification process. These leads 
resulted from information received from a source indicating that 
a group of Navajo Indian'women was staying near Wanblee, and one 
of them used the name "Piote." The other offices were asked for 
any information on a person known by that name. Also, the 
February 26, 1976, airtel transmitting the hands to FBI Head
quarters gives no indication that the unidentified individual 
might be MS. Aquash. Finally, FBI Headquarters files indicate 
that on March 2, 1976, SA Wood advised, in a phone conversat~on 
with the Identification Division techniciM.1 performing the f~nger
print examination, that he believed that the hands which had been 
forwarded to Headquarters might be those of another Indian woman 
and provided FBI Headquarters with several possible aliases for 
that woman, none of which were aliases used by Ms. Aquash. As 
it turns out, SA Wood's opinion was incorrect, but this tends 
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INQUIRY CONCERNING INDIAN MATTERS 

to confirm that, until the identification was made at Headquarters, 
no one believed the unidentified body to be that of Ms. Aquash. 
In fact, if the agents involved had had a desire to delay identi
fication of the body, they would not have sent the hands to FBI 
Headquarters for processing since they knew that FBI Headquarters 
would likely be able to identify the hands quickly because 
Ms. Aquash's fingerprints were on file as a fugitive. 

With respect to the question of whether the agents them
selves should have identified the body as that of Ms. Aquash, 
a review of our records indicates the following: 

SA Dealing had never had any personal contact with 
Ms. Aquash and had never seen a photograph of her. SAs Wood and 
Adams had never had any direct personal contact with Ms. Aquash, 
although they had seen photographs of her. In addition, SA Wood 
had briefly observed her in 1975, but neither SA Wood nor SA Adams 
were able to identify the remains. Further, Minneapolis has advised 
that neither SAs Price nor Wood were.previously aware of MS. Aquash's 
surgical scars or jewelry, and there is no indication in their 
records that any of the other Special Agents assigned to the 
Rapid City Office had any greater familiarity with Ms. Aquash's 
physical characteristics. Moreover, the FBI records to which 
they would have referred do not mention such scars or jewelry. 

SA Price had had persona~. contact with MS. Aquash in 
the past and assisted in photograpJ.'ling her body at the PHS morgue 
on February 25, 1976. He was unable to recognize the body as 
that of Anna Mae Aquash due to its decomposition. It is pointed 
out that the photographs which we have previously provided to 
the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights readily reveal the decomposed 
state of Ms. Aquash's facial features. SA Price's previous contacts 
with Ms. Aquash occurred when he interviewed her in connection 
w ...... 1:1 an FBI investigation in the early spring of 1975 and again 
in September, 1975. This latter contact came on September. 5, 
1975, in connection with a search conducted at the residence of 
Al Running, in the Grass MOUntain a,rea, Rosebud Indian R'~l:lorvation, 
South Dakota. During the execution of this sE!-arch warrCm'~f 
Ms. Aquash was found to be on the Pl;emises an¢l. because of evi
dence and informat,·ion obtained in this search, she was charged 
\'Ii th violation of._ the Federal law in the District of South .Dakota. 
She was arrested ~t that time by agents of tbe FBI, one of \\'bom 
was SA Price. She ,subsequently was ,indicted for a firearms u,'io
lation, but she fai,led to appear on ~qovember 25, 197:5, on tt,:ts 
violation and remailled in a fugitive status until ic"Jentifiee: on 
March 3, 1976. 
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While we note that we believe it inappropriate for the 
FBI to comment upon the autopsies performed in this case and that 
such questions are better addressed by the doctors who performed 
the actual autopsies, Dr. Brown was telephonically contacted on 
May 24, 1976. at his residence regarding the autopsy performed 
by him on the body of Anna Mae Aquash at pine Ridge, South Dakota, 
on February 25, 1976. Dr. Brown sta~ed that all of his findings 
were set forth in his autopsy rep~,t furnished to the FBI and 
that they remained accurate in his opinion. He said he examined 
a partially decomposed body, which inclUded the removal of the 
brain from the body, and failed to locate any evidence that a 
bullet had entered the brain. Dr. Brown said that as far as he 
was concerned, death was caused by exposure and not by a bullet 
entering the brain. Dr. Brown said it was possible for a bullet 
to enter the brain case and lodge itself in the brain caSing with
out entering the brain and that in his opinion the bullet which 
entered the skull of Ms. Aquash was nonlethal. He said this bullet 
could have caused unconsciousness, but he did not believe that 
it caused death. 

Dr. Brown confirmed that there were no FBI agents in 
attendance during the autopsy he performed and that his only con
tact with FBI personnel was after the autopsy was completed when 
he, in the presence of the BIA, turned over the hands from the 
body to BIA and FBI agents. DL Brown stated that he did not 
recall who requested that the hands be severed from the body, 
but related he did not think this was an unusual procedure since 
he had done it many times in the past in order to facilitate the 
identification of badly decomposed bodies. 

It should be noted that much, if not all, of the above 
information has been previously relea~ed by the FBI to a variety 
of differ~nt individuals and entities, including the Department 
of Justice, the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, and Members 
of Congress. In fact, in 1976 in response to an inquiry from 
the U. S. Commi ssi,on on Ci vil Righ ts, the FBI provided detailed 
information to the Department of Justice on this case, and the 
Department advised the Commission by letter dated ~uly 12, 1976, 
that it found no evidence of any attempt to conceal the cause 
of death and no evidence of misconduct by the FBI. 

The Dismissal of the Banks and Means Prosecution: 

Question: 

Ms. Huber's memoranda expressed concern over several 
aspects of the government's prosecution of Dennis Danks and 
Russell Means and the dismissal of that prosecution by United States 
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District Court Judge Nichol in 1974 ' 
expressed concern about (I) the t "1 ~n p~rtlcular, her memoranda 
Special Agent in Charge (SAC) of ~~a·W estlmonr of, the former 
Joseph Trimbach, relatin to th ~ "lnneapolls Fleld Office, 
surveillance during the ~oundedeKexls~en~e and use of electronic 
development of Louis Mov nee lnc dent; (2) the use and 
(3) the withholding frorne~h;a~~fas a g~vernment w~tness; and 
ment made by Alexander Richards ense,ot a contradlctory state-

, , a Wl ness at the trial. 
Response: 

William H.A~e~:~e~t~~e~r~~u~h~ A~rust,7, 1979! letter from 
United States Co " ~', e~lng, Chalrman of the 
attached), upon :!S~~~~i~~ail~~l Rl.ghts (a copy of which is 
the Attorney General ordered both t~~ B;~~S a~d Means,P70secution, 
of the Department of Justice to "t~ ,an the ~rlm~n~l Division 
order to review and determine th lnl late lnte~n~l lnqulrleS in 
allegations of misconduct. Thuse facts pertalnlng to the various 

,quarters instructed the SAC of th o~.sePtemb~r 17,.1974, FBI Head
an inquiry into each aIle ati e ,~nneapolls Offlce to conduct 
results of that inquiry t; FB~nHofdml~conduct and t? provide the 
Office provided the results ,ea 9uQr~ers. The Mlnneapolis 
gative Division (now known a~ft~ts It;q':llry to the. General Investi
on September 22 1974 S b e Crlmlnal Investlgative Division) 
Division concur;ed with t~eS~~U~t;tlY'fthe Ge~eral Inyestigative 
that there was no misconduct l~ lng ~ the Mlnt;e~pol~s Office 
or other improper activities'asn;e~t~on~~ ~alSlflcatlon of records, 
detailed in the United States Diset . °trc In,the ?l~egations rlC ourt s oplnlon. 

Wl' th the On October 9, 1974, the results of th " comments of the Gen 1 I . . e lnqulry along 
vided to the Department of J~~~i nve~~lgatlve Divi~;ion were pro
of Justice determinGd that it WO~~d ~ er~af~er,.th~ Department 
charges against Messrs. Banks and M appeab t e dlsm~ssal of the 
Court of Appeals for the' ,ea~~, ut the Unlted States 
by Jud~e Nichol terminate~lf~;ht~~~~u~~ ~~!dd!~:~dth~ ~ifsmissal 
after Jeopardy had attached d th an Savor 
barred under the double jeoP:~dY c~!u~~~ government's appeal was 

. With,respect to Judge Nichol's concern that former SAC 
!~~m~:~ho;a~l:~~~~~f~s:~;~~if~~~ain fa~ts relating to the existence 
our review has produced the fOll~e.d~r7n~ the ~ounded Knee, incident, 
testified under oath before Jud Wlt;S ln ormatlon: Mr. Trlmbach 
at Wo,;!nded Knee, legal or other~!s N1Cho~ ~~at hthere \.,er~ no wiretaps 
nor slgned an affidavit su 0 ' e, an at e had nelther seen 
authorization. As it turn~Po~~lnfha request for a judicial wiretap 
were incorrect, but the Court i~ 'tes~ ?t~tement~ ~y Mr',Trimbach 

1 s lnltlal declslon reJecting 
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a defense motion to dismiss the prosecution, accepted Mr. Trimbach's 
explanation that "events were so much in control of men at Wounded 
Knee, that he had forgotten both about the phone at roadblock 
one and about the wiretap authorization affidavit." united States 
v. Banks, 374 F.Supp. 321, 334{D.S.D. 1974). While Judge Nichol 
subsequently expressed concern over whether his initial con
clusions with respect to Mr. Trimbach's testimony were correct, 
Mr. Trimbach was called upon at that time to testify under oath 
in order to provide an explanation for his lapse of memory; and, 
absent the discovery of any additional facts indicating to the 
contrary, we accept this explanation that the swiftness of the 
events surrounding the Wounded Knee incident caused hinl to forget 
about the electronic surveillance used and considered during that 
incident. It should be noted that Mr. Trimbach is now retired 
from the FBI. ' 

With respect to the concern expressed by Judge Nichol 
that former SAC Trimbach had refused to allow a polygraph exami
nation of Louis Moves Camp, a witness at the trial and a former 

.American Indian Movement member, it should be noted that Judge 
Nichol focused on the conduct of the prosecutor in failing to 
take the necessary steps to verify Mr. Moves Camp's testimony 
and in failing to offer an explanation or correction of that 
testimony in the face of what Judge Nichol believed to be over
whelming contradictory evidence. Moreover, as explained below, 
our research indicates that the FBI and Mr. Trimbach did not 
advise the United States Attorney's Office that no polygraph 
examination at all could be given to Mr. Moves Camp. Rather, 
Mr. Trimba,~h advised that it would not be wise to give the 
witness such an examination at the time it was discussed. To 
subject him to a polygraph examination might adversely affect 
the rapport between him and the government since Mr. Moves Camp 
was in the process of signing a series of written statements for 
the government. 

A review of the various affidavits, statements, memoranda, 
and letters submitted as a part of the 1974 internal inquiry by 
personnel of both the FBI and the U. S. Attorney's Office provides 
the following background on the FBI's involvement with Mr. Moves Camp: 

Mr. Moves Camp first came to the attention of the Govern
ment as a possible witness ,~hen he voluntarily contacted the FBI's 
Rapid City Resident Agency on or about August 5, 1974, and offered 
to testify as a Government witness against the defendants. SAs 
David Price and Ronald Williams then contacted former Assistant 
Special Agent in Charge (ASAC) Philip Enlow with this information 
on August 7th, who in turn contacted then Assistant U. S. Attorney 
(AUSA) R. D. Hurd. 
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It was decided on the morning of August 8th to bring 
Mr. Moves Camp to Minneapolis where the trial was taking place 
in order te) debrief him and for him to be readily available should 
Mr. Hurd de'sire to intervieVI him. Concern was also expressed 
that, because of the potential for harm and Mr. Moves Camp's 
expressed concern for his safety, Mr. Moves Camp should be afforded 
protection. SAs Price and Williams subsequently drove Mr. Moves 
Camp to Minneapolis. Mr. Enlow also instructed SA Donald Wiley, 
a veteran agent with experience involving the Pine Ridge Indian 
Reservation, to coordinate and be responsible for the debriefing 
of Mr. Moves Camp. ~~he witness was then interviewed over the 
next several days by various agents and provided several s,igned 
statements. 

While in Minneapolis, Mr. Moves Camp was afforded pro
tection by SAs Price cmd Williams since he indicated that he did 
not want to be placed in the custody of the U. S. Marshals and 
that he would refuse to provide any information if SAs Price and 
Williams were not pe,mitted to stay with him. During the next 
few days, the agents did take Mr. Moves Camp to Wisconsin for 

'a short period because he became restless and indicated a desire 
to have more freedom to exercise than was possible in the hotel 
room in the Minneapolis area. 

During these interviews, the FBI was concerned that 
Mr. Moves Camp might be a "plant" placed to embarrass the Govern
ment, and, thus, the possibility of giving Mr. Moves Camp a 
polygraph examination to verify his credibility was discussed 
within the FBI, and was brought to the attention of Mr. Hurd. 
In response to the FBI's suggestion o!; such an examination, 
Mr. Hurd stated that he concurred with the FBI's suggestion. 
Subsequently, on August 8th, a teletype, noting the AUSA's 
conc~rrence an~ an appropriate request, was sent to FBI Headquarters 
seek1ng author1ty for such an examination at an appropriate time, 
and this request was subsequently approved on August 9th. 

Thereafter, according to the affidavit of SA Ray Gammon, 
he dis~ussed the poss~bility of a polygraph of Mr. Moves Camp with 
Mr. Tr1mbach. Mr. Tr1mbach, who was aware that agents were in the 
process of securin.g signed statements from Mr Moves Camp, told 
SA G~on that he thought it inappropriate and unwise to give 
the w1tness a polygraph examination at that time since it might 
harm the rapport between the witness and the Government. At the 
time of this conversation with SA Gammon, Mr. Trimbach did not 
know, nor was he told by SA Gammon, that Mr. Hurd had been advised 
of the possibility of such an examination and that Mr. Hurd had 
concurred with the FBI's recommendation that an examination be 
given to Mr. Moves Camp. In fact, an affidavit by Mr. Trimbach 
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indicates that he had no knowledge whatsoever of l-1r. Hurd's request 
fQr a polygraph examination ~ntil septe~b7r 15, 1974, the d~y 
e:;o~~ ~~~g~r:~~~~; ~~s~~~ ~~~do~~lt~:c~~~~n~f ~~i~~~~: ~n~ormed 
Mr. Hurd at the conclUsion of the call that,Mr. TC1mbach d\d not 
think a polygraph was a good idea at that tlme. 

Mr. Hurd did not then or later advise SA Gammon that he 
nevertheless wanted a polygraph examination given to Mr. Moves Camp. 
In fact, in a September 30, 1974, letter to Mr. Trimbach, Mr. Hurd 
stated that: 

"with specific reference to the question of a 
poligraph (sic) examination for Government ~itness 
Moves Camp, my recollection in this reg~rd 15, 
that prior to the time that I vlent to W1scons1n 
to talk with Mr. Moves Camp, I had a conversation 
with Ray Gammon whereby he recommended that we 
put Mr Moves Camp on the box, which I understood 
to mea~ that he would be given a lie d7tector 
test. I concurred in that recommendat10n. I~ 
was my understanding that the reason for putt1ng, 
Mr Moves Camp on the box was in order to determ1ne 
wh~rher or not he was a ringer: wilo would get on 
the'> wi j-neSS stand and embarrass the FBI or the 
Govern~ent by indicating that,he had been threatened 
or promised or by some other 1mp:oper me~ns had 
been utilized in order to h~ve h1m to, (SlC) get 
on the stand and commit perJury. It 1S my 
understanding that after t~e s~gned statements 
were reviewed by the FBI, 1n llght of the 
fact that the FBI would have signed statements, 
Mr. Trimbach concluded that Mr. Moves Camp 
need not be put on the box. I never at any, 
time, talked to Mr. Trimbach directly relat1ve 
to a lie detector test for Mr. Moves C~p, and 
at the time I was informed that Mr. Tr1mbach had 
concluded that it would not be necessary to put 
Mr Moves Camp on the box, I was not concerned 
si~ce I had by that time, convinced myself that 
Mr. Moves c~mp was not a ringer and thus the 
motivation for giving him a lie detector test was 
no longer stronq in my mind. After Mr. Moves Camp 
had testified and after the witnesses on behalf 
of the defendants had testified in an effort to 
impeach Mr. Moves Camp, the Court indicated 
to me that he was concerned about the fact that 
we had not given Mr. Moves Camp a lie detector 
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test, and that he had been informed that the reason 
we had not was because Mr. Trimbach had refused 
to give him one. I related to the Court 
substantially what I have lreviously stated in this 
regard and in addltion, to d the Court that had I felt 
it was necessary to give Mr. Moves Camp a test 
I could have caused that to be done on my own and 
would not have had to depend on the FBI, as the 
court stated from the bench." 

This information supports the conclusions that Mr. Trimbach in 
no way prevented Mr. Hurd from having Mr. Moves Camp submit to 
a polygraph examination, and that Mr. Hurd could have requested 
or ordered one if he believed it necessary to do so. 

With respect to Judge Nichol's concern that AUSA Hurd 
was less than candid in discussing Mr. Moves Camp's involvement 
in a possible rape allegation in Wisconsin or, in the alternative, 
that the FBI did not tell Mr. Hurd about that possible involvement, 
Judge Nichol's opinion states that h~ believed it unlikely that 

. former ASAC Enlow failed to inform Mr. Hurd of the incident. This 
conclusion by Judge Nichol is confirmed by the materials gathered 
in the 1974 inquiry. 

In a September 19, 1974, Signed memorandum to the SAC, 
Mr. Enlow recounted that on the afternoon of August 16, 1974, 
SA Price advised him that an allegation had been made by a young 
woman in River Falls, Wisconsin, that Mr. Moves Camp had raped 
her. Mr. Enlow instructed SA Price to take no action whatsoever 
to ~nte.rfere with or influence the investigation by the local 
pollce department or to persuade the local authorities not to 
prosecute"Mr. Moves Camp on the rape charge. As was confirmed 
by. the local ~uthorities in their testimony before Judge Nichol, 
nelther SA Puce nor any other Federal Govel;nment employee tried 
to or did exert such influence on them. See,~, Testimony 
of Ro~ert Lindsay, Pierce County, Wisconsin Prosecutor, Transcript 
of Unlted States v. Banks, supra, at pp. 20, 764 et ~ As it 
turned out, no charges were, in fact, filed since the prosecutor, 
after interviewing the complainant, her parents, and the officer 
involved, determined that there was no evidence that a crime had 
been committed and the matter was, therefore, not prosecuted. 

After instructing SA Price not to attempt to affect 
the local investigation or possible prosecution, Mr. Enlow spoke 
with SA Gammon and former AUSA Hurd in a conference call and informed 
Mr. Hurd of the allegation, that Mr. Moves Camp was not under 
arrest, and that no charges had been filed. In a September 30, 
1974, letter to former SAC Trimbach, ~r. Hurd confirmed that on 
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August 16th, Mr. Enlow advised him of the rape allegation. In 
d~tail, Mr. Hurd stated: 

"On the late afternoon of August 16th, while 
I was in the apartment across the street from 
the Federal Building maintained by the FBI, 
Mr. Gammon received a telephone call from Mr. Phil 
Enlow who asked to speak to me. Mr. Enlow informed 
me in substance that Moves Camp had been intoxicated 
in wisconsin, that a girl had alleged that she 
had been raped by Mr. Moves Camp, that Mr. Moves 
Camp was not in jail and there were no charges pending 
against him. Mr. Enlow informed me that he 
had not contacted the local prosecutor. I 
requested the name of the local prosecutor, 
which was given to me by Mr. Enlow, although, 
I do not recall the name he gave me. I told Mr. Enlow 
that if it was necessary to contact the local 
prosecutor, I would do so personally. Mr. Enlow 
asked whether or not Moves Camp could be 
moved from Wisconsin to Minnesota and I said 
'Yes, as long as there was (sic) no charges 
pending against him." Mr. Enlow told me the 
local authorities knew how they could get ahold of 
Mr. Moves Camp if they wanted him for any reason. I 
met with Mr. Moves Camp on Sunday, August 18, 1974, 
and went over generally the areas that I would cover 
with him on direct examination. I again met 
with him on Monday, August 19, 1974, when I discussed 
with him some more of his direct testimony and also 
areas that I anticipated would be gone into on cross. 
On Wednesday, August 21, 1974, Moves Camp was 
called as a witness and testified under direct 
and cross-examination. The cross-examination 
of Mr. Moves Camp concluded on either Monday, 
or Tuesday, August 26th or 27th. At the conclusion 
of his cross-examination, when I indicated I 
had no re-direct examination, Mark Lane asked 
to approach tne bench. He told the Court that 
while he did not have a basis to ask the 
c;pestion, he did have information which would 
justify his making an inquiry of the prosecutor 
as to whether or not Mr. Moves Camp had ever been 
arrested on serious charges, perhaps rape in Wisconsin 
and whether or not the FBI had secured his release 
from those charges. I responded that Mr. Moves Camp 
had never been arrested on a serious crime in 
Wisconsin, however, he may have been arrested, 
but I was not sure, on charges of public intoxication." 

83-n7~ 0 - 82 - 19 
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"The Court then inquired relative to his rap sheet and 
whether or not that would show such an arrest. There 
was a discussion and it was agreed that we would produce 
an up-to-date rap sheet on Mr. Moves Camp. There was 
also discussion as to how intoxication would be material. 
The Court indicated that it would only be material if 
he was intoxicated at thE~ time he gave the state-
ments. I assured the COl:lrt that there was no evidence 
of that. There was a rec:ess at this time. The bench 
conference that I've just related began at approximately 
2:05 p.m. During the subsequent recess at approximately 
2:45 to 3:00 p.m., we were in chambers when one of the 
defense attorneys said thi3.t they had information that 
Mr. Moves Camp had been involved in an alleged rape 
in Wisconsin. I indicated that I thought there may 
be some truth that he had been accused of rape because 
I had been informed that em oral complaint of rape had 
been brought against him, however, I again repeated 
that he had never been anested or charged with the 
crime of rape. Subsequently, I had a conversation with 
County Prosecutor Robert Linusay from Pierce County, 
Wisconsin, who told me that he had never been contacted 
by any officials of the Federal Government relative 
to Mr. Moves Camp, that he had made his decision not 
to prosecute Mr. Moves Camp in consultation with the 
alleged victim and her parents; that there were four 
exculpatory statements and no prosecutable rape case, 
all of which was born (sic) out by the evidence introduced 
at the Means and Banks triaL ••• " 

Thus, it is evident that the FBI, through Mr. Enlow, did, in fact, 
notify Mr. Hurd of the rape allegation, and the basis for Judge 
Nichol's concern was, as he himself indicated, the conduct of 
Mr. Hurd in providing information to the Court on the incident 
rather than the FBI's failu!:e to inform Mr. Hurd of .the incident. 

Finally, with respect to the testimony of government 
witness Alexander Richards, Judge Nichol indicated that he was 
concerned that information contradictory to Mr. Richards' trial 
testimony was not made available to the defense until after 
Mr. Richards' testimony was completed. The Court struck all of 
Mr. Richards' testimony because of the prosecution's failure to 
provide this impeaching information, which was contained in an 
FBI FD-302 interview report, at the appropriate time to the 
defe.lse. Judge Nichol also indicated that it was his belief 
that the prosecutor's offering of testimony that was directly 
contradicted by a document in his possession was improper and 
possibly a violation of ethical standards. 
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While this incident does not directly involve the FBI 
since the FBI had provided the FD-302 report to the prosecutor, 
we· do note that, in a September 16, 1974, affidavit, former AUSA 
Hurd provided the following e~planation of this incident: 

"In their Motion for Judgment of Acquittal, defense 
counsel also alleged that the Government suppressed 
an FBI statement exposing the perjury of the prosecution 
witness Alexander David Richards. This allegation is 
totally false. What the record shows in this regard 
is that Mr. Richards testified prior to the time that 
the Government was receiving signed receipts from defense 
counsel for 3500 material turned over; that there were 
three separate items constituting 3500 material in regard 
to Mr. Richards; that all three items were turned over 
to Mr. Richards' attorney, Jack Nordby, but only two 
of the items were turned over to defense counsel. While 
it is true that the item not turned over to defense 
counsel would tend to impeach the testimony of Mr. Richards, 
it does not follow that he committed perjury on the 
stand. As was explained to the Court at the time, I 
thought that I had turned all the material over to defense 
counsel. However, upon the representation of all defense 
counsel that they had never seen such material, I concluded 
that I apparently failed to turn over the one item and 
explained that this was not an intentional failure, 
but was likely the result of the time pressure under 
which we were then operating, since I had not even had 
an opportunity to go over all the 3500 material with 
the witness. This is substantiated by the fact that 
I did in fact turn over to the witness's attorney all 
of the material, which I would hardly have done had 
I deliberately intended to suppress a portion of the 
material. The Court accepted that explanation, however, 
felt that because of the fa5lure to provide defense 
counsel with the 3500 material until after the completion 
of all of the cross of the witness, in violation of 
this Court's order, the witness's testimony should be 
suppressed." 

Thus, it appears that, having initially accepted Mr. Hurd's ex
planation of the incident, Judge Nichol subsequently decided to 
comment on Mr. Hurd's conduct as one of the bases for his dismissal 
of the case. 

As the U. S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit 
noted in dismissing the Government's appeal of Judge Nichol's 
action, that court's action did not reach or resolve the issues 
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discussed above. This result was unfp.rtunate both for the Govern
ment, because of it~ strong ~elief that the charges of misconduct 
were unfounded and,~na~propr~ate, a~d for the defendants, because 
the, premature term~nat1on of the tnal deprived them of what they 
bel~eved was an opportunity to secure a judgment of acquittal 
Nonetheless, we believe that the information as set forth abo;e 
~ef~ects th~ fac~s as they occurred with respect to each of the 
~nc~dents c~ted ~n Ms. Huber's memorandum. 

The FBI's Investigation of the Coler/Williams Mur~: 

Question: 

" ~~ 7xamina~ion of,the FBI's investigation of the Coler/ 
W~ll~ams k~_l~ngs, w~th a v~ew towards ascertaining whether a 
part~cular theory of the events was developed and if an attempt 
~as made,to find,testimony to fit that theory, the treatment accorded 
~nformat~on rece~ved that may not have been in accord with the 
t~eorYt and the ~ature of the interaction of the FBI investigations 
w~th persons bel~eved to have knowledge of the events. 

In addition to the question set out above, Ms. Huber 
exp~essed concer~ tha~ allegations have been made that the FB! 
subJ~ct7d,pot7nt1~1 w~t~ess7s in the Coler/Williams trial to abusive 
and ~nt~m~dat~ng ~nvest~gat~ve techniques. 

Response: 

" Because the FBI's investigative file relating to the 
k~ll~ngs of SAs Coler and Williams is the subject of a Freedom 
of Information Act request by Leonard Peltier and litigation on 
that request is pending in the United States District Court of 
the District of Columbia, it would be inappropriate for the FBI 
to comment upon any aspect of that investigation until this 
and any further litigation between Leonard Peltier and the govern
ment is resolved. However, it should be made clear that it is 
not ~ow, nor has it ever been, the FBI's practice to develop 
test~mony or evidence in any investigation in order to fit a 
preconceived theory. 

Moreover, in 1976 the Department of Justice wrote to 
Arthur S. Flemming, Chairman of the United States Commission on 
Civil Rights, in response to Mr. Flemming's letters expressing 
c~ncern over the FBI's conduct of the investigation into the deaths 
or SAs Coler and Williams. The Department, noting that various 
a~legations had been received, stated that it had not, to that 
hme, received any specific informat.i.on or allegations which in
dica~ed th~t t~e FBI conducted any uolawful 5earch~s or conducted 
the 1nvest~gatlon as a reprisal or v?ndetta. 
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The FBI's Relationship with Myrtle Poor Bear: 

Question: 

A detailed examination of the FBI's contacts with Myrtle 
Poor Bear, how she came to the attention of the FBI, circumstances 
of her protective custody, and attempts to c.:>mpare her ~ccount 
with that of other witnesses prior to off~ring her test~mony and 
affidavits. Knowledge in the possession of the FBI, ,and when , 
obtained, of Poor Bear's medical history and reputat~on for verac~ty. 

Response: 

Our review provides the following information about 
the FBI's relationship with Myrtle Poor Bear: 

Myrtle Poor Bear first came to the attention of the , 
FBI in 1974 in connection with a shooting incident at the hous~ng 
development in Allen, South Dakota. At that time, she responded 
on a non-confidential basis to questions posed to her a~d her 
-sister by SA David Price. SA Price testifi7d at the tr~~l of 
Leonard Peltier in 1977 that he was attempt~ng to determ~ne the 
location from which shots were fired at a policeman, and Ms. Poor 
Bear and her sister were in the vicinity at the time of the incident. 
SA price has testified that he believed that the information she 
provided was accurate. (See Peltier trial transcript at 4522-24.) 

Ms. Poor Bear next came to the attention of t~e ~BI 
in January, 1976, when a source contacted SA,pri?e and l~d~cated , 
that Ms. Poor Bear had provided the source ~~th ~nf~rmat~on reg~rd~ng 
a list of people to be killed on the Pine R~dge Indlan Reservatlon. 
The source also indicated that Ms. Poor Bear had stated that she 
wished to be contacted by SA Price. Thereafter, on January 15, 
1976 SAs price and William Wood met Ms. Poor Bear and the source 
near' Allen South Dakota. As both SAS Price and Wood testified 
in Richard'Marshall's post-conviction review trial hearing! this 
information provided by Ms. Poor Bear concerned plans by R~chard 
Marshall and others to engage in various violent activities, in
cluding the murder of specified individuals, bombings, and arson. 
This January 15, 1976, interview was the first time that SA Wood 
met Ms. Poor Bear. 

On the basis of the information provided by Ms. Poor Bear, 
an investigation of the allegations wa~ initiate~ by ~he FBI, 
and information concerning the allegat10ns was d~ssem1nated to 
other law enforcement agencies. Further, the potential victims 
were notified. SAs Price and Wood then met with MS= Poor B7ar 
on several occasions over the next few weeks. The lnformatlon 
being provided by Ms. Poor Bear at this time did not relate to 
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the killing of Martin Montileaux, the killing for which Mr. Marshall 
was convicted. 

During this period, because the FBI believed that 
Ms. ,Poor Bear may have been in danger due to the type of infor
mat10n,she was providing and because on one occasion the agents 
were,w1th Ms. ,Poor Bear at a local hospital as the result of a 
poss1ble beat1ng by unknown assailants, she was afforded protective 
custodY,on several two-~r-three-day occasions in which she was 
placed 1n a motel room 1n various small towns around Rapid City. 

, , In mid-Februar~, 1976, Ms. Poor Bear also began providin 
1nformat1~n ~o th~ FBI w1th r~sp~ct to the killings of SAs Jack Cofer 
and ~on W1111ams 1n 1975. Th1S 1nformation was recorded by the 
FBI 1n the form,of affidavits, which were attested to by a deputy 
clerk Of, the U~1ted St~tes District Court, and interview reports. 
Informat1on be1ng,prOV1de~ by Ms. Poor Bear at this time indicated 
that Leonard Pelt1er was 1nvolved in the killings of the two agents. 

,Th~reafter, as SA,Price testified in Richard Marshall's 
,post-conv1c~10n relief hear1ng, Deputy Sheriff Donald Phillips 
of the penn7ngton C?unty ~heri~f's Office asked SA Price whether 
he had any 1nformat1on wh1ch m1ght be of assistance to the State of 
S?ut~ Dakota in,its prosecution of Mr. Marshall for Mr. Montileaux's 
k1111ng., SA Pr1?e subsequently inquired of Ms. Poor Bear if she 
had a~y 1nfor~at10n on the killing, and Ms. Poor Bear did provide 
such,lnfor~at10n. The FBI soon thereafter arranged for Deputy 
Shenff Ph1llips ~o mee~ w~th Ms. Poor Bear in Rapid City, and, 
~fter De~uty S~er1ff Phlll1PS ascertained that Ms. Poor Bear had 
1nformat10n ~h1ch he believed at that time would be of value to 
the ~r~secut1on, Ms. Poor Bear was turned over to the state au
thor1t1es for their p~otect~ve cu~tody uP,to and during the trial 
of Mr. Marshall; DU~1ng th1s p~r10d of tlme immediately prior 
t~ Mr. Marshall s tr1al, SAs Pr1ce and Wood did have some contacts 
w1th Ms. Poor Bear; but those contacts were always in the presence 
of a deputy sheriff of Pennington County. 

A review of the records relating to the activities set 
forth above give no indication that, at the time the information 
from Ms. Poo~ Bear was received with respect to the various incidents, 
she was ernot10nally unstable or otherwise lacked credibility A 
set f~rth in the previously mentioned August 7, 1979, letter'fro~ 
the ~l~ect~r of the FBI to the Chairman of the U. S. Commission 
on C1v11 R1ghts, the inconsistencies between the affidavits provided 
by Ms. Poor Bear on the incident involving the killings of the 
two agents were believed to be the result of Ms. Poor Bear's initial 
reluctance to cooperate fully because of her legitimate fear for 
her ow~ persona~ safety. Ms. Poor Bear has subsequently claimed 
in var10US test1mony and affidavits that the information she provided 
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to the FBI during this time was coerced out of her through the 
use of threats and intimidation. We understand from our conver
sations with Ms. Huber, Ms. Lippe, and Mr. Tilsen that their concern 
is more that SAs Price and Wood manipulated Ms. Poor Bear to provide 
information favorable to both the state and Federal authorities 
with the knowledge that she was emotionally unstable and could 
be led to provide false information. 

However, Minneapolis has advised that neither SA Price 
nor SA Wood was aware at that time of Ms. Poor Bear's medical 
history and our review reveals no information to the contrary. 
Moreover, our. review of the various documents relating to the 
FBI's contacts with Ms. Poor Bear during this period of time not 
only does not disclose any information which would support the 
theory that SAs Price and Wood manipulated Ms. Poor Bear or 
negligently failed to recognize that Ms. Poor Bear's information 
was untrue, but it also gives some indication that the manner 
in whicn Ms. Poor Bear provided the information was inherently 
credible. For instance, the source was present at the initial 
interview of Ms. Poor Bear with respect to the allegations of 
a hit list. The source's presence, as well as the fact that 
Ms. Poor Bear initially came to the source with the information 
that the source believed credible enough to pass on to the FBI, 
tends to indicate that she presented a credible story. Moreover, 
the fact that the Special Agents involved disseminated information 
concerning the allegations to other law enforcement agencies and 
notified the potential victims supports the conclusion that they 
thought her story to be credible. 

Further, during the process of securing affidavits from 
Ms. Poor Bear with respect to the killings of the two agents, 
then-AUSA Robert Sikma personally participated in one of the in
terviews of Ms. Poor Bear. In a 1979 Department of Justice internal 
memorandum Mr. Sikma's participation is summarized: 

During the time period that the three Poor Bear 
affidavits were prepared, Assistant United States Attorney 
Robert Sikma was the prosecvtor most closely involved 
with the case. Sikma, who presently is in private law 
practice in Sioux City, Iowa, discussed this matter 
with us by telephone on April 24, 1979. Sikma personally 
participated in one of the interviews of Poor Bear. 
He recalls that Poor Bear admitted that her first affidavit 
was not entirely truthful. Poor Bear than went on to 
relate that she was actually present at the crime scene 
and saw Peltier shoot the agents. Sikma recalls that 
they showed Poor Bear pictures of the crima scene, and 
she seemed to have a detailed knowledge of events at 
the time of the shootout. Sikma expressed the view 
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that the. affidavits were not completely contradictory. 
In the f1 7St affidavit, Poo~ Bear minimized her knowledge 
of the crlme, but then late, pressed for details, she 
revealed that she had much greater knowledge and in
volvement. Sikma pointed out that this is rather typical 
of peo~le ~ho are involved in criminal activity. In 
fact, lt mlght be considered extraordinary for one 
in Poor Bear's situation to reveal everything to law 
enforcement officers in the first interview. At the 
time these affidavits were prepared, Sikma definitely 
considered Poor Bear to be a credible witness, and he 
had every intention of using her at trial. 

Mr. Sikma's participation in this process, as an officer of the Court 
and as an attorney with ethical obligations and responsibilities 
lends support to the claim that Ms. Poor Bear appeared credible ' 
at that time. 

Finally, in the Richard Marshall matter, Ms. Poor Bear 
was in the ~ompany ~d custody of representatives of the Pennington 
'County Sherlff's Offlce once the FBI contacted that office about 
the possibilitr of her having relevant information, and, as the 
South Dakota Clrcuit Court noted in its opinion on Mr. Marshall's 
petition for post-conviction relief, Deputy Sheriff Unley's constant 
presence during the sequestration belies the theory that SAs Price 
and wood somehow manipulated or coerced Ms. Poor Bear's testimony 
about Mr. Marshall. Even assuming that these agents had initially 
~lanted ~he.idea with Ms. ~oor Bear about Mr. Marshall's participation 
ln the kllllng of Mr. Montlleaux, the state authorities had sufficient 
o~port~nity ~etween March, 22, the day when Deputy Sheriff Phillips 
fl~st lntervlewed Ms. P?or Bear outside the presence of SAs 
Prlce and Wood, and Aprll 2, the day Ms. Poor Bear testified at 
Mr. Marshal~'s tr~a~, to ascertain that her story was not credible. 
Moreover, t;le decls10n to use Ms. Poor Bear as a witness was made 
by the ~tate prosecutor who presumptively made his own independent 
evaluat10n of Ms. Poor Bear's credibility. 

The above i~f~rmation is set forth not in an attempt 
to ~ouch.for the cred1b1lity of Ms. Poor Bear's information. 
;t 18 be1ng set forth merely to indicate that there is information 
1n the records available to us which would indicate that those 
involved with the various investigations and prosecutions believed 
at that time,.that the information being provided by Ms. Poor ' 
Bea~ was cr~d1ble and.tr~thful. We can find nothing in the records 
rev1ewed Wh1Ch would 1nd1cate a purposeful intent on anyone's 
part to cause Ms. Poor Bear to provide untruthful information 
T~is ~onclusion is in accord with that reached by the South D~kota 
CUCU1t Court on Mr. Marshall's post-t.:onviction relief petition. 

( 4 
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While noting that the circumstances and the agents' testimony 
caused it some concern, the court stated that there was "no 
articulable basis upon which this Court can find that (the agents) 
participated in any subornation of perjury or coaching of the 
witness." Richard Marshall v. State of South Dakota, No 75-72 
(July 17, 1979), at 3. ----- -- -----

The American Indian Movement and COINTELPRO: 

Question: 

An examination of domestic intelligence and/or COINTELPRO 
tiles regarding the American Indian Movement (AIM), for any infor
mation that might bear on the matters described herein. 

Response: 

As a result of various discovery demands in certain 
. civil suits pending against the FBI, it was necessary for the 

FBI to hand search the twelve separate COINTELPRO files at FBIHQ 
consisting of 387 sections. As a result of this hand search, 
the names of individuals and organizations targeted or prepared 
to be targeted, as well as the name of anyone contacted through 
such programs, were entered into a separate index and into the 
General Indices to the FBI's Central Records system at FBIHQ. 
This program was begun in December 1977 and was completed in the 
end of December, 1978. 

It became apparent in conversations during the meetings 
with Ms. Huber, Ms. Lippe, and Mr. Tilsen that there has been 
some speculation that leaders of the AIM, and in particular 
Leonard Peltier and Richard Marshall, may have been the subjects 
of COINTELPRO activity by the FBI. A search of the COINTELPRO 
index and of our general indices for references to the "American 
Indian Movement", "AIM", Mr. Peltier, and Mr. Marshall disclosed 
no reference to the above organization or individuals in any of 
the COINTELPRO files. 

A page-by-page search of all FBI files on the American 
Indian Movement, Leonard Peltier, and Richard Marshall was conducted 
by Special Agents who are thoroughly familiar with AIM and COINTELPRO. 
Due to the direct invc>lvement of these agents in the compilation 
of records for past and current law suits relating to COINTELPRO 
and due to their familiarity with searches and previous responses 
to various Senate and House Committees on the COINTELPRO issue, 
these agents are part~icularly sensitive to the types of issues 
that were raised in the letters and memoranda which prompted this 
inquiry. 
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This search resulted in on= instance wherein the Los Angeles 
Field Office expressed an interest in pursuing counterintelligence 
measures to disrupt the AIM leadershi~. Los Angeles teletype 
dated November 26, 1973, noted a possible split between Banks 
and Means and concluded with the following proposal~ "Los Angeles 
and Minneapolis consider possible COINTELPRO measUres to further 
disrupt AIM leadership." This proposal was promptly turned down 
in a teletype from the Director of the FBI dated December 4, 1973, 
stating as follows: 

Los Angeles suggested that there appears to 
be a split developing between Means and Banks 
based on Uri's dismissal from AIM and suggested 
possible counterintelligence measures be taken 
to further disrupt AIM leadership., 

Your attention is directed to Bureau air tel 
to All Offices, dated 4/28/71, captioned "Counter
intelligence Programs; IS - RMl" setting forth 
that effective immediately all counterintelligence 
programs operated by the BUl:celu were being 
discontinued. 

Finally, our Minneapolis Office has advised that, based 
on information available to that office, they have not located 
nor are they aware of any instance of COINTELPRO activity conducted 
against AIM or its leadership, Mr. Peltier or Mr. Marshall. 

Based on this information~ including the review of our 
records conducted to date and based on ths personal recollections 
of the Special Agents who are involved in these investigations, 
there is no apparent indication that AIM, Mr. Peltier, or Mr. Marshall 
was the subject of COINTELPRO activities. 
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The effect of Public Law 280, then, was to expose 
Indians to a far greater extent to State jurisdiction, 
with particular vulnerability in communities where 
racial animosities were intense. In response to 
complaints from tribes that Public Law 280 was 
inherently defective as an infringement on tribal 
sovereignty and operationally defective because 
State jurisdiction did not provide effective or fair 
law enforcement, Congress made a limited number 
of corrective amendments in the Indian Civil Rights 
Act of 1968.3 • 

The act provided that from its effective date any 
further assumptions of State jurisdiction would 
require the consent of the affected tribe. The Indian 
consent provision, however, was not made retroac
tive and thus existing assumptions of State jurisdic
tion were not affected. In response to the States' 
perceived financial difficulties with Public Law 280, 
the act further provided that jurisdiction obtained by 
State governments could be retroceded or returned 
to the Federal Government, in whole or in part, 
upon request from a State and approval by the 
Secretary of the Interior. No similar mechanism was 
provided, however, by which an Indian tribe could 
initiate and force retrocession upon a State that 
wished to retain jurisdiction. 

Thus, in those States that assumed jurisdiction 
over Indian lands pursuant to Public Law 280 prior 
to 1968, and in which retrocession has not occurred, 
persistent legal, political, and economic issues re
main today concerning the scope of the powers that 
Public Law 280 confers on the States in relation to 
the tribes and the Federal Government, particularly 
in the area of land use regulation and taxation." 

The amendments regarding Public Law 280 juris
diction in the Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968 
signaled in put:! recognition of the failures of the 
termination policy and its rejection by the Federal 
Government. This was made explicit by another 
portion of the 1968 legislation. Although not ex
pressly limiting crimes that can be tried in tribal 
courts, it limited the punishment to no more than 6 
months' imprisonment or a $500 fine.·o Thus only 
prosecutions in Federal court can result in sanctions 
of the severity that the serious felony offenses 
covered by the Major Crimes ~ct would seem to 
require. 

" 2S U.S.C. §§J321-26 (l~76). 
It The curre-ot jurisdictional connicts are discu\sc:d below. 
'·25 U.S.C. §IJ02(7) (1976). The aCI also prescribes cerlam proc .. "ural 
requlremenls for prnsecullOI1!i in tribal court' ~Imllar 10 Ihme Imposed by 
the Untied Slates ConMHullon fur St:Jh! and r'ctlcral pn)~(,.·ulions, 
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The Direct Federal Role 
The Federal Government has primary responsibil

ity for the investigation and prosecution of serious 
crimes that occur in Indian country and for the 
protection of Indian communities from non-Indian 
offenders. This primary role is the product of a 
piecemeal historical development that has, on the 
one hand, expanded Federal court jurisdiction and, 
on the other, deprived the tribes of critical areas of 
functioning. 

Serious felony offenses committed by Indians in 
Indian country fall within the scope of the Major 
Crimes Act,'· which gives the Federal courts juris
diction over 14 enumerated crimes. These crimes are' 
murder, manslaughter, rape, carnal knowledge of a 
minor not a spouse, assault with intent to commit 
rape, incest, assault with intent to kill, assault with a 
deadly weapoll, assault reSUlting in serious bodily 
injury, arson, burglary, robbery, larceny, and kid
napping-the offenses constituting the greatest 
threat to the public safety of any community. 

The Federal Government also has jurisdiction 
over all offenses committed on an Indian reservation 
by a non-Indian offender against an Indian victim 
and an Indian offender against!\ non-Indian victim. 
The Federal Enclave Act" extends Federal court 
jurisdiction to all Federal criminal law applicable to 
Federal enclaves, including the Assimilative Crimes 
Act, which applies the law of the surrounding State 
to the Federal enclave located within its borders. 

The Federal Government also has jurisdiction 
over a number of offenses committed on Indian 
reservations falling under specific Federal statutes. 
Of major importance are 18 U.S.C. §1156, proscrib
ing violations of tribal hunting and fishing regula
tions, and ·18 U.S.C. §1159, proscribing violations of 
tribal liquor laws. 

Tribal governments have a measure of jurisdiction 
over criminal offenses committed within Indian 
country. Tribes have criminal jurisdiction solely 
over Indians committing offenses on Indian reserva
tions. The U.S. Congress has imposed a limitation on 
possible sanctions imposed by tribal courts of 6 
months' imprisonment or a $500 fine, which serves 
as a practical matter to confine tribal courts to 
misdemeanor offenses. By decision of the U.S. 

" 18 U.S.C. §IISl (1976). 
"18. U.S.C. §13 (1976). 
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Supreme Court, trihal courts are precluded from 
trying and punishing non-Indian offenders." 

The States also have a limited amount of jurisdic
tion over offenses committed in Indian country. 

PartiCipants In the Law Enforcement 
Role 

With the extensive scope of Federal jurisdiction 
over criminal offenses in indian country and the 
stringent limitations placed on tribal jurisdiction, it is 
evident that an effective Federal law enforcement 
effort is essential to the well-being and safety of 
Indian communities. The roles of the various institu
tional participants in the Federal law enforcement 
effort are complex and interrelated, but may be 
delineated in summary. 

TrIbal Police 
Procedures for handling the investigation of seri

ous felony offenses under the Major Crimes Act 
vary from reservation to reservation, according to 
the policing structure, but a general pattern exists. 
Ordinarily, a tribal officer or a BIA patrol officer 
will be the first on the scene, and if he or she 
determines that a serious offense is involved will call 
the BIA special officer. The special officer will 
conduct an initial investigation of varying scope and 
then notify the FBI, who will take over investigation 
of the offense and presentation of the case to the 
United States attorney for prosecution. The Depart
ment of Justice Task Force in its 1975 report 
described the usual practice: 

The BIA has trained criminal investigators 
(special officers) on most reservations. These 
special officers conduct the initial investigation 
for the majority of serious crimes which occur 
on Indian reservations. Most U.S. Attorneys, 
however, will not normally accept the findings 
of a BIA special officer as a basis for making a 
decision on whether to prosecute. Instead, most 
U.S. Attorneys require that the FBI conduct an 
independent investigation, often duplicative of 
the BIA investigation, prior to authorizing 
prosecution ... 

.. Ohphanl v. Suqua,,".h Tribe. 4J5 U.s. 191 (1978). 

.. U.S .• Department of Justice. Repor' O/I/'( Task Force 0" Indian Jfauus 
(1915), p,)4 (herc:artcr ciled as Dl.'purtmenl of JUSllce Task ForuRf'porO. 
u For example, the Standing Rock SIOU), Reservation lies in both North 
Dakota nno South Da~('It8. For offenses occurring in the Nonh Dakota 
portion of the rC'scrvllllOn, PHI agents must respond from Bismarck. which 
IS. 75 miles awa)' For ofTenses occurring In the: South OOlkOlIL portion. 
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The Federal Bureau of InvestigatIon 
The FBI does not function as a local police 

agency on Indian reservations. Its role is to investi
gate violations of Federal law, particularly the 
Major Crimes Act, which covers most serious 
felony offenses committed on Indian reservations. 
The FBI does not have agents stationed on Indian 
reservations, and in some cases the nearest resident 
agency to an Indian reservation is more than 100 
miles away." The Justice Department's Task Force 
describes this procedure: 

[A]n FBI agent must travel to the reservation, 
often a considerable distance away, and retrace 
the investigation which has been conducted by 
the BIA. FBI agents normally reinterview all 
persons involved, visit the crime scene, and 
review and examine all evidence. Until the FBI 
investigation is completed, the offender typical
ly remains at large.'· 

The role of the FBI in the investigation of Federal 
offenses on Indian reservations is not required by 
statute but developed when the BrA lacked staff 
during the Second World War. The Department of 
Justice Task Force described the background for the 
FBI's nnw primary investigative responsibilities in 
Indian country: 

At one time BIA special officers did all of the 
investigations of federal violations occurring in 
Indian country .... 

In the 1940's and 1950's, special officer man
power was reduced and the BIA was not able to 
provide the investigative services it had histori
cally provided. During this period the FBI 
assisted the BIA in meeting its responsibility. 
Initially, the FBI participated only in the more 
serious offenses upon the request of the agency 
special officer, often after a preliminary investi
gation. Over the years, the precedent for report
ing to the FBI all violations of federal law in 
Indian country was established. Due to the 
operating policies and general leadership role in 
the federal law"enforcement field of the FBI, it 
assumed the role of the primary investigative 
agency on offenses accepted for investigation 
and made prosecutive presentation of the cases 
to the appropriate U.S. Attorney although BlA 

agents muM respond from Aberdeen. \\ hich is. 150 miles away. (Henry 
GUYlon. testimony. JlfUrmg Bl'/OU the u.s. Commnslon on CiVIl Rights, 
Rapid City. South Dakota. July 27-28. IQ76. pp. 171-72 (hereaner ciled as 
South Dakota Ih.'urutg). ) For offenses occurnng On the PUle Ridge 
Rl."M:rvuUon In South Dalald, FOl agents must respond rrom Rapid Cuy, 
which "aboul 125 miles .way. (F ... " Two Bulls. ibid., p. 173.) 
u Dt-partmt'1II 0/ Jutllrr 1u.rk Furee Rt'purr, p.34, 
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special officers generally provided the bulk of 
the investigative effort. Accordingly, U.S. At
torneys came to rely solely on FBI investigative 
reports and prosecutive presentations. The BIA 
has assumed a de/acto supportive role in spite of 
the fact that it is regarded as having primary 
general responsibility for reservation law en
forcement." 

The UnIted States Attorneys 
Federal prosecution of criminal cases on Indian 

reservations is handled by the United States attor
neys of the Federal districts in which the reserva
tions are found. Thus, in addition to their normal 
responsibilities for prosecuting Federal offenses un
der the United States Code, they must function as 
local prosecutors for Indian reservations. Because of 
the jurisdictional restrictions on tribal courts, if the 
U.S. attorney fails to take action against an offender, 
ordinarily no action will be taken in any system. 

Tho BIA and Tribal Pollee and Investigators 
The day-to-day responsibility for reservation law 

enforcement generally rests with tribal or Bureau of 
Indian Affairs police stationed on the reservation. 
Indian tribes have varying arrangements for preserv
ing law and order. Most tribes have trib'll police 
departments whose officers are paid either with 
tribal funds or with BIA funds or with BIA funds 
that have been awarded to the tribe on a contract 
basis pursuant to the Indian Self-Determination 
Act.'· In addition, most reservations also have BIA 
police and investigators. 

In addition, the BIA has stationed on most 
reservations "agency special officers," who are 
trained criminal inveetigators. These special officers 
ordinarily report to the scene oi serious offenses and 
conduct an initial investigation, prior to the involve
ment of the FBI. 

The Department of the Interior 
The Bureau of Indian Affairs of the Department 

of the Interior maintains within its Washington 
headquarters a Division of Law Enforcement Ser
vices that provides technical assistance and advice to 
BIA and tribal police forces. The DivisiOn! Chief, 
however, has no direct operational control over 
BIA police. Under the decentralized BIA structure, 
the BIA police and investiga,ors on a particular 

.. Ibid .• pp. 301-35. 

.. 25 U.S.C. §§450-4SON (1976). 
•• For discussion or State jurisdiction under Public Law 280, see Task 
Forrt Fo", Rtporl. 
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reservation will report to the reservation BIA 
superintendent. 

Tha Department of Justice 
Oversight for the Justice Department's criminal 

prosecutions and investigations, including those in 
Indian country, is handled by the Deputy Attorney 
General. Key divisions under his direction include 
the Executive Office of United States Attorneys, the 
Criminal Division, the FBI, and the Law Enforce
ment Assistance Administration (LEAA). 

Primary responsibility for criminal prosecutions 
rests with individual United StMes 3ttorneys whose 
districts contain Indian country, and their exercise of 
discretion is not limited or monitored to any great 
degree within Department of Justice headquarters. 

. Some support and technical assistance is provided to 
them by the Executive Office of U.S. Attorneys and 
the General Crimes Section of the Criminal Divi
sion. 

The States 
Except in States that have acquired jurisdiction 

purs'Jant to Public Law 280," the States playa very 
limited role in law enforcement on Indian reserva
tions. State jurisdiction is ordinarily limited to 
reservation crimes where both the offender and the 
victim are non-Indian.'· Some tribes have formal or 
informal cross-deputization arrangements with State 
police for traffic and other offenses, in which Indian 
offenders are cited into tribal court and non-Indians 
into State court. 

Thi! Performance of Enforcement 
Responsibilities 

Federal law enforcement in Indian country has 
generated massive dissatisfaction from a number of 
sources over a period of years. In the 19505, the 
view of Congress that Federal law enforcement on 
Indian reservations was inadequate was the impetus 
for enactment of Public Law 280, which transferred 
criminal and civil jurisdiction on a number of 
reservations from the Federal Government to the 
Statcs. 

In the current period of a Federal policy of Indian 
self-determination, criticism of Federal law enforce
ment has continued and intensified. In 1974 the 
American Indian Court Judges Association conduct-

to The handling ornon~Indian offende:-s on Indian reservations is discus.sed 
in a foHowing section of this chapler, "Jurisdiction Over Non~lndians
Federal Inaction ... 
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ed a nationwide .study of Federal law enforcement 
and found confusion and lack of coordination among 
the Federal agencies involved and profound dissatis
faction among the Indian communities who are the 
recipients of Federal services." 

Following the Wounded Knee uprising on the 
Pine Ridge Reservation, the Department of Justice 
convened an Intra-agency Task Force on Indian 
Matters to examine the execution of its responsibili
ties toward Indians, particularly law enforcement on 
Indian reservations. Participating in the Task Force 
were the Criminal, Civil Rights, Land and Natural 
Resources, and Tax Divisions; the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation; U.S. Marshals Service; Community 
Relations Service; Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration; Office of the Solicitor General; 
Executive Office of United States Attorneys; and 
Office of Management and Finance. The Task Force 
was chaired by the Office of Policy and Planning. 

The Department of Justice Task Force on Indian 
Matters issued its report in October 1975 with grave 
conclusions for the quality of the Federal law 
enforcement effort. The Task Force noted that 
examination of law enforcement had long been 
neglected and that the neglect itself was properly a 
matter of criticism: 

The reservation law enforcement issue has 
suffered inattention and neglect. The problem is 
one of major proportion crossing many bureau
cratic and jurisdictional boundaries. It is partic
ularly cmbarrassing that the present problem 
exists in an area of primarily federal responsibil
ity. This is not a situation where the federal 
government serves as a model for other law 
enforcement efforts." 

The American Indian Policy Review Commission 
of the U.S. Congress evaluated Federal policies and 
programs in relation to American Indians. In its 1976 
report, the Policy Review Commission's Task Force 
on Federal, State, and Tribal Jurisdiction was highly 
critical of Federal investigation and prosecution of 
offenses occurril\g' in Indian country. Its analysis 
was generally consistent with that of the c!U'lier 
Department of Justice Tar.k Force." 

The inquiry of the United States Commission on 
Civil Rights into these issues occurred from August 
1977 through August 1979. The Commission held 
heruings in Washington State, South Dak.ota, and 

II Americ.an Indian Court Judgcs Association, Jus/lct and Iltt Amltlhan 
'.dlan. vol. 5 (197.). "Federal Proseculion or Crimes Commiued on Indial\ 
Reservations" (hereafter ciled as "Federal PrmecutiOh on Indian Rese:va~ 
lions"), 

Washington, D.C., and conducted field interviews 
and investigations in many parts of the country. The 
data and information collected on Federal law 
enforcement corroborates, for the most part, the 
findings and recommendations made by the Depart
ment of Justice Task Force 4 years earlier. 

Complaints expressed by the various agencies and 
investigative bodies about Federal law enforcement 
fall into three categories: 

(I) Statistics: The statistics kept by the Federal 
Go· .. crnment regarding law enforcement on Indi
an reservations do not permit accurate analysis or 
systematic monitoring of the quality of law en
forcement. 
(2) Investigation: The FBI's role in investigating 
offenses occurring in Indian country for the most 
part results in delay and duplication of efforts by 
BIA and tribal investigators; and, further, the 
FBI's effectiveness is ham,pered by a widespread 
perception within the Indilln community that the 
FBI is engaged in activities to sUl'Ipress militant 
political activity on the paf\\ of organizations and 
individuals. 
(3) Prosecution: It takes the U.S. attorneys too 
long to respond when a c.rime under Federal 
jurisdiction has been committed, and such a high 
percentage of cases are declil1ed for prosecution 
that crimes on Indian reservations go virtually 
unpunished. 

Statistics 
A long-recognized impediment to analysis of the 

problems affecting Federal law enforcement on 
Indian reservations has been the lack of any system 
for generating factual information that would pro
vide a precise base for identifying and monitoring 
the status of investigations and prosecutions on an 
ongoing basis. In 1974 the American Indian Court 
Judges Association conducted a nationwide study of 
Federal prosecution of crimes committed on Indian 
reservations. Its efforts, however, were substantially 
thwarted by the faiiure of Federal agencies to keep 
statistics that would permit analysis and identifica
tion of problem areas. In its report, the association 
made a strong plea for the maintenance of accurate 
statistics by the Federal Government as a basis for 
evaluating and ensuring the quality of the Federal 
law enforcement effort: 

II Dtpartm~nl of Jusrlrt Task Fortt ntpon. p.2· .. 
U TQ.Jk Foret Four Rrport. 
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l!1vestigati~m of the subject [Federal prosecu
t!on of cnmes committed on Indian reserva
tions] Soon revealed, however, what has be
co~e a str<;>ng secondary theme-the lack of, 
yet .1IJ?peratlve n~ for, accurate and adequate 
statistics. . . .(WJlthout adequate statistics it is 
too. easy for Indian communities to be told that 
their argu.ments are ~ on isolated examples, 
that nothing can be done if they don't have 
figures to support their contentions, and that 
funds cannot be appropriated and changes 
can!l0.t be made without strong proof (meaning 
statistical proof) of express need. 

Th~s,. if the inad.equacy or unavailability of 
S~tIStICS concerning federal prosecution of 
cnmes committed on Indian reservations seems 
~tr~n~ly stressed in this paper, it is only because 
mdl.v!duals and agencies responsible for making 
?ec,lsl0!1S ask first to see numbers. . .. [A]s an 
m~lcatlOn of ~he status of federal prosecution of 
cnmes committed on Indian reservations, as a 
call for adequate record-keeping, and as an 
~ppeal for remedial action, this document is an 
Important work. The National American Indian 
~ourt Judg~ Association stands ready to help 
In ~ny w.ay. It c,an to improve this area of the 
Indian cnmlnal Justice system." 

~e "remedial action" sought by the American 
Indian Court Judges Association in the collection 
and maintenance of accurate statistics was never 
f?rthcoming. The lack of accurate statistics con
tinues to bar effective analysis of the problems of 
Federal law enforcement, even by the Federal 
agencif:S themselves. 

Indeed, the Task Force on Indian Matters of the 
Department of Justice noted in its 1975 report that 
the Depart~ent's system for collecting statistics 
I?ad;, analYSIS of the rate of declinations of prosecu
tion extremely diffiCUlt": 

•• "Federal Prosecudon on Indian Reservations" p v 
: D~JX!rtmtnl of Jusliu Task Foret Report p. 46. . . 
,~lIh~m H. Websler, testimony. HNrlng Be/on tnt u.s. Commission on 

f;,;~h1~;f:nts.DW.c:ashHing,,,!,. ,D.C.. May 14. 1979. p. 9 (hereafter ciled as 
'" •• OJ tonnlllo 
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The BIA maintains records on crime in Indian 
co~ntry, but th~y are maintained on a Uniform 
Cnme Report mdex format. Their records do 
not reflect the statutory areas under which 
charges w:e presented to the U.S. Attorneys. 
'ryt~ ~e IS true for the FBI. Its records do not 
~lstingUish between crimes on Indian reserva
tIOns (<=:IR) and crimes on other government 
reservations (COR)." 

The present Director of the Federal Bureau of 
I~~c:stigation, William H. Webster, noted the impos
slbihty of responding to requests for information 
from the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights because 
of lack of statistical information: 

I realize it must be frustrating to you to have the 
people that you ask not give you the kind of 
figures. that will help you draw meaningful 
conclUSIOns. 

Our majo~ crimes program falls within our 
ge!1eral cnmes program, and it is the general 
cnmes, that. we keep figures on. We really 
weren t trymg to figure out the difference 
between an Indian reservation and some other 
place. 

So t~e llatur~ of our current statistics doesn't 
prOVide us with the ability to ask the computer 
the kinds of questions you would like to 
answer."" 

In response to an inquiry from the Commission 
!~e ~BI su:-veyed its 15 field offices with responsibil~ 
Itles In Indian country about the number and type of 
referral~ for i.nvestigation of offenses falling under 
the Major Cnmes A.ct and their disposition for the 
period July 1977 to May 1978."' These data, how
ever. Me .. ;:;t collected or monitored regularly on a 
national basis. Moreover, the datil, concern entire 
fi~l~ di~isions of the FBI and is not divided or 
distinguished by offenses occurring on individual 
Indian r~rvations within a division, thus making 
th~m of htt!e use for analysis of such matters as 
cnme. rates on individual reservations and the 
effectiveness of the law enforcement effort. 
. The American Indian Court Judges Association in 
Its .1~74 study pointed out that where precise 
S.tatIStlCS are unavailable, other sources of informa
tlO~ ~ust be employed: "[J]ust because adequate 
statlstlcs are often lacking, the importance of 'grass 

IT William. H. Webster, Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, . .mach. 
m~~t II, to letter to Arthur S. Flemming, Chainnan, U.S. Commission on 
CIvil RIghi" Aug. 7. 1979. in exhibils 10 Washinglon. D.C., healing. 
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roots' information concerning the operation of the 
criminal justice system is magnified. "'. In fact, 
substantial information is available from those per
sons most directly involved with the administration 
of justice on Inqian reservations-the prosecutors, 
police, and the Indian people who are the consum
ers-as well as from Federal officials within the 
Department of Justice and the Department of 
Interior. 

Investigation 
The FBI, as noted previously, has primary investi

gative responsibility for offenses falling under the 
Major Crimes Acta. by virtue of general practice 
over the past 30 years, despite the fact that it is not 
required by Federal statute to assume this responsi
bility. The critical role played by the FBI, and the 
systemic difficulties caused in practice, was pointed 
out by the American Indian Policy Review Commis
sion: 

Investigation by FBI agents is the primary basis 
for U.S. attorney prosecutions. Highly trained 
officers can make the work of a prosecutor 
much easier, and consistent association develops 
identifiable working patterns. But FBI agents 
are not usually close to Indian communities, 
either physically or culturally, and cannot easily 
grasp the equities of a situation which so often 
have much to do with the decision to prosecute 
or decline. Since local BIA special officers, 
police or tribal police are much closer, FBI 
agents are not often the first officers on the 
scene of a crime. Thus, the scene often has to be 
preserved until an agent can arrive, in which 
case they usually end up redoing work already 
done by a more closely situated BIA or tribal 
officer. The quality of investigation may ulti
mately turn on the work done by local officers 
in any event, pointing up the desirability of 
having well-trained locals for this, as well as all 
the other more obvious reasons. GO 

Delay and Duplication 
The Department of Justice Task Force concluded, 

after its nationwide review of the various partici
pants in Federal law enforcement in Indian country, 
that the FBI's role in the investigation of most major 
crimes was at best duplicative of the investigation 
already performed by a BIA or tribal investigator. In 
fact, the FBI's involvement, the Task Force found, 

» "Federal Prosecution on Indian Reservations. t. p. V. 
.. 18 U.S.C. §IIS3 (1976). 
- TQ.Jk Foru Four Rtpon. p. 38, 
.. Dr""",, ... , 01 Jus/iet Task Fom Rfporl. p. 36. 
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was often an impediment to effective and speedy law 
enforcement because "duplication only serves to 
lengthen the time, often by days, between the 
occurrence of a criminal act and prosecutive ac
tion."" 

The Task Force noted that the response time of 
FBI agents to a major crimes complaint may vary 
from "several hours to several days later, depending 
upon the seriousness of the crime and the press of 
business."" The less serious felonies, such as aggra
vated assaults, are not treated as a priority by the 
FBI and thus may result in a greater delay in 
response time. The Task Force observed that "often 
there is a significant difference in the mobilization of 
criminal justice resources when the victim of a 
reservation crime is a non-Indian" than when both 
offender and victim are Indians." 

The practice of most United States attorneys of 
accepting only cases referred by the FBI was 
condemned by the Task Force as wasteful and 
coubterproductive to effective law enforcement. 
Although recognizing the severe problems of the 
BIA in providing adequate police services to Indian 
reservations, the Task Force found that "its criminal 
investigative capacity is not inferior to that of other 
agencies which the Department, through the U.S. 
attorneys, deals with regularly."·' 

Based on its findings, the Task Force recommend
ed that the FBI assllme a supportive rather than 
primary role in the investigation of major crimes 
occurring on Indian reservations and that United 
States attorneys accept referrals for prosecution 
directly from BIA criminal investigators and, specif
ically, that the Department of Justice should: 

Direct the FBI to confine its investigative 
activities to those reservation cases requiring 
their special expertise or cross-jurisdiction capa
bility or those investigations requested by the 
BIA or U.S. Attorney; and to assist the BIA 
special officers in assuming the responsibility of 
direct presentment of cases to the U.S. Attor
ney;and 

Direct the U.S. Attorneys to begin accepting 
investigative reports directly from BIA special 
officers and to work with the BrA as it would 
any other federal investigative agency both in 
the field and at the headquarters level.·· 

.. Ibid,. pp. 42-43 . 
u Ibid., p. 43, n. 45 . 
t' Ibid •• p. 36. 
.. Ibid .• p. 39. 
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. The recommc:ndations of the Department of Jus
tice Task Force were never implemented and the 
Task Force itself ceased to exist whe~ a new 
administration and a new Attorney General took 
office in 1976. It appears, however, that the inade
quacies identified in 1975 in procedures for investi
gating major crimes on Indian reservlitions still exist 
and a wide range of individuals close to la~ 
enforcement in Indian country find valid today the 
reco~endation that the FBI should be removed 
fro:n Its ~ole ~ the primary investigative agency for 
major cnmes In Indian country. 

Av~Uty of FBI Re&ourcee 
A highly significant factor affecting the adequacy 

of the FBI's performnnce on Indian reservatiOIlll is 
the availability and allocation of FBI resources to 
this classification of assignments. On a nationsllevel 
the Depnrtment of Justice sets priorities for a1loca~ 
tion of investigative and proseclltoria1 resources 
b~ on an evaluation of the kinds of criminal 
actiVity that have the greatest effect on society. At 
the. present tim.e, investigations of organized crime, 
White-collar cnme, and national security violations 
ar~ at the top level of priority, and, according to the 
D~rector . of the FBI, "those being the areas of 
pnmary Impact, we try to devote an increasing 
number of ~ur r~o~rces to them on an on-going 
programmatic basiS. .. Investigation of crimes on 
India? reservations is set at the lowest priority level. 

Umted States attorneys whose districts include 
Indian reservations feel the effect of the national 
priorities in terms of inadequate FBI resources to 
serve the reservations. The United States attorney 
for Montana stated: 

~e ?~g pro~lem we find with the FBI is the 
pf!of!t!es nationally of the FBI don't include 
pnc;mties for law enforcement on Indian reser
vations. The priorities set by the administration 
and the ~BI are white-collar, organized crime, 
racketeenng, and national security. And we 
find.a problem wit~ numbers of FBI agents to 
servIce the rese~ations. I don't know what the 
answer to that IS other than aoO adjustment of 

: Webster Tes,hmony, Washing/on, D.C. Htan'ng. vol. II. p. IS. 
Roben T. 0 wry. 'esllmony. Washing'on. D.C. Htaring vol I p 160 

.. Michael D. Hawkins, .U~ited Slat.~ attorney for the District ~r Arizon~ 
leller '0 'he U.S. CommISSIon on C,Vil RighI! Apr II 1979 (Co .. files). • • I mmlSSl0n 

.. Wc~st;r Testimony, WashinglOff. D.C. H~ring. yol. n. p. 16. Mr. 
Hawkins expression or Views had some errect, however. The FBI had an 
emergency need ror 100 agents to be used (or foreign counterintelligence 
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FBI and administration priority because we're 
not able to accomplish that by ourselves." 

At the same time that national priorities for 
investigation of Federal offenses were established 
th~ United States attorney for Arizona wrote to th~ 
D~rector of th; FBI requesting that investigations of 
cnmes on IndIan reservations receive top priority in 
t~ose ~ederal districts containing Indian reserva
tions, since there is no effective alternative to 
Federal prosecution of major crimes." The Director 
~f the FBI .declined the request based on a percep
tion t~at cnmes on Indian reservations do not have 
~ufficlent effect on society in general to justify 
Increasing their priority and therefore allocation of 
resources: 

!~o, it was not done, and that would have 
Included the w!t0le range of personal crimes. It 
w~ not done SImply because it was inconsistent 
With our ~ffort to identify those types of 
otT~nses WhICh have the greatest impact on our 
society." 

At the same time, the total amount of FBI 
r~ources on a national level is being decreased. The 
DIrector of the FBI explained: 

[W]e're trying to operate on IUl increasingly 
demanding jurisdictional level with static and in 
fact diminishing resources. Between 1976 and 
the ~nd of 1980, we will have lost over 1,000 
Special agents by budgetary attrition.>. 

On an operational level, the reduction in resources 
cannot ~elp ~ut ~use a reduction in the availability 
of FBI ~vestIgative services on Indian reservations. 
The specIal agent in charge of the Minneapolis Area 
<?ffic: of the FBI, which includes Indian reserva
tions In ~orth Dakota, South Dakota, and Minneso
ta, explamed that the reduction in the number of 
agents will necessarily cause a decrease in the 
amou~t of time FBI agents can respond to offenses 
commlLted on the Indian reservations within his 
area: 

The,re are only so many of us. We cannot, we 
don t have a response factor of minutes, of half
hours, or 45 minutes. Many times within the 

an~ proposed 10 draw six special agenlJ from the Phoenix Division for Ihia 
a.s.slgn~Dt. According 10 Director Webster. "When we gal down to 
Ph~lX. the: protest there was Ihat they needed these six agents We were 
g0108

u l0 lue from Phoen~x !O work the Jndian reservations and we len 
~hem .. N?netheleu, the pnonty system was Dot changed and no additional 
;~r.rtlgative resource! were allOCAted for work on Indian rc:s.ervations. 

" Ibid .• p. 8. 

,.. 

past years, we would say we have men who 
could respond within 1 hour of where a crime 
was committed. However, with a reduction of 
monies and cuts in our budgets ... we have 
found that we are going to have slower re
sponse time in many areas of work where before 
we were able to respond immediately." 

F9! CredIbility In the IndIan CommunIty 
Particularly from the South Dakota Indian reser

vations, a number of complaints have arisen regard
ing the conduct of FBI agents. Many individuals 
believe the mission of the FBI is to suppress dissent 
and radical political activity on the part of Indian 
people, rather than to act as an impartial investiga
tive agency. An example of this attitude toward the 
FBI was expressed by a resident of the Pine Ridge 
Reservation, who is active in the American Indian 
Movement (AIM): 

My personal view of the Federsll Bureau of 
Investigation is, on the reservation, on the part 
of the reservation where I live in Porcupine, I 
look at the FBI as snakes. That is my personal 
view .... 

As a member of the American Indian Move
ment, we have had people-members of the 
American Indian Movement have been mur
dered, and because they are AIM people, the 
FBI does little or a show of an investigation 
towards the people that committed the murder, 
but there is never any convictions made, or only 
a few. There are deaths that, are unsolved on the 
reservation because of different people that are 
known members of the American Indian Move
ment, but if an AIM member is alleged to have 
committed a crime against somebody or what
ever, the FBI will go Qut and just break itself 
trying to convict an Indian person, especially if 
you have long hair in South Dakota." 

The Department of Justice Task Force on Indian 
Matters in its 1975 report noted the same kind of 
resentment arising from varying FBi response, 
apparently depending on the identity of the victim: 

Aggravated assaults are so common on Indian 
reservations the.t they do not receive very high 
priority attention. Indians often complain that if 
a person sticks a knife into his neighbor in 
Peoria, Illinois, a major effort would be made to 
bring criminal justice sanctions to bear on the 
offender. They contend that a similar crime 
occurring in Pine Ridge, South Dakota, would 

II D~vid Brumble. testimony, South Dakota IJrtmng. p.208. 
n Lorelei Means. lestimony. ibid. pp. 109-10. 
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go almost unnoticed. Indians feel that some 
federal prosecutors have the attitude that of
fenders and victims of reservation crimes are 
"just a bunch of Indians." This view is rein
forced by the fact that often there is a signifi
cant difference in the mobilization of criminal 
justice resources when the victim of a reserva
tion crime is a non-Indian. Perhaps the premier 
example of this disparity in treatment occurred 
recently on the Pine Ridge reservation, the 
scene of widespread violence and several dozen 
murders in the last year. Federal response to 
these crimes hlis been fairly routine. However, 
when two FBI agents were killed on the 
reservation, the FBI mobilized more than 175 
agents complete with helicopters and armored 
personnel carriers. Yet when Indians complain 
about the lack of investigation and prose~ution 
of reservation crimes, they are usually told that 
the Federal government does not have suffi
cient resources to handle the work" 

The lack of accurate statistics inhibits a meaning
ful assessment of the complaint of disparate treat
ment by the FBI. The FBI, moreover, does not 
employ a system of handling complaints about the 
conduct of its agents that permits public accountabil
ity. 

If an Indian, or for that matter any person, has a 
complaint about the conduct of an FBI agent, the 
allegations are investigated either in the field office 
of by the Office of Professional Responsibility in 
FBI headquarters. Within the Office of Professional 
Responsibility, any personnel action deemed appro
priate is put into effect. However, as explained by 
the special agent in charge of the Minneapolis Area 
Office of the FBI, the complainant is not notified of 
the disposition of his or her complaint: 

COUNSEL. Are the results of the complaints 
made known to the cvmplainants? 

MR. BRUMBLE. I do not believe so. I have never 
notified a complainant of the results of one. 

COUNSEL. I want to get that very dear. If 
someone, let us say, in the tensions of the past 5 
to 10 years out here, made a complaint about a 
specific FBI officer, misconduct or alleged 
misconduct or whatever, that officer could 
have been perhaps fired, transferred, demoted? 
Is that accurate? And that individual who made 
the complaint and the rest of the community 

n Dtpartmenlof JUSliu Task Foret Rtport. pp. 42-4J. n. 4S. 
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would never know whether any action was 
taken one way or the other? 

MR. BRUMBLE. That is right." 

Thus, by its policies for handling complaints, the 
FBI does nothing to dispel any false impressions 
within the Indian community of FBI misconduct or 
to assure the community that appropriate corrective 
action has, in fact, been taken when misconduct is 
found. 

Cultural Barrler(l and FBI Impartiality 
Several United States attorneys have expressed 

the opinion that the impartiality of the FBI com
pared to the BlA or tribal police is a major factor in 
their preference for the FBI's maintaining a substan
tial role in the investigation of m3jor crimes. David 
Vrooman, United States attorne.y for South Dakota, 
stated: 

r do not believe the Indian tribes have yet 
recognized the separation of power. As long as 
the executive is calling the shots, I think it is 
going to be dangerous to have all crimes 
investigated on the reservation where, when 
you have an election, people's jobs are at stake. 
The FBI, I think at this point, goes in, does not 
have any local pressure insofar as their investi
gative techniques are concerned!' 

In a similar view, Robert O'Leary, United States 
attorney for Montana, stated: 

I believe. . .that the Indian tribes and the 
residents on the reservations do have confi
dence in the FBI and the FBI investigations, 
and the independence of the FBI. .. which is 
not colored in any way by any connection with 
the operation or the overall administration of 
the Indian reservations!" 

In offenses involving Indian participants or wit
nesses from different tribes, for example, Navajos 
and Hopis, the FBI is said to be the only investiga
tive agency viewed as impartial and therefore 
having credibility within the Indian community." 

The generalized expertise of FBI agents and the 
quality of their investigations, however, must be 
viewed in light of their knowledge of and familiarity 

U Drumble Testimony. South DaJ.oto IIfQrlllg. p. 207. See also Webster 
TcMimony. Washington, D.C, H(Dring. vol. It pp, b-7 
U David Vrooman,lestimony.Soulh Dakota H~oring. p. 196. 
U O'Leary Testimony. WiJllring(on, D.C. Heartng. vul ., p. ISS. 
n L('on Gaskill, special agent In charge, PhOCIIIA Omce. FBI. inlcrvu:w, 
Apr. 9. 1979. 
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with Indian reservations and Indian culture. The 
basic training provided to FBI agents at the FBI 
Academy does not include any specialized training 
in Indian law and culture!' FBI agents newly 
assigned to agencies with investigative responsibili
ties in Indian country may receive some on-the-job 
orientation from their colleagues on an ad hoc 
basis," but there is no coordinated system on a 
national basis to see that this orientation is provided. 
Moreover, FBI agents are not stationed on Indian 
reservations and thus are outsiders. 

Some FBI officials express the view that the FBI's 
professional investigative expertise transcends any 
cultural differences. The head of the FBI's Minneap
olis Division stated: 

Our agents are not specially trained to work on 
reservations because we do not feel as investiga
tors that there is any difference in investigating 
a crime on the reservation, necessarily, than any 
other type of federal crime.o, 

It is the strongly held view, however, of tribal and 
BIA criminal investigators that the FBI is handi
capped in its investigative abilities by reservation 
residents regarding them as outsiders. Henry Gay
ton, BIA special officer for the Standing Rock Sioux 
Reservation, stated: "We have had instanc
es ... where people of the community have wanted 
to talk to one of us rather than somebody that is not 
living there ..... 

A tribal criminal investigator from the Pine Ridge 
Reservation had a similar observation: 

People are a lot more open to you if they know 
you. If you are going to go in a community and 
nobody's seen you before and you come from 
40 miles away, they are going to look you over 
for about 2 days before they are going to start 
talking to you." 

Fred Two Bulls, captain of the Oglala Sioux 
Tribal Police of the Pine Ridge Reservation, con
curred, pointing out the advantages of the bilingual 
ability of his investigators on a reservation where 
many residents speak the native language: 

There [are] many times when this happens [that 
reservation residents will not talk to the FBI]. 

.. Brumble Teslimony. &uth D<lkotQ IItaring. p. 19~. 
n Gaskill Inlervlew. 
to Brumble: Testimony, South Dakota Htaring. p. t 93. 
II Henry Gayton. testimony, Ibid, p. 174. 
II Lee H. Antelope, lotimony. ibid. p. 123. 
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The people just would not communicate with 
someone that isn't from there. It helps a lot to 
be bilingual in this line of duty on the reserva
tion to some of the people. They do speak 
English but not to a point where they can really 
express themselves or make you understand 
what they really want. In their own language 
they feel more comfortable.·3 

Tribal Autonomy 
An inevitable result of the requirement that FBI 

agents must present major crime cases to the U.S. 
attorney for a decision whether or not to prosecute 
is seen as a loss of tribal control over the handling of 
serious offenses that threatens the reservation com
munity. The lack of control can affect reservation 
tranquility and security and the credibility of t?e 
tribal government. As the governor of the Gila 
River Community pointed out: 

We're getting quite a bit of concerned calls, in 
other words, we're getting some pressure from 
our community members. 

The only thing that we would do is to say that 
we don't-we, the tribal government, ~t least in 
the executive body doesn't have anything to do 
with investigation of these cases, and it's to 
them it's kind of like a cop-out. 

But the working relationship, I think, between 
the tribe, the Bureau (BIA), and the FBI are not 
that good, at this poinV' 

Tribal investigators have expressed their desire to 
assume responsibility for the investigation of major 
crimes as a way of increasing their standing and 
prestige within the Indian community they serve. 
Asked if this was his goal, the captain of the Oglala 
Sioux Tribal Police replied: 

Yes, that is what we are striving to do right 
now make it this way. In taking over the 
inve;tigation, we'd feel more ptoressional. l:ike 
what we are doing now, we feel like we are Just 
a figurehead between the crime and the FBI 
there that at times we don't get any credit for 
what' we have done in some of the investiga
tions." 

Asked how he thought it would affect the resi
dents of the reservation if his department took over 
primary investigative authority, he replied: 

.. Fred Two BuUs,I",limony. ibid. p. \74. 

.. Quoled in Ta.k Foret Four Rtpo,t. p. 38. 

.. Two Bull. Teo"mony. South D<lkota Hra,lng. p. 174 

.. Ibid., pp. 174-7~. 

Well, I imagine it would be some that wo~ld 
disagree with it, some will like it. . .. 1 thUlk 
they would give us a second look. They ~now 
that we are investigating and we mean bUSiness. 
This would give us more prestige." 

A lieutenant from the Oglala Sioux Tribal Police 
expressed his opinion about being the primary 
investigator presenting a case to the United States 
attorney without the involvement of the FBI: 
"Every time you have a middleman involved some
where you are not getting the credit sometimes that 
you really want."81 

A related consideration is the widely held percep
tion within the Indian community that FBI agents, 
who are not part of the reservation community and 
do not have a personal stake in the maintenance of 
law and order there, do not always make a strong 
presentation to the United States attorm.y for the 
prosecution of cases. The American Indian Co.urt 
Judges Association, in its survey, reported heanng 
such accusations: 

In our field trips, interviews and infor.mal 
conversations we have heard accusations 
against the F.B.I. which we cannot substantiate. 
These remarks have all been oral and have not 
been put in writing by any of the persons who 
have made them. Whether they are true or not, 
they are important because the people w~o 
related them believe them to be true. The main 
complaint is that the F.B.I. doesn't truly .care 
about cases arising from Indian reservatIOns. 
These individuals contend that since there is no 
glory in, or pUblicity for, such c:ases,.the F.~.l. 
is interested only in cases involVing kidnapping, 
drug rings, organized crime, etc. As a result, 
they declare, the. F.B.I. does~'~ pay m~ch 
attention to the ordinary cases anslng on Indian 
reservations." 

An area special officer for the BIA expressed a 
similar view that FBI agents are often less than 
positive when they present cases to the United 
States attorney, resulting in a denial of prosecution.·· 
At any rate, the shielding of the United States 
attorney from direct contact with tribal or BIA 
investigative officers means a denial of tribal partici
pation in decisions that profoundly affect law en
forcement and thereby the quality of res-!rvation life. 

If Antelope Testimony, ibid, p. 123. 
.. ufederal PrOSC'culion on Indian Reservallons," pf'. 32-'), 
.. Eugene Trottier, interview. June 7. 1978. 
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What is at stake is a critical element of Indian self
determination. 

Prosecution 
The prosecution of Federal offenses in Indian 

country is almost exclusively handled by the United 
States attorneys of the various Federal districts in 
which Indian reservations are located. Although 
they are responsible for prosecuting offenses falling 
under the Major Crimes Act, the General Crimes 
Act, and other Federal statutes, there is no require
ment that they prosecute every case that is presented 
to them. Each United States attorney possesses wide 
discretion in the cases he or she accepts or declines 
for prosecution. 

GeographIcal and Cultural BarrIers 
The jurisdictional framework that has developed 

for Federal prosecution of the most serious offenses 
committed on Indian reservations produces tremen
dous logistical and cultural problems. In its review, 
the Task Force on Indian Matters of the Department 
of Justice noted the law enforcement difficulties 
caused by the rural isolation of most Indian commu
nities: 

Indian reservations encompass enormous geo
graphic areas where the population is sparse 
and scattered rather than conveniently gathered 
in cities or towns. The Navajo reservation, for 
instance, spreads into four states containing 
roughly 16 million acres in total area and 
136,000 people. More common, however, are 
reservations of i to 2 million acres supporting a 
population of 500 to 2,000 people. It is not 
uncommon for several hours to elaps,~ between 
the time a crime is committed and the time a 
law enforcement officer arrives at the scene by 
car. Providing effective law enforcemellt ser
vices under these circumstances is very diffi
cult." 

In its 1974 study of Federal prosecution of crimes 
on Indian reservations, the American Indian Court 
Judges Association noted that the difficulties of law 
enforcement on rural reservation areas are com
pounded by the fact the the Federal courts and 
Federal prosecutors are located in major cities often 
remote from Indian communities. The geographical 
separation leads to a cultural separation and, in the 
view of the association, a tendency on the part of 

" Dcparlmtnl 0/ Jus/let Task Foret Report, p. 24. I. "Fedenl Prosecution on Indian JteservatiGns,o, pp . .13-34. 
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Federal prosecutors to minimize the importance of 
Indian cases: 

The remoteness of the United States Attorney's 
offices from the Indian reservations causes the 
importance of C<'Se5 occurring on those reserva
tions to seem kss important than, in fact, they 
are. These cases are generally not publicized in 
the major cities and do not appear to be matters 
of great urgency or public concern. In addition, 
the great distances involved often mean that the 
United States Attorney and his staff are general
ly unaware of the cultures of varying Indian 
communities. They tend to impute the culture 
of one tribe to other tribes. Thus, they cannot 
fully grasp the problems of law enforcement on 
any specific reservation. Furthermore, they 
learn little of progress and c;hange on the 
reservations, nor do they know of the moods 
and attitudes of the reservation's residents." 

The Department of Justice Task Force recognized 
in its report the prevalent feeling among Indian 
people that the Federal Government does not 
consider Indian cases important enough to devote 
sufficient prosecutorial resources: 

Citizen lack of confidence in the reservation 
law enforcement system is widespread. Resi
dents of several reservations believe there has 
been a complete breakdown of law and order. 
They are cynical about the willingness and 
ability of the [Federal] government to protect 
persons and property. In many cases, no effort 
is made to report crime because of the feeling 
that nothing would be done. Self-help is com
mon among both Indians and non-Indians. . .. 

Far more widespread and serious than concern 
about response time is the belief ","ong Indians 
that the Federal Government simply declines to 
prosecute Indian cases because it is unwilling to 
devote" federal prosecutive resources to any
thing but the most unusually serious offenses." 

Declinations of Prosecution 
The high rate of declination of prosecution of 

major crimes offenses by United States attorneys has 
been a source of dissatisfaction in the Indian commu
nity for some time. Precise statistics are not main
tained by Federal law enforcement agencies, but it 
appears that in excess of 80 percent of major crimes 
cases, on the average, presented to United States 
attorneys are declined for prosecution.·s Offenses 

" D<parlmtnt 0/ Justiet Task Fort:l Rtparl. pp. 23-4S. 
" SoUl. DokDlQ HtDrlng. p. 186. 

covered by the Major Crimes Act are serious felony 
offenses. Ordinarily, there is no alternative to Feder
al prosecution other than referral for prosecution 
within the tribal system, where the 6-month limita
tion on sentences that can be imposed is often an 
inadequate sanction for the seriousness of the of
fense. 

The Department of Justice Task Force on Indian 
Matters examined the excessively high rate of 
declinations by United States attorneys and carne to 
the conclusion that the exercise of prosecutorial 
discretion did not appear to be deliberately discrimi
natory, but it was nevertheless unsatisfactory in 
terms of the Federal responsibility: 

It is our conclusion that U.S. Attorneys treat 
Indian country cases in the same manner as they 
lIrent other types of criminal cases. It is also our 
conclusion that to treat these cases in the same 
manner as other federal cases overlooks the role 
tlf state!1oca1 prosecutor which, in addition to 
being the federal prosecutor, the federal gov
t:rnment through the U.S. Attorney must play." 

There is no question that Federal prosecution of 
cases arising in Indian country presents unique 
difficulties. The geographical separation of Federal 
prosecutors and courts from reservation areas 
creates logistical difficulties in terms of transporta
tion of defendants and witnesses for court appear
ances. The large percentage of alcohol-related of
fenses often presents impediments to successful 
prosecution because of the unreliability of the 
perC(:ption and memory of witnesses. Language and 
cultural barriers may cause reservation residents to 
s(:ek to lIvoid having anything to do with a case in 
Federal court. The Department of Justice Task 
Force found that all these factors affected the 
exercise of prosecutorial discretion by United States 
attorneys in the face of competing priorities: 

U.S. Attorneys are committed to t:-ringing 
cases they can win. Regardless of the serious
nes.~ of the offense, Indian cases present a range 
of problems anyone of which often defeats a 
successful prosecution. Against these odds, it is 
difficult for a U.S. Attorney to justify great 
expenditures of time given the competing de
mands on his resources. • . . 

[W]hat we face in the prosecution of crimes 
occurring in Indian country is a fundamental 

H D<parlmtnt 0/ Jus/It, Task For« Rtparl, p.4S. 
.. Ibid., p.48. 
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difference in goals and objectives on the part of 
the managers of the federal system, the prosecu
tors, and the consumers of that system, the 
Indians. The managers are faced with heavy 
competing demands against which they must 
weigh Indian cases. As a general rule they 
prosecute cases in which the government has a. 
good chance to win. Indian cases by their very 
nature are extremely difficult to win and are 
atypical of the kinds of cases usually brought in 
federal court." 

However, as noted earlier, it was the Federal 
Government, and not the Indian tribes, that took the 
initiative to assume Federal jurisdiction over serious 
felony offenses in Indian country and to deprive 
tribes of the authority to exact meaningful sanctions. 
Thus, the Federal Government should bear the 
burden of providing adequate resources for an 
adequate prosecutorial effort: 

[Olne cannot help but be concerned over the 
application of these factors [affecting the deci
sion to decline prosec1.ltion] to cases arising 
from Indian reservations. The Indian people did 
not ask the Federal Government to assume the 
duties of prosecuting major crimes. This task 
was assumed voluntarily by the government 
and the government should bear the burden of 
all accompanying costs." 

The American Indian Court Judges Association 
recognized the difficulties in prosecuting violent 
crimes in which abuse of alcohol is a contributing 
circumstance, but condemned the effect Oil the 
exercise of prosccutorial discretion: 

In declining these types of cases, the prosecutor 
too often allows the real needs of the Indian 
community to fall victim to his own beliefs 
about what will be viewed as moral, acceptable 
or excusable behavior. 

It is estimated that over SO percent of the 
federal cases arising from violations committed 
on Indian reservations involve alcoholic intoxi
cation .... Though this sort of behavior may 
occur often or regularly on reservations, it is 
not, in fact, acceptable. Failure to prosecute in 
such cases could be interpreted as approving of 
anti-social behavior and, in effect, as licensing 
such activity.1T 

In addition to the encouragement of antisocial 
behavior, failure to prosecute a crime engenders 

N "Federal Prosecution on Indian Rcserv.alions," p. 43. 
.. Ihid .• pp. 38-39. 
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communal anger and a breakdown of the social 
structure when "reservation residents see an individ
ual set free without having been punished for his 
crime."Sla 

. A more pr~found effect on the Indian community 
IS the shattenng of trust in the good faith of the 
Fede~al .. Government, which has assumed the re
sponslblht~ of law enforcement in regard to serious 
?ffenses ~I~hout effectively fulfilling its responsibili_ 
ty. The I-;hlef of Law Enforcement Services of the 
Bu~eau of Indian Affairs described the effect 0 

Indian communities of the -breakdown of law an~ 
order caused by failure to prosecute serious offenses: 

They (felon1 offenses under the Major Crimes 
Ac9 are. senous offenses. And whether alcohol 
which !S o~e of the biggest problems o~ 
reservations, IS a good basis for prosecution or 
not, a numbe~ of Unit~d States attorneys will 
not prosecute If alcohol IS involved. . . . 

The fact remains that the Indian community 
looks t~ the Fe~eral Government for the 
prosecution. of senous offenses, and When it's 
!lot ha~pemng, you have, again, this negative 
Impact In the eyes of the Indian community as 
to the role of the Federal Government in Indian 
country. That's where the Whole problem 
starts. The mistrust begins at that level and 
w~el! y.ou. be~in to mistrust the police and the 
cn~lnal Justice system, all the other little 
sections of the wall begin lO crumble .•• 

Pos.sible Directions for Change 
~he serious problems for law enforcement in 

Indian country are to some degree a product of 
neglect. It appears that where participants in the 
system ~e open to change, possibilities for improve
ment eXIst. An examination of some innovative 
pr~grams recently put into effect in the State of 
Anzona and on the Pine Ridge Reservation of South 
Dak?ta ::Iemonstr: • .:s that a more positive Federal 
role In law enforce;:;ent can be achieved. 

inv7stigation and prosecution of Federal cases in 
Indian country. 

. The State of Arizona contains 17 Indian reserva-
tions of varying sizes and characters The N . N' . . avaJo 

atlon IS the largest and most populous, with more 
th.~ 150,000 members occupying a reservation of 9 
ml.hon acres located within 3 States 100 

Michael. H~wkin~ became United States attorney 
for ~he Dlstnct of Arizona in February 1977. In 
loo.king ~t Federal inVestigation and prosecution of 
major cnmes on Indian reservations in Arizona h 
noted the same duplication of investigative effort: 
that had been condemned in 1975 by the now
defunct Department of Justice Task Force on Indian 
Matters: 

(T]he sin~le most dramatic thing. . .1 MW 
(upon. t~lng office .as United States u,t/lI)rJlt:y] 
was slgmficant duphcation and overlap of the 
law ~nforceJ?ent services being offered either 
by t~bal pohce agencies, the Bureau of Indian 
AffalfS Law Enforcement Services and the 
FBI. I found instances, for exampie where 
three separate reports were being pre~ared b 
t~ree separate agencies, witnesses being inte!
v!ewed three and four times by different agen
Cies-no sense, no standards, no guidelines as to 
~he referral of those reports, nothing beyond 
Inform~l un~ers.tandings between individuals 
about. investigative jurisdictions between the 
agencies. I felt.a compelling need, at least on my 
part, to deal with that situation.lol • 

Mr;Ha,,:kin~ perceived ihe effect of the duplication 
of investIgatIons to be detrimental to effective law 
enforcement, as well as wasteful: 

~eyond the cost to taxpayers of such duplica
tion of responsibility, this overlap posed signifi
cant prac!lcal problems for federal law enforce
~ent. Wltnesses to crimes we.'l'e often inter. 
vlewe? by two ~r three !:epa. ..... te agencies, 
:'0metlmes producmg such inherently conflict
Ing, statements that subsequent criminal prose
cutl~ms w~re rendered enormousiy difficult. if 
not Impossible.... . 

The broad discretion vested in the United Stat 
~t~~rn.eys in .the various Federal districts permits t;:; 
~m.tlatlon ?f Innovative programs on a local level. It 
I~ InstruCtlV~ to examine, therefore, the comprehen
sive evaluation and modification of existing practices 
undertaken by one United States attorney in the 
.. Ibid .• p. 43. 

To de~elop. a more effective law enforcement 
~rogra~ In Anzona, Mr. Hawkins initiated discus
sions :-Vlth t:ibal and law enforcement officials of the 
NavajO NatIOn: 

:. ::~:onneasuNarez,Mlesli.mOny. Washington, D.C. Heanng, vol. J p 131 
• ew eJlICO, and Utah. ,. • 

;~8~~~hael D. Hawkins, testimony, Washington. D.C, Jharing. vol. I, pp. 

~Y~~t~~ ~a~~:klin9s7'9statc5mcnt to th~ United Stales Commission on 
• .• .p .. 
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We began with the Navajo Nadon, America's 
largest tribe, which has a fairly sophisticated 
tribal government and its own very intlependent 
well-trained police force, its own independent 
judiciary; and they have a real willingness to 
deal with the problem. So we began there and 
then moved on to the other Indian nations. . . . 

The Navajo guidelines were drafted after a 
series of Ih;."CtingS ... with representatives of 
the tribal police and Bureau of Indian Affairs 
officers and the FBI and myself.'oa 

As a result of these meetings, guidelines were 
issued on a l2O-day trial basis within the Arizona 
portion of the Navajo Nation. The guidelines set 
forth: (1) the types of Federal offenses that would be 
routinely declined for prosecution by the United 
States attorney and thus could be investigated and 
prosecuted within the tribal system; and (2) the 
division of investigative responsibilities for Federal 
offenses among the tribal police, the BIA, and the 
FBI.... Following the 120-day trial period, Mr. 
Hawkins met again with officials from the Navajo 
Nation, the BIA, and the FBI and, with minor 
adjustments, issued final guidelines for the investiga
tion and prosecution of Federal offenses occurring 
within the Navajo Nation. The United States attor
neys for Utah and Arizona agreed to apply the 
guidelines to those portions of the Navajo Nation 
lying within those States, and there are now uniform 
standards for Federal offenses within the Navajo 
Nation, despite the fact that it lies within three 
States. 

After a year's experience with the guidelines, Mr. 
Hawkins met with most leaders of the remaining 
Indian nations in Arizona, who, for the most part, 
wished to have the guidelines put into effect on their 
reservations. With minor alterations, the guidelines 
are now in effect in virtually all the Indian nations in 
Arizona.'·s 

The use of the guidelines first within the Navajo 
Nation and then in other Indian nations in Arizona 

lllJ Hawkins Testimony, WaJhington. D.C. Hearing. vol. I, p. 149. 
IN In lummar)', the {r.uidelines provide as follows: 
AW'lt ~ggrayalt::lg circumstances, the following types of offenses will be 
routinely declined r3r prosecution by the United States Attorney, and Ihus 
may be invdligllted by the tribal police And prosecuted within tribal court: 
alcohol violations, then orrenses involving less than S2,tn) in property loss. 
and as.s.ault, except upon D Federal officer, not resulting in serious bodil)' 
harm. 
The following types of offense may be investigated b), Bureau of Indian 
Arrairs investigators for presentation directly to the United States attorney: 
rape. carnal knowledge. incest, lheft offenses with property loss in eACeM of 
S2.000, pUblic usistanee violations involving leu than SI,OOO. and anon not 
resulting in death or serious bodil)' harm. 
The following types of offenses will be the primary responsibility of the 

has ended the former duplication of investigative 
efforts by tribal, BIA, and FBI investigators, accord
ing to Mr. Hawkins: 

[W]e now have direct reporting. . .by tribal 
agencies, the BlA, and the FBI. There's no 
overlap in the reports; single investigations are 
done; single interviews of witnesses to crimes 
aredonc. IOt 

The greater involvement of tribal officers, Mr. 
Hawkins said, has also improved the quality of 
Federal law enforcement by diminishing cultural 
barriers between the Anglo justice system and 
Indian participants within it. 

It (use of the guidelines] has enhanced signifi
cantly the direct relationship between tribal 
police officers and our own officers. They are 
now more intimately involved in what we do. 
They participate in grand jury proceedings, and 
they are a tremendous help and benefit to 
overcom~ hmguage and cultural and experience 
barriers that may exist between Anglo prosecu
tors and crimes which involve inhabitants or 
members of various Indian nations.'·? 

Officials of the Federal Bureau of Investigation in 
Phoenix participated in the development of the 
guidelines and concur with the United States attor
ney that the implementation has been positive. The 
special agent in charge of the Phoenix Division of 
the FBI said the guidelines have provided a more 
effective use of its investigative resources, since the 
FBI is no longer required to investigate those types 
of cases that would be routinely declined for Federal 
prosecution. With the reduction of th{: number of 
FBI agents on a national level and other priorities 
that demand resources, the FBI official said, it is 
necessary to encourage greater involvement of tribal 
police and the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the 

FBI ror in1lest1gQuon and presentation to the '.Inited States aHorne), ror 
prosecution: murder. manslaughter. assault on a Federal officer resulting in 
krious bodily injury, arson where death or serious bodily harm results, 
b<lnk or other armed robbery, embezzlement, kidnapping, and public 
a.ssiMance violations involving more than SI.ooo loss. 
The guidelines further provide chat an all cases where: the United States 
attorney declines pnlsccution. the report of the invC:50tigauon shall be 
rc:lumcd to the originating agency (or re(crenr."(' to tribal omcials for 
proces.'iing in tribal court . 
The complete text of the guidelines is attached 10 Ihe Statement of Michael 
O. Hawkins. in exhibits. Washlnglon. D.C .. H<9ring. vol. II. 
'" W.,hinglon. D.C.. Htaring. vol. I. p. 149. 
IN Ibid. 
," Ibid .. P 150. 
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investigation of Federal offenses in Indl' 
try.I.a an coun- Th7 greater responsibilities given to tribal and BIA 

police have had another positive effect: Representatives of the Navajo Nation have also 
~n pleased with the implementation of the guide
lines. Closer working relations have developed 
betwee? the Nav~jo Police Department and the 
~~I: With the c1anfication of investigative responsi
blhbe~. The ~hief of law enforcement services 'of the 
NavajO Nabon said the tribal police will soon be 
~apabl~ of more extensive investigative responsibili
ties, WI.t~ .the eventu~1 go~ ~f assuming primary 
r~ponslblhty for .the Investigatlon of major crimes, 
With the FBI plaYing a supportive role.'o, 

<?ne goa! of the United States attorney in promul
~atlng the guidelin~s was to expand tribal investiga
tive and prosecutonal responsibilities in order to put 
th~ Federal law enforcement effort more in accord 
~Ith the pol~cy ?f Indian self-determination. At the 
time ~he gUldehnes w(:t"e first put in effect, Mr. 
Hawkins set this goal: 

T~is expa?sion of responsibility for Nava' 
Tnbal .PoI!ce officials is in the spirit of seI7. 
determinatIOn. We look forward to the d 
when the Tribal P I' '11 h . ay . " 0 Ice WI ave pnmar 
r~pons!bl!lty for all criminal violations occu;' 
nng ':"lthU! t~e. Indian Nation, with federal 
agencies proViding such scientific and other 
support as may be necessary."0 

In h~s. ~i~w, ~r. Hawkins said, the increased 
re~po~slbllibes given to the tribal police by the 
gUldehnes and the greater contact with Fedetal 
p~~~ecutors has improved their investigative capa
bilities: 

As. to those Indian nations with larger tribal 
pohce forces,. we have found a significant 
Improvement In the communication betwee 
o:ficers of those agencies and our own offic; 
SI~ce those officers now have direct contact 
With our .prosecutors, they have a greater 
~nderstan~hng of federal proced ural and eviden
!Iary reqUlrem~nts, and we have seen a resultant 
ImPdrovement In the efficiency of investigations 
con ucted by them.Il1 

,under the guidelines, the United States attorney 
will accep.t referrals for prosecution for. some types 
of cases directly from tribal and BIA investigators. 
101 Leon M. Gaskili, spcci.1.l .agenl i h Ph· .. 
interview, Apr. 9, 1979. n c arge, OCna:\ DIV11ion, FBI, 

;; Larry Be~~lYI .acting commi15ioner or public uf-:cy Nav' p I' 
lI.e~~~:~t~ntervlt':"', Dec.. IS, 1979. ' BJO 0 ICC 

press release A~g'~okml'9'nun(lcted SI~t~ aUorney for the District of Arizona, 
• '. ommwlon files). 
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c\yJe fou?d that the report-writing abilities of 
tnba.l I?Ohce officers and BIA law enforcement 
specialists have improved as a result. That's not 
to ~y that there weren't problems initially, and 
partlcularl~ when you're dealing with the lan
~uage barne~ and tc:rminology barrier. But it 
!ncreased their profiCiency in the report-writing 
ImI?ense}y. And I think bOth sides have henplit_ 
ed trom it."·--- ----- --------

In sum, the experience in the District of Arizona 
d~monstrates that increased responsibility given to 
tnbal and BIA police increases their ability to 
assume an even greater role in Federal law enforce
ment. 

Other exan~ples exist of increased communication 
~d cooperatlon among tribal and Federal officials 
In regar~ to law enforcement on Indian reservations. 
According to the United States attorney for Mon
tana, th.e qu:uity of law enforcement on Indian 
reservatIOns In that State has imprOVed since the 
1960s because of the "development. . .of more 
adequately trained Indian and tribal law enforce
men~ Officers. and ... better cOoperation with the 
FBI In the dehvery of law enforcement to the Ind' 
reserv t' "II. H h Ian . a I.ons. e as systematically brought trib-
al Investlgators into the prosecution of major crimes 
~ases, both to develop their capabilities and to 
Impro~~ communication among tribal and Fedeml 
authontJes: 

With r~pect to the tribal police, in three of the 
reservations we have made every effort to 
e~~oura~e the tribal police forces to submit 
t elr wntten reports to us on any CasL that has 
bc:en accepted for prosecution, to bring the 
tnbal officers to the grand jury, make them a 
part .of the full prosecution system, because I 
fe~1 It m:uces a better operation for them as 
tnbal policemen as far as participating in the 
system from the beginning to the end. And it 
also encourages cooperation between the FBI 
and the tribal polic~men who, frankly, get 
together ~t gra':ld JUry, get together with 
us. . .to diSCUSS It with myself and my assis
tants, and we found it to be very helpful as far 

::: Hawk~ns Slal~menl. Wt;UJ,lngton. D.C, Htaring. vol. II. 
IU H~wk.ms Tts~lmonYI. ~aJhinglon. D.C, IINrlng. '101.1, p. 154. 

o Le,uyTesumonYoibld .• p. lSI. 
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as the law enforcement on the three major 
reservations in Montana. I " 

Another example of a more constructive Federal 
role is found on the Pine Ridge Reservation in South 
Dakota,1U both in terms of the development of an 
imprOVed tribal law enforcement system and the 
initiation of better relations between the FBI and the 
Indian community. These developments are all the 
more remarkable in view of the recent, well-publi
cized, armed confrontations on the reservation and 
the almost complete deterioration of law and order. 

Notable in the recent history of the Pine Ridge 
Reservation W!!S the ,,~\!pation of the village of 
Wounded Knee in 1973. The American Indian 
Movement (AIM) had come into existence in the 
late 1960s as a militant organization seeking to 
provoke change on behalf of Indians by public 
confrontations. Dick Wilson, then tribal chairman of 
Pine Ridge, was bitterly opposed to AIM's ideology 
and tactics and announced his intention to drive 
AIM off the reservation. On February 27, 1973, 
some 200 AIM members and Oglala Sioux seized the 
town of Wounded Knee, site of the massacre 84 
years earlier, and declared their determination to 
stay and die. The Federal Government responded 
by surrounding Wounded Knee with 250 FBI 
agents, U.S. marshals, and BIA police equipped with 
armored personnel carriers, machine guns, and rines. 

'rne siege at Wounded Knee went on for 2-1/2 
months, observed and reported by news media from 
all parts of the United States and several foreign 
countries. During the occupation, two Indians were 
killed and Indians and government agents alike 
received serious wounds from the thousands of 
rounds fired in Li.e course of the gtandoff. 

Following the occupation of Wounded Knee, a 
period of violence and conflict set in on the 
r~<;e!'Vation as AIM and its sympathizers clashed 
with tribal officials, BIA police, and the FBI. A 
series of shootings and deaths followed as various 
factions contended for control of day-to-day affairs 
on the reservation. Many of these homicides remain 
unsolved. 

A special commission was established in the 
spring of 1975 by the Secretary of the Interior to 

". Ibid., p. ISS. 
III Pine Ridge Reservation. home of the Oglala Sioux Tribe, is localed in 
southwest South DDkotD in Bennett. Shennon. and \Vashabaugh Counties. 
or the original 2.8 million .cres provided under the 1889 treaty, appr,,';· 
maldy half rernUlns in Indum ownership. Tribal headquarters arc: localed an 
the village of Pine Ridgt, where: approAlrn;uely 2.000 of the ~ervtl.lion·5 

examine and report on the causes of the unrest on 
the Pine Ridge Reservation. A major contributing 
factor identifi~d was the inadequacy of the tribal law 
enforcement system. The special commission found 
massive dissatisfaction among the tribal police offi
cers themselves and in the Indian community they 
served. The special commission reported: 

The morale of the Department is very low due 
to improper grade structure, lack of leadership, 
poor uniforms and equipment, unqualified per
sons assigned to ieadership positions and politi
cal pressures. . . . 

The relations between the Police Force and the 
public is very negative in all respects. Oreat 
dissatisfaction with the police was expressed in 
all meetings. The people related experiences 
with selective enforcement, harassment, intimi
dation, drunken officers, and general non-pro
fessional activities and abuses."" 

The special commission concluded that: "The 
present patchwork police force could be character
ized as an armed, only slightly controllable faction 
of the community rather than a coherent stabilizing 
force."'17 

Law enforcement problems at Pine Ridge were 
exacerbated by the shootout on June 26, 1975, at 
Oglala that resulted in the killing of an Indian man 
and two FBI agents who were attempting to execute 
an arrest warrant. Following the deaths, more than 
100 heavily armed FBI agents, including a Special 
Weapons and Tactics (SWAn team, combed the 
reservation looking for suspects. The Department of 
Justice Task Force on Indian Matters reported: 
"The number of FBI agents on the reservation has 
increased tensions and has resulted in numerous 
complaints of harassment, illegal searches, and gen
eral disruption of the Reservation."111 

Following"the Oglala killings, the number of FBI 
agents assigned to the Rapid City office, which 
serves the reservation, was greatly increased. As 
standard procedure, FBI agents would travel on the 
reservation in caravans of two to three vehicles, 

popUlation of 12,000 Indians live. The remainder of the population is 
widely dispeBed through the reservation in primarily rural areas. 
II' Reporl1o the Secretory of the Interior from lhe Secretarial Commission 
on the Pine Ridge Intlian Reservation, June 24. 1975. pp.17-18. 
H1 Ibid., p. 19. 
m D<p'lrImtnloJ JUS(fro Task FO"'t RtfI'Jr4 p. 63. 
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anned with automatic weapons and occasionally 
escorted by a helicopter.1IO Although the upgrading 
of FBI personnel and weaponry was characterized 
by the FBI as a necessary security measure, the 
display of force served to intensify hostility against 
the FBI on the part of reservation residents. 

Several factors over the past several years have 
brought a considerable measure of improvement in 
law enforcement on the Pine Ridge Reservation. 
Foremost has been a restructuring of the Oglala 
Sioux Tribal Police under a contract between the 
tribe and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, pursuant to 
the Indian Self-Determination Act. 

Following a change in tribal administrations in 
1977, the Oglala Sioux Tribe contracted with the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs to establish a tribal police 
system with a fundamentally different operational 
structure from the fonner BIA police system, which 
had received widespread criticism. Two Jeey ele
ments characterize the operation of the new Oglala 
Sioux Tribal Police: decentralization and community 
control. Under the previous BIA system, most 
police officers were stationed in the village of Pine 
Ridge, and their services were not readily accessible 
to residents in outlying and rural parts of the 
r=rvation. The lack of a law enforcement presence 
was a contributing factor to the earlier climate of 
violence and lawlessness. 

Under the new system, officers are stationed in 
each of nine districts throughout the reservation. 
This decreases the response time when the police are 
summoned and places theI'.l in closer contact with 
the communities they serve. A lieutenant of the 
Oglala Sioux Tribal Police described the difference 
between the old and new systems: 

Well, I think there is more policemen over a 
bigger area in the communities. Each communi
ty, we just about know the people there and 
how they are going to react, and we are 
available. I mean, there is no such thing as 
having to wait for officers for 2 or 3 hours like 
you had before. We are divided into nine 
districts. . . .In the past, most of the police 
officers were stationed in Pine Ridge or in Kyle. 
And from Pine Ridge to Martin it took them at 
least 45 minutes to get there if they had a call. 
And we got our response time on a call down to 
about 7 minutes. 

II' BrumbJe Tcstimony, South Dakota /{taring. p. 193. 
129 Antelope Tescimony. ibid., pp.119-20. 
12& Alice Aye, testimony, ibid., p. 111. 
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[There are] small detachments allover the 
reservation for the community and for each 
district."· 

A member of one of the outlying reservation 
communities described the improvement brought 
about by the availability of law enforcement services 
within the community: 

As compared to a few years back when the BIA 
had the law and order system, it is a lot better in 
that when the law and order was under the 
BIA, most of the policemen were stationed in 
Pine Ridge. That is about 50 miles away from 
Martin. Any time we needed the help of the 
law, we had to call over to Pine Ridge; 
sometimes it was 2 hours, 3 hours, and some
times they never showed up. It was bad back 
then. It is a lot improved. . . .Because the 
police are right there, right in the community. 
They are right down the street when you need 
them.'" 

A corollary to the decentralization of the tribal 
police is a system of local community control of 
police personnel and activity. The Oglala Sioux 
Tribal Police are under the direction of a police 
commission, composed of commissioners elected 
from each of the nine local districts, which sets 
policy and oversees the operation of the law and 
order program. Each district also elects a district 
public safety review board that has the authority to 
hire, fire, and discipline the police personnel of its 
district. Police are thus stationed in each of the local 
districts and are responsible for their conduct to the 
elected review board in that district.'" 

A member of the American Indian Movement, 
residing in the Porcupine community of the Pine 
Ridge Reservation, praised the new police system 
that makes the officers accountable to the communi
ty: 

Now, the tribal police, we get along with them 
good at Porcupine. We have a commt· ·lty 
police review board. If there is any trouble, 
they have a way to view the complaint and the 
grievances and the people on the police force, 
we know them and get along very well .... 

The police officials themselves have accepted and 
now are finnly in favor of the concept of community 
control. A lieutenant described his initial ambiva-

In Gerald Clifford. inlerview. Apr. 6,1978. 
In Means Testimony, Soutlt Dakota lltarlng. p. 111. 
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lence about control by a community revi~w board 
and his later acceptance based on how the system 
was working in practice: 

When I first heard of this review board idea, I 
felt that policemen can't work for the board, 
that was my idea. And in about 2 months after I 
seen the operation and was part of it, I changed 
my idea. It can be done and it's working this 
way.''' 

No doubt a number of interrelated factors have 
contributed to the lessening of tension and violence 
on the Pine Ridge Reservation, but the improved 
law enforcement system must be seen as a major 
influence. The improvements in law enforcement 
would not have been possible without Federal 
funding. 

At the same time, there has been marked improve
ment in relations between the Indian community on 
the Pine Ridge Reservation and the FBI. Many 
points of contention still exist, but there appears to 
be a basis for discussion and working out of 
differences. The FBI has established a working 
relationship with the new Oglala Sioux Tribal 
Police. Of primary importance is training provided 
by the FBI to tribal (l-.'llice officers, arranged 
through the FBI's Rapid City and Minneapolis Area 
Offices, to prepare tribal policemen to assume 
greater responsibility in the investigation of major 
crimes. The Director of the Minneapolis Area Office 
explained his purpose in making FBI resources 
available for training: 

I would like to see them be able to become a 
greater or have a greater role in it [investigating 
major crimes]. To this end, I am committed to 
as much training as I can possibly provide to 
both the BIA service officers as well as the 
tribal police .... we are trying to accommo
date them by bringing the instructors here from 
Washington. l2D 

In addition to fonnal class training, the FBI has 
been providing onsite instruction in investigative 
techniques, a practice one of the supervisors of the 
Oglala Sioux Tribal Police said he has found most 
useful: 

Well, they take the evidence that I collect and 
they take some of the photos or they go ahead 
and take the photos themselves and all the 

". Anlelope Teslimony. ibid .• p. 120. 
II' "rumble Tcslimony. IbW,. p. i95. 
Ut Ellsworth Brown. testimony. ibid .• p. 122. 

sketches that they make there. So far they have 
commented that we done a good job of getting 
all the evidence and all that stuff. It's making 
their job easier. . . . 

The things that we have missed are the things 
that they are teaching us when they go and do 
their investigation. The officers I have sent out 
with them. . .go right ahead and help them 
take the fingerprints and photographs. They are 
learning right along with them. That is, the new 
men I have on the force."· 

Issues of conflict nevertheless persist between the 
FBI and the Oglala Sioux Tribal Police. Among 
them are the FBI's practice of coming onto the 
reservation without acknowledging an obligation to 
inform tribal authorities of their presence. Also at 
issue is the view of some tribal officials that some 
FBI agents assigned to the Pine Ridge Reservation 
since 1975 have a racist attitude toward Indians. 
Tribal officials and reservation residents also allege 
that there is an inadequate and discriminatory 
pattern of investigation of major crimes by the FBI. 
If the potential defendant is someone identified with 
fonner tribal president Dick Wilson, they say, the 
FBI is slow to act, but if the defendant is someone 
the FBI believes is a member of the American Indian 
Movement, the FBI moves zealously to investigate 
the case.l2T 

A basis exists, however, for discussion of these 
matters of controversy. Meetings have been held 
among tribal police officials, the FBI, and the U.S. 
attorney to air differences and in some instances to 
work out solutions. For exanlple, the U.S. attorney 
agreed to provide detailed infonnation to tribal 
authorities abollt his reasons for declining to prose
cute in major crimes cases. He has also established 
prosecutorial guidelines'" that set forth in general 
terms the types of major cases that will be routinely 
declined for prosecution, thus affording tribal au
thorities the opportunity to place these types of 
cases more quickly within the tribal justice system. 
Both tribal officials and the FBI are firmly in favor 
of continuing the training programs provided by the 
FBI to tribal police. 

The most significant development in the relations 
of the FBI to the Pine Ridge Reservation is a 
reduction by half of the number of agents assigned 
to the Rapid City office that serves the reservation. 

111 Clirrord Interview. Mean, Tt:\limllny. Sou/II Dakofa Jll"Oring. fl. 110. 
m South Dakota llearing. exhibil14, pp. 306-10. 
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Although the FBI stili perceives a need for special 
security measures on certain portions of the Pine 
Ridge Reservation, the lessening of tensions and 
violence has occasioned a reexamination of the level 
of security and the number of personnel necessary to 
serve the reservation.'" The decrease in the amount 
of force displayed by FBI agents on the reservation 
has apparently lessened the hostility toward them. A 
lieutenant of the Oglala Sioux Tribal Police de
scribed the change of attitude of community resi
dents toward the FBI in his district: 

[The] population there in the community are a 
little bit leery of the FBI because the way they 
went and represented themselves be
fore .... Well, before they usually come in 
there and they pack weapons and surround the 
house and all that stuff, and this is the image 
that they went and made for themselves. But so 
far now lately, well, we go over there and there 
is no weapons showing or anything like that, 
and even some of the agents are invited into the 
house and they do their interviewing right 
there. And the relationship between us and the 
special agents with the community is getting 
better. I think they are being accepted a little bit 
more. That isn't all the community, but, you 
know, it's the ones that they go visit-well, 
they are not afraid of the FBI anymore.'" 

The reduction of FBI personnel serving the Pine 
Ridge Reservation has resulted in an increased 
assumption of responsibility by the tribal police, a 
development welcomed by the tribe, the FBI, and 
the United States attorney. The Federal role on the 
reservation in this period has been to encourage and 
facilitate greater tribal participation in law enforce
ment and to take steps to reduce the level of hostility 
between the Indian community and the FBI. Al
though the animosity still persists to some degree, 
Pine Ridge is an encouraging example of the positive 
results that can be obtained by putting into practice 
the Federal policy of Indian self-determination. 

The Natlona! Coordinating Role: A Vacuum 
After completing its review, the Department of 

Justice Task Force on Indian Matters came to the 
conclusion that the Federal Government's law 
enforcement effort on Indian reservations was, in 
fact, contributing to the decline of law and order on 
Indian reservations: 

'M Vrooman Testimony, ibid., p. 185. 
1M Brown Teslimony. ibid., p. 122. 
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While a review of the available evidence dem
onstrates that there is no conscious or systemat
ic discriminatory handling of Indian cases, it 
appears that current federal practices and stan
dards applied in determining declinations in 
Indian cases have created a serious problem for 
the overall maintenance of law and order on 
reservations and have undermined the respect 
and confidence which the Indian people feel in 
the federal government's efforts to respond to 
the growing crime rate. Stated succinctly, 
Indian communities feel that the federal govern
ment is doing little or nothing to solve the crime 
problem. This fact alone should be of serious 
concern. At a minimum there has been a 
breakdown in communication between the Jus
tice Department and Indian communities. At a 
maximum, the federal government is exacerbat
ing the reservation crime problem and under
mining Indian confidence in a system of laws by 
prosecuting so few offenders .... 

The Task Force, in developing recommendations, 
recognized that the difficulties and inadequacies 
identified in the Federal law enforcement effort on 
Indian reservations do not admit to easy solutions 
but nevertheless could be addressed in a specific, 
coordinated manner. Federal responsibility for crim
inal prosecutions in the District of Columbia illus
trates the kind of effort that would be required to 
improve the Fedl!ral performance on Indian reserva
tions: 

The District of Columbia is also a federal 
enclave in which the Federal Governp!ent must 
play a state government role in the criminal 
justice area in a manner similar to that required 
of it with respect to Indian communities. The 
effort exerted in the 1960's ,to reform and 
revamp D.C.'s court system is an excellent 
example of the level of commitment required of 
the federal government in regard to the Indian 
criminal justice system. . . . 

Since the bulk of Indian reservations are located 
in less than ten federal districts, the problem is 
of manageable size.'" 

Foremost among recommendations of the Task 
Force was Federal assisbnce to improve tribal law 
enforcement and court systems, through a coordi
nated effort by the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the 
Department of the Interior and the Law Enforce
ment Assistance Administration of the Department 

UI Ikpanmtnt 0/ Juslict Task FDrr't Rtport. p.49. 
'n Ibid .• p. SI. 
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of Justice. The Task Force urged increasing funding 
for law enforcement and court programs and for 
training. 

The Task FO.rce also urged that greater use be 
made of the services of the Indian desk of LEAA to 
aid communication with the tribes and to provide 
their COl!rt and law enforcement systems with 
assistance: 

LEAA has a national Indian desk and personnel 
in several regional offices who grant and admin
ister a multi-million dollar program of assistance 
to individual tribes and Indian organizations in 
the criminal justice area. LEAA has been a 
resource of major significance and influence. Its 
mission is extraordinarily well suited to meet 
the needs of Indian tribes and the most common 
points of contact with the Department for most 
Indians will have been through LEAA and its 
programs. LEA A has developed an excellent 
Indian program and positive contacts and com
munication with Indian people. It is a source of 
expertise which should be far more extensively 

, utilized by other units of the Department.'" 

The Task Force recommended increased alloca
.lon of investigative and prosecutorial resources to 
Indian cases. It also recommended the adoption of a 
system for improved coordination of Indian matters 
within the Department of Justice. In regard to 
criminal matters, the Task Force recommended that 
the departmental coordinating function include the 
following components: 

Establishing better communication and coordina
tion among all elements of the federal criminal 
justice system and Indian tribes; 
Working with FBI agents and FBI training 
personnel to develop a greater degree of special
ized expertise on Indian law and reservation 
investigations among agents assigned to reserva
tion areas; 
Working with BIA and FBI investigators to 
ensure effective, thorough presentment of cases to 
U.S. attorneys; 
Developing standards of prosecution for Indian 
cases which reflect the Department's role as State 
as well as Federal prosecutor; 
Developing ways to gain greater cooperation 
from Indian people in the prosecution of cases 
including the assignment of a representative of the 
tribal government to work with the U.S. attor-

IU Ibid., p. 68. 
, .. Ibid .• pp. 52-53 (nales amilled). 

ney's office in overcoming language and cultural 
barriers, and to keep the tribe advised of the status 
of cases; 
Instituting methods for using the magistrate sys
tem more effectively so as to favor making arrests 
over seeking indictments and for diverting Feder
al misdemeanor cases to magistrate court for 
disposition. 
Involving the Federal courts in the effort to make 
justice less remote to Indians by periodically 
sitting in areas near reservations nnd increasing 
the numbers ofIndians on juries; 
Reviewing and updating departmental directives 
for FBI intelligence-gathering activities on Indian 
reservations; 
Assisting tribes in their codification of tribal law 
so as to create a coherent scheme of Federal tribal 
offenses; and 
Assisting the Department in developing reason
able legal 8IId legislative approaches to Indian 
jurisdictiOil and related issues .... 

The Current Lack of Coordination 
After the demise of the Task Force on Indian 

Matters, its recommendations in the area of criminal 
justice were not implemented. The problems con
tinue to exist, as discussed in the preceding pages, 
and some have been exacerbated. Coordination of 
Indian criminal justice matters within the Depart
ment of Justice and with other Federal agencies has 
reverted to its former fragmented nature. 

Oversight for the Department's criminal prosecu
tion and investigations, including those in Indian 
country, is handled by the Deputy Attorney Gener
al. Key divisions under his direction include the 
Executive Office of U.S. Attorneys, the Criminal 
Division, the FBI, and LEAA. Deputy Attorney 
General Benjamin Civiletti, later Attorney General, 
did not employ and would not favor an ongoing 
system for monitoring the effectiveness of law 
enforcement in Indian country outside the ordinary 
channels of the Department.'" 

There is little or no monitoring on a national level 
of the FBI's investigative work in Indian country, 
nor is there any ongoing policy discussion about 
how best to employ those investigative resources in 
a time of diminishing budgetary resources. FBI 
Director William H. Webster in testimony before 
the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights discussed the 

,» Benjamin CiviJetti, interview. Mar. 3. 1979. 
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possible assumption by BIA and tribal investigators 
of some or all of the responsibility for investigation 
of major crimes on Indian reservations and the lack 
of any national coordinating role. Asked if there was 
any ongoing discussion between the Department of 
Justice and the BIA, he said: 

It is my understanding that there really is not. 
BIA is highly dispersed in terms of its authority 
and activity. I'm not sure that there's been 
much carryover from the 1975 recommenda
tions of the Department of Justice Task Force 
on Indian Matters. 

I think perhaps it would be well to try to 
reconstitute some discussions in this area. We 
are, as you pointed out, having on-the-site 
discussions with the U.S. attorney very much 
involved in particular areas. 

I've asked and I've been advised that the level 
of cooperation and coordination is spotty; it's 
very good in some places and nonexistent in 
others.'" 

Despite the FBI's key role in Federal law enforce
ment in Indian country, there is no systematic 
communication with other divisions of the Depart
ment of Justice or other Federal agencies on issues 
of policy. FBI Director Webster said, "I don't think 
that we have been involved in national policy with 
respect to the Indians in any significant way. "'37 
Statistics are not collected or monitored that would 
permit an evaluation of the problems on a reserva
tion-by-reservation basis. Finally, there is no plan
ning on a national level to compensate for decreas
ing FBI resources in Indian country. 

Although the Department of Justice Task Force 
recommended greater use of the expertise of 
LEAA's Indian desk in implementing law enforce
ment responsibilities in Indian country, there has 
been little subsequent contact between the Indian 
desk and other divisions of the Department of 
Justice. Dale Wing, Chief of the Indian Criminal 
Justice Program of LEAA, reported: 

Departmental communication in the Justice 
Department with respect to Indian affairs is 
sporadic and responds to where the greatest 
pressure originates. At the time of Wounded 
Knee I was part of the task force. Following 
that I have not been privileged to meet with any 

1M Websrer Testimony, Washington, D. C. Hearing, vol. Jf, p. 8. 
Ut Ibid. 
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departmental unit concerning Indian pro
grams."· 

More serious. however, is the decrease in funding 
for LEAA-sponsored Indian criminal justice pro
grams. The Task Force on Indian Matters strongly 
urged an increase of LEAA training assistance to 
the BIA and tribal police and an expansion of the 
funding LEAA provided to tribal court systems. 
Discretionary funds for Indian criminal justice pro
grams were available in the amount of $5 million in 
1976. Programs were developed in such diverse 
areas as model correctional systems for Indian 
inmates and training of Indian court judges; criminal 
justice programs were also funded for individual 
tribes. For 1979, however, funding was cut more 
than 50 percent from the 1976 level-to $2 million. 
Mr. Wing reported: 

Anytime you cut off either the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs budget or plateau their funding level or 
you cut back on the amount of money that 
LEAA provides, it's going to influence and 
impact the Indian community very negative
ly. 

In fact, there are going to be some hard 
decisions to be made as to which program is 
curtailed and which one is moved alc'ng. So 
because of the continuation process that we 
have going, anything that you cut out of the 
monies, then you're going to have cut one or 
two of the program areas. 130 

Nor can the Bureau of Indian Affairs pick up the 
slack when LEAA funding is reduced. The Chief of 
Law Enforcement Services of the BIA reported: 

Because they cut LEAA's money does not 
necessarily mean that we get an increase in our 
budget. ... 

With rare exception, we have not been able to 
accommodate any of the programs that have 
been terminated by LEAA ... because of the 
lack of funds. • . .So it creates a real problem, 
and although we coordinate as much as we can, 
there are still limited funds available, and when 
his program stops, the tribe does 110. nave the 
money to pick up the program, the Bureau does 
not. It creates a great big impact and a hole 

U, Dale Wmg. testimony, Washington. D.C. /lNring. vol. I. p. 134. 
1'1 Ibid. 
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that's left by the services formerly given by that 
program.'" 

There seems to be across-the-board agreement 
that' improvement of tribal law enforcement and 
justice systems is critical; however, the lack of 
coordination within the Federal system has seemed 
to work against achieving improvement. 

Another example of the negative results produced 
by lack of coordination has been the failure of the 
Federal Government to respond to the problems 
created by the decision in Oliphant v. Suquamish 
Tribe. which settled only part of the continuing 
conflict between tribes and States concerning juris
diction over non-Indians on reservations. 

Jurisdiction Over Non-Indlana-Federal 
Inaction 

Inevitably, the issue of whether tribal courts 
possess authority to try and punish non-Indian 
offenders became the subject of litigation. The case 
eventually to reach the U.S. Supreme Court arose in 
Washington State on the Port Madison Reservation 
of the Suquamish Tribe, an area of some 7,276 acres 
of which 37 percent is in trust status with the 
remainder held in fee simple title by non-Indians. 
The population of Port Madison consists of approxi
mately 3,000 non-Indians and 50 Indians. The tribe 
in 1972 modified its law and order code to provide 
for criminal jurisdiction over all persons, both tribal 
members and nonmembers, on its reservation. 

Oiiphant, a non-Indian resident, was arrested by 
tribal authorities during a tribal celebration and 
charged with assaulting a tribal officer and resisting 
arrest. The circumstances under which the tribe had 
occasion to arrest him were described in the opinion 
of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals: 

When the Suquamish Indian Tribe planned its 
annual Chief Seattle Day celebration, the Tribe 
knew that thousands of people would be 
congregating in a small area near the tribal 
traditional encampment grounds for the cele
bration. A request was made of the local county 
to provide law enforcement assistance. One 
deputy was available for approximately one 8-
hour period during the entire weekend. The 
Tribe also requested law enforcement assistance 
from the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Western 
Washington Agency. They were told that they 
would have to provide their own law enforce-

". Suarez Testimony, ibid., pp. 134-3S. 
'" Oliphant v. Sc:hli •• 544 F. 2d 1007. I I 13 (9th Cir. 1976). ,.""rwJ sub 
nom. Oliphant v. Suquamish. 435 U,S. 191 (1978). 
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ment out of tribal funds and with tribal person
nel. 

Appellant was arrested at approximately 4:30 
a.m. The only law enforcement officers avail
able to deal with the situation were tribal 
deputies. Without the exercise of jurisdiction by 
the Tribe and its courts, there could have been 
no law enforcement whatsoever on the Reser
vation during this major gathering which clear
ly created a potentially ,1angerous situation with 
regard to law enforcement,'" 

Oliphant applied for a writ of habeas corpus to the 
U.S. district court challenging the tribal court's 
jurisdiction over him, which was denied. The Ninth 
Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the denial, saying 
that the "power to preserve order on the reserva
tion. . .is a sine qua non of the sovereignty that the 
Suquamish originally possessed" and no treaty {lr 
congressional statute had removed such powers ... • 
The U.S. Supreme Court agreed to hear the case. 

The Oliphant litigation had been widely recog
nized to have broad implications beyond the inter
ests of the individual petitioners and itself became an 
arena of conflict between Indian and non-Indian 
interests. Indeed, the attorneys general for Washing
ton and South Dakota appeared before the Court as 
amicus curiae. arguing that Indian tribes lacked 
jurisdiction to try and punish non-Indians. They 
were joined in their briefs by the attorneys general 
of Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota, 
Oregon, and Wyoming, all States with significant 
portions of Indian country. The Solicitor General of 
the United States, acting pursuant to the Federal 
trust responsibility for Indian tribes, also entered as 
amicus curiae. arguing the position of the United 
States that Indian tribes did, in fact, possess jurisdic
tion to try and punish non-Indians. Several national 
Indian organizations filed amicus briefs expressing 
the interest of all tribes in the issue of tribal criminal 
jurisdiction over non-Indians. 

The U.S. Supreme Court in a 6 to 2 opinion 
written by Justice William H. Rehnquist reversed 
the court of appeals and held that Indian tribal 
courts d,p not have inherent criminal jurisdiction to 
try and punish non-Indians.'" The Court found that 
both Congress and the executive branch had oper
ated historically on the assumption that such juris
diction did not exist, at least in part because tribes 

'" It!. at 1009. .n Jd. 
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did not have justice systems similar to or recogniz. 
able by the United States. This assumption was 
given significant weight by the Court in interpreting 
the purpose and effect of jurisdictional provisions in 
the early treaties, the Point Elliott Treaty with the 
Suquamish, and congressional jurisdiction legisla
tion. Utilizing its recently modified rul:! of Indian 
treaty and statutory constructiontU-that "treaty 
and statutory provisions which are not clear on their 
face may 'be clear from the surrounding circum
stances and legislative history',"'" the Court deter
mined that collectively the "treaties and statutes 
imply the absence of tribal criminal jurisdiction over 
non-Indians. 

The opinion is a departure from doctrines of 
Indian law enunciated in other decisions in this 
century by the United States Supreme Court .... 
Most important is the principle of Indian treaty 
construction in United States v. Winans that "a treaty 
was not a grant of rights to the Indians, but a grant 
of rights from them ... a reservation of those not 
granted."l4T The Treaty of Point Elliott, between the 
United States and the Suquamish Tribe, is silent on 
the matter of criminal jurisdiction over non-Indians 
and thus, under Winans. would presumably be a 
reservation by the tribe of such jurisdiction. A 
commentator has noted: 

[B]y refusing to acknowledge the vitality of the 
Winans doctrine ... Mr. Justice Rehnquist ap
pears to prefer nineteenth century case law and 
vague readings of congressional intent, to the 
concept of tribal sovereignty that has been 
developed by the Court in this century .... 

The Court acknowledged the development of 
Indian tribal courts, the procedural protections 
afforded to all persons subject to Indian tribal courts 
by the Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968, and the 
prevalence of non-Indian crime on Indian reserva
tions that had led tribes to assert criminal jurisdic. 
tion, but held that these were all "considerations for 
Congress to weigh in deciding whether Indian tribes 
should finally be authorized to try non.Indians."'" 
They "have little relevance," the Court said, "to the 
principles which lead us to conclude that Indian 
tribes do not have inherent jurisdiction to try and to 

'" DeCo'eau v. DIl'ric' County Court. 420 U S. 42S (197Sj. 
.. , 43S U.S. at 20S. n. 17. 
... A critical analysts or the majonl)' opmlon In Oliphant is found In 
Comment, "Oliphant v. Suquamish Indian Tnbc' A JuriMiictional Quag. 
mire." Soulh DakolO Lo., RtfI • .,. vol. 24 (1979). p. 217 (hereafter Cited as 
Jurudictional Quagmlr~). 
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punish non-Indians."u. The holding and opInion 
were addressed solely to the matter of tribal jurisdic. 
tion to try and punish non· Indians for criminal 
offenses. 

The Aftermath of Oliphant 

The Oliphant case arose on a small reservation 
with a relatively large number of non-Indian resi
dents compared to the tribal population. Despite the 
gees! diversities among Indian reservations and their 
populations, however, the U.S. Supreme Court's 
holding that Indian tribes lack jurisdiction to try and 
punish non-Indians committing offenses on their 
reservations falls with indiscriminate effect on all 
reservations. Substantial law enforcement problems 
have arisen in the wake of Oliphant, particularly in 
those reservations containing vast geographical 
areas crossed by major highways where there is 
significant non-Indian traffic, where Indian residen. 
tial popUlation and land ownership is intermixed 
with tribal land and population, or where there are 
considerable numbers of non· Indians temporarily 
present because of economic development or tour
ism. 

The Supreme Court's holding in Oliphant preclud. 
ed, at least without the consent of the accused, the 
prosecution of non· Indian offenders in tribal courts. 
The Court gave no guidance about what procedures 
are lawful for the handling of non·Indians accused of 
committing offenses on Indian reservations. Some of 
the jurisdictional questions that have resulted; with 
practical implications for day· to-day law enforce
ment, are whether tribal police may lawfully arrest 
and detain non-Indian offenders on the reservation 
and hold them for submission to local authorities, 
how to determine whether an accused offender is an 
Indian or a non-Indian, and whether and under what 
circumstances the State or the Federal Government 
has jurisdiction over offenses committed by non
Indians on Indian reservations. 

As a result of the confusion about these jurisdic
tional issues, there has been great divergence of 
opinion and practice among various State, Federal, 
and tribal officials. Illustrative of the difficulties and 
inconsistencies in resolving these post- Oliphant 

.., 198 U.S. 371. 381 (190S). The Supreme Court utilized the lI';n •• r 
doclnne recently In United States v. Wheeler, 43S U.S. 313 (1978). 
Ul JurisdIctional Quagmirr. p. 23l. 
.., 43S U.S. at 1022. 
u. It!. at 1022-23. 
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issues are the experiences of Federal, tribal, and 
State officials in South Dakota. 

One unresolved issue is the appropriate proce.dure 
for determining whether an accused offender IS an 
Indian or a non-Indian and therefore whether the 
tribal court has jurisdiction. A South Dako~a Stat~'s 
attorney outlined the practical and legal difficulties 
in determining the status of an accused offender: 

[T]he problem is also insepa~able with ~he 
problem of what actually constltutes a~ Indian 
person. We have again, as I understan~ It, a law 
case which in effect says thnt there IS a. two· 
pronged test: first, is there a recognl~able 
amoll.nt of indian blood and, second, ~s ~e 
acknowledged as an Indian in the community m 
which he lives? 

Now this is great if you have .several months 
and a lot of time and a lot of witnesses and the 
usual appellate procedures available to you. ~ut 
it doesn't really give any guidance to the pohce 
who are charged with enforcing this, a~d.' I 
don't know, it's part of the whole oyerndmg 
problem here. How do you determme what 
happens7 U1 

Tribal chairmen of the Oglala Sioux and the 
Cheyenne River Sioux expressed the view that the 
tribal court, rather than a police officer, should 
determine the status of an accused offender and 
therefore its jurisdiction: 

Not all white people are bad, but you know, we 
have Indians that look like white people too, 
blond hair, blue eyes, so it .wou!d be our 
opinion since the Oliphant thmg, IS [for the 
police] to make the arrest and bring them in to a 
tribal hearing to determine whether they are 
Indian or non·Indian .... 

[Y]ou cannot ask a policeman out there when 
~omeone is breaking the law to stop and 
determine whether or not he is an Indian .or a 
non-Indian. The policeman has no busmess 
making an assumption of w.hethe.r or not. he has 
jurisdiction over a person If he I~ breakmg. the 
law. That is the court's prerogative, and sl~ce 
the Wheeler decision that says that the tnbal 
courts are not arms of the Federal courts! I 
believe that the tribal court has .•. to determme 
its own jurisdiction over any case that comes 
before it. ... 

HI Leon:ud Andera, tC1timony, StJulh [Jakula II«YJr;ng. p. 75. 
m Elijoh Whih,,"d lIorse. t",timon)', Ihid .• p. 86. 
IU Wayne Ducheneau~, testimony. Ibid .• p. 238. 

Another issue left unaddressed by Oliphant is the 
authority of tribal police to arrest and detain a non
Indian offender for submission to local or Feder~l 
authorities, in the absence of a formal cross-dep~tI. 
zation agreement. As an example of the practical 
difficulties caused by the uncertainty, officials in 
South Dakota hold widely differing opinions th~t 
result in great divergence throughout the State ~n 
how arrests of non· Indians are handled. DaVid 
Vrooman, United States attorney for South I?akota, 
stated his own view that tribal officers do, 10 fact, 
possess such authority, although no guidance at that 
time (some 4 months after the decisio? in Oliphant) 
had come from the Department of Justtce: 

I might say I don't think the Department .has 
made an opinion yet as to whether the tnbal 
officers have the right to arrest and turn .oyer 
[non.Indians] to the States. My personal opInion 
is that based on the Treaty of 1889, th8:t based 
on my understanding of case law which has 
developed for 100 years, and also based on the 
dissent in Oliphant, which I thought very well 
made the point, I think they do have the nght to 
arrest non-Indians. t •• 

Philip Hogen, State's attor?e~ f?r. Jac.ksoll and 
Washabaugh Counties, whose JUrlsdlctton 10cludes a 
portion of the Pine Ridge Reser~ation, ~as of the 
view that, in light of Oliphant. tnbal pohce. had no 
authority to arrest non-Indians based on their status 
as law enforcement officers but could make citize~'s 
arrests under South Dakota law for offenses com~lllt
ted in their presence, with no greater Of lesser right 
than other South Dakota citizens .... 

On the other hand, Tom TO,bin, State's attorney 
for Tripp County, South Dakota, whose juris.diction 
includes portions of the Rosebud Reservation for 
purposes of State government, said he thought it \~as 
doubtful that tribal police officers had the authOrity 
to make citizen'S arrests of non-Indian offenders and 
that he was not accepting complaints based on such 
arrests for prosecution in State court. t .. 

Also left unanswered by Oliphant is whether so
called "victimless crimes," such as speeding, poss~s
sion of drugs, or driving while intoxi~ated, co~ml.t. 
ted by non-Indians on Indian reservations fall wlthm 
the exclusive jurisdiction of the State or Federal 
courts or whether jurisdiction is concurrent. 

I .. Vrooman T~timony, ibid .• p. 189 
1U Philp Hogen, testimony. ibid,. J'I. 8S. 
IH Tom Tobin. teslnnon)" ibid .• p. 168-69. 
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Leonard Andera, State's attorney for Brule Coun
ty, South Dakota, summarized the difficulties the 
confusion presents for law enforcement in Indian 
country and his own view that the State does not 
have jurisdiction over minor offenses committed by 
non-Indians on Indian reservations: 

The ~ifficul~y that arises as a practical matter is 
that If the tribal court does not have "criminal" 
ju~sdiction over non-Indians within the bound
aries, then who does? And I can go along with 
the concept that the Federal Government may 
have jurisdiction for Federal offenses within the 
reservation boundaries, but the thing that the 
t~ibes will .deal with from day to day are not 
l-ederal crimes. They are not major crimes' 
!hey are not the assimilated crimes, but they ar~ 
mstead traffic violations, intoxication violations 
disturbing the peace, criminal destruction of 
private property, simple assaults-these are the 
types of things that they deal with. And in most 
instances, all the instances that I am aware of. 
these would be violations of State law. Now; 
we have the f.juestion then as to whether the 
State. has jurisdic.tion to do anything within the 
exterior boundaries of an Indian reservation. If 
~hese offenses. take place off a State highway, 
for example, If they take place on the Indian 
trust land does the State have jurisdiction to say 
you have violated a section of the State code? 
My own personal feeling is that they do 
110t ...... 7 

In contrast, the State's attorney for Jackson 
County stated his view that the State of South 
Dakota has exclusive jurisdiction over offenses 
committed by non-Indians anywhere in the State 
including Indian reservations: ' 

Within Washabaugh County [the Pine Ridge 
Reservation] I do not consider that the State of 
~outh Da~ota has jurisdiction over anyone that 
IS an Indian. I consider that, pursuant to the 
Oliphant decision and the law that went before 
that, the State of South Dakota has jurisdiction 
over everyone not an Indian. I think the 
Oliphant decision said we solely would have 
that jurisdiction .... 

extent of authority of the tribal police to arrest non
Indian traffic offenders on the reservation: 

I think that, yes, there has got to be law 
enforcement. . . .I think there is a lot of misun
derstanding among the people just exactly to 
what extent the tribe does have juriSdiction 
over 'people or where. . . . 

[I]n view of the Oliphant decision, in view of 
the lack of communication of whether or not 
they have a working agreement with the coun
ty, I feel that these individuals [the tribal police] 
do not have the authority to stop me .... 

Conversely, Indian residents of reservations can 
legitimately ask whether non-Indians are, in effect, 
above the law because of the uncertainty about tribal 
arrest. The chairman of the Colville Tribe in 
Washington described the tensions there following 
Oliphant: 

[AlII hell has broken loose back on the reserva
tion between the tribe and county and the State 
court since Oliphant has been made pUblic. . . . 

There had been cross-deputization between the 
State, county, city municipalities, and the tribal 
officers. 

That agreement that was signed by the sheriff 
and our chief of police is in effect; and yet one 
of our officers has just been arrested 
for ... unlawful imprisonment. He arrested a 
~on-Indian for reckless driving, endangering 
life and property. . . . . 

It looks like the county got this individual to 
sig." a complaint against our officer ..•. We are 
gomg to make it a tribal fight. . .. But I want 
to make clear that the individual citizens on the 
reservation are as concerned about the situation 
out there as we are. Our officers are the only 
ones th~t have been able to provide any sort of 
protectIOn out on the reservation. 

Now, since Oliphant. it is wide open."" 

Negotiations between tribal governments and 
local governments about the handling of non-Indian 
offenders have been hampered by uncertainty about 
t~e legal .ground rules, particularly the authority of 
tribal pohce to arrest and detain non-Indian offend
ers and the allocation of jurisdiction between the 

Thc:se uncertainties have exacerbated tensions 
between Indians and non-Indians. A non-Indian 
rancher residing within the Pine Ridge Reservation, 
for eXample, expressed apprehension about the 
In Andt'ra TClalimony, ibid., p, 66. 
tu Hogen Testimony, ibid., p. 84. 
m Marion Schultz, te5.limony. ibid .• p. 128-29. 

, .. Mel Tonashel, tesrimony, HNn'nis on S,2501 B,/on Iht &nOlt Stl«1 
~~;';:ttt. on Indian Affain. 9~lh Cong., 2nd sess., Mar. 9-10. 19?8, pp. 
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St.ate and Federal Government for prosecution of 
"victimless" offenses. 

There are currently nine reservation areas located 
in whole or in part in South Dakota, all occupied by 
different bands· of the Great Sioux Nation. The 
handling of' non-Indian offenders on these reserva
tions indicates that the Federal Government has not 
played an assertive or effective role, either prior to 
or subsequent to the Oliphant decision. The effect is 
that reservation public safety has become subject to 
the willingness of local governments to enter into 
cooperative arrangements with the tribes for the 
handling of non-Indian offenders. 

Pine Ridge 
The Pine Ridge Reservation of the Oglala Sioux, 

the largest reservation in South Dakota, is located in 
the southwestern portion of the State. A popUlation 
ofapproximately 11,000 people live on a land bare of 
nearly 3 million acres. Following the 1973 occupa
tion of the village of Wounded Knee and its 
aftermath of tribal factionalism and the significant 
p~esence of Federal law enforcement agencies, the 
public has perceived the Pine Ridge Reservation as 
an area of violence and lawlessness. 

Despite the public view, however, personal work
ing relationships have developed between some 
tribal officials and county law enforcement officials 
that have afforded a workable interim arrangement 
for the handling of non-Indian offenders. 

Law enforcement f()r matters under Staie jurisdic
tion in the Washabaugh County portion of the 
reservation is the responsibility of the sheriff of 
Jackson County. A close working relationship exists 
between the Jackson County sheriff and the tribal 
police lieutenant whose reservation territory lies 
adjacent to Jackson County. If the tribal police 
arrest a non-Indian offender on the reservation, they 
will detain the offender until the sheriff can arrive 
and take the person into custody for prosecution. 
Sheriff Arnold B. Madsen of Jackson County and 
Lieutenant Ellsworth Brown of the Oglala Sioux 
Tribal Police described their arrangement for the 
handling of non-Indian oflenders: 

COUNSEL. Lieutenant Brown, could you tell us 
how it's handled if you or one of your officers 
observe a non-Indian committing some sort of 
offense within Washabaugh County on the Pine 
Ridge Reservation? 

'" S<Juth Dakota H<aring. p. 114. 
,., Hogcn Testimony. ibidH p. 86. (Ordinarily D law enforcement omc~r is 
immune from clvilliabilily If hi. aclion. Were reasonable and In good fallh.) 

'-fRo BROWN. Well, the one thing that happened 
was that about 8 months ago one of my officers 
went and stopped a vehicle for a OWl [driving 
while intoxicated] and when we turned it over 
to SherilT Madsen-well, the State's attorney 
went avd had my officer go ahead and make 
citizen's arrest and then went to court up there 
in Kadoka and thl: person got convicted. 

COUNSEL. Did your officer testify in the State 
court? 

MR. BROWN. Well, yes, that is what I and 
Sheriff Madsen was talking about. That is the 
way we worked it out. . . . 

COUNSEL. What happens if, for example, you 
would stop an intoxicated driver who turns out 
to be a non-Indian? How do you handle that in 
terms of detaining the person? 

MR. BROWN. Well, I would call Sheriff Madsen 
over and have him take the matter. Until he 
makes the arrest, I will be the one that signs the 
complaint. . .I will hold him right where we're 
at. We have a substation down there where we 
keep them. And it's just a matter of minutes 
before Sheriff Madsen can get there. 

COUNSEL. Would you like to comment on what 
Lieutenant Brown said as far as handling of 
non-Indian offenders, Sheriff Madsen? 

MR. MADSEN. Yes. In our area, that is t;le way 
it works. And lik!': I said, it's working real well 
between the trib~ officers and myself,'·' 

However, no formal cross-deputization exists be
tween the tribe and the county. According to the 
State's attorney for Jackson and Washabaugh Coun
ties, the tribal police in arresting a non-Indian are 
merely making a citizen's arrest, which would not 
allow them the immunities available to law enforce
m~nt officers if sued for misconduct.'·' Neverthe
less, the State's attorney accepts for prosecution in 
the State court complaints from tribal police officers 
regarding non-Indian oft enders, and in his view the 
informal system works smoothly .... 

Similarly, in Bennett County, the diminished 
portion of the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation where 
checkerboard jurisdiction exists, the tribal police 
will transport a non-Indian offender observed com
mitting an offense on trust land to the county 
sheriff's office for eventual prosecution in State 

, .. Ibid. 
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court although, again, no fonnal cross-deputization 
agreement exists. If. A tribal officer described the 
arrangement: 

Well, up until now we have arrested the person 
and produced them at the sheriff's office at 
which time we sign a complaint and incarcerate 
them if it was a jailable offense. . . . 

We take them to the county court or State court 
or whatever or the magistrate, see the magis
trate for that matter and dispose of it that 
way. II. 

Asked if the State's attorney accepted ~he arrest as 
a citizen's arrest and took the offender to court, the 
tribal officer replied, "Yes, he does." 

The cooperative working arrangements between 
county and tribal law enforcement officials in regard 
to the Pine Ridge Reservation demonstrate that, 
despite the jurisdictional complexities, a workable 
arrangement for the handling of non-Indian offend
ers is possible if all parties approach the matter in 
good will and good faith. The personal and noninsti
tutional nature of the arrangements, however, ren
ders them vulnerable to changes of circumstances 
and changes of personnel in the official positions of 
the counties and the tribe. 

Rosebud 

In the early 19705, the Rosebud Sioux Tribe 
entered into lit:gation against the State of South 
Dakota regarGing the boundaries of its reservation. 
This culminated in a ruling by the U.S. Supreme 
Court in 1977 that the various allotment acts had 
diminished the exterior boundaries of the rer,ervation 
to one of the four counties that constituted the 
original reservatIOn created by treaty in 1889.'0' The 
remaining portion of the reservation, Todd County, 
is attached to adjacent Tripp County for purposes of 
county and State administration. 

Since the Oliphant decision, the Rosebud Sioux, 
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the county 
government have not worked out a cooperative 
arrangement for handling non-Indian offenders, and 
no cross-deputization agreem~nt existS. IG7 Uillike 
Jackson and Bennett Counties, the State's attorney 
for Tripp County has declined to accept for prosecu
tion complaints issued by tribal police to non-Indian 
, .. Antelope Testimony, ibid., pp. J 14-lS. 
". IbId., p. 114. 
'M Rosebud Sioux Tribe v. KneIp. 430 U.S. 584 (1977). 
'n Soulh Dakala Heart.g. pp. 157.58. 
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traffic offenders, despite the fact that such a system 
existed in the 1950s before the tribe and the State 
became adversaries in the jurisdictionallitigation.loo 

The gap in law enforcement has apparently led 
some non-Indians to believe that their conduct on 
Indian reservations is beyond the reach of the law. 
George Keller, Superintendent of the Rosebud 
Reservation Agency, Bureau of Indian Affairs, 
described an incident where a non-Indian traffic 
offender had flouted tribal police and the county 
authorities refused to take any action: 

I would like to point to an instant previous, in 
fact 2 days ago, where a non-Indian passed a 
tribal police unit equipped with red lights. The 
police unit had a radar system in it. The car that 
passed was exceeding the speed, I don't know, it 
was well-60, 65 miles an hour. She was cited. 
The ticket was taken to Winner. The tribal 
police officer was disallowed even to sign a 
complaint.'·· 

Mr. Keller said that, in his view, the failure of the 
county and the tribe to reach an agreement for the 
handling of non-Indian offenders indicated that a 
system of Federal prosecution was necessary to 
protect the public safety on the reservation: 

I don't like to make an issue of these things, but 
I am in fact continually faced with them every 
day and night, and I am pushing to try to get 
some agreement set up. We are willing to meet 
in every respect with the State and try to get 
something worked out and with the tribe too. 
We are caught somewhat in the middle .. The 
tribe did pass a resolution indicating they would 
like to have a Federal magistrate stationed at 
Rosebud, which in effect would answer a lot of 
these questions.17' 

Sisseton 

After protracted litigation initiated by a reactivat
ed tribal government in the early I 970s, the U.S. 
Supreme Court held that the Lake Traverse Reser
vation of the Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe in 
northeastern South Dakota had in fact been termi
nated by the allotment process.l7l The tribe itself 
was not terminated and retained its Federal recogni
tion, but the result of the decision was that the 
Federal Government and the tribe retained jurisdic
tion only over the remaining trust land within the 
'M Ibid, p. 158. 
,n George Keller. teslimony. ibid. p. 160. 
no Ibid., p. 169. 

, .. DeColeau Y. Dis"ic, Counly COUrl. 420 U.S. 425 (1975). 
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former reservation area, with non-Indian-owned 
land under the jurisdiction of the State. Trust land 
and land under State jurisdiction are intermingled in 
a checkerboard pattern of jurisdiction. 

The undiminished trust land portions of the 
Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe lie within five coun
ties in northeastern South Dakota. In 1976 and 1977 
Eugene Trottier, Assistant Area Special· Officer, 
Bureau of Indian Affairs, in recognition of the 
particular law enforcement problems occasioned by 
checkerboard jurisdiction, convened a series of 
infonnal meetings between tribal and county offi
cials in an attempt to facilitate cross-deputization 
agreements. Mr. Trottier explained why cross-depu
tization is necessary for effective law enforcement in 
an area of checkerboard jurisdiction: 

There were many times that in an accident 
situation it took us a half hour or more, either 
with the sherirrs department or the highway 
patrol, trying to detennine whose jurisdiction 
actually it was on. Without cross-deputization, I 
felt law enforcement officers just couldn't do 
their jobs .... 

I am convinced that the only way to have 
effective law enforcement is for the officer who 
observes the violation to be able to take the 
action and to get the successful prosecution.'" 

The tribe entered into a fonnal cross-deputization 
agreement with Marshall County, one of the five 
counties. Tribal police officers are cross-deputized 
as Marshall County deputies and Marshall County 
deputies are deputized as tribal officers, with the 
result that alI Inw enforcement officers can function 
il1 both State and tribal jurisdictions in the county. 
According to both tribal and Marshall County law 
enforcement authorities, the cross-deputization ar
rangement has functioned well. Sheriff Ralph Olau
son of Marshall County reported: 

Since this new cross-deputization went in effect, 
we haven't had any real problems. Most of the 
arrests that tribal police have made was speed
ing violations. There has been a few drunken 
driver violations. There was one question that 
went to court where the white man they had 
arrested for drunk driving, he didn't feel they 
had jurisdiction, and as the State's attorney 
explained to him, we had cross-deputization and 
he accepted thlit.l1:I 

In Eugene TmUier, testimony, South Dakola H~Qn·"g. pp. 19 and 28. 
m Ralph OJaulon, testimony, ibid., p. 28. 

In contrast, there exists a longstanding, pervasive 
lack of trust and cooperation between the tribal 
government and county government in Rc,berts 
County, the site of the town of Sisseton alld the 
tribal headquarters, that has adversely affected the 
quality of law enforcement and the relations be
tween Indians and non-Indians, despite efforts at 
mediation and conciliation by Federal officials. 

Prior to the late 1960s, the tribal government of 
the Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux was relatively unor
ganized and inactive. In the early 1970s, an activist 
tribal government came into existence and, utilizing 
grants and contracts made available under the 
Federal policy of Indil1n self-detennination, under
took progranls that generated rivalry and clashes 
with the county government and the non-Indian 
business c{)mmunity.174 During the period of litiga
tion in DeCoteau v. District Court. the uncertainties 
as to whether the tribe or the county government 
had jurisdiction exacerbated tensions between Indi
ans and non-Indians and created chaos in law 
enforcement. Tribal ChairnJan Jerry Flute described 
the situation in Sisseton while the DeCoteau case 
made its way through the courts: 

During this perk)d of time, the tribe, because of 
jurisdictional pi oblems, and these were caused 
primarily by ::. number of lawsuits that were 
filed in the State and Federal courts and 
ultimately : ,;sulted in the U.S. Supreme Court 
decision that ruled the reservation boundaries 
had been terminated and the reservation was 
diminished to those parcels of trust land. 

[P]rior to the Supreme Court decision when the 
lower courts were ruling on the issue, we went 
through a period of about 2 months where there 
was absolutely no law and order for the Indian 
people on the reservation. The State courts had 
ruled and the appeals courts had ruled the State 
did not have jurisdiction over any Indian people 
anyplace within the boundaries of the reserva
tion, and this left the tribe and the community in 
a chaotic situation that the tribe was not 
prepared financially or manpower-wise to 
quickly put into effect the judicial system or 
court system. 

The court rulings forced us to do this. It was 
the long-range plan of the tribe to eventually do 
this in a staged process. The lower court rulings 
forced us into this. This caused many problems 
within the community. When the case was 

llil Jerry Fluter lestimony, ibid,. pp. 35-36. 
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finally ~~olved by the U.S. Supreme Court and 
the ~'~clslon was that the boundaries had been 
terminated. and that the tribe had jurisdiction 
only oVl!r Its Own members on trust land again 
we went through a chaotic period of time whe~ 
no one really knew who had jurisdiction, where 
law enforcement started, where somebody else 
tock over, whatever the situation was.''' 

ton-~ahpeton Sioux Tribe and Roberts County 
offiCIals. The Community Relations Service of the 
Department of Justice, through officials from its 
De~ver reg~onal office, attempted over an 18-month 
penod to bnng about a cross-deputization agreement 
and to form a human relations commission to 
add.ress the tensions between the Indian and non
IndIan communities in Sisseton. Leo Cardenas 
Regi?nal Director of the Community Relation~ 
ServIce, . ex~ressed optimism that keeping lines of 
commUnIcatIon open might eventually bring about a 
resolution of the differences. He acknowledged, 
~owever, .that the efforts of the Community Rela
tIons ServIce had yet to prodUce results: "We have 
not. . .seen positiVe result!:, you know, that we 
could take to the bank today. "18' 

The deteriorating relations between the tribal 
go~ernmen.t and the county government and non
Indl~n ~USIness community resulted in the tribe's 
mo".mg Its headquarters from Sisseton to trust land 
?utsl~e the town, whiSh further increased the 
Isolation between the two communities,u" Although 
coun~y officials attended some of the informal 
meetings arranged by Mr. Trottier of the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs in an attempt to work out a cross
d~p~tization ~greement, the Roberts County com
mIssIoners ultimately voted not to enter into a cross
de~utizati..m ~greement with the tribe.''' During this 
penod, the tnbe began to assert criminal jurisdiction 
Over offenses committed by nOli-Indians on trust 
land aner the county terminated the previous ar
rang~ment of accepting complaints from tribn! offi
cers 1!1 the county courts.17O 
~ollowing the Oliphant decision, the climate of ill 

feelIng between the tribal government and county 
?overnment resulted in the county's refusal to enter 
mto ~ny sort of cooperative arrangement for the 
handlIng o~ non-India~ offenders. The county':heriff 
hO~ds the vIew that tnbal police lack authority after 
Oliphant to arrest non-Indians who commit minor 
offe~ses on trust land, and the State's attorney has 
de~lmed to accept such complaints from tribal 
polIce for prosecution.'" Thomas DeCoteau chief 
o~ police of the Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux 'Tribe 
saId: ' 

We. ain't. doing nothing now. We catch non
IndIans VIolating laws on the trust land usually 
for traffic. We usually just stop them' and let 
them go, because we attempted to file charges 
and th~ State court-State's attorney wouldn't 
ac(~pt It ... • • 

Efforts at mediation and conciliation by Federal 
officers at the local and regional level have proved 
unsuc~essfui in bringing about an agreement for the 
handlmg of non-Indian offenders between the Sisse
IU Ibid. 
n. Ibid. 

::: TrolllerTestimony and.Neil Long, testimony, ibid., pp. 19-21. 
Thomas DeCOIC!au, tesllmony. ibid. pp. 22.23. 
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Officials from the Bureau of Indian Affairs have 
also been ~nsuccessful in their attempts to medIate 
between tnbal a.nd county officials an arrangement 
for the prosecutIon of non-Indian offenders on trust 
land. Walter V. Plumage, Area Special Officer in the 
Abe:deen Ar~a Office of the Bureau of Indian 
Affa~rs, desCrIbed his responsibility as a Federal 
offiCIal to help develop a working agreement be
tween the tribe and the county for the handling of 
non-Indian offenders: 

fWJe at the area level. . .generally do not get 
Il~volved unless it is requested. We had the local 
SIsseton agency try to work out an agreement 
~ith the County of Roberts as far as prosecu
tlO,n of non-Indians, because they were not 
?emg prosecuted. So, therefore, we stepped in, 
III an attempt to set up a meeting witli officials 
at the c,?unty .... Nothing was resolved from 
the meetings. 

Like I ~a'y! we as a Bureau feel like it is our 
responSIbIlIty that when the life of Indian 
people: are involved, there is a possibility they 
~e gomg to .be. hurt or somebody is going to be 
kIlled, t~en It IS our responsibility to move in 
a~d sc;e If we can get things going in the right 
dIrectIOn. u, 

He said that his attempts at mediation had no 
furt~e: utility, however, because of the apparent 
unwIllIngness of State and local officials to work out 
an agreement with the tribe: 
Ifl Ibid" p. 23. 
1M Ibid. 
III Leo Cardenas, testimony. ibid .• p. 2.14. 
In Walter PJumage. rC$rimony. ibid., pp: 177-78. 
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I feel. .. that we as a Bureau, also as [the] tribe, 
have, attempted to work out an agreement. We 
are not getting the response of the State's 
attorney, local sheriffs, [or] the State of South 
Dakota attorney general's office. They don't 
want to work out an agreement. If they do, they 
are not coming forward and showing they want 
to do this. u, 

Mr. Plumage said it was his conviction that the 
Department of Justice must act to protect the safety 
of Indian communities such as Sisseton where efforts 
have failed to work out a cooperative arrangement 
with local officials for the handling of non-Indian 
offenders: 

I felt it was our responsibility first. I feel now 
we have done all we can do. . . .I feel now 
that, if we can't do anything, then the U.S. 
Attorney's office shOUld attempt to enforce the 
assimilated crimes law or attempt to set up a 
Federal magistrate .... 

I would sooner see us work it out locally. If we 
can't, I feel it should be done at the Washington 

, level, at the Department of Justice. The Attor
ney General has the authority to look into these 
matters.'" 

As the situations at the Rosebud and Sisseton 
Reservations show, the efforts of individual Federal 
officials to act as mediators in the development of 
cooperative law enforcement arrangements have 
been ineffective without the ability to invoke Feder
al prosecution of non-Indian offenders when State 
and local governments have failed to do so. In South 
Dakota the lack of a Federal response has, in effect, 
subjected public safety on reservations to the will
ingness of local officials to enter into cooperative 
arrangements for the handling of non-Indian offend
ers. That the Federal role, active Of passive, is of 
critical importance is shown by other examples of 
the handling of non-Indian offenders after the 
Oliphant decision. 

Cooperative arrangements that exist between a 
tribe and local government are always vulnerable to 
change, as demonstrated by the recent litigation 
brought by the Mescalero Apache Tribe against the 
United States.'" 

The Mescalero Apache Tribe occupies a reserva
tion located entirely within the boundaries of Otero 

,<> Ibid .• pp, 178-79, 
... Ibid" p. 178, 
'" Moe.loro Apache Tribe v. Bell, No, 78-92bC (D. N.M. filed Dec. 14. 
1978), 

County in southern New Mexico, a mountainous 
area crossed by two State highways. Substantial 
non-Indian traffic passes on these highways through 
the reservation, and the tribe operates a ski resort 
that attracts non-Indian tourists. In the past, Bureau 
of Indian Affairs police were cross-deputized as 
deputy sheriffs, and they enforced State traffic laws 
when non-Indian violations occurred on the reserva
tion, by citing them before State magistrates. Be
cause of the satisfactory nature of this arrangement, 
the Mescalero Apache Tribe never attempted to 
exercise criminal jurisdiction over non-Indians prior 
to the Oliphant decision. ta6 

Following Oliphant, however, the attorney gener
al for New Mexico issued an opinion withdrawing 
the authority of BIA and tribal officers to enforce 
State traffic laws. The tribe filed suit in the United 
States district court requesting an injunction that 
would require Federal law enforcement agencies to 
enforce traffic laws against non-Indians pursuant to 
the Assimilative Crimes Act. Over the objections of 
the Department of Justice, the court issued an 
injunction mandating Federal enforcement for a 10-
day period surrounding the Christmas holidays. 
According to the BIA's Special Officer for the 
Mescalero Agency, the injunction served its pur
pose: 

The enforcement of the traffic regulations, 
utilizing the Federal authority, has served its 
purpose of a deterrent factor and for both the 
Christma~ and New Year's holiday weekends. 
As a result of strict enforcement of the traffic 
regulations, there were no reports of any serious 
vehicle traffic mishaps.,s7 

The New Mexico State Legislature has subse
quently taken action to restore the cross-deputiza
tions for Bureau of Indian Affairs police assigned to 
the Mescalero Agency, so that non-Indian offenders 
can again be handled within the State system.'BB The 
point, however, was the critical role played by 
Federal law enforcement in the period during which 
no cooperative arrangements existed. 

A contrast to the essentially passive role displayed 
by the Federal Government in South Dakota fol
lowing the Oliphant decision is found in Arizona. 
The United States attorney there undertook to use 
his good offices to secure cooperative arrangements 

I" Id," defendant'S brief. 
'" Id .• motion for summary judgment . 
... IUl2. N.M, 34th Legis,. Is, se'iS. (1979), 
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among tribal and local governments for the handling 
of non-Indian offenders on the 17 Arizona Indian 
reservations. He found that such arrangements 
"worked well in those Indian nations who have 
long-standing good worldng relationships with local 
and state governmental officials outside their bord
ers,nll" 

Where it was ~ot possible to secure cooperative 
arr~ngements wIth local officials, however, the 
Umted States attorney made other arrangements: 
first, to crOSS-deputize tribal police officers, tribal 
fish and game officers, an~ BIA law enforcement 
o~cers as Federal officers, and, second, to authorize 
"Issuance of citations into U.S. Magistrate's Court 
for certain misdemeanor violations by non-Indians 
com~itted. in Indian country."'90 The Federal pos
ture In Anzona thus provided what was lacking in 
South Dakota-Federal prosecution of non-Indian 
offenders in the event State and local authorities fail 
to enter into a cooperative arrangement with tribal 
authorities. 

Implications for Future Jurisdictional Issues 
The passive response or "non-response" of the 

Federal Government to the problem of handling 
non-Indian offenders after the Oliphant decision 
leav~s Indian tribes hostage to potentially or actually 
hostile local governments. Indeed, the Federal re
sponse to Oliphant calls into question the commit
ment of the executive branch, particularly the 
~~partment ~f Justice, to the Federal trust responsi
blltty ~or Indian trit>:s and the stated Federal policy 
of IndIan self-determination. 
. Th: implications of the Supreme Court's decision 
In Oliphant o~ March 9, 1978, for the the public 
safety of IndIan communities and the need for a 
Fede~al response was immediately apparent to Indi
~ tnbes and leaders. Philip S. Deloria, former 
dlr~tor of the American Indian Law Center, on 
Apnl 24, 1978, wrote to the Deputy Attorney 
Gener~, Department of Justice, saying, "[W]e must 
r~o~mze that the Court has presented us all with a 
sItuation where the tribes cannot protect themselves 
~n~ ,:,h~re the reality of the case is that other 
JunsdlctlOns have not filled the gap."101 He called 
upon the Department of Justice to make a forthright 

:: ~~;kins Statement, Washing/Oil, D.C, H~Q""ng. vol. II, pp. 7-8. 

III Philip S. Deloria. Jetter to Benjamin Civilclli Deputy Attorney 
::!e~~r~' Department of Justice (Commission files). ' 

In Ibid. Factors affecting the Jack of a re!ioponse to the law enforcement 
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public commitment that the peace and safety of 
Indian reservations would be ensured by whatever 
means necessary: 

[TJhere must be a clear indication from the 
Dep~rtment of Justice ... that the Department 
consIders the protection of the peace and safety 
of Indian .c0!l1munities to be a matter of the 
hIghest pnonty. Both Indians and non-Indians 
kn~w when the Justice Department means 
bus!~ess and when it is taking a pro forma 
POSItIon, and I'm sure that you are aware of the 
perception of Indians that in the past the 
Depar,tment has not taken a clear stand in favor 
of Indians. Surely such a stand is called for here 
wh.ere the feder~1 responsibility is unambiguous. 
ThIS step alone, If taken effectively, would have 
a pow.errul deterrent effect and would likely 
r~ult In better protection for Indian communi
bes [tha~] we have reason to expect at the 
present time.'" 

The "clear indication" sought from the Depart
ment ?~ Justic: has not been forthcoming, and Mr. 
Delona s predIction has unfortunately been accu
~ate, as demonstrated by Sisseton and Rosebud, that 
those places where relations between Indians and 

the surrounding communities are the worst will be 
the .very places where law enforcement will be 
lacking ... , •• 

. ?f ~o?rse, the legal and pOlitical attacks on tribal 
Junsdlctton will not end with the ruling by the 
Suprem~ Court on tribal t'riminal jurisdiction over 
~on-Indlans. The Court in Oliphant was silent on the 
~ss~es.of.whether tribes may exercise civil regulatory 
Jun~dlctlon o~er the conduct or property of non
IndIans on IndIan reservations. 

The. issues of civil regulatory and taxing authority 
of IndIan tribes is critical to the continued viability 
of the ~~deral policy of Indian self-determination. 
The ablhty of an Indian tribe to exercise control 
over its t~rritorial and economic base through land 
use pla~mng and taxation is essential to its political, 
economIC, and cultural autonomy. A commentator 
has stated the significance of this issue: 

With. such jurisdi~tion [to exercise land use 
planmng and zomng control] a tribe may 
regulate or prohibit the develop~ent of reserva-

difficulties, ~casioned by Oliphant include a rragmenled decisionmaking 
~~ocess WUhlO the Departmenl of Justice in regard 10 Indian malien. a 
15p~le betwee~ the Department of Justice and the Department of (he 

~Icnor regarding the alloc.ni<:»". of ju~isdic'tion befween the Federal 
oVhcmment and the Siaies (~r Victimless crimes, and Ihe Jack. in general of 

a co erenl Federal Indian policy. 
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tion lands, and thus exercise a measure of 
control over the future of its reservation. 
Without zoning jurisdiction, most tribes would 
be forced to submit to the judgments of non
Indians about the uses of reservation lands. I.' 

No doubt the issue of tribal civil jurisdiction over 
non-Indians will soon be presented to the Supreme 
Court. Already, a Federal court in the Western 
District of Washington has ruled, based on Oliphant, 
that tribes do not have the authority to zone fee land 
owned by non-Indians within the boundaries of a 
reservation.'" On the other hand, a Federal district 
court in Arizona has ruled, Oliphant notwithstand
ing, that the Navajo Tribe has the authority to tax 
non-Indian interest in leased land on the reserva
tion. t .. 

A number of courts, as discussed previously, have 
held that non-Indians and their property within 
reservation boundaries are subject to tribal civil 
regulatory and taxing ordinances. Regulation is 
meaningless, however, without the authority of 
enforcement against those who choose to defy the 
regulating jurisdiction. Oliphant has brought into 
question the ability of tribes to enforce civil regula
tions against non-Indians within reservation bound
aries. 

It appears clear that the Federal Government will 
be called upon to ensure that the Federal policy of 
Indian self-determination does not become meanin
gless rhetoric in the face of opposition by non
Indians and State governments. Already, Federal 
criminal statutes exist that provide Federal prosecu
tiC'!} for violations of certain tribal civil regulatory 
laws .... In the event that the Supreme Court denies 
to tribes enforcement authority for tribal taxing and 
land use of regulations against non-Indians, 
Congress will be cal!ed upon to provide the jurisdic
tional mechanism for Indian self-determination. 

Congress has the plenary authority to authorize 
tribal court jurisdiction over all persons within 
reservation boundaries, including non-Indians, for 
any and all violations of tribal criminal and civil 
regulations. An alternative would be for Congress to 
grant to Indian tribes the authority to prosecute civil 
violations in Federal court. 

IN Comment. UJurisdiction to Zone Indian Reservation!." WasJJ/1I8101f Law 
R .. i ..... vol. Sl (1978). pp. 677-78. 
... Tran.·CaJl.lda EnterprUes v. Muckleshoot Indian Tribes, No. C77-
882M (W.O. Wuh.1978).' Indian Law Rep. Sec. P-IS1. 
1M Salt River Project Agricuhural Improvement and Power Disl. v. 
Navajo Tribcoflndians. No. 78-1S2(0. Ari .. July II. 1978). S Indian Law 
Rep. P-116. 

Or the Federal Government could continue its 
stated policy of Indian self-determination, but also 
continue its passive role displayed in the wake of 
Oliphant and in effect leave tribal self-determination 
vulnerable to potentially or actually hostile State 
and local governments and their non-Indian citizens. 

The conflict over jurisdiction is political and 
economic. As a commentat6r summarized: 

The ultimate lesson, however, is that jurisdic
tional doctrine cannot be understood apart from 
the historical, political, and institutional frame
work within which it is applied. Jurisdictional 
rules may be framed in terms of sovereignty, 
but they evolve as prevailing assumptions about 
the functions of power change and as the 
consequences of the exercise of that power 
change as well. ttl 

Findings 

Federal Law Enforcement 
I. Through the historical development of trea

ties, statutes, and case law derogating tribal func
tions, the Federal Government has assumed primary 
responsibility for law enforcement in Indian coun
try. 

2. The United States attorneys of the various 
Federal districts containing Indian land have pri
mary responsibility for the prosecution of serious 
criminal offenses occurring in Indian country. 

3. Through custom and historical circumstances, 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation has assumed 
primary responsibility for the investigation of serious 
felony offenses occurring in Indian country that fall 
under the Major Crimes Act (18 U.S.C. §1153). 

4. Many facets of Federal law enforcement in 
Indian country have received widespread, repeated, 
and justified criticism from public and private 
organizations over the past decade. 

5. The statistics kept by the Federal Govern
ment regarding law enforcement on Indian reserva
tions do not permit accurate analysis or systematic 
monitoring of the quality oflaw enforcement. 

6. The FBI's role in investigating criminal of
fenses in Indian country, for the most part, results in 
delays and duplication of the efforts of Bureau of 
Indian Affairs and tribal investigators. 

It! For example, 18 U.S. C. § 1159 (misrepresentation or products as Indian· 
made); §1161 (tribal liquor law,); §1165 (tribal hunting and fishing 
regulations) (1976). 
It. Carole Goldberg, lOA Dynamic View of Tribal Jurisdiction to Tu Non· 
Indians,"uwand Conltmporary /'rob/.ms. vol. 40. no. 1 (1976). p. 189. 
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7. The current level of FBI resources available 
for the investigation of criminal offenses in Indian 
country is insufficient. 

8. The FBI provides no specialized training for 
its agents assigned to investigatory duties in Indian 
country. 

9. Indian perceptions ,of FBI agents as "outsid
ers" hampers their investigative efforts in Indian 
country; FBI agents are perceived widely in the 
Indian communities as biased against "militant" 
Indians and Indian organizations. 

10. Procedures for investigating allegations of 
agent misconduct are inadequate in the following 
ways: 

• No regulated, publi~ly promulgated, com
plaint-intake procedure exists. 

Complainants are not notified of the disposi
tion of their complaints. 
• The monitoring of complaint procedures and 
compilation of data are inadequate. 
11. Federal law enforcement in Indian country is 

extremely difficult because of the enormous geo
graphical distances and the cultural separation be
tween Indian communities and the nontribal prose
cutorial and judicial systems. 

12. The disproportionately high rate of Federal 
dp.clination of prosecutions in Indian country ad
versely affects public safety in Indian communities. 

13. The Federal Government is providing insuf
ficient prosecutorial resources to meet the responsi
bilities it has assumed in Indian country. 

14. There is no coordination or systematic moni
toring within the Federal bureaucracy of Federal 
law enforcement responsibilities in Indian country. 

15. The lack of a coordinated Federal approach 
results in individual rather than institutional deci
sionmaking, inefficient use of resources, and failure 
to take advantage of lessons learned by past experi
ences in the performance of Federal law enforce
ment functions. 

16. The decision of the United States Supreme 
Court in Oliphant v. Suquamish Tribe, which held 
that Indian tribes lack jurisdiction to try and to 
punish non-Indian offenders, has caused substantial 
law enforcement problems on those reservations 
where significant numbers of non-Indians are 
present. 

17. In some areas, tribes and local governments 
have been able to work out cooperative arrange
ments for the handling of non-Indian offenders. 
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18. The Federal Government has not taken 
sufficient action to ensure the safety of Indian 
reservations from non-Indian crime. 

19. The Federal Government has not sufficiently 
asserted the legitimacy of the exercise of govern
mental powers by Indian tribes. 

Recommendations 

Law Enforcement 
1. The Department of the Interior should con

duct a review and provide its findings to the 
Department of Justice on the status of law enforce
ment on all Indian reservations, identifying those 
areas of diffir\llty in the arrest and prosecution of 
non-Indian offenders. 

2. In light of the Oliphant decision, the Depart
ment of Justi~, through the Attorney Genera!, 
should publicly state its commitment to the protec
tion of public safety on Indian reservations from 
non-Indian offenders by whatever means' are neces
sary and effective. 

3. The Department of Justice should undertake 
the following steps to implement its commitment to 
public safety on Indian reservations, in consultation 
with affected tribal governments: 

• Employ the good offices of Department offi
cials, including the U.S. attorney and the Commu
nity Relations Service, to encourage the develop
ment of a cooperative working arrangement be
tween tribal and local governments for the arrest 
and prosecution of non-Indians committing of-
fenses on Indian reservations. . 
• In the event that arrangements cannot be 
developed for prosecution of non-Indian offenders 
in the State system, a directive should be issued by 
the Department of Justice through the Manual/or 
United States Attorneys that non-Indian offenders 
be prosecuted in U.S. district court or magistrate's 
court. 
• In those situations where there is reason to 
believe that State or local authorities are discrimi
natory in failing to prosecute non-Indian offenders 
committing offenses on Indian reservations, the 
Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice 
should investigate and seek appropriate injunctive 
relief in the U.S. district court under Title II of the 
Indian Civil Rights Act. 
4. The Department of the Interior, in consulta

tion with the Department of Justice and tribal 
governments, should undertake a program to up-
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grade tribal police forces so that all ~tate require
ments for cross-deputization can be satisfied. 

5. Congress should enact legislation per~it~ing 
Indian tribes, at their option, to assume cnmmal 
jurisdiction over all. perso~s withi~ .r~rvation 
boundaries, in compl! ,.nce With the hnlltat~ons ~n? 
procedural guarantees specified by the Indian Civil 

Rights Act. 
6. The FBI charter should be amended to 

provide the following types of checks on agent 

misconduct: 
• Oversight responsibility of the House and 
Senate Judiciary Committees, assigned in the 
proposed charter for the FBI (S.1612, 96 Cong., 
2nd sess.), should specifically provide both com
mittees with fuJI accesS to information about FBI 
internal investigations of allegations of miscon-

duct. 
• A civil right of action for recovery of damages 
for violation of the charter's mandate should be 

included. 
7. The FBI should provide complainants who 

ailege misconduct by FBI agents with information 
about the disposition of their complaints. 

8. The Department of Justice, in consultati~n 
with the Department of the Interior, should estabhsh 
a uniform system for the collection of st~tist~cs b~ 
reservation on criminal complaints and their dispoSI-

tion. 
9. The FBI should be relieved of its primary role 

for investigating major crimes occurring in Indian 
country, and this responsibility shoul? be. assu~ed 
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and tnbal mvesuga
tors with the FBI providing back-up support as 
req~e~ted. The FBI should also be utilized on 

reservations similarly to the ways it is utilized in 
other governmental jurisdictions, such as in the 
investigation of generally applicable Federal stat-

utes. 
10. The FBI should be directed, and should be 

provided with adequate resources, to train BIA and 
tribal investigators in investigative techniques. 

It. United States attorneys should be directed to 
accept referrals for prosecution directly from BIA 

and tribal investigators. 
12. Federal officials assigned responsibilities in 

Indian country should be given specialized training 

in Indian law and culture. 
13. Additional assistant United States attorneys 

and Federal judges should be assigned to Federal 
districts containing Indian country to assure ade
quate prosecutorial and judicial resources to meet 

the Federal responsibility. 
14. The jurisdiction of tribal courts should be 

expanded to include offenses comm~tted by In~ian 
and non-Indian defendants with maximum sanctIOns 
of imprisonment for I year or a $1,000 fine. 

15. The Department of Justice and the Depart
ment of the Interior should establish an interagency 
coordinating committee on Federal law enforcement 
effort in Indian country to monitor statistical pat
terns of criminal offenses on individual Indian 
reservations; to determine what Federal law en
forcement, prosecutorial, and/or judicial resources 
or training are necessary or desirable to improve the 
quality of criminal justice on particular reservations; 
and to examine local experiences with Federal law 
enforcement in Inuian country to ascertain what 
innovative practices may be useful on a wider scale. 
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FBI AUTHORIZATION-FORENSIC SCIENCES 
LABORATORIES 

TUESDAY, MARCH 24, 1981 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CIVIL AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS, 

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 
Washington, D. C. 

The subcommittee met at 9:50 a.m., in room 2322 of the Rayburn 
House Office Building, Hon. Don Edwards (chairman of the sub-
committee) presiding. 

Present: Representatives Edwards, Kastenmeier, and Sensen-
brenner. 

Staff present: Catherine LeRoy, chief counsel; Michael Tucevich 
and Janice Cooper, assistant counsel; and Thomas M. Boyd, asso-
ciate counsel. 

Mr. EDWARDS. The subcommittee will come to order. 
Today's hearing is the first of two authorization hearings which 

will focus on the FBI Forensic Laboratory. The FBI labs have long 
enjoyed a reputation for the best labs, not only in this country, but 
throughout the world. It is our wish to assist the Bureau in a joint 
effort to insure the quality which we have come to expect and rely 
on. To maintain and where possible, share their expertise with 
State and local agencies. 

Our witnesses this morning are: Mr. Joseph Kochanski. Mr. Ko
chanski is the Associate Director of the National Institute of Jus
tice, Department of Justice. And Mr. John Sullivan, the Project 
Director of the LEAA sponsored proficiency testing program. And 
on my right is Dr. Walter McCrone, who is director of the national
ly known McCrone Research Institute in Chicago. Dr< M::cCrone has 
lectured widely in the field, and has taught at the FBI Academy at 
Quantico as well as having instructed FBI personnel at the 
McCrone Institute. 

So we may proceed. Mr. Sullivan, you are recognized. Without 
objection, all of the statements will be made part of the record in 
full, and you may proceed on your own time. 

[The complete statement follows:] 
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STATEMENT 

OF 

JOHN O. SULLIVAN 
MANAGER 

FORENSIC SCIENCE RESEARCH PROGRAM 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF JUSTICE 

It is a ple~sure to appear today, Mr. Chainnan, before the House Subcommittee on 

Civil and Constitutional Rights to discuss the Forensic Sciences Programs of the 

National Institute of Justice (NIJ). My statement discuss~s the basic roles and 

responsibilities of the NIJ in Forensic Sciences. Specifically, I would like to 

describe the nature and results of the Crime Laboratory Proficiency Testing 
Program. 

By definition, the forensic sciences include those disciplines whose services 

constitute a direct application to the purpose of the law. At a minimum, the 

following disciplines are included in the forensic sciences profession: Crimina

listics, Forensic Pathology, Forensic Toxicology, Forensic Odontology, Forensic 

Physical Anthropology, Questioned Document Examination, Forensic Psychiatry, 

Forensic Jurisprudence, and Evidence Technician. Since it is often more meaningful 

to describe a profession in terms of its organization, the Institute has chosen to 

examine the forensic science profession according to its organizational units or 

team activities .. These are: crime laboratories, drug laboratories, medical 

examiner and coroner offices, forensic toxicology laboratories, and mass disaster 
identification teams. 

The bulk of the casework involving the forensic sciences is handled through 

crime laboratories and medical examiner/coroner actiVities. The role of NIJ 

relative to these activities is to provide assistance to state and local agencies 

in developing improved methods of operations. Pursuant to the Justice System 

Improvement Act of 1979, NIJ supports a continuing assessment of the state-of-the

art of the several disciplines comprising the forensic sciences and encourages re

search and development in advanced methods and techniques of scientific investigation. 
I 

'\ 
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In 1974, in consonance wi th the recommendations of the ~rimi nal i sti cs Secti on of 

the American AcademY of Forensic Sciences, NIJ instituted a program to examine and 

assess the performance and quality of services of crime laboratories throughou~ the 

United States. Although there had been previous attempts to judge the capabilities 

of the laboratories, such attempts were sporadic and inconclusive. The specific 

objecti vesof the research were to: 

--Determine the feasibility of preparation and distribution of different classes 

of physical evidence; 

--Assess the accuracy of criminalistics laboratories in the processing of 

selected samples of physical evidence; 

--Conduct statistical analyses of 'the tests administered; and 

--Prepare an agenda of research to assist the laboratories in achieving still 

higher levels of proficiency. 

Twenty-one samples \~ere prepared and submitted to some 240 laboratories. Response 

was voluntary and was based on the laboratory's own estimate of their ability to 

undertake the test. Because we were not concerned at this point with individual 

laboratory capabilities, responses were aggregated. 

The proficiency testing project showed us that the ability of crime laboratories 

in the United States to accurately handle the types of physical evidence presented 

varied considerably. The weaknesses in the criminalistics profession to accurately 

handle selected types of evidence were exposed for the first time. The appendix 

to mY statement reveals the results of the project. 

The study documented a wide range of proficiency levels among the nation's crime 

laboratories and nflted that "there are several physical evidence types with which 

the laboratories are having serious difficulties." It attributed these deficiencies 

83-073 0 - 82 22 
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to one of the following reas,ons: 'I) Carelessness; 2) Lack of experience: 3) Failure 

to use adequ'ate or appropriate methodology; 4) Mislabelled, contaminated or non

existent standards against which to compare an unknOlm substance; and 5) Inadequate 

training of personnel. 

As a result of this !;itudy, the National Institute developed and implemented a 

"National Program to Upgrade Crime Laboratories." The program is described in 

detail in the Summary of Proceedi ngs from the Workshop on Crime LaboratOl'Y Improvement 

sponsored by the National Institute of Justice. I have brought a copy of that document 

for the information of the sUbcommittee. This workshop was held on December 5, 1977, 

for the purpose of soliciting recommendations and suggestions from leading forensic 

scientists on a proposed NIJ program. The program included projects to: a) Develop 

and disseminate new and improved methodology of evidence analysis as well as 

evidentiary laboratory standards; b) Train laboratory personnel in forensic microscopy, 

forensic serology (bloodstains), and gunshot residue analysis; c) Improve the technology 

for the analysis of fibers, hair, dust, bloodstains, and rape evidence; d) Develop 

a certifi cati on board for crime 1 aboratory examiners; and e) Automate routine 

1 aboratory analyses. Although many of these programs have been concl uded, research 

is continuing on semen, hair, and fiber analytical developments. 

I have a number of copies of the reports referenced above for the subcommittee's 

exami nati on. I will now be happy to answer any que:sti ons on the program whi ch 

you may have. 

I 
I 
~ 

I' I 
) 
j 

I 
\' 
I. 
Ii 

I: 
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Sample 
Number 

"2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

14 
15 
16 
17 

18 

19 
20 

21 
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* APPENDIX TO TESTIMONY OF JOHN O. SULLIVAN 

PERCENTAGES OF LABORATORIES REPORTING RESULTS OF "UNACCEPTABLE PROFICIENCY" 

.:,:rl::ul=nb:.:::e.:..,r_"_u_na_c_c_ep:....t_a_b_1 e_"_re_s..:..p_on_s_e_s.-.:,, ____ x 1 00 = Percent" Una r.ceptab 1 e" 
Number of laboratories responding with data 

Sample 
Type 

Drugs 
Firearms 
Blood 
Glass 
Paint 
Drugs 
Fi rearms 
Blood 
Glass 
Paint 
Soil 
Fibers 
Physiological 
F.l ui ds (A&8) 
Arson 
Drugs 
Paint 
~leta1 

Number of Labs 
Responding 
With Data 

205 
124 
158 
129 
121 
181 
132 
132 
112 
111 
93 

120 

129 

118 
143 
103 

68 
Hair (A,B,C,D,&E) 90 

Wood 
Q.D. (MB) 

Fi rearms 

65 
74 

S8 

Humber of % of Laboratories 
"Unacceptable" Submitting 

Responses "Unacceptable" Responses 

16 7.8% 
35 28.2% 
6 3.8% 
6 4.8% 

24 20.5% 
3 1.7% 
7 5.3% 

94 71.2% 
35 31.3% 
57 51.4% 
33 35:5% 
2 1.7% 

(A) 3 
(B) 2 

~A) 2.3% 
B) 1.6% 

34 28.8% 
26 18.2% 
35 34.0% 
15 22.1% 
45 ~A)50.0% 
25 B)27.8% 
49 ~C)54.4% 
61 D)67.8% 
32 (E)35.6% 
14 21.5% 
4 ) (A) 5.4% 

14 (B)18.9% 
12 13.6% 

" Crime Laborittory Proficiency Testing Research PI'ogram, NlItional Institute 
of Law Enrol'ccnwnt anu CI'iminJl Justice, page 2!il, OctobCl', 1978. 
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TESTIMONY OF JOHN O. SULLIVAN, PROJECT DIRECTOR, FO
RENSIC SCIENCE PROGRAM, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF JUS
TICE, AND JOSEPH KOCHANSKI, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, NA
TIONAL INSTITUTE OF JUSTICE, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

M:. SU;c.LIVAN. Mr. Chairman, I'm John Sullivan, Manager fo-
rens.IC SCIence p;rograms, in the Police Division of the Natibnal 
InstItute of JustI~e. The material which follows represents a sum
mary .of tJ:1e baSIC roles a~d responsibilities of the Institute in 
foren~IC sCIence~, and specIfically describes the crime laboratory 
proficIency test In the program. 

By defiIl:ition, th~ forens~c sciences include those disciplines 
whose servIC~s. constItute a dlre~t apI?li~at~on to the purpose of the 
law. ~t a ~Inlmum, the followIng dISCIplInes are included in the 
forelfsIC S?IenCeS profes~ion: criminalistics, forensic pathology, fo
rensIC tO~Icology, forenSIC odon.tolo~, forensi? phYi3icai anthropolo
ffY'. questIOned document examInatIOn, forenSIC psychiatry, forensic 
JUrIsprudence, and evidence technician. 

Since i~ is ofte~ ~ore meaningful to describe a profession in 
t~rms. of ItS organ~atIOn, the Institute chose to examine the foren
SIC .s~I~nce profeSSIOn a?cording to its organizational units or team 
actIVl~Ies. These are: crIme laboratories, drug laboratories, medical 
examlI~er and. coro~er offices, forensic toxicology laboratories, and 
mass dIsaster IdentificatIOn teams. 

:rhe bulk of tl?-e casework involving the forensic sciences are the 
C:rIme laboratorIes and the medical examiner I coroner activi \'ies 
Under the Justi?e ~ystem Improvement Act of 1979, the Institut~ 
supports .a .co~tlnulng a~sessment of the state of the art of the' 
several dISCIplInes comprIsing the forensic sciences and encourages 
res~arch and d.eveloI?me:r;t in advanced methods and techniques 
assI~ed to the InvestIgatIOn. 

I wIll speak. to. th~ specific subject which we were requested to 
address, th~ crIminalIstICs s~udy and the result of that study. 
~n .197 4, I:r; consonance w~th the recommendations of the Crimin

~hS~ICS SectIOn of the AmerIcan Academy of Forensic Sciences NIJ 
InstI~uted a pr~gram to examine and assess the performanc~ and 
qualIty of serVIces of crime laboratories throughout the United 
States: .Although there had been previous attempts to judge the 
?apabIlIt:y: of the laboratories" such attempts were sporadic and 
Inconcl~sIve. The sJ?e~~fic objectives of the research were to one, 
d~termme the feaslblht:y of preparation .and distribution of the 
dlffe:ent. c~asses of phY!3IC~1 evidence. Two, assess the accuracy of 
crlm~nahstI~s laboratorIes In the processing of selected samples of 
phys.IC~ eVIdence. Three, conduct statistical analyses of the tests 
~ctmlnlst~re~; and fou.r, pre'par~ an agenda of research to assist the 
lauoratorles In achIeVIng stIll hIgher levels of proficiency. 

Twenty:-one samples were prepared and submitted to some 240 
laboratorIes. ~esponse was voluntary arid was based on the labora
tory's own estImate of their ability to undertake the task. Because 
we w~z:e. not concerned at this point with individual laboratory 
capablhtIes, responses were aggregated. 

What then was the value of the proficiency testing project? It 
sho:wed us that the state of the art of crime laboratories in the 
UnIted States. to accu~ately handle the types of physical evidence 
presented varIed conSIderably. Still, for all its shortcomings, the 
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proficiency testing program exposed, for the first time, the weak
ness in the criminalistics profession to accurately handle selected 
types of evidence. And I bring you.r at~ention to appendi~ A. 

In brief, the study documented a WIde range of profiCIency leve~s 
among the crime laborato;riea aIl:d noted that the:re were cerb;lln " 
physical evidence types WIth whIch the laboratOrIes. were haVIng 
severe serious difficulties. I might add that those eVIdence catego
ries in~luded blood stains glass, paint, soil, wood, animal hairs, and 
to some degree, firearms.' The study attributed these deficiencies to 
one or more of the following reasons: One, carelessness; two, lack of 
experience; three, failure to use .adequate or app:opriate method
ology; four, mislabeled, contamInated or noneXIStent standa;rds 
against which to compare an unknown substance; and, finally fIve, 
inadequate training of personnel. 

As a result of the study, the National Institu~e developed ~nd 
implemented a national program to upgrade CrIme laborator~es. 
The program is described in detail in the summary of prOCeedIng 
from the workshop on crime laboratory improvement sponsored by 
the National Institute of Justice. This workshop was held on De
cember 5 1977 for the purpose of soliciting recommendations an? 
suggestio~s fro~ leading forensic scientists on the proposed Insti-
tute program. . 

In brief, the program included projects to (a)! develop and. dIS-
seminate new and improved methodology of eVI?enCe analYSIS as 
well as evidentiary laboratory standards; .(b), train laboratory per
sonnel in forensic microscopy, for forenSIC serology, and gUIl:shot 
residue analysis; (c), improve the technology for the analYSIS of 
fibers hair dust bloodstains, and rape eVIdence; (d), develop a 
certificatio~ board for crime laboratory examiners; and (e), auto
mate routine laboratory analyses. Althoug~ ~any of these pz:o
grams have been concluded, research is contInUIng on semen, haIr, 
and fiber analytical developments. 

We have a number of copies of these reports referenced above for 
your examination and we will be very happy to answer any ques
tions on the program which you may have. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much, Mr. Sullivan. 
Dr. McCrone, you're welcome, and you may proceed. 
[The complete statement follows:] 

TESTIMONY OF WALTER C. MCCRONE 

I am Director of the McCrone Research Institute, an organization devoted to basic 
research and teaching in the field of light microscopy. As a result ~ have taught 
many courses for crime laboratory personnel throughout the U.S. Durmg 19'18-1979 
I arranged and taught most of 20 workshop courses for more than 350 CrIme lab 
personnel from nearly 200 different crime laboratories. These course~ were taught 
under contract to LEAA. Ten of these "students" were from the FBI. I.have also 
taught a short survey course in trace evidence examination in the FBI laborator~. 
In addition, more than 400 additional crime lab personnel h~ve taken ot?er f~rens~c 
microscopy courses in our clas~rooms in Chicago. I. have ~rItten extenslvely In thls 
field and have testified many times as an expert Wltness, m both State and Fed~ral 
courts both in civil and criminal cases and for both defense and prosecutlOn. 

In ~onnection with these activities I have evaluated crime lab personnel as 
students and their laboratory performance by l?roficien~y tests. ~y. results confirm 
the results of similar recent evaluations, expecially a hIghly pubhclzed set of profi
ciency tests by the Forensic Science Foundation in 1975. All suc~ tests have .shown 
that there are very few competent criminalists in U.S. laboratorles. Trace eVldence, 
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TESTIMONY OF WALTER C M CR 
McCRONE RESEARCH iNS;ITUOTNEE 'CPR. D., DIRECTOR, 

D M ' HICAGO ILL 
r. . CeRONE. Gentlemen folIo . ,. 

have Just had from John suir r ng the excellent review we 
And you have my writeup I ;liI?-' t can be ~ little bit more brief. 
there. ' 1 JUs emphaSIze a few of the points 

~~ background is princ' . 11' . crllI!Inalists would use. At ;r;: y In ~eachI~g the methods which 
t""Jmg them both to see wheth'e~~ td'<: I navp been interested in 
an to see w?at the state of the m. ~Ing any ~o~d as a teacher, 
had summanzed here also th art IS In the crimInalistic area I 
thalt

l 
John was referring to b~{is~!~ of thle same ~r?ficiency t~st we l' ,. IA. resu ts of addItIOnal tests as 

Tne first round a number f 
chuntry did ,?-ot. t{,rn out veryO w!n~ all of the crime labs in the 
s own any SIgnIficant improvem' ~ more recent tests have not 
pIe, were tested for their abilit eft .. ~Igh~y laboratories, for exam
cases and 11 of the 80 labor l ? 1 entify explosives in bombing 
T~at's percentage-14 ercent a ones r.esponded, only 6 correctl 
tamed the right answe; On fi respon~g "",d 7.5 percent who or;. 
w<?ul?- regard as the easiest c bers, whlC? ml~roscopists or anal sts 
crmllnalists were tested, 16 :"tifo°ry to IdentJf,Y, again, 80 iliffelent 

The reasons for all of this a .pd'-cent achIeved correct results 
my report, but often the usedr~ In lcated both by John and I i~ 
not had adequate trainfng W ~ wrong methods and they have . e ave to accept as fact that the 
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criminalists in this country are not well trained, but they have 
some excuse, perhaps, in that they, the schools, do not teach in 
general the kinds of courses that they need. The methods that 
should be used by criminalists are not taught. 

The question came up in a letter from the chairman to me as to 
the status of the FBI. One of the things that the earlier proficiency 
test did not do is identify the laboratory, so it isn't known from 
those results how the FBI compared. However, I was under no such 
restraint. In the tests that I made, as a result of the courses that I 
had been teaching, criminalists-from 350 criminalists examined, 
only 20 percent returned results of which 3 percent were correct. 
The FBI responses were better and their results were better, but 

they were far from good. I have listed in the second paragraph on the second page of my 
report the standing of the FBI personnel who were mixed in with 
personnel, criminalists from other laboratories. And they, every 
one of these 1, 2, 3, 7, 12, 13, 20, and 21, in that paragraph refers to 
their standing in individual courses. In other words, the one means 
that the FBI man was first in his class. The 20 and 21 means that 
those FBI men were at the bottom of their class of competition 
with other criminalists from around the country. So, in spite of the 
fact that the FBI is better, they have better equipment and they 
are paid a little bit better than crime labs out in the countryside, 

they are still far from good. The trace evidence that is examined-and more of it should be-
is not examined as well as it could be. The need, of course, is 
obvious that more training should be available and more testing 
should be done. The testing is a way of evaluating whether the 
training is adequate and the state of the criminalists profession at 

the moment. I was also asked to comment on the GAO recommendation that 
services be reduced. Well, naturally, I don't think they should be 
reduced. I think instead that more trace evidence should be exam
ined. There are two ways to go about that. To hire more criminal-
ists or to train the ones that are already there. 

And, of course, I think now that probably 5 to 10 percent of the 
evidence that goes into or that could be obtained from crimes is 
actually reexamined and examined successfully and that is not a 
very large percentage. If the present personnel were adequately 
trained, it undoubtedly would be possible to increase our percent
age and do a better job. I think that would be the first require
ment. Reducing service at this point would, you might say, would 
not do very much harm because there are only 5 percent efficient. 

But, I think what you have to address in the long run is service 
and in the criminalists area, that is very bad. And they have to be 
improved one way or the other. The prime consideration should not 
be reducing service, but in increasing the proficiency in the crimin-

alists we noW have. 
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. EnwARDS. Thank you, Dr. McCrone. 
The gentleman from Wisconsin, do you have any questions? 
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

-~ .. ~-~-- .-- ---
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Do I understand that you evaluate various crime labs throughout 
the country and in terms of whether they pass muster or not, at 
least by providing forensic guidelines to their activities? 

Mr. SULLIVAN. The background of the past was that the type of 
samples chosen were common representative type samples which 
could be conducive to analysis by a wide range of testing proce
dures available in sufficient qualities-quantities that could be 
analyzed by most, if not all, laboratories. It was a straightforward 
sample containing no tricks. And, of course, it was a voluntary 
effort. But they were the type samples that were purposely chosen 
because every laboratory in the country should be able to analyze 
this type of evidence using a wide range of instrumentation from a 
microscope to the most advanced instrumentation in the labora
tory. 

I hope that answers your question. 
Mr. KASTENM.EIER. My question was simply have you been grad

ing the various crime labs that are operated, let's say, under State 
auspices and other auspices? 

Mr. SULLIVAN. No; we have not graded any specific individual 
laboratory. The program was under complete anonymity and we 
were not aware when we originally arranged this program, we did 
not intend to know what the performance of each laboratory was, 
but strictly as an aggregate. We were only interested in the state of 
art-of the aggregate of this country. 

NIr. KASTENMEIER. Just because I suppose it's at the moment 
very notorious case history, in the Atlanta killings, what forensic 
laboratory resources are being used? Are the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation's, its resources, now being used, or what resources for 
the analysis in terms of trying to--

Mr. SULLIVAN. I don't know the details, but it's my understand
ing from reading news accounts that both the FIBI laboratories, as 
well as the Georgia State Crime Laboratories are involved. Both 
labs are, of course, very good. 

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Both labs are quite good, you say? 
Mr. SULLIVAN. \es. 
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Sensenbrenner? 
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. I'm wondering if anyone of the witnesses 

can describe internal blind testing program and how that insures 
better quality control. 

Mr. SULLIVAN. There are several types-there is an internal 
blind testing and we have an external blind and external double 
blind. Internal blind testing program is a sample that is prepared 
within the laboratory and submitted to the appropriate examiner 
in the appropriate section. A blind test external to the laboratory 
is prepared by an independent organization and noted as a profi
ciency testing sample. And in this case usually it's been our experi
ence and that of the advisory committee, that the very best re
sources are put on their testing so they can get the very best 
answer. 

A double blind testing a sample which is submitted as a case 
material and they do not know it is actually a test sample. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. How does this kind of test provide the 
proficiency crime lab--
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Mr. SULLIVAN. Particularly with the Department of De~ense <?ur 
experience has been laboratories ~n whi~h they were dOIng urIn~ 
samples in the detection of drugs In serv~c~men. When. they ~onI
tor those laboratories that were not profICIent after bemg notIfied 
that they had problems, it was the experience of the 1?epartment of 
Defense that they all eventually became very profiCIent, based on 
these test samples. . 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. What result~ are derived from a blInd test 
program? In other words, what kInd, of a report ~oc::s the lab 
receive following one of these tests? Let s assume that It lS one that 
shows they are not proficient. 

Mr. SULLIVAN. There could be a number of reasons why ~hey are 
not proficient. Training or methodology and ~sually a testIng pro
cedure will indicate whether using approprIate methodolo~ or 
appropriate protocol, the proper control~ ~nd these are all aIds to 
enhance the capability of the l~b. So l~ lS a very' val.uable tool. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Mr. ChaIrman, I m wo~derlng If the com
mittee could receive a copy of a report on a b~lnd t~st. It does not 
have to be included in the record, but I woul~ Just lIke to see w~at 
kind of constructive criticism is given followmg one of these blInd 
tests so we can see if this would be useful. 

I have no further questions. . . 
Mr. EDWARDS. I think it is a good idea. Are they descnbed In the 

book that you have? 
Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes; in this final report th~y have ea~h case~ each 

sample has been examine~. T~ey rc::port thelr res.ult~ In detrul an? 
finally there is an evaluatIon In whICh they descrlbe In grea~ detrul 
how to take anyone-for example, test No.4, glass analysls, ¥(as 
reported by 123 of the 129 laboratori~s. And th~n they descrlbe 
areas in which the errors were made, lnterpretatIOn of the refrac
tive index determination, a discussion about ~he methodology, a 
discussion about one laboratory using one techplque. .. 

I could think of another one, for example, flrearms ~xamlnatIOn. 
Conclusions: Carelessness on the part of the e~amln~r, lack of 
experience of training on the par:t of .the ~xamlner, lnadequate 
supervision by a qualified firearms ldentIficatIOn expert. 

And I could go on. They're described in great detail h.ere. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Well, is it correct that the. prograI.fi In 1974 t~at 

you referred to, Mr. Sullivan, in your testImony> lS the <?nly. In; 
stance where the FBI has been tested by an outslde organ~zatIOI?-. 

Mr. SULLIVAN. It is my understanding bec~use. they are hsted In 
the index as having participated in the examlnatIOn. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Is that correct, Dr. McCrone? . .. 
Dr. McCRONE. Well, to the extent I. tested the lndlvldual 

criminalists who have taken my cou:se~ lr: the. FBI that I have 
tested, that is perhaps half of the crlmlnalIsts In th~ trace area. 
And in that sense they have been tested on the outslde .. I have a 
standard procedure in the courses I teach to have a profiCIency test 
following up each one of those courses. . 

I find it is psychologically to the advantag;e. to have proficI.ency 
tests. I have people, prospective students, wrlting me and saYll~g I 
have got to take your course. I can't do badly on the next profiCIen
cy test, or on the positive side, I have to take yOU! course because I 
want to handle these proficiency tests. And I thlnk they feel that 

-~.~------- -
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way throughout the whole system. I know the Alabama labs as a 
group, they have 10 laboratories down there. Their students have 
really pestered us. 

We have one in our laboratory now on a sabbatical. He didn.'t 
even ask me if he could, he just appeared one day and said my boss 
said I could stay here for 3 months. I want to do everyone of the 
proficiency tests. I'm going to go back and teach the rest of them. 
And I think the proficiency test developed that attitude in people. I 
think it's helped in the FBI because I talked to a few of them and 
they felt the same way about proficiency. I think everybody does 
that. And our department apart from criminalists, we have the 
same thing, almost every analyst expects to get blind samples 
periodically. He has no idea that they are not real cases and they 
are handled in exactly the same way. He is called in then and told 
what happened, what he did wrong or what he did welL 

On each of these cases I have written individually to the student 
to tell them how well he did. And to tell them where they went 
wrong and where they-and what they should study and learn to 
do it right the next time. I think that is the major part of the 
whole system. 

Mr. EDWARDS. It is my understanding that this is not done at the 
FBI lab. It is done with the private labs; is that correct? 

Dr. MCCRONE. Of course. DEA, yes. Various States; they have to 
do it when they take courses from me, of course, because that's 
part of my system. But as far as I know otherwise, they don't do it. 

Mr. EDWARDS. But after they have left your class and return to 
Washington, then you have no further contact with the people who 
work at the FBI unless they come back for another course? 

Dr. MCCRONE. Another course. 
Mr. EDWARDS. And they do from time to time; is that correct? Do 

you still teach at Quantico? 
Dr. MCCRONE. Actually, the course I taught with them was in 

their laboI'atory here in Washington, not at Quantico. It amounts 
to the same thing. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, the universities throughout the country 
have courses in--

Dr. MCCRONE. There are at the most, half a dozen universities 
that have adequate courses in this area. 

Mr. EDWARDS. And do they turn out specialists, scientists that do 
appropriate work with the necessary skills? 

Dr. MCCRONE. To a large extent; yes. They vary a bit, too. But 
even under the best of conditions with those schools we aren't 
getting more than maybe 20 or 30 a year. And we have need for 
2,000. Let's say it's disproportionate. There are too few schools that 
teach courses in this area. 

Mr. EDWARDS. It seems to me that it is very possible that an 
important part of the criminal justice system of the United States 
is in trouble if we are getting the examinations and testimony at 
criminal trials that might not be totally reliable. 

Dr. l\1CCRONE. I think that is the major point I would like to 
reinforce. I think that is definitely true. I think every effort should 
be given to the FBI's Quantico effort. Anything that can be done 
there should be done. -
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Mr.'EDWARDS. Well, the FBI, I believe, is asking for fewer funds 
this year. Although it's not entirely clear, I believe that they have 
said that they will no longer continue to perform lab tests for loc~l 
labs if they can do it themselves back home. And, of course, that IS 
the best of all possible worlds. 

Dr. MCCRONE. Sure. - . I 
Mr. EDWARDS. Or, only after important ~BI work IS d,one .. n 

other words, the priority is their own work fIrst, and I don t thmk 
we can quarrel with that. 

Dr. MCCRONE. Certainly. _ _ . 
Mr. EDWARDS. But is it the opinion of all the WItnesses that .all 

labs, including the FBI, should have a regul~r progr~m. of ~e~tIng 
to detect people who might be doing a bad Job B:nd It IS dIffICult 
sometimes -if scientists are doing a good or bad Job. How do ~ou 
know? Should all labs have a systeID:, a regular system of blInd 

. ? . , 
testing. . th t th 

Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes. I'd like to brin&, t.o your attent~on. a ere 
was a series of testing done on the chnicallaboratories In the late 
sixties. And the error rate of the clinical labor~tories comparable 
to that overall of the crime laboratories, w~s. In the order of 25 
percent. Based <,m th~t Cong::ess passed. a Chnical L~bor:atory Im
provement Act In whIch testing of medIcal laboratorIes IS manda-
tory and not voluntary. . • 

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, what about the programs at D~A lab ~nd 
the ATF lab or labs? Are they suitable. programs of blInd testIng 
quality control? . 

Mr. SULLIVAN. I'm not personally aware of the detaII~, bl:lt.r 
think the fact that they are.testing is a?mirable and I thInk It IS 
very good. . 

Dr. MCCRONE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to add a pOInt that 
most criminalists really would like to see this. I've talked to many 
of them and they would like to have proficien~y tests. and would 
feel more secure. They think it would help to pOIn~ ou~ In the need 
in general for more training and equipment, whIch IS one of the 
ways they would have of emphasizing that need.. . 

Mr. EDWARDS. They are willing to take the rIsk, In other words, 
of being embarrassed by a blirid test? 

Dr. MCCRONE. Right. . . 
Mr . SULLIVAN. Not only is the testin~ a method of de:t~rmining 

whether an examiner is obtaining the rIght answ~r, but It s rev~al
ing a wealth of information as to how we can desIgn our educatIo~
al programs and research programs. A~ a matter of fact, the Insti
tute is taking the crime laboratory proncI8ncy test data and h~s 
literally redesigned its remedial efforts based on that d:=tta. And It 
is the best possible data that can be used to upgrade CrIme labora
tories. So it has a dual purpose. -

Mr. EDWARDS. Counsel? 
Mr. TUCEVICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.. . , 
Mr. Sullivan, are you familiar with tpe foren~lC-I gue:ss It s the 

Forensic Science Foundation which has. an ongOIng proficIency test-
ing program? . 

Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes. ? 
Mr. TUCEVICH. Can you testify how that program works. 
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Mr. SULLIVAN. As described i th -. t . 
Society of the Crime Lab Digesf . t ~ 1 ecel artIcle of the American 
~er evidence c~tegory has bee~ ~h~r a vo untary effort, a flat ra~e 
tIm.e a~proximately 90 laboratories a~:!s P~h sNmr.le, and at t~~s 
patIng In this program A d th t . e a IOn are partlCI
the laboratories was v~lu~ary en: egorbIles dof te~ting selected by 
and firearms. . ugs, 00, paInt, glass, fibers 

Mr. TUCEVICH. Now is th tIt '" 
of individual crime labs? a vo un ary partICIpatIOn on the part 

Mr. SULLIVAN. That is correct. 
~r. §UCEVICH. Are those results kept confidential? 
Mr. TULLIVAN. They are. That's my understanding 

r. UCEVICH. SO could the FBI or F' d I' 
matter participate in the program' a d aby e erd' agency for that 
~ve~ .if those results were bad wou~d n~tsbsurd~ tlhatdthe resu!ts, 
IndIVIduals? ' e ISC ose to outsIde 

:r. STULLIVAN. I know of no reason why it couldn't be 
r. UCEVICH. Would it be yo .. h . 

benefit from participation in such aU~r~~:~~ t at the FBI could 
Mr. SULLIVAN, No doubt . 

~. ~~8!~~:" ~:';y~~9f~ft:i ~ould that be your opinion? 
Mr. TucEvICH Mr Sull' Y. 

program that yo~ de~elope~~~f~~!el~b: ~f thde Pit'ofidciency testing 
as a control. ' , un ers ,an ,were set lJ.P 

Mr. SULLIVAN. That's correct. 
Mr. TUCEVICH. And wasn't 't th 

were originally selected based IO e t~ase I that the~e referee labs 
nen,ce as opposed to performance? na IOna reputatIOn and promi-

IVlr. SULLIVAN. That is correct. 
Mr. TUCEVICH. And at one . t fi 11' . 

the results, the pro' ect advi pOln, 0 oyvlng dIsclosure of some of 
selection criteria fr~m reput~~~ng~O~h of tre p~ogram changed the 
because ofr well some concer 0 a 0 per ormance? Was that 
themselves to co'nduct thesB tent o;er the abIlIty of the referee labs 

Mr. SULLIVAN. That is co;re~t.s. 
Mr. TUCEVICH Would it be .. 

the art of criminalistics tod~ou:h oPwlOn teat. the general state of 
that a proficiency testing progr~m b: ~ te It? standard practice 

Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes. man a ory. 
Mr. TucEVIcH. Dr. McCrone? 
Dr. MCCRONE. I do. . 
Mr. TUCEVICH. We are in f b d 

seems. to be an indication a~n era 0 u get cutbacks and-there 
a&,enCIes that the State and l~~alt. fr?ci. ~.EA and other Federal 
GIven the fact that the picture a t6.U[IS IC y:ns may be cut back. 
today is that there need be m t a . ~ou ave presented for us 
would you emphasize or u ore raInIng rather than less, what 
performance problems? rge the FBI to do to alleviate thes0 

Mr. SULLIVAN. I would em h . th 
training and as regards th p aSIze at the FBI. undertake more 
service, I would recommend ethGt?h rePbrt regardmg reducing its 
abrupt, and perhaps phased saya 0 ese

5 
e a phas.ed reduction, not 

ver a -year perIOd, depending on 
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the progress and the ability of these crime laboratories to achieve 
equality in services. 

Mr. TucEvICH. Dr. McCrone, you were discussing the numbers of 
people who are now trained. I believe you indicated that it was a 
rather marginal number. I believe you said it should be in the 
thousands. 

Do you think that the FBI reasonably has the capability to do 
that type of training? 

Dr. MCCRONE. No. I don't think the FBI should be expected to do 
that. What is really needed in the longrun is a college curriculum 
that covers all of the courses that a criminalist should need. And it 
is this type of training, the schools in like John J. or Cal Berkeley 
and one or two others are doing a pretty good job in this direction, 
but it is still training, what, 6 to 10 a year for each of those schools. 
The FBI is teaching specialized courses similar to the ones I teach 
in a particular area. They can come to me for a week and learn 
how to identify fibers or the FBI similiarly. 

I think that should be extended. But the individual laboratory, 
the personnel there, have to be able to get to that kind of course 
and they have to be able to get the instrumentation they need to 
use which they don't all have that means. There is a real lack, 
right across the board, in terms of personnel, training, office per
sonnel, the equipment they need, the methods that aren't devel
oped. The whole thing-it's pitiful. It is a shambles right now. We 
are trying to solve problems with the same kind of personnel and 
equipment that we had a hundred years ago. 

Mr. TUCEVICH. In terms of equipment, how great an expense are 
we talking about where a normal crime lab in a State or local 
jurisdiction could perform the majority of criminalistic demands 
that are placed upon them and to make the proper analysis? What 
type of equipment would be needed? 

Dr. MCCRONE. You are placing me in a position where I have a 
hard time defining even generally, although I'm absolutely definite 
that the equipment we need in the laboratory is a light microscope, 
which has been around for a hundred years or so, and the ability to 
use that light microscope. 

And it can cost just a paltry $3, $4, $5000, and the laboratories 
do not really need the $100,000 instruments that they like to have. 
It makes the laboratory to have it, but to solve most of the prob
lems except perhaps for body fluids, Iverson and a couple of other 
case types, they do not need fancy equipment. They can do it with 
the light microscope. Eighty percent of the cases across the country 
could be solved with a light microscope if the criminalists had 
training in that area. 

The training itself is not expensive. It is more an attitude of 
mind in getting the right people in the crime lab. If they want to 
do it, they do it on their own and just periodically come out to get 
the training for a week or two weeks to give them another push for 
a year while they work on it themselves. 

Mr. SULLIVAN. I don't want to detract from Dr. McCrone's use of 
the microscope, but I talked to a number of individuals, they're 
knowledgeable ones, that are of the opinion that the United States 
crime laboratories probably did better microscopic analysis 50 
years ago than they are doing today. 
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Mr. TUCEVICH. What would you attribute that to? 
Mr. SULLIVAN. Again, problems that Dr. McCrone cited. There 

are no university courses, very few, very limited university courses 
for qualified individuals. I first encountered that problem when I 
was with the Boston Police crime laboratories. I searched for a 
course on microscopy. I found out that the Harvard Medical School 
didn't have one. They had one, but not in 1970. And I went to 
Tuft's University, and they didn't have one either. The medical 
school I wanted to send my man to be trained on microscopes, so 
the only opportunity I had was Dr. McCrone or one of the manufac
turing representatives to spend a couple of days with the laborato
ry's personnel. So this is the problem. 

Mr. TUCEVICH. Thank you. 
Mr. EDWARDS. How many classes do you have a year? Also, how 

many students can you handle at your institute? 
Dr. MCCRONE. At the moment we have about 50 a year, which 

allows me about 2 weeks of vacation. They are 2-week courses. We 
are teaching now about 750 students a year. This, however, in
cludes people who want to identify pigments in painting on con
taminants in drugs, not just criminalists. We probably teach 150 to 
175 criminalists. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Should there be a degree in laboratory criminol-
ogy or whatever? ., 

Dr. MCCRONE. There should be and there is in maybe three or 
four sch00ls in the country. 

Mr. EDWARDS. But these people can get jobs right away, I 
imagine? 

Dr. MCCRONE. Well, that is partly true, but there are budget 
problems. The slots, let's say, are pretty w'1ll filled with these 5 
perc enters at the moment. There is not that much money available 
and there is not much incentive for chemists to go into that work. 
They aren't very highly paid. I mentioned the attitude. They have 
to have the right attitude, which means they love that kind of 
work and are willing to do it for low salaries. That's another part 
of the whole problem. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Are there some disturbing things happening in 
criminal trials throughout the country as a result of this 
inadequacy? 

Dr. MCCRONE. I don't think there is any question but that 75 
percent of them at least are handled in an inferior manner, and 
most of those-some of those do result in incorrect decisions, one 
way or the other. No question in my mind. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Is there a due process problem there? 
Dr. MCCRONE. I'm not going to get into the legal side of this, if I 

can avoid it. There was a book entitled "Scapegoat Justice" written 
4 or 5 years ago by a trial attorney about one such case. A brilliant 
example, brilliantly written, and a good example of one case, that 
put a man on death row for 12 years when he was innocent. And 
now it finally came out because some good crime work was done by 
good criminalists, and straightened the whole thing about, in a 
matter of minutes. 

Mr. EDWARDS. That's a well kept secret from the American 
people. We're used to Dr. Quincy and the infallibility of the lab people. 
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Dr. MCCRONE. I'm afraid criminalists don't watch Quincy. 
Mr EDWARDS. Mr. Boyd? . h' h" . 
Mr' BOYD. Are you suggesting that the weIght w ~c JUrIes gIve 

to ex'pert testimony on laboratory tests, and ~he lIkehhoo~ that 
that testimony is accurate, presents a real maJor problem In our 
criminal courtrooms? h 

Dr MCCRONE. I very definitely do. I hope there are no press . er~ 
today, but I definiteiy feel that way. I hav~ heard many cr~nl1-
nalists say that they would, if they had eVIdence fro;m a ~r~m3 
laboratory that showed that this hair, w?ich was a dnI~ue all' t 
feet long and bright red in a case and If th.ey foun ~ e suspec 
with red hair 3 feet long, they would then ~elIeve the CrIme lab?ra
tory. If there was an eyewitness. And that s about the way thIngs 

arM BOYD In this series of proficiency tests which you docu
men~~d in your statement, you indicate that some .80 percent of 
those to whom the tests were submitted ~i~ not turn In any :~sults, 
which means you were basing ~our statIstIca~ study on a rt:sponse 

ercentage of about 20 percent; IS that correct. . .. 
p Dr MCCRONE That is correct. That was the first or the InItial 
volu~tary reque~t for results to come back. We followed u

b
P ~n a~ 

of those and eventually we got over 80 perce!l.t of them ac an 
the correctness went up because we kept ~endlng back rhplacem~f~ 
tests If they go one wrong, they were gIven another c ance WI 
another test; similar, but not identical. So eventually 80 perceht of 
them returned results and all of those, except for two or t ~ee, 
were able to get certificates of completio~, successful completIOn. 
But it took 2 years to push them to that pOInt. . . 

M BOYD But don't you think one factor In getting ~esponses 
was r~ot so' much ability or proficiency, as it was time and 
resources? t f't but 

Dr. MCCRONE. Certainly time and resources were a par 0 Ild 't 
the time they would need to do it-~nd mos~ of them that 1 1 

wanted to do it. They did it on theIr own t~me, a weekend or a 
Sunday afternoon. Didn't take that .long to ~o I~. 

Mr. BOYD. But it,was done on theIr own tIme. 
Dr. MCCRONE. Most of the time.~ '''1 
Mr. BOYD. And I believe you saId that 80 percent of those-\j ose 

to 80 percent-received certificates? 
Dr MCCRONE. Right.. h t'f 
M~. BOYD. What level of proficiency was reflected by t ose cer 1 -

ic~~s?MCCRONE That merely means that they had completed ~he 
cour~e that wa~ taken successfully. They had gotten a passIng 
grade in that co~r~e that they had taken and that they successfully 

completed a profICIency test. we can assume, are competent Mr. BOYD. And they therefore, 
criminalists? 

Mr. MCCRONE. No. 
Mr BOYD We can't assume that? 
Mr: MCC~ONE. No. We can assume ~h~t they ccm:~leted that 

course simply and did well on one profICIency. test. And I would 
say it increas~d their proficiency, but I would lIke to see them do 
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additional proficiency tests, in other areas. That was just explosives 
or just one set of methods that th~\y did. 

Criminalistics is a tough area, because almost no two cases are 
alike. They have to have a very, w'ery good background to do this 
right, and know how to use a light. microscope and a few different 
instruments. It isn't an easy field;, so I can't say how generally 
proficient an;:r of these people were. 

Mr. BOYD. '':phank you. 
Mr. Sullivall~ you recommend a gradual assumption of responsi-

bility by State and local labs? 
Mr. SULLIVAN. That's correct. 
Mr. BOYD. Several years-
Mr. SULLIVAN. Fi.ve years. 
Mr. BOYD. Based on the amount of dollars and other resources 

which have been used by LEAA over the last 10 years or so, how 
competent do you think they are to assume those responsibilities? 

Mr. SULLIVAN. Well, LEAA, of course, put in approximately $81 
million over a period of 10 years from 1968, in which there were 
less than 100 laboratories, and now there are over 250. In spite of 
that, they do need training and more equipment to become effi
cient. 

I'm not sure whether I answered you correctly. I'm saying that 
they probably need more aid, training, and very definitely assist
ance in methodology to become proficient. 

Mr. BOYD. From the Federal Government? 
Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes. 
Mr. BOYD. Where will it come from? 
Mr. SULLIVAN. There are no more funds in the LEAA, as you 

know. 
Mr. BOYD. Thank you, Mr. Sullivan. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Are you saying that the modest program of testing 

that the National Institute of Justice has been engaged in for the 
past few years is endangered? 

Mr. SULLIVAN. We do have a modest program but we would like 
to think that we have invested the money wisely. vVe have, with 
small funds, been able! to get a great deal of information on the 
forensic sciences, not only the crime laboratories, but we are look
ing in the forensic tmdcology laboratories and we intend to exam
ine the medical examiner activities in the next several years, 
which is another area which needs to be investigated. But with 
some modest funding I believe we can achieve that. 

Mr. EDWARDS. You intend to continue the work? 
Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes; we intend to achieve that. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Are the people that you train all FBI agents or 

are there others that work in the FBI lab who are not agents but 
rather technicians or criminalists? Are all the people that you gave 
tests to from the FBI? W'ere they special agents of the FBI? 

Mr. MCCRONE. All of the ones that we are training are special 
agents. I believe they do have civilians or technicians who are not 
special agents. 

Mr. EDWARDS. I believe that the GAO was critical of the FBI's 
system whereby they utilized FBI special agents in the laboratories 
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rather than use technicians who were not necessarily special 
agents; is that correct? 

[No audible response.] 
Mr. EDWARDS. Dr. McCrone, are you aware of the critical paper 

that was submitted at the meeting of the American Academy of 
Forensic Sciences in Los Angeles by one Peter Barnett? Are you 
aware of his qualifications? He points out several errors in method
ology used by the FBI. Do you believe these are isolated examples 
or is there a greater problem? 

Mr. MCCRONE. I know Peter Barnett very well and I'm familiar 
with the paper. He wa~ one of my better ~tu?eI?-ts. I think w~a~ he 
stated is correct, but til the real sense It IS Isolated and It Just 
happens to be the one. He ~as II?-aking a case t~at such ca!l 
happen, even at the FBI, and In dOIng so he made It sound as If 
that was representative of all the cases they ever handled, and it is 
far from true in that sense. But, I'm sure it does happen, even with 
the FBI. 

Mr, EDWARDS. Well, if you-I can ask this of any of the wit
nesses-if you were sitting up here with responsibility for oversight 
and budget and assistance to the FBI, wherever we can give it, 
what should be our course of conduct? What kind of a recommen
dation would you make to the Department of Justice and the FBI 
and the Congress and the appropriations committee with regard to 
their crime lab? Mr. Sullivan? 

Mr. SULLIVAN. Perhaps not toward the FBI in particular, but I 
would like to address the results we obtained from the proficiency 
testing program which indicates that extensive training is needed 
for the professional staff of crim~ laboratori~s in ~I~i~ county. ~n.d I 
highly recommend that the FBI Increase theIr faCIlItIes for traInIng 
and retraining, which I suspect will be a 10-year effort to complete 
this task. 

~rhe second point that we observed in this proficiency testing 
program is there is a serious problem. 'We really don't have that 
many validated methods. So I would recommend in general that a 
study be continued on validating appropriate methodology for use, 
first for training, and second for distribution to crime laboratories. 
Our results clearly indicated "a problem" with use of appropriate 
methodology. And so those are my recommendations. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you. 
Dr. McCrone? 
Mr. MCCRONE. I would subscribe to that. I think John is optimis

tic about 10 years. I think much longer than that. A continuing 
program is necessary as far as we can see ahead. Methodology
some of the things that are done-I could give a paper at the next 
academy meeting on funny stories of people using what amol.!-pts to 
a pogo stick to try to get to the Moon. It sounds that sllly to 
anyone who knows whafs going on. 

Mr. EDWARDS. But you're not talking about the equipment at the 
FBI lab? 

Mr. MCCRONE. I'm talking about the kind of misuse of equip
ment, and this does occur at the FBI laboratory. They do not use 
my favorite tool, again, and we have to discount this to some 
extent. I fet-}l defensive about the microscope because it's not used 
as much as it should be. Well, the FBI themselves admit that they 
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do not use it as much as it should be used. They could save an 
awful lot of time if they used simpler instruments instead of going 
to more complex instruments. 

They have their place, but most of the cases could be solved with 
a light microscope and save a lot of time and money. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Kochanski, do you feel about the same? 
Mr. KOCHANSKI. Yes, sir. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Sullivan, does the National Institute coordi

nate its services and training programs in forensic sciences with 
the FBI? 

Mr. SULLIVAN. Very definitely so, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Well, I think we have covered quite a lot of 

ground and your testimony has been helpful to the subcommittee, 
and we thank you very much. 

[Whereupon, at 10:45 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 
[Additional material follows:] 
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I ~~id~~~~ Tests Stump labs . 
• I' Crimr lab results are commonly m· 

Thr 13,t six "f 2~ tests mvo v;ng 0 lured as "vid"nn' in .. ri'llin,,1 pro' 
I 'hyskall'vid~ncl' contmUe to show ltat tr ( 

I b . c unable to ce-ctiir,gs. I I 
many ('rim" a oratories ar '. Thr una('('cptflblr U'st srOrl'S reo:",u tt.c 
lIIrrt'rtly identify ~amples of Iyp,cal from carelessness or lack of "porlt'n,co; 
evidentiary material. failure to use adequate or appraplla~r 

Results of the last tests ~re ca,m- methodology; mislabelled. contam" 
parable to 15 earlier tests In whtch nated or non'existent standards to com, 
unacceptable responses ranged from 2 pare against an unknown substanrr: 
I"',,'elll fill: drugs to 71 percent for and inadequate training of personnel. 
bloodstains. 'd 

The tests started in 1975 and were the study Sat • (contlnuedonpage5) 
completed in 1977, 

o 
" 

·i'I,:· 

,:lNEWSLETTERI 
:.. . • i; :"~,,;, , September 1978 . 

!o Vol. 7, No.7,. 

CRIlIIE LABORATORY PROFICIEJl:CY TESTING PROGRAM 
l'crccntagcs of Labaratori.'S Reporting-Results of 

··U nacceptable Proficiency" 

NumbC'r"unacu"pt:ahlr-" f~PO~S('S ~ .. x 100 . l'cfcC'nt "Un;!.(l'llI.lbtr" 
Numbc.or or l:ahur:ltories I ('spondmg wnh d;113 

~--~---- .,. 
NUInIN"t or Lam NUIIlIN"fflr -:;or lolIIl}lIUIC"lflt"\ 

S:unr1c Rf'srondlng "lln;J(ct"ptaMf'''· Submilting· llnilflt"I't SIomplc 
WilhOit!;!; RC'Jr,...m~ flhlC'''Rt'''IJoOIUt'$_ .. -~~~~~--- .. _!YP!~._ 

1 Dfugs .. , 205 16 7.8 
-2 Fir('armJ. 12-1 ~'. 26.2-

3 Dlood I:,s 6 S.8 
4 Gb.ss .. 129 6 4.8 

-5 Paint 121 24 20.5 -
6 Drugs 1B1 3 1.; 
7 FirC';arms ... , ... 152 7 5.' 

-8 Ulood. 132 91 71.- -
-9 GI.:au ..•. 112 35 .:.1.1-
_to Paint .. I ~ 1 57 :.1-
_11 Soil. , 9S 33 3;.5 -

12 Fihfn .• 120 2 17 
IS Jlh)·$iologk,,1 Fluitls ('\&8) .. 129 (,\) 3 (A) 2.3 

(1\) 2 (11) 1.6 
_14 Arson. 118 ,., 28,S'" 

15 Drugs. 14$ 26 18.2 
_ 16 l'.:tlllt , •. 103 35 31.0-

68 1& ~2.1 11 Metal. 
"0 '1, """ '" ""j 1B lI.i, (A.n.C.D.l<I:;) 

2~ GAT (Il) 21.8 
49 UU.R (G) 51.4 
fil COW (Il) 67.R 
32 MINK If) Yo.f. 

65 14 21.5 19 Wood , .... 
74 ·t (M :,·1 20 Q,m's,jont'il {)(1cUln('uu 

1/\&11) H (II) IB9 
21 l'in"an1lS. S8 12 136 
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Labs ... 
(continued from page 1) 

"A wide range of proficiency levels 
among the participating laboratories 
exists and, in general, there are several 
evidence types with which the laborato· 
ries are' having se'rious diffjcultie's," the' 
report said. 

Participants Volunteer 
Some 250 local. state, and federal 

laboratories voluntarily participated in 
the three, year project, but not all 
laboratories performed each test. The 
program was conducted by the Forensic 
Science Foundation using $330,904 in 
grants from LEAA's National Institute 
of Law Enforcement and Criminal Jus· 
tice. 

The survey also developed a national 
proficiency testing program for crime 
laboratories. The data was used to de· 
sign education and training programs 
for crime lab personnel. 

Professionals Supervised Tests 

The testing prOl.edure was supervised 
by an advisory committee of eight na· 
tionally known crime laboratory direc· 
tors. Laboratories were scored anony· 
mously by the foundation through a 
coded system to foster their participa· 
tion, hence no laboratories were named. 

"The laboratories are having difficul· 
ties identifying the samples because 
some examiners don't have adequate ex· 
perience and training," said John O. 
Sullivan, LEAA project director and a 
former crime laboratory director. 

"As the reporL points out," said Mr. 
Sullivan, "some laboratory personnel 
did not know how to use the microscope 
properly. In other cases, similarly sim' 
pie identification methods were not em· 
ployed because the personnel were not 
aware of these tests or did not know how 
to use them properly. Once they get the 
training, I am confident they will do 
well." 

Upgrades Crime Labs 
On the last six tests, the study showed 

34 percent of the labs couldn't differen· 
tiate among three paint samples; 22 
percent among three metals; 50 percent 
missed dog hair, 27 percent cat hair, 54 
percent deer hair, 67 percent cow hair 
and 35 percent mink hair; 21 percent 
couldn't differentiate among three 
wood samples; 5 percent and 18 percent 
missed on two separate documents; and 
13 percent failed on firearms, 

The It'sling procedure is part of a 
larger program to improve forensic sci· 
ences by the Institute. 

That program, which the Institute 
began last year after the results of the 
tests were known, is called the National 
Program to Upgrade Crime Laborato· 
ries. 

J twill devt'iop testing methods for se· 
lected types of physical evidence, train 
laboratory examiners in microscopy, 
bloodstain analysis and other areas, im· 
prove ways to identify critical items of 
physical ('vidence, continue the develop. 
ment of certification procedures for 
crime laboratory personnel and develop 
laboratory standards and reference 
materials for evidence types with which 
laboratories are having problems. 

The program encompasses many of 
the recommendations made in the final 
report, entitled "Laboratory Proficiency 
Testing Research Program." 

The report will be available about 
October 1 from the Superintendent of 
Documents, U.S. Government Print· 
ing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402 .• 
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FBI SUBMISSION ON FOP~NSIC SERVICES 

19B1 Appropriation 
Antici~ted 19B2 Base 

Perm. Perm. 
Pos. Wi l\Irount Pos. ~ ~ 

FOrensic SP.rvices - Federal •••••••••• 2BB 2BO $11,245 2BB 2BO $11 ,B72 

19B2 Estimate 
Pen~. 

Pas. Wi ~ 

312 301 $14,516 

Increasetoecrease 
Perm. 
~ ~ Am:llmt 

24 21 $2,644 

U:lng-Range Goals: To p:ovide the best p:lssible forensic and graphic services and the mst nodem scientific and technical 
equipnent in support of E13I ard other Federal investigative activities. 

Major Objectives: 

To p::ovide professional, expeditious handling of requests for examination of physical evidence. 

'To assist in the prosecutioo of criminal matters by providirg factual, objective, expert testiJrol¥ in a wide variety of 
forensic disciplines. 

To provide technical expertise and support for E13I investigative operations. 

To corxbct research sufficient to maximize the use of physical evidence ard to stay abreast of new technolcgy. 

To o:xnplete staffing cmd equipping of the FOrensic Science Research and Training Center. 'Ibis center will increase service 
to Federal law enforcenent ard further professionalize state ard local law enforcement personnel decreasirlJ their dependence 
on Federal facilities. 

To provide specially deSigned devices and apparatus for use in criminal and counterintelligence investigative activities. 

Base Program Description: ~Qsts for examinations of evidence come to the FBI Laboratory as a result of FBI field 
investigations and ~ other Federal agencies which do not have the technical capability to perform a particular type of 
examination. 

'ltle cases received include specific requests na:le by the oontributor to oonduct a wide range of forensic examinations on the 
physical evidence (specimen!?) obtaineD duri03 the investigatioo of the crime. Requests are receiveD in the Evidence Control 
Center where pertinent information oonceming the request is o:xnputerized. 'Ibe request is then assigned a pciority for 
examinatioo ard assigneD to a principal examiner. '!be examiner is totally resp:>nsible for the case - determini03 Iohat 
examinations must be done to cbtain the greatest technical information fran the 'specimen(s), maintaini03 the chain of custody 
of the evidence, obtaining auxiliary examiners, supervising, ard conducting examinatioos, reading ard assenblirg the results of 
other examinations and writing the final laboratory report. 'ltle examiner may be called llpOI1 to render expert testimony 
concerning the results of the examinatioo in slbsequent court proceedings. 

On occasion, during the investigation of E13I matters such as terrorist b:mbings, arson matters, underCOller operations, 
kidnaping, etc., laboratory personnel are required to prOl1ide on-site technical sUPp:lrt or to conduct a crime-scene search. 
h;Jent examiners are also J;eqUested to perform undercover W)rk \<ben persons having a technical background are needed during an 
investigation. 37 
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Laboratory examiners are utilized to teach specialized forensic science courses offe~ed at the FBI Aca:lemy, Q.Jantico, Vit:ginia, 
arrl, as necessary, in other parts of the country. Suc:h coqrses are usually offerErl for one-to-t\>O week pericx1s and include 
lectures arrl practical laborato~ instruction for federal, state, and local crime laboratories and law enforcement personnel. 

ACcanplishments and W::lrkload: Acccrnplishroents of the forensic Services - Federal progran are presented in the followirg table: 

Requests for examination ••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Specimens subnitted ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Examinations conducted ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• 
W::lrJroays Spent on {lEsearch ................................... . 
Trial and Investigative Aids Prepared ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Charts, Miscellaneous Graphics and exhibits Prepared •••••••••• 
photo Prints Processed ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• 
Testilrcny \>OrJroays ........................................... . 

1979 

11,956 
124,306 
287,269 

2,410 
5,873 

12,424 
1,212,144 

776 

lW1. 
12,147 

154,454 
378,149 

2,230 
5,721 

16,350 
1,434,143 

8SG 

.!W. 
12,200 

155,000 
380,000 

2,035 
7,150 

16,350 
1,450,000 

950 

Estimates 
1982 

12,300 
167,400 
410,400 

2,925 
7,150 

16,350 
1,500,000 

1,025 

'ltle workloa:l data set forth in the above table show a significant increase in the ntm1ber of examinations performed in 1980. A 
portion of this unusual increase is because of two very large Federal gambling cases involving syndicated gambling (47,669 ~ 
examinations) arrl one case involving theft fran interstate shipnent (17,219 examinations). Even without these large cases 5(t 
there was a substantial increase in examinations. 'Ibis is due to the increased awareness of Federal investigators of the value ..-
of physical evidence in the solution arrl prosecutioo of crime; IOClre ccmplex cases involving white-collar and organized crime; 
arrl increased capability which permits more examinations 00 a single piece of evidence. 

other accanplishments incllXle: 

A continuing automation effort which incorporates a management information system with automated scientific and technical data 
processing. Through ccmputer terminals located in IOClst laboratoty units, managers have the ability to quickly retrieve 
important case information, study examiner case loads, select auxiliary examiners, and answer inquiries fran ccotributors 
concerning the status of cases fron dat" entered into the system in the Evidence Control Center. These £<llre terminals are 
utilized by t.'le examinErs arrl technicians to nore rapidly p::ocess results of instrumental analysiS, p::ocess large blocks of 
data fran multi-specimen cases, quety files, etc. Plans were ccmpletErl for the constructioo of the $4.1 million Forensic 
Science Research and Training Center which will be located at Quantico, Virginia. A construction contract ...es awarded in 
November 1979, and constructico began in December 1979. 'l1'le facility is expectErl to be fully operational by early S\.IllI11er 
1981. 

Other accanplishments inclooe the pililication of the "Crime Laboratory Digest"; coordination of the Seventh Annual Symp::lsium on 
Crime Laboratory Developnent ard too following successful researc:h projects; (a) The detectioo of lea:l alkyls in gasoline arrl 
arson residues; (b) The determination of the sex of an individual from a dried blcoclstain; and (c) Capillary mettxld fot the 
lewis typil13 of rErl blcx:rl cells. 
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Program Changes: Increases of 24 positions and $2,644,000 are requested fur 1982 for the Fbrensic Services - Federal Program. 
'These lncreases will permit the following: 

Examination: Federal investigators are Jl'aXimizing the use of P"lysical evidence in the investigation of Federal violations. 
In 1980 the FBI Laboratory experienced a 24% increase in the arrount of physical evidence sul:Jnitted for examination. This 
increase has caused a 32% increase in the nUl1'her of examinations performed by the Laboratory in Federal matters. 'Itose Federal 
violations producing the greatest workload increases in examinations are kidnaping (90%), bonb threats (145%), Federal Reserve 
Act (90%), Racketeer Influenced Corrupt Organization (240%), and Hobbs Act - Corruption of Public Officials (722%). 'This 
increased IooOrkload has caused undoo pressure on saTe units of the FBI Laboratory. For example, the Mineralogy/Metallurgy Unit 
has experienced a 110% increase in general lretallurgical examinations and a 58% increase in mineralogical examinations. '!he 
Explosives Unit has experienced a 92'6 increase in the examination of explosive canp:ments an::l the Firearms-'D:lolrnarks Unit a 17% 
increase in general toolmarks examinations. 'The enhancements requested in 1982 will Irovide the resources necessary to enable 
the Laboratory to resporil in an adequate manner. 

Research and Training: Funds to construct the FBI's Fbrensic Science Research and Training Center were approved by the 
Congress in FY 1979. The building at the FBI Academy is expected to be canpleted by the Spring of 1981. In order to utilize 
the facility, the resources are needed to complete staffing and to purchase equipment and supplies. l'ilditionally, s::xne 
research projects have been pursued to the point that irilustry assistance is required. 

Three of these research areas are: Image Processing, Digital J\nalysis of llaOOwriting, and Photogramnetry. This unique 
research is directed toward development of canputer programs for the ~~lex ma~~ematical manipulations necessary to gain 
information from a {b:ltographic image. The developnent of this capability is essential to p:ovide Irlequate support fur 
priority investigative areas such as white-collar crime, foreign couterintelligence, an::l organized crirre. The increase for 
1982 will Irovide the software, studies, and equipnent prototypes necessary fur this research. 

Due to the increased value of, arC need for, polygraP"l examinations in organized crime, white-collar crime, arC foreign 
counterintelligence investigations, there is a great need to train additional agents as polygraph examiners. There are no 
schools available which can provide training or offer the type an::l quality of training desired for the number of agents who 
require this training. It is essential fur the FBI to institute its CMl p:>lygraph training program. This increase will 
provlde funding to meet the initial requirements in this area. 

1981 Appropriation 
Anticipated 1982 Base 

Perm. 
~ WY ~ 

ADP and Telecommunications. • • • • • 400 389 $36,154 406 394 $38,556 

1982 Estimate 
Perm. 
Pos. WY Amount 

406 394 $51,268 

Increase/Decrease 
Perm. 
~ !'!! ~ 

- $12,712 

Uong-Range Goal: 'Ib support the FBI's information collection, storage, retrieval, and dissemination requirements through the 
use of ADP, telecommunications, arC word processing resources. , 39 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Forensic science is an important ingredient in the criminal justice process. 

An integral part of forensic science, the criw,! 'laboratory, provides support to 

criminal justice officials and, in many instances, is the essential element in 

aiding conviction of the guilty and the release of the innocent. Apparently 

there is a widespread belief that forensic sciences or scientific evaluations 

are inherently true and indisputable. It is perhaps this broad acceptance of 

the findings of the forensic laboratory that makes it imperative that these 

analyses be accurate and reliable as well as timely. Therefore, improving the 

management of laboratory operations and the quality of the crime laboratory 

analysis has emerged as a central issue in the administration of justice. The 

fundamental premise of forensic science, as analyzed in a paper ~y J.L. Peterson, 

expressed key concepts and concerns relevant to crime laboratory management. 

An abstract of Peterson's paper summarizes these as follows: ~I 

Forensic science does not exist independently as a scientific 
disicipline. It is a service to legal decisionmakers. The 
viability of the forensic science profession depends on its 
services. Forensic science profession needs to be concerned 
with the following: (1) guaranteeing the quality of its ser
vices; (2) drawing attention to its unique contribution of 
objectivity and impartiality to criminal investigations; 
(3) demonstrating its cost effectiveness id clearing crime, 
prosecuting the accused and ensuring a high-quality of 
justice; (4) conducting research to advance the state-of-the
art in forensic science to a level commensurate with knowledge 
in allied scientific fields; (5) developing core curriculums 
and career paths to attract qualified personnel to the field; 
and (6) promoting communication between scientists and criminal 
justice officials. 

~I Peterson, J.L. and R.K. Peterson. Promise and Problems of Forensic 
Science. In Forensie Science Services and the Administration of Justice. 
Washington-University Research Corporation, 1978. (FrOm an abstract from the 
National Criminal Justice Reference Service.) 
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Today thel:le is a demand by the. legal "rofessional and law enforcement 

system to upgrade quality of analysis in 'the crime laboratory. Over the years 

testing, regulatory, and clinical laborato~ies have instituted a variety of 

standards and q\llality control programs to' improve the analysis function (see 

section II. A.) The concept of quality assurance is relatively new to the 

crime laboratory, but there are indications that it is becominl( an important 

element. 

The c~itical role of forensic science is evident perhaps best illustrated 

in drug cases whl!re positive identification of a drug was essential. _lJ 
Improving the ansilytical capability of laboratories therefore becomes a relevant 

issue. 

The advent of complex' and sophisticated equipment and techniques has con-

tributed to increased interest in crime laboratory management. Today computers 

and microprocessoT.s are being used in a variety of crime laboratory operations. 

~ ---~~---. 

When appropriately used there new tools add a measure of,accuracy not previously 

attained. These factors have encouraged crime laboratory decisionma,ke"'s to 

consider improving all sspects of the crime laboratory operation. 

A. MAJOR ISSUES AND PROBLEMS 

Many crime laboratories today are in transition. The demand for a 

higher quality of service must be balanced against limited funds and a shortage 

of skilled manpower. The crime laboratory manager, at all levels of government, 

~I Sobol, Stanley p. and John W. Gunn, Jr. Tbe Role of the Forensic 
Drug Laboratory. Presented at 'the Toxicology-Drug Abuse Section, Sixth 
International Meeting, Edinburgh Scotland, September lQ72. p. 1. 

--~------------
-------~----.----
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faces the problem of trying to meet a growing demand for service in a time of 

decreasing resources (capita,l outl&ys, equipment, materials, personnel, and 

training/education). This basic problem of limited resources in the face of 

increasing demands has implications for a wide range of issues, including: 

_ certification of laboratory examiners, 

_ accreditation of the laboratory facility, 

- proficiency testing, 

- quality assurance programs, 

standardization of methods and analysis techniqt'ies, 

- trainil1g and education, and 

_ centralization vs. decentralization of facilities. 

There is a definite sensitivity among crime laboratory personnel re-

garding these iSi5ues. The fact that crime laboratories are an important element 

in the criminal justice system has focused attention on quality in the identifi

cation and analysiS of physicial evidence. In addition, the expectation that 

science is devoid of prejudice has made crime laboratories analyses a critical 

i 1 'i Therefore, the crime laboratory community element in judic a proceea ngs. 

has been disturbed by reports, true or false, of inefficiency or inappropriate 

b i The credibility of all crime laboratories is analysis by some la orator es. 

affected by this type of adverse publicity. 

The Federal laboratories assistance to lion-Federal cdminal justice 

officials has received some attention. A General Accounting Office report 

(detailed in Section II) outlines some of the problems resulting from Federal 

laboratory support of State and local crime laboratories. The crime laboratory 

community generally has advocated the national laboratories training programs 
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and have expressed that this assistance has been cr~tical in improving the 

quality of analysiS. 

Quality assurance programs at the Federal level are beginning to receive 

some attention. While agencies vary as to their approach to instituting quality 

assurance programs, most have some type of controls in place. (See sections III 

and IV.) 
Another issue is the integration and coordination of Federal crime 

laboratory :acilities. For the most part, informal communications tend to be 

the major avenues of approaching areas of mutual interest. Federal policies 

affecting national crime laboratories are not necessarily uniform and consistent. 

(See section II.C.) There seems to be a need for more information exchange and 

cooperation among Federal crime laborator~ managers. 

Questions regarding the merits or limitations of centralization and 

decentralization of laboratory facilities has not received much attention, but 

may be an i~portant issue in an era of scarce resources. Streamlining laboratory 

management structures with a view to improving quality of analysiS and performance 

of the analyst remains critical. 

B. SCOPE AND NATURE OF THE REPORT 

This report is concerned primarily with the management and policies of 

c~ime laboratories, specifically Federal facilities. The problems associated 

with quality assurance and the role of technology are highlighted. The attempts 

of the crime laboratory community and the Federal agencies in coming to grips 

with the intrinsic management issues of creditation, certification, and quali,ty 

assurance programs are discussed. 
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Background inform.ation is included , in section II, on congressional 

c~ncern with standards and controls in the clinical laboratory environment 

which may have iQplications for the ~rime laboratory. Section II also includes 

a review of two relevant General Accounting Office crime laboratory studies 
and the 

Sectil:ln 

National Institute of JUstice forensic science research program. 

cursory overview of selected activities III provides a 
and programs 

of three Federal crime 1 b a oratories, with special emphasis on the Federal 

A few of ~he activities and int Bureau of Investigation. 
erests of the forensic 

science community regard.ing improving laboratory analYSis are described in 
section IV. Technological ?nd 

'd1mputar aupport activities, along with a de-

scription of quality assurance .ol"og;:-,,:,!! Objectives, are outlined i n aection V. 
Section VI focuses on the chJllenges fH~ing the crime 1 b a oratory manager and 
presents a set of questions for poss:!ble consideration by the Congress. 
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II. BACKGROUND 

Imprclving the quality and management of the crime laboratory is a con-

tinuing endreavor at all levels of government. There is evidence that a wide 

range of approaches and options are available to assist in improving laboratory 

performancEl. Limited resources and, in some instances, lack of qualified man-

power have caused consideration of curtailing some services and programs. The 

two General Accounting Office reports reviewed below discuss some of these 

problems. Efforts to improve laboratory performance include consideration of 

additional controls and more effective management of the crime laboratory re-

sourCES • 

Two topics, certification and accreditation, have continued to receive 

particular attention. 

Certification of the individual analyst has certainly been a controversal 

subject in the crime laboratory community. Although formal certification has 

not been widely accepted, some crime laboratories have instituted stringent 

educational requirements and training programs in an effort to improve the com-

petency of the crime laboratory analyst. 

Accreditation of the laboratory facilities and operations has been con-

sidered by the crime laboratory community and there are indications that some 

action is underway to begin a formal program in this area. (See section IV.A.) 

An accreditation of the crime laboratory will assist in evaluating the improve-

ment of laboratory performance. 

Proficiency testing, discussed below, is also part of the effort to 

imrrove performance of the crime laboratory. Proficiency testing measures 

the ability of a laboratory to effectively identify, analyze, and qu~ntify 

a given specimen. 

f , 
1 
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A. CONGRESSIONAL CONCERN 

Over the years Congress has supported an encouraged the development 

of an effective crime laboratory system. The capability inherent in the 

national crime laboratories, as examplified by the laboratories in FBI, DEA, 

and ATF, represents an important'national resource. Congress has supported 

the development and improvement of State and local crime laboratories through 

Federal assistance programs. State and local officials have henefited from 

Federal support programs that provide education and training assistance. (See 

section III for details.) 

1. Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act 

Congressional consideration of quality assurance and management of 

laboratories has focused for the most part on those laboratories involved with 

health conditions. In 1967 Congress enacted the Clinical Laboratories Improve-

ment Act (CLIA) P.L. 90-174, 81 Stat. 533, 42 U.S.C. 263). This law is concerned 

with improving clinical laboratories which provide information for diagnosis, 

prevention, or treatment of disease and assessment of human health. The law is 

directed at regulation and licensing of laboratories as well as setting some 

minimum standards. 

In the last decade, additional legislative measures directed at improving 

laboratory accuracy and performance have been proposed in Congress, but while 

more have received final action, they have stimulated interest in this subject. 

The hearings and studies on the Clinical Laboratory Impr6vement Act of 197q 

indicate some of the problems, including the need for standards, internal 
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of equipment, and establishment of perquality control programs, inspection 

sonnel qualifications. there has been a special focus on deIn addition, 

Proficiency testing as well as safeguards to assure veloping a system of 

accuracy of collection, processing, and transmission of laboratory findings. 

d by the legislation proposed in 1979 The guidelines and safeguards suggeste 

h management of criminal laboratories. have some relevancy in t e 

B. NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF JUSTICE 

( NIJ), established by P.L. 96-157, The National Institute of Justice 

f 1979 i part of the U.S. Department the Justice System Improvement Act 0 _ , s 

of Justice. i along with the Law Enforcement NIJ is one of the three agenc es, 

Assistance Administration and the Bureau of Justice Statistics, dedicated to 

services and support to the criminal justice community. providing NIJ's efforts 

i the criminal research and demonstrations to mprove are directed at encouraging 

NIJ awards grants and justice system. cont racts concerning civil and criminal 

that improve the functioning and strengthening justice systems and supports programs 

of the criminal justice system. 

1. Forensic Sciences Research Program 

Science Program is directed at National Institute of Justice Forensic 

, of services and improving various aspects increasing the "quantity and quality' 

3/ U.S. Congress. Senate. 
ClinicaY-Laboratory Improvement Act 
S. 590. 96th Congress, 1st session. 
1979. p. 3. 

Committee on Labor and Human Resources. 
of 1979. Report No. 96-130, to accompany 

Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 
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of forensic sciences. The program, provides a state-of-the-art assessment, 

evaluation of personnel and facilities, education, and scientific procedures 

as well as encouraging research and development. Highlights of NIJ's Forensic 

Science Research Program (1975-1983) is outlined-in figure 1. ~I 

2. Crime Laboratory Proficiency Study (1978) 

a. Background 

A key element of the NIJ Forensic Science Research Program is the improve-

ment of crime and drug laboratory proficiency. In the late 1970s a study on 

proficiency testing examined the problems associated with quality assurance 

and examineq laboratory performance. The LEAA funded laboratory research pro-

ject on crime laboratory proficiency was stimulated in part by the wide dis-

crepancy in the handling and analyzing of laboratory specimens. The study 

primarily focused on the following: -11 

- Determining the feasibility of preparation and distribution of 
different classes of phYSical evidence for nationwide distribution; 

- Assessing the accuracy of criminalistics laboratories in the 
processing of selected samples of physical evidence; 

- Conducting statistical studies of the tests administered; and 

- Establishing the basis for the designing of education and self 
improvement progra~s which will assist the criminalistics profes
sion in the attainment of higher levels of proficiency. 

41 Source: U.S. Department of Justice. National Institute of Justice. 
ForensicSciences Research Program. February 1981. 

51 U.S. Department of Justice. National Institute of Law Enforcement 
and Criminal Justice. Law Enforcem.ent Assistance Administration. Crime Laboratory 
Proficiency Testing Research Program. October 1978. (Authored by Joseph L. 
Peterson, Ellen L. Fabricant, Ken~eth S. Field with the assistance of J.I. Thorton.) 
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Of!., 1978. p. 1. 
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The concept of a nationwide proficiency testing program was not universally 

endorsed. The report notes that thee was some "skepticism" on specific as-

pects, namely; ~ 

traditional concern that independence of operation (a charac
teristic of autonomy) would be seriously eroded by allowing 
outside access to individual laboratory operations. This 
question was resolved by showing the laboratories that the 
testing mechanics precluded any direct involvement in the 
operations of any specific laboratory. Rather, because the 
project was a research effort in "how to run proficiency 
testing", its impact would be on the profession as a whole ••• 
a generic approach to the problems of th~ profession. 

- [A] second area was the issue of standarization. Some 
individuals felt that proficiency testing could lead to 
requirements that certain instruments and methods be used to 
analyze the materials submitted to the crime laboratory. 

- concerns related to the profession's direct involvement in the 
design and administration of the tests. It was agreed by the 
leaders in the field that few, if any, laboratories would 
participate in even a pilot proficiency program unless con
vinced that the profession itself w~uld have a strong hand in 
designing and guiding the project. The creation of a Project 
Advisory Committee (c.omprised of eight prominent criminalists 
in the field) and their assignment to specific project plan
ning, design and operational responsibilities proved to be a 
satisfactory solution to this problem. 

- confidentiality of data and total anonymity of laboratories. 

Regarding this later objection two safeguards were instituted by the 

project managers (Forensic Science Foundation, Inc.) -- strict limitation 

on access to the data collected and protect:l.on of links to a laboratory and 

a test result. The second safeguard required by the LEAA grant included 

the following special conditions. -2f 

-2./ Ibid. p. 6. 

-1! Ibid. p. 8. 
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_ The Forensic Science Foundation shall advise respondents 
that information is being collected for research and 
statistical purposes only. Such information will not be 
revealed or used for any other purpose. Information 
furnished by any person or agency and identifiable to any. 
specific person or laboratory will not be revealed or usee 
for any purpose other than the research and statistical 
purposes for which it was obtained. 

_ Any questionnaires prepared for completion by study 
subjects shall include the following notation: 

Information on this questionnaire is 
being collected by the Forensic Sciences 
Foundation in connection with a grant 
from LEAA. The information has not 
been requested by and is not intended 
for the use of LEAA. 

b. Findings and Recommendations 

The LEAA-sponsored study pinpointed u')me general problems regarding 

quality assurance and more specifically the requirements and inherent diffi-

d Specific findings outlined in the 
culties in proficiency testing proce ures. 

study include: .:2,./ 

_ Voluntary, anonymous proficiency testing is both feasible 
and necessary as indicated by the consistently high 
participation rates throughout the course of the project 
and the ability of such testing to identify areas in need 

of improvement. 

There is a need for continuous, ongoing proficiency 
testing to provide a means to monitor efforts to 
upgrade and maintain high quality criminalistics 

services; 

A wide range of proficiency levels among the nation's 
laboratories exists, with several evidence types 
posing serious difficulties for the laboratories; 

.:2,./ Ibid. p. 2-3. 
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The majority of laboratories queried lack the 
financial resources to participate in the proficiency 
testing program on a subscription (fee) basis. 

~n~;es?onse to these findings, the Forensic Sciences Foundation 
an _,1e Project Advisory Committee have formulated several recom
mendations, including: 

A nationwide program of continuous proficiency testing 
of crime laboratories should be established and ad
ministered by a peer group; 

Future proficiency testing programs should contain 
provisions to render technical assistance to the 
laboratories which desire and request such help; 

A series of regional workshops to address education 
and training needs corresponding to deficient areas 
as identified in this project should be develOped 
immediately; 

Law enforcement agencies at all levels of government 
must recognize that the problems identified in the 
research findings are symptomatic of inadequate 
budgets, and both physical and human resources and 
should allocate the necessary funds to correct such 
deficiencies. 

As an outcome of the project, the Forensic Sciences Foundation and the Project 

Advisory Committee made several recommendations. Specifically advocated was 

a nationwide program of continuous proficiency testing of crime lahoratories. 

Also suggested was aft fi i u ure pro c ency testing program to contain "provisions 

.!L/ 

to render technical assistance to the laboratories which desire and request such 
help." ..l!i The development of specialized/technical workshops to meet education 
and training requirements of th i 1 b e cr me a oratory community also was recommended. 

~/ Ibid. p. 3. 

l.0./ Ibid. 
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In addition, the report alluded to the problems of inadequate budgets and 

limitations of resources which must be addressed by all levels of government. 11/ 

Other problems identified in the report included: 

- qualifications and certification of personnel; 

accreditation of crime laboratories; 

- accreditation of forensic science degree programs; and 

research for improved techniques in acientific analysis. 

Many of the issues and problems identified by the study, a1thou~h not 

new, focused the attention of the crime laboratory community. 

Consequently the report stimulated a controversy regarding the quality 

of laboratory services. The crime laboratory findings came under scrutiny and 

action has been undertaken to remedy problems at the State and local levels. 

Subsequently the Forensic Sciences Foundation, Inc. the American Academy 

of Forensic Sciences, and the American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors 

with grants from NIJ have launched programs to remedy some of these problems. 

(See section IV for additional details.) 

C. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE REPORTS 

In 1980 the General Accounting Office issued two reports which focused 

on Federal crime laboratories. These reports examined the range and type of 

assistance Federal laboratories were rendering to State and local governments 

and the Federal Bureau of Investigation's laboratory personnel requirements 

and practices. 

.li/ Ibid. 
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1. Assistance for State and Local Jurisdictions 

The Gen~r.al Accounting Office (GAO) report, Federal Crime Laboratories 

Lack a Clear Policy for Assisting State and Local Jurisdictions, ~/ reviews 

some of the problems associated with Federal assistance. GAO recommended that 

the Federal agencies develop and coordinate a plan to reduce support to State 

and local law enforcement. Th GAO d e suggeste that this plan should: 

- provide a time schedule which will enable the States to prepare 
for the phased reduction in Federal laboratory assistance; 

- discontinue the practice of accepting routine requests from 
local law enforcement agencies, thereby by-passing laboratories 
where the capability exists or should be developed; and 

- define the complex or sophisticated analyses which the Federal 
laboratories should continue to perform. 

Another suggestion by the GAO was that Federal agencies consider, during 

this phased reduction, the possibility of providing some services on a reimburs-
able basis. 13/ 

The GAO report alludes to the budgetary restrictions which may force 

cancellation of Federal assistance and calls f or a more orderly procedure to 

accomplish this goal. 

The Federal crime laboratories, FBI and ATF, have formulated guidelines 

on the scope of their assistance programs. (See section III.) 

12/ U.S. General Accounting Office. Federal Crime Laboratories Lack 
a Clear Policy Fl 80 r. ASSisting State and Local Jurisdictions. GGD-80-92. p. September 12, 1980. 

13/ Ibid. 

--------- - ~---
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On one hand the dependency of State and local jurisdictions on the 

Federal crime laboratories for examinations and analysis varies greatly. 

Certain local crime laboratories have come to depend on Fed€r~i capabilities. 

Critics have been concerned that this assistance has encouraged a greater 

dependency and in some instances has adversely affected the development 

of Btate and local crime laboratory capability. 

On the other hand, some critics have viewed the phasing out of Federal 

crime laboratory assistance with concern and they have wondered about the pos-

sible consequences of this policy. They claim that the tighteriing of Federal 

assistance programs may not necessarily bring about the improvement of State 

and local laboratories. It is unclear at this time if the implications 

of restricting assistance are fully understood. It has been suggested that 

some of the consequences of this assistance restriction policy may be long-

term and not identifiable at an early date. 

2. FBI Personnel Practices 

In July 1980, GAO issued a report on the FBI's use of special agents 

as crime laboratory examiners. This report indicated that the use of special 

agents in this capacity increased costs. The benefits, in the view of GAO, 

were not enough to merit retention of this system. 14/ Specifically the GAO 

recommended that the FBI "develop and implement a plan leading to the orderly 

transition to a civilian workforce in the crime laboratory." ill The 

14/ U.S. General Accounting Office. Special Agents Should be Phased 
Out as FBI Crime Laboratory Examiners. July 18, 1980. GGD-80-60. Washington, 
1980. p. H. 

ill Ibid. 
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Department of Justice, in commenting on the recommepdation, indicated that it 

had reservations and asserted that the GAO had not considered 16/ (1) the 

nature, scope, and quality of the work performed in the FBI laboratory, and 

(2) the costs involved in conversion to civilian examiners. 

It was argued by GAO that the benefits of the investigative experience 

were not critical to providinG effective testimony and that costs of conversion 

did not justify retention of this personnel practice. 1lI 
However, the FBI's unique personnel practice, while a valid ingredient 

in effectiveness, may not always be critical to ensuring quality assurance 

and increased proficiency of the FBI laboratory's operations. 

In defense of the FBls position, it can be argued that the investigative 

experience of' FBI agents may enhance their analytical functions because of 

their more comprehensive understanding of processes and requirements. 

16/ Ibid. p. 31. 

ll..! Ibid. p. 32. 
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III. SELECTED FEDERAL CRIME LABOP-ATORIES 

Certain Federal law enforcement agencies have established sophisticated 

crime laboratory programs in support of their missions. The Departments of 

Justice and the Treasury have operated and maintained crime laboratories to 

assist investigators in their agencies and to provide assistance to other 

Federal and non-Federal criminal justice officials. In support of this effort 

crime laboratory programs have been directed to improving the examination of 

evidential materials and to provide analytical data to combat crime. 

This section highlights the crime laboratory program of the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), and the 

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (ATF). This review while not com

prehensive is meant to provide a frame work for identification of some of the 

key programs being supported. These laboratories are a national resource 

uhich provide an analytical capability to identification, analysis, and measure

ment of evidence for the criminal justice community. In addition, the Federal 

crime laboratories provide assistance and training, develop new techniques, 

conduct research in forensic sciences, and cooperate with Federal and non-

Federal crimina~ justice officials. 

There seem to be some questions regarding the type of services these 

laboratories should render. There are also concerns regarding the possible 

overlapping capabilities that may exist among the Federal laboratories. Some 

of these overlaps are due to the nature of forensic operations and others are, 

in fact, ~up1ication. There are indications that a more consistent approach 

to Federal crime laboratory may be required. Some agencies have launched 

an effort to eliminate duplication and overlap but it is not ent~rely clear 

how extensive an effort is being made. 
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A. FBI CRIHINAL LABORATORY 

The FBI operates and maintains the largest criminal laboratory in the 

Nation. The laboratory is one of ten divisions within FBI headquarters and 

functions under the supervision of the Office of the Assistant Director. 

The operational responsibilities of the laboratory are clustered about 

three main sections: documents, scientific analysis, and special projects. 

Th~se sections perform scientific and technical examinations of evidence and 

are designed to promote coordination of functions. 

1. Organization 

a. Document Section 

This section provides scientific examination of all documents including 

shoe prints, tire treads, and other imagery analysis. In addition, the document 

section provides translation and analysis of foreign language material. The 

administration of the FBI Polygraph Examination Program and deciphering and 

cryptological analysis and communication are under the purview of the Document 

Section. ~ 

b. Scientific Analysis 

Some of the highly specialized examinations requiring chemical, biological 

(serological), metallurgical, and mineralogical analyses are performed by this 

section. In addition, scientific analysis includes examinations of arson 

eVidence, firearms, toolmarks, glass fractures, and instrumentatal analysis. 

181 Based on a review of internal FBI briefing document, overview of 
laboratory functions, dated Harch 14, 1980. (unpaged) 

I 
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Chemical, physical, and biological science research and forensic science training 

are managed by the section. 121 
c. Special Projects 

The Special Projects Section provides a wide range of services, including 

photographic, imagery, and surveillance technology support. Visual aids support 

is also provided by this eection. the section participat~s and coordinates some 

aspects of architectural design in cooperation with the Per'lnsylvania Development 

Corporation and the Fine Arts Commission. ~ 

2. Major Programs and Objectives 

The FBI Laboratory focuses on two major programs in support of Federal, 

State, and local requirements, namely the Forenaic Services Program and the 

Forensic Research and Training Program. 

a. Forensic Services Program 

This program provides technical and scientific support to on-going 

FBI investigations, conducts forensic examinativns, and provides court testimony 

in connection with FBI investigations. The FBI also p~ovides forensic examina-

tions and expert testimony to State, local, and Federal law enforcement agencies. 211 

b. Research and Training Program 

This program supports on-going research in forensic sciences and assists 

in the improvement of techniques and innovation in the examination process. 

Certain techniques are initially implemented and refined in the laboratory and 

~I Ibid. 

201 Ibid. 

~1I Source: Federal Bureau of Investigations. 
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may eventually be included in training programs. Some 43 forensic courses 

provide Federal and non-Federal forensic scientists with training in the ~ol~ 

lection, preservation, handling, and significance of physical evidence in the 

investigation and prosecution of criminal matters. The program is directed 

at increasing the capabilities of the forensic science community and providing 

specialized training to forensic scientists. 22/ 

The FBI Laboratory Division encourages and supports the exchange of 

information regarding forensic research. The Forensic Research and 

Training Center, to be openned in May 1981, will be a central facility to 

assist in expanding research capabilities a~d permit training for the forensic 

science community. The primary ~raining responsibility of the Center will be 

in support of FBI personnel and the FBI Academy. I ddi i i nat on, tra ning programs 

will be available to personnel of other Federal law enforcement agencies and 

crime laboratories. 23/ 

Technical training. field support training, and special forensic in

vestigative training will be some of the critical elements of the program. 24/ 

Courses to be included are deal with ~ (laboratory analysis and crime 

scene investigation), chemistry and instrumental analysis (chromatography, 

spectro-analysis of paints, explosives, and plastics), crime scene (collection 

and preservation of physical evidence, bombing crime scene), documenf.,s (general 

22/ Ibid. 

23/ U.S. Department of Justice. Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
Forensic Science Training Program. FBI Academy, Quantico, Virginia. 
Washington [1981] 29 p. 

24/ Ibid. p. 3. 
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examination and specialized topics), fingerprints (classification, identification, 

latent fingerprint photography, and crime scene to courtroom, fingerprint iden-

tification and identification officers development), firearms identification 

(gunshot and primer residues), gambling (gambling technology), s.lass (survey of 

glass), management (principles for the crime laboratory), microscopy (examination 

of hairs, textiles, and other fibers), photography (forensic photography, crime 

scene photography), serology (general forensic serology and biochemical blood-

stain analysis), and other courses in forensic science. 25/ 

3. Work Load 

The number of FBI laboratory examinations has continued to grow in the 

past few years. While the total number of requests may not show a dramatic 

increase, the number of examinations due to sophisticated techniques has con-

tinued to grow. Figure 2, FBI Laboratory Examinations (Fiscal Years) highlights 

the total number of examinations in the past five years. The FBI laboratory 

reported that its support to Federal law enfo~cement agencies included over 

370,000 examinations in 1980 and the FBI estimates that the number for 1981 will 

be just over 400,000. (See figure 2.) 

Recent FBI imposed restrictions on the acceptance of requests from non-

Federal laboratories should contribute to lowering the number of requests but 

the complexity of modern forensic acience may contribute towards increasing 

the number of examinations for State and local laboratories. Support to State 

and local governments is reflected in figure 3, FBI Laboratory: Assistance to 

Non-Federal Law Enforcement Agencies. 

25/ Ibid. p. 11 and 12. 
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FBI LABORATORY EXAMINATIONS 
FISCAL YEARS 
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ACTUAL 
1971 

ACTUAL 
1978 
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1979 

ACTUAL 
1980 

ACTUAL 
1981 

ESTIMATE 

·TOTALINCLUDES 544 EXAMINATIONS CONDUCTED FOR U.S. POSSESSIONS AND FOREIGN AGENCIES. 

.. 
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FBI LABORATORY 
Assistance To Non-Federa~ Law Enforcement Agencies 

REQUESTS RECENED 7.054 
EXAMINATIONS CONDUCTED (241.305) 
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Faced with budgetary and ma 
npower reductions, the L b 

a oratory Division has 
recently instituted some changes i 

nvolving examination priorities and 
its policy 

of accepting evidence from other 
crime laboratories. Priorities have been 

arranged as follows: 

The 

'liL/ 

Case Prioritization 

Category I 

L 

2. 
FBI cases in subdivided classifications (A) and (B). 

Any State or local case havi 
implications; a trial that i ng notoriety or national 
begin in the immediat f s in progress or is to e uture. 

Category II 

All other FBI cases and State and 
violent crimes such local cases involving as murder and rape. 

Category III 

All other matters. 

(Note: All FBI cases handled b 
be treated as Category I r di the Scientific Analysis Section 

egar ess of the priority assigned.) 
limitation on the 

will 

acceptance of cases was undertaken 
to eliminate the FBI 

laboratory from being i d 
nun ated with the backlog f 

o other laboratories. With 
the limited resources available, it was 

believed t b o e most useful to adhere 
to this policy whenever Possible. ~/ 

.J.f! Source: 
Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

If.! Ibid •. 
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4. Other Activities 

a. Crime Laboratory Digest 

The FBI in "association and cooperation with crime laboratories throughout 

the United States" 28/ publishes the Crime Laboratory Digest. The Digest is 

meant to provide an informal forum for the excha~ge of ideas and concepts of 

interest to the criminal laboratory community. The Digest also serves to alert 

crime laboratories to new FBI policies and guidelines. In addition it provides 

information on technical aspects of examinations and current guidelines on the 

handling of specimans and tests. It also provides a forum for surveys and 

policy-related activities of non-Federal laboratories. 

b. Forums and Meetings 

Periodically the FBI has conducted forums and encouraged meetings of pro-

fessionals in forensic sciences. The FBI has made a contribution by providing 

encouragement to the formation of the American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors 

(ASCLD). This group of professionals meet annually at the FBI Academy to discuss 

crime laboratory developments. (See section IV.) 

B. DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION LABORATORY PROGFAM 

The Drug Enforcement Administration in the Department of Justice is respon-

sible for enforcing Title II (Controlled Substance Act) of the Comprehensive 

Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act (P.L. 91-513). As the primary agency for 

overall Federal drug enforcement strategy and programs, DEA is divided into 

28/ U.S. Department of Justice. Federal Bureau of Investigation Crime 
Laboratory Digest. [Washington')A bi-monthly publication under the auscpices 
of the FBI) 

---~-~---
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three operations programs: ~nforcement, intelligence, and compliance, and 

regulatory affairs. The Forensic Science program consists of a system of 

seven regional laboratories system (see figure 4). These laboratories are 

located in Washington, D.C., New York, Miami, Dallas, Chicago, San Diego, 

and San Francisco with a Special Testing and Research Laboratory in McLean, 

Virginia. 

The DEA laboratories perform forensic drug analysis as well as provide 

support by related forensic techniques. The laboratories perform analysis 

on controlled substances and their production identification, provide input 

into optimum time of seizure, and provide a wide range of technical assistance 

to prosecutors in this highly technical area. The DEA law enforcement operations 

have been in close collaboration with State and local officials. Special task 

forces have been established to assist in tracking and identification of illicit 

drug dealers. 1!/ 

The cooperative nature of the DEA effort has included a comprehensive 

laboratory support program to supplement State and local laboratory capabilities. 

DEA laboratories provide analysis, expert testimony, and assistance and training. 

In addition to on-the-job training and special forums and seminars, information 

is provided through a monthly newsletter Microgram. DEA also provides analytical 

drug reference standards and encourages participation of DEA forensic scientists 

in professional sociOeties. 30/ 

29/ Frank, Richard S. Federal Drug Law Enforcement in the ~ole of Forensic 
Sciences. Presented at the Eleventh Seminar of The Western Conference on Criminal 
and Civil Problems. Wichita, Kansas, May 16-17, 197q. 

~/ Ibid., p. 13. 
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DEA has three regional and 57 district office overseas as part of its 

integrated worldwide system. International and foreign cooperative programs 

are therefore an integral part of the DEA law enforcement effort. 

The Forensic support of the compliance and regulation program the following 
activities: 31/ 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

conducting ballistics (tool mark examination) to determine 
manufacturing origin of tablets and capsules, 

identifying legitimately manufactured controlled substances 
which appear in illicit channels 

identifying abused substances which are not presently under 
control and alerting officials to their abuse potential, and 

assisting investigators in conducting compliance investigations 
of manufacturers. 

The DEA intelligence function also is supported by the forensic laboratory 

efforts. A cooperative DEA-roanaged El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC) continues 

to depend on laboratory analysis to determine the extent of illicit drug traffic. 

C. BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO, AND FIREARMS 

The Department of the Treasury's Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms 

(ATF) has responsibility for law enforcement, industrial regulation, tax col

lection, and State assistance. The ATF laboratory system consists of a National 

Laboratory Center which includes a chemical and forensic laboratory. In addition, 

four regional laboratories operated by the ATF are located in Atlanta, Cincinnati, 

Philadelphia, and San Francisco. 

]1./ Ibid. p. 17. 
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1. ATF Laboratories Scope and Responsibilities 

ATF laboratories have the responsibility of analyzing chemical content 

of alcohol beverages marketed in the United States. Industrial or denatured 

alcohol included in a wide range of foods; drugs, and other products are 

subject to ATF controls. The Chemical Laboratory also distinquishes different 

types of tobacco utiliz~d in cigarettes and cigars. In addition, the Chemical 

Laboratory is responsible for the calibration of alcohol gauging instruments. 

The Forensic Science Laboratory examines evidence submitted in connection 

with criminal cases. This includes documentation examinations, fingerprint 

identification, firearms and toolmark identifications, voice print methods, 

and ink identification. This laboratory contains one of the Nation's largest 

ink libraries, consisting of ink samples, chemicals analysis, and date of 

production. 

The Forensic Science Laboratory is rellponsible in assisting in the iden-

tification of arson, incendiaries, bombs, snd other explosive devices. The 

identification of types' of explosives or materials used in arson cases and gun-

shot residue testing also are performed by the Forensic Science Laboratory. 

2. ATF Training Programs 

In a desire to reduce the dependency of State and local officials on 

the ATF laboratory system, a training program was established in early 1980. 

The program was directed at increaSing the profi~iency of local law enforce-

ment agencies in "laboratory detecti.on and identification of accelerants 

commonly encountered in arson cases." 32/ 

1-21 U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms. 
and Scientific Services. The National Laboratory Center. 
State and Local Arson Chemists. Washington, 1980. p. 1. 

At the head of title: For Official Use Only. 

Office of Technical 
Report on Training 

~ . 
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The training course is k one vee in length, con,isting of three days of 

laboratory exercise and two days of lectures and 
discussions. The progra~ 

focuses on "theoretical l::nd practical aspects 
of gas-liquid chromotography 

, as applied to accelerants 6ncl 
separation of accelerants from arson debris." 

ATF has acknowledged the need f 
Qr additional communication and professional 

exchange forums to acquaint the arson h i 
c em st with recent developments in 

arson evidence handling and analysis. ,/ 
~~ Budgetary limitations on State 

assistance may eliminate or curtail this co~unication avenue. 
3. Limitations,on State and Local Assistance 

In light of budget restrictions h 
, t e ATF Laboratory system recently has 

developed a policy to cope ith ~ 
v tue phased reduction of Federal crime labora-

tories assistance to State d 1 . 
an ocal officials as suggested by the General 

'Accounting Office. 

. The ATF policy is directed at improving the capability 
at the local level, 

especially in dealing with arson'chemistry and 
identification of accelerants. 

The aim is to id prov e training as requested to the arson chemists and to support 

capability of performing specific tests. 
only laboratories which do not have the 

The plan IS to eventually limit most 
testing as the training and experience of 

the State and local laboratories are improved • ~ ~I A th ~ no er important element 
of this policy is that ATF plans 

to coordination with the FBI regarding all 

training and research and development 

2-3/ Ibid. 

2!:/ Ibid. 

to eliminate duplication. 

35/ Based on th ATF 
February 1981. e policy announcement in eh C i L p. 3. (A publication of the e r me aboratory Digest. 
Bureau of Investigation.) U.S. Department of Justice Federal 
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IV. FORENSIC SCIENCE COMMUNITY RELEVANT ACTIVITIES 

The forensic science community has a continuing interest in improving 

the management and operation of crime laboratories. The wide range of act i-

vities in support of improving crime laboratory operations and performance 

cannot be adequately addressed in this cursory overview. The contributions 

of professional societies, academia, industry, and related groups have been 

on such a broad scale that it is not possible to summarize many of the activities 

in this report. This section reviews some of the activities concerned with 

management and quality assurance. Selected for discussion are just three of 

the key activities that have special implications for the improvement of crime 

laboratory performance. It should be understood that this is just a small part 

of the total contribution made by this community of professionals • 

A. AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CRIME LABORATORY DIRECTORS 

In 1973, with support from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 

and hosted by the Federal Bureau of Investigations, the First National Symposium 

on Crime Laboratory Development was held at the FBI's Academy in Quantico, 

Virginia. The participants of that symposium identified a need to improve 

communications and to increase cooperation among crime laboratory managers. 

Consequently, the American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors (ASCLD) was 

established. ~/ 

36/ U.S. Department of Justice. Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
Reporr-- Second Annual Symposium on Crime Laboratory Development. FBI 
Academy, Quantico, Virginia, September 23-27,1974. 
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A major objective of ASCLD is identifying 
and understanding the wide 

range of managerial concerns of the 
crime laboratory director. It was stated 

associa-
that, while the American Academy of F 

orensic Sciences and its regional 
tions provide an important communication link 

forensic sciences H / , ..l1 
in Hspecific criminalistics and the 

there Was a growing need for 
an opportunity to provide 

crime laboratories with an organization 
for the exchange of 

directors of the 

ideas concerning 0 i 
perat ve, processes and other administration problems. 

ASCLD is aimed at: 22/ 

- improving communications re ardi 
implementation and control

g 
f nf management planning, 

, 0 cr me laboratory functions; 

- ;:~~~~!~!s~e:~~rs to improve management of crime laboratory 

- aiding in assessment of the state-of-the-a 
physical and manpower resources. rt and appraising 

ASCLD meets annually at h 
t e FBI Academy facility concurrently with the FBI's 

annual crime laboratory development symposium. 

ASCLD has recently assisted in 
developing a program for creditation of 

the laboratories. Inl~:!TJidual laboratories would 
contract for a review and over-

Plans are being formulated for a private 
sight examination of their operations. 

corporation to be established to do the 
review and creditation examination. 

While the creditation ill 
w be performed by the independent corporation, ASCLD 

members have been the i 
st mulus and champions of this voluntary program. 

37/ Ibid. p. 15. 

38/ Ibid. 

39/ 
Constitution of the American SOciety of Crime 

Laboratory Directors. 
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B. AAFS CRIMINALISTICS CERTIFICATION STUDY 

In the late 19708 the American Academy of Forensic Sciences (AAFS) formed 

the Criminalistics Certification Study Committee (CCSC). The committee conducted 

an investigation, a survey, and held meetings on the merits and disadvantages of 

criminalistics certification~ As part of the fifth annual symposium on criminal 

Laboratory Development held in 1977, the Criminalistics Certification Study Com-

mittee reported on a limited survey 40/ it has undertaken. CCSC reported that 

questionnaire respondents supported in principle the concept of national, volun-

tary, peer group certification. 41/ 

The survey respondents also indicated that there was a need for further 

study of the certification process. Subsequently the committee announced the 

formation of peer groups. These groups--firearms and toolmarks peer group; 

serology (blood and other physiological fluids) peer group; drugs/toxicology 

peer group; trace evidence peer group development--were constituted to "de-

fine acceptable levels of professional competence in the various disciplines 

of criminalistics and to design a national certification program to determine 

if candidate practitioners meet ••• accepted minimum requirements." .!i!:./ 

40/ Representatives of the following regional and professional associations 
were polled: Association of Firearms and Toolmark Examiners, California Associa
tion of criminalists, Mid-Atlantic Association of Forensic Scientists, Mid-Western 
Association of Forensic Scientists, Northeastern Association of Forensic Scientists, 
Northwestern Association of Forensic SCientists, and Southern Association of 
Forensic Scientists. 

41/ U.S. Department of Justice. Federal Bureau of Investigation. Fifth 
Annuar-Symposium Report on Crime Laboratory Development. FBI Academy, Quantico, 
Virginia, October 16-20, 1977. (Washington] 1977. p. 8. 

421u.s. Deport of Justice. Federal Bureau of Investigation. Sixth Annual 
SympoSium on Crime Laboratory Development. Quantico, Virginia, Ootoher 15-19 , 
1978. p. 38. 
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The CCSC report included figures on certification cost and provided a 

detailed listing of services. The committee outlined a list of potential 

meetings and provided insight into the Possible options to implement at 

the certification program being considered at that time. 43/ 

Ultimately these plans were overwhelmingly rejected at the meeting of the 

American Academy of Forensic Sciences in New Orleans. To date very little 

progress ha~ been made on the concept as proposed by the CCSC. 

C. FORENSIC SCIENCES FOUNDATION, INC. 

The Forensic Sciences Foundation, Inc. a private corporation funded by 

research grants and affiliated with the American Academy of Forensic SCiences, 

conducts research. To assist the criminal justice offiCial the Foundation 

develops educational and training programs. It also supports research in the 

forensic sciences. In addition, it promotes public education on matters of 
pUblic concern. 

The Foundation receives Some of its funds from the National Institute for 

Justice Forensic SCience Research Program and was instrumental in condUcting the 

NIJ proficiency testing project. (See section II for additional details.) 

Subsequently the Foundation has developed a proficiency testing program available 

by subscription to criminal laboratories. This voluntary program assists the 

cri~ laboratory manager in evaluating processes and assessing the capability 

of the laboratory facility. The results of the proficiency test are confidential 

and enable crime laboratory decisionmakers to spot problems and make necessary 
changes. 

43/ Ibid. p. 44. 
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INTERNATIONAL 

a continuing interest in There has been for.ensic science throughout the 

world. i I inquiry system based on from the prosecutior a The range of systems, _ 

Anglo-Saxon law, provides con to the coroner system dating back to 
Roman law 1 ng 

Attention to detail varies great y amo si'derable variation in approach. 

There is also h into forensic science. t ns ive researc "'ations conducting ex e 

- d skills in this ar~a. a variety of requ"irements regarding manpower training an 

Various international groups ( for example, Interpol) have been concerned with 

hi h forensic the progress and opportunities w c science brings to the investiga-

tive process. to improve their forensic capabilities Some nations continue 

through extensive y supp 1 orted programs. 

Cent ral Research Establishment Home Office I) 

Establishment (HOCR H Office Central Research 

1. 

The Great Britain ome i 

guidance to forensic scient sts Provides services and laboratory at Aldermaston h 

Science Service under t e f t he Home Pffice Forensic d th r s As part 0 " • 

an 0 e • f the following functions. Central Research, the laboratory per orms 
Director of of experimental 

t including a wide range (1). Research and Dlevelopm~~mistry and toxicology; 
studie~ in bie ogy, c 

with inquir~es from operational ( 2) Information services dealing i' p of data collections, 
laboratories, the design and sett ng u 
and computer services. 

h ~stablishment. Home 44/ Great Britain Hom~ Office. Central Res:a~~e Director of Central 
Office-Forensic Science serViced' ~:~~al ~:io;~ °Abstract from the Ui,S

i 
De-

E blishment. Englan,. i Nat:ional Crim na 
Research sta National Institute of Just ce·Q900.00.062624) Rockville, partment of Justice. (File accession number O. Justice Reference Service. 
Maryland. 

4'4/ 
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Evaluation services concerni~ n 
in the context of fig ew techniques and equipment 

orens c needs; 

Analytical services concernin 
. operational laboratories, butgi!esting , usually done in 

carried out at HOCRE; and a given instance better 

Educational services consisting 
Visits, and colloquia. of teach-ins, attachments, 
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V. TECHNOLOGY M:D QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRMIS 

The increased use of technology in forensic sciences has contributed to 

innovative approaches for management and analysis in the crime laboratory. In 

recent years instrumentation and computer-supported equipment have expanded the 

horizon of the forensic scientists. Complex and sophisticated equipment has 

improved laboratory efficiency and the effectiveness of laboratory preocedures 

and made relevant analysis more reliable. 

New devices and techniques also have improved the management and admini-

stration of the crime laboratory. Computers are being used to provide manage-

ment with new analytical tools by providing quick access to information on 

work load, types of examinations and inquiries, and inventories of evidence 

or materials required for processing. In addition. computer-supported infor-

mation systems to provide crime analysis are being given some consideration. 

While it is not possible to provide an in-depth rsview of the wide range of 

computer-supported instrumentation or computer information systems in this 

brief report. this section highlights some of the issues concerning moderniza-

tion of the crime laboratory. Some of the automation laboratory equipment as 

well as computers in support laboratory management are discussed below. 

A. AUTOHATION IN THE LABORATORY 

One of the most significant improvements can be attributed to computer-

supported instrumentation, specifically enhancement of certain types of crime 

laboratory equipment with minicomputers or microprocessors. Raymond Dessy, 

Professor 0f Chemistry at Virginia Poly technical Institute, summarized 

the impact of computer-supported instrumentation in laboratories in general 
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as follows: 4S/ 

There is little doubt that microprocessors are going to change 
the way instruments in research laboratories and analytical 
services areas are designed and operate and how they will 
interact with their operators. Within S years most new 
equipment will be using microprocessors to acquire analytical 
data, perform small manipulations on the data base and 
report the results. 

He goes on to warn that: ~/ 

it is important that microprocessors be placed in a 
proper perspective, espeCially since there is an inclination 
to view them as the focal point of an entirely new capability. 

Computerization of crime laboratory equipment continues to be an important 

aspect of forensic science. In the past decade advances in computer-supported 

instrumentation in spectrometry, identification of chemicals, and toxic010gi-

cal analysis has aided in bringing about an important evolution to the forensic 

sciences. Laboratories which make good use of such instrumentation should im-

prove the quality of their analysis. 

In a paper given at the Instrumental Applications in Forensic Drug Chem-

istry International Symposium in 1978 it was pointed out that 47/ 

• • • there is promise of broadened laboratory capability; 
improved analytical sensitivity, creation of a wide uniform 
data base from which to draw reliable inferences, specific 

4S/ Dessy Raymond. Microprocessors? -- An End User's View. In American 
Association for the Advancement of Science. Electronics: the Cont::rnuing 
Revolution. Edited by Philip H. Abelson and Allen L. Hammond. Washington, 
1977. p. 138. 

46/ Ibid. 

47/ Finkle, Bryan S. Indistinguished from Magic--the Threat and the 
Promise of the Laboratory Utopia. U.S. Department of Justice. Drug Enforce
ment Administration. Office of Science and Technology. Forensic Sciences 

. Division. Special Testing and Research Laboratory. Instrumental Applications 
in Forensic Drug Chemistry. Proceedings of the International Symposium 
May 29-30, 1978. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1978. p. 214. 
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fi 1 t h stone of the analyst), 
identification (perhaps the 1 na o~~ne work. but all within 
speed and control of high-vo ume rou , 
the context of clear-minded understanding. 

Dr. Finkle goes on to explain that 48/ 

ff agement cost-effectiveness, 
The benefits of saved time, sta

l 
mank the a~quisition of computers 

and quality of analytical resu ts ma e 
and the laboratory they control very attractive. 

ti s approach in investing in 
The paper also notes the need for a more cau ou 

that there is a need to manage 
the new "magic" and bring about an awareness 

technology on a human scale. ~/ 
Dr. Finkle acknowledges the challenge of 

expresses both optimism and 
appropriately utilizing the new technology and 

f technology to forensic sciences. SO/ 
caution regarding the tremendous importance 0 

SELECTED COMPUTERIZED INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

h crime laboratcry to assist in 
The application of computer systems in t e 

11 1 to some extent, rlevelopments 
administration or operations seems to para e , 

Computers currently are used to support 
in other industries and activities. 

management and operational aspects of the crime laboratory. 
Automation of 

including inventories' and materials, represents one 
crime laboratory files, 

In addition, work load tracking, scheduling and 
aspect of computer support. 

personnel records may be automated. 
The spectrum of activities reflects the 

and operation of the crime laboratory. 
desire to better contol the management 

i laboratory information systems are diSCU.ssed be
A few of the existing cr me 

low. are in direct support of the laboratory analyst 
Some of these systems 

Ibid., p. 27S. 

49/ Ibid., p. 276. 

SO/ Ibid • 
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and others provide managers with controls needed to improve the operation 

of the laboratory. 

1. FBI Criminalistics Laboratory Information System (CLIS) 

In the mid 1970s consideration was given to the development and implementa

tion of a national criminalistics laboratory information system. The FBI was 

directed by the Attorney General to assist in the development of a system 

to support the Nation's criminal laboratories. Subsequently, the Computerized 

Laboratory Information System (CLIS), a file within the FBI National Crime 

Information Center (NCIC), 51/ was developed. This file, not completely opera

tional at this time, is planned to contain forensic data, such as general 

rifling characteristics (GRC) (data includes information on bullets and cart

ridge cases of over 19,000 firearms). In mid-1978 the prototype CLIS was 

made available to 43 criminal laboratories and by October 20, 1980, all cri

minal laboratories in the United States were given access. 

The CLIS Operating Committee (consisting of representative groups from 

the forensic community) decided to survey the needs of the crime laboratories 

and to identify the types of information files to be developed. The FBI, in 

conjunction with the CLIS Operating Committee, came to the conclusion that, 

because of new techniques and instrumentation developments, there had been 

a considerable change in priorities. A survey of the forensic community 

is being planned through the Crime Laboratory Digest published by the FBI. 

Some of the representative files that may be considered include: biblio-

graphic information, literature abstract information, as well as data and 

information from the x-ray diffractometer, the j,nfrared spectrometer, and 

gas chromotography-mass spectrograph. Until the results of the survey 

responses are assessed, no future additions are planned for CLIS. 

51/ Source: FBI. 
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2. DEA Automated Laboratory System 

In support of the Drug Enforcement Administration laboratory system, 

two information systems have been developed. The System to Retrieve Informa-

tion from Drug Evidence (STRIDE) consists of a labortory analysis system, 

"ballistics,.O g/ manpower utilization, and evidence inventory. These data 

are used to suppport both laboratory operations and management functions as 

well as to support intelligence analysis. 53/ 

STRIDE provides reports of drugs analyzed and the manhours expended by 

DEA. The system also provides information by drug and by geographical loca

tion. Utilizing the data contained in STRIDE, it is possible to obtain a 

profile for a specific drug. Therefo're, it has be·en possible for example, 

to obtain a heroin profile for the United States which will provide the type 

and potency as well as the geogr3phic spread of the drug. ~/ 

DEA has explored the possibility of expanding its data col~ections to 

include input from State and local laboratories. 55/ 

C. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAMS 

One of the key areas of concern of crime laboratory management has been 

improving the capability of the analytical function to assure that research 

results are valid, consistent, and reliable. The Federal crime laboratories 

52/ Ballistics in this context concerns the content, shape, and size 
of drug tablets as well as tool mark comparisons. The tool die compressing 
the tablet often leaves a un"iqlJe identlfi'a't!'le mark. 

~/ Source: Drug Enforcement Administration. 

54/ Johnson, D.W. and J.W. Gunn, Jr. The Computer's Role in the 
Laboratories of the Drug Enforcement Administration. Journal of Forensic 
Sciences, v. 20, n. 3, 1975. p. 566. 

55/ Ibid. 
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have taken a variety c~ &pproaches to ensure that the testing and analytical 

function meets certain criteria. Providing the appropriate level of quality 

assurance has been met by attracting well qualified personnel and continuing 

training programs, improving personnel performance, periodical testing and 

blind testing, placing appropriate controls, and developing formal quality 

assurance programs. Some States and local laboratories have quality assurance 

programs. 

In a presentation before the American Academy of Forensic Sciences annual 

meeting in February 1981, Howard Schlesinger of DEA commented on the lack of 

quality assurance programs in crime laboratories. 561 He goes on to note that, 

although quality assurance programs are found in regulatory and testing labora-

tories, they are notably absent from crime laboratories. Mr. Schlesinger 

also stated that the lack of standards or accepted methods "has been a signi-

ficnnt problem" as t.here is considerable difficulty in achieving "consistent 

analytical results without standard methods.~ 1I1 

1. ATF Quality Assurance Program 

The Department of the Treasury's Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Fire

arms has formulated a quality assurance program for explosives and arson. 

The objective of this program is to provide and maintain the "overall quality 

561 Schlessinger, Howard L. History of a Quality Assurance Program for 
the Identification and Quantification of Controlled Substances. Presented at 
American Academy of Forensic Sciences. Annual meeting in Los Angeles, Cali
fornia, February 17-20, 1981. Unpaged. 

1I1 Ibid. 
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of service." ~I Thia involves the evaluation and inspection of cases and 

a special collaborative testing scheme. 59/ The program is direct:ed at 

ensuring that: 60/ 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 
(4) 

proper tests and techniques are employed; 
maximum information is obtained from the examination 
on the basis of evidence received; 
the results and conclusions are technically correct; and 
the presentation of the information is of high q~ality. 

ATF has outlined the following means to achieve its quality assurance 

objectives: !il/ 
Selection of cases to be examined will be determined by the 
number of total explosive or arson cases and these will be 
selected on a random basis, 

Reviews will be conducted by a panel of four senior chemists 
in the ATF laboratory system, and 

Establishment of evaluation criteria. 

Classification of the cases, determination of the usefulness of the services 

and a survey of end users as well as a final report will be completed for each 

of the cases reviewed. 62/ 

581 U.S. Department of Treasury. Bureau of Alcoho. Tobacco, and Firearms 
- P f r Explosives and Arson Examinations. (Order: Quality Assurance rogram 0 

ATF 0 7100) DRAFT. Undated. p. 1. 

59/ Ibid. 

2!2/ Ibid. 

!il/ Ibid., p. 2-3. .' 

g/ Ibid. 
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VI. SUHMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The crime laboratory manager eodav. is faced with a myriad of problems 

associated with increased demands for serVices, meeting h t e requirements for 

high quality performance, and successfully meeting the challenges of new tech

nological advances--all in a time 0& limit d 
~ e resources. The dilemma faced 

by Federal crime laboratories in limiting support 

is partially being resolved through new policies. 

to State and local jurisdict~ons 

It is in this environment 

that the setting of performance standards and promoting quality assurance 

programs have become critical elements in the successful operation and admin-

istration of the crime laboratory. 

A. NEW CHALLANGES 

Technological advances present a new challenge t'o managers of crime labor-

atories. The Federal crime laboratories are beginning to utilize computers and 
automation to enhance their capabilities. In the next few years, if a parallel 

may be drawn with other technological applications, some of the costs of 

computer-supported laboratory equipment should decrease. 
With the lower-cost and 

more dependable microprocessors, as well as the advent of crime laboratory man-
agement information syst 1 b ems, a oratory capabilities should increase. There is 

ample evidence that ther will b 
e , e a continuing reliance on new technologies as 

well as a development of quality assurance programs. 
As greater experience 

is gained with q Ii ua ty assurance programs, a more concise body of knowledge 

on quality assurance programs b d may e eveloped and crime laboratory management 

techni~ues should improve. 
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The integration of existing Federal capabilities to assist the crime 

laboratory community has been a continuing issue. Most recently, questions 

have em~rged regerd!ng the new FBI Forensic Researcn ana Training Cencer. 

The role of the Center in the criminal justice community, and more specifically 

in forensic f,'eiences, must be asses@ed on a continuing basis. For example, 

consideration of the type and kind of ruearch and training support to be' 

rendered by the Center must be evaluated. The role that key professionals will 

have in an advisory capacity has been a question in the forensic community. 

In brief, questions have arisen as to the nature of the Center's advisory 

review function. 

The direction of this new Center most likely will have an influence on crime 

laboratory management, including techniques and methodologies. The exploration 

of new subjects and the research and development effort should make a valuable 

contribution to the forensic community. 

A critical aspect of. managing the new Center will be the role that the 

forensic community will have in determining the direction of both its training 

and research programs. The FBI is considering the implications of the advisory 

committee or supervisory board concept. The advisory committee approach ~ight 

have some problems as it may require a public review that may present difficulty 

in dealing with sensitive topics. The supervisory board appro~ch may present 

a reasonable alternative to bringing a continuing review by the forensic 

community. 

Some members of tha forensic science eommunity have expressed the view that, 

ideally, the Center's proposed supervisory or advisory function have a continu-

ing influence on the direction of, the Center's programs. It has been argued 

that the proposed supervisory or advisory board might be enhanced by having 

a gmall independent staff to aid the advisory or supervisory board. The proper 

organization of the Center is essential to both the community and the FBI. 

ir 
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B. MANAGEMENT OF THE CRIME LABORATORIES 

Planning and controlling operations remain serious problems in many 

crime laboratories. Some of the problems stem from the fact that the crime 

laboratories may be located organizationally so that planning and management 

functions are not adequately supported. 

For example, when a crime laboratory is institutionally in a police depart-

ment, there is a continuing problem in balancing resources betweel' what is 

considered direct operations (for example, buying patrol cars, equipment, 

meeting personnel costs) and related services (such as laboratories, libraries, 

and police academies). The laboratory in such an institutional setting may 

lack the autonomy to plan appropriately and, in fact, may be directed from 

a department-level planning office. 

Some critics have expressed the view that management of the non-Federal 

crime laboratory remains one of its ~ajor problems. A key factor has been 

the lack of experience with new techniques and equipment. Educational and 

training programs directed toward assisting in crime laboratory management 

have not alw'3.ys been adequately addressed. Therefore, the management of these 

crime laboratories remains a difficult problem both from the individual and 

institutional perspective. The formation of the American Society of Crime 

Laboratory Directors is indicative of the concern of managers at all levels 

with the problems of control and planning. 

The managers of Fed~ral'crime laboratories face similar problems. There 

is some parallel with the non-Federal crime laboratories in that often a lack 

of autonomy renders consideration of alternative approaches academic. Limited 

budgets and the overburden of increased demand for analysis heve placed a special 

aet of problems on the Federal crime laboratory manager. 
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Centralization Veraus Decen'tral1zation 

Determining an 1 t ture rl!mains a p·toblf:!tn for the optimum organizationa s ruc 

crime laboratory. Decentralization versus centralization of leb~rato1Cy 

facilities often is an issue of debate. In an era of limited resources 

centralization has a great appeal in that it and high cost of equipment, 

eliminates the need for duplication of resources. On the other hand, the 

the Scene of action and the frequent need for rapid need to be close to 

Its have prompted some crime laboratories to decentralize. laboratory resu 

challenge the regional laboratory concept has become a possible To meet this 

some States and certain Federal agencies. alternative fO'r 

2. Utilization of Information Systems 

informal channels to obtain Crime laboratories continue to utilize many 

i d acientific references. information on new methods, data collect 0:,,., an 

h th FBI Computerized Laboratory national automated networks, suc as e However, 

in scope and require additional Information System (CLIS), remain limited 

i i£i ant contribution. conceptual planning to make a s go . c 

The National Criminal 

tion searches (annotated 

id automated informaJustice Reference Service proves 

11 ties of citations bibliographies) and fu tex cop 

system on a wide range'of subjects, including forensic included in the 

Proceedings of forums and semin~rs, and sciences. Professional journals, 

Contribute to the crime laboratories information technical magazines also 

In addition, publications by the FBI, auch, as Crime Laboratory resources. 

rve to provide information on d tlle DEA' s publication Microgram se • Digest, an 

t to the crime laboratory a wide range of technical subjects of in teres 

community. 
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Crime laboratory information systems, such as DEA's STRIDE (discussed in 

section III), contain data tracking systems. While data tracking systems 

have not been widely instituted, the possibility of controlling evidential 

material and findings in the criminal justice system has cons11erable merit. 

Several systems which seem to have potential application in the crime laboratory 

environment include: 63/ 

PROMIS (Prosecutor's Management Information System): Capable of 
including use of physical evidence on cases from crime to 
conviction/prison/probation/parole; and 

URSD (Uniform Data Recording System): May be utilized to track data 
pertinent to the crime laboratory. 

If the laboratories are to function effe~tively, more crime laboratory 

management information systems research may be required. Inventory, case 

tracking systems, analytical matching programs, and reference systems in 

support of the laboratory function deserve more attention. National informa

tion systems related to crime laboratories should be coordinated in a more 

comprehensive fashion. On the Federal level there is a need to explore and 

perhaps develop systems that have mutual benefits for national and local 

la boratories. 

3. Quality Assurance Programs 

More information is needed on the merits and limits of, quality assurance 

programs. Quality assur.ance programs may require assessment. There is a 

need to evaluate various approaches and ouline new directions if needed in 

obtaining opt~mum use of national facilities. 

63/ As suggested by the Executive Director of the American Academy of 
Forensic Science, Kenneth S. Field, in a letter to Louise Becker, March 11, 
1981. 
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4. Education and Training 

The need for continuing education in forensic sciences places a special 

strain on resources. The consequences of limiting training affects the 

q"ality of work of the crime laboratory. Laboratory managers have expressed 

the fact that the national laboratories perform an important educational 

function. Both formal training programs and informal consultations provide 

information to Federal and non-Federal crime laboratories. The sharing of 

information, via Federal-sponsored training and exchange programs, in the 

highly specialized and technical areas of forensic science contributes to 

quality assurance. 

C. FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS 

The continuing demand for accurate and reliable cr'.:me laboratory analysis, 

coupled with diminishing resources, provides a special dilemma for the crime 

laboratory manager and other ciminal justice decisionmakers. 

Harnessing new technology remains a continuing challenge. Utilization 

of modern management techniques to improve laboratory operations also requir~s 

understanding and commitment on the p~~t of the high-level decisionmakers 

involved with the criminal justice system. Ultimately this requires sharing 

of information at all levels of Government so that efforts viII be appropriately 

channeled. While the goal of obtaining efficient and effective laboratory 

operations may be clear, there is concern regarding the approach that must 

be undertaken. 

Another factor which is not entirely clear is the role of the Federal 

laboratories as a national resource. Limiting forensic support to State 

and local jurisdictions, as suggested in the GAO report discussed above in 

section II, may have consequences not fully realized at this time. Other 
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curtailments of services by the Federal crime laboratories also may have 

the effect of limiting this national capability. 

Questions for Congress 

Recognition of the Federal crime laboratory operations as an important 

national resource is an important element for congressional consideration. 

The scope and nature of the crime laboratory in the criminal justice system 

may require establi~hing more comprehensive policies. Federal laboratories 

represent a. special management challeng~ if they are to serve the needs of 

the individual agencies and also provide support to others in the crime 

laboratory community. 

Quality assurance also is a critical issue involved in an effective 

criminal laboratory system. The problem of instituting proper controls 

and standards remains a debated issue. Promoting creativity and innovation 

in lab~~atory analysis while also maintaining quality remains a sensitive 

issue and one that is not easily measured. Therefore. the need. to provide 

a reasonable program to ensure high quality analysis remains a challenge. 

Several questions emerge which may requrie additional consideration: 

What should the role of the Federal agencies be in providing support 
to the crime laboratory community? 

Should Federal agencies establish a formal exchange mechanism to 
promote more effective management of the national crime laboratory 
resource? Would it be advisabl~ to establish a Federal interagency 
task force at an operational level to encourage a continuing dialogue 
among the Federal crime laboratory managers? 

What research programs or priorities should the new FBI Forensic Research 
and Training Center add~ess? Should the new Center have an independent 
advisory or supervisory board, with a small permanent staff to provide 
support to the board chairman? 
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orator analysis sufficient or is there 
Is supervisory control of lab aliiy assurance programs? Should 
a need to develop mor~ formal qUarch on quality assurance techniques? 
support be given to promote ~ese i nces community require to assitt 
What support does the for ens cdsc d

e and controls of laboratory 
in developing appropriate stan ar s 
quality? 

f Federal laboratories 
- Can assistance ro~ bursable basis? What 

instituted on a re m 

to States and localitieS be 
are some possible disadvantages 

of such a system? 

The projected increased demands on 
the Nation's crime laboratories and the 

I 

techniques to improve the quality of 
ing of technology and management 

harness 
challenge to Federal decisionmakers. 

laboratory analysis present a 

The emphasiS 

i of research to obtain optimum re-
11 b in the promot on 

for the future may we e 

suIts with limited resourr.es. 



FBI AUTHORIZATION/CAREER DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25, 1981 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CIVIL AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS, 

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 
Washington, D.C. 

The subcommittee met at 10:33 a.m. in room 2237 of the Rayburn 
House Office Building; Hon. Don Edwards (chairman of the sub
committee) presiding. 

Present: Representatives Edwards, Schroeder, and Sensenbren
nero 

Staff present: Catherine A. Leroy, chief counsel; Janice S. 
Cooper, and Michael Tucevich, assistant counsel; Thomas M. Boyd, 
associate counsel. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Good morning. 
The focus of the subcommittee's hearing today is the Bureau's 

career development program. That program was instituted to foster 
training of the FBI's top executives. Based on the premise that 
effective management and leadership requires a solid working 
background in all the major divisions of the Bureau, the program 
of necessity requires participants to move from one geographic 
location to another with some frequency. 

In today's inflationary times, transfers are a hardship on all 
employees. For Federal workers, it is usually an inadequately com
pensated hardship. For FBI agents in the career development pro
gram-forced to undertake repeated transfers-it can be a finan
cial and emotional disaster. 

We hope today to learn more about the career development 
program, whether it is serving its intended purpose, or whether it 
is, in fact, discouraging capable men and women from seeking or 
continuing a career in the FBI. If there are problems, we hope we 
can be of some assistance in helping to solve them. 

I am pleased to welcome as our witness today Mr. John E. Otto, 
Executive Assistant Director for Law Enforcement Services for the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

TESTIMONY OF JOHN E. OTTO, EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT DIREC
TOR, LAW ENFORCEMENT SERVICES, FEDERAL BUREAU OF 
INVESTIGATION 

Mr. OTTO. Mr. Chairman, I am the Executive Assistant Director 
for Law Enforcement Services for the Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion. I am also the chairman of the FBI career board. In that 
capacity, I make recommendations to the Director of the FBI on all 
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prom~tions to positions up to and including the position of Assist
ant DIrector. 

An integral part of the FBI's .career development program in
volves t!~~sfers as a pa~t of appOIntments to position of increasing 
responsIb~hty. In reachIng my present capacity, I have made 10 
transfers In my 16 years of FBI service. 

~ am v~ry familiar with both the financial and emotional hard
ShIPS WhICh are a part of any move as a Government employee I 
therefore, . appreciate, on' behalf of myself and the approximat~ly 
7,750 ~pecIaI agents, th~ opportunity to share with you some of the 
financI~ problems WhICh our agents face when they are trans
ferre~ In ord~r to accept promotional advancement. 

rr:hIS mornIng, I would like to focus my remarks on the transfers 
whIch we make through ~ur ~are~r development program; how
eve,r, the problems that I WIll hIghlIght are evident in any transfer 
WhICh we make. 
O~r . care~r development program governs the promotion and 

admInIstratIve advancement P!ocedures for special agents. We 
have 59 field offices and 438 resIdent agencies, suboffices under the 
field ?ffices, t~roughou~ the Nation in addition to FBI headquarters 
here In WashIngton which must be staffed. 
. Although we are promoting agents in place when possible in the 
mterest of effi?iency and relieving some of the hardships on our 
agents, the fillIng of most ~f our supervisory vacancies involves a 
tra~sfer .because of our consIdered desire to nationalize rather than 
regIonalIze the management of the FBI. 

.Before I address. the hardships associated with the transfers, I 
WIll take a few mmutes to explain the FBI's career development 
program. . 

The career development program is a significant cause of trans
fers, . but as you ~l see, eliminating the career development trans
fers 18 not a realIstIc option for the FBI. 

The FBI operates a system which fills management vacancies as 
they. occur . We do not l1lake transfers for the sole purpose of 
~ovmg a ~anager after he has served for a specified period of time 
In one assIgn;nent. In filling vacancies this way, we give develop
men~al experIence to our mana,gers and insure that our headquar
ters IS s~affed by ~gents both WIth recent field experience and with 
the speCIal ~xpertIse that we need here at headquarters. 

We also msure that our field offices are managed by managers 
wh? have a broad background of experience including headquarters 
asSIgnments. 
Ent~y into the care~r development program is voluntary. This 

chart illustrates a typIcal advancement pattern for an agent who 
has entered t~e career advancement path and performed well. An 
~gent starts hIS career as a street agent, conducting investigations 
m a field of~ce. He may move one or more times as the needs of 
the Bureau dIctate. 

After several years of field experience, a street agent who dem
o~strates management aptitude, is eligible to become a r~lief super
VIS?r on one o~ the squa.ds in ~he field office where he or she is 
~sI.gned. A relIef supervIsor gams management experience by as
ShIStIng ~he squad sup~rvisor, and by acting as the supervisor when 
t e deSIgnated supel'Vlsor is absent. 

- ----~-- ~~-
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We do have a system of evaluating the management potential of 
participants in the career development program. The supervisory 
level management aptitude program evaluates persons prior to 
their becorr:.ing field supervisors. The executive level management 
aptitude program is used to identify those persons who have ·the 
aptitude to serve as an assistant special agent in charge. 

After the relief supervisor has successfully completed MAP I, he 
is eligible for either promotion to fill an existing squad supervisory 
vacancy in the field or to fill a headquarters vacancy. 

In . order to limit transfers, we are promoting in place where 
possible. In order to simplify our discussion, I will, however, limit 
my comments to the agent who is transferred to headquarters prior 
to serving as a field supervisor. Although the investigative work of 
the FBI is done in our field offices and resident agencies, FBI 
headquarters in Washington also has an important role: It coordi
nates the investigative and administrative efforts of the local of
fices and sets policy. 

The relief supervisor moves to a position at headquarters as a 
headquarters supervisor. This experience, generally lasting 2 to 4 
years, will provide the agent the national perspective in prepara
tion for his later assignment as a supervisor in a field office or 
resident agency, what we call the "field." 

We fill many field supervisory vacancies with headquarters su
pervisors. After serving as a field supervisor, this individual is 
eligible for promotion as an ASAC opening in the field or back to 
headquarters as a unit chief. 

The agent who returned to headquarters as a unit chief would . 
next move back to the field as an ASAC. The agent may then be 
returned to the headquarters either as a section chief or a full 
inspector. And fmally, he may be reassigned to the field as a 
special agent in charge. Although i~ th~ past it has taken .an agent 
as many as seven moves to reach thIS pInacle, we are makIng every 
effort to limit the transfers necessary to reach this position to 
three to five transfers. 

In late 1979, a survey of special agents in charge of seven of our 
major field offices elicited responses from all seven on the deleteri
ous event of transfers to the career development program. These 
SAC's estimated that only about one third of the FBI special agents 
with management aptitude were participating in the career devel
opment program, largely because of the financial hardships associ-
ated with transfers. . 

Due to the costs involved, many of our agents, including many 
who are involved in the career development program, view moves 
which are a necessary part of the program as being financially 
punitive and at times, ruinous. 

As I noted before, our agents are finding that it is becoming 
more difficult financially for them to move, especially when they 
make a lateral move at no increase in salary and in the process 
must buy a home with a higher interest rate and absorb many of 
the costs associated with the move. Monthly mortgage payments in 
excess of $1,200 are no longer uncommon for these agents. 

Before addressing the taxation of reimbursement for expenses 
incurred in connection with a move, I would like to discuss with 
some specificity our experiences with respect to the current level of 
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reimbursement in connection with a transfer, specifically the level 
of reimbursement for temporary quarters expenses, expenses in
curred in connection with the sale and purchase of a residence, and 
the weight limit of 11,000 pounds in connection with the movement 
of household goods. 

Presently, there is an $8,000 limit on reimbursement in connec
tion with the sale of a house, especially from your home State of 
California. Some of these homes are selling for $300,000 and 
$400,000. That would not be a typical example and I don't wish to 
use it. But, $115,000 to $120,000. 

Mr. EDWARDS. There are houses in California that sell for 
$300,000 or $400,000 and some of them aren't as big. as that table. 

Mr. OTTO. That's true. 
Mr. EDWARDS. People built these houses for $23,000 in Santa 

Monica someplace and are selling them for over a million. The rich 
get richer. 

Mr. OTTO. Yes. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Go ahead. 
Mr. OTTO. I'm on the other side of that issue. 
Mr. EDWARDS. I know you are. [Laughter.] 
Mr. OTTO. Ordinarily, there is a 6- or 7-percent mortgage interest 

rate, so if you see your average houses selling for more than 
$80,000, that $8,000 is quickly eaten up. That doesn't cover such 
things as loan origination fees, points, what have you. The average 
agent transferred in connection with the FBI's career development 
program last year spent out of pocket, where he wasn't reimbursed 
from any sources, including a deduction in his Federal income tax 
and State income tax, because these are not deductible items, 
$8,450. That includes the tax losses. 

Beginning with the reimbursements, they are not adequate. They 
are not dollar-for-dollar reimbursements. We are paying for having 
this fun out of our own pockets. It is, by the way, a very rewarding, 
very challenging, in my case a totally satisfying career. 

There is a sense of commitment to the country. I feel rewarded 
for the positive results that we achieve for the country with the 
FBI. We have a grand group of professionals, support and agent 
professionals. 

And so, when I say we are in a sense paying for the fun and I 
don't mean to be sarcastic or cynical, it is definitely that. 

The second item that we are looking at perhaps getting some 
assistance with would be the increasing of the 11,000-pound weight 
restriction. I know in our family, and I think it's a shared experi
ence among transferees, not only career development people, but 
investigatorg, that you have a great big garage sale before you 
embark upon a transfer because the cost of shipping things over 
11,000 pounds is pretty substantial. 

In that last move from Chicago to Washington, D.C., I was as
sessed at 12,700 pounds and they charged me almost $600 out of my 
own pocket for the excess weight between 11,000 and 12,700 
pounds. My wife did try to sell as much as she could. The average 
excess to agents in terms of expense out of their own pocket, a 
transfer in connection with the weight limit is between $500 to 
$3,000 out of pocket. 
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Th third item we would be looking for some kind of assistance is 
reimbursement for a maximum of 30 days ~empor~ry quarters. 
That would be adequate. Presently~ we are gIven. ~elm~urs~e~t 
for temporary quarters while perhaps w~ ~re waI

l
tIn

10 
0d ge I~ 0 

new housing at a new location on a declInIng sca e, ays a a 

time. d t . t' on and In other words, for 10 days, we woul get ace! aln por 1 

the second 10 days, a lesser portion and the thIrd 10 daas, eve~ 
less. Even the maximum allowance for the ?!st 10 days oes no 
cover the costs incurred in most communltl~s today where we 
transfer our people, at least the headquarte~s CIty. . t . 

The fourth area that perhaps :would gIve s?me ass~~.ance. IS 
the taxation of reimbursements WhICh are made In connec~,IOn Wlth 
the transfers being alleviated somehow. Presently-- 't ~-~ 

Mr. EDWARDS. Getting back to that $37.~0 a day, you can eVen 
get a hotel room for $37.50 in San Jose, CalIf. 

Mr OTTO This comes out of our pocket. . 
Mr: EDW~RDS. That doesn't provide for transportation, for food. 
Mr. OTTO. No, sir. 
Mr EDWARDS. Go ahead. . . b 
M . OTTO In connection with the taxatIOn of the relm urse-

men~~ we h~ve got some figures here. It's important to understand 
that the first $3,000 worth .of reimbursements on a transfer essen-
tially are protected from beIng taxed.. h .t' 

Then after that everything that you get IS taxed, althoug 1 s 
nondis 'osable inc~me. In other words, you have spent the mon~y 
yourself, paid for this, written a check ~ut of your own ~unds dd\h~ 
There are occasions when you can receIve advances and spe . 
Government's money. But then, when you ge~ aroun to paYIn.g 
your income tax and I recently finish~d figurIng up mYhta~.es, I} 
is-the reimbursed portion of $3~000 IS lumped on to t e op 0 

our gross earnings as reportable Inco~e to b~ taxed. ? 
y Mr. EDWARDS. Doesn't that put you Int? a hIgher bracket. d 49 

Mr. OTTO. In my case, over a certaIn amount was taxe 
percent. Had I not been in a position to have that lumpe~ o~ ~03 
everything over a certain amount would h~ve been taxe a 
percent. So, there was an additional financ1al loss there at that 

point. d' M be rais-So, we are hoping that perhaps there a~e reme Ies. ay h I 
in the protected area from $3,000 to a hlgh~r ~gure would ~ p. 1 recent survey of our top level managers IndICated th~ ~ ~Ig~ 

ercentage of them incurred a large loss of $6,450 og t elr as 
p_~_~~",.. ... l'ncl'u'ding a tax 108s which averaged $4,000. 1...10, we have 
1.I.1:i::;un:u.v.L , 

more specific information in that area. . 1 b 
Although I have not been able to discuss all the finanCI~ P!o -

lems incurred by a transferred agent, I have been able to hIghlIght 
the major problems. f th 

Before I close, I want you to know that we. are v~r.y aware 0 ~ 
fact that our transferred employees and theIr famlhdes Aft~ eXPhr~t 
ence emotional hardships when they are transferre. . oug 1 

would be difficult and perhaps impo~sible for ~s to all~vIate t~ese 
hardships, we can reduce the financIal. ~ardshlps and In so dOIng, 
reduce the emotional strain on our famIlIes. 

--~~~--- --~---
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. :rhe pr~b~ems that I have detailed this morning do more than 
InjUre IndIVIdual agents and their families. They are damagin our 
career development program and depriving the FBI and our ~ 
try. of valuable le~dership because many agents with manage~~::; 
aptItude are choosIng not to participate in the program. U 

The numbers ar~ probably one-third of those qualified to partici
patr ahre not choosIng to do so. It is a voluntary program. Frankly, 
In .Ig t of these costs, these agents may have made a reasonable 
chOIce. We h.av~ done everything we can to reduce these hardships 
and are contInuIng to do so. 

~l?ecifically, .we hav~ reduced the number of transfers to the 
mInImum conSIstent ~th our goal of maintaining a national man
wement and. a~e workIn&, hard to give earlier notice of transfers 

e are permIttI~g more tIme now to effect the transfer. . 
We have also Increased the period in which the employees can go 

to a new post. V! e know that these measures are within our power 

d
an? wtehare ta.king them and looking for more and better ways of 
omg ese thIngs. 
But, t~ere ar~ some t~ings which go beyond our control. We 

hope
t
,. this

d 
;morhnIng, to gIve you further information not already 

men lOne In t _at. 
M
t
. r. E

t 
DWt.ARDS. W~ll, thank you, Mr. Otto. Without objection, your 

en Ire es Imony WIll be made a part of the record. 
[The complete statement follows:] 

PREPARED ST~TE~T OF JOHN E. OTro, EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
.['J!;DEDRAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION ' 

. Mr. Chairman, I am the Executive Assistant Director for L E fi FBI ~r the :edd~Bureau of~nvestigation (FBI). I am alsoafue ch~i:=tO~~h; 
FBI o~r~if p o:r 't' th~ cap~~Ity, I make recommendations to the Director of the 
Director. An fn:~~n;art o~o~h~oF';l~I'uPC to an~ inclluding the positio~ of Assistant 
fers as art f' ~ . areer eve opment Program mvolves trans-

my Pfes~{~ ca;~cif:'°Im~~:n!'a~ l~~Itt~~sf:r~ni~e:;~~ ~e:~n~}b#~l ~~c~~cfng 
very amI Iar WIth both the fmancial and emotional hardships which are a 'arta~ 

;t~E:::S~~:~:7!t~~l':j'Jg~~~F:~r;~~~~~l:; s~';,:,.:£ ~~:.;::,~ 
to ac~ept pro~otional advancem~~{ gen ace w en they are transferred in order 

th~ mornmg I would like to focus my remarks on the transfers which we make 
lightU~~e o~~:::i~ ~.!v;l~pme£t Prh~hm; however, the problems that I will high
gram th "'~. rans er w IC we make. Our Career Developmemt Pro
cial A g~~~nWe h promo~l?:r;r1and administrative advancement procedures for Spe-
the F!~ld Offices) ~h~o~~:~~t\~:~N~~i~~d i!3~d~i:l~:~to AFgBeIncHies d(sub-ortffices

h 
und7r 

Washington whi h t b taffi d ' ea qua ers ere ill 
",hen possible inC th~:ter:st of :ffici!~t~~~~ w~. :!':J~~moting J. Agen~)!1. plac; 
Our Age ts th fill' f·;~----·-'" ---- r-ll~u"t:i ",vme of "he fiarus!l1ps On 

:~:f~f ~~e~FB;onsi~~ed d:ir~ t~f n~~fo~~~~"~:~~r vfu::c;:~~~:l~~e~h: !:nn:.~e: 
m!~f:se ~ ~~~:i~ \~~ ~f.:h~ assoniatet with the transfers, I will take a few 
ment Program is a signifcant c:~~:r of ~;:;fr:~nt~togram. T~e ?:reer. D.evel~p
caThr development transfers is not a realistic option for~h~oFBrnl 5",e, ehmmatmg 

do no~ ~~~~~~~~;~r~ ff:~;h~ ~~c~;~~~~7~~~~~n! ~~:~c~~~ afte;~: h:~~'rv~ 
for a specified pt:J.lOd 01 LIme In one assIm t I fill' g . - --_ .. - ._-- --
give develop t I' ~, men. n I mg vacanCIes this way we 

~t::[e!:yn!~e~:~~!!~!~::q~::~k~~~~~l~~i;~ei~~dtrh~t'¥h\h~\~:ci~~~~::tis~ 
. a so msure a our FIeld Offices are 
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managed by managers who have a broad background of experience including Head
quarters assignments. 

Entry into the Career Development Program is voluntary. This chart illustrates a 
typical advancement pattern for an Agent who has entered the career advancement 
path and performed well. An Agent starts his career as a "street Agent" conducting 
investigations in a Field Office. He may move one or more times as the needs of the 
Bureau dictate. 

After several years of Field experience,· a street Agent, who demonstrates man
agement aptitude, is eligible to become a relief supervisor on one of the squads in 
the Field Office where he or she is assigned. A relief supervisor gains management 
experience by assisting the squad supervisor, and by acting as the supervisor when 
the designated supervisor is absent. 

We do have a system of evaluating the management potential of participants in 
the Career Development Program. The supervisory Level Management Aptitude 
Program (MAP I) evaluates persons prior their becoming Field supervisors. The 
Executive Level Management Aptitude Program (MAP II) is used to identify those 
persons who have the aptitude to serve as an Assistant Special Agent in Charge 
(ASAC). 

After the relief supervisor has successfully completed MAP I, he is eligible for 
either promotion to fill an existing squad supervisory vacancy in the Field or to fill 
a Headquarters vacancy. In order to limit transfers we are promoting in place 
where possible. In order to simplify our discussion I will, however, limit my com
ments to the Agent who is transferred to Headquarters prior to serving as a Field 
supervisor. 

Although the investigative work of the FBI is done in our Field Offices and 
Resident Agencies, FBI Headquarters in Washington also has an important role: It 
coordinates the investigative and administrative efforts of the local offices and sets 
policy. The relief supervisor moves to a position at Headquarters as a Headquarters 
supervisor. This experience, generally lasting two to four years, will provide the 
Agent the national perspective in preparation for his later assignment as a supervi
sor in a Field Office or Resident Agency-what we call the "Field." 

We fill many Field supervisory vacancies with Headquarters supervisors. After 
serving as a Field supervisor this individual is eligible for promotion to an ASAC 
opening in the Field or back to Headquarters as a Unit Chief. The Agent who 
returned to Headquarters as a Unit Chief would next move back to the Field as an 
ASAC. The Agency may then be returned to Headquarters either as a Section Chief 
or a full Inspector. And, finally, he may be reassigned to the Field as a Special 
Agent in Charge (SAC). 

Although in the past it has taken an Agent as many as seven moves to reach this 
pinnacle, we are making every effort to limit the transfers necessary to reach this 
position to three to five transfers. 

In late 1979 a survey of Special Agents in Charge of seven of our major Field 
Offices elicited responses from all seven on the deleterious effect of transfers on the 
Career Development Program. These SAC's estimated that only about one-third of 
the FBI Special Agents with management aptitude were participating in the Career 
Development Program, largely because of the fmancial hardships associated with 
transfers. Due to the costs involved, many of our Agents, including many who are 
involved in the Career Development Program, vie.w moves which are a necessary 
part of the program as being financially punitive and at times ruinous. As I noted 
above, our Agents are finding that it is becoming more difficult financially for them 
to move especially when they make a lateral move at no increase in salary and in 
the process must buy a home with a higher interest rate and absorb many of the 
costs associated with the move. Monthly mortgage payments in excess of $1,200 are 
no longer uncommon for these Agents. 

Before addressing the taxation of reimbursement for expenses incurred in connec
tion with a move, I would like to discuss with some specificity our experiences with 
respect to the current level of reimbursements in connection with a transfer, specifi
cally the level of reimbursements for temporary quarters expenses, expenses in
curred in connection with the sale and purchase of a residence, and the weight limit 
of 11,000 pounds in connection with the movement of household goods. 

Currently, there is an $8,000 limit on reimbursements in connection with the sale 
of a house which does create some financial problems for some of our Agents. A 
survey of real estate purchase vouchers which we processed during fiscal year 1979 
indicated that approximately 12 percent of the employe.es submitting such vouchers 
exceed the $8,000 reimbursement limit related to the sale of a residence by an 
average of approximately $800. This survey included transfers of our support per
sonnel and single Agents whose expenses are monetarily less than those of the 
typical married Agent. We are currently reviewing the data on household goods 
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which were moved pursuant to career development transfers during fiscal year 
1980. We will make this data available to you when the survey is completed. In an 
area where the real estate commission is 6 percent an Agent would exceed the 
$8,000 limit on the basis of the real estate commission paid on any home selling for 
more than $133,333. Where the commission is 7 percent he would exceed the limit 
with a home selling for $114,285 or more. In addition to the excess commission the 
Agent would be required to pay all other expenses above $8,000 such as the cost of 
the seller's title policy, transfer taxes, etc. In our major metropolitan areas it is not 
unusual to find modest houses in the $115,000 to $135,000 range and above. These 
figures are based on exceeding the $8,000 limit on the basis of the commission alone. 
Considering other reimbursable expenses, in many geographic areas an Agent will 
exceed the limit anytime he sells his home in excess of $100,000. 

We have also noticed that weight allowances for the movement of household 
goods no longer accommodate the full needs of our personnel. For instance, an 
Agent with dependents is reimbursed only for the movement of household goods up 
to 11,000 pounds. Yet a sampling of our Government Bill of Lading method vouchers 
showed that approximately 20 percent of such shipments exceeded the 11,000-pound 
limit. I want to emphasize that this study does not take into account the fact that 
many employees sell some of their household goods prior to the move so as to come 
within the weight limitations. We have reviewed vouchers in which our Agents have 
been personally billed $500 to $3,000 for the transportation of excess weight. Our 
Agents therefore face the choice between selling their possessions or paying trans
portation charges each time they move. 

Another significant expense involves the temporary quarters allowance. Govern
ment employees are reimbursed for a maximum of only 30 days of temporary 
quarters. Even under. optimum conditions few people are able to execute a move 
without being in temporary quarters for in excess of 30 days. It is not uncommon for 
our Agents to be on duty at their new office of assignment for up to a year before 
they are able to sell their homes and move their families. Therefore, they find 
themselves in the position of maintaining two households during this period and 
bearing any transportation costs for periodic visits with their families. Most Agents 
indicate that these costs run them a minimum of $400 to $600 per month while the 
family is separated and they are only able to meet such expenses by dipping into 
savings. 

This problem has been further aggravated by statutory provisions which reduce 
these per diem payments to a level which is below those which are authorized in 
connection with Government travel on official business. Currently, an Agent who is 
in temporary quarters is allowed $37.50 per day for the first 10 days of temporary 
quarters, $25 per day for the second 10 days and $18.75 per day for the third 10 
days. In most large cities these payments will not cover the expenses which are 
incurred for meals and lodging at a motel or other quarters available on a short 
term basis. 

The area that we are most concerned with is the taxation of reimbursements 
which are made in connection with transfers. I would point out at the outset that 
the administration does not- favor making numerous perfecting changes to the tax 
code but rather has proposed a three-year program of across-the-board reductions. 
Specific proposals for modifying indiviudal sections of the tax code will be consid
ered if a separate comprehensive bill. Unless so noted, the data on this problem is 
not limited to our career development transfers. We find that 100 percent of our 
transferred Agents exceed the $3,000 tax deduction limit for expenses incurred in 
connection with a move. These figures were based upon EJ random survey of 50 FBI 
Special Agent transfers. All of these Agents exceeded the $3,000 limit with one 
Agent exceeding it by $19,330. The average cost of these 50 transfers was $9,026. 
Therefore, the average Agent in this group of transfers faced an increased tax 
liability of over $6,000 in income in addition to certain non-reimbursable expenses. 
During fiscal year 1980 the Bureau transferred 1,131 employees at a total cost of 
$8,396,000. Although we know that the average transfer during flScal year 1980 cost 
$8,468 and that the taxable income of the average transferred Agent was increased 
as a result of the transfer by $5,468, we know that many of our Agents incurred 
larger, additional tax liabilities as a result of these moves. We know that we have 8. 
number of single or younger, married Agents who move from rental property to 
rental property and thus incur few expenses. These moves hold down the average 
costs. Our average cost of a career development transfer for flScal year 1980 was 
$10,146; increasing the taxable income of Agents by as much as $7,146. Our Budget 
and Accounting Section recently sampled 100 transfers which occurred during flScal 
year 1979. When inflation factors were applied it was estimated that in fiscal year 
1982 the average career development transfer will cost $12,933. After taking a 
$3,000 deduction this Agent will find that his taxable income has been increased by 
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. . I' me He will further find that he is 

as much as $9,933. which .1S not dl~pos~f ~e~~~ r~te due to this increase. ~eca~se 
paying taxes on hlS total mcome a . a g ts the net effect is that theIr relm
these Agents are taxed on these relm~Ul?~~enadditional tax liability which theey 
~ursement is redu~ed Jlh~iethl~f~liabilit; will continue to incrGeas
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mcur. We are convmce f 11 f our managers at the -, , an . 

We recently conducted. a survey 0 a 0 obtain information on t~eir progresslOn 
level. The purpose of thIS survey was to d' er the effect that thIS advancement 
through the administrative. ran~ a~~ t.o t: lscil~ life and their perceptions of career 
has had on their financial sltua~IOn, t er ames on their financial situations a large 
advancement. In assessing the lmpac 0 fov ed the additional tax liability whic~ 
number of the survey resp~ndents m:~t~O~xceed the $3,000 deduction. The a~d~
occurs when Government relmburs~m f these respondents averaged $3,860 .. 'IhlS 
tional tax liability. burden

l 
on d e~cn d~ouate reimbursements and invariably m tre 

resulted in a reductIOn of ~ rea y m~'fl" 11 higher tax bracket. The survey a so 
individual being pushed mftto

h 
an ar ~d~~t: incurred an average loss of $6,450 per 

revealed that 42 percent 0 e respo 
transfer including tax losses. bl t d' uss all of the problems which we ~ave 

Although I have not been a h~ hI' h~c the major financial problems aSSOCIated 
identified, I have been able to 19 19 focus for a moment on the emotional cos~s, 
with a transfer. Before I close I wa::\to . 's both an emotional and finanCIal 
because our Agents have foun~ t t: a 'rlOVllTt; emotional costs are self-eviden~ .. A 
hardship on both them and theIr am~ les. e and children away from famIlIar 
transfer takes the .Agent, the lAgent s SP~U!here they have developed a circle of 
surroundings in whICh they fee secu~~ d~velop this security and the human rel~d 
friends. They must then begm anew these moves, some children tend to 8;VOl 
tionships that they hac;1.. Aft.er seyeral of hildren since they anticipate the pam of 
establishing close rela~IOnshlps WIth o~h:r ~n the stressful task of job hunting. Many 
having to leave. Workmg spouses mUf t e!P:liarity and security to an even larger 
nonworking spouses feel th~.}~SS f~r f~:cIing new doctors, dentists, places to sh~Pt 
extent. Much of the responsl 1 ~"y f 11 on them The financial hardships t ~ 
churches and areas of recreatIfon a A s ura, moves ~lso add to the emotional stram 
result from a good percentage 0 our gen .. 
on these families. d t '1 d this morning do more than injure indIVIdual 

The problems that I have e al e I ment Program As I have noted we 
Agents. They are damagin~ our Career ~~v: Btude are choosing not to participate 
laiow that many Agents WIth mana~e~e lal hardships associated with transf~rs. 
in the program, largely because of t h lnan ts may have made a reasonable chOIce. 
Frankly, in lig~t of. thesE' cos~, suc W ge1an to reduce the number of transfers to 

The Bureau IS d~mg wh~t It can. t ~ aintaining a well-trained management 
the minimum conslSter:t With the .go( 0 fu addition to reducing the number of 
group to direct a natI~nal hrgrtza l~~ earlier notice of transfers. We .recently 
transfers, we are working a~ 0 gI I ee rna report to the new asSIgnment. 
increased the period within whICh the emEs o:hould ~educe the costs associated with 
The additional time to make arrangemen 
moves. . ks I t to thank you for your interest in these matters 

In closmg my remar , wan .-
which are of such great concern to us. l' s which you have on this matter. 

I will now be happy to answer any ques IOn . bl 
th t th' . a very serIOUS pro em. 

Mr. EDWA~DS. It ~eems .to me a i~ ~his country that is really 
We hav~ an Increa
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s
h
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J
rnr:,7 p~~l~~her day called it totally out of 

very seriOUS. The Ie US ICe 
control. 'bTt to deal with street crime 

Although most of the respons~ 1 \~e FBI's responsibility is also 
rests with the State and local poh~e, that in this era of increas
terribly important. It also seems 0 me. ing Up of the cold war, 
ing tensions and perhaps even a w:~~ adversaries have in mind 
where we are concerned abo~t what. the United States handicap
for espionage ~nd ~ounter~splOna~e I~e wrong thing to do. This is 
ping the FBI In. thIS .W

t
· ~y :s. egX~~ '!ost-~ lot of money to lose agents, 

especially true SInce 1 IS gOln 
isn't it? 

Mr. OTTO. Yes, sir. 
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Mr. ED~ARDS. How can you get people with §pecial skills? We 
",:"ere tallnn~ a~out . your cr~me lab yesterday. They need techni
?IanS and s.clentIsts In ~he Crime lab. Well, they are not going to go 
Into that kInd of work If their careers outside the FBI can be more 
fulfilling. 

So, it really is a very serious situation. You are not only losing 
peo~le, but you are getting people who are turning down this 
particular program? 

Mr. OTTO. Ye~, sir .. W~ have a voluntary program. We are in the 
process of makIng sIgnIficant changes to it in response to these 
challenges that I have outlined this morning. 

Rece"?-tly, and I have been the chairman of the career board since 
approxImately November, and during that time those who are at 
the .threshold or initial entry level on our car~er path over here 
comIng. from the field to he~dquarters, either as a relief supervisor 
or commg as a field superVIsor, about half of those are opting out 
of the program. 

A vast majority of them do so very reluctantly. They want to 
h~ve the ca~e~r ch~len~e. They want to try to go ahead and 
advance a~mI~l1stratIvely In the F~I. But, through careful analysis 
and examInation of some of the thIngs that we have discussed this 
~Ilornin&", plus a v~r:y difficult home sale market these days, they 
Just deCided financla.lly they can't handle it. They step voluntarily 
out of the program which naturally~ we permit them to do. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Doesn't this pr-ub]em a.pply to a lesser degree to 
the street agents who are not in the program? 

Mr. OTTO. By all means, sir. 
Mr. EDWA~DS. Is it sti.ll the l?olicy of the FBI not to leave agents 

at one locatIOn almost Inde~nltely? What is yo.ur policy on that? 
M~ . .oTTO. The present pohcy, because of the tImes, the economic 

condltIOns that prevail, are to try to minimize the number of 
transfer~ amo~g our investigators, too. So, it is possible that an 
average Investigator could go through an entire career with one or 
~;I. transfers. It's economically very difficult for them and for the 

Mr. EDWARDS. I believ8 that I will yield to counsel at this time 
Ms. COOPER. I would like to ask you more about the caree~ 

development program itself. When did this program get instituted? 
Mr. OTTO. The current program began in the early seventies. The 

present career development program had its beginnings at the time 
of ~o~mer Directoz: Cla~ence Kelley and has gone through several 
reVISIOns and modificatIOns, trying to meet the needs of the times. 

1\1s: COOPER. What .kind of system did it replace? The program for 
traInIng top executIves of the Bureau prior to this particular 
change was what? 

Mr. OTTO. The program that existed prior to this one was less 
structured, less formalized. But ordinarily, what would occur would 
be .more tra~sfers of ~eld . supervisors back to headquarters, then 
relIef superVIs~rs. Ordlna!I~Y, th~t was the beginning step in this 
whole progressIOn of admInIstratIve advance. Then, it would follow 
along generally the lines that we have here. 

Perhaps the most dramatic departure to it that we have today 
are the frequent number of transfers in a condensed period of time 
We do have mandatory retirement at age 55 and as always, you'r~ 
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eligible to go after 20 years of service as an agent, once you ·have 
reached age 50. Because of the economic times, agents are electing 
to retire at an early age, which condenses the years of service. 

The average entry age now for a special agent is 28% years and 
they are retirine; at about age 50.8 months. So, you have a 21 %- to 
22-year career. The average number of transfers that we have had 
in the career development program-we are modifying it-would 
take something like 7 % transfers during that period of time. 

Ordinarily, you don't get started with administrative advance
ment until you have had 4 or 5 years as an investigator. 

Ms. COOPER. Is an element of the career development program 
that the participant be exposed to a wide variety of divisions? Does 
participation involve some direct involvement in the general prop
erty crimes, laboratory work, et cetera? 

Mr. OTTO. Yes. That's a good observation We want them exposed 
to a variety of experiences, not only the operational division, such 
as the Criminal Investigation Division, or the Intelligence Division 
that handles foreign counterintelligence. 

Those, of course, are the main areas of the FBI. But also in a 
support capacity, we believe that it's important for them to under
stand how inspections are conducted and why and how our person
nel policies are administered, and why, the legal side of things. We 
try to get them a broad exposure. But this also is important for our 
managers in the field, if you will, that is, throughout the country 
where we are operationally engaged. For a manager to have a 
nationalized perspective) we like for him to have been exposed in a 
work environment to a variety of field assignments. We are mini
mizing these, and we are trying to do so, but it's still available to 
avoid a parochial viewpoint. It's good, when you have a national 
organization, to have the management thinking in national terms. 

Ms. COOPER. How high can an agent rise in terms of that path if 
he or she is not a participant in the career development progranl? 

Mr. OTTO. We have some recent changes that way. For field 
operations we want each one of the bases touched, especially the 
field supervisory position. We feel that's so fundamental, such an 
important basis for further advancement for field operations. But, 
headquarters assignments, we recogize that these are, many of 
them, staff positions where a lot of the exposure or experiences for 
field operations aren't that absolutely essential. 

So, for advancement at headquarters, it is possible for somebody 
to come back to headquarters and without ever again returning to 
the field, to advance up to-well, I'm sure the position of Assistant 
Executive Director. That is not currently the case with the three of 
us, but it is possible. 

Ms. COOPER. By opting out of career development program what 
caps are there on an agent's career progression? 

Mr. OTTO. In the field, he would have to stay as an investigator. 
He could now choose to stay as a field administrator at the present 
time in any capacity, agent in charge, assistant agent in charge, or 
the field supervisor. 

At headquarters, they could remain in their present position, 
conceivably if a case could be made for that, and they weren't 
clogging up opportunities for others who are willing to continu~ to 
progress. 
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. Ms. COOPER. What percentage of the total number of agents are 
participating in the program? 
. Mr. OTTO. The total number of career development participants 
IS 2,300 o~t of 7!800. There are a number of relief supervisors who 
are tentatIvely In at the first step. They are not going to have to 
sell their souls to the program at this stage. They are trying to get 
a feel for the program, trying it out, and we are trying them out. 

So, a larg~ number of the 2,300-but, if we get to the nub of this, 
w~ are talkIng about 1,400 people who are field supervisors, unit 
chle~s, staff p~ople at headquarters, assistant agents in charge, 
specIal agents In charge. 
. ¥s. CO~PER. How does the average number of transfers for par

tIcIpants In the program compare with the average number of 
transfers for nonpa~ticipants? 

Mr. OTTO. It's .g~nerally-a:t the present time, about three times 
as many at a mI~llmum. That would be a conservative estimate. I 
had 10 transfers In 16 years. The average investigator could do his 
whole 22-year career and have two transfers. 

Ms. COOPER. Do all the agents get hired at the same entry level 
grade? 

Mr. OTTO. Yes, they do. 
Ms. COOPER. Has that always been the Bureau's policy? 
Mr. OTTO. Yes. 
Ms. COOPER. Has there been any rethinking of that? 
Mr. 01"1'0. I am unaware of any rethinking of that. That 

doesn't mean there hasn't been any. -
Ms. COOPE~. Has .t~ere been any consideration or rethinking 

about the polIcy of hIrIng nonagent personnel in areas like labora
tory areas? 
. Mr. ~TTO. The assistant director in charge of our services divi

SIOns ~~d n?t come up through the ranks, but did have tremendous 
capabIlIty In computers and so forth. He shares equal rank with 
the rest of our assistant directors here at headquarters. 

We have gone especially in that area to nonagent personnel. In 
ter~s of the la~oratory, t~a,t's. another issue. I believe just as long 
as It was men~IOned that It s Important that our people testifying 
have been specIal agents. 

Ms. COOPER. Have been? 
Mr. OTTO. Yes. 
Ms. COOPER. What percentage of the participants in the career 

development program are women or minorities? 
Mr. !JTT? The I?-~mb~rs are increasing in terms of the women 

and mInOrIty .partIcipatIOn. We have still more to do, but in the 
last 3 years, smce Judge Webster has been our Director there has 
been a. dramatic increase in the agent ranks and the s~pport and 
prof~ssIOnal :people r~nks of feI?~le ~nd minority participation and 
our Interest In selectIOn, recruItIng, If you will. A good 50 percent 
o~ the agents classes over the last 2 years or better have been filled 
WIth women agents, women agent trainees, and then another quar
ter to better of those classes are filled with minority hirees as 
agents. 

Ms. COOPER. If you could, I think the subcommittee would like to 
know both what the percentage of women and minorities in the 
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entire agent rank is now, and what the perce~tage of women and 
minorities in the career development program IS. . 

Mr. OTTO. I don't have that right here at the rnDment, but I WIll 
get that for you. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Boyd? 
Mr. BOYD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. OTTO. That's 7.2 minorities and 4.5 women in the agent 

rankS. The breakdown into the career development progam, we will 
have to get for you. 

Mr. BOYD. We would also like to know how those statistics com-
pare with earlier figures in recent years. . 

You indicated that the average entry age for agents IS 28% years 
old. How does that compare nationwide or governmentwide. 

Mr. OTTO. I don't know. 
Mr. BOYD. High or low? 
Mr. OTTO. I would think it would be relatively high. . 
Mr. BOYD. If that's the case, wouldn't it be a good cost-saVIng 

device to raise the minimum retirement age? 
Mr. OTTO. This is a young man's job. 
Mr. BOYD. Even at the supervisory, assistant director level~ 
Mr. OTTO. It's all-consuming. I don't want to over~ramatIze .the 

issue here. It is a job that requires all of your energIes and skills, 
and we demand that from everybody, especially our managers. We 
expect them to perform on a consistently high level. 

People that I have known quite well in the career development 
program, which I have been a participant. i~ since 196~, have been 
drained at the time they have become elIgIble for retIrement. W. e 
expect a lot. We give the taxpayer an awful lot of return on hIS 
dollar. £ • '1' Mr. BOYD. What would you see as a good ceiling, a laIr cellng, 
for the amount of pounds, or weight, that you can have moved by 
the Government?· 

Mr. OTTO. I would think 18,000 pounds, sir, would be reasonable. 
Mr. BOYD. How does that compare with what the military has? 
Mr. OTTO. I don't know what their maximum is presently. I'm 

sorry. . . . 
Mr. BOYD. There is an $8,000 reImbursement figure you IndICated 

for sales. Do you know whether the military has any such reim-
bursement? . 

Mr. OTTO. I am confident they do, because I have had profession-
al career military people as neighbors who have sold th~ir h<,>mes. I 
am sure they are reimbursed for that. I have never InqUIred of 
them what their benefits are compared to ours. . 

Mr. BOYD. Would a cost-of-living increase for more expenSIve 
areas of the country, such as Washington, be useful as a compro-. 
mise to deal with some of the problems that you have? 

Mr. OTTO. It would be useful, yes. Implementation of it would h.e 
something we would want to discuss further, I'm sure. But yes, It 
would. 

:Mr. BOYD. Simply, would an official place of residence be of 
assistance to you? 

Mr. OTTO. Absolutely. . 
Mr. BOYD. I wonder if it would be possible for you to compare for 

the subcommittee how the problems which you have, those prob-
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lems including such items as the amount of weight that you can 
have moved free of charge, reimbursement, the $8,000 ceiling, per 
diem for temporary assignment (TDY) compare with the military. 
If you could submit to us a comparison to show what benefits are 
derived by military personnel which are not derived by Bureau 
personnel, or the reverse, if that's the case. 

I think when we talked some weeks ago, you made reference to 
certain emotional and personal problems, interfamily problems and 
erosion of bank accounts. Would you wish to comment on that? 

Mr. OTTO. Yes. I appreciate the opportunity. In this day and age, 
with the mobility in this country, we are all conversant with what 
it means to move, and the attendant trauma. Sometimes moves are 
better than others, just as in anything. 

Recently, though, and the point I'm finding myself having to 
make with our folks in the FBI, not because they are insensitive, 
but just because-if they have not been transferred within the last 
2 years, they are inexperienced in the changes that have occurred 
in terms of additional hardships upon families and the professional 
person. 

My own situation, and mine is not uncommon, it took us nearly 
a year to be reunited as a family after being transferred from 
Chicago, because we could not sell our house. It was at a fair 
market price. In fact, the realtor when he came out to set the 
price, you know, they always want to go high. And, as soon as he 
told me what a fair price was, and I knew from other houses that it 
was a fair price, I told him, "Well, set our price $10,000 less than 
that." 

We argued over that. He wanted to make In ore money and I 
wanted to sell quickly. After 60 days without an offer, we went 
down another $5,000 and we continued to go down until we finally 
sold it. We were reunited as a family some 6 months later. With 
the kids, it was 12 months later. Experience has a cumulative 
effect on them. 

I think in terms of what the country gets back from an executive 
who is living and trying to work under those conditions, the family 
in one place in the country on an extended basis and the manager 
in another place, trying to keep a household functioning and to
gether, emotionally and what have you, and then taking on a new 
and demanding responsibility, ends up being counterproductive 
after a period of time. 

But in addition, the times being financially difficult, this causes 
understandable questions to arise in the minds of your family 
when they see what each succeeding promotion is accompanied by, 
a reduction in your standard of living. It's a bone of contention. 
They are making sacrifices. They hear this is an advancement 
occurring with the professional person. But what the payoff on the 
street is, is a reduced standard of living for them. 

So, instead of rewards, there is punishment for this. After a 
while, I think a reasonable person, irregardless of how committed 
and dedicated and remaining so, begins to wonders how much more 
of this transfer program they can endure. I think it has a cumula
tive effect, especially at home. 

Mr. BOYD. I wondered also if you could tell us what the status of 
your Career Board recommendations are. 
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Mr. OTTO. The modifications that we discussed when you were 
kind enough to come by and talk about this whole program are 
going to be submitted to the director of the Bureau after I leave 
here today. I thought 'it was wise to have the benefit of our morn
ing together before submitting the final recommendations to him. 

But, in effect, what we're going to try to do is eliminate as many 
of these promotional tranfers as we can and look toward vertical 
promotions with as much experience, broadening experience being 
afforded while a person is in place. 

r have some specific examples of that. While I was over at the 
Planning and Inspection Division, traditionally, we always had the 
inspector transferred back to headquarters. Most of the time, they 
left their families where they were in the previous assignment 
because they knew they would be traveling all the time and then 
would get promoted to an agent in charge of an office, and then 
have one move for their family. But while they're on the road as 
inspectors, very seldom do they get a chance to be with their 
family. 

In my case, my family was in Portland, Oreg., and I was travel
ing out of Washington, D.C., on inspections around the country. 
The office was not benefiting from my service and the inspection 
process was not because I was thinking in terms of when am I 
going to, get back to see my wife and children again. 

So now what we've done is we've created an inspector-in-place 
program where an assistant agent in charge will travel from there 
and do his inspections and when he's done, he comes back to his 
assignment and back to his residence, his family. Those are the 
kind of things we're going to try to apply also to the inspectors' aid 
assignment where we can. 

We have an idea of developing a corp of stationary field supervi
sors. There has been excessive turnover among our field supervi
sors. We would like to stabilize that position because increasingly, 
we're becoming involved in long term, complex type investigations 
against organized crime and foreign counterintelligence matters 
and what have you. -

The turnover on these squads where those long-term cases are 
going has an eroding, a negative effect on their success. We might 
have two or three supervisors supervising one major case at a time 
and investigators and agents have trouble following the new direc
tions. We're going to try to get a corp of solid stationary supervi
sors. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Why would you lose a supervisor in that case if a 
supervisor could stay at one place and supervise a particular 
argued crime matter. Why would-why would he or she-would 
they be leaving the service? 

Mr. OTTO. Because of the needs that we have experienced in the 
last 5-year period to fill vacancies and positions above the field 
supervisor level. They've been stepping promotions. 

We've tried wherever possible to leave those supervisors in place 
for as long as we can on these complex, long-term investigations. 
But some of them never get to be complex, long-term investigations 
because the supervisor who got them started wasn't there to see 
that they went that far. 

Mr. BOYD. I have no further questions. Thank you. 
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Mr. EDWARDS. Well, this career development program is very 
important. Certainly, we're entitled to a sophisticated, informed 
national organization. You are national. It's ridiculous to think 
that people who are going to be running the 'FBI in high positions 
are going to be stuck in one place, Fresno, Calif., or Tuskegee or 
something for years and years and years. It doesn't make sense. 

Have you written this out as to how it could best be handled at 
the lowest possible cost? 

Mr. OTTO. Yes, sir. We feel we have analyzed it very carefully 
and are continuing to do so. We're implementing additional sys
tems that ought to help us monitor it even better. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Did you present this to the Attorney General? 
Mr. OTTO. There have been presentations to the Attorney Gener

al in terms of how we may be helped and I understand that some 
of these have not yet gone to the OMB. So I'm in the position of 
just being able to report what has gone to the Justice Department 
at this point. 

Some of the things we mentioned this morning are included in 
terms of increasing the weight limitation and reimbursements. 

Mr. EDWARDS. You might suggest that also there is some money 
that can be saved over at the FBI. We've had a dialog going with 
the Bureau and the Department of Justice in this subcommittee for 
more than 10 years on crime recordkeeping and the need for decen
tralization. There isn't anybody, any expert that we've run into 
who does not think that it's appropriate to decentralize the crime 
records of the 50 States, to have it back home and have the FBI as 
a coordinating outfit with an index or something like that. 

It's moving like a mountain, the program to decentralize. There 
is a lot of foot dragging. We're talking about 2,700 people doing 
work that shouldn't be done in Washington. 

I would love, and I'm sure you would and everybody sitting here 
would love to see that money spent in FBI work. It's a form of 
revenue sharing that's not really necessary. , 

I know this is not your particular area of expertise. 
Mr. OTTO. No, sir. 
Mr. EDWARDS. But I do want to send the message. Other mem

bers of the committee feel the same way, that this is a very 
important change that really should be made in the work of the 
Bureau. 

Mr. OTTO. I'll take the message. 
Ms. COOPER. How might these problems associated with the fre

quent transfers be remedied short of changing the tax code and 
short of changes in Governmentwide regulations? 

Mr. OTTO. The Bureau must look very carefully at what it's doing 
and examine the career development program to identify the pro
motions that have-and transfers that are only essential and cut 
out any of the others. Perhaps in more prosperous times, these 
might have been worthwhile. But now they would not be justifi
able, surely, and cost-effective terms. And we're doing that. 

We have a modification, I think a significant modification pack
age ready to go to our director this afternoon, after I leave here, as 
I mentioned previously. That should substantially reduce the 
number of transfers involved in our career development program. 
That's one thing we can do. 
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Something else that we've already done is delay the time of 
reporting after transfer. It was previously somewhere between 30 
and 45 days for the needs of the service. Once you were notified, 
you went. 

On all transfers it was within 30 days. Now, the Bureau changed 
the policy. It permits as a minimum of 90 days to get to a new 
assignment. That helps because of the delay in and difficulties in 
selling homes that we have now. We'll seek remedies along those 
lines. 

We're working hard at it and we're looking hard at it. I have a 
commitment to improve this program. 

Ms. COOPER. Is there anything you want this committee to do? 
Mr. OTTO. The procedure we must follow is going through legisla

tive terms, the Justice Department and OMB. Our concern is that 
a factual record exists of the situation. Beyond that, I'm just not 
equipped by experience, training, what have you, to know just 
what it might be specifically that this committee could do. 

Ms. COOPER. If the Government, either the Justice Department 
itself or some Government-wide program were instituted to in
crease the reimbursement to employees, what is your estimate the 
additional cost to the Bureau for FBI transfers per year? 

Mr. OTTO. Over the fiscal year 1981 funds that we're looking at, 
we're talking in terms of maybe another $2,800,000 that might be 
necessary to make some of these financial improvements we have 
discussed this morning. 

Ms. COOPER. Is it your opinion that there is sufficient flexibility 
in the FBI's budget to permit reprograming of funds such as to 
cover all or some of the additional reimbursement? 

Mr. OTTo. It is out of my area of responsibility and I just couldn't 
give you an informed answer. 

Ms.' COOPER. Just to get back to the series of questions I was 
asking you "before, does the mandatory retirement age, 55, apply to 
nonagent personnel within the Bureau? 

Mr. OTTO. No, it does not. 
Ms. COOPER. And likewise, is participation in the career develop

ment program open to- nonagents? 
Mr. OTTO. They have a career development program of their 

own. It is not the same as the agent career development program. 
Ms. COOPER. Has there been a significant growth in the number 

of positions in headquarters that are either supervisory level or 
inspection staff or unit chief? 

Mr. 0'1"1'0. Not a significant growth. There has been a small 
growth. We guard against that. We believe as an overall approach 
to our work that a majority of our resources, especially the human 
resgurces, should be in the field making cases. 

Ms. LERoy. The problem that you've been describing today is 
Government-wide. Would you agree with that? 

Mr. OTTO. Yes. 
Ms. LERoy. How do you or do you have any reason to justify 

treating the FBI differently in terms of proposing some of the 
solutions that you've proposed either at this hearing or privately, 
to Mr. Boyd and myself? 
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Mr. OTTO. The problem of transfers or relocation of Government 
employees is a common or shared problem. We share it with all 
other Government employees. The solutions are not easy. 

I would think that the FBI can help itself to a certain extent, as 
I said. We

1

re doing that and we'll continue to do so. 
I think other Government agencies that we've talked about, al

though not in specific terms, but other similar law enforcement 
agencies are approaching it the same way we are, trying to reduce 
the number of transfers and so forth, doing what we can without 
really affecting the quality of services that is expected to be pro
vided in areas of significant responsibility. 

But to set the FBI above and apart from everyone else and say 
that we ought to get something that, you know, nobody else should 
get, I'm not prepared to say that. 

Ms. LERoy. Well, in the proposal that you've talked about here 
today with the Attorney General, does that just affect the FBI, or 
is it Government-wide or does it affect the other departments? 

Mr. OTTO. By their nature, it would be Government-wide. When 
you talk in terms of raising weight limits and raising reimburse
ments, I believe these are regulations that, to be changed, would 
necessarily be Government-wide changes. 

Ms. LERoy. You mentioned a survey of supergrades. Would you 
describe that survey in more detail? 

Mr. OTTO. We wanted to get an assessment of the full impact of 
what is happening in terms of financial and emotional hardships 
on our executive corp. We did survey grade 16's and above. The 
result of the survey is presented not only in statistical terms, 
financial losses and so forth, but we used the case study method as 
well and asked for descriptions of what had happened in terms of 
emotional strain, trauma, and what have you. 

It is replete with one experience after another of financial hard
ship, emotional hardship, farn.ilies having to seek professional psy
chological care and guidance, families being broken apart as a 
result of sustained separations, and so forth. 

Ms. LERoy. How many people did that survey involve? 
Mr. OTTO. Well, for grade 16 and above, and I--we're talking, I 

suppose, in the neighborhood of-let me be more specific. There is 
the 140 supergrades, I am told, so we would have touched base with most of them. 

Ms. LERoy. Would you be willing to make the results of that 
survey available to the subcommittee? 

Mr. Orpo. Gladly. 
Ms. LERoy. Do you have that with you? 
Mr. OTTO. No, I don't. 
Ms. LERoy. Do you have any statistics on how many participants 

in the career development program have dropped out over the last few years? 

Mr. OTTO. We can make these available. Since I've been partici
pating, since November, approximately half of those have come 
back to start the career development program themselves and have 
operated out of the program for fmancial hardship reasons, primarily. 

Ms. LERoy. How do you know the reasons? Are they required to give the reasons? 
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Mr OTTO They're not required to. But when an agent r~~~~: 
and s'ays th~t a person has vo~untarily ste~Phda~b!~~ ~~: Factgthat 
for the most part, in houh ex~enence ~:ie~~!t and salnpled the hous
~hey havke stamthPled t ed ~h!~r;;e ~~~puted the raise that they've 
Ing mar e ere. an . £'f there is one, and the 
gotten in ,connectIOn Wlth dthe ~a~h e:~d have decided that they mortgage Interest rates an so or 

just can't do itD' thO k the number that have dropped out has Ms. LERoy, 0 you In ? 

increased over the lladst couplte .Otf hye:rsy, es because of the dramatic Mr. OTTO. I wou expec I a., , 

ch:S~LEWO~~rY~~~hink ~;,:rat~:~:i='with Washington as opposed 

to other areas? nd the country that are more 
Mr. OTTO. There are areas h~~~u housing in notably California, 

difficult to m?ve to and turf th t I hear pe~ple telling me that 
which is a prIme examp e 0 a . 're oin out 65 70 miles 
they're,l?oking at homthestout th$~5~'obguout fhatgfar. We'just can't and lookIng at homes a are , 
afford them. th t' s 

Ms. LERoy. Thank you. I have no fur er ques IOn . 
Mr. EDWARDS. Ms. Cooper? . 

Ms. COOPER. Thhanl\~ou, MMrC~tf:d~~s any other Government 
Other tha!l t e mI I ary, ' , as does the Bureau? 

agency OrequIreI adS m,~nk~~~ee[h~o:::wer to that. My experience, 
Mr TTO. on --" ld 1 d to believe that the though, with other organizations wou ea me 

answer is probably noth·, k' . terms of the State Department or 
Ms COOPER. I was t In Ing In d'f h you submit 

the CIA and the Secret Serv~~e. But ~:o~i e~tI e;pI~~e how your 
your comparisons to the mlhtahry, y . g f the Government 

. t pare with ot er agenCIes 0 
clrcums an~es .com I t ve as a matter of career profes-which requIre Its emp oyees 0 mo 
sionals. 

Mr, OTTO. Yes. . Th k you 
Ms. COOPER. I hMve O~t~ur:~:r ;;~:;!~~S~f tlri~ subc~mmittee and 
Mr. EDWARD,S. r. "H Judiciary Committee and a 

certainly I thInk the entire ouse and the majority of American 
majo[it~hl~~h~h~eU?:~~ ~1~~!bI~~Sinterest t~at the morale of the 
peoPbe, h' h We consider it a rather speCIal case. . 
FBI every Ig . ·bTt· that Congress and the Executive 

Certainly, the resp?nSldi t I~he FBI make it a special case. You 
~:~:~~eb:e~~v~a~~S~rthe c~vil service system for that reason and 

ot17 r:~~~si've observed the op~ration of G0i}'i~%e~~tr::a~:d 
and have seen what can happen 0 an agency as human beings 
with respect and its people are l1:0~ lo~:e! '%.:ntaining adequate 
with families and who n~~d ;s:Uyalives That attitude is certain-support and have appropna ~ a . 

Iy ~ee~llYb~i~Ok~~I~~~~~~dGh~\hel irr0d::'.,:~~n b~lh!/~~l~tb:lld,:~ 
cussing with the Attorney enera. 
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have a separate rule here. I don't know why it should be-does 
anybody know why it has to be Government wide? 

Ms. COOPER. The feeling within this administration and the pre
vious administration was that the problems are similar in other 
parts of the Government and therefore, relief ought to be Govern
ment wide, if any. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, I disagree. 
There are no further questions. We'll adjourn. But we'll look 

forward to whatever additional information that you can deliver to 
any of the lawyers on the stand. 

Mr. OTTO. Thank you. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much. We'll adjourn. 
[Whereupon, at 11:40 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 
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ADDITIONAL MATERIAL 

A SURVEY OF FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION SUPERGRADES 

REGARDING EXECUTIVE SALARY, FINANCIAL PROBLEMS, 

AND ADMINISTRATIVE ADVANCEMENT 

SUMMARY 

The following report is the result of a survey which 

was provided to all Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) manag

ers at the GS-16, 17, and 18 levels. The purpose of this survey 

was to obtain information on their progression through the ad

ministrative ranks and to discover the effect that this advance

ment has had on their financial situations, their family lives, 

and their perceptions of career advancement. While soliciting 

major items of concern to each individual, the survey also 

requested suggestions as to possible solutions to these problems. 

The survey was sent to 135 individuals. One hundred five 

responses were received, for a return rate of 79 percent. The 

largest single group of respondents was 41 and 42 years old and had 

~ . Nearly 50 percent had been in 16 to 18 years OL Bureau serVIQe. 

high level management positions for one to three years. 

The following specific topics were addressed in this 

survey: 

Transfers: 

Three survey questions dealt with the number of relo-

cations required during the respondents' Bureau careers. On the 

average, each individual has moved at least 6.9 times since 

ioining the organization, with 3.3 of these moves occurring with

in the last ten years. It is significant to note that in the 

past three yearn, the average respondent has moved 1.5 times. 
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Promotions: 

It was evident from the res~onses received that 

promotions closely parallel,lled the number of transfers. 

The average respondent has received 3.9 promotions within 

the last ten years, with 1.5 occurring within the last three 

years. 

Salary Increases: 

The survey presented this question from two different 

aspects - one dealing with actual dollar increases, and one deal

ing with increases which <lppear only on paper and do not result 

in any real salary increase. The data received indicates that 

the average individual received less than one (.7) actual salary 

incre~se. Respondents received twice as many "on-paper" salary 

increases (1.4) as actual salary increases (.7). 

Financial Burdens: 

Of the 105 individuals responding, 88 indicated some 

form of financial loss occasioned by the numerous transfers and 

the lack of sUfficient remuneration for same. 

Sixty-nine of the respondents offered specific examples 

of financial losses due to increased mortgage rates and mortgage 

payments far outstripping any salary increases brought about by 

pror.iotions. Fifty-four of these individuals cited specific dollar 

---- -----~ -----------
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increases in mortgage payments, The difference between their old 

mortgage payments and their new mortgage payments averaged $573 a 

month. The fifteen others spoke in terms of percentage increases. 

The difference between their old mortgage payments and their new 

mortgage payments amounted to an average of 68 percent per person. 

Nineteen others cited hardships in this area but were nonspecific 

as to dollar amounts or percentages. 

These figures contrast sharply with the real salary 

increases experienced I~ those surveyed. Of the 27 individuals 

who cited changes in take-horne pay resulting from their promotions, 

twelv'e indicated increases in take-horne pay averaging $92 per 

month 1 ten cited decreases in take-horne pay averaging $84 per 

monti'l, four indicated no difference in take-horne pay; and one 

cited a decrease in take-horne pay but gave no specific dollar 

amount. 

There were 37 respondents who chose to assign a dollar 

value to the total losses incurred as a result of their adminis

trative advancement. These amounts refer specifically to nonre

imbursable out-of-pocket expens~s. The total losses incurred 

was $238,610 or an average of $6,450 per respondent. 
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Twenty-two respondents cited the additional tax lia

bility which occurs when Government reimbursement for closing 

costs and moving expenses exceeds the amount allowed by Federal 

regulations. The additional tax burden on each respondent aver

aged $3,860. Invariably, this resulted in the individual being 

pushed into an artificially higher tax bracket. 

Other areas specifically addressed by the respondents 

were costs of temporary quarters, transportation of household 

goods, increased property taxes, and increased tuition fees for 

dependents. Eight individuals quoted dollar amounts spent on 

temporary quarters beyond the reimbursable figure which averaged 

$2,600 per person. Ten respondents cited specific outlays of 

funds in excess of the amount allowed for transportation of house

hold goods which averaged $622 each. Five respondents indicated 

a significant increase in annual property taxes resulting from 

their ~OV~Sf which averaged $1,364 per respondent. Four respondents 

cited increased CV~~S in college tuition fees for their children. 

These occurred in states which require a one-year residency before 

students are eligible for regular resident tuition fees. The 

additional costs involved averaged $3,825 per person. 

~~--~~--------.~-----------~- -~--
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It should be further noted that 91 individuals indicated 

that the foregoing hardships have caused long-term separations 

from their families. It was determined that they had been sepa

rated from their families an a'ierage of 5.3 months during their 

last moves. Such separations created not only financial burdens 

but psychological and emotional ones as well. 

PROPOSED REMEDIES: 

In setting forth solutions to the problems noted in the 

preceding sections, the respondents concerned themselves with two 

major areas - transfer and relocation expenses, and adequate salary. 

All trie responses indicated the need for more direct 

financial assistance from the Government upon transfer to a new 

location. As one individual commented, 

"Whether an employee is a support services employee 
or a top-level executive, the FBI transfers him/her 
because of the need for that individual's talents in 
a different geographical location. It is incumbent 
upon the Government to insure that the transfer, 
which is for the benefit of the Government, causes 
the least disruption to the employee and his/her 
family and that there is no financial disincentive 
to the transfer. Family separation and financial 
loss due to a transfer are considered the primary 
disincentives." 
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The following suggestions were frequently mentioned: 

1. Government; reimbursement should be frlee from taxa-

tion. Failing this, the maximum allowable amounts not subject 

to taxati'on should be increased. 

2. The Government should provide temporary quarters at 

a constan't· rate in keeping with curr-ent prices for meals and. 

accornmodcr.tions, and the length of time allowable for temporary 

quarters should be extended to at least 60 days. 

3. The Government should drastically increase the 

allowance for miscellaneous expenses. The present $200 is 

miniscule in comparison with current costs. Most respondents 

felt that this amount should be increased to at least $1,000. 

4. The Government should pay all costs associated with 

a transfer. This would include all closing costs for both sale 

of old residence and purchase of new one. 

5. The Government should increase present weight limit 

of 11,000 pounds on household goods. 

6. The Gov.ernment should assist in the sa,:~ of a home 

on'ce a suitable period of time has elapsed (90 days quoted 

most frequently). 

The respondents dwelt extensively on the need for just 

and adequate compensation for the increased responsibility they 
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are asked to assume with each new promotion. Under the present 

system, increasing authority and responsibility fails to bring 

with it a concomitant increase in financial remuneration. Top

level managers see inflation increasing at a tremendous rate 

while buying power is continually decreasing. To offset such 

a situation, they suggested the following: 

1. Remove the pay "cap" and allow all executives who 

have "topped out" to continue to receive cost-of-living in

creases similar to all other Government employees. Of all 

those responding, 62 (61 percent) favored raising the ceiling 

"cap" to $70,000. 

2. Pay an annual bonus to all supergrades. Such a 

bonus might be determined by comparing mortgage rates between 

old and new duty stations and by paying employees the differenc~. 

Some other suggestions offered, but with less frequency, 

are as follows: 

1. Expand storage period for household goods from the 

current 60 days. 

2. Explore the "home of record" concept currently in 

effect for the military service and the CIA. This would enable 
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an individual to be sent to his home area at Government expense 

upon retirement. 

3. Give Soldiers and Sailors Act benefits to families 

with college students who lose residence status when forced to 

relocate. 

In summarizing the various proposals set forth, one 

respondent noted, 

"All aspects of the plan should be designed to cause 
the employee to believe the Government appreciates 
the personal inconveniences that transfer causes and 
is sincerely interested in making it as smooth as 
possible rather than the current perception employees 
have - I am going to get hurt again. It is a financial 
and emotional punishment and does nothing but cause 
the employee to feel the Government has no real interest 
in his situation." 

Career Motivation Factors: 

One section of the survey asked for specific factors 

which motivated each of the respondents to become involved in the 

Career Development Program and to seek advancement within the 

organization. 

Of the 104 respondents who addressed this topiC, 99 

(95 percent) mentioned increased responsibility, while 80 (77 

percent) mentioned salary. Where responsibility and salary were 

mentioned together, 63 (83 percent) ranked responsibility as being 
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more important than salary, while 13 (17 percent) reversed the 

order. Five (five percent) mentioned salary or salary-related 

items such as retirement as the only thing of personal importance. 

Sixteen (15 percent) mentioned responsibility or responsibility

related items as being of sole importance. 

The respondents were also asked to comment on what 

effect their financial hardships have had on their career expec

tations. In responding to this question, the majority of respond

ents indicated that their expectations concerning administrative 

advancement have not altered appreciably. They entered into the 

Career Development Program knowing that it would entail personal 

sacrifice and that a certain amount of movement would be required. 

Being willing to accept these conditions, however, they also 

expected that they would be compensated in keeping with their 

ever-increasing responsibilities. What they did not expect was 

ever-increasing financial hardships and burdens on their family 

lives. 

Perhaps the most important question in the survey was 

that which addressed the impact on the organiz~cion if no finan

cial relief is forthcoming in the near future" Of the 105 respond

ents, 44 indicated they planned to retire as soon as they are 
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eligible, 6 said they planned to quit immediately if they are 

given a better offer, 43 did not mention early retirement but 

t he pay neap," and only 12 voiced a firm did express concern over 

commi tment to the 'Bureau regardless of financial losses. 

An even more serious concern expressed by these indi-

viduals is the future organizational stability of the Bureau. 

increasing frequency, individuals are opting out of the Career 

With 

out of a basic concern for the emotional and Development Program 

financial stability of their families. Those young Agents who 

have demonstrated their capabilities are reluctant to become 

involved in administrative advancement and, thus, the organization 

will be deprived of potential, quality managers. 

-~-----~ - ---
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INTRODUCTION I 

In October, 1980, an Executive Salary Ceiling Question

naire was sent to all Grade 16, 17, and 18 executives of the FBI. 

The following is a report of that surveYI 

The Survey was partially the result of a need to gather 

supporting data for the Commission on Executive, Legislative, 

and ,Judicial Salaries (Quadrennial Commission). Beginning in 1968, 

and every four years thereafter, four special Quadrennial Commis

sions have been created to review rates of pay for top officials 

in the Executive, Legislative, and Judicial branches of the Fed

eral Government. Under existing statutes, Commission suggestions 

go directly to the President who, in turn, makes recommendations 

in his annual budget message to the Congress. Within 60 days of 

the President's message, each House votes separately on each of 

the recommendations for the top officials in the three branches 

of Government. 

By letter dated September 30, 1980, the Department of 

Justice (DOJ) requested co~~ents of five questions concerning 

executive salaries. The subject matter was of extreme interest, 

but the time frame inadequate. 

C. R. McKinnon, former Assistant Director, Administrative 

Services Division, and J. E. otto, former Assistant Director, Planning 

and Inspection Division, adopted a suggestion that an interim response 

be provided and a survey be conducted for additional data. The 

determination was made to include the entire population of supergrades 

due to the highly subjective nature of the needed information. 
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A response to the Quadrennial Commission, dated October 7, 

1980, (J. L. Williamson, Personnel Officer, to Director, Personnel 

and Training Staff, Justice Management Division, DOJ) contained 

sUbstantive information relative to the request. The response to 

the Quadrennial Commission was the result of contributions by 

ADIC New York, Planning and Inspection Division, Technical Services 

Division and FBIHQ Career Board. 

William L. Tafoya, FBI Academy, Quantico, Virginia, was 

co~sulted concerning question coverage and format. It became 

apparent from discussions with SA Tafoya that the salary question 

was only part of the FBI's problem. Financial considerations en

compassed a number of areas. Therefore, the content of the 21 

question~ was designed to obtain data as well as tO'provide 

organizational recommendations. A number of suggestions made by 

the contributors to the response to the Quadrennial Commission 

were incorporated to enhance coverage of the survey. 

At the time this survey was conducted, there were 140 

supergrade positions in the FBI of which 133 were filled by 

Special Agents, 2 by non-Special Agent personnel and 5 were 

unfilled. The two non-Special Agent supergrades responded to 

the survey but are not included in the following report due to 

the fact that they are not subject to the same career develop

ment progression as Agent personnel, i.e., they were recruited 

for their particular positions from outside agencies based on 

a need for specific technical e~pertise. 

The survey data base for purposes of this report is 

105 Special Agent supergrades of which 85 opted to identify 

themselves. 
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SURVEY QUESTION 1 

"My current pay grade is: 

( ) GS 16 
( ) GS 17 
( ) GS 18" 

GS 16 
GS 17 
GS 18 

RESPONSES 
RECEIVED 

64 
35 

6 
105 

RESPONSES 
POSSIBLE 

82 
39 
12 

133 

PERCENT 
RESPONDING 

78 
90 
50 

Of 133 Special Agent supergrades surveyed 105 

(79 percent) responded. 

83-073 0 - 82 - 29 
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"My age group is: 

( ) 35-36 
( ) 37-38 
( ) 39-40 
( ) 41-42 

( ) 43-44 
( ) 45-46 
( ) 47-48 
( ) 49-50 

AGE OF RESPONDENTS 

35-36 

37-38 

39-40 

41-42 

43-44 

45-46 

47-48 

49-50 

51-52 

53-54 

55 

No age 
given 
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SURVEY QUESTION 2 

( ) 51-52 
( ) 53-54 
( ) 55" 

RESPONSES 

0 

4 

10 

21 

10 

16 

16 

13 

8 

5 

1 

----l 
105 

PERCENT ~ ~ RESPONSES 

0 

4 

10 

20 

10 

15 

15 

12 

a 

5 

1 

----l 
101 (due to 

rounc'Jirlg) 
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S~RVEY QUESTION 3 

"My length of service with the FBI as an Agent has been:" 

1EARS OF SERVICE RESPONSES PERCENT OF TOTAL RESPONSES 

10-12 2 2 

13-15 19 18 

16-18 40 38 

19-21 25 24 

22-24 7 7 

25-27 9 9 

28-30 3 3 

31 and up _0 _0 

105 101 (due to 
rounding) 
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~Y QUESTION 4 

"My length of service as a supergrade (GS 16, GS 17, GS 18):" 

PERCENT 
YEARS OF SERVICE RESPONSES OF TOTAL RESPONSES 

less than 1 25 24 

1 to 3 50 48 

4 to 6 26 25 

7 to 9 1 1 

10 to 12 1 1 

no response given .2 .2 
105 101 (due to rounding) 
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SURVEY QUESTION 5 

"Number of transfers as an Agent ,that resulted in a move (physical 
loca tion) • " 

NUMBER OF 
MOVES 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

The 
has moved 6.9 

~~ 

0 

1 

3 

13 

14 

20 

14 

18 

10 

4 

5 

1 

1 

1 

105 

PERCENT 
OF TOTAL RESPONSES 

0 

1 

3 

12 

l,3 

H1 

13 

17 

10 

4 

5 

1 

1 

...! 
100 

preceding table reveals that the average respondent 
times in his Bureau career. 

o. 
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SURVEY QUESTION 6 

"Number of transfers in the last ten years (1971-1980) that 
resulted in a move (physical location)." 

NUMBER OF PERCENT 
MOVES RESPONSES OF TOTAL RESPONSES 

0 8 8 

1 11 11 

2 12 11 

3 21 20 

4 30 29 

5 12 11 

6 9 9 

7 1 1 

8 1 ..1 
105 101 (due to rounding) 

The preceding table reveals that the average re,spondent 
has moved 3.3 times in the last ten years. 

I. 
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SURVEY QUESTION 7 

"Number of transfers in the last three years (1979-1980) that 
resulted in a move (physical location)." 

NUMBER OE' PERCENT 
MOVES RESPONSES OF TOTAL RESPONSES 

0 23 22 

1 22 21 

2 44 42 

3 12 11 

4 2 2 

no response given 2 .2 
105 100 

The preceding table reveals that the average respondent 
moved 1.5 times in the last three years. Twenty-three respondents 
remained in place in the last three years. The remaining respondents 
moved 1.9 times in the last three years. 
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~RVEY QUESTION 8 

"Number of promotions in the last ten years (1971-1980)." 

PROMOTIONS 
RECEIVED BY PERCENT 
RESPONDENTS ~PONSES OF TOTAL RESPONSES 

2 6 6 

3 38 36 

4 37 35 

5 15 14 

6 8 8 

7 -1. -1: 
105 100 

The preceding table reveals that the average respondent 
rece·ived 3.9 promotions in the last ten years. 
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SURVEY QUESTION 9 

"Nu~ber of promotions in the last three years (1978-1980)." 

PROMOTIONS 
RECEIVED BY PERCENT 
RESPONDENTS RESPONSES OF TOTAL RESPONSES 

0 13 12 

1 46 44 

2 29 28 

3 15 14 

4 ~ 2 

105 100 

The preceding table reveals that the average respondent 
received 1.5 promotions in the last three years. 
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SURVEY QUESTION 10 

"Number of salary increases (actual dollar increase) as a result 
of promotion in the last three years (1978-1980) (not including 
Cost of Living Increase (COL) or Within Grade Increase (WIGI»." 

NUMBER OF 
ACTUAL SALARY PERCENT 

INCREASES RESPONSES OF TOTAL RESPONSES 

0 42 40 

1 44 42 

2 11 11 

3 4 4 

no response given -.! -.! 
105 101 (due to rounding) 

The preceding table reveals that the average re~pondent 
received less than one (.7) actual salary increase in the last 
three years. 
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SURVEY QUESTION 11 

"Number of salary increases (paper only) in the last three years 
(1978-1980)." 

NUMBER OF 
THEORETICAL SALARY PERCENT 

INCREASES RESPONSES OF TOTAL RESPONSES 

0 13 12 

1 46 44 

2 29 28 

3 14 13 

no response given -1. .2 
lOS 100 

The preceding table reveals that the average respondent 
received 1.4 theoretical salary increases in the last three 
years due to restrictions on executive compensation as provided 
for in Title V of the Executive Schedule. 
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SURVEY QUESTION 12 

"A most critical area is loss of disposable income 
(lower standard of living) by increased mortgage rates, higher 
cost of living in new location, increased tax bracket or tax 
jurisdiction. Give examples of situations where additional 
monies, such as higher salary, could compensate for financial 
lose. (Indicate year(s) of transfer(s~ previous mortgage rate 
and/or new mortgage payment amount versus new mortgage rate 
and/or new mortgage payment amount. Compare these to take-home 
pay during same period. Include any other financial hardships 
inourred such as real estate commissions over allowable amount 
and additional income tax burden due to limit on reimbursement 
(e,xact amounts of loss if possible). n 

The responses given in this particular survey question 

highlight the significant financial burdens which have been 

experienced by our top-level managers as they progress along 

the career path. Of the 105 individuals surveyed, 11 indicated 

that there has been no undue economic hardship on them because 

they were promoted in place with no resultant transfer, 6 other 

individuals failed to respond to this particular question. 

Of the remaining 88 respondents, all indicated some form of 

adverse impact occasioned by the numerous transfers incurred 

and the lack of sufficient remuneration for same. 

Sixty-nine of the respondents offered specific examples 

of how increased mortgage rates and mortgage payments have far 

outstripped any salary increases brought about by promotion: 

Fifty-four of these individuals cited a specific dollar increase 

in mortgage payments which averaged $573 a month per respondent. 
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Fifteen others spoke in terms of percentage increases which amounted 

to an average of 68 percent increase per person. Nineteen others 

cited hardships in this area but were nonspecific as to dollar 

amounts or percentage rates. 

These figures contrast sharply with the real salary 

increases experienced by those surveyed. Of the 27 individuals 

who cited changes in take-home pay resulting from their promotion, 

12 indicated an increase in take-home pay averaging $92 per 

month, 10 cited a decrease in take-home pay averaging $84 per 

month, 4 indicated no difference in take-home paY7 and one cited 

a decrease in real salary but cited no specific dollar amount. 

There were 37 respondents who chose to assign a specific 

dollar value to the total losses incurred as a result of their 

administrative advancement. These amounts refer specifically 

to out-of-pocket expenses of a nonreimbursable nature. The 

total losses incurred were $238,610 or an average of $6,449 

per respondent. 

Twenty-two respondents cited the additional tax liability 

which occurs when Government reimbursement for closing costs 

and moving expenses exceeds the amount allowed by Federal regulation. 

The additional tax burden on each respondent amounted to an 

average of $3,860. Invariably this resulted in the individual 

being pushed into an artificially higher tax brachet. 
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The other areas addressed with some specificity by 

the respondents encompassed the questions of temporary quarters, 

transportation of household goods, increased property taxes, 

and increased tuition fees for dependents. Eight individuals 

quoted dollar amounts spent on temporary quarters beyond the 

allowable figure which averaged $2,600 per person. Ten respondents 

cited specific outlays of funds in excess of the amount allowed 

for transportation of household goods which averaged $622 each. 

Five officials indicated a significant increase in property 

taxes resulting from their moves which averaged $1,364 per respondent. 

Four respondents cited specific costs incurred in college tuition 

fees for their children. This occurred in states which require 

a one-year residency before students are eligible for regular 

resident tuition fees. The additional costs involved averaged 

$3,825 per person. 

Set forth below are some specific examples amplifying 

the foregoing statistics: 

Respondent 1. 

"In May of 1972, I was a GS 14, Supervisor. 
On 5/1/72, I was transferred to FBIHQ as a Headquarters 
Supervisor in the Organized Crime Section, which transfer 
was generally billed as a 'promotion.' I am now 45 
and have had one job or another throughout most of 
my life and share the general belief that the phrase 
'promotion' brings with it, not only additional responsi
bilitites of a greater magnitude, but also salary 
increases. Had I remained in a Field Office (Fa) 
as a GS 14 Supervisor, I would now be earning the 
exact same salary as I now make as the SAC, while 
assigned in Fa, I was frequently the reciplent of 
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monetary incentive awards for superior work, and if 
I were still there I would probably receive one or 
more incentive awards a year, ",hich would mean, in 
effect, that I would be making more money as a Supervisor 
than I now make as SAC. Continually, as SAC, I am 
attending dinners and retirement parties associated 
with the law enforcement community at considerable 
personal expense, which expense r would ilot be incurring 
if I were assigned as a GS 14 Supervisor. 

In 1972, my family lived in a beautiful house irl one 
of the best suburbs. My monthly mortgage payment 
was $74.13. Today, after significant upward mobility 
and many promotions, my mortgage payment is $1280.00. 
The mortgage rate has gone form 5~% to 7% to 9% to 
the contemporary bargain rate of 11 3/4%. My personal 
records from 1972 to 1979 are in storage as a result 
of my most recent transfer1 however, I do have on 
hand records relating to the nine months I was separated 
from my family as a result of the transfer at a ti~e 
when the housing market was depressed. The f~llowlng 
figures were put together in a very conservatlve manner, 
and the actual amount was probably between 5% and 
10i greater than indicated below. 

Lodging for me while my family was away $2,249.86 

Airplane tickets, purchased in order that 
I p.ight visit my family: $1,006.00 

Food expenses for me alone 

Laundry (coin-ops & dry cleaners) : 

1979 Federal Tax liability arising from 
reimbursable transfer expenses: 

state Tax liability, supra: 

Nonreimbursable real estate sales fee 

Movement of household goods from tem
porary house: 

$3,075.00 

$ 162.00 

$2,860.31 

$ 498.86 

$3,200.00 

$ 550.00 
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Real estate commission an sale of 
temporary house: 

Paper lass an lang held cammon stack 
sale in order to raise cash: 

TOTAL: 

$5,600.00 

$7,800.00 

$27,002.03 

In terms of my personal finances, the 'bottom line' 
of my 'promotion' was that the U. S. Savings Bonds 
and common stocks I had accumulated in recent years 
for my son' s cO'lle~e education, have been substantially 
depleted. To add 1nsult to inJury, the increased 
tax rates reduced my biweekly paycheck take home 
amount by $91.96." 

Rupondent 2. 

"In November, 1976, as a GS,lS Unit Chief, FBIHQ, 
I was transferred as ASAC w1th no change in Grade. 
Our home mortgage rate in Virginia, which had been 
established for six years was at 7~ percent. Our 
new home was purchased with an interest rate of 10 
percent and for approximately three months I was paying 
double payments inasmuch as our home did not sell 
quickly in Virginia. After an l8-month assignment 
I was transferre~ to the Inspecti~n Staff as an In~pector 
and spent approx1mately 9 months 1n that assignment. 
In Mllrch of 1979, I was reassigned as SAC, GS 16. 
Our new home was not pur~hased until June 1979 due 
to the high school graduation of my son. 'Our m~rtgage 
interest rate was 12 percent. After 15 months I was 
transferred with a paper grade promotion to GS 17 
without benefit of a salary increase. Our mortgage 
ra~e is l~ 3/4 percent,with the payment of 2 percent 
p01nts wh1ch are nonre1mbursable by either the Bureau 
or deductible as income tax deductions. 

On each of the above four house closings I lost a 
substantial amount of money due to the fihancial limit 
placed on reimbursement by the Government. Although 
there was a favorable tax decline in state income 
taxes and real estate taxes during two of the transfers 
the resulting transfer has been a financial burden, , 
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if nat a disaster, without any hope of recouping any 
amount from the Government. Had it not been for income 
outside of my Bureau pay, it would be most difficult 
to make ends meet. In this regard, I point out my 
real estate taxes, for example, are approximately 
$3,000 versus $600, a $2,000 lass or paints paid to 
obtain a loan which are not reimbursable, and state 
income taxes of approximately $2,500 as versus no 
incomp. tax. In addition, an excise tax of $60 per 
$1,000 evaluation on automobiles in new FO. Estimated 
loss is over $700. On each transfer, I lost a substantial 
amount of money on household goods. The last transfer 
I was charged $700 for excess weight after my wife 
and I packed everything ourselves. This has to be 
the height of ludicrousness since there is no way 
of reimbursement here - not even in income tax deduction. 

Some additional areas of losses during these transfers 
that should be brought to light are in the reregistra
tion and retitling of automobiles and pleasure boats, 
lost money in giving away substantial amounts of food 
in the freezer, having to pay for season tickets to 
sports events that have to be given up, maintenance 
of a home recently purchased which would not have 
to be dane had I not been transferred, substantial 
financial loss in not being able to transport plants, 
increase in cost of tax preparation which is required 
through mUltistate tax returns, having furniture 
go through wear and tear prematurely, lass of opportunity 
for normal investments that one would enter into with 
a normal stay in one place. Also, increases in insurance 
premiums for automobiles (twice as much) and home 
owners insurance ($200 more) should be taken into 
account. 

Further complications of the above problems are com
pounded by the fact that all monies which are refunded 
to the transferee by the Bureau for the convenience of 
the Government is taxable income an a Federal income 
tax as well as most state income tax returns. 

These are some of the items that I consider should 
be taken into consideration when any legislation is 
introduced so that some relief can be afforded a 
transferee, at leaet bring him to parity." 

93-073 0 - 92 - 30 
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Respondent 3. 

"Set forth below is a chart containing data 
the last five positions I have held: 
Date Position & Grade Take Home 

Mea hy 

1/27/77 ASAC/lnspector 15 $980.93 
& FBIHO 

10/20/77 SAC 16 $1207.34 
includes 

COLA 

10/19/78 SAC 17 $994.58 

10/18/79 SAC 17 $1103.51 

10/16/80 AD 18 $1064.50 

for 

Mortgage Pay
Interest 
Rate 

$446.00 
8% 

$800.00 
Rental 

$904.0 
8~% 

$880.00 
10 3/4% 

$1023.00 
12% 

An analysis of the figures set forth indicates that 
in spite of the fact that I have been promoted from 
ASAC/lnspector in 1977, through various positions 
to AD in 1980, GS 15 to GS 18, my take-home paycheck 
has increased only from $980.93 to $1,064.50, an increase 
or $83.57 per check. 

Further analysis indicates that my take-home paycheck 
buying power, considering only my home mortgage payment 
and excluding all other inflationary factors such 
as food, gasoline, clothing, etc., has decreased from 
approximately $466.00 (8% interest rate) to $1,023.00 
(12% interest rate) monthly. In other words even 
though I make $83.57 more per check or $167.14 monthly, 
my house payment has gone up by $577.00 for a net 
loss of t~ke-home pay of $409.86 monthly. Needless 
to say the house I owned in 1977 was a nicer home 
than the one I now own even though I paid twice as 
much for my current residence. 

---~-~ ---
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Other financial Factors 

a. The 30-day limitation tor temporary quarters and 
the allowance for temporary quarters. 

Even though an Agent buys a home on his first day 
in a new assignment, the chances of closing his loan 
within the 30-day temporary quarters period is highly 
remote. Ordinarily, it will be several days before 
he is able to satisfy himself he is making the proper 
purchase. In my current area, the average time from 
sales contract to closing is 8-10 weeks. Therefore, 
30-days temporary quarters is ludicrous. In my individual 
situation where only the wife and I were involved, 
the allowance for my 30-day temporary quarters was 
$43.75 for the first 10 days; $29.17 for the second 
10 days; and $21.87 for the third 10 days. Out of 
those figures my wife and I were expected to pay a motel 
bill and eat six meals a day. Again, it is ludicrous 
to expect these allowances to even cover the hotel 
bill. It forces an Agent to seek substandard temporary 
quarters. 

Set forth below is a chart indicating losses of dis-
posable income concerning my experience with temporary 
quarters for my last three moves: 

Days Temp. Days Temp. Actual Amount Paid Amount 
Quarters Quarters Cost By Govt Paid Out 
Necessary Allowed by Of Pocket 

Govt (Me) 

AEril! 1978 

75 60 $4369 $1448.45 $2920.55 

Ma:i! 1979 

77 30 $2452 $ 947.90 $1504.1-\ 

June! 1980 

72 30 $2650 $ 908.31 $1741.69 
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b. Closing Costs 

In addition to problems surrounding temporary quarters, 
the maximum for 'closing costs in selling a home is 
$8,000.00. The closing costs of my move were approximately 
$8,500.00 for an approximate loss of $500.00. 

I have been unable to sell my home to date but the 
realty fee will be 7% of the approximate selling price 
or $9,100.00, realizing a loss of at least $1,100 
plus other anticipated closing costs for a nonreimburs
able loss of $1,500.00. 

c. Miscellaneous 

1. Although I have not computed what it means to 
me in exact loss, it goes without saying that the 
expenses reimbursed by the Government are taxable 
income when they exceed $3,000.00. This is again 
money out of pocket for the Agent. 

2. Frequently Agents and their families must return 
to 'close' the sale and transportation expenses must 
be borne. To date, I have been able to avoid that 
problem. 

3. Frequently Agents must run two households although 
on these moves I have avoided that problem. 

4. Frequently Agents must obtain 'bridge loans' ,'and 
bear the interest amounts personally. My loss is 
$1,.')00 interest on my bridge loan every three months 
until my house is sold. The house is not sold to 
date even though I have reduced the price on two occasions 
and now find it impossible to sell the house without 
suffering a loss. 

5. Two moves have resulted in considerable less take
home pay because of state income and property tax 
difference and COLA even though each move was a grade 
raise. For example, in my latest move, the state 
deducts over $100 per paycheck in excess of that deducted 

--- ----~ ------------------....... 
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by previous state. In addition, my real estate taxes 
are $100 per month higher so I am making $300.00 less 
take-home even though I was promoted to GS 18 and 
moved into a higher cost area. 

6. The majority of FBI wives must now work to make 
ends meet for their household and must work not because 
they want to but because they must. To quote my wife, 
it has been necessary to gain employment to 'support 
my Assistant Directorship'." 

Respondent 4. 

"In 1977, I was transferred to a new location which 
required a new mortgage at a higher rate (7~% to 9~%) 
and a larger amount with an increase in payment of 
about $100 per month. My salary did not increase 
since I was already a GS 15. I had to borrow an extra 
$5,000 for the down payment (personal family loan) 
and am still paying it off. The move also included 
such purchases as carpets, lighting fixtures, new 
draperies, etc. in the amount of $3,450 which I had 
to remove from. savings. Other incidental expenses 
(raise in car Insuran~~, car tags, licenses orthodontist 
contract, etc.) in the amount of $1,130 whi~h came 
out of disposable income. The Government reimbursed 
only $200. 

The entire transfer cost me a loss in disposablp income 
of approximately $150 per pay period, a net 10B~ in 
savings of almost $4,500 and a debt of $5,000. 

The costs reimbursed by the Government were pitifully 
small compared to the price of the transfer and in 
no way compensated for the out-of-hand expenses incurred 
by me. To make matters worse - the reimbursement 
cos~s, of which I received only 71 percent because 
of Income tax deduction, pushed me into a higher tax 
bracket and cut another 8 percent from my reimbursement 
This was also a direct out-of-pocket loss of several • 
thousand dollars. 

Tha~ transfer caused severe economic hardship to my 
famIly, and the Government could easily alleviate 
any future horror stories by making several constructive 
changes such as I have outlined below: 
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1. Reimburse all moving, real estate and incidental 
expenses in connection with an employee's transfer. 

2. Pay the difference between the old mortgage payment 
and the new one. 

3. Buy homes that have been on the market for more 
than two months and where there is a double mortgage 
payment involved. 

11. Transfer an employee in temporary duty status 
for at least six months so that he/she will not suffer 
economic hardship. 

4. Treat all expenses that are reimbursed in connection 
with a transfer as necessary expenses for the U. S. 
Government and eliminate any tax levies, either state 
or Federal~ and do not treat the reimbursement as 
income. 

5. Increase temporary quarters to a period of time 
not to exceed 6 months where there is a sUfficient 
reason. (School consideration, family illness, or 
other humanistic reason.) 

6. Since each move results in higher costs in real 
income (after tax dollars and the incursion of larger 
debts), increase the pay cap to $70 to $90,000. 

7. Do not move an executive in a GS 16 and above 
category unless there is an increase (real dollars) 
in salary. 

8. Provide for at least three round trips for executives 
to their homes where they are separated from their 
spouse and family. Set a six to eight month time 
limit on the use of these trips. 

In 1980, I was transfered back to FBIHQ and received 
a promotion from a GS 15 to GS 16. I received no 
increase in salary and my take-home pay decreased 
by $100 per month. Since I had a child who is a senior 
in high school the family remained behind and I had 
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to obtain separate lodging in the D. C. area. The 
current cost is approximately $1&50 per month exclusive 
of several pieces of furniture that I purchased for 
$435 to last me the year. I also had to purchase 
a secondhand car for $1500, since ground transportation 
was approximately $4.00 per day and almost nonexistent 
on Saturdays and Sundays. Also, in most areas of 
the country free parking or access to on-street, no
fee parking is the ru1e~ however, at FBIHQ the added 
cost is $32.50 per month. 

This is only one case of an SA going from a medium
priced area to a high-cost area~ but, after many talks 
with other SAs I don't think I am the exception. 

To put all of this in per spec:ti ve and in trying to 
be constructive I can only conclude that: 

1. The pay cap must be moved to at least $70,000 
per year to keep pace with the costs of executive 
development. 

2. Benefits on all transfers must be increased greatly 
and not be subject to taxation. 

3. No promotions be made unless it means a real-dollar 
take-home increase for the career executive. 

Respondent 5. 

Transfer Date 

At FO 

To FBIHQ 6/73 

To ASAC 9/77 

To SAC 7/80 

"The following sets forth the loss in disposable 
income that I have realized in connection with three 
transfers over the last seven years and also a com
parison of the increased cost due to interest rates 
and inflation: 

"Take-Home Pay" 
Two biweekly Interest Mortgage 
Periods House Cost Rate pa:t:ment 

$ 1200 $26,000 7~% $ 243 

1200 61,000 7-7/8% 400 

1880 76,000 8-3/4% 750 

2480 144,000 11~% 1300 

---~-~--~-- --
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Based upon the above, the following conclusions can 
be drawn regarding increase in costs from 1973 to 
1980, as follows: 

Interest rate increased from 7~% to ll~%, which equals 
a 53% increase in interest rates. 

Housing cost in 1973 was $61,000, compared to $144,000 
in 1980, or an increase of 225%. 

Salary increase for the same period of time, i.e., 
$1,200 in 1973 vs. $2,480 in 1980, equals a 106% increase. 

Further, in 1973, the mortgage cost represented 33% 
of my 'take-home' pay for a 4-week period. In 1980, 
my mortgage cost represents 52% of my 'take-home' 
pay for a 4-week period. This is an increase of 59% 
or a loss of 19~ of my disposable income due to inflation 
in the housing market and increased interest rates. 
It should be further noted that there has been only 
a slight increase in my standard of living as it relates 
to home purchases, as all of the homes (four) which 
I have owned are comparable. 

In addition to the above losses in useable income 
due to inflation and increased mortgage rates, additional 
expenses have been borne which have not been reimbursed 
by the Government. 

On my move from FO to FBIHQ, I incurred approximately 
$3,000 in out-of-pocket expenses which were not re
imbursable by the Government: in the move from FBIHQ 
in 1977, $4,000; and in the move July, 1980, approxi
mately $6,000. In addition, those expenses which 
were reimbursed are subject to an additional tax burden. 
In the move to FBIHQ in 1973, taxable expenses amounted 
to approximately $3,000, or an additional tax burden 
of $600. In the move in 1977, it was $3,900, or a 
tax burden of approximately $780.00, and in the move 
in July, 1980, it was $7,000, or a tax burden of $1,400. 

In addition to these factors, there has also been 
the burden of establishing a residency to allow my 
college-aged children to attend in-state universities, 
and the cost of their education has doubled. I currently 
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have one child in college whose expenses, due to out
of-state tuitions, will cost me approximately $5,000 
over and above what would be normally charged for 
~n in-state student. A second child will enter college 
ln 1981, but due to the uncertainty of my continued 
assignment to any specific office her attendance at 
an in-state university is also uncertain. Therefore, 
the cost of college educations will approximately 
double the current cost, and in 1982 I will have 
a third child facing the same dilemm~." 

Raapondent 6. 

It is apparent that there is a loss of disposable 
income occasioned by the mere fact that despite double 
digit inflation supergrades are required to absorb 
that and get no raise. The theory seems to be that 
erosion of your purchasing power is OK because you 
make so much and probably have too many 'luxuries' 
anyway. Level of responsibility and nature of work 
are totally ignored. The result is that a GS 13 in 
step 10 with AUO earns onLy $3335.75/year less than 
Executive Assistant Directors and Assistant Directors 
staying in his OP over a number of years would more • 
than offset the difference. The disparity is ludicrous." 

Respondent 7. 

"In February, 1975, when I was 'promoted' laterally 
to SAC, I experienced an actual loss of some $7,000 
per year. My mortgage payments, $230 per month to 
$540 per month, more than doubled - I was introduced 
to Virginia State Tax, also personal property taxes, 
county taxes, etc., and a much higher cost of living 
area. 

It's an interesting phenomenon, although quite disturbing 
that we award our top managers with additional re- ' 
sponsibilities and at the same time penalize them by 
effecting a net decrease in their take-home pay." 

Respondent 8. 

"1980 Trahsfer 

Previous Mortgage Rate/payment (P&I) 
9% $315 

New Mortgage Rate/Payment (P&I) 
11-3/4% $848 
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Take-home pay less because of increase in new state 
taxes - a reduction of $90 each paycheck. Cost of 
college education for two children increased (because 
of one-year nonresidence status) from $2,000 to $6,000. 
Cost of one child in private school increased from 
$850 to $1,750. 

Total loss on move for one year -

$50,000. It will take a hefty raise and three to 
five years without another move to break even." 

R .. pondent 9. 

~ ---- --------

"I experienced three moves in 26 months and was 
'promoted' from a state without income tax to washington, 
D. C. The difference in take-home pay between my 
promotion and the addition of state taxes amounted 
to approximately $100 per pay day. At the same time 
my mortgage payment increased from $740 to $940 resulting 
in $400 a month less spending money. In addition 
this transfer cost me $2,000 in real estate fees above 
the reimbursable amount; approximately 30 days in 
a motel, 15 of which reimbursement was not enough 
to cover expenses and 15 of which reimbursement was 
received. This cost me somewhere between $1,500 and 
$2,000. The automobile that I was required to drive 
in my field assignment was relinquished. On moving 
to Washington, D. C., without my family I stayed in 
Washington for two months at my own expense and purchased 
a vehicle for $400 for temporary transportation and 
until I could find a reasonable mode of transportation. 
My second car was purchased for $3,000. At the end 
of the year, for the third year in a row, I paid taxes 
on all money reimbursed me for my transfer at the 
convenience of the Government. These funds range 
from taxes on $3,000 to $7,000 'additional income.' 
The costs of getting the students settled in school, 
climatized for clothing; furbishing my house, wallpaper, 
paint, shrubs and grass to make a home are too numerous 
to tally. You must multiply them three times in 26 
months to find out exactly what these transfers cost 
me financially and my family in stress from the social 
adjustments." 

---------~ ---~-------
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Respondent Ill. 

Old Mortgage New MQrtgage Old: New 
"Y:l!ar Rate Rate Pa:t:ment pa;tment 

19.73 to 
F5IHQ 6~% Sls% $240; $525 

19.7.S fm 
FJ3:IHQ Sls.% 9ls% $525. $675 

19:50 to 
F9IHQ 9!!%n llJ,% $675 $1250 

Each transfer has resulted in a financial loss of 
at least $3,000 to $5,000 in direct expenses With 
college-aged children the impact is worse si~ce all 
st~t7s require ~t.least one-year residency to qualify 
for 1n-state tU1t10ns. This element alone cost a 
difference of approximately $3-,000 this year and last 
year: If my son transfers with me the higher cost 
cont1nues to reach a total of almost $10,000 for four
college years." 

Respondent 11. 

"In two years I sold two houses, bought two and 
was progressively placed in a higher cost-of-living 
area, ~ll houses purchase~ were comparable, except 
for pr1ce tag, and the ga1ns on all sales had to be 
reinvested in ~he new houses to buy the mortgage payments 
as low as poss1ble. 

January, 1979, GS 15 take-home was $1,154.0S. Mortgage 
rate was 9~%. Monthly mortgage payment was $425.00. 

GS 16 take7home pay was $1,146.51. Mortgage rate 
was 10ls% w1th monthly payments of $564.32. 

October, 1979, promoted GS 17 effective 1/29/S0. 
Take-home pay $1,233.35. Mortgage rate is 12%, payment 
$1,151.46. Property tax increase of 350%. 

Another hardship is the increased tax burden of claiming 
moving expenses as income. Doing this places the 
employee in,a higher income tax bracket; thus, making 
~im pay a h1gher percent of taxes on his total net 
1ncome for the year. All moves are made to benefit 
the agency not the employee but the employee gets 
the financial loss." 
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Respondent 12. 

"Year House pa:lment Interest Rate Grade Take Home 

1975 $220 6-3/4% $700 
biweekly 

1976-77 $435 8% $690 
hiweekly 

1977-80 $540 8-3/4% $846-$1000 
biweekly 

1980 $1200 12-1/2% $1200 
biweekly 

1980 move to Washington, D. C., resulted in following 
losses: 
a. $1,500 in VA points nonreimbursahle ., 
b. Sellers closing costs exceeded $8,0~0 ~lm1t by 

approximately $1,000 (Realtors Comm1SS1on was $7,990) 
c. Temporary housing in excess of 30 days totaled 

$3,000 in rent while builder finished house. 
d. Two months extra storage for household goods and 

extra insurance = $320." 

Respondent 13. 

"A. Increased taxes in jurisdictions into which 
I have moved (as compared with some states th~t have 
no state income tax, for example, Texas, Flor1da, 
Tennessee, etc.) 

B. Increases in house mortgage interest rates - 5~% 
(1972); 7~% (1977); 8~% (1979); 10-1/8% (present). 

C. High cost of living areas(New York, Los Angeles) 
cause obvious inequities in the administrative advance
ment relocation procedures. 

D. Increase in real estate commissions has caused 
greater financial hardship because the.~ureau does 
not reimburse for the full amounts at i:lIe present. 
As a result thereof and in a related matter, there 
is a substantial increase in the individual Federal 
tax burden as a result of present reimbursements. 
For example, in my last two transfers, I have had 
approximately $7,500 to $9,000 over and above that 
allowed by IRS which resulted in an increased tax 
liability of approximately $3,000 to $3,500. 

i 
I 

I· 
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My last few transfers have resulted in grade raises 
which superficially have camouflaged actual financial 
loss as a result of these promotions. I have personally 
not 'felt' a financial loss as a result of these transfers· 
however, it has only been because I have been maintained ' 
at the 'status quo' as a result of these promotions. 
The bottom line of this is that although I have been 
transfered several times and received other promotions, 
there has been no observable increase in my standard 
of living and 'take-home' pay. If anything, there 
has bee~ a decrease in the overall standard of living 
and sav1ngs as a result of these administrative advancement 
transfers when compared with those Agents not in the 
program who remain in place as street Agents. 

One of the most decimating aspects of relocating (or 
any relocation) centers around the sale of one's personal 
residence. In the past few years, the market has 
been extremely 'volatile' and unpredictable in the 
various areas of our country. I personally have been 
fortunate to this point in selling my residences; 
however, I consider myself to be an exception and 
am aware of numerous horror stories of my fellow Agents 
and Bureau executives who have had extremely difficult 
times selling their homes. When this situation is 
compared to private industry which, in various ways, 
~ss~sts in the sale of residences for their executives, 
1t 1S an extremely horrendous burden to place on our 
Bureau executives. I personally have been on the 
purchase end of two residences I bought from individuals 
whose corporations would have taken over their residences 
and paid them their equity if they had. not been able 
to sell their house within 30 days of the time it 
was placed on the market. Obviously, this places 
the corporate seller in an extremely advantageous 
position and the purchaser in a much less desirable 
one. Presently, Government personnel are in no way 
able to compete in this type of real estate market. 
This results, many times, in an extremely lengthy 
time necessary in order to sell a residence and of 
times an individual having to accept less than he 
should have to for the residence." 
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Respondent 14. 

"Every single transfer can automatically be expected 
to result in an increase in mortgage rates. My most 
recent transfer resulted in an approximately four percent 
increase in mortgage rates. This mortgage rate increase, 
of course, resulted in significant less take-home 
pay, as well as a substantially decreased family standard 
of living. Due to the continual pay ceiling on executive 
salaries, any transfer of an executive, without even 
considering mortgage rates, will result in a decreased 
family style of living. (If this were true in private 
industry, what you would in fact have, would be total 
stagnation in the executive ranks as well as economic 
disaster in the private business sector.) 

My most recent transfer, for example, in addition to 
the economic deficiencies required that I obtain a 
bridge loan in order to be able to purchase a home 
in the new locality prior to mortgage rates becoming 
astronomical and potentially unobtainable. The bridge 
loan, therefore, resulted in two mortgage payments 
over a seven-month period, which in turn, resulted 
in a severly reduced family standard of living at 
a time when college tuition payments are out of sight. 
A continued freeze of supergrade pay will without 
question, result in both short term and long term 
reductions in mission goals of the FBI. The decrease 
in incentives for individuals seeking supergrade levels 
has now reached the point, because of hardships connected 
with frequent transfers and continued freeze on salary 
levels, that there are absolutely no incentives whatsoever 
in obtaining these positions. It has also resulted 
in a universal opinion among Agent personnel of the 
FBI that anyone seeking to advance under these conditions 
simply could not do so if the hardships connected 
with advancement were logically considered." 

Respondent 15. 

"Had resided in Washington, D. C. suburb for 
twelve years prior to 1979 transfer/relocation. Mortgage 
rate prior to transfer - 6~% - $255.00 per month compared 
to ll~% - $972.00 per month currently. Received paper 
salary increase only, in promotion resulting from 
transfer so take-home pay is the same as prior to 
relocation. Mortgage rate/payment almost four times 
previous payment but no salary increase. 

-------- --- -----~ ------------ -------
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Personally absorbed loss of $8,000 on closing costs 
because Government reimburses minimal costs." 

Respondent 16. 

"During my last transfer, the real estate broker's 
fee for selling my home was $2,000 more than the Government 
reimbursed, a loss which I had to absorb out of pocket 
and, later on, paid taxes on the portion that was 
reimbursed. No promotion or increase in salary accompanied 
this transfer. 

If I were to be transferred today (at no salary increase), 
the real estate broker's fee would be approximately 
$12,000 of which only $8,500 would be reimbursed, 
leaving me with a $3,500 immediate loss in that one 
area alone. 

Further, the movers' expense for my last move was 
over $500 more than I was reimbursed. The 11,000-
pound maximum is ridiculously low and should be increased." 

Respondent 17. 

"Transfer from FBIHQ 1975. Got 8-3/4% mortgage 
with payment of $409.10 per month on $52,000 loan. 
Take-home pay at that time $928.96. During assignment 
withholding for state income tax varied but always 
under $70 per pay period. 

Transfer to FBIHQ 1978. Got 9% mortgage loan with 
m04tgage payment of $683.30 on loan of $70,000. Take 
home pay at $1148.79 and Virginia state withholding 
at $88.53. Interesting to note that first house sold 
for $90,000 and house purchased in virginia cost $102,000 
and was far less house for the money. 

Transfer from FBIHQ 1980. Got 12-3/4% loan after 
narrowly missing a mandatory 18% loan. Mortgage amount 
$85,000 and monthly payment $1,060. Take-home pay 
$1123.87 and state tax withheld $124.96 per pay period. 
Personal property tax also to be levied but not yet 
determined. Should be noted that to purchase a residence 
equivalent to that in Virginia purchase price was 
$135,000. 

Family has determined that standard of living in new 
FO equal to and in some areas (i.e. groceries, clothing) 
higher than that of Washington Metropolitan area. 

As result of transfer 1975, additional income tax 
burden of $2555.20 considered due to reimbursement 
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for moving expenses causing loss in real income due 
to the fact that income was, in fact, taxed twice. 
Un';lble to determine exact loss resulting therefrom-. 
Same situation occurred in 1978, when as result of 
transfer additional $5528.95 added to income and subject 
to income tax. .~s result of transfer during 1980, 
same result will occur with amount as yet unknown. 
Other financial aspects to be considered include $85 
paid during moves in 1978, and 1980, as result of 
insurance for movement of household goods and not 
reimbursed. As result of transfer in 1975, two daughters 
of kindergarten age were unable to attend public kinder
garten due to an absence of such. As result costs 
incurred of $30 for each of two daughters per month. 
In addition, prior to moves in 1975, 1978, and 1980, 
it was necessary to sell at a loss or give away a 
number of items that would otherwise have been of 
continuing value to the family, i.e., picnic table 
(sold for $25), Ping-Pong table (valued at nearly $100 
and sold at $50), two automobiles good for commuting, 
one sold in 1975, and the other during February, 1980, 
as result of transfer and inability to transport long 
distances. 

During relocations and waiting period for sale of 
residences it has been necessary during the last three 
moves to pay, in addition to mortgage payment at principal 
residence, rent for a second residence (apartment 
at new duty station). During 1980 move, apartment 
was rented at cost of $290 per month plus utilities 
and extra expenses, including food, laundry, etc. 
Unfortunately, the length of wait (4 months) for sale 
of house and relocation of family necessitated expenses 
far in excess of the allowed per diem expenses for 
30 days of temporary quarters. For just the initial 
30 days, the first 10 days' expenses amounting to $322.54 
were incurred with reimbursement of only $262.50; 
second 10 days' actual expenses $313.01 with reimbursement 
$175; and third 10 days' actual expenses $320.74 with 
actual reimbursement $131.20. Of course, the actual 
reimbursement was less 20% withheld for Federal income 
tax. 

In addition, the cost of travel between new duty station 
and old to visit family is considerable whether by 
car or commercial transportation and telephone calls 
add additional expense to the moves which are again 
not reimbursed. Prior to each move, in addition to 
those items which are available for giveaway or sale 
at reduced price, there are significant amounts of 
materials which cannot be transported nor sold. T~ese 
include various paints and other flammables, curtalns, 
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drapes and in some cases flowers and plants. These 
all-represent loss to employee not reimbursed. In 
addition, my wife, who is a qualified Germ~n instructor 
with the Adult Education Program of the Falrfax County 
Public Schools, upon transfer no longer had an oppor
tunity to serve in that capacity and as a result, 
minimal but actual real income is lost to her and 
ultima tely to my family." 

Respondent 18. 

"As a GS 15, ASAC , in early 1979, my take-home pay 
was $2,326.48 or $1,163.24 per payday. Today, as 
a GS 17, my take-home pay is $1,189.77 per pay period, 
an increase in two years of $8.26 a week. As.a result 
of my promotion to SAC, followed by my promotlon, 
I have had to sell two homes, pay points to banks 
in refinancing different residences, and my interest 
rate has gone from 8-3/4% with a house payment of 
less than $500.00 a month to 12-1/4%, with a house 
payment of over $1,000 a month. Try that with an 
increase of $8.26 a week. 

The sale of my residence netted the realtor a fee 
of $4,693.00, which was added to my tax placing me 
in a higher bracket. Because of this factor, I was 
forced to sell my house myself. The real estate fee 
if I used a realtor would have been over $8,000.00 
alone. As a result, it took me ten months to sell 
the house, and the concomitant separation from my 
family." 

Respondent 19. 

"A scenario of the situation C'oncerning my last transfer 
will highlight how the ceiliny cap adversely affects 
a standard of living. To begin with, the salary stayed 
the same because of the cap. The take-home pay was 
drastically reduced because of a doubling of the state 
income tax for the new area. In addition, a new mortgage 
had to be obtained and because of economic conditions, 
this increased my monthly mortgage payment per month 
by $121.00. All of this at a time when goods and 
services were increasing at an annual rate of over 
13%. To adq insult to injury, various expenses were 
reimbursed as a result of the transfer ($10,100), 
which will be taxed as ordinary income. This will 
have the effect of forcing me into an artifically 

83-073 0 - 82 - 31 
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~~~ha~a~Obr~~~:!~eat~ b:cause of an official transfer 
Even with all these relm~~r!n fact a decrease in pay. 
$1,310 not reimbursed becaus:m~~ts'iirere was approximately 
same. These items taxed in ff c~ ngs placed on 
of equity from real estate. ; ec, are red~ctions 
pay raise for the last thre 0 summarize, w1th no 
steps backward financially :hl~ars"I have taken several 
the FBI." e gOlng forward wi thin 

Respondent 20. 

"Year MtS P:z:mt GS Level 
Prior to 1973 $300 15 
Transfer 1973 $500 15 

*Transfer 1S74 $300 15 
Transfer 1976 $500 17 
Transfer 1977 $650 17 
Transfer 1979 $950 17 

*~~e$~~gson t~e mortgage payment reduced from $500 
b k ' was ecause I was fortu,nate enough to move 
~c 1nto my old house. That Sl tua tion. 1S not normally the 

Also, it should be noted that the h 
buying is not substantially 1 _ouse I am presently 
left in lQ73 and arger than the one I 
smaller than the'o~: ~ mmoavttderfof f~ct it is substantially 

e rom 1n 1974. 
Interest rate in 1973 L 

was 7~% - current rate is 9-3/4%." 
Respondent 21. 

"A most vivid example of f' , 
an unusual one exists inam 1nanc1al hardship, although 
and divorced i~ 1978 with t& caf~e. ~ was separated 
calling fo e 1nanc1al settlement 
paid by mere~e:etm~~~unt of sup~o:t ($1300) to be 
subject to COL ~djUst~~ntIn add1t10n this amount is 
total increases to date s every six months. The 

amount to about 25% which 
i· 
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is the additional amount necessary to support in a 
modest manner my ex-wife and children. 

without the prospects of a salary increase (including 
the denial of COL adjustments) my standard of living 
will continue to decrease dramatically.-

Respondent 22. 

"1971 - To Washington, D. C. House payment fOI: comparable 
home increased from $117.00 per month to $370.1)0 per 
month, plus increased state income tax to $80.1)0 per 
month, real estate tax from $180.00 per year tl' $900.00 
per year, plus personal property tax to $200.01) per 
year. Fixed expenses increased $5,245.00 per year. 
Had to pay $3,000.00 taxes on moving expenses :reimbursement 
received from Bureau. Separated from family five 
months. Separate maintenance cost $3,600.00. Increased 
mortgage rate from 5~% to 7%. 

1975 - Transfer from Washington, D. C. No pay raise 
involved. Had to sell down on house and had tlo pay 
tax of $19,000.00 on capital gain (55-year advantage 
then not law on U. S. Tax Code). Had to pay state 
income tax on moving expense reimbursement in both 
Virginia and Alabama, as well as U. S. tax. Total 
taxes amounted to $4,800.00. Without family for six 
months. Paid about $4,000 temporary quarters not 
reimbursed by Bureau. Paid double mortgage payments 
for four months amounting to loss of $1,600.00. Move 
increased mortgage interest rate from 7% to 9~%. 

1976 - Transfer to Washington, D. C. Mortgage rate 
increased from 9~% to 10~%. Comparable housing, house 
payment increased from $400.00 per month to $659.00 
per month. Property tax increased $1,300.00. Federal 
tax on reimbursement for transfer allowance $3,600.00. 
Had to buy second car for transportation to work. 
Loss on temporary quarters $1,200.00. 

1978 - Transfer from Washington, D. C. Increase of 
$159.00 per month in state income tax. Paid $4,000 
in tax on transfer funds. Increased real property 
tax by $1,500.00 per year. 

1979 - Transfer Mortgage rate increased from 10~% 
to 11%. Temporary quarters cost $2,400 in exc:ess 
of allowance. Five months double house paymenlts cost, 
$3,500.00." 
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Respondent 23. 

"In 1976, I had a mortgage at 7-3/8, and a monthly 
payment of approximately $375.00. 

I was transferred February, 1977, with no increase 
in salary. My mortgage rate increased to 9-3/4% with 
a monthly pa~nent of approximately $475.00, with all 
cap~tal gain on sale of residence reinvested in new 
res1dence. 

I~ July of 197~, I was transferren and promoted 
w1th a salary 1ncrease. My mortgage ra~e increased 
to 10% and the monthly payment to $550.00. All 
capital gains reinvested in new residence. 

~n September, 1980, I was ~romoted with no salary 
1ncrease, transferred and 1nvested in mortgage rate 
at 10-7/8% with a monthly payment of $1350.00 (due 
to increased housing costs). 

Each transfer cost me money to move household goods. 
The most recent transfer cost approximately $1000.00 
above that allowed for household goods alone. The 
allowance for real estate transactions was approximately 
$1000.00 less than costs and, since taxable, makes my 
tax bracket higher (exact costs yet to be determined). 

In 1976, my salary was $35,480 gross with housing 
payments of $4500, leaving $30,980, gross disposable. 

In 1980! after three moves and two promotions, my 
salary 1S $50,112 gross. Annual housing costs are 
now $16,200, leaving me $33,912 gross disposable. 
Had I remained in position in 1976, with no promotion 
or transfers, my salary would be $49,797 gross disposable. 
In four years, after three transfers and two promotions 
my disposa~le i~come is $11,000 less per year than ' 
had I rema1ned 1n place for four years without transfer 
or promotion." 

Respondent 24. 

"Mortsase pa:lment 

1st Home (1966-68) $225 month 

2nd Home (1968-75) $350 month 

3rd Home (1975-77) $670 month 

~l 
!; 

4th Home (1977-79) 

5th Home (1979-80) 
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$990 month 

$1,600 month 

Each move has resulted in higher cost for housing 
resulting in a larger mortgage at a higher interest 
rate. This increase has outstripped many times over 
the increase gained by promotion. Each move has 
resulted in enormous out-of-pocket expenses which 
were unreimbursable (example: overweight household 
goods, house-hunting trips, separate quarters etc.) 
and which were offset by equity augmentation. However, 
the cash-flow squeeze was not offset by the equity 
increase." 

Respondent 25. 

"Everyone of my eight transfers has resulted in a 
higher interest rate for me on my home mortgage. 

My last transfer resulted in me persona11y paying 
about $5,000 of the realtors fees which the Government 
couldn't pay. And I had to pay about $500 for excess 
weight on my household move. 

I have almost always had to pay tax on certain moves 
that reimbursed my expenses incurred on a move. 

One is never completely reimbursed for all the inci
dentals involved in a move. My wife and I and family 
always have to pack and unpack ourselves (household) 
to avoid excessive losses. 

There is never sufficient reimbursement for all the 
inconveniences associated with a move. (Address 
changes, school changes, wife'S loss of job/etc., etc.)" 

Respondent 26. 

"My present salary is $50,112.50 per annum as an SAC. 
If I had remained a street Agent and not pursued admin
istrative advancement, my present base salary would 
be GS 13, Step 7, or $38,456 plus AUO of $5,116.75, 
or a total of $43,572.75. Thus, I receive only $6,539.75 
in additional salary per annum. 

Set forth below is a comparison chart since 1969, 
when I was transferred to FBI Headquarters as a Bureau 
supervisor, until the present: 



Year 

1969 

1969 

1976 

1978 

1980 

\ 
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Assignment 
Location 

FO 

FBIHQ 

FO 

FO 

FO 

Mort51a51e Interest Rate Monthl:i Pa:iment 

$20,000 6i $165.00 

$35,000 6-3/4%-8% $335.00 

$44,000 8% $440.00 

$85,000 9-3/4% $885.00 

$60,000 7% (Assumption) $575.00 

11% (Second trust) 

I paid capital gain taxes for calendar year 1976, 
because of sale of residence and lower purchase price 
of new home. I will also pay capital gain taxes for 
calendar year 1980, because of sale of residence and 
lower purchase price of new home. 

It is also noted that every time a transfer is accom
plished, the individual is liable for higher income 
tax due to those monies received for transfer allowances. 

My move this year resulted in real estate commission 
on sale of former residence to be $1,450.00 over 
allowable amount. It should be noted that while my 
~onthly house payment has declined by $300.00, this 
1S offset by the fact that the state income tax with
balding amounts to $200 per month. In order to assume 
a very favorable 7% loan, it was necessary for me 
to pay $50,000 down and then obligate myself to a 
second trust at 11% per annum." 

Respondent 27. 

"Transfer from FBIHg, March, 1977: 

Transfer was from Unit Chief, GS 15, FBIHQ, to ASAC 
GS 15. No change in pay. Disposable income affect~d 
as follows: 

House payment - $468 to $1,092, reflecting mortgage 
rate increase from 7% to 9% and increased property 
taxes; 
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State income tax - increase of approximately 20%; 

Utility costs - approximately $100 per month vs. $265 
a month. 

Other increases in almost every area but exact amounts 
unrecalled. 

Out-of-pocket transfer costs: Unreimbursed real estate 
fee - $2,700. Unreimbursed household goods - $800. 

Transfer, July, 1980: 

This transfer involved a grade increase from GS 15 
to GS 16, amounting to approximately $3,000. Disposable 
income was affected as follows: 

Mortgage rate increased from 9% to 10-3/4%, but house 
payment decreased by approximately $200 due to decrease 
in real estate taxes; 

State income tax decreased slightly; 

Utility costs also decreased slightly; 

Out-of-pocket transfer costs included $3,500 unreimbursed 
real estate fee; $2,800 unreimbursed household goods; 
attorneys' costs $850 unreimbursed; unreimbursed interest 
on a swing loan $920; unreimbursed assumption fee 
mortgage $100; unreimbursed trip to sign closing papers 
and variuus telephone calls for negotiation, approximately 
$600; temporary housing costs unreimbursed $800; un
reimbursed subsistence at new duty station $980 -
total unreimbursed costs - $10,550." 

Respondent 28. 

"The exact figures and amounts necessary to specifically 
reply to this questionnaire are not available inasmuch 
as those documents are located in myoId duty station. 

In 1976, prior to transfer from FBIHg, where I was 
assigned as a Grade GS 15, to ASAC, also in a GS 15 
position, my mortgage payment was $466 a month. The 
cost of purchase of the home resided in while assigned 
at FBIHQ in 1972, was slightly over $44,000. The 
home was sold in November, 1976, at a cost of approximately 
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$68,000. In January, 1977, I purchased a home associated 
with the above-mentioned transfer for $85,000. My 
mortgage rate increased from $466 a month to $652 
a month, an increase of $186 a month, with no increase 
in salary. Also, the home purchased for $85,000 was 
no better than the one purchased in Virginia for $44,000 
in 1972. Subsequent to my assignment as ASAC, I was 
administratively reassigned to the Inspection Staff, 
which transfer resulted in no change in residence. 
This promotion was affected with no change in grade 
or salary. After a 10-month assignment to the Inspection 
Staff, I was promoted to SAC. I sold my home for approx
imately $125,000 in March, 1979. In May, 1979, I 
purchased a home of lesser size and quality for $130,000. 
At that time my mortgage payment increased from $652 
a month to $777, $125 a month more. I was in Grade 
GS 15, as previously mentioned, and upon reassignment 
and promotion I was in Grade GS 16. It should be noted 
that with the difference in state income taxes and 
having 'greater income' to tax, my take home salary 
decreased approximately $127 per pay period, or $252 
a month. 

Associated with the promotion and transfer was a long 
period of separation from my family. I reported in 
March, 1979, and my family did not join me until the 
first week in July, 1979. Additionally, costs attendant 
to operations of two households were necessary, causing 
financial strain on me and resulted in withdrawing 
several thousand dollars from my savings account. 

Additionally, I approximate that the total transfer 
of my household goods, sale of residence, purchase 
of new residence, costs of temporary quarters for 
myself when living alone, and for my family after 
they joined me cost me personally in excess of $6,500. 

In April, 1980, I was promoted and transferred again. 
My salary changed from a Grade GS 16 to a Grade GS 17: 
however, actually resulted in minimal increase 
in take-home pay due primarily to the difference between, 
state income taxes. However, there was no appreciable 
increase in take-home pay." 
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Respondent 29. 

"Year Place Percent Int. Mtg Pa:tment Take Home Pa:t 

1972 WDC 8% $ 360.00 $1800 -

1977 FO 8l:s% 450.00 2500 -

1979 WDC 11% 1150.00 2600- " 

Respondent 30. 

"In February, 1975, when I was 'promoted' to SAC (larger 
office from SAC smaller office), I experienced an 
actual loss of some $7000 per year. My mortgage payments 
more than doubled ($230 vs. $540) - I was introduced 
to a state income tax and higher cost of living area." 

Respondent 31. 

"Year 

1976 

1978 

1980 

Mtg Int Rate 

6% 

Mtg Pa:tment 

$270 month 

570 month 

900 month 

During this period my take-home pay has increased 
approximately $400 per month. At the time of my last 
move, I was promoted from GS 15 to GS 16. Because 
of the difference in state tax structures, however, 
the net effect of the grade raise was a decrease of 
$40 per pay period in take-home pay. In order to 
sell my residence during this last transfer, I had 
to pay over $18,000 in 'points' to the lender." 

Respondent 32. 

"Transfer ASAC - 1979 

From FBIHQ GS 15 Old mtg 8-3/4% new 10~%. Payment 
$450 to $1000 month 

No pay increase 

Transfer Section Chief - 1980 

To FBIHQ GS 16 Old mtg 10l:s% new 13%. Payment $1000 
to $1500 month 

No pay increase Real estate fee $10,500 
loss $2,500 

Overweight $2000 
3 months extra TQ $550 month" 
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Respondent 33. 

"Year 

Transfer 1977 

Transfer 1977 

Transfer 1979 

486 

House Payment 

Old $370 

New $625 

$950 

Take-home pay remained same. 

1977 Transfer cost $4,900 out-of-pocket 

1979 Transfer cost $5,200 out-of-pocket 

Above loss is result of 'points,' 'tax liability' 
'moving expenses,' and expenses due to maintaining 
two households during 1977 transfer." 

Respondent 34. 

"Year 

1976 unit Chief 

1976 ASAC 

1979 Section Chief 

House Payment 

$465 

$625 

$840 

Realtor fee $9,600 (8,000 max)" 

Respondent 35. 

"During the past three years I went from paying an 
8~% mortgage to a current l3~% one. all the time 
receiving approximately the same salary." 

Respondent 36. 

"Lateral transfer 1978, 6% mortgage to 10% mortgage 
$550 per month to just over $1,000 per month." 

Respondent 37. 

"In 1977, while a GS 15 in FBIHO, my mortgage payment 
was less than $400. 

When transferred to the field as a GS 15, my salary 
remained unchanged and my mortgage payment rose to 
almost $800. 

When transferred back to Washington, I became a GS 16 
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with a new mortgage payment of $1,200 monthly and 
since I was unable to sell my prior residence was 
responsible for that $800 monthly payment for over 
eight months in addition to new mortgage. 

In each of these moves, I personally paid over $100 
because of overweight and also paid $1,000 in temporary 
quarters extra." 

Respondent 38. 

"1977 Transfer "I% Mtg From GS 15 position to 
GS 15 position 

to 9% Mtg Income Tax Burden $3,000 

1979 Transfer 9% Mtg From GS 15 position to 
GS 15 position 

to 11-3/4% Mtg Income Tax Burden $1,000 

Unable to sell house - c~rrying two mortgages - negative 
cash flow on rental $1,500 per house plus loss of re
imbursement for real estate commission after two years 
$8,000. 

1977 Mtg prior to move from WOC $4,800 per year 

1980 Mtg prior to woe our house (smaller than '77 
house) $10,800 $6,000 less to spend." 

Respondent 39. 

"Transfer 1977 - Bought house $74,000 
3600 Sq. Ft. 
9% Mtg - Payment $476 month 

Transfer 1980 - Bought house $124,000 
1700 Sq. Ft. 
13~% Mtg - Payment $1,240 month 

Salary increase $30 per check." 

Respondent 40. 

"In the last seven years my mortgage rates have climbed 
from $236 a month to $1500 a month." 

Respondent 41. 

"Transfer 1975 GS 14 
to FBIHO Old Mtg $220 New $525 

Transfer 1978 GS 15 
fm FBIBO Old Mtg $525 New $777 

Transfer 1978 GS 16 
to FBIHO Old Mtg $777 New $1,044 
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The advance to GS 16 made no financial difference 
and in truth, I would be financially better off as 
a GS 14 supervisor back in the FO, especially when 
counting hidden costs of transfer." 

Respondent 42. 

"Year Position Mtg Pa:r:ment Rate 

1/72 GS 14 FO $ 190 5~% 

8/72 GS 14 HQ 430 7-3/4% 

7/76 ASAC 15 580 8-3/4% 

6/79 SAC 16 1250 13% 

10/80 SAC 17 ?" 

Respondent 43. 

"Year Position Mtg Pa:r:ment 

1967-77 HQ $ 400 

1978 FO 800 

1979 ASAC 1150" 

Respondent 44. 

"Income Year Int Rate Pa:r:ment 

$1177.73 1979 9~% $650 

$1285.22 1979 11~% 800 

Loss due to move $15,500.00." 

Respondent 45. 

"Year 

1974 to 

1980 fm 

Respondent 46. 

~ 

1975 fm 

HQ 

HQ 

HQ 

Mtg 

Old $350 New $700 

Old $700 New $1,063" 

Rent $550 per month 
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1977 FO to FO 

1979 FO to FO 

Respondent 47. 

"Year 

1/6/78 

2/26/79 

Mtg 

Mtg 

44 

489 

$445 per month 

$1,103 per month" 

Mtg 

Old $475 New $705 

Old $705 New $1,415 

My take-home pay is. about the same $2000 per month. 

Between interest paid, living expenses while away 
from my family, rcal estate commissions, my 'expenses' 
for the transfer are approximately $25,000." 

Respondent 48. 

"Move 

6/79 

Respondent 49. 

Take Home Pa:r: 

Old $1,244.60 
New 1,273.51 

Mtg Rate 

7~% 
10~% 

Pa:r:ment 

$458 
864" 

"SACs in larger field offices are given larger re
sponsibility (without larger compensation) and can 
only assume these responsibilities by paying their 
'dues' by handling lesser assignments first. In the 
last eight years, I have been transferred six times. 
I was financially better off six years ago than today." 

Respondent 50. 

"Year 

1975 

1979 

Respondent 51. 

"Year 

1977 

1980 

Respondent 52. 

Mtg 

Old $350 New $650 

Old $650 New $1,240" 

Mtg 

$550 

$1,046" 

"My real purchasing power (salary left after taxes, 
mortgage payments, etc.) has declined consistently 
since my transfer in 1975, as an ASAC. Each transfer 
~fter 1975, (3) has involved an increase in mortgage 
lnterest rates, 7%, 7-3/4%, to 8-3/4% to approximately 
14 %. " -

-~~ .. -~-- --- -~-
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SURVEY qUESTION 13 

"The high level of geographic relocation has a number 
of adver.se effects. Indicate what conditions could be improved 
to help a supergrade financially." 

SURVEY QUESTION 14 

"If a comprehensive relocation plan is considered, 
what items should be included?" 

The vast majority of respondents answered survey ques

tions 13 and 14 in a similar manner. Since those surveyed treated 

these matters as being reflective of the same overall problems, 

the responses set forth below encompass both questions. 

The major theme that runs through all the responses 

is the need for more direct financial assistance from the govern-

I t · As one individual commented: ment upon transfer to a new oca lon. 

"Whether an employee is a support 
serVlces employee or a top lev71 
executive, the FBI transfers hlm/her 
because of the need for that 
individual's talents in a different 
geographical location. It is 
incumbent upon the Governmen~ to 
insure that the transfer, WhlCh 
is for the benefit of the Government, 
causes the least disruption to the 
employee and his/h7r fa~i~y and. that 
there is no financlal dlslncentlve to 
the transfer. Family separation and 
financial loss due to a transfer 
are considered the primary disincentives. 

-----~ ---- -----~. -----_.----
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~o offset these disincentives there was a recurrent 

call for the following items: 

1. The Government should assist in the sale of a home 

once a suitable period of time has elapsed (90 days being quoted 

most frequently). 

2. The Government should pay all costs associated 

with a transfer. This would include all closing costs for both 

sale of old residence and purchase of new one. 

3. The Government should raise the present weight 

limit of 11,000 pounds on household goods. 

4. The Government should provide temporary quarters 

at a constant rate in keeping with current prices for meals and 

accommodations, and the length of time allowable for temporary 

quarters should be extended to at least 60 days. 

5. The Government should drastically increase the 

allowance for miscellaneous expenses. The present $200 is minus

cule in comparison with current costs. Most respondents felt 

this amount should be increased to at least $1,000. 

6. The Government reimbursement should be free 

from taxation. Failing this, the maximum allowable amounts 

not subject to taxation should be increased. 
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The following items represent a specific comprehensive 

plan as set forth by one of the respondents: 

"1. within a certain time period 
(approximately one week) after the 
date of a transfer letter, the employee 
should have two realtors conduct a 
market analysis to determine the sales 
value 9f the employee's residence. The 
employee should be allowed 105 days to sell 
the residence after which the Government 
or a contracted third party would offer to 
purchase the residence at the average of the 
previously established fair market values. 
A lOS-day period allows for fifteen days 
to get the residence in saleable order 
plus the traditional 90 day contract 
required by real estate firms for listing 
residence. 

2. FBI policy requires the employee 
to report at the new duty station 30 days 
after the date of the transfer letter. 
From the date of arrival at the new duty 
station until the end of the lOS-day 
period (as set out in number 1) the 
employee should receive regular per diem 
plus transportation costs to enable return 
to the family domicile for visitation 
every other weekend. 

3. Travel to the new duty station should 
be at regular travel and per diem rates. 

4. If the employee does not elect to 
allow the Government or contracted third 
party to purchase his/her residence at the 
end of the 105 days, living costs beyond 
this day should be borne by the employee 
until the residence is sold by the employee 
or he/she elects to allow the Government 
or contracted third party to purchase 
the residence. 
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5. upon sale of the residence, costs of 
transporting the employee and his family 
to the net ... duty station should be at 
standard travel and per diem rates. 

6. A house-hunting trip of 7 calendar 
days should be allowed at standard per 
diem rates for husband and wife plus 
baby-sitting costs for dependents left 
behind. 

7. Upon relocation to new duty station, 
the employee and dependents should be 
allowed 90 days standard per diem 
rates for temporary quarters to effect 
location and purchase of a new residence. 

8. customary and reasonable real estate 
selling costs for the area should be 
paid by the Government. 

9. Customary and reasonable real estate 
purchasing costs for the area should be 
paid by the Government. 

10. The employee should be given the 
equivalent of one pay period salary for 
miscellaneous expenses. 

11. The cost of transportation of household 
goods should be borne by the Government 
without r.egard to any lLnitations. The 
actual cost should be paid by the Government. 

12. The'Government should pay increased 
mortgage interest rates caused by 
relocating to a new area. 

NO TRAVEL, PER DIEM, TRANSPORTATION OF 
GOODS, REAL ESTATE BUYING OR SELLING 
EXPENSES OR TEMPORARY QUARTERS EXPENSE 
REIMBURSED BY THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD BE 
TAXABLE. IF ANY OF THESE EXPENSES REMAIN 
TAXABLE, THE GOVERNMENT, LIKE BUSINESS, 
SHOULD OVERCOMPENSATE TO COVER THE 
Tl-.xES WHICH MUST BE PAID." 

83-073 0 - 82 - 32 
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Aside from those areas relating directly to transfer 

and relocation, the respondents dwelt extensively on just and 

adequate compensation in keeping with the position and increased 

responsibility they are asked to assume with each new promotion. 

Under the present system increasing authority and responsibility 

fail to bring with it a concomitant increase in financial 

remuneration. Our top-level managers see inflation increasing 

at a tremendous rate while their buying power is continually 

decreasing. To offset such a situation, they suggested the 

following: 

1. Remove the pay "cap" and allow all executives who 

have "topped out" to continue to receive cost-of-living increases 

similar to all other Government employees. 

2. Government should consider paying an annual bonus 

to all supergrades. Such bonus might be determined by comparing 

mortgage rates between old and new duty stations and paying the 

employee the difference. 

Some other suggestions which were offered, but with less 

frequency than those noted above, are set forth below: 

1. "As you know cost of living conditions vary 
from state to state which includes some states 
with no income tax (i.e. Florida, Tennessee, 
Texas, Connecticut), low property taxes and 
overall lesser cost of living while metropol
itan areas experience h~gher across-the-board 
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costs. Consideration for higher salaries for 
these areas vs. areas of lesser costs." 

"Pass legislation similar to the Soldiers 
and Sailors Relief Act to make it possible 
for the employee to avoid the tremendous 
cost of taxes, car registration, out-of-state 
college tuition, etc., that is incurred with 
each transfer. Active duty military personnel 
under the act maintain residency in one state 
and are not subject to income taxes where they 
are assigned yet their dependents are eligible 
for in-state tuition throughout the United States." 

"Explore the 'home of record' concept 
as it may legally apply to the FBI. 
This concept is currently in effect 
in the Military service, CIA and the 
Postal Inspection Service, that I know 
of. Essentially it involves the movement, 
at Government expense, of a retiree from 
his place of last assignment to his 'home 
of record.' If this can be implemented in 
the FBI, it would most certainly relieve 
a lot of stress and pressure on officials 
who are in their early 50's, knowing that 
wherever they are sent in the waning years 
of their career, they would be sent to their 
home area at Government expense upon retirement." 

"Insurance rates should be broadened 
to more just rates. During the last three 
transfers, I have had to pay an additional 
$100 beyond what the Government pays for 
insurance in order to properly insure my 
household goods." 

"Storage period for household goods 
should be changed from a 60-day period to 
no specific time period or what is reasonable 
under the circumstances." 

"The U. S. Government, for its management 
personnel who are subject to mandated transfers, 
should,employ the same system ~hat is widely 
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employed for management types in private 
industry. If there is a difference in 
the state taxes between the places of employ
ment, the difference should be made up in 
the employee's check. The contrary would 
also be true if an employee was going from 
a high cost area to a low cost area - his 
salary should be reduced." 

"Consideration for purchase or lease 
of apartment or condominium or some other 
suitable tempo:ary quarters by the Bureau 
for use of Agents under transfer." 

"Financial consideration for families 
with college students who lose residence 
status when forced to relocate." 

"In some instances the move is not 
feasible and only the executive goes; con
sideration for an unlimited separate residence 
allowance - actual cost." 

"It would seem appropriate that a 
relocation be completely underwritten by 
the agency regardless of the amount that 
relocation costs, which should include the 
purchase of the employee's residence at the 
old duty station after a reasonable time 
period. Certain other areas of compensation 
should be considered. For those who have 
reached the maximum, i.e., should be considered 
as extensions of base salary compensation." 

In summarizing the various proposals set forth, 

one respondent noted: 

"All aspects of the plan should be designed 
to cause the employee to believe the Govern
ment appreciates the personal inconveniences 
that transfer causes and is sincerely interest~d 
in making it as smooth as possible rather 
than the current perception employees h~ve 
(I am going to get hurt again). It is a finan
cial and emotional punishment and does nothing 
but cause the employee to feel the Government 
has no real interest in his situation." 
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SURVEY QUESTION 15 

"How much time were you separated from your family 
last transfer? Comment on stress involved." 

Of 105 respondents, 81 experienced family separation 

during their last transfer. The remainder experienced no 

family separation during their last transfer for a variety 

of reasons including a previous divorce and an insistence 

on avoiding family separation in spite of inordinate cost. 

The average family separation time for the 81 respondents 

who experienced family separation was 5.3 months. 

Of 105 respondents, 23 indicated that stress was 

a minimal or nonexistent problem for them on their last 

transfer, however, many took the opportunity to recount 

stress-related problems on prior transfers. The remaining 

82 respondents noted stress-related problems associated 

with their last transfers. 

Set forth belOW are a number of case studies reflecting 

these problems: 

1. "Twelve months - Since January, 1978, I have 
resided full time with my wife and three 
children continuously for eight months. 
A year on the Inspection Staff was tantamount 
to sustained separation. Two transfers and 
the delays associated with sale of houses 
have resulted in my wife being forced to raise 
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two teenagers and one other child alone f6r 
nearly three years. During the period my 
daughter was in a traffic accident and sustained 
a broken le~. I was 1500 miles away 1 one 
son broke h~s arm - I was 1000 miles away. 
I have not been available to serve as a hus
band and father during that period. As a 
result, my marriage is precarious and my 
relationship with my children can best be 
equated with that of a divorced father." 

"Five months - The stress on a family with 
long periods of separation and financial 
worries are incalculable. My family has 
required professional help as a result." 

"Six months and four months plus - At the 
time of my prior transfer I was separated 
for six months and the stress was almost 
intoler~ble. It came close to destroying 
my marr~age. Only the telephone saved many 
small, bad situations from developing into 
one large crisis. At the present time, I 
have been separated for almost five months 
and anticipate another eight months without 
the family. Once again the stress is very 
strong1 however, there are no adverse effects 
on our family life as of this date. The stress 
70mes from a significant financial problem 
~n that our resources are once again being 
drained and there seems to be no way to recoup 
our financial losses. Three children will 
enter college beginning August 1981 (thru 
1984), and there is very little in savings 
to support three children in college at one 
time. This is what is causing a great amount 
of stress in our family life at this time. 
In conclusion - as a GS 16 in 1980, I am 
saving nothing with several debts. At the 
same time, my standard of living has not 
increased or been upgraded and the financial 
stress factor has risen considerably." 

"Six months - This was the largest single 
factor that led to my divorce, although it 
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was not by any means the only one. My 
ex-wife and I never recovered financially 
or emotionally from this separation." 

"Four months - Cross country separation which 
precluded more than one visit-three children 
(13, 12, 11). Wife had all three with her 
during the entire summer vacation period 
thus offering her virtually no let up from 
their presence, problems, demands, etc. 
While at the same time being obligated to 
keep the house clean and orderly in effort 
to selL 

"Nine months - While the separation from 
my family during the last transfer was not 
as long as many others in similar situationsr 
with children who are contemplating the 
entrance into college my participation in 
discussions concerning the selection process 
were severly restricted. In addition, there 
was much consternation and contingency plans 
made due to the extremely unpredictable real 
estate market and tight money market at the 
time of my transfer." 

"'Four months - Our ing these four months, 
my wife was uneasy at prospect of staying 
alone for an extended length of time. Son 
experienced learning disability and had 
psychological sessions to improve interaction 
socially with peers. Further, two elementary 
school daughters were extremely unhappy with 
prospect of losing friends and not seeing 
father for long periods at a time. Two 
residences being maintained for that time 
period caused worries and concerns about 
finances. Annual leave had to be used during 
move rather than for vacation or recreation 
purposes. Wife left to handle many details 
of the move, including coordination with 
moving company, packers, etc. Move in 1980, 
represented third school attended by children 
during past three years." 
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"Needless to say, there was tremendous stress 
and much lost time at work. Financial worries 
doubled and emotional concerns left scars 
with family that will be difficult to erase." 

"Stress is tremendous, especially in the areas 
of financial management, physical maintenance 
of home, child discipline and other family
oriented m~tters." 

"I would like to introduce in this question, 
my wife's impressions and feelings. The 
problems of having husbands away from family 
four months at a time, the financial strain 
of owning two homes, the loss of friends 
which were formed from four to six months, 
the strain of children to change schools 
once a year, the lack of continued community 
and school spirit, the tremendous sense of 
disorientation, the continuous strain of 
impending future moves, and the long working 
hours of Agents create a fantastic amount 
of strain. To experience all of the above 
and then the ultimate insult to have to pay 
for many of the expenses entailed in a move 
for the benefit of the Government without a 
raise in pay, places additional stress on 
the family. Without outside income, it would 
be impossible to keep your head above water 
financially in high cost areas." 
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SURVEY QUESTION 16 

"Many things enter into a decision to seek adminis
trative advancement and attain a supergrade position. Rank 
order the most important items to you personally: 

i.e., location of assignment, salary, 
post retirement job availability, 
status, title, responsibility, 
position, ego, retirement benefits, 
career goals, fewer moves, 
family stability." 

Because of a multiplicity of answers given by 

respondenfts, which in most cases meant substantially the 

same thing, some liberty was taken by the surveyor to produce 

the following result. 

Of 104 respondents who addressed this topic 99(9S percent) 

mentioned responsibility, while 80(77 percent) mentioned 

salary. Where responsibility and salary were mentioned 

together, 63(83percent) ranked responsibility more important 

than salary; 13(17 percent) reversed the order. Five(S percent) 

mentioned salary or salary-related items such as retirement 

as the only thing of personal importance. Sixteen(lS percent) 

mentioned responsibility or responsibility-related items 

as being of sole importance. 
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SURVEY QUESTION 17 

"In your opinion, which would be a more rational and 
equitable pay level - indicate what salary level the pay "CAP" 
should be raised to? 

To 55,000 To 60,000 To 65,000 To 70,000" 

Set forth below is a table illustrating the results 
of this survey. 

PROPOSED PERCENT OF 
"PAY "CAP" RESPONSES TOTAL RESPONSES 

$55,000 

60,000 6 6 

65,000 33 32 

70,000 62 61 

No response 3 

105 100.00 

As can be readily seen, the majority of respondents 

favored raising the ceiling cap to $70,000. 

One respondent favoring such a move set forth the 

following table reflective of how the pay cap ought to be keeping 

pace with the Consumer Price Index. Such a chart assumes that 

the 1977 pay cap of 47,500 was equitable. 
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CONSUMSR NEW RATE AT 
"!!rui M1:§ PRICE INDEX END OF YEA~ 

1977 47,500 6.5% 50,587.50 

1978 50,587 7.7% 54,482.20 

1979 54,482 11.3% 60,638.47 

1981 60,638 13. 11% (est) 68,763.49 

1981 68,763 10 % (est) 75,639.30 

In other words, we will need the $70,000 
just to stay even with the 77 cap. This 
pay cap should be adjusted for COL each 
year when lesser-grade employees receive 
their raises." 
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Survey Question 18 

,"Assume,there are no changes in the salary situation 
(pay cap ~s not l~fted). What would be the impact? Personally 
to you? How would the FBI be affected as an organization?" 

ot 105 respondents, 44 said they planned to retire as 

soon as eligible because of the pay capl 6 said they planned to 

quit immediately if they were given a better offer; 43 did not 

mention early retirement but commented unfavorably on the pay 

capl and the remaining 12 said they were so committed to the 

Bureau they planned to stay with the Bureau no matter what happens 

vis-a-vis the pay cap. 

received: 

1. 

Set forth below are some specific examples of responses 

"If there are no changes in the salary situation I 
will retire promptly when I reach 50. I just will 
not be able to afford to stay on as I will still have 
two children in college and I will not stand by and -
see my family continue to suffer. 

If all financial d~sincentive for striving to reach top 
~anageme~t lev71s ~~ not removed and if, in fact, one 
~s,penal~zed f~nanc~ally for having endured the hard
sh~ps necessary tO,reach the upper levels, the quality 
of the top people ~n the future will surely decline." ~ 
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"Failure to lift the pay cap will virtually insure my 
departure from the FBI at age 50 or shortly thereafter. 
Organizationally it would: 

1. Discourage many capable Agents from seeking a man
agement position, thereby depriving the organization of 
potential quality managers. 

2. Cause many productive supergrade employees to leave 
as soon as possible, thereby depriving the organization 
of their skills and knowledge." 

"In addition to the normal factors we have seen through
out the Government recently and understandably for 
different reasons, a mass exodus of those eligible for 
this is due undoubtedly, in part, to the fact those in 
the higher grades see little incentive to continue when 
they are, in fact, making no more money than those 
several grades lower. 

From the standpoint of those in the lower grades, there 
is no financial incentive to take on the added respon
sibilities and 'aggravation' of additional relocations 
in connection with administrative advar~ement. At the 
present time, I face a little over ten years under the 
present system with little prospect for financial in
volvement so long as there is such a low 'cap'. In the 
long haul, the FBI as a specific organization and the 
Government as a whole are not going t.O be able to attract 
the best personnel to accept positi0ns of responsibility 
if there are no changes in the salary situation which 
presently exists." 

n The impact to the FBI concerning the salary cap and 
lack of proper reimbursement for transfer expenses will 
in my opinion be disastrous for the FBI a few years from 
now. These problems are ~lell known by all Agents 
throughout the FBI. We Gurrently have a good group of 
supervisors. However, every office in the FBt is now 
experiencing problems encouraging qualified Agents to 
enter the Career Development Program and keeping those 
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in the program who are currently serving in supervisory 
positions. They are well aware from stories su7h as 
mine what faces them if we, in current leadershlp pos~
tions are not able to reverse these procedures. It lS 
my opinion that the impact will be felt most by the 
Bureau some three to five years from now when our pote~
tial candidates begin to run out. Insofar as to what lt 
means to me personally, I will be eligible to retire 
in December, 1982, two years from now, even th~ugh under 
the current retirement system I could stay untll 1987. 

The current problems guarantee my retirement two years 
from now. That will be against my wishes as I 
thoroughly enjoy my position and have no desire to 
leave the FBI but I have no choice. It is not possible 
in my individ~al circumstances to aid me materially 
for my past losses related to transfers and I do not 
anticipate that the salary cap will be raised suffi
ciently to overcome the salary which my wife now has 
from her employment. 

"Another transfer without increased benefits and an 
increase in salary would be a financial catastrophe as 
related to my personal situation. Additionally, if 
the housing and money markets worsen, the prospect of 
maintaining two households is financially unworkable. 

with the mandatory retirement, executives in the FBI 
are attaining high-level, respon~ib17 pos~tions at.an 
early age. without an increase ln flnanClal beneflts, 
both in salary and transfer benefits, I believe that 
we will see a loss of those who are already in the 
Career Development Program by taking advantage of 
lucrative job offers prior to reaching retirement age. 
There has been over the years an extremely tight ~ond 
of all FBI employees in their loyalty and d7dicatlon 
to the job. However, with worsening economlC trends, 
I believe there will be a waning of this loyalty. 
Additionally, the impact can already be seen ~f many 
young, talented Agents with tremendous potentlal who 
are reluctant to subject themselves to transfers when 
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they can see that there is no financial benefit, and 
many even see it as financial suicide to engage in 
the Career Development Program." 

"I have been fortunate to reach the supergrade status 
at a relatively young age and with a minimum of ad
verse impact on the stability of my family. However, 
the present salary cap is now the primary demotivator 
in my present position. Unless appropriate relief in 
the ~orm of increased monetary compensation is received 
withln the next year, I am convinced that our ability 
~o r 7Plenish our.executive rank~ wi~l be seriously 
7mpa7red. If thlS monetary rellef lS not forthcoming, 
lt wlll have the result of promoting employees who 
are. either financially independent or employees bor
derlng on advanced senility. If this situation remains 
static and is coupled with the financially disastrous 
transfers, we will have not only a massive 'bailout' 
from the supergrade structure, but a career develop
ment path which is pure folly." 

"If the present salary structure of executive pay is 
not changed, I believe all incentive will be taken out 
of the Career Development Program. It is extremely 
difficult to attempt to persuade Agents who have demon
strated administrative advancement ability to get into 
the Career Development Program when they observe GS-13s 
being paid very closely to the level of a GS-17, 
especially when GS-13s are not transferred and do not 
go through all of the emotional stress and financial 
loss that higher executives are required to do with no 
measurable reimbursement for these inconveniences." 

"Impact - fewer Agents will enter the program. As an 
ASAC, I had an Agent ask out of the program. I con
vinced him to stay. A week later he showed me a com
parative financial statement of transfer vs. no trans
fer. He had called the D. C., area determined the tax 
structure, transportation cost, tuition for his 
parochial school children, mortgage rates, etc. The 
bottom line with a promotion from GS-13 to GS-14 was 
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a spendable income loss of $212 per paycheck. This 
was in addition to a year's wait to get his children 
into parochial school. BeCause of the seeming stupidity 
in advancing administratively, there is a lessening of 
respect shown by the brick Agent to the SAC." 

"Since I am currently 44 years old and have at least 
six years to possible retirement, a change in the 
pay cap would have little ~mmediate affect. At .. 
retirement time, however, 1t would well be the dec1B1ng 
factor between retiring and staying on. Should the pay 
cap remain in effect for a protracted period of time, 
it will have the effect of virtually everyone retiring 
at age 50. In my opinion, this would damage substan
tially the experience level of the Bureau." 

"Most of our competent managers will retire at age 50. 
Many in their early 40's will have to consider taking 
positions in the private sector and leaving the Bureau 
prior to age 50 in order to cope with inflation, cost 
of college-age children, and desire to stop living like 
a gypsy. 

The most qualified potential leaders are also the most 
astute. The hardships on one's family, emotionally 
and economically, will discourage the future leaders. 

I feel all who will aspire to top positions, if given 
an option, will be those who are doing it strictly 
for ego or status seekers. This is not what an orga
nization needs to be successful." 

"I have had one 5~ percent raise in the past three 
years. During the same time, inflation has increased 
about 35 percent. My wife has gone back to work to 
make up the difference." 

"The immediate impact would not be traumatic, as I 
have nearly 20 years with the FBI and w~ll probably 
try to 'ride it out'. However, the financial impact 
would be severe and would require, as a result of the 
most recent transfer, a significant scaling down in 
my style of living. The psychological impact of 'no 
change' would be more difficult to measure or predict, 
and its effect on the performance, effectiveness and 
efficiency of the FBI leadership core over a long 
period would undoubtedly be detrimental. As those in 
the working levels and mid-level management observe the 
negative impact 'no change' would have on supergrades, 
the FBI would have to suffer as an organization." 
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Survey Question 19 

"Consider your expectations about administrative advance
ment when you entered the current program. Commeht if those 
expectations have changed as a result of the financial hardship. 
Be specific as to those items that have caused a possible change 
in your expectations." 

In responding to this question, the majority of respon

dents indicated that their expectations concerning administrative 

advancement have not altered appreciably. They entered into the 

Career Development Program knowing that it would entail personal 

sacrifice and that a certain amount of movement would be required. 

Being willing to accept these conditions, however, they also ex

pected that they would be compensated in keeping with their ever

increasing responsibilities. What they did not expect was ever

increasing financial hardships, a reduced standard of living, an 

inflationary rate that has far exceeded any compensation received, 

and a burden on their family lives. 

received: 

1. 

Set forth below are some specific examples of responses 

"I believe that everyone in Grades 16, 17 and 18 
must bear some resentment toward the present pay 
structure when they see persons with less responsi
bility, time in the service, fewer transfers and lower 
house payments making the same amount of money without 
having suffered the same hardships. I cannot help but 

83-073 0 - 82 - 33 
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believe that the expectations of all of us who have 
reached these levels have been dampened by the fact that 
we are not paid at a level commensurate with the 
responsibility. The lack of financial reward certainly 
has to have caused severe hardship to any number of very 
capable people and the lack of future salary increases 
must raise doubts about continuing in the Career Develop
ment Program. It is simply not equitable for a GS-14, 
Step 6 Special Agent supervisor or Supervisory Resident 
Agent, to receive the same salary as an Executive 
Assistant Director. Prestige, authority, job situation 
and other rewards cannot make up the total lack of fi
nancial balance of the Career Development program." 

"My expectations have changed to the extent that 
on more than one occasion I have seriously considered 
options out of the program. The financial hardships 
incurred and trauma undergone by my family on reloca
tion make one wonder if it is worth it." 

"Administrative advancement is supposed to be a 
way to earn more money for assuming more responsibilities. 
As it now operates, the reverse is true. There is 
minimal initial, direct gain in reimbursement, offset 
by financial hardship in costs associated with transfer. 
In the latter stages there is no direct gain and more 
financial hardship from unreimbursed costs of moving 
and higher mortgage rates. My expectations have changed 
to the point of perceiving further participation in 
'administrative advancement' as a prescription for 
financial ruin." 

"Because of financial hardships experienced as a 
result of being in the administrative advancement pro
gram, along with family stresses, there is absolutely 
no way I would in retrospect reenter the administrative 
advancement program. If individuals in the career 
development path are not compensated for all the 
executi ve hardships they can be expected to endur'e, 
there is no use being in the program. It is well known 
that persons not in the Career Development Program, for 
example, have achieved much better financial status 
because of the state of permanence." 

-----~----
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HI realized when entering administrative advance-
ment that if successful to the point of attaining the 
position of SAC or ADIC, that a certain number of trans
fers would be necessary. I did not at all anticipate 
dS many as have come my way. I realized that with 
transfers certain expenses would have to be met by 
me, and I anticipate that as I move through various 
GS levels that even though I am not taking home as much 
money in my current assignment as my counterpart in 
Kansas City of Albuquerque, etc., I would not be exper
iencing a loss to any degree. Consequently, my eXPQC
tations on entering administrative advancement did not 
really contain the salary factor. I note that in 
answering Item 17, I now rank salary as the second most 
important item today and I expect it is equally rated 
with the first item. An Agent's salary, whether he is 
in a supervisory position or investigator, should be 
such so that he could at least view himself as 
'comfortable.' He might have to budget and take normal 
precautions to plan expenditures of his income but at 
least he knows he has enough to meet normal expectations. 
This was the attraction to many people desiring to become 
Agents and always enabled us to interest qualified 
applicants. We have reached today the point where many 
police departments pay as much or more to their police 
officers as we pay to our Agents. To date, we have no 
problems in still attracting highly qualified applicants 
but as these problems spread through Government, they 
will be disastrous. It is my opinion we will lose appli
cants eventually. So in summary, my expectations about 
administrative advancement did not concern me except 
in a general way wherein I realized that I would pro
bably be making a better retirement and, hopefully, 
would get grade raises. Currently, the salary problem 
is uppermost in the mind of every FBI Agent who might 
be interested in the Career Development Program. In 
truth, most of us would be satisfied if only we could 
be assured that in career development we would not 
lose money." 

"Five years ago I believed promotion, transfer and 
increased standard of living were compatible. with in
flation rampant in our economy, transfer and increased 
standard of living are virtually mutually exclusive 
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under current salary compensation schedules." 

"I have always felt that financial remuneration 
would be commensurate with the degree of responsibility 
assumed." 

"My financial expectations with regard to admin
istrative advancement included reasonably inflation 
and educational obligations as they relate to my 
children. However, at the time I entered into the 
Career Development Program, I anticipated that the 
Federal Government would keep pace with the private 
sector within reason as far as salary increases and 
benefits to offset expenses incurred in connection 
with relocating at the request of the Government. It 
is becoming a shocking reality to me that this is not 
the case. There is currently no financial motivation 
for administrative advancement - in fact, it is a 
negative factor. This is further evidenced by the fact 
that many of our key executives are retiring at the 
earliest possible age in order to supplement their 
income with full-time post-retirement jobs." 

"Pay compression has created a disincentive to be 
involved. More importantly, the eroding quality of 
living standard my family must accept with each addi
tional transfer has forced me to reconsider my 
position and personal interest." 

"very simply, because transfers are so emotion
ally and financially devastating as they are now 
carried out, it is most difficult to find an advan
tage to administrative advancement. While I am in 
full agreement with rotation to and from the field 
to fill administrative slots, such should not and 
cannot be allowed to penalize those who advance." 

"I shall do everything possible to keep from 
moving again. I have a difficult time explaining to 
my family how a 'big' promotion is going to substan
tially lower their standard of living." 

"My expectations have changed very little but the 
stress on my family caused by moves and resulting 
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financial hardship cause me to more frequently ask 
the question, 'Is it worth it?' This is aggravated 
by exposure at FBIHO to my peers who have been promoted 
without transfers and who appear to be financially sound." 

'When I entered a previously existing COP, I 
expected several moves in connection with administra
tive advancement. The program has changed somewhat 
in the interim; however, my moves have been basicallY, 
in number, what I expected. I did not expect, however, 
the intervening hig~ increase in inflation and high 
interest rates. Initially, my expectations were to 
seek administrative advancement for various reasons, 
one of which would have been to obtain a substantially 
higher salary than those individuals who chose to remain 
in their investigative capacity with less responsibility. 
I find now that those who have chosen to 'stay where 
they are' undoubtedly are better off financially then 
I undoubtedly ever will be." 

"The expectations of administrative advancement 
have changed so radically since I first entered the 
program that, could I turn back the clock, knowing 
what r know now and perceiving no change in the imme
diate future, I would not enter the program. Transfers 
occur more' frequently and with more financial hardship 
attached than was the case when I initially entered 
the program. Family solidarity is disturbed because 
of the severe economic conditions surrounding relocat
tions today. As one's career advances, so do the ages 
of children involved and their needs become more criti
cal. Stability in assignment and vertical promotion 
without transfer as much as possible are required to 
offset this." 

"If I knew when I entered the program what I now know 
in terms of personal and financial hardships which have 
resulted from transfers and the pay lid, hardships which 
are in excess of what are normally encountered and which 
can reasonably be expected, I would in all probability 
not have entered the program." 
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U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, 
Washington, D.C., September 24, 1981. 

Subject: Fewer agent transfers should benefit the FBI and its agents as well as save 
money (GGD-81-102). 

Hon. WILLIAM H. WEBSTER, 
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Department of Justice. 

DEAR JUDGE WEBSTER: In response to concerns expressed by members of the 
Congress, agency officials, and individual agents, we recently conducted a survey of 
agent transfer policies and programs in the Secret Service; the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Firearms; and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). Our objectives 
were to determine whether rotation programs (1) are similar among Federal law 
enforcement agencies, (2) negatively affect investigations, (3) result in unnecessary 
costs to the Government, and (4) adversely affect agents' financial situations and 
career goals. Because recent changes in your Career Development Program have 
alleviated the problems we identified during our survey, we have discontinued our 
work on FBI agent transfers. 

Personnel transfers involving permanent change of station have been of particu
lar concern recently because of the financial hardships placed on the individuals 
moved. Personnel who move face higher home mortgage interest rates, difficulties 
in selling and purchasing homes, and artificially low Government reimbursement 
limits on moving expenses. Agencies, such as the FBI, which use transfers as an 
integral part of management development have experienced problems emanating 
from the financial hardships placed on its managers. These problems included 
growing reluctance by agents to enter the supervisory ranks and declining morale 
among present supervisors. 

In the FBI, the ma,jor area of concern and the focus of our survey was the Career 
Development Program. A key feature of this program has been to develop managers 
(GS-14 and above) by providing broad experience in both headquarters and field 
environments. This was achieved through mandatory transfers. In essence, the 
program required agents to serve in permanent assignments in both headquarters 
and field offices in order to be eligible for the next grade level. Thus, agents could 
be transferred from two to seven times depending upon their progression through 
the supervisory ranks. In addition to the financial hardships imposed by transfers, a 
transfer-oriented Career Development Program was questionable given the ··small 
increases in the Federal pay ceiling and mandatory retirement at age 55 with 20 
years service. Most agents would be eligible to retire at age 50 and could be 
expected to do so in growing numbers. These retirements would create more vacan
cies necessitating still more transfers. 

Recently, the FBI announced a number of changes to its Career Development 
Program. These changes are designed to reduce the number of transfers that man
agers-particularly at the first level supervisory position-would have to make. FBI 
officials estimate the number of transfers will decline from about 320 in calendar 
year 1980 to less than 100 in calendar year 1981, and transfer costs will decrease by 
about $3 million annually. The changes will also create more flexibility in filling 
positions by attempting to better match agents' career objectives with the needs of 
the agency. 

We believe that the Career Development Program modifications should benefit 
both the FBI and the individual agents. The full extent of these benefits, however, 
will not be known until the new policy has been in effect for a while. 

The appropriations and oversight committees have expressed concern in the past 
over problems created by agent transfer policies and programs. Although our audit 
work was undertaken pursuant to our basic legislative responsibilities, we discussed 
agent transfer matters with the staff of these committees during the initial stages of 
our audit. Consequently, copies of this letter will be sent to these committees. 

CONCERN ABOUT AGENT TRANSFERS PROMPTED OUR INQUIRY 

About 1 year ago, reports of concern began surfacing about agent rotation policies 
and programs in the major Federal investigative agencies. Various congressional 
committees raised questions about rotation programs during the fiscal year 1981 
authorization and appropriation process. Additionally, agency representatives 
brought the subject to the attention of GAO officials. . 

In its report on the Department of Justice authorization of fiscal year 1981 
appropriations, the Senate Committee on the Judiciary noted that financial hard
ships resulting from transfers had caused many FBI agents to shy away from 
supervisory ranks. Furthermore, agents were choosing to retire rather than accept a 
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promotion which required a move. The report concluded that the problems facing 
the FBI might be occul'ring in other Federal agencies. Similar concerns were raised 
by the Senate Committee on Appropriations during appropriation hearing for the 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. The committee noted that increasing 
numbers of very qualified agents were refusing to enter the career program 
because they faced transfers every few years and that agents were complaining about 
the transfer policy. Despite this, the number of relocations has remained relatively 
constant. 

At about the same time, agency officials began pointing out to us informally a 
number of negative featUres of the existing transfer policies and programs. These 
features included: the financial hardships. borne by those transferred; the inability 
to gain expertise in specific geographic or crime areas; the incongruity of p'lacing 
emphasis on quality cases which require longer, more complex investigations; and the 
declining morale among supervisors. 

In addition, there were other factors directly affecting agent transfers. One was the 
implementation of the mandatory retirement provision of Public LB;w 93-350 in 
1978. This provision permits Federal law enforcement personnel to retire at age 50 
with 20 years law enforcement service and makes retirement mandat?ry at age 55. 
Retirements created vacancies which were filled by transfers causmg yet other 
vacancies. This law, coupled with small increases to the Federal pay ceiling and the 
deteriorating economy, gave agents a strong monetary incentive to retire as soon as 
possible. 

For these reasons, we initiated a survey covering the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 
and Firearms' the Secret Service; and the FBI. This letter discusses transfer matters 
in the FBI o~ly. At the FBI we gathered general information about transfer pro
grams, reviewed transfer policies in effect during the last several years, accumulat
ed statisitcs on the types and cost of transfers made, reviewed FBI internal studies 
which dealt with agent transfer matters, and interviewed a number of FBI head
quarters officials on these topics. We also gathered data on Federal transfer policies, 
reimbursement of expenses, and proposed changes to current rules at the General 
Services Administration and the Office of Personnel Management. -

FBI SPECIAL AGENT TRANSFER POLICIES 

The FBI has a variety of programs which result in a~ent transfers. For our 
purposes, we divided these programs into three categories: (1) individual-oriented 
transfers, (2) new ~'.gent transfers, and (3) supervisory transfers. Most of the concern 
about agent rotation in the FBI involved supervisory personnel-GS-14 and above 
agents. Following is a brief description of the various transfer programs for each 
category. 

Individual-oriented 
This category includes those transfers which are not normally related to an 

agent's career development. In most instances these transfers are requested by the 
agents in connection with the Office of Preference Program. This program was 
established to provide a means to reward agents for faithful service by transferring 
them to an office of their choice. This system is based upon seniority, consistent 
with the FBI's needs and budgetary considerations. Once an agent receives a prefer
ence transfer, that agent will not be considered for another preference transfer for 
5 years. 

This category also includes hardshi~ cases relating to the employee, employee's 
spouse, children, parents, and spouse s parents. These hardship transfers can be 
temporary of permanent. The FBI reviews each C8h~ annually to determine whether 
the employee's hardship continues to exist. Other transfers, which mayor may. not 
be initiated by the agent, are made because of undercover operations, marrlage 
between agents, loss of effectiveness, and changing workloads at field offices. 

New agent transfers 
Most agent recruiting is done at the entry level. In recent years, the FBI's policy 

has been to transfer a new agent once during advancement through the career 
ladder (GS-I0 to GS-13). Because of wide disparities in sizes and workloads in the 59 
field offices, however, the FBI has periodically adjusted the timing of transfers to 
balance the experience of the agents with the investigative needs of the field offices. 

The policy for transferring new agents which was in effect at the start of our 
work was established in October 1979. Under this policy, commonly referred to as 
the 6-month policy, new agents were sworn in at the field office where they were 
recruited and then sent to the training academy in Quantico, Virginia for approxi
mately 15 weeks. Once agents completed the training they returned to the office 
that recruited them. After they had been with the FBI about 6 months (including 
the 15 weeks of training), the agents were normally assigned to 1 to 12 major field 
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offices (New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Boston, Washington, San Francisco Phila
delphia, Newark, Detroit, Miami, Cleveland, and Baltimore). The agents' would 
remain in these offices until promoted to the top of the career ladder or transferred 
to their office of preference. It takes about 7 years for an agent to advance from a 
GS-10 to a GS-1'1. 

Under this approach, however, problems developed. Because new agents were 
transferred to 1 of 12 major offices after completing 6 months in their first office 
the 12 offices were being staffed primarily with new agents while the other 47 field 
offices were filling their vacancies with office of preference transfers. Our analysis 
of s.taffing.patterns at smaller offices disclosed that they were being staffed almost 
entirely wIth GS-13 agents while the largest offices were being staffed with a large 
number of GS-10 and GS-11 agents and a significantly lower percentage of GS-13 
agents. 

In April 1981, the FBI announced a revised policy designed to balance the experi
ence level among the various field offices. This policy calls for new agents to be 
assigned to the medium or smaller sized offices for 2 to 4 years. 

Supervisory transfers 
The Career Development Program governs assignment, rotation, promotion and 

other career development activities for supervisory agent personnel. The pro~am 
covers all GS-14 and above agent personnel-more than 1,100 individuals. The 
program was struc~ured so that managers would gain experience in both headquar
ters and field assIgnments as they progressed upward through the supervisory 
ranks. 

By definition, ~l management per~onne~ are included in the Career Development 
Program. ~ntry IS voluntary and begIns WIth an agent's request to be considered for 
the sUI;>erVIsory rapks. S~bseque!ltly, .an ag~nt is given the opportunity to act in a 
superVIsory capacIty durmg whICh time hIS or her management potential is as
~essed. Successful comp!et~on of these steps makes the candidate eligible for entry 
mto the program. A prmcIple of FBI management development is that supervisors 
receive ~road exp~rience in FBI operations. Basically, this means an agent must 
have asSIgnments m both headquarters and field offices before being eligible for the 
next grade level. 

Since practically all GS-13 agent personnel are located in the 59 field offices a 
new supervisor must normally undergo a permanent change of station transfer' to 
fill ~ GS-14 headquar.ters supervisory position. After a few years, an agent will 
receIve a lateral reasSIgnment to a field sUlpervisor slot, usually requiring another 
physical relocation. If an agent is promoted to the next level two more career 
development transfers will result. Thus, upon entry into the C~reer Development 
Program .. agents could expect from two to seven transfers, depending upon their 
progreSSIOn. 

The FBI's c8:ree~ board is responsible for making supervisol"Y transfer decisions. 
T~e board, whIch IS composed .of memb7rs at the senior management level, deter
mmes th~ grade leve:l and locatIon of aSSIgnments. An agent mayor may not receive 
a promotIOn at the tIme of transfer. If an agent wants to refuse the transfer his/her 
only recourse is to withdraw from the Career Development Program and be down
graded to a GS-13. 

Since October 1979, large numbers of supervisory transfers have been made under 
the Career Development Program. During calendar year 1980, about 320 career 
deve~opment transfers occurred. FBI officials explained that the number of transfers 
was mcreasing largely because of agent retirements. A single retirement can cause 
several moves because of the practice of filling positions by transfer. 

SUPERVISOR ,!'RANSFERS CREATE SERIOUS PROBLEMS 

T~e FBI .recognize,d that t?e Career Development Program as constituted was 
causmg serIOUS ~roblems whIch would only grow worse if not remedied. The fre
quent ~ransfers mherent under the. p~ogram were resulting in severe financial 
hardshI,P for persons transferred. ThIS m turn was creating problems which could 
not be Ignored. As a result, the FBI began to question whether the existing career 
development structure was the best approach for managerial development. 

Transfers cause financial hardship 
With the decline in the economy, it became increasingly difficult for transferred 

a~ents to sell their h0Il?-es. In addition, when purchasing new homes, agents faced 
h~gher home ~ortgage mterest rates and more ex~ensive housing if they moved to 
hIgh.er cost CItIes. Furthermore, the Government s maximum reimbursements for 
mOVIng expenses were not covering the costs agents were incurring. 
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For example, the maximum reimbursement allowances for sale and purchase of a 
home are $8,000 and $4,000, respectively-limits fairly easy to exceed at today's 
housing prices. An FBI survey of real estate purchase vouchers processed during 
fiscal year 1979 showed that approximately 12 percent of the employees exceeded 
the $8,000 reimbursement limit by an average of $800. These figures included 
transfers of support personnel and new agents whose expenses are usually less than 
those of supervisory personnel. The FBI has noted that in areas where the real 
estate commission is 6 percent, an agent would exceed the $8,000 limit on the basis 
of the real estate commission paid on any home selling for more than $133,333. 
Where the commission is 7 percent, an agent would exceed the limit if a home sold 
for $114,285 or more. In major metropolitan areas it is not unusual to find houses in 
this price range or higher. In addition to the commission, an agent would be 
required to pay all other expenses over $8,000 associated with the sale of a home. 

Many agents also exceed the household goods weight criterion. An agent with 
dependents is reimbursed for the movement of household goods up to 11,000 pounds 
only. However, an FBI sample of vouchers showed that 20 percent of such ship. 
ments exceeded the 11,000 pound limit. A number of agents have been billed $500 to 
$3,000 for exceeding the weight limitation. Therefore, agents face the decision of 
whether to sell their possessions to come within the weight limit or pay transporta
tion charges each time they move. 

Making matters worse in the fact that moving expense reimbursements in excess 
of $3,000 are taxed. In a survey of agents transferred during 1979, the FBI found that 
all of them exceeded the $3,000 limit with the average reimbursement of transfer 
costs being about $9,000. Thus, those agents' taxable incomes have been increased 
by $6,000 each even though this increase is not disposable income. The FBI esti
mates that transfer. costs have increased several thousand dollars since 1979, 
making the financial hardship for moving even more severe. 

Problems resulting from financial hardships 
Given this financial situation, it is not surprising that resistance to career devel

opment transfers has become a problem. This became evident in late 1979 when 
special agents-in-charge at seven large field offices estimated that only about one
third of their agents with management aptitude were in the Career Development 
Program. The participation rate was low largely because of the financial hardships 
associated with transfers. More and more agents began voicing their dissatisfaction 
and increasing numbers refused transfers and accepted downgrades instead. ' 

A February 1980 FBI study on retirement matters showed that increasing num
bers of management personnel would be reaching retirement eligibility over the 
next few years. By 1985, for example, about 50 percent of the GS-15s (2nd level 
supervisors) would be eligible to retire. Given the financial hardships associated 
with transfers, t?e small increases to Federal pa~ ceilings, and mandatory retire
ment at age 55, It was apparent that agents reachmg age 50 had a strong financial 
incentive to retire, if eligible, and start second careers. 

The FBI also noted other problems that resulted from the Career Development 
Program policy. One dealt with continuity of leadership. The FBI was concerned 
that agents progressing to senior management levels were frequently transferred 
thereby affecting the continuity of case management as well as the length of 
experience at each supervisory level. The transfers also resulted in other problems. 
The FBI study found that filling the vacated positions took an average of 2 to 4 
months for headquarters and field positions, respectively. The study also cited that 
agents experienced a downtime syndrome lasting several months or more while they 
were waiting to be transferred or learning the new assignment after a move. 

Shortly after our survey began, the FBI formed an ad hoc group, representing a 
cross-section of agent personnel, to study alternatives to the Career Development 
Program. Part of the group's effort involved obtaining the views of other agencies, 
such as the Office of Personnel Management, the General Services Administration 
and GAO. In February 1981, we provided the group with our observations on th~ 
Career Development Program, potential modifications which might reduce the 
number of transfers, and an overview of career development approaches used by the 
other law enforcement agencies included in our survey. 

We pointed out that: 
The Career Development Program policy was unnecessarily rigid; 
More flexibility at certain points in the Career Development Program would 

reduce transfers; 
Others law enforcement agencies use job vacancy announement/competitive bid

ding systems to fill supervisory positions rather than mandatory transfers' and 
Some Career Development Program positions could be filled with non-agent per

sonnel. 
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FBI HAS ALTERED ITS CAREER DEVELOPMENT POLICY TO REDUCE TRANSFERS 

On March 27, 1981, the FBI announced major changes to its 0areer Development 
Program for supervisors. The primary intent of these changes is to reduce the 
number of transfers made by supervisory personnel in order to relieve the financial 
hardships imposed by today's economic conditions. These changes should also allevi
ate some past intitutional and morale problems. 

The major policy changes are as follows: 

Eliminating GS-JJ,. headquarters positions from the Career Development Program 
Approximately 50 percent of the FBI's total number of GS-14 positions are 

located at headquarters and are filled by agents transferring in from field offices. 
These agents receive a promotion which offsets some of the costs they bear in 
transferring to headquarters. However, by eliminating these positions from the 
Career Development Program, agents who move to Washington receive a promotion 
without committing themselves to a lateral transfer after a few years. 

Allowing promotions in place 
About 50 percent of the GS-14 field supervisory positions will be designated 

stationary supervisor, which means an agent will remain at that office for at least 5 
years. This should attract agents who have high management potential but who are 
unwilling to move or who prefer to stay at theIr location longer. This change is also 
designt:;d to alleviate problems concerning continuity of management and filling 
vacanCIes. 

Filling vacancies through promotion 
If a transfer is necessary to fill a vacancy, there will be a preference for fIlling it 

through a promotion. This change is designed to minimize financial hardship on 
agents as well as provide an incentive for transferring. 

Advertising GS-14 position to all agents 
Vacancies at the GS-14 level will be advertised. Advertising positions allow 

agents to choose whether they wish to be considered for specific positions. This 
should help morale because agents who apply will have indicated a willingness to 
move. 

These changes will affect agents generally at or aspiring to the GS-14 first level 
sup7~or. The GS-14 supervisors comprise about two-thirds of the management 
posItI?ns. ~t should be .noted that ~he FBI's philosophy f?r managez;nent development, 
I.e., diverSIty of experience, remams for the GS-15 asSIstant specIal agent-in-charge 
and senior executive service positions. That is, agents, as a prerequisite, must have 
sup~rvisory experience at both ~eld and headquarters positions at each grade level. 
A SIde benefit of the changes IS the reduced transfer costs of the revised Career 
Deve~opment Program. The FBI expects the number of career development trans
fers m calendar year 1981 to be between 75 to 100, which is about 225 to 250 less 
than in calendar year 1980. We estimate this reduction will result in annual savings 
of about $3 million in transfer costs. 

FINANCIAL DISINCENTIVES STILL EXIST 

The financial hardships of a permanent change of station have made it difficult 
for many Federal agenc~es to get well qualified and experienced personnel to relo
cate. However, some relIef may be in the offing. The General Services Administra
tion and the Office of Personnel Management have proposed a number of changes to 
employee relocation regulations, among which are substantial increases to the reim
bursement limits on the sale and purchase of a home. We have advised the General 
Services Administration that we endorse the changes designed to alleviate the 
fmancial burden on employees transferred in the Government's interest (B-196577, 
July 23, 1981). 

On the other hand, should the reimbursement limits be raised transferees will 
s~il~ be taxed on reimburseme~t of costs exceeding $3,000. Highe~ reimbursement 
lImIts can m7an mor7 taxable mcome. Thus, despite the changes made by the FBI 
and those bemg conSIdered on the reimbursement limits, financial disincentives to 
transfer will still exist. 

We wish to thank you and the many other FBI officials that met with us during 
our survey. We especially appreciated the opportunity to meet with and provide input 
to the management group studying agent transfer problems. 

Sincerely yours, 
WILLIAM J. ANDERSON, Director. 

FBI AUTHORIZATION-FORENSIC SCIENCE LAB
ORATORIES AND JURISDICTION ON INDIAN 
RESERV ATIONS 

THURSDAY, APRIL 2, 1981 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CIVIL AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS, 

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 
Washington, D.C. 

The subcommittee Inet at 2:10 p.m. in room B-35~ of the Ray
burn House Office Building; Hon. Don Edwards (chaIrman of the 
subcommittee) presiding. . 

Present: Representatives Edwards, KastenmeIer, and Sensen-
brenner. . . . h 

Staff present: Catherine LeRoy, chief counsel; MIchael TucevIC , 
and Janice Cooper, assistant counsels; and Thomas M. Boyd, assoc-
ciate counsel. 

Mr. EDWARDS. The subcommittee will come to order. The ~ub-
committee on Civil and Constitutional Rights today will continue 
it's ongoing task of FBI authorization. rr:o~~y we. are going to c?n
sider two different areas of FBI responSIbIlIty. FIrst, w~ are .gOIng 
to consider the subject of the FBI lab, and after that we re gOll~g to 
talk about the question of FBI jurisdiction on Indian reserv~tlO.ns. 

We previously heard testimony w~th respect to ~he functIOnIng 
and proficiency of forensic laboratOrIes on the nabo~al leveL The 
results of such testing indicate that, perhaps, a qualIty assurance 
blind testing program could be of help to the FBI lab, and we are 
certainly going to chat with our witnesses ab~)Ut that,. 

Weare pleased today to welcome the ASSIstant DIrector for the 
FBI Laboratory Division, Thomas Kelleher. . '. 

Mr. Kelleher, you are accompanied by Mr. John HICks, and WIll 
you introduce to us your other colleague? 

TESTIMONY OF THOMAS F. KELLEHER, JR., ASSISTANT DIREC
TOR, LABORATORY DIVISION, FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVES
TIGATION, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN HICKS, ASSISTANT SEC
TION CHIEF, LABORATORY DIVISION; WILLIAM Y. DORAN, 
DEPUTY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, LABORATORY DIVISION; AND 
L. CLYDE GROOVER, DEPUTY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, ADMIN
ISTRATIVE SERVICES DIVISION 
Mr. KELLEHER. This is Mr. William Doran, who is the Ass~stant 

Deputy Director of our division, and M.r .. Clyd~ Groov~r, wh~ I~ .the 
Deputy Assistant Director in our AdmInIstratIVe SerVIces DIVISIon. 

(519) 
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Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Groover has testified before, and we are 
pleased to have all of you here. Will you proceed with your testimo
ny, please. 

Mr. KELLEHER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am pleased 

to appear before you today to discuss the functions of the FBI 
laboratory. 

The analytical facilities of the laboratory are currently located in 
the J. Edgar Hoover FBI Building in Washington, D.C. In the next 
few months, we will dedicate and occupy the Forensic Science 
Research and Training Center, a $7 million facility located at the 
FBI Academy at Quantico, Va. All our forensic science training 
and research functions will be coordinated from that facility. 

In addition to performing examinations of evidentiary materials 
obtained during the investigation of criminal matters, the FBI 
laboratory provides a wide range of services including research and 
training functions. 

Our primary objective is to maintain a highly professional and 
thoroughly competent team of forensic experts with a broad range 
of capabilities to service the varied needs of the Federal law en
forcement community. With respect to State and local laboratories, 
the FBI laboratory serves to complement the forensic services pro
vided by non-Federal crime laboratories. 

Our laboratory is a unique facility, a national resource, which 
has efl.,.t~ed its reputation for excellence based on nearly 50 years of 
quality service. The experience, knowledge, and reference materials 
collected through those years is not easily disseminated nor dupli
cated. We can never completely divest ourselves of our responsibil
ities to non-Federal jurisdictions whose reliance on our services has 
evolved through the years. To completely withdraw or to signifi
cantly reduce the level of services provided, we believe, would 
create a void in the forensic community, which would adversely 
impact on the criminal justice system. 

The FBI laboratory was officially established on November 24, 
1932. Its current authorization is derived from title 28 of the Code 
of Federal Regulations, subpart P, section 0.85, which s;~ates that 
the FBI laboratory shall serve not only the FBI, but win provide, 
without cost, technical and scientific assistance including expert 
testimony in Federal and local courts, for all duly constituted law 
enforcement agencies, organizational units of the Department of 
Justice and other Federal agencies which may desire to avail them
selves of the service. 

The laboratory is organized into three major sections: document, 
scientific analysis, and special projects. Analyses performed in the 
document section include handwriting, typewriting, shoeprint, tire
tread, and related matters. This section also performs translations 
of foreign language material and conducts cryptanalytic examina
tions of enciphered material. The scientific analysis section is sub
divided into units whose functions correspond approximately to the 
various forensic disciplines. These are: chemistry/toxicology, fire
arms/toolmarks, serology, explosives, instrumental analysis, ele
mental analysis, mineralogy/metallurgy, and microscopic analysis. 
The special projects section performs surveillance photographic and 
field support functions, conducts forensic photographic examina-
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tions and prepares trial aids, artist conceptions, and other graphic 
aids and exhibits. 

During fiscal year 1980, the FBI laboratory conducted 719,060 
examinations on 206,182 specimens in respons~ to 19,401 requ~sts 
for laboratory analysis. Approximately 36 percent of the examIna
tion requests were performed for State and local law enforcement 
agencies. A survey conducted in May of 1980, disclosed that of the 
State and local requests handled by the scientific analysis section 
more than 76 percent involved serious crimes against persons such 
as murder, rape, armed robbery, and kidnapping. 

Through a concentrated effort which began in 1974, the ~BI 
laboratory has managed to stabilize the ~olume of case examI~a
tion requests received despite the explOSIOn of technology whICh 
has occurred over the past decade. Since fiscal year 1975 we have 
experienced a 31 percent decrease in Sta!e and local requ~sts. This 
has been accomplished, in part, due to a large-sca~e commItment to 
provide specialized scientific training to examIners ~rom ot~er 
crime laboratories and thereby expand or anhance theIr technIcal 
capabi!ities. Several ?f o~r speci~li~e~, laboratory cours~s ~re 
accredIted by the UnIversIty of VIrgrnia s College of COJ.~.tInuing 
Education and attendees are eligible for graduate level credIt. 

As the specialized training provided State and local crime labora
tories with additional capabilities, a policy was established t~at no 
examination will be conducted by the FBI laboratory on eVIdence 
from another crime laboratory which posse!.l.ses the technical capa
bility to perform the examinations being requested. It is als? our 
policy to encourage State and local l~w e~fo!ceme~t. ag~n~le~ to 
utilize the services of crime laboratOrIes WIthIn theIr JurIsdICtIOns 
where their cases can be given more expeditious attention. 

Before my appearance today, this subcommittee was provided 
with the results of the FBI laboratory's participation in a pr?ficien
cy testing program sponsored by the Law E~forc~ment AssIsta~ICe 
Administration and conducted by the ForenSIC SCIence Foundation. 
I would like to comment on new examiner development in the FBI 
laboratory and on our administrative procedures for quality assur
ance. Since the examination of evidentiary material frequently 
establishes investigative direction and our examin~rs ar~ o~ten 
called upon to direct technical aspects of a field InvestigatI<?n, 
special agents with prior .investigative ex:perienc~ have proven In
valuable in laboratory aSSIgnments. ExamIner traInees are selected 
for the laborator~ from among experienced special agent investiga
tors based on their academic qualifications and prior scientific and 
technical experience. Each t~e~ e~ters a progra~ which ta~e~ 1 to 
2 years to complete. This traInIn& IS under. the dIrect ~uperyisIOn of 
an immediate supervisor, a senIOr examIner, who IS assIsted by 
other experienced and fully qualified experts in that particular 
scientific discipline. Not until the train~e ha~ thorou$hly. demon
strated technical competence and profiCIency In the fIeld IS he ?r 
she permitted to conduct examinations on physical evidence In 
actual cases. Thereafter, every case worked in the FBI laboratory: is 
reviewed by the examiner's immediate supervisor or an<!ther senIOr 
examiner to insure the reported results of the analYSIS are com
plete, supported by the data contained in the working notes, and 
consistent with the standards of the FBI laboratory. 
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At this time I would like to offer for the benefit of the committee 
a copy of our published forensic science training program, forensic 
science research program, the FBI forensic research and training 
survey evaluation, and the results of the FBI laboratory participa
tion in the LEAA sponsored proficiency testing program. 

I also have available copies of a recent survey of the U.S. attor
neys regarding use of special agent examiners. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection, they will all be received for the 
file. 

Mr. KELLEHER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the op
portunity to appear before you today and will be happy to answer 
any questions which you might have. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much, Mr. Kelleher. 
The gentleman from Wisconsin, l\1r. Sensenbrenner. 
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Mr. Kelleher, during the previous hearing 

the subcommittee had on this subject we received some testimony 
as to the benefits which were derived from a blind testing program, 
which apparently the FBI lab does not engage in. Don't you think 
that blind testing programs are good and why can't the FBI have 
that kind of internal quality control mechanism so that the results 
from the FBI laboratory will be less subject to being criticized for 
being in error? 

Mr. KELLEHER. Congressman Sensenbrenner, I would like, if I 
may, just to differentiate between two areas that we are discussing. 
One is proficiency, which involves the competence to undertake an 
examination, and t~e other is the quality assurance program that 
you spoke of. 

Addressing the quality assurance program, it may be accom
plished from a management standpoint in one of several ways. One 
might be participating either in a joint program or an individual 
program on the part of each laboratory. You send in blanks or 
cases that actually have been predetermined, whose results are 
known, as unknown cases to your laboratory just to see how it 
performs. That is one form of quality control. 

Another is, peer review and it involves post examination review 
of a percentage of the work that is being done. The other alterna
tive that we have opted for is to do a 100-percent review of each 
case that is examined in the laboratory after completion by an 
experienced and qualified examiner to have his case notes and his 
results reviewed and questions asked of him, if necessary, by a 
senior examiner prior to the time that these results are released to 
whatever agency submitted the case. 

We feel in this sense that we are actually going into a 100-
percent quality assurance program. Now, we participated previous
ly in a testing program, a proficiency testing program, that was 
run by LEAA, and did so primarily to avoid holding ourselves aloof 
from other laboratories. That is to say that lIif you're willing to do 
so, we're willing to do so," and completed in all, I think, 18 of 21 of 
the examinations regarding proficiency. One, as I recall, was not 
done because we didn't get authorization to proceed with the pro
gram in time to meet the deadline of the first examination. The 
last two of the three that we did not participate in we missed 
deadlines on because of casework, but other than that I believe in 
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the quality assurance program. However, I do feel at present that 
the method we have suits our particular operation best. 

Now in the event that at some future time that appears to be 
other than what is best for our laboratory, we will be pleased to 
look into that to see if it would do us some good. . 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Thank you. I have no further questIOns, 
Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, carrying on, Mr. Kelleher, the line begun by 
Mr. Sensenbrenner, I really don'~ follow ~our response that you 
review all of the cases by a senIOr examIner. Well, how do you 
know if the senior examiner is doing the right job unless you have 
an internal system of blind checks. How do you really know that 
you haven't got two incompetent persons who perhaps don't know 
their business? 

I can't imagine why you don't have a blind test, at random, 
anyway to find out what is going on. You know, we all understand 
that it 'is the best laboratory in the United States, however, we 
would appreciate your response. 

Mr. KELLEHER. To date, as I said, from a management sta~d
point, we felt that it would be highly unlike!y that we would hne 
up two in a row like that, to have two people Incompetent. 

Mr. EDWARDS. But you don't make the same test. You don't go 
through the same lab test with the microscope. You look at notes 
and things. 

Mr. KELLEHER. That is correct. . . 
Mr. EDWARDS. Well, I think that we are suggestIng that we WIll 

ask that question again next year. 
Mr. KELLEHER. We would be pleased to look into that and in the 

event that it appears that such a program is agreeable to us and 
feasible to us, then I assure you we will take another good look at 
implementation. 0_ 

Mr. EDWARDS. It sounds to me like it would be a lot cheaper, too. 
Mr. KELLEHER. We would be pleased to do that, not only for our 

own laboratory but for others at the facility at Quantico. 
Mr. EDWARD~. And you would avoid the admiration tha~ is tem

pered with some criticism that we have from these other Witnesses. 
They say if the FBI lab is this good, why don't they at least hl~.ve 
an internal testing system, which they don't have, and they pOInt 
to some of the other labs which do have? 

And then the other question, of course, that I'm sure you and 
your colleagues knew was coming up, was that the General Ac
counting Office, in its study, sai~ that ~ou could s~ve perhaps 
millions of dollars over a long perIOd of time by phaSIng out FBI 
agents as lab technicians, and using, ~ike eyery other lab do~s, 
technicians. Why do they have to be Inve~tIgators unnecessarII~ 
costing the Government and the FBI conSIderably more m0I?-ey. 

Mr. KELLEHER. Our decision to retain the special agent examIner 
principle, which we began in the FBI labo,ratorl at its ou~set, was 
because there are two basic values for eVIdentIary materIals. The 
first is that it provides investigative direction to a case. . . 

In obtaining evidentiary materials .at a crime sce~e we fee~ It IS 
much better not only for communicatIOn purposes -yvith other I1:1ves
tigators but in utilizing the expertise of the prevI~)Usly-as-trained
an-investigator-type examiner he can go to a CrIme scene, take 
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along with him a number of other technically trained people, su
pervise agent investigators at the scene and then set out leads 
knowing our investigative process and the capabilities of our inves
tigators, set right from the site, if necessary, setting forth what 
needs to be done in the way of an investigation. 

Other laboratories have a great deal of difficulty in communica
tion between nontechnical and technical people, and we have found 
that the agents' experience, not only at the crime scene where he 
has investigative jurisdiction and can act like an investigator or as 
a scientist, has been invaluable in many of the major cases we have 
investigated. 

One of the problems that crime laboratories face throughout the 
Nation is one of communication with their own investigators and 
the investigative agency they support. I believe in the Oakland Bay 
area approximately 5 or 6 years ago there were studies done as to 
the utilization of evidentiary materials in burglary cases, and it 
was found out that through the study, which was not conducted by 
the FBI, that in only 10 percent of the cases was the evidentiary 
material available at the crime scene ever brought to the labora
tory. Who knows from that point how much of it was used in the 
actual investigation and ultimately in the prosecution of suspects. 

So, from our standpoint, the FBI in general has had a tradition 
of being a scientific law enforcement agency and we feel this is 
witnessed by the fact that the laboratory division is headed by an 
assistant director that is considered on par, more or less, with the 
heads of other divisions. This allows prominence for these scientific 
support efforts that we give and assures their integration into 
investigations. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, I am sure that you are aware the General 
Accounting Office disagrees with you rather strongly, and says, in 
its report, that it considered all of the major assertions the FBI lab 
officials made regarding the benefits of using special agents and 
found little support for them. I have some problem in visualizing 
special agents from the lab going out in automobiles or airplanes to 
the scene of different criminal activities and aiding the investiga
tion, because that is almost what you are saying, I think. 

Mr. KELLEHER. That~is correct; it is just what we do. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Do they travel around the country from the lab? 
Mr. KELLEHER. Yes, indeed, sir. The level of technology that we 

are speaking of includes, for example, forensic photography and 
crime scene photography where we will be utilizing infrared and 
ultraviolet or available light and certain types of apparatus that 
are extremely expensive and that require a high degree of photo
graphic proficiency. These techniques may only be used in a partic
ular field office once or twice a year, but they are so critical in 
cases, not only of a criminal nature, but of a foreign counterintelli
gence nature that we may have only one opportunity to get a 
particular photograph. We have to have people with special skills 
like that on the scene to do it, and have to use their technical 
capabilities not only to establish the location from which the photo
graph will be taken, but to make all of the proper adjustments to 
the equipment that is being used to make sure it functions proper
ly, and then come back and make sure that that one shot has paid 
off. 
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Mr. EDWARDS. Do you have lab people down in Atlanta? . 
Mr. KELLEHER. I have been down there myself, Mr. ehalrman, 

and we have gone down to Atlanta to examine and to process a 
number of the areas where suspects have been and .the~ thro?gh 
our cooperation with the Georgia Bureau of InvestigatIOn Crime 
Laboratory, we provide them with our findings, and then offer 
them our assistance in additional testing that we can perform ~t 
the FBI laboratory through contacts with industry, a~d so fo!th, In 
trying to extract as much as possible from the particular pIece of 
evidence that we have found. 

So, we have cooperated with them and have been on the scene on 
several occasions. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, that is very persuasive. 
Mr. Sensenbrenner? 
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. No further questions. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Counsel? 
Mr. TUCEVICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .... 
Mr. Kelleher if I could refer you back to your partICIpatIon In 

the LEAA study that you mentioned. You indicated that you par
ticipated in 18 out of the 21 tests; is that correct? 

Mr. KELLEHER. That's correct. . . 
Mr. TUCEVICH. And I believe that the FBI now maintains the 

ability to handle case examinations in all 21 areas covered by that 
proficiency study? 

Mr. KELLEHER. Yes; we do. . 
The test No.1, which was in December 1974 we mIssed the 

deadline because we started too late. 
Mr. TUCEVICH. Now, when you say you missed the dea~line, how 

much time are we talking about? I believe that l\1r. SullIvan, who 
testified here last time, indicated that the deadlInes were set be-
tween 4 and 6 weeks. . 

Mr. KELLEHER. That's correct. Our administrative authOrity ~o 
participate in these tests, which we had to obtain at that time, dId 
not come through in time for us to partici:pa~e.. . 

Mr. TUCEVICH. Who would be the admInIstrative 2.uthonty that 
you needed that approval from? 

Mr. KELLEHER. Well, we were first off evaluating it within our 
own laboratory at that time. And then pass it up al~mg to. the 
director. Quite frankly, along with this, we were breakIng traIl at 
this time. This was the first time that we had ever actually got~en 
in to the point where we were exchanging information freely WIth 
State and local laboratories. 

As a matter of fact when we held the first symposium in Sep
tember 1973, and the ~econd one the following year, it was the first 
time that these laboratories had ever gotten together, and .at that 
time we were still feeling around as to how much cooperatIOn was 
possible, and didn't want to hold out something ~hat we co~ldn't 
follow up with. So all of this was part of the polIcy formatIOn of 
whether or not we should get into this thing fully. 

Mr. TUCEVICH. Well, had you participated. in an:y .ot~er. of the 
tests you mentioned? Of those 18 that you dId partIClpa"e In, had 
you already initiated participation in any other areas before these 
three areas? 
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Mr. K"!!:LLEHER. No. The tests were followed chronologically one 
after another; in other words, all 21 tests did not go out at the 
same time. That one test that we spoke of, the initial one, was in 
December 1974; the next in February 1975, the next in March

j 
and 

so forth. These were sequenced-type things. 
Mr. TUCEVICH. Is it your testimony that each individual test, in 

sequential order, had to be approved independently before you 
could participate? 

Mr. KELLEHER. No. We got authority, once again, then, to partici
pate. And we began to participate in the tests. 

Mr. TUCEVICH. For clarification if I am correct, you had already 
proceeded on some tests before you failed to participate in at least 
one subsequent test; is that right? 

Mr. KELLEHER. No. The first test came-these tests were sent out 
to laboratories one at a time. 

Mr. TUCEVICH. I understand. 
Mr. KELLEHER. The responses came in and were evaluated. And 

then that one ended, and the second test could be sent out. 
Now, by the time our authorization came through to participate, 

the deadline had passed for the submission of the results of the 
first test. 

Mr. TuCEVICH. That's the first test. 
Mr. KELLEHER. That's the first test. 
Mr. TUCEVICH. How about the second test? 
Mr. KELLEHER. Test No.2, we participated in and answered; in 

fact, we were a referee laboratory in the second test. 
The third test, we participated in. The fourth test, we were a 

referee laboratory. The fifth test, we were a referee laboratory. The 
sixth test, we participated in. The seventh test was in firearms and 
we did not make the deadline. We had-one of the reasons, heavy 
caseloads in those cases, and it was because our operational case
work took priority that kept us from doing so. 

Understand at this time, if I may also, Mr. Tucevich, that these 
were being done by each laboratory for their own edification. Our 
participation was to see to it that we didn't appear to say, "This is 
for everybody else, but not for you." So this was being done primar
ily for our edification and our use. In fact, the basis upon which 
the tests were conducted was that the results would be confidential 
and used by the laboratories for their own purposes. 

Now: at the time, our unit was handling over 50 cases per 
examiner, and from a priority standpoint, we had no time. 

Understand, too, these were proficiency tests, and I don't mean 
this to sound in any other way other than instructive-the level of 
proficiency offered in these tests was far below that of the FBI 
examiners' that were working in the particular areas of our labora
tory. We have, as you may know, a series of specialtIes in the 
laboratory where we are able to concentrate on one particular 
area-as opposed to working in all those areas. 

Mr. TUCEVICH. You're saying the reason you could not partici
pate on at least two of those tests was because of a case overload 
situation; is that correct? 

Mr. KELLEHER. That is correct. 
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Mr TUCEVICH Now wouldn't a situation whereby you have suc~ 
a cas~ overload,' in a~d of itself, help to induce errors? I mean, 1 

you are that rushed or that overloaded--
Mr KELLEHER. When we talk about overload, for the m~st part 

we're' talking about-we are not missing deadlines. At the tlI~e, .w.i 
felt we had to respond to a case within 30 days, or a certaIn Jid 
case would come up that required otl:er. l.1eeds, where we wou 
have to pull people away from lesser prI~rItIes. . . 

Now, what the case overload means IS that InsteB;d of working 
10- or II-hour days, people were putting a lot more time-or cashs 
that are not priority cases are put off for months. So that t e 
caseload does vary. . t' s 

I agree with you that if you try to p.ress too many examlna I.on 
into too much of a hurry, yes, you do Induce error. And-that IS a 
problem that every laboratory faces. . 

Mr TUCEVICH. In your response to the GAO-there IS a letter 
there' from the Director which indicates that th~ FBI's results on 
the proficiency study contain no improper conclUSIOns. 

Mr KELLEHER. That's correct. ". I 
Mr: TUCEVICH. What does that mean- no Improper conc u-

sions?" Does that mean no wr~ng answers? . 
Mr. KELLEHER. That is basICally what we mean, Yes. No wrong 

answers. h' d how you We are talking about terminology ere I~ a sense, an. . . 
word our re orts. We would say that a haIr was of ~ovlne ~rlgIn, 
which

Y 
means

P 
we couldn't tell whether i~ was a holsteIn or a Jersey 

cow, but we could tell is was of thB;t ,famIly. . " Th t' 
Others would respond, "Well, It s a haIr from a 70w.. a s 

what I am saying, there were no improper conclUSIOns In that 

seM~' TUCEVICH. If I could ask you about the difference bet~~en 
what' a special agent does within the lab and what ,~ tehch;n~CIa~ 
does You use the term "examiner" as opposed to tec niCIan. 
M~. KELLEHER. No, not normally. That would be reserved for the 

special agent. . GAO t 't' th 
Mr. TUCEVICH. As I understand It from the. ,rep or ,1 IS e 

technician that actually receives ~he case; 'lnll reVIew the re~uest 
letter; will determine what tests, If any, ar~. to ~e perfohrmed, ~j 
will actually set up and perform the test In heu of t e speCI 
agent Am I correct in that? . b t 

Mr: KELLEHER. No, that the exarr~.iner does-performs Just a ou 
all of those functions that :you mentIO;ned." d fIt h .. ". ter-

Mr. TUCEVICH. I am USIng "examIner an ec nlclan In 
changeably. . d th t d 

Mr. KELLEHER. I see. All right. Then the examIner oes a, an 
that is the special agent. .? 

Mr. TUCEVICH. The examiner is the speCial agent. 
Mr KELLEHER. That's correct. 
Mr' TUCEVICH. I am looking at page 13 of the GAO report in 

question. Maybe you would li~e to refer to that, as well. 
This is paragraph 2, where It says: . . 
In se arate interviews three technicians within the Scientific Anal~sls Section 

express~d agreement on 'the work responsibilities. They said thtey recedved £, casd reviewed the request letter, determined what test to perform, se up an per orme 
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the test. Because the agent may have to testify on the findings, he is present to 
interpret the test results. .. . . 

The senior technician told us that less experienced teChnICianS are more lIkely to 
seek guidance from an experienced technician than from the special agent to whom 
they are assigned. 

Does that accurately depict what now occurs? 
Mr. KELLEHER. I don't believe so. Excuse me for just a moment. 
[Pause.] .., . 
Basically, if I may run through It, as thIS paragraph d.epI~t~ It I 

think this is a problem of perception ox: the part. of the IndIv~d~al 
who wrote this paragraph. The agent IS responsIble for receIvIng 
the letter and determining the type of test that must be done. He 
will be there, and will discuss it with a technician that works for 
him. But the agent-examiner is ultimately th~ man, th~ person, 
whose judgment-the man or a woman-whose Judgment It IS as to 
what the extent of the examination is that should be conducted. 

Now after years of working together, if the examiner is out on 
testim~ny, a technician may receive the materials as they come in, 
and assume what is going to be done from the type, from the 
description that is contained in the letter, and begin to set up the 
apparatus and prepare what needs to be done. . 

But nothing begins until the examiner comes back. And he Will 
also decide after the technician has set this up what additional 
work needs to be done. 

Mr. TUCEVICH. Are you saying that in every case it is the special 
agent and not an examiner or a technician that will always initiate 
the process to decide what test will be performed? 

Mr. KELLEHER. No. As I mentioned, a technician-that is a 
person who is not an agent, but working under agent supervision
may initiate the process, but will establish what tests are going to 
be worked at. They may prepare a chromatography column. They 
may do other things like this, or schedule what needs to be done. 
Then the agent will come back and review what the technician has 
done if he is not present at the time, and then the technician will 
go forward, and under his supervision or working with him at the 
same time, do the "bench work," which is what we call the actual 
examination. 

Mr. TUCEVICH. Would you agree with me that a reading of the 
interviews contained here in the GAO report, seems to uniformly 
indicate that the special agent does not even enter the picture until 
after all of the tests had been performed, and that he merely 
reviews the notes of the examiner and determines what, if any, 
conclusions are to be drawn. 

Is that inaccurate? 
Mr. KELLEHER. In my experience, that is inaccurate; yes. I mean, 

I have been an examiner myself, and operated under these circum
stances. And my technician would work under my direction, and be 
an extension, really, of what I was doing. But when it came to 
reading results, and-I was a forensic serologist at the time. I 
would be the person who actually read whether or not there were 
certain indications on a slide, that these things-an agglutination 
had or had not taken plac/,.;. 

Mr. TUCEVICH. Didn't you indicate that agents frequently are 
called out of town to testify on cases? 

Mr. KELLEHER. Yes, they were. 
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Mr. TUCEVICH. Who would perform that function in his absence, 
in initiating the tests and obtaining request letter, and determining 
which test was to be performed, if the agent was not present? 
Wouldn't the examiner then simply work on his own, unsuper
vised? 

Mr. KELL1~HER. rrhe technician then, after long experience with 
the examiner, would probably know if a case came in in his ab
sence the routine type things~that they would do, and take those 
steps within the parameters set forth, on the basis of their experi
ence, by the examiner. 

Understand that there are all levels of technical capability on 
the part of these technicians. Given certain cases, where there 
were certain limitations to the examination being done, the techni
cian would set up the materials to be examined, and make cut
tings, and do other things, and the examiner would return and look 
at what had been done and decide whether enough had been done 
or additional work should be done, and then actually read the 
results. 

Mr. TUCEVICH. But there are times that a technician would work, 
or at least initiate the examination process, without the benefit of 
a special agent supervising him? 

Mr. KELLEHER. That is correct. 
Mr. EDWARDS. The gentlemen from Wisconsin, Mr. Kastenmeier? 
Mr. KASTENMEIER. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Sensenbrenner? 
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. No further questions. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Boyd? 
Mr. BOYD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Kelleher, on the 24th of March, this subcommittee heard 

testimony from Dr. McCrone. He expressed some criticism of your 
laboratory and referred a previous paper submitted to the Ameri
can Academy of Forensic Sciences and delivered by Mr. Peter 
Barnett. 

I understand that you have put together some materials in re
sponse to the Barnett paper, and I assume you have some re
sponses to Mr. McCrone's comments. Would you like to present 
those comments to us? 

Mr. KELLEHER. Yes. Thank you, Mr. Boyd. And I will take them 
in reverse order. 

Mr. Barnett's letter had been responded to in part by us, and I 
believe there may have been additional responses that were direct
ed to Mr. Tucevich. 

And if I may, I would like to have those introduced into the 
record, sir. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection, so ordered. 
[The information follows:] 
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. Mal'ch 26, 1981 

Michael Tucevich 
House Judiciary Committee 
House Annex No. 1 
Room 407 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Tucevich: 

Enclosed please find the copy of the article from Analytical 
Che~istry which you asked that! send you. 

I feel that some comment about some of the statements contained 
in this article are necessary. Unfortunately, I have not had an 
opportunity to thoroughly research all of the points that are made 
in the article, but some of th~ statements I feel are very misleading. 

In the section headed "Gunpowder" is described simply a new 
way of doing things that have been done in crime laboratories for a 
long time. The comparison of gunpowders based on trace organic 
constituents, mentioned in the first paragraph of this section, has 
been something that has been done for a number of years by thin
layer chromotography, and a recently published paper has described 
doing this using gas chromotography. If the GC/MS technique has 
extended the sensitivity the results should be published in the 
secentific literature. In the third paragraph of this section it is 
stated that the firing distance can be determined by extracting a 
10 centimeter diameter cloth sample taken from around the bullet 
hole. This destructive test would not be one which would be utilized 
in a operational crime laboratory for the simple reason that des
tructive tests are generally not done, and there are much simpler 
ways of doing the same thing without resorting to hardware that costs 
in the neighborhood of $100,000 - $150,000. 

The area of sex determination from blood stains is one which 
has been worked on over the years by many researchers. The use 
of chromosome studies as well as hormone ratios have both been 
studied fairly extensively. This is not to say that the FBI work 
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is not useful, however~ it is not nearly so novel as is indicated 
in this article. 

The study of PGM iso-enzymes by iso-electric focusing is a 
well-established technique which is in use throughout the world, 
and has in fact been supplanted by a much simpler technique devel
oped by Provost and 11raxal1. Neither method is particularly 
expensive and both give a great deal of additional information over 
the conventional PGM typing techniques. 

In general, this article seems to imply that the FBI is in the 
forefront of fQrensic science in this country. Nothing could rea1ly 
be further from the truth. There have only been a handful of papers 
published by workers in the FBI laboratory. I can only think of 
two that come to mind, although, there may have been others over 
the years. It is also the observation of many people who are familar 
with the FBI operation that what is going on in the research arm 
of the FBI laboratory does not necessarily get transferred to toe 
case work sections of the laboratory. 

I hope that this information will be of some use to you. If 
I can be of al\y further assistance please do not hesitate to ask. 

PDB/ms 
Enclosure 

,-"I J 

VerY,'tru1y yours, j 

Ie
.' -("/.1 I. %-, '~J-/ 

, ~/ • ( f 'l .// ;; r( ( . ,'.1 «7 
eter D. 'Barnett 

Criminalist 
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FBI Investigate~ Analytical Chemistry 
At the Federal Bureau of Investiga

tion (FBI), analytical chemistry is 
being enlisted in the fight against 
crime. When most people think of the 
FBI Laboratory, they think of hand
writing analysis, comparisons of type
writer lettering, and ultraviolet scans 
of bad checks. But the FBI also has a 
scientific analysis section, with re
sponsibility in such areas as toxicolo
gy, explosives analysis, instrumental 
analysis, and research. In the Bureau's 
research unit, FBI scientists are in
volved in projects such as gunpowder 
analysis by gas chromatography/mass 
spectrometry (GCIMS), determina
tions of sexual identity from blood 
stains, differentiation between per
sons on the basis of variatioL' in chor
acteristic enzymes and antigens, and 
the determination of blood 'jpes (l'om 
human hair samples, ~.;,ong others. 

Gunpowder 

Some months ago FBI research 
chpmist Dennis Hardy was asked if he 
could develop a method to determine 
trace organic gunpowder components 
on garmen ts involved in shooting inci
dents. When gunpowder is manufac
tured, three or four organic COm
pounds are usually mixed into each 
manufacturer's formulation. These 
three or four compounds, added to the 
gunpowder, for example, to change the 
5peed of burning, are selected from 
among perhaps 30-40 possible addi
tives. Hardy's task \lias to find out if 
these organic compounds were depos
ited on target garments. If so, could 
they be determined b) analytical 
methods, and could the analytical re
sults then be used to associate a par
ticular bullet hole with a particular 
weapon? 

Hardy found that he Was indeed 
able to extract the organic additiv.es 
from around a bullet hole into acetone 
and could determine the components 
by GCIMS. "As it turned out," ex
plains Hardy, "not only can most of 
these organic compounds be extracted 
from around the bullet hole, but the 
ratios :Jf the various trace components 
appear to be preserved from the ratios 
of unburned trace organics in unfired 
bullets." 

FBI rr·~,,:,·h facilities are presently located in the Hootoer Buildi"g in Washington, 
D.C. (abol'e), but will soon be relocated to a new faci/ity in QuanUco, Va. 

Taking the investigation one step 
further, Hardy also tried extracting 
spent bullet cartridges for the organic 
additives. Again, he detected the trace 
components, and again the ratios held. 
"We could relate a ballet hole with a 
spent cmt~idge ~Jld ,,1th powder from a 
bullet that wa.s not fired," Hardy says. 

Another facet of his research on 
gunpowder involved determinations of 
firing distance. "You would think if I 
fired a gun a foot a.WA)' from the gar
ment, more ofih~ organic com
pounds would be depollited on the gar
ment than if I fired from three feet 
away, ' Hardy explains. Indeed, that 
also turned out to be the ca.se, under 
laboratory conditions. Hardy found 
that there Were atatistk.llimits with
in which he could draw conclusions 
about absolute firing distance, and h. 
plans to p~blish his findings soon. 
Fortunately, there is no detectable 
time·dependence to the effect. The or
ganic compounds apparently adhere 
strongly enough that Hardy obtains 
the same analytical results, whether 
the area around the bullet hole is ex
tracted immediately after firing or 
after a delay of several weeks. "If I ex
tract a 10-cm diameter cloth sample 

centered around the bullet hole," says 
Hardy, "I can tell you how far away 
that gun was fired, up to si!l: feet away 
to within a six-inch tolerance, based 
on the mass spectral ion abundance 
ratios of these organic compo-
nents," 

Sex from BloodlIlalns 

FBI ~esearch chemist Barry Brown 
has been busy with a different prob
lern-det.ermining sexual identity 
from bloodstains. The se,: at an indi
vidual ca.n be determined by examin
ing the stained chromosomes of nU
cleated cell~. The nuclei "f the white 
blood cells, for example, contain either 
two X chromosomes (female) or one X 
ane <lne Y chromosome (male). Thi. 
technique, however, has limited appli
cation to the forensic &ciences, since 
the white blood cells lose their integri
ty as blood dries out. The results of 
chromosome staining are thus quite 
time-dependent and often inconclu
sive. Red blood cells cannot be used in 
this test, since they do not have nuclei. 

Brown devised a combination of col
umn •. romatography and radioimmu
noassay (RIA) to measure steroid lev
els in the bloodstain, as an altrrnative 
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to chromosome staining. Brown tests 
for three steroids in particular: testos
terone, considered a male hormone, 
but lIiso produced in the female in 
smaller quantities; and progesteron~ 
and estradiol, considered female hur. 
:nOIlSS, but present in smaller 
an')ounts in males. Ratios of one ste
roid to another are utilized for the sex 
determinations, since the volume of 
blood that went into a bloodstain is al
most impossible to determine due to 
differences in thicknesses and absorb
ances of various materials. Thus, it is 
not enough to determine absolute ste
roid levels in the stains, since the vol
ume figures that could turn such data 
into concentration levels are not 
known. 

Because the bloodstain volumes are 
unknown, Brown cub a stain out, ex
tracts it with an organic solvent, and 
uses column chromatography to sepa
rate the three steroids of interest from 
one another, and also from contami
nants. He then uses RIA to Quantitat.e 
the collected ~teroids, and divides one 
value by another to get ratios. 

In one Case Brown looked at testos
terone/progesterone ratios in blood
Gtains from 112 females and 34 males. 
There was quite a difference between 
the male and female ratios, the aver
age values being 3.5 (male) and 0.37 
(female). Similar results were ob
tained by ratioing testosterone to es
tradiol. Brown even detected male/ 
female differences in the progester
one/estradiol ratio, but here the varia
tions were too great to reliably predict 
sexual identity in individual cases. 
This was partly due to the high vari
abinty of progesterone levels during 
the menstrual cycle and during preg
nancy. 

Brown's most conservative estimate 
is that he ..::an predict sex from a 
bloodstain in probably 70% of the 
cases with lhe new method he devel. 
oped. Less conservatively, using a 
range of one standard deviation from 
average values, Brown was able to pre
dict 83% of the females and 91% of the 
males in One real sample. And there 
were no errors-the others were sim
ply listed as "too close to call." 

Now that Brown has completed the 
methods development and testing, the 
next step is to apply the method to a 
real case and testify on it in court. It 
can take years from the point a new 
method is first conceived until it is es
tablished firmly enough to be used in 
court testimony. 

But Brown is already working on his 
next idea-developing an antibody to 
the Y chromosome. "If we had that," 
he says, "we could run an antibody
antieen reaction to test for the pres
ence of the Y chromosome." As hybri
domn technology for the production of 
monoclonal antibodies comes of age in 

~ 
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the next few years, such procedures 
may become much more popular. 

Polymorphic Enzymes 

FBI research chemist Paul Mied is 
interested in other information that 
can be obtained from the analysis of 
bloodstains. A number of electropho
retic techniques have been developed 
for the separation of polymorphic en
zymes in blood. Red blood cells con
tain many dUferen t enzymes, and 
some of these enzymes are polymor
phic-that is, they appear in different 
forms in different individuals. 

To get evidentiary information from 
a bloodstain, the sample is electropho
resed to separate the component en
zyme systems. The pattern formed by 
a particular enzyme is characteristic of 
the polymorphic form of that enzyme 
found in that bloodstain, and, indeed, 
in that individual. 

For instance, one enzyme might 
exist in three forms (phenotypes) and 
another might take five forms, in dif
ferent individuals. If a bloodstain were 
analyzed for, say, 10 polymorphic en· 
zymes, the product of the probabilities 
of occurrence of each of the enzyme 
phenotypes would type the individual 
involved very lpecific.lly. He or she 
might be one in 10000, or eVen one in 
500 000, bued on his or her enzyme 
phenotypes. 

Such a specific characterization can 
obviously be very useful in a criminal 
case. A particular suspect, for in
stance, could be associated with a 
bloodstain at the scene of a crime with 
an extremely high probability. In an
other case, it might be determined 
that a suspect's blood was definitely 
not present. U the scene of the crime. 

Mied has ~iCen studying the applica
tion of higher resolution electropho
retic techniques to the determination 
of these blood enzyme phenotypes. 
Phosph.,glucomuta!!e (PG M) is one 
such Mzyme found in red blood cells. 
With conventional starch gel electro
phoresis, the procedure commonly 
used, three phenotypes of PGM can be 
distinguished. But with the more sen
sitive isoelectric focusing, 10 PGM 
phenotypes can be resolved. In starch 
gel electrophoresis, the different en
zymes migrate on the basis of their net 
charge in a buffer. This procedure 
tends to produce broad diffuse bands 
wherein overlapping of phenotypes 
may occar. Isoelectric focusing, on the 
other hand, separates the molecules 
into very narrow bands on the basis of 
their isoelectric points, which are 
characteristic of the specific amino 
ocid composition of ench enzyme mol
ecule. So isoelectric focu.ing provides 
higher resolution than starch gel elec
trophoresi •. 

The problem is, isoelectric focusing 
is more expensive and more difficult 
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this ELISA method lor detection and 
meaSlKement 01 antigen Is called the 
double entibody sandwich method. Anti
body Is Immobilized on polystyrene (a). 
Alter wash, te"t solution containing an
tigen Is adc!ed (b). Alter second wash, 
enzyme-labeled specilic antibody Is 
added (e). Alter final wash, enzyme 
substrate Is added. Amount of hydroly
sis catalyzed by lKlZyme Indicates 
amount 01 antigen In sample 

to perform than starch I!el electropho
resis. So the disadvantages of isoelec
tric focusing still outweigh its advan
tages for most polymorphic enzyme 
determinations. But Mied is investi
gating situations in which the addi
tional expense lind difficulty of i80-
electric focusing may be worth it. For 
example, isoelectric focusing improves 
the limit of detection for various en
zymes. This may be an important ad
vantage with aged stains, since en
zymes can seriously de.rade with time 
and with poor storage conditions. 

ELISA lor Antigen. 

Another project Mied is involved in 
is the development of new assays for 
human leukocyte antigens, or HLAs. 
HLAs are found on the surfaces of al\ 
nucleated cells in the body, and erg 
often referred to as histocompatibility 
antigens. These are the antigens that 
cause rejection of foreign tissue in op
erations such as kidney transplants. 
As in the case of the polymorphic ~n
zymes, the HLA phenotype is highly 
characteristic of a particular individu
al, and thus of potential value as fo
rensic evidence. Unfortunately, the 
immunological tests commonly used 
to determine an individual's HLA 
phenotype are time-consuming and la
borious. So Mied is in the process of 
adapting the enzyme-linked immuno
sorbent assay (ELISA) to HLA deter
minations. 
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In one form of ELISA Mied has de
vised (figure), antibody to a particu
lar antigen being sought is immobil
ized on a polystyrene tube. If HLA-AI 
is being sought, for instance, anti
HLA-AI is first immobilized. The 
bloodstain is extracted, and the ex
tract is added to the polystyrene tube. 
If AI antigen is present in the blood
stain it will bind to the immobilized 
anti-flLA-AI.In the next step, a dif
ferent antibody labeled with an en
zyme, is added to the tube. When that 
enzyme's substrate is added in the 
final st"P, the extent of enzyme-cata
lyzed reaction (such as hydrolysis) 
that occurs indicates the amount of 
antigen originally present in the 
bloodstain. 

A number of other projects are 
under way at the FBI laboratories, in
cluding determination of blood type 
from single human hairs and ion chro
matography for the identification of 
explosives. Research chemist James 
Mudd is busy adapting various immu
nological techniques to the determina
tion of blood group antigens in hair. 
And researcher Dennis Reutter has 
been working on the use of ion chro
matography to identify dynamites and 
explosive residues. "Dynamite resi
dues have been done here by boiling 
down an aqueous solution of the resi
due to dryness and doing X-ray dif
fraction," Reutter explains. "But 
there are problems with this. The 
samples are often hygroscopic, and 
they contain predominantly low atom
ic number elements like hydrogen, 
carbon, and nitrogen, which don't 
show up well in X-ray diffractometry. 
Ion chromatography is much faster, 
more sensitive, and d~void of artifact 
problems associated with drying the 
sample." 

Besides innovative research for the 
development of new methods, the FBI 
can also handle some of the most so
phisticated instrumental work. 
Whether it be ion microprobe analy
sis, scanning electron microscopy, or 
neutron activation analysis, the FBI 
can handle the job. 

The FBI laboratories are currently 
located in Washington, D.C., but Bu
reau researchers are looking forward 
to relocation to a new facility, the $8 
million Forensic Science Research and 
Training Center in Quantico, Va., 
which is scheduled to open in April or 
May of this year. At Quantico, oppor
tunities will be available for scientists 
from academia, industry, and from 
other government agencies to work 
with FBI re,'earchers on projects of 
mutual interest. With its expanded re
search center at Quantico, the FBI will 
no doubt remain preeminent in the ef
fort to successfully adept analytical 
chemistry to the fight against crime. 

Stuart A Borman 
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Mr. Michael Tucevich 
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Ci'vil and Constitutional Rights 
House Annex I, RoOm 407 
Washington, D. C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Tucevich: 
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Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Wtllh;"8ton. D.C. 20535 

March 23. 1901 

During your visit to the FBI Laboratory on March 9, 1981, you 
furnished us with a copy of a non-technical paper prepared by Mr. Peter D. 
Barnett entitled, The Role' of the Independent' EXpert:' Several.' Case 

. Examples. In that paper Mr. Barnett hM speclf'lcally criticized FBI 
Laboratory experts with respect to work performed in three particular cases. 

A review has been conducted of the pertinent FBI case files including 
the examiners I working notes. Where aveiloble, actual court transcripts of the 
expert testimony given by the /lIlalyst for the prosecution and the defense were 
alao reviewed. In addition, contactG ware lIllIde with tho attorney. who handled 
each of these cases for the Pl'OlWCUtion and their oommenta BoUclted with reGpQCt 
to the scientific evidenco delivorcx!. The attorneys tor tb two CUeaJ in which 
trial testimony W·9.S prasented by the FBI eltpreGllOO n &l~ to fnnrlah thoU
written comments directly to the Su'bOoinmittoo ond indicated. ~ woald btl 
forthcOming. 

Our review hoo dotol>mine.d that the e,mminntiona ~ by the 
FBI Laboratory were proper, correct £nlld in accordenc-e with md&y 1W&d and 
scientifically accepted procedureo. Te!!ltimony woo properly ronder3d and fully 
supported by the results of the scientifllc tests performed. 

The FBI Laboratory is, of course. not above error. Through OW,' fOrmal 
and extensive training programs and the continuous aiimi.nWtrntive review of cases 
examined, we believe the chance for error in laboratory analyses performed is 
held to an absolute mhilmum. Likewise. this Laboratory is not above criticiSm. 
Indeed, we believe that valid criticism contributes to the professional growth of 
an organization such as ours and we welcome sincere and l'e"ponsible comments on 
our performance, Unfortunately, the remarks contained in the Barnett paper are 

P'DI/DOJ 
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Mr. Michael Tucevlch 

none of these. The circUmstances and facts surrounding the cases described 
by Mr. Barnett are inaccurate and grossly misrepresent the role of the FBI 
Laboratory. the conclusions expressed by our examiners. and the very substance 
of the evidence presented during these particular court proceedings . 

Our entire evaluation of Barnett's paper may be made available 
to the SubcOmmittee if desired; however. only a few of the signiftcant facts are 
being set forth herein. 

. With respect to the runshot reddue (GSR) cue. Hr. Barnett quotes 
the FBI eXaminer as testifyini. "I could not dete·rmina whether or not the individual 
from whom these swabs were taken had clliIcharged a firearm." Accordini to the 
actual transcript. Mr. Barnett himself testi1'1ed as follows: 

Question (Defense Counsel): "So in other words. you can't tell whether 
he did or did not tire the gun?" 

Answer (Mr. Barnett): "You certainly couldn't make a de1'1nite 
conclusion one way or the other. that's right." 

. Mr. Barnett's discussion of this case in his paper is clearly inconsistent 
mth the sworn testimony. It shoUld be noted that Barnett also testified that he had 
no actual experience in GSR eXaminations and that his knowledge in this area was 
based on his r~adings of the literature. It is also pointed out that the expert 
testimony in this case was presented during a preliminary hearing and not during 
a trial as indicated by Barnett. The FBI expert did not testify at the subsequent 
trial. 

Pertaining to the serological eXaminations. Barnett states in his paper 
"ReeXamination of the stain evidence •••• " The evidence examined in the Laboratory 
consisted of swabs and cuttings which Were consumed during the analysis. Therefore. 
a re~Xamination could not have been conducted. It ill more likely that remaining 
portions of the stain (s) were eXamined and those results as indicated by Barnett 
were not incons~tent with the resulta of the FBI ex8minel'. Additionally. the 
defense analyst 1Il tIds case conducted tests on other evidence which was not seen 
by the FBI prior to the trial. Again. nothing has been presented to indicate that 
improper test procedures were ·employed by the FBI eXaminer or that his analysis 
was in error. 

With respect to the hair evidence which was presented at the trial 
in which a guilty verdict was rendered. it is sutticient to say that two FBI 
experts and an expert offered by the defense. Mr. Charles Morton. all agreed 
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Mr; Michael Tucevich 

on the substantive issue. Le •• that hairs from the scene were consistent with 
hairs in the sample frOm the defendant. According to the prosecutor. there 
was no issue at that trial as to how the hairs were removed from the scalp 
or whether or not they had been bleached. The trial in this particular case 
was held three times. the tirst two ending in mistrial. At the first trial. the hair 
analyst testifled frOm his memory that the questioned hairs had been bleached and 
forcibly removed frOm the scalp. He later discovered that his testimony was not 
supported by his working notes. The prosecutor was made aWlll'e of the error and 
the metter satisfactorily resolved. It is emphasized that the tirst analyst's error 
was not central to the issue of Whether the questioned hairs and hairs of the defendant 
were consistent. Cn this point. all the analysts agreed. 

In the actual court transcript of the testimony of the FBI photographic 
expert. it is clearly established that his determination was based on certain 
individual identifying characteristics exhibited in the bank robbery photograph 
and the questioned gym bag. The ex·aminer also correctly defined class charac
teristics as opposed to individucl characte:dstics. Barnett's ~riticism in this case 
is based on distortion of material taken out of context and constitutes a very personal 
attack on the FBI Laboratory examiner and his qualifications. He states. "The witness 
demonstrated none of the qualifications of experience or training generally required 
of an expert witness." In fact. the FBI examiner has a Bachelor's degree in Photo
graphy. a Master of Science degree in Forensic Science and ten years of FBI 
Laboratory experience in conducting similar examinations. It is again noted that 
in the GSR case above. Barnett testi1'1ed that he himself. had no experiance or training 
in GSR examinations but relied solely on his readings. 

I would like to reiterate that this Laboratory is not above criticism. 
However. the facts of the cases presented by Mr. Barnett have clearly been misre
presented as they pertain to the FBI Laboratory. I·am concerned that such an . 
irrespoDJ.Iible attack on this laboratory or any crime laboratory- may not be recognized 
for what it is unless all the facts are available concerning the criticisms rendered. If 
I can be of any further assistance to the· SubcOmmittee regarding this matter. piease 
do not hesitate to let me know. 

Sincerely yours. 

----n::::.~ F ~ \ Wv....1.-
Thomas F. Kelleher. Jr. 
Assistant Director 
Laboratory Division . 
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1450 53rd STREET. P.O •• OX .313 EMERYVILLE, CA ........ (415) 853.3UO 

March 3, 1981 

Mr. Michael Tucevich 
House and Judiciary Committee 
House Annex No. 1 
Room 407 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Tucevich: 

As you requested in our telephone conversation of March 2, 
I am enclosing a copy of the paper which we presented at the 
meeting of the American AcademY of Forensic Sciences in Los Angeles 
last month. The paper that was read at that meeting was a some
what abbreviated form of the paper I am sending you. 

r hope the information contained in this paper will be useful 
to your committee. If I can be of further assistance, please do 
not hesitate to let me know. ~ 

v~ 
eter D. Barnett 

Criminalist 
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THE ROLE OF THE INDEPENDENT EXPERT: SEVERAL CASE EXAMPLES 

Peter Barnett, Edward Blake. Robert Ogle. Jr. 
Forensic Science Associates 

1450 53rd Street 
Emeryville, Calif. 94608 

In the practico of cr1m1nal1stic5, like all other branches of 

science, errors are made. Criminalists may commit ,analytical errors, 

bl.! biased or prejudiced. or make mi.tckl' in judgement which ultimately 

result in erroneous information being relied upon at some stage in the 

criminal justice system. There are a number of possible causes of 

erroneous data or opinions: The anaiysts may lack the fundamental know

ledge or have insufficient experience to properly and accurately deal with 

the part'(cular physical evidence or problem at hand. The criminalist may 

lack the analytical skills or judgement necessary. or not be provided with 

all of the pertinent data or evidence. to properly analyze the situation. 

Another possibility is that the analyst may be dishonest and knowingly give 

false information. Finally, equally qualified individuals simply may have 

different opinions. 

The criminalistics community. in common with other branches of science. 

is properly concerned that the frequency and magnitude oT misinformation pro

vided to users of such information be minimized. Some of the methods utilized 

or proposed to minimize errors in the criminalistics business are shown in 

the f5rst Slide: Proficiency testing, training. accreditation. certification. 

quality control, quality assurance, and independent examination of evidence • 

. The first six of these have been used or attempted to a limited extent, 

but it is doubtful that they actually contribute to a large degree to an 
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increase in the overall quality of criminalistics services. The last 

method, independent re-examination of evidence. is. in our opinion. the 

best way in which the overall quality of criminalistics can be improved. 

The~ other techniques, at best, can address the question of routine analytical 

competence. Re-examination not only is a check of analytical competence. but . 
tends to enhance judgemental and interpretive skills, as well as serve as a 

check on the one area of cr1mina11st1cs which is exceedingly difficult to 

monitor - the courtroom'testimony of the expert witness. 

We are going to present four si~uations in which the opinion of the 

dlldlyst originally examining the evidence differed from that of the re

examining expert. 

. The cases we have selected to discuss are chose~ for several' reasons: 

While the cases are all unique - they are not, we believe - aberrations. The 

problems discussed in each of these cases occur repeatedly - in many labora

tories and courts in the country. Finally, these cases illustrate the fact 

that errors can be attributed to management. bench-level personnel, courts, 

or there may simply be different opinions. 

All of these cases were handled by the laboratory of the Federal Bureau 

of Investigation. The choice of cases from that laboratory is not an effort 
.. . ' .. 

to single out 'that partic~lar laborato:;:" Th~ FBI 'laboratory w~s chosen 

because nearly all criminalists have some knowledge of the capabilities of 

the FBI lab. Further. the FBI lalleratory is considered the standa,:d of 

practice by most courts, especially appellate courts at the State and Federal 

levels. Finally. the FBI is extensively involved in training criminalists 

from State and local crime laboratories. 
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The first case I would like to discuss is a bank robbery. During 

the robbery the automatic cameras in the bank recorded a picture of the 

robber holding a canvas gym bag. Subsequent investigation led to the 

recovery of a similar-style bag from the defendant's car. The satchel 

and the photographs of the l'obbery were submi tted to the photographi c 

sections of the FBI laboratory for evaluation. The laboratory reported 

LhLlt the bag in thl photograph and the rlcovered bag were one and the same. 

The stated conclusion is shown in the slide. At trial the "expert" pro

duced a display which allegedly show~d corresponding characteristics which 

allowed him to conclude that the big in the photograph was the same one 

which had been recovered . 

The witness was from the photographic section of, the laboratory. The 

witness had a Master of Forensic Science Degree from George Washington 

University. but did not know how to define a "class characteristic" or 

an "individual characteristic". It is difficult to imagine anyone with any 

formal training or experience in physical comparison who would not know these 

basjc terms. One has to wonder about the quality of a graduate education 

program in Forensic Science which produces graduates which are not familiar 

with the most fundamental concept in criminalistics. The witness had never 

before attempted a comparison of the type he did in this case. He had never 

before examined a bag of the type that was submitted and made no effort to 

secure similar bags for comparison in this case. The witness made no attempt 

to learn how the bags were manufactured. In short. the witness demonstrated 

none of the qualifications of experience or training generally required of 

an expert witness. The fact that he was allowed to testify is most probably 
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a result of the pl'estige enjoyed by his laboratory in the Federal 

Courts. 
~)." 

The characteristics used by the witness in comparing the photo 

ilnd the actual bag are those \'/hich a criminalist would refer to as 

class characteristi,cs: That is characteristics corranon to a class of 

objects, and not necessarily unique to an individual object in the class. 

The witness was. apparently, unaware of this absolutely fundamental 

concept in the science of comparison. 

The slide shows the bank photog~aph used by the witness to make 

the: comparison. Nine IIpointsll are marked on the bag held in the 

robber1s hand. Starting at the arrow at the 9 0lc1ock position the 

points are: 

1. Top horizontal line of the plaid fabric. 

2. Lower horizontal line of the plaid fabric. 

3. Left vertical line of the plaid fabl'ic. 

4.,5.,6., Other vertical lines of the fabric. 

7. The name tag IIwindowll provided on the bag by the manufacturer. 

8.,9., The attachment points of the handle. 

These points can be more clearly seen in the comparison photograph 

of the actual bag, shown in the next slide. 

Other characteristics used to make the identification are shown 

on the next slide - the handle. certain characteristics of the stitching, 

and other features of the bag. These are clearly class characteristics 

which would be present on all bags of this type. 

In this case, the consulting expert evaluated the evidence, and 
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concluded that there was grossly insufficient evidence to warrant the 

conclusion eX'p~ess~~ g~" the pros~cution lIe)q)ertll; whic~ w~$. ,un \r(a~ .. , 

determined that the K4 gym bag 15 t~a same bag depicted in the Ql film 

held by the suspectll • 

The second case.to bl prlsent~d is much more complex, ,at least in 

terms of the technical aspects of the disputed evidence. The case in

volves an alleged rape.and murder. The disputed physical evidence was 

vaginal swabs, two seffijn stains and some hairs recovered from the scene. 

The initial examination of the swabs and stains resulted in semen 

being detected in elcho On the swabs only a low level was noted. an 

amount the expert f~lt was insufficient for ABO blood grouping. Semen 

was also detected in two stains where the expert was aDle to find 3-4 

sperm heads from cloth samples measuring approximately 1 em. sqlJare. The 

trial testimony was: 
\ 

Q: 

A: 

Q: 

A: 

Did you find the presence of any blood groups in those cuttings? 

From mY test I did not identify any blood group substance. 

And would your results be consistent ,with the ,semen coming from 

a donor that was a non"secretor? 

Thatls correct. However. 1 must add that there is a possibility 

that there may,have been something there at one time. and I was 

not able to d~tect it during ~ test •. 
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Q: But in order to minimize that possibility. you ran the test 

over and over Jgo1n. 15 that correct? 

A: That's correct. 

Q: And each of yoyr tests were consistent with the other? 

A: That~s corrt,t. I just , .. 1 that it's fair for,meto !ay·that 

there's a possibility that something could have been there. but 

since I ran this test six times. and it WIS consistent. I find 

it unlikely that there WI' any blood group substance present. 

In addition to the errors in logic in "the above testimony. the experts 

laboratory procedure for absorption-inhibition typing is suspect. A page 

from the lab notes is shown in the slide. Note that the A. B. and AS con

trols, which were neat saliva samples. failed to inhibit the H-lectin. yet 

the cust~nary test for secretor status is to detect the H antigen. In fact. 

the serological reactions shown in this table are exactly what one expects 

from testing a bloodstain. but it is not what one expects from saliva. With 

these controls one wonders how the witness could state. "I find it unlikely 

that there was any blo~d group present". 

Re-examination ~f the stain evidence using quantitltive procedures to 

estimate the semen content of concentrated extricts from the stain ~evealed 

that there was an inadequate .-ount of semen present to conclude thlt the 

'semen originated from a nonsecretor. Additional testing deMonstrated that 

the bulk of the stain in qU8stion WlS f~ the victi.'s Yrine. . 
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nle hdir evidence in this case cOI,sisted of a large number of hairs 

recovered from a gjlnnent which had app.:trently been used to "sweep" the 

floor of the crime scene. The fir'.»t prosecution hair examiner to ex-

aliline this evidence recovered. three pulled hairs which he indicated 

matched the head hairs of the defendant. He further indicated that the 

hairs were bleached. obviously an important characteristic. When the 

trial ended in a mistrial. the hairs were re-eXaMined by another examiner 

from the same laboratory. This second examiner found four "hair matches" 

in comparing all of the questioned hairs with standirds from the defendant. 

The first examiner found 3 hairs. each with pulled roots and each 

chemically bleached which matched. in all characteristics, the hair 

sample from the defendant. In contrast. the second examiner found 4 hairs. 

none of which were bleached and only one of which had a pulled root which 

matched. At best these examiners only identified one hair in cOlll11on - and 

one said this hair was chemically bleached and the other said it was not. 

Both of these experts testified with a great deal of assurance that 

they had correctly identified the hairs. The second exp@rt, when confronted 

with the differences between his findings and those of his colleague, simply 

said he was right because he had more experience. When the defense tried 

to point this inconsistency out at the trial the judge. in a decision that 

defies all logic, ruled that the conflict between the two experts was 

inadmissable. 
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The final case involves a question of interpretation, and may be 

reasonably interpreted differently'by different people. The case in-

. volves a shoo~ing,1geat,h ip which ,th~ vi.~~1.1,11 ~i:~haY: ,comit.ted, su~cide 

or was shot by his wife (no other suspects are reasonably possible). 

At the scene, the victim's hands were placed in plastic bags. At the 

autopsy. swabs were obtained from both hands and submitted for elemental 

dnalysis by NAA. No samples were obtained from the wife. although it 

would have been possible to do so, The swabs were taken by an inexper

ienced police officer, I~ho followed ~irections on the commercial kit. 

Analysis of the swabs from the victim revealed levels of Ba on one, 

hand in amounts within the range of normal background values for the 

population. These are shown on the slide. The swab from the other hand 

showed no Ba. Tast firings wit~ the gun .which was used p,rClduce9 expected 
.,. -)~. . ~ 

levels of Ba on the hand of the shooter. as shown on the slide. 

Analysis of ~he palm swabs revealed low levels of Sa and traces of 

Sb. Test firings using the gun and similar ammunition - CCI - produced 

expected levels of Ba on the firing hand. 

The wound was located above the heart. with a muzzle distance of 

3" to 611 and a sl ightly right to left track. This wound \'Jould most 

likely be inflicted with the gun held "backwards" with the trigger being 

operated by the little finger. 

At the trial the FBI witness testified: 

"I could not determine whether or not the individual from whom 

these swabs were taken had discharged a firearm. However, I 

could not preclude the possibility ••. that he might nave fired 
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a firearm and that ••• the f1rearms d1d not deposit these 

residues on this hand ••• or if the residues were deposited 

un the hind (thIY) w.ra ",amoved b.Y wuh1ng 01" w1~1ng or 

some similar action prior to tho time that the swabs were 

taken. " 

The wi tneks t'h~n proceeded to des crt be tes't f1 r; ngs of the 'gun whi ch 

served to establish that, when fired normally. residues were deposited. 

Other witnesses described how the hands were protected after the shooting. 

The cumulative effect of this testimony was to establish that. had the 

victim fired the gun, there would be significantly greater amounts of Ba 

on his hands. therefore he must not have fired the gun. 

The independent conSUltant's conclusion was that,the zero levels of 

Ba on the victim's non-firing hand indica~ed that. for that individual, 

the normal background of Ba was negligible. The elevated levels on the 

firing hand indicated an exposure of that hand to Ba, possibly a result 

of firing the-gun. f'urther o the levels on the palms \>lere"consistent with 

handling the gun. and lower than expected from a defense maneuver with 

the hands. 

The fact that the level of Ba on the firing hand was lower than 

"normal" could be due to the fact that the position of the wound would 

indicate the gun was held IIbackwards", that 1s \'1ith the trigger pulled with 

the thumb. 

While it is true that the findings do not prove that the victim had 

fired the gun, there is, at least, some evidence that that \'las the case. 
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One interpretation of the data in this case essentially accuses 

the wife of being a murderer. Surely the trier of fact is entitled to 

know that there is an explanation of the evidence which is consistent 

with a self-inflicted wound. rather than being told that there is "no 

evidence" that the victim had fired I gun. 
, 

The cases discussed above present one aspect of the role served by 

an independent consulting criminalist. There are several other roles 
I 

which are served by a consultant. Advice on cross-~xamination of an 

expert is frequently sought by trial .lawyers. This is the only method 

-available to the attorney ,to inquire as't& the sufficiency of proof for 

the conclusions offered by the expert witnass. Assistance to the attorney 

in preparation for cross-examination designed to elucidate the reasons 

for'the conclusions expressed by the witness, as well as bring out alter

native interpretations of the evidence, is a frequent and proper role of 

the consultant. 

Frequently the consultant is asked to examine evidence obtained by 

the defendant's own investigation. Whether or not such evidence need be~ 

or must be, turned over to the prosecution is a legal matter, and not up 

to the expert to unilaterally decide. It is not unreasonable, though, that 

a defense attorney wo"ld like evidence he· obtained to.be.examined first by 

"his" expert. 

Independent experts may be retained by law enforcement agencies for 

laboratory analysis or consultation. This may be due to special abilities 

of an independent laboratory, a feeling by the law enforcement agency that 

the public laboratory did a poor job, or simply to buttress the case for 

the prosecution. 
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Another very common role of the consultant is in interpretation 

of the evidence obtained by the investigating agencies. Attorney's 

frequently misinterpret the significance of laboratory findings and 

independent experts arl often called upon to translate the jargon found 

in many laboratorY,reports. 

Finally. reconstruction is a critical function of the consultant. 

For redsons I do not understand, reconstructions are not frequently done 

by law enforcement la~?ratories. They are. however. frequently useful, 

not only in determining guilt. but more often in determining degree. 

The cases presented here each illustrate somewhat different reasons 

for the use of thl independent explrt. They elch, however. illustrate 

what we believe to be errors or insufficiencies on the part of the 
J I I I ,. ',f. " 

original examiner. 

In the bank robbery case the witness probably was unqualified to 

conduct the exam1nation. Ont can properly criticize the laboratory ad

ministration for allowing the examination to be conducted by such an 

apparently unqualified individual. One can also question the decision 

of the prosecutor to present such testimony and, particularly, the decision 

of the judge to allow the witness to qualify as an "expert". 

The primary blame. however, must be laid squarely on the shoulders 

of the witness. One must be aware of one's limitations. and refuse to 

go beyond them. I cannot believe that the witness was unaware of what 

he should have done-~o try and 'prove his' hypothesis ~ I'think he just 

felt that no one was going to question him. 
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This case illustrates the fallacy in the argument that the court 

system acts as a check on incompetence. Judges and attorneys are. for 

the most part. not able to distinguish the qualified expert from the 

unqualified one. The only people who can do that are the people in the 

profession. 

The second case illustrates two problems: First. the failure of 

the laboratory to keep abreast of technical advances in a rapidly 

advancing field. Ten or fifteen years ago the methods used for the 

:;emen analysis and conclusions expre~sed. may have been less questionable. 

Today, however. the technical abilities of the crime lab and our theor

eticdl knowledge are such that the laboratory examination was, in our 

view, unacceptable by current standards. 

Second, this case, again. illustrates a manageme~t deficiency as . 
well as a lack of knowledge on the part of the bench criminalist. The 

responsibility to keep abreast of new developments is jointly that of 

. laboratory adll\inistl"ation, and the indiv.i.d.l,I~l practioners .. 

The hair aspect of the second case illustrates the frequently 

recurring problem of hair evi~ance. Hair is probably one of the more 

frequently examined types of physical evidence, yet there is little. if 

any, indication in the literature p or even agreement among practioners, 

as to the value and significance of a hair comparison. Attempts to es

tablish the significance and reliability of hair evidence by blind trials 

have been thwarted and ignored by many criminalists. Until the profession 

is willing to rigorously establish the value of hair evidence perhaps we 

should not use it - much in the same way as we abandoned dermal nitrate 
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tests for gunshot residue. or neutron activation analysis for hair 

comparison. 

It may be that certain laboratories. or individuals have a better 

"handle" on the subject of hair comparison than others. If this is the 

Cdse, these laboratories should publish the results of their studies . 
and the methods they use in the open literature. 

The final cast wh1ch was prtsented 1llustrates two points: First. 

different experts may have different interpretations of the same data 

and, second. the "conservative" appr,?ach to the interpretation of evidence 

may require alteration given the circumstances of a particular case. 

The interpretation of the data in this case is debatable: One view 

is that unless the levels of Sa and Sb exceed by some, significant' amount 

the' "average" background levels in the population there can be no con

clusi~ns expressed. Another view is that the "average" background levels 

in the population are not applicable to a particular person. The proper 

background value. if available. is the individual's own hand - the non

firing hand being the next best. In the usual situation in which the 

result of the test will be used to indicate when a suspect has fired a 

gun a IIconservative" approach is to reach no conclusions unless a definite 
.. l ,'t I • 

f • _I ' , .... ., 

conclusion can be expressed. In this case. however, such a conservative 

approach was tantamount to accusing the wife of murder. The alternative 

interpretation of the evidence is not unreasonable: The normal background 

levels of Sa and Sb for this individual are zero and the elevated levels on 

the firing hand is consistent with the wound being self-inflicted. 

The cases presented here today are several~x,imples of sftuations in 
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which the independent laboratory provided valuable, even critical. 

infonnation to the criminal justic. system. In each of these cases 

the alternative information provided by the independent consultant 

was significantly different from the information provided by the 

law enforcement laboratory • . 
It should not be assumed that most re-examinations result in 

dl//urunt conclusions. N.ith.r Ihould the fact that a case has been 

re-examined and the other expert did not testify be interpreted as 

meaning the work was found to be good. At least is often as evidence 

helpful to the defense is found, mistakes are uncovered which. if not 

made. would have produced a better case against the defendant. Under

standably. in these cases. the independent expert is not called as a 

witness and. generally, his information never becomes known. except to 

the defense attorney. Re-examination, however, is the best method 

available to help insure the quality of criminal1stics services •. 
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The Role 0 f the Independent Expert: 

Several Case Examples 

F'BI Serology Unit Response 

Introduction 

On February 19, 1981, Peter D. Barnett of Forensic Science 
Associates (FSA), Emeryville, California, presented a paper entitled 
"The Role of the Independent Expert: Several Case Examples" in the 
Criminalistics Section of the 33rd Annual Meeting of the American 
Academy of Forensic Sciences. The paper discussed several cases in 
which the FBI Laboratory had examined evidence followed by defense
requested examinations conducted by FSA personnel. One of these 
cases involved serological examinations conducted by Special Agent 
Roy L. Tubergen (FBI file 41 70-72227). The following information 
details the crime, examination of evidence and a detailed analysis of 
the paper Barnett presented and later provided to the House Judiciary 
Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights, House of Representatives, 
United states Congress. 

FDIIDOJ 
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Narrative of Crime 

On the morning of: November 26, 1979, a United States Border 
Patrolman found the body of Maria Lopez De Felix, a Mexican National, 
near a GSA ;")'torage Building. The storage building is adjacent to the 
main port of entry betv.:een Mexico and the United states, San Ysidro, 
California. The San D~o Office of the FBI and the dan Diego Police 
Department initiated a joint investigation. A crime scene investigation 
was conducted and evidence was collected by the San Diego Police 
Departmrcnt. Among the items collected at the autopsy were- a pair of 
panties, a half slip and vaginal swabs. Initial indications revealed that 
the victim was raped and strangled. 

Further investigation revealed that on November 25, 1979, the 
victim's sister-in-law attempted to smuggle the victim into the United 
States. However, the victim was caught and temporarily detained before 
being returned to Mexico at 6:30 a. m. on November 25. The sister-in-law 
advised that this was the last time she saw the victim alive. 

The homicide received a great deal of notoriety in soutthern 
California and Mexico due to recent complaints by Mexican authorities that 
Mexican illegal aliens were receiving brutal treatment by the U. S. border 
patrol. 

It was determined that two Federal Protective Agency employees 
were on duty when the victim and her sister-in-law were detained. One 
employee, Michael Edward Kennedy, was a prime suspect in a similar 
crime committed in early 1979. Kennedy became a suspect in the De Felix 
case and was later arrested by the San Diego Office of the FBI. 

Examination of Evidence by San Diego 
Police Department Crime LaboratoI'y 

Among the items of evidence examined by the SDPD 
Laboratory were vaginal swabs collected during autopsy of the body 
(Items 39 and 40). The report dated December 13, 1979 states: 

''Item #39: 

''Item #40: 

Semen was identified on the deep vaginal 
swabs. Grouping studies were consistent 
with ABO non secretor status. PGM group-
ing did not develop due to insufficient sample which 
wa,s consumed in analysis ... 

Semen was identified on the exterior vaginal swab. 
ABO grouping studies were consistent with non:, 
secretor status. The swab was PGM group 1. 
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Examination of Evidence 
By FBI Laboratory Serology Unit 

After preliminary examinations were completed by 
San Diego Police Department (SDPD), evidence (totaling more than 
100 items and including all the items examined by SDPD) was for
warded to the FBI Laboratory for examination. Results obtained 
centered attention on the swabs (Q43, Q44) described in SDPD's 
report as well as a pair of panties and a half slip (FBI Q30 and Q 33, 
respectively) from the victim. The following paragraph is taken from 
the FBI Laboratory report dated January 31, 1980. 

Semen containing spermatozoa, male reproductive cells, 
was identified on specimens Q30, Q33, Q43 and Q44. Grouping tests 
conducted on the seminal stains identified on Q30 and Q33 disclosed 
the absence of any blood group substance. Additional enzyme grouping 
tests were inconclusive. No semen was found on specimens Q1 through 
Q29, Q31, Q32, Q3t! through Q37, Q40 through Q42 and Q45 through Q47. 

The remaining material comprising the Q43 and Q44 swabs 
was consumed during verification of the presence of semen prior to any 
additional testing. 

General Information 

Considering the fact that a number of laboratories partiCipated 
in the examination of the evidence, it is noteworthy to list a brief schedule: 

Date of Crime: November 25-26, 1979 

San Di ego Lab Report Date: 

FBI Lab Report Date: 

FSA Lab Report Date: 

SERI Lab Report Date: 

December 13, 1979 

January 31, 1980 

June 13, 1980 

December 1, 1980 

In view of the time interval reflected in these dates and the 
Wlpredictable stability of the stain constituents, any quantitative conclusions 
must be questioned. 

This case went to trial three times, with the first two trials 
ending in hung juries. The defendant, Michael Edward Kennedy, was 
convicted after the third trial. The majority of the testimony presented 
in this case was scientific in nature. The fact that this case was tried 
three times was due. in part. to the notoriety it received in the local media. 
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The Role of the Independent Expert: 

Several Case Examples 
by Peter D. Barnett 

As given before the 

American Academy of Forensic Sciences 

February 19, 1981 

Peter D. Barnett 
Forensic Science Associates 

The Role of the Independent Expert: 
Several Case Examples 

In the practice of criminalistics like all other branches of science 
errors are made. Criminalists may commit analytical errors, they may 
be biased or prejudiced or make mistakes in judgement which ultimately 
result in erroneous information being relied upon at some stage in the 
criminal justic:e system. The.re are a number of possible causes of 
erroneous dat~ or opinions.~The analyst may lack the fundamental 
knowledge or have insufficient experience to properly ~nd accurately 
deal with the particular physical evidence or problem at hand@ The 
criminalist may lack the analytical skills or judgement necessary or 
not be provided with all of the pertihent data or evidence to properly 
analyze the situation.~Another possibility is that the a~lyst may 
simply be dishonest and knowingly give false information~Finally, 
equally qualified indivi~uals may simply have different opin~ons. ,The 
criminalistics community in common with other branches of SC1ence 15 
properly concerned that the frequency and magnitude of misinformation 
provided to users of its services be minimized. Independ:nt , 
examination of evidence is, in our opinion, the best way 1n wh1Ch the 
overall quality of criminalistics can be improved. Reexamination not 
only is a check of analytical competence but tends to enhance 
judgemental and interpretive skills as well as serve as a cneck in the 
one area of criminalistics which is exceedingly difficult to 
monitor------the court testimony of the expert witness. 

We are going the present four situations in which the opinion of the 
analyst originally examining tbe evidence differs from that of the 
reexamining expert. The cases we have selected are chosen for. several 
reasons. While they are unique real cases they are not we bel1eve 
aberrations. The problems discussed in each of these cases occur 
repeatedly in many laboratories throughout the county. ,Finally, 
these cases illustrate the fact that errors can be attr1buted to 
management, bench-level personnel, to courts or simply differences of 
opinion. All of these cases were handled by the laboratory of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation. The choice of cases from that 
laboratory is not an effort to single out that particular laboratory. 
The FBI laboratory was chosen because nearly all criminalists have some 
knowledge of the capability of that laboratory. Further, the FBI 
laboratory is considered the standard of practice by many courts 
especially at the appellate courts at both state and federal levels. 
Finally, the FBI is extensively involved in training cI'iminalists from 
.tate and local laboratories. 
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The first case I would like to discuss is a bank robbery. During the 
robbery the automatic cameras in the bank recorded the pictun! of the 
robber holding a canvas gym bag. Subsequent investigation ledl to the 
recovery of a similar type bag from the defendant's car. The satchel 
and photographs of the robbery were submitted to the photographic 
section of the laboratory for evaluation. The laboratory reported that 
the bag in the photograph and the recovered bag were one and' the same. 
At trial the expert produced a display which allegedly showed 
corresponding characteristics which allowed him to conclude the bag in 
the photograph was the same one which had been recovered. The witness 
had never before attempted a,comparison of the type made in this case. 
He had never examined a bag of the type that was submitted and made no 
effort to secure similar bags for comparison. He made no effort to 
learn how the bag was manufactured. In short the witness demonstrated 
none of the qualifications of experience generally required of the 
expert witness. The characteristics used by the expert witness in 
comparing the photo and the actual bag are those which a criminalist 
would refer to as class characteristics, that is, characteristics 
common to a class of objects and not necessarily unique to an 
individual object in that class. The first slide shows the bank 
photograph used by the witness to make the comparison. Nine points are 
marked on the bag (if you can see that) held in the robber's hand. 
Starting at the nine o'clock position, the points are: one is the top 
horizontal line of the plaid fabric, the lower horizontal line of the 
plaid fabric, top horizonal line is here, the lower horizontal line is 
here, there is a series of vertical lines, there's a name tag window in 
this area, and then the points of the attachment of the handle here and 
here. These are some of the points of comparison. Other 
characteristics used to make the identification are-this is the actual 
bag itself and you can see better in the slide the points actually 
referred to. Other characteristics used to make the identification are 
shown on the next slide. This is the other side of the bag; was also 
used the handle; certain characteristics of the stiching and soforth. 
These are clearly class characteristics which would be present on all 
bags of this type. In this case the consulting expert evaluated the 
evidence and concluded that there was grossly insufficient (sic) for 
the conclusion expressed by the prosecution expert which is (that's the 
quote from the report "it was determined that the K4 gym bag is the 
same bag depicted in the Ql film held by the suspect"). 

The second case is a much more complex case at least in terms of the 
technical aspects of the evidence. The case involves alleged rape and 
murder. That disputed physical evidence consisted of vaginal swabs, 
two semen stains and Bome hairs recovered from the scene. The initial 
examination of the swabs and stains resulted in semen being detected in 
each. On the swabs only a low level was noted, an amount the expert 
felt was insufficient for ABO blood grouping. Semen was also detected 
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in the two stains where the expert was able to find three or f 
heads fro I th I' our sperm --___ . m c 0, samp es measur~ng approximately one centimeter square. 
The tr~al test~mony was as follows: Question: Did you find the 
pre~ence 0: anY,blood groups in these cutings? Answer: From my tests 
I d~d not ~dent~fy any blood group substance. Question: And would 
your results be consistent with the semen coming from a doner 
that was a nonsecretor? Answer: That's correct however I mu~t 
that the' 'b'l' " say , re ~s a poss~ ~ ~ty that there may have been something there at 
one t~me and I was not able to detect it during my test Qu t' , B t' d ' , , • es ~on. 

u ~n 0: e~ to m~n~m~ze that possibility you ran the test over and 
over aga~n ~s that correct? Answer: That's correct. Question: Then 
each of your ,tests was consistent with the other? Answer: That's 
corr:c~ •. I Just feel that its fair for me to say that there is a 
poss~b71~t~ that so~ething could have been there. But since I ran this 
test s~x t~mes and ~t was consistent,I find it unlikely that there was 
any blood ,group substance ~resent. In addition to logical errors in 
that test~mony, the expert s laboratory procedures for absorption 
el~tion typing is suspe;t. A page from the lab notes is shown in this 
sl~de, note that the A, Band AB controls which were neat saliva 
samples failed t~ inhibit the H lectin, yet the customary test for 
secre:or status ~s tO,detect the H antigen. In fact the serological 
react~ons s~own ~n th~s table are exactly What one expects from testing 
a blood sta~n but is not what one expects from testing saliva. With 
the:e controls one wonders how the witness could state "I f' d it 
ttnl~kel~ to :hat there were any blood group present". 'Reexa~~nation of 
the,sta~n ev~dence in this case using quanitative procedures to 
est~mate the semen content of concentrated extracts from the stain 
revealed 1.hat there was an inadeguate amount of semen present to 
conc~ude that the semen originated from a nonsecretor. Addition,:!l 
teGt~~g ~emonst:ated that the bulk of the stain in question was f_rom 
the v~ct~m's ur~ne. 

The hair evidence in this case (the same case) consisted of a large 
number of hairs recovered fr~ a garment which apparently had been used 
to,swee~ the floor of the cr~me scene. The first examiner to examine 
th~s ev~dence recovered three pulled hairs which he indicated match the 
head.ha~rs of the defend~nt. He further indicated that the hairs were 
ch:m~cally b~eache~, o~v~ously an important characteristic. When the 
tr~al :nded ~n a ~~str~al all of the hair evidence in the case was 
re:xam~ned by a d~fferent examiner. The second examiner found four 
ha~rs n~ne of which were bleached and only one of which had a pulled 
:oot wh~~h m~tched th: de:endant's hair. If you look at the 
~n~ormat~on ~n the sl~de ~t is apparent, at best, in examining the same 
ev~dence these two examiners only identifieQ one hair in common and 
that one hair the pulled hair, one of the examiners said was chemically 
bl:a~hed and the other said was not------both very certain of their 
op~n~ons. Both of these experts testified with a great deal of 
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assurance that they had correctly identified the hairs. The second 
expert when confronted with the differences between his finding and 
those his colleague simply said he was right because he had more 
experience. When the defense tried to point this inconsistancy out at 
the trial, the judge in a decision which seems strange, ruled that the 
conflict between the two experts was inadmissible. 

The final case involves a question of interpretation. The case 
involves a shooting death in which the victim either committed suicide 
or was shot by his wife. There is no other reasonable possibility. At 
the scene the victim's hands were placed in plastic bags. At the 
autopsy swabs were obtained from both hands and submitted for elemental 
analysis by neutron activalion. The swabs were taken by an 
inexperienced police officer who followed the directions on the 
commercial kit. Analysis of the swabs of the victim revealed the 
levels of barium in one hand in amounts within the normal range of 
background values for the population. These values are shown on the 
slide. There was no antimony due to the CCI ammunition. The swabs 
from the other hand show no barium. Test firing with the gun which was 
used with similar ammunition produced expected levels of barium on the 
hand of the shooter as shown on the slide. Ana lysd,s of the palm swabs 
revealed low level of barium and traces of antimony. This is from the 
victim. The location of the wound was above the heart of the victim 
with a muzzle distance of three to six inches and a slightly right to 
left wound track. This wound would most probably be inflicted (if 
self inflicted) by holding the gun backwards, that is, the trigger 
being operated by the thumb. At the trial the witness testified, "I 
could not determine whether or not the individual from whom these swabs 
were taken had discharged the firearm. However, I could not preclude 
the possibility that he might have fired a firearm and that the firearm 
did not deposit these residues on this hand or, if the residues wer.e 
deposited on the hand, they were removed by washing or wiping or some 
similar action prior to the time the swabs were taken." The witness 
(given that answer and keeping that in mind) the witness then proceeded 
to describe test firing the gun which served to establish at least when 
the gun was used normally residues were deposited and other witnesses 
described how the hands were well protected, bagged immediately, so on 
and so fortI>. The cumulative effect of the testimony was to establish 
that had the victim in fact fired the gun there would be significantly 
greater amounts of barium on his hands therefore he must have not fired 
the gun. The independent consultant's conclusion from looking at the 
analytical data was that the zero levels of barium on the victim's 
non-firing hand indicated that for that individual the normal 
background of barium was negligible. The elevated levels on the firing 
hand indicated an exposure of that hand to barium, possibly as a result 
of firing the gun. Further, the levels on the palm were consistent 
with handling the gun. The fact that the level of barium on the firing 
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hand was lower than normal could be due to the fact that the position 
of the wound would indicate the gun was held backwards, that is, with 
the trigger being pulled by the thumb. While it is true that the 
finding did not prove the victim h~d fired the gun there is at least 
some evidence to indicate that was the case. One interpretation of the 
data in this case essentially accuses the wife as being a murderer and 
surely the trier of fact is entitled to know that there is an 
explanation of the evidence which is consistent with a self inflicted 
wound rather then being told there is no evidence that the victim had 
fired a gun. . 

The case discussed above presents one aspect of the roll served by the 
independent consulting criminalist. There are several other rolls 
which are served by a consultant: advice on cross examination; 
examination of evidence obtained by the defendent's own investigation; 
laboratory analysis or consultation' for law enforcement agencies; 
interpretation of evidence obtained by investigating agencies; and 
reconstuction. The cases presented here each illustrated somewhat 
different reasons for the use of the independent expert. They each, 
however, illustrate what we believe to be errors or insufficiencies on 
the part of the original laboratory examination. 

In the bank robbery case the witness w~s probably unqualified to 
conduct the examination. One can properly criticize laboratory 
administration for allowing the examination to be conducted. One can 
also question the decision of the prosecutor to present the testimony 
and particularly the decision of the judge on allowing the witness to 
qualify as an expert. The primary blame however, must be laid squarely 
on the shoulders of the witness. I cannot believe that the witness was 
unaware of what he should have done to try to prove his hypothesis. I 
think he just felt no one was going to question him. This caGe 
illustrates the fallacy in the argument that the court acts as a 
deterrent. Judges and juries are for the most part not able to 
disinguish the qualified expert from the unqualified one. The only 
people that can do that are those of us in the profession. 

The second case illustrates two problems. First, the failure of the 
laboratory to keep abreast of techical advances in a rapidly advancing 
field. Ten or fifteen years ago the method used for the semen analysis 
and perhaps the conclusion expressed may have been less questionable. 
Today, however, the technical abilities of the crime lab and 
theoretical knowledge are such that the laboratory examination was, in 
our view, unacceptable by current standards. This illustrates a 
management deficiency as well as a lack of knowledge on the part of the 
bench criminalist. Responsibility to keep abreast of new developments 
is jointly that of laboratory administration and individual 
practitioners. 
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The hair evidence in the second case illustrates a frequently recurring 
problem with hair evidence. Hair is probably one of the more 
frequently examined types of physical evidence yet there is little 
indication in the literature or even agreement among practitioners as 
to the value and significance of hair comparison. Attempts to 
establish the significance and reliability of hair evidence by blind 
trials have been of afforded and ignored by many criminalists and until 
the profession is willing to rigorously establish the value of hair 
evidence perhaps we should not use it much in the same way as we 
abandoned dermal nitrate tests for gunshot residue or neutron 
activation analysis for hair·comparisons. 

The interpretation of data in the final case is debatable. One view is 
that unless levels of barium and antimony exceed by some significiant 
amount the average background levels ,in the population there could be 
no conclusions expressed. Another view is that average background 
levels in the population are not applicable to a particular person. 
The proper background v~lue, if available, is the individual's own 
hand. The non-firing hand is perhaps the next best standard. The 
usual situation in which the result of a test would be used to indicate 
when a suspect has fired a gun-----in that situation a conservative 
approach to the interpertation of the evidence is to reach no . 
conclusion unless a definite conclusion can be expressed. In th~s case 
however, such a conservative approach was tantamount to accusing the 
wife as being a murderer. The alternative interpretation of the 
evidence is not unreasonable. The normal background levels for barium 
and antimony for this individual are zero or essentially zero and the 
elevated level on the firing hand are consistent with the wound being 
self inflicted. 

It should not be assumed that most reexaminations result in different 
conclusions. Neither should the fact that a case is being 
reexamined and the other expert did not testify be interpreted as 
meaning the work was found to be good. A least as often as evidence 
helpful to the defense is found mistakes are uncovered which, if they 
had not been made, would have produced a better case against the . 
defendant. Understandably in these cases the independent expert 1S 
not called as a witness and generally his information never becomes 
known except to the defense attorney. 
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Critique: The Role of the Independent Expert: 
Several Case Examples 

by: Peter D. Barnett 
Forensic Sciences Associates 

Presented at the 33rd Annual AAFS Meeting, 
2/17-20/81 

The following critique is intended to treat various points (numbered in 
left margin of the attached transcript) in Barnett's paper which are of (a) a general 
nature, (b) specific interest to the Serology Unit (SU). 

In reading the entire manuscript, it should be noted that in no way are 
forensic methods discussed except to criticize those conclusions of the FBI examiners. 
Further the methodology of Forensic Sciences Associates (FSA) is not described 
nor is there any opportunity to assess the relative merits of those methods. 

1. Barnett uses the term "Independent." It should be noted that FSA is 
anything but an "independent" laboratory. It is a commercial enterprise 
wholly dependent on work it receives from anyone who wishes to submit 
material and can afford to pay for its services. The self-serving nature of 
this presentation is evident. The term "private" may be accurate, however, 

"independent" is NOT. 

2. Barnett has given four reasons for differences of opinion between experts. 
However, the presumption of error on the part of the FBI is and was evident 
during the presentation. (Note the use of terms like "error," "erroneous 
information," "erroneous data" or "opinions and misinformation.") He fails 
to mention opinions offered by the FSA examiner in this case which were 
impeached in court. Dr. Edward Blake was impeached by prosecution 
rebuttal testimony of two witnesses after he testified to opinions expressed 

in this paper. 

The following points are pertinent in assessing the validity of FSA 
criticisms in this matter. Oral anal and vaginal swabs were received by 
Dr. Blalte on 6/4/80, six months after the crime. These swabs had been 
frozen in the San Diego Coroner's Office since collection in l&te November 
1979. These swabs were never seen by the FBI Laboratory (although vaginal 
swabs Q43 and Q44 taken at the same time were examined by the FBI). After 
examining these swabs, Blake concluded in his report of 6/13/80, that 
"Human spermatozoa are present on the vaginal swabs but not on the anal 
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or oral swab~. The low phosphatase activity in the vaginal swabs ind'c t 
a prolonged mterval between coitus and death Th I 1 a es th . . f1 ow amount of semen 
on. e ~~~nal s,wabs as revealed by the acid phosphatase activity indicates 
an msu Clent amount of semen for genetic typing purposes." 

In court. in December 1980, he testified tor the defense to say the "mo t 

h
reasonable conclusion one can draw was that the act of intercourse pr:ceded 
er death by at least 24 hours," according to AUSA Thomas C fii on the case Blak ti don, prosecutor 

. ~ e con nue to say that the low amount of acid phosphatase 
:;;:~~ that semen was not present in sufficient quantities to allow genetic 

Blake testified to criticize the FBI for not conducting quantitative acid 
ihosPhat~se assays, however, the specific procedures used by Blake with his 
finterp::etive approach have not been subjected to open review hy the general 
?re~slc. s;:ology community. He further states that in his opinion the absor -
~~n mhlbltion.procedure was improperly conducted by the FBI Examiner in &at 

e concentratlOn of H-Iectin used was too high. 

It Sh~uld be.pointed ou.t.that Blake examined only three vaginal swabs yet 
applied the mterpretahon of thes~ results to seminal stains on a pair of panties 
(~30) and a half sliP. (Q33?, s~ecImens which he never analyzed at all. 
B .. :rnett.~oes. along WIth thIS mIsplaced interpretation, as he presents it with 
no qualIfICatIon. 

Coffin further produced rebuttal witnesses, Dr. Theodore Findlay Path 1 . t 

Oanff~ Mr. Frank E. Barnhardt, Chief Toxicologist, San Diego Coun~ cor~n~~: 
Ice. 

Dr. Fi~dlay, who has done research on acid phosphatase levels as related to 
post COItal in:erval was able to testify that while high levels of acid phosphatase 
may be aSSOCIated with a short post coital interval, the converse is not true 
and should not he considered a valid practice. 

Mr. Barnhar~t ?owever, tested the same swabs that Blake tested but prior 
to Blake re:elvmg the swabs. (The swabs had been stored in Barnhardt's 
f~eezer until requested by the defense.) He testified to finding considerably 
hIgher levels .of acid phosphatase than Blake and attributed the difference to 
(a) loss of aCId phosphatase activity during storage in the freezer from 
November 1979 to June 1980, (b) loss of acid phosphatase activity in transit 
from Barnhardt to Blake and (c) differences in methodology between the two 
assays used. 
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An additional defense expert witness in the third trial was Mr. Brian 
Wraxall. Director of Serological Research Institute (SERI). Emeryville. 
California. Wraxall examined the panties (Q30) and the half slip (Q33) 
which had been previously examined by the FBI. His results as Dtated 
in his report are as follows: 

"Item No. 31 Pair of Red Panties 
Two areas in the crotch of the panties contained human semen. 

These two areas together with a third area of the crotch and a fourth 
area located near the waist band 6r&ve chemical reactions indicating 
the presence of urine. All four areas were subjected to ABO secretor 
testing by the absorption inhibition method. No results were obtained. 
The dil')ltion of semen in the extracts of seminal s~ained areas was 
approximately 1/800. By the absorption elution method both A and H 
antigens were detected." 

"Item No. 34 Blue Hslf Slip 
Three areas on the slip gave chemical reactions indicating the 

presence of urine. They gave negative results for semen. Two othel' 
areas contained human semen; the dilution of semen in the extracts was 
approximately 1/1600. No ABO antigens were detected by absorption 
inhibition. By absorption elu~ioll A antigen and weak H antigen were 
detected." 

In court Wraxa11 testified that his absorption inhibition failed to disclose 
any ABO blood group substances and that he had gotten a positive 
indication for a substance chracteristically present in urine. 

On cross-examination. Wraxall stated that the "A" and "H" antigens were 
dete~ted by absorption elution, a technique which he admitted is known to 
be sensitive enough to detect ABO blood group substances in nonsecretor 
individuals: With further questioning from AUSA Coffin Wraxall stated that 
his results were consistent with the defendant being the semen donor. 

3. Barnett's reasons for choosing the FBI Laboratory do not support his 
statement that his presentation is "not an effort to single out that particular 
laboratory." They do. however. coupled with the fact that he does identify 
the FBI laboratory, tend to indicate that he is attempting to build a reputation 
by comparing results and conclusions obtained by FSA procedures to those 
reported by the FBI. Further. while he states that "these cases illustrate 
the fact that errors (again the presumption of error) can be attributed to 
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management. bench-level personnel. to courts or simply differences 
of opinion." the thrust of his presentation is focused on a comparison 
of totally different techniques and interpretations used for identitying 
blood group antigens in semen stains. 

4. Barnett fails to clearly disclose the complete chain of events which 
led to the examination of the evidence in question by the FBI 
Laboratory. The swabs in question were initially examined by the 
San Diego Police Department for the purpose of semen identification 
resulting in a portion of the swabs being consumed. Additional examina
tion by the FBI Laboratory would have been to detect possible presence 
of blood group substances on the swabs. However, a sufficient amount 
of swab was used by San Diego PD that the remainder was consumed by 
the FBI examiner during verification of the presence of semen. No 
quantitative tests to show "only a low level" were conducted by the FBI 
as is indicated by Barnett. His implication to this effect is incorrect. 

5. Barnett states "the expert was able to find three or four sperm heads." 
There are two points to be made here. (a) A case review di8~loses that 
intact sperm, not "sperm heads," were found in quantities greater than 
"three or four" during the FBI examinations. (b) The impression is given 
that the number of "sperm heads" is the result of an exhaustive search and 
represents the total quantity of semen present. This is inaccurate, aince 
a sperm search in the FBI Laboratory is conducted only to locate and identify 
sperm cells for conclusive identification of semen. Once a single cell is 
identified. the identification of additional cells is superfluous. 

6. The FBI examiner is quoted as running the absorption inhibition test 
"six times. II Again. Barnett does not give the complete facts. As additional 
testimony shows. the pair of panties (Q30) and the half slip (Q33) were both 
found to bear stains containing eemen. three stains were grouped on the 
panties and one stain was grouped on the slip,all in duplicate. In all cases 
no blood group substance (BOS) was detected. This repetitive appraoch 
to detect BOS has a two-fold advantage. First, several cuttings from the 
same stain giving consistent results eliminates the possibility of one portion 
of the stain containing BOS not contained in the entire stain. Second, 
repetition of testing increases the chances of detecting BOS present in 
weaker amounts. It should be noted; however. that surticiently low levels 
of BOS could escape detection by absorption inhibition regardless of the 
number of cuttings examined. This fact was pointed out during testimony. 
The detection of such low levels of BOS as a confirme.tory measure. using 
absorption elution. is an approach which should be further evaluated. 
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7, Barnett states that absorption elution and neat sal: ,a controls were 
used. Neither is correct. The use of'the term "elution" is a simple 
mistake in that absorption inhibition data was being discussed and it is 
difficult to believe Barnett doesn't know the difference between the two 
techniques. Further, his original text uses the term "inhibition." Neat 
saliva controls were not used. Saliva controls are used but are made by 
drying neat saliva on filter paper from which cuttings fU'e taken. It 
should be noted, however, that the use of saliva per se as a control 
substance should be re-evaluated inasmuch as research has indicated that 
concentrations of BGS may vary between saliva and semen. 

8. Barnett states t.'i}at "the customary test for secretor status is to detect 
the 'H' antigen." It is well documented in scientific literature that high 
levels of the "H" BGS are found in the blood and other body fluids of 
blood type "0" and "A2" secretor individuals. Secretor individuals of 
blood type "A," "B" and "AB" do not exhibit such high levels of the "H" 
BGS. It is, therefore, not accurate to consider dete:ction of the "'HI antigen" 
as the "customary" test for secretor status. 

9. Barnett goes on to state that "this is not whet one expects from testing 
saliva." Again he implies misleadingly that the results are erroneous.. The 
absorption inhibition test used by the FBI Laboratory is designed specifically 
to detect (through inhibition) the high level of "H" EGS associated with blood 
type "0" and "A2" secretors but not the lower levels found in the "A," "B" 
and "AB" secretors. The results being referred to ll1'e a classic illustration 
of what is expected. It is understandable that if one were to run the technique 
differently, using different controls and concentrations, different results 
might be obtained. Comparison of the different inhibition procedures (FSA 
vs FBI) is not valid without an indepth examination of the complete techniques 
and their interpretation. It should be noted that these results were confirmed 
in part by Brian Wraxall. 

10. Barnett continues to mislead when he implies that FSA examiner (s) 
reexamined "the stain evidence in this case" that had been previously examined 
by the FBI Laboratory. As noted earlier, the swabs examined by I-'SA were 
never sent to the FBI while the panties and half slip examined by the FBI 
were never sent to FSA. The items in question «(~30 panties and Q33 half slip) 
were however, reexamined by Brian Wraxall, SERI, as outlined earlier. 

11. The "quantitative procedures" referred to a:re never defined in any 
manner. However, a copy of the procedures which were in all probability 
used by the FSA Lab is attached. These procedures devote considerable 
attention to a quantitative acid phosphatase detl.~rmination and subsequent 
interpretation of the results. Several points ru:e noteworthy. First, seminal 
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acid phosphatase is known to originate in the prostate gland of man . 
~e?Ond, the substrat; used (para-nitrophenyl phosphate), aside from 

eIng a suspect carcinogen, is a substrate which research (both FBI 
and others, see references) has shown to react strongly with acid 
phosphatase from n~me::-ous non-prostatic sources. Sodium thymolphthalein 
mono phosphate which 1S used by the FBI, however, is a substrate which has 
been shown to be the substrate least likely to react with nonprostatic acid 
ph~sPhatase such as blood, vaginal fluid, etc. Third, the inter'nretations 
whic~ FS!t personnel feel justified in making from the results o{their 
quantitative tests to establish the amount of semen originally deposited 
have no: been subjected to open review by the general forensic serology 
commumty and therefore cannot be considered to be standardly accepted 
procedures. Further. the statement "that there was an inadequate amount 
of semen present to conclude the semen originated from a nonsecretor" is 
based on these interpretations and is therefore subject to question. 

Worthi~gton ACi.d Phos~hatase Reagent Set Package Insel-t, 
Worthington BlOchemlCal Corporation, Freehold, New Jersey 07728. 

Roy A. V. , Brower, M. E. , and Hayden, J. E.: Sodium Thymolphthalein 
Monophosphate: A New Acid Phosphatase Substrate with Greater 
Specificity for the Prostatic Enzyme in Serum, Clin. Chem 17 1093 
(1971). ., -' 

Roy, A. V. , Brower, M. E. and Woodbridge, J. E.: "Sodium 
Thymolphthalein Monophosphate, a Substrate with Almost Complete 
Specificity for Prostatic Acid Phosphatase." Paper presented at 1970 
ASCP Meeting, Atlanta, Georgia. 

Mudd, James L. and Kearney, James J .: "The Characterization of Acid 
Phos~?atase: F.rom a Variety of Sources by Means of Acid Phosphatase 
Sl?eclflc A~tiVlty Determination." Paper presented at 1980 Fall Meeting of 
MId-Atlantic AssociaLion of Forensic Scientists and Southern Association 
of Forensic Scientists. 

12. Further, Barnett implies that a "conclusion" was reached concerning 
nonsecretor origin by the FBI examiner When the quoted testimony cleaL'ly 
states a consistency and not a conclusive opinion. 

13. A final point made in discussing the serology aspects of the paper was 
the "bulk of the stain Was from the victim's urine." It is important to note 
at this point that the chain of custody of the items in question (Q30 panties 
an~ Q33 half slip) st~ted with the collection of the evidence by the San Diego 
PolIce Department crIme scene technician. After preliminary examinations at 
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the San Diego PD lab. the evidence was passed to the FBI Laboratory. 
then to SERI Labs (Brian Wraxall examiner) and finally to the court. 
Detection of substances of urinary origin was done in the SERI Laboratory 
after two previous examiners had worked on the stains. It is more reasonable 
to state that the "bulk of the stain" was used prior to the SERI Laboratory ever 
receiving the evidence. The exact relationship of the position of the stain 

. "not examined by SERI to the victim's urine can never be known. 

14. This paragraph of Barnett's paper brings out two points of significance 
relative to the FBI Laboratory. First. it points out the contining and ever
increasing need for a qualified research staff. reviewing the newer techniques of 
the field as well as assisting on-line personnel in upgrading current techniques. 
This is not to minimize the need for original research. however. Second. the 
phrases "technical abilities of the crime lab" and "current standards" are clearly a 
reference to FSA Lab procedures (those attached) which cannot be considered 
at this point as standardly accepted or state-of-the-art since according to 
available information. these procedures have not been formally published 
for the general scientific community. 
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APPENDIX A 

A Systematic Approach 

to the Analysis of Semen Evidence 

A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO THE ANALYSIS OF SEMEN EVIDENCE 

Edward T. Blake, Forensic Science Associates Emeryville Ca 94608 
George F: Sensabaugh, School of Public Health, U.C., Berkeley: C 9 
Jan Bashlnski. Pakland Police Department, Olkland, Ca. a., 4720 

This work was supporte~ by Grant 79-NI-AX-0043 from the Nationa' Institute of 
~aw Enforcement an~ Crlminal Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
t~~:~~~nih~fa~~~~~;e~ndP~intstOf view 0r,oPinions expressed in this document a;e 
the Department of Justice.o no neeessar Y represent the official position of 
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A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO THE ANALYSIS OF SEMEN EVIDENCE 

E~/ard T. Blake, Forensic Science Associates, Bmeryville, Ca., 94608. 
George F. Sensabaugh, School of Public Health, U.C., Berkeley, Co •• 94720. 
Jan Bashinski. Oakland Police Department, Oakland. Ca •• 94607. 

This ~rk was supported by Grant 79-NI-AX-0043 from the National Institute of Law 
Enfc~cement and Criminal Justice. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Department 
of Justice. Points of view or opinions expressed in this document are those of the " 
authors and do not necessarily represent the official position of the Department of 
Justice. 

Knowledge of the quantitative levels of acid phosphatase, phosphoglucomutase, 
peptidase A • and ABO antigens in semen and knowledge of their stability in rape 
evidence material has allowed the development of a systematic scheme for the analysis 
of rape kit evidence. This scheme is predicated on using the quantitative acid 
phosphatase test as an index of the amount of semen present in the evidence material. 
This scheme is intended as a framework from which the analysis of rape evidence can 
be pursued in a concise and logical fashion. 

There are th~ee major steps in the analysis of the sample: They are (1) location 
and identification of the sample and its possiblu contaminants, (2) estimation of 
the amount of semen present in the sample through th30use of the quantitative acid 
phosphatase test, sperm content of the sample. and P assay (if required), and (3), 
genetic analysis of the sample if sufficient semen is present in the sample to provlde 
information concerning the semen donor. 

Semen stains on clothing or bedding can be localized through the use of a number 
of screening tests including careful visual Observation. examination with ultraviolet 
lamps. ACP spot tests, and ACP mapping procedures. or a combination of the above. 
Semen is identified at the microscopic stage of the analysis or absent sperm, at 
the quantitative ACP and p3u stages. It should be remembered that the identification 
of sperm is the most specific and the most sensitive test for the presence of semen. 
Semen samples should also be tested for th~ '\,:!resence of hlood and saliva. Trace levels 
of blood that may be present can be a diagna~tic indicator of vaginal injury and 
vaginal trauma can produce significantly elevated levels of v~ainal PGM ~ctivity 
as the result of tissue damage to the vaginal wall. The presence of sallva in a 
~emen sample could confuse the interpretation of ABO and PGM typing results. Onc~ 
semen is identified, it remains to be established that the semen that is present IS 
related to the alleged assault. On vaginal swab specimens the amount of semen can 
aid in this determination. 

The amount of semen in the sample is estimated with the quantitative acid 
phosphatase test; it is intended that this test be used in conjunction with the 
microscopic observation of spermatozoa. The interpretation of the test is designed 
to yield a conservative estimate of the amount of semen in the sample. Should there 
be a significant lack of concordance between the semen estimate based 01'). the quantitative 
aci d Phosphatase test and the microscopi c observation of spermatozoa, it i s r~commeinded 
that the p3 assay be used. A low acid phosphatase level in a sample containlng 
a large ~unt of sperm could signal the loss of enzyme activity. situations such 
as this have been found to be unusual. The amount of semen in the sample and the semen 
dilution in the sample extract are used to make decisions concerning the potential 
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success of subsequent genetic analyses and in aiding the interpretation of ABO typing 
results. Failure to detect antigen activity in a sample extract where the semen 
dilution is more concentrated than semen diluted 1/100 indicates semen from a nonsacretor. 
Clearly, the more concentrated the semen extract, the more confidence one can have 
in the conclusion that the sample originated from a nonsecretor in the absence of 
antigen activity. 

If there is ~n adequate amount of semen in the specimen, ABO, PGM and Pep A genetic 
analyses are possible. ABO typing should be done using an absorption-inhibition 
procedure on cell-free sample extracts to avoid inhibition of the antisera by the 
victim's epithelial cells or cellular debris from the semen. Using the inhibition 
procedure described below the soluble antigen content of semen ranges from 1/400 
to 1/50,000; the mean titer is about 1/2000. PGM typing requires about 0.5 to 1 u1 
of semen; however, PGM activity can degrade rapidly in samples which are not thoroughly 
dried before storage. Samples containing 5 u1 or more are usually successfully typed. 
There is more peptidase A activity than PGM activity in semen; however ~he Pep A 
enzyme seems to be less stable than PGM. Both enzymes are significantly less stable 
than acid phosphatase. 

QUANTITATIVE ACID PHOSPHATASE ASSAY PROCEDURE 

Assay Solutions 

Assay Buffer: 0.1 tl ACE'tate, pH 5.5 

Assay Substrate: 3 mM p-Nitrophenyl phosphate in assay buffer prepared fresh daily 

Assay stop Solution: 1 M NaOH 

Procedure 

1. Cut swab in ~ with straight edged scalpel or cut out one cm2 stain. Place in 
test tube and extract with 0.2 ml isotris (0.14 M NaCl, 10 mM Tris, 0.08 M dextrose) 
in the cold for at least ~ to one hour. Remove swab material or cloth and express 
liquid against the side of the tube while wearing surgical gloves. Recovery 
of liquid should be greater than 75%; the absolute recovery of liquid does not 
affect subsequent calculations. it only affects the amount of material with 
which one has tQ work in subsequent antigen typing steps. 

2. Centrifuge extract. Remove cell free supernatant to new test tube. Wash cellular 
debris with water; centrifuge. discard supernatant wash. Prepare a slideomount 
by removing entirety of cellular rr~terial to slide. fix by drying in a 55 oven 
for 30(+) minutes. Stain slide with Christmas Tree Stain, mount with Permount 
and examine at 400X. Sperm heads are stained bright red: the acrosome appears 
as a significantly less densely stained organelle in the proximal 1/3 to 1/2 
portion of the head. The tail and other cytoplasmic membrane structures stain 
green. Epithelial nuclei stain a combination of red and green if within the 
cell (purple or Violet). Yeast cells stain red and are about the same size as 
sperm heads but are fiot differentiated. 

3. Prepare a 1/10 dilution of the sample extract by placing 10 ul sample in 90 ul 
isotris. (Always use good quantitative practice; quantitative pipetors are a 
virtual necessity.) 
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4. Add 0.5 ml assay buffer to assay tubes to include one blank and sufficient 
tubes for samples and controls. Add 10 ul of sample to sample tubes (neat 
extract and 1/10 dilution and neat neg. controls.) Initiate assay by the addition 
of 1.0 ml substrate solution at time t-O (the assay is conducted at room tempera
ture, 20-220 C, buffers may be stored in the cold but should be brought to this 
temperature prior to assay). Stop the reaction after 20 minutes by the addition 
of 1.75 ml of 1 M NaOH. Read the absorbance of the sample assay solutions at 
410 nm in a good quality spectrophotometer after zeroing the instrument against 
the blank. If the blank shows significant yellow coloration. this indicates 
significant spontaneous hydrolysis of the substrate and the substrate solution 
should be discarded and freshly prepared. The aSl'ay is line:ar to an absorbance 
of about 1.5 assll11ing a good spectrophotometer ',\~ith digital absorbance readout. 
Values higher than this indicate a more dilute sample should be assayed. Experience 
has shown that most evidence samples can be handled with the 1/10 extract dilution. 
The assay procedure has been designed so that the absorbance reading is a direct 
measure of the acid phosphatase activity expressed at International Units/ml 
of extract (where one I.U. represents the turnover of one umole substrate/minute 
under standard assay conditions). Thus, if the absorbance reading for the neat 
sample is 0.890, there is 0.890 I.U. of ACP activity/ml of sample extract. 
If the absorbance reading for the 1/1G'~ample is 0.890, there is 0.890 X 10 = 
8.9 I.U. of ACP activity/ml of neat extract. The derivation for this formula 
is included below. 

To estimate the semen dilution in the neat extract divide 500 by ACP units/ml 
extract. Thus, for example one above, the semen dilution is 1/560; for example 
two the semen dilution is 1/56. 

Estimation of the absolute amount of semen on the swab in ul is equal to 
0.8 X A410 for the neat extract (1000 X 0.2 X 2/500). Therefore, in example one, 
the est:mated amount of semen on the swab is 0.7 ul; for example two, the 
estimated amount of semen/swab is 7.1 ul. A similar calculation can be made 
per unit area of fabric. 

In estimating the amount of semen in the sample extract a value of 500 units/ml 
has been chosen for the calculation in order to reduce the possibility of over
estimating the amount of semen in the sample and takes into consideration the 
fact that acid phosphatase levels in semen a're log normally distributed in the 
population (see G.F. Sensabaugh, J. For Sci., 24(2), 1979). The distribution 
of acid phosphatase levels in semen for a population of 124 individuals is 
plotted below on both a linear and log scale. It can be seen that the data 
fits a normal distribution when plotted on the log scale but does not fit a 
normal distribution when plotted on a linear scale. This finding has important 
consequences in understanding the population variance about the mean. For 
example, the population mean is 204 I.U./ml; however, 16% of the population have 
levels greater than one serial dilution (400 I.U./ml) above this value. Thus, 
if the mean were chosen to estimate the amount of semen in a questioned sample, 
the amount of semen would pe overestimated a s;,gnificant proportion of the time. 
This would have a detrimental effect in assessing samples from nonsecretors. 
By using 500 units/ml in the calculation the amount of semen in the questioned 
sample is underestimated in 90% of the samples and in 8% of the remaining 10% 
the overestimate is within ~ serial dilution of the true value. These calculations 
also assll11e no loss of ACP activity during drying and aging of the sample; 
this will also tend to have a conservative effect on estimating the amount of 
semen in the sample. Current studies indicate that under MOst conditions the 
loss of acid phosphatase activity is minimal. 
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5. Following ACP assays the sample .xtracts are titered in antigen assays (ASH 
and lewis if appropriate). 

Derivations 

1. Reaction: PN0-P04 --~ pHI + P04 

2. Molar absorbtivity pNe at 410 nm s 16,200; therefore A410 1 ~le/ml ~ 16.2 

3. International Unit x umole produced/minute 

4. Units/amount of sample .(A~10 X 1.5 X 3.25/1.5)/16.2 0.2 A
410 • ----=.;=---

Time (mi nutes) Time (mi nlltes) 

5. For 10 ul sample and assay time of 20 minutes 

ACP I.U./ml • 100 X .2 X A410 ----.....:!.::~,"' A410 
20 
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~ANTITATIVE ASSAY OF SEMEN USING A p30 Method (Iccording to the procedure of 
raxall and Blake) 

Tank Buffer: pH S.4 

Tris base (37 mM) 
Glycine (0. 29M) 

Gel Buffer: Same as Tank 

~: 1% Agarose (Sigma type II. -Mr- D.11) preplred on 2 X 3 inch .icroscope slides. 

Method: 

Voltage: 

A standard cross-over electrophoretic procedure is .-played. The antigen 
and antibody wells are pllced in I line in the direction of current flow 
with the antibodj well on the lnode side of the Intigen welli thus. the 
antigen and antibody migrlte towlrd one Inother. The success of the'cross
over method depends upon a sufficient overall net chlrge difference 
batween the alkaline IgG antibodies and the antigen such that they can be 
incluced to migrate in an electric field in opposite directions. The 
closer the isoelectric point of the antigen t03~hat of the antibody, 
the more difficult this task becomes. Since P is a relatively alkaline 
protein (in reality a series of at least four isomorphs) a careful balance 
must be maintained between the pH of the buffer a"d the endosmosis of 
the support medium. 

100 V (13.1 V/cm) for 30 minutes. 

Staining: After the run the gel is pressed by placing a wetted piece of Whatman 1 
filter paper on the surface of the gel followed by several thicknesses of 
blotter paper and a weight. After about 20 min. the pressed gel is washed 
in 1.0 M NaGl for at least 3 hours or overnite. The gel i~ pressed again 
and washed for 5 minutes but not longer in distilled water to remove the 
salt. The gel is then pressed aglin and dried in a 55 C circulating oven. 

, , 

The stain solution consists of 0.2% Coomassie Brilliant Blue in MeOH:Acetic 
Acid:Water (5:1:5). The gel is stained for 10 minutes and destained in the 
dye solvent. 

The solution to be tested can be serially diluted or diluted by factors 
of ten and compared against a set of standard seme~dilutions. An attempt 
should be made to determine the end point of the P detectability in the 
sample. This value is then compared to the detection limit of the 
reference standard. A comparison of the dilutions needed to reach the 
end point then yi elds an estimate of the semen dilution in the original 
sample extract. The esti .. ted s!e'n dilution should be within I flctor 
of 2-4 of the true value. The P assay is particularly useful when 
there is a suspicion that the ac1~ phosphatase values .. y be low due to 
degradation of the enzyme. it Ilso serves IS a double check on the acid 
phosphatase values on a routine basis. A similar assay is in the process 
of developement for acid phosphatase for those who prefer i~unological 
tests to enzymatic assays. In general it can be expected that enz';rmatic 
activity will be lost before iMmunological activity. thus this approach 
to the detection of acid phosphltase .ay have some prlctical value in 
particular case situations. 
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ABO TYPING OF WATER SOLUBLE ANTIGENS BY ABSORPTION-INHIBITION (according to the 
procedure of Blake) 

Sample Preparation: Preparation of the sample has been described in the quantitative 
acid phosphatase section. It is critical that the sample used for the 
inhibition test be cell-free and that an estimate of the semen dilution 
in the sample has been made. This will aid in the interpretation of 
the test results. 

Preparation of Glass Slides: A hydrophobic surface 1.5 placed on glass slides 
(2 X 3 inch microscope slides or 10 X 10 em disposable thin-layer plate 
glass) by incubating the glass plates in a 1% solution of Prosil or 
Silicad. The plates are washed with water. dried, and stored for use. 

Preparation of the Antisera: 
The antisera preparation to be used in the antigen assay is selected 
by preparing serial dilutions of antiserum and lectin in isotris (0.14 M 
NaGl, 10 mM Tris. pH 7.4)containing 1% BSA. The antisera dilutions 
are tested in a standard three part system containing one part antiserum, 
one part isotris, and one part cell suspension; 10 ul .liquots are used. 
The antiserum and blank are rotated in a humid chamber for 30 min. prior 
to the addition of the cell suspension. After the cell suspension is 
added, the agglutination reaction is monitored microscopically (lOOX) in 
10 minute intervals for 30-40 minutes. The last antiserum d;lution which 
Yields a +3 to +4 agglutination reaction after 30 minutes of rotation 
is selected for the Antigen assay. The diluted antisera preparations 
should be prepared fresh daily. Once a particular batch of ant1sera 
has been titered, ,t should remain constant within one serial dilution 
over the life of the antiserum. Preparations from Ortho are usually 
used at a dilution of 1/200 to 1/800. Lectin preparations are used 
at a dilution of 1/20 to l/SO. There is some evidence that the H-lectin 
requires a metal ion for maximum activity; therefore AGD and EDTA solutions 
should be avoided when using H-lectin. 

Cell Suspension: 0.1% cell suspensions are prepared in isotris containing 1% BSA 
and 0.08 M glucose. Fresh cells are preferred. Stock preparations of 
cells are stable in the isotris-glucose solution for about 5 days. The 
0.1% cell suspensions should be prepared fresh daily. 

Procedure: The sample is added to the antisera solutions and rotated for at least 
30 minutes prior to the addition of the cell suspension. The antigen -
antibody reaction is instantaneous provided that there is good mixing of 
the solution. The agglutinAtion reaction is monitored in ten minute 
intervals against a blank which is included on every plate. A gentle 
tapping of the edge of the plate after each observation period is 
recommended. It is frequently found that concentrated protein solutions 
which lack antigen activity cause the test cells to agglutinate more 
rapidly than the control blank. In most instances this phenomenon is 
merely a protein effect which reduces the natural negative charge on the 
cells. If the presence of antibody in the sample is suspected, this 
can be tested in & simple two part assay. A signal'that the phenomenon 
is caused by antibody would be the observation that the effect is taking 
place in the A and/or B cells but not the 0 cells. An enhancement of 
agglutination in the 0 cells as well as the A and B cells signals a 
protein effect. For those samples which contain antigen activity the 
titer of the activity should be determined. This will aid in assessing 

~ whether that activity is most likely from the victim or from the semen. 
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ABO TYPING OF BOUND ANTIGENS BY ABSORPTION-ELUTION (modified from Howard and Martin) 

Preparation of Glass Slides: Silanized glass plates are used as previously 
described. 

Attachment of the Sample: 0.5 em threads Ire attached to the glass plates with 
a small drop of fingernail polish. The fingernail polish should be 
colored so that the degree of polish migration into the thread can be 
monitored. Revlon Almost Red is useful for this purpose. After the 
samples and controls areoplaced on the plate. the polish is dried in 
a circulating oven at 55 C for 30 minutes. This process also aids 
in fixing the cells from fresh samples. Samples can also be fixed to 
the threads by adding just enough MeOH to wet the thread. 

Absorption: Undiluted antisera and 1ectin·a~e added to the samples and incubated 
in a humid chamber in the cold (BoC) for at least 6 hours or ovprnite .. 

Washing: The plates are washed in cold isotris for 15 minutes and blotted dry with 
a clean paper towel; this process is repeated three times. During the 
washing process the plates ~re rotated in the cold isotris solution. 
The isotris solution is replaced after the first washing cycle. 

Elution: 10 u1 a1iquots of isotris (without BSA)are addedoto each blotted thread. 
Elution takes place in a humid chamber in a 60-62 C oven for 20-30 minu~es. 
Following elution 0.1% cell suspensions in isotris containing 1% BSA and 
0.08 M glucose are added to the samples. The plate is then placed in 
a cooled humid chamber and rotated. The agglutination reaction is 
mt'nitored microscopically (100X) in 10 minute intervals for 30 to 40 minutes. 
A gentle tapping of the edge of the plate is recommended after each 
observation period. 

Remarks: Absorption-elution is a useful method for typing the cp.1lu1ar antigens 
in nonsecretor semen. It is thought that these antigens are associated 
with the nonsperm cellular debris present in semen. It remains unproven 
whether low levels of secreted antigen material is also detected in 
nonsecretor semen using this procedure. Mi croscopi c exami nation of the s amp 1 e 
slide preparation will aid in assessing the possible sources of any 
antigen activity that is observed. 
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CONVENTIONAL PHOSPHOGLUCOMUTASE (PGM) TYPING (Iccording to the method of 
Wraxall and Sto10row) i 

TANK BUFFER 

Tris base (O.lM) pH7.4 
Maleic Acid (O.lM) 
MgC1 2'6H20 (10 mM) 

EDTA. Na2 (10 mM) 

Gel Buffer 
1:15 aqueous dilution of the tank buffer. 

Gel: 1% Agarose (Sigma type V). 1% starch 

Origin: 3 em from cathode 

Cooling: Cooling plates at 40C. 

Voltage: 400 V (20 V/cm) for 2.5 hours. 

CONCURRENT TYPING OF PHOSPHOGLUCOMUTASE AND PEPTIDASE A (modification of the 
procedure of Sto10row. et a1.) 

EDTA is a potent inhibitor of Pep A. thus. these two useful semen genetic 
markers would appear to be incompltib1e in the sime electrophoresis buffer. 
However. if good quality deionized water 1s IYlillb1e. EDTA cln be omitted from 
the conventional PGM buffer with no Ipparent loss of PGM Ictivity. This 
allows both enzymes to be typed It the s~ tiMe. The electrophoretic mobility 
of Pep A is slightly anod.l to .sterls. D. R.ducing agent should be included 
in Simples to be typed in the Pep A genetic ~rk.r systtm. 

PHOSPHOGLUCOMUTASE SUBTYPING PROCEDURE (Iccording to the Method of Kelly and 
Wraxal1) 

Tank Buffer: pH ~.5 
Na2HP04• anh. (0.29 M) 

Citric Acid. anh. (0.1 M) 

Gel Buffer: pH 5.5 

Gel: 

Na2HP04• anh. (5.7 mM) 

Citric Acid. anh. (2.5 mM) 

1% Agarose (sigma type 1. if -M • 0.10). The endosmosis of the agarose is 
one of the critical features ofrthis finely tuned electrophoresis system. 
Relatively small deviations from the stated conditions will result in loss 
of resolution. 

Origin: 9 em from the cathode 

Voltage: 400 V (20 V/em) for 4 hours. During the course of the run the anode 
~ - 45 -
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portion of the gel will shrink to within 0.5 em of the sample origin. The enzyme 
Migrates toward the cathode. 
Cooling: Cooling plates at 40C. 

PHOSPHOGLUCOMUTASE STAIN SOLUTION 

Stain Buffer: pH 8.0 

Imidazole (0.4M) 
MgC1 2'6H20 (10 MM) 

Glucose-l-phosphate (10 MM) 
Stain Solution: 

To 10 ml of stain buffer add 2 ~ NABP' 2 ~ Mil. 1 J9 PMS. 10 ul G6PD 
and 10 ml of melted 2% agarose at 55 C. Incubate at 37DC until 
PGM developes. Weak stains can be developed overn1te. 

CONCURRENT TYPING OF PEPTIDASE A AND CARBONIC ANHYDRASE (according to the 
procedure of Rarmor, .wraxal'. and Blake) 

Tank Buffer: pH 7.4 

NaH2P04, anh. (0.1 M) 

Tris base (0.1 M) 
Gel Buffer: pH 7.5 

Tris base (10 roM) 
Maleic Acid (3.4 mM) 
MgC1 2'6H20 (0.2 1111) 

Gel: 1% Agarose (Sigma type II, -M.-0.17) .. 
Origin: 8 em from cathode. 

Voltage: 400 V (20 V/cm) for 3 hours. 

Cooling: Cooling plates at 40C. 

Remarks: During the course of the run the anode portion of the gel will shrink 
to within 2-3 cm of the sample origin. Peptidase A will be located in 
the shrunken portion of the gel. Hemoglobins will generally look 
terrible, streaking on both sides of the origin as the run proceedsi 
do not be alarmed, this is a no~l occurrance in this system. 
Carbonic anhydr~se II migrates cathoda11y to the sample origin. 
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PEPTIDASE A STAIN SOLUTION - O-DIANISIDINE METHOD 

Stain Buffer: pH 7.5 

IlAKE. SENSABAUGH •• IlASHINSKI 

Na2HP04 (0.2M) 
MgC1 2'6H20 (2 mH). titrate to pH 7.5 with HC1. 

Stain Solution: 
To 10 m1 of stain buffer add 2 mg L-aminoacid oxidase. 10 mg L-va1y1-L-1eucine, 
5 mg horseradish peroxidase and 0.2 ml of II alcohol/water solution of 
o-dianisidine (10 mg/ml). oAfter all componentB have dissolved add 10 ml 
of 2% melted agarose at 55 C. Develope at 37 C. 

PEPTIDASE A STAIN SOLUTION - HTT Method 

Sta i n Buffer: IIH S.O 

Tris b~lse (0.05M) titrated to pH 8.0 with HC1, containing 10 nM MgC1Z-6H20 

Stain Solution 

To 10 1Tl1 of stain buffer add 10 1119 L-va1y1-L-1eucine. 5 mg L-aminsacid 
oxidase!. 2 mg MTT. 1 mg PHS. and 10 m1 of 2% melted _garose at 55 C. 
Allow all components to dissolve before adding the agarose. The reduction 
cycle is initiated by the reduction of the FAD ~iety of the f1avoenzyme, 
L-aminoacid oxidase)in the process of amino acid oxidation. This newly 
developed stain procedure is at least as sensitive IS the o-dianisidine 
method, avoids the use of a potential carcinogen, and is easier to 
photograph. 

CARBONIC ANHYDRASE STAIN SOLUTION 

Stain Buffer: pH 6.5 

KH2P04 (O.lM) titrated to pH 6.5 with NaOH. 

Stock Substrate Solution: 
Fluorescein diacetate in acetone (lOmg/ml). Stable stored at SoC. 

Stain Solution: To 10 ml of stain buffer add 0.1 m1 of substrate solution. 
Soak Whatman.3MM filter saper and overlay the appropriate region of 
the gel. Incubate at 37 C until yellow fluorescent carbonic anhydrase 
bands appear. 
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CHRISTMAS TREE STAIN FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF SPERMATOZOA (according to the 
procedure of Oppitz) 

Reagents: 

1. NUCLEAR FAST RED STAIN 
Dissolve 2.5 g of aluminum sulfate in 100 ml of hot distilled water 

an~ add 50.mg ~f Nuclear Fast Red (C.I. 60760). Stir and allow to cool then filter 
Th1S Solut10n 1S stable for many months stored at 8oC. . 

2. PICROINDIGOCARMINE STAIN 
Diss~lve 1.3.g of picric acid in 100 ml of warm distilled water, 

add g.33 g ?f Ind1g? Carm1ne (C.I. 73015) and stir overnite. Filter and store 
at 8 C. Th1S Solut10n is stable for many months stored under these conditions. 

Procedure: 

~ 1. Fix cells to a microscope slide in a circulating 55°C oven. for 30 min. 
2. Cover de~ris with a drop of Nuclear Fast Red stain and incubate 

in a hum1d chamber for at least 15 minutes. 

Remarks: 

3. Wash away Nuclear Fast Red stain with distilled water dispensed from 
a wash bottle (this avoids the specter of one slide being contaminated 
by material from another). 

4. Add one drop ~f Picroindigocarmine stain to the cellular debris without 
drying the s11de. Rotate the dye on the slide by hand for 15-30 seconds 
but not longer. Wash the stain from the slide with absolute EtOH 
dispensed from a wash bottle. Dry the slide and mount with Permount 

5. Observe at 400X 

Nuclear material i~ stained red by the Nuclear Fast Red dye. Sperm heads 
are usually well d1fferentiated with the acrosome staining significantly 
less deryse1y than the distal region of the head. Epithelial membranes 
are sta1ned green by the picroindigocarmine. Nuclei inside enithelial 
cells appear purple. Yeast cells also stain red however the stain is 
uniform thoughout the cell and extends into polyp-like structures which 
are occassional1y observed with yeast cells. 
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ANALYSIS OF AMYLASE ACTIVITY (according to the procedure of Blake and Sensabaugh) 

~lase activity is controlled at two genetic loci, Amy and ~. AmY is 
expressed in saliva, perspiration, milk, and vaginal secreti6ns; Amy22is exp~essed 
in feces, urine. blood serum, semen, and vaginal secretions. ~lase activity is 
particularly high in saliva and feces and this fact can aid in the identification 
of these blody fluids. While the amount of a~lase activity is the primary indicator 
of the presence of saliva, it is often useful to test this interpretation by an 
electrophoretic analysis of the sample. 

AMYLASE ASSAYS IN AGAR GELS 

1% agarose gels are prepared containing 0.1% starch, 0.1 ~1 P04 , pH 6.9, 7mM NaCl. 
The solution is heated to boiling to dissolve the agarose and starch after which 
it is poured into a disposable petri dish, 2-3 mm thick. The gels can be used after 
they set or stored in the refrigerator. Wells are cut into the gel and allowed 
to diffuse overnight. Amylase activity is detected by flooding the plate with 
1% solution of Lugo1's iodine. The amount of activity in the sample is logarithmically 
related to the diameter of the cleared circle (or linearly to the area). The gel 
can be calibrated by including solutions of known amylase activity on the gel. 

This assay is generally applicable to many enzyme systems including phosphatases. 
See Schill, W.B., and G.F.B. Schumacher, "Radial Diffusion in Gel for Micro Determina
ti on of Enzymes, II AnaL Bi ochem., 46, (1972), 502-533. 

ELECTROPHORETIC ANALYSIS OF AMYLASE ACTIVITY 

Electrophoresis: (acry1amide slab gel) 

Tank Buffer: pH ca. 8.6 
glycine 
Tris 
H20 

Gel Buffer: pH 8.8 
Tris 
H 0 
Titrate to pH 8.8 with HC1 

Stock Acry1amide Solution: 

50.4 g (0.192 M) 
10.59 g (0.025 M) 
3.5 liters 

90.83 g (.75 M) 
1 liter 

30% acry1amide, 0.82% N,N' - methy1enebisacrylamide in H?O (acry1amide 
hydrolyses to acrylic acid in alkaline buffers; therefore they should 
be avoided in the preparation of stock solutions). Store in a brown 
bottle in the cold. 

Gel Preparation: 5% acrylamide gels, thickness: 1.5 to .75 mm 
Stock acry1amide 5.0 m1 
Gel buffer 15.0 m1 
H20 10.0 m1 
ApS (ammonium persulfate) 20 mg 
TEMED (N,rl,N' ,N'-tetramethylethylenediamine) 20 u1 (initiate) 
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Gel Preparation (continued) 
Mix all components except TEMED and degas with vacuum pump. Add TEMED 
and swirl. Charge gel frame without fntroducing bubbles. Bubble formation 
at the sample comb can be removed by withdrawing the comb and then reinserting 
it into the frame. Place a layer of wlter on the exposed acrylamide 
solution and ~llow it to polimerize (Ibout 1 hour). No pre-run is necessary .. 

Sample Preparation: 
After buffer is placed in the upper electrode chamber, the sample comb 
is removed and the wells Ire wished by pipetting buffer into the wells. 
Samples are made dense by adding several crystals of sucrose Ind are then 
applied to the top of the well with a microliter syringe. 

Conditions: 
Gels (17.5 X 14 cm X 1.5 mm) Ire run It I constlnt current of 30 rna. (90-250V) 
until the buffer front reaches the bottom of the gel (about 3-4 hours). 

Amylase Stain: 
Substrate solution: (prepared fresh daily) 
1% soluble starch in 0.1 M PO, ' pH 6.9 containin9 7 mM NaC1. Heat to 
boiling to dissolve starch, tnen cool to room temperature. 

Lugo1's iodine solution: 
KI 
12 
H20 

2 9 
1 g 

200 m1 

Place gel in excess substrate solution (e.g .• pyrex baking dish) and inCUbate 
for 1 hour with agitation (e.g., Eberbach rotator). Then wash gel with 
water and place on a glass plate and incubate an additional hour or longer 
depending on the activity of the samples. After the second inCUbation period 
the gel is bathed in a dilute solution of Lugol's iodine (about 1%). 
Within minutes the gel turns a deep blue revealing white bands of amylase 
activity. 
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A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO THE ANALYSIS OF SEMEN EVIDENCE: CASE EJCNoIl>LES 

Alleged Sperm ul SellllUl Dilution ABH Titers PGM VICTIM 
CU .. Post--Coital ACP in on of Semen in Extract on !ABOI PGM CONCWSION 

Interval (hrs) (ill/swab) Debris SWab in Extract 
A B H Swab Sec 

1 2.5 .024 few not compatible with ejacu-
lation vithiu alledgild post 
cotial intarval. 

2 3.5 .057 few not co.patible vith ejacu-
lation within alledged 
po.t-coital interval. 

3 3.5 .054 few not coapatible vith ejacu-
lation within alledged 
post-coital interval. 

4 2.25 5.2 many 10 l~ 1/20 1/80 1/40 2-1 0 1-1 AB .ecretor .... n donor, 
carries PGMl 2 allele I 

~ 
5 2.5 6.2 many 12 1:32 - - - 2-1 2-1 non-secretor a...n donor 

6 2.0 
! 

1.35 2.7 1-1 no definite conclusion--many 1:150 1/4 - - 1-1 A 
pee data indicates vaginal fluie 

rather than. .... n as .sourQ4t , 
of A activity. ~n donor 
most likely a non-secretoJ:. 

-
7 3-7 .262 many 0.5 1:763 - - neat 0 no information about .• ..an I 

Sec donQr generated. 
r 
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Gunshot Residue Case 

Elizabeth Ann Schultz, Suspect 
Jack E. Schultz, Victim 
Murder 

Background of Case 

586 

By letter dated August 25, 1976, the Oakdale, California, Police Department 
requested that cotton applicator swabs taken from the back of hands of the victim be 
analyzed for the elements antimony and barium. Antimony and barium are com
ponents of most primer mixtures and can be deposited on the hand when a firearm 
is discharged. After a telephonic request from the contributor, the palm swabs 
were also examined and the firearm involved was test fired to determine its 
deposition characteristics. 

In summary, it was reported that no significant amounts of antimony and barium 
were detected on any of the swabs; barium only was present in the primer mixture 
of the .22 caliber ammunition involved; the firearm deposited a significant quantity 
of barium; and it could not be determined if Jack Schultz had discharged a firearm. 
However, this did not preclude the poa8iblity that he could have discharged a 
firearm and no gunshot residues were deposited on the hand or that these residues, 
if deposited on the hand, were removed by washing or wiping before the specimens 
were obtained. 

In October 1976, the notes and data in this case were turned over to the 
defense pursuant to a court order. When a preliminary hearing was set for this case, 
the prosecutor requested FBI testimony because a defense expert was interpreting the 
FBI data to show an opinion different from ours. In the interest of justice, SA 
Donald Havekost testified as to his results and opinion. Peter Barnett testified for 
the defense. An indictment was returned and the subject was found not guilty at 
trial. Havekost did not testify at the trial. 

On March 10, 1981, Fred Canant, private attorney, Modesto California, who was 
the prosecutor handling this case was contacted by SA John W. Kilty. 

Canant was informed of the FBI's interest in the case. He stated that the 
pathologist testified that the wound in the victim was-not compatible with a self
inflicted one and that there was other evidence to indicate that Jack Schultz was a 
murder victim. He stated that he desired to show that the absence of significant 
amounts of antimony and barium on the victim's hands reinforced this theory; 
however, Havekost maintained during his testimony at the preliminary hearing that 
his results were inconclusive and could not point in any direction. Canant stated 
that Havekost didn't do his case any good (or harm) so he decided not to call him for 
trial. 
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Gunshot Residue Case (Continued) 

Observations: 

1. Barnett's written paper and oral presentation state, "At the trial th: 
FBI witness testified:" According to Havekost and Canant, Havekost dId 
not testify at the trial. 

2. Barnett's paper and speech make no mention of the pathologist's. 
opinion or any other evidence, only that "the cumulative effect of th.IS . 
testimony (presumably Havekost's) was to establish that, had the ~lcbm 
fired the gun, there would be significantly greater amounts_ of barlUm on 
his hands therefore he must not have fired the gun." ObVIously, Canant 
did not think this was the "cumulative effect" of the testimony or he would 
surely have called Havekost as a prosecution witness at the trial. 

3. When Barnett introduced the gunshot residue case during his oral 
presentation he stated, "The final case involves a question of interpretation. " 
He then proceeded to talk about the case. In his written paper Barnett follows 
the quoted sentence with "and may be reasonably interpreted differently by 
different people." 

4. Aside from the "interpretation of the data" question, it appears that 
Barnett misrepresented the Laboratory's role in this case by failing to 
mention the pathologist's opinion, stating that Havekost testified at a trial 
and generally leaving the impression that Havekost's testimony misled the 
"trier of fact." 

5 . The Laboratory stands by the interpretation Havekost made of the data gathered 
in this case. It is our opinion that other persons doing GSR work would reach 
the same "no conclusion." As a point of information, our general policy for 
the past two years has been to not examine swabs for gunshot residue when 
the primer mixture does not contain both :l..l'Itimony and barium. It is our firm 
conviction that the absence of significant amounts of antimony and barium on 
the hands of a suspected shooter should not infer that that person did not 
discharge a firearm. 

6 Mr Barnett quotes the FBI examiner as testifying, "I could not 
d~tern:ine whether or not the individual trom whom these swabs w.ere 
taken had discharged a firearm." According to the actual transcrIpt. 
Mr. Barnett himself testified as follows: 

Question (Defense Counsel): 

Answer (Mr. Barnett): 

"So in other words, you can't tell 
whether he did or did not fire the 
gun?" 

"You certainly couldn't make a 
definite conclusion one way or the 
other. that's right." 

Mr. Barnett's discussion of this case in his paper is clearly inconsis.tent 
with the sworn testimony. It should be noted that Barnett also testified 
that he had no actual experience in GSR examinations and that his 
knowledge in this area was based on his readings of the literat"olre. 
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Photographic Examination Case 

ABDULLAH MUHAMMAD 
Bank Robbery 

588 

The evidence in this matter was subrr.itted to the Laboratory by airtel 
May 10 I 1979, and involved both document and photographic comparisons. 
The photographic examination was completed on 6/28/79, the report to 
Anchorage is dated July il, 1979. 

The photographic comparison included shoes, pants, ski mask and a 
gym bag. It was determine that the shoes (0), pants (K2) and ski mask (K3) 
were either the same style and/or similar to the comparable items depicted 
in the Ql role of surveillance film from captioned robbery. Positive identi
fications were not made because of the lack of specific individual characteris
tics. 

It was further determined that the gYIn bag (K4), was the same bag 
as depicted in the QI film. At trial (7/30-8/3/79), the examiner did produce 
a display depicting photographs of the bag as depicted in the questioned film 
and those made in the Laboratory. It was explained that the display was 
strictly for purposes of explanation to the court and jury. The examination 
was all inclusive and not limited to the display photos. 

An examiner with a Bachelor'I':! Degree in Photography, aM.S. in 
Forensic Science and 10 years of FBI Laboratory experience should certainly 
know the difference between class and individual characteristics. It is 
surmised that Barnett made the statement about his not knowing the difference 
because Barnett considers all the characteristics to be class while the examiner 
and other experienced photo examiners., also found suMcient individual and 
identifying characteristics for an identification. 

While the examiner states he had never before (or since) examined a 
bag exactly like the K4 bag, he h .. conducted thousands of comparisons 
utilizing the same training and methods. It is not practical for FBI Laboratory 
examiners to go about securinr similar or comparable items for comparison 
or to determine methods of manufecture .. Barnett surraBts we should 
because of time and cost. 

In this matter the examiner testitled as an expert, was 80 accepted by 
the court and defense and subsequently rendered ~s "expert opinion". 

Barnett's paper suggests that the entire examination was based upon 
only those characteristics shown in the display which is not true as pre
viouslyexplained. Additionally, the identification was based upon the 
location of the horizontal and vertical pattern to the edges of the bag. It 
was noted that the pattern was not symmetric which indicated that the 
manufacturer made no attempt to match patterns, etc. Therefore I the class 
characteristics become individual ones. Mr. Barnett has either overlooked 
that or refuses to accept it. This is the same philosophy which is utilized 
for photo comparisons of shirts, plaid jackets, etc. The random pattern 
match makes the characteristics unique. 

The court transcript indicates the qualitlcations and experience of 
the FBI analyst and are clearly and tully set forth .. i. his definition 0' 
class characteristics and individual characteristics. 
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U. s. vs. Michael Kennedy 
MurdElr 
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In the case U. S. VB. Michael Kennedy, the hair examinations were 
conducted by SA Frederick J. Wallace. It is noted that therE! were three trials 
in this case, two mistrials before a conviction on the third trial. After the first 
trial SA Wallace suffered a heart attack, thus causing the need for a re-examination 
of the items of evidence. The re-examinations were conducted by SA Robert E. 
Neill. 

SA Wallace testitied that he identified three head hairs removed from the 
victims clothing that matched the head hairs from the suspect. His notes indicate 
that he found a fourth head hair that exhibited marked similarities to the head 
hairs from the suspect. When SA Neill re-examined the items he advised that, 
in his opinion, the fourth hair was within the range ot characteristics exhibited 
by the known head hair trom the suspect and he testitied that, in his opinion, 
this hair was also a match and could have originated from the suspect. 

Mr. Barnett indicates a discrepancy in the Agents testimony with regard 
to the bleaching ot the hairs and whether or not the queationed hairs were torcibly 
removed. The possibility does exist that SA Wallace could have become confused, 
due to the voluminous amount of notes and the long period~ of direct examination 
and cross examination, with respect to the roots being forcibly removed. With 
regard to bleaching, there was a discussion between SA Wallace and SA Neill 
as to whether or not the areas of bleaching on the hairs was the result of sun 
bleaching or chemical bleaching. In a discussion with AUSA Thomas Coftln, the 
prosecutor in this case, he advised that these "discrepancies" did not relate to 
the court issues and in fact, were never issues at all. They were resolved during 
the second trial and the bleaching of the hair and the hairs being forcibly removed 
never came up in the third trial - the trial in which the conviction was obtained. 
AUSA Coffin further advised, and the record indicates also that the identification 
of the hairs was made by both FBI experts and I in fact was agreed to by Charles 
Morton, the hair examiner for the detense. All three of these individuals arrived 
at the same conclusion with respect to the substantive issue ot the trial con
cerning the association of the queltioned hairs with the known sample of the 
suspect. 
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Mr. KELLEHER. As regards the comments made by Mr. McCrone, 
which I read in his statement, I would at this time like to explain 
what our relationship is with Mr. McCrone. 

Mr. McCrone operates a private laboratory in the Chicago area. 
He is extremely proficient in the utilization of microscopy, of a 
microscope, and those techniques that are used to best illuminate 
and best display those objects that are being looked at through a 
micros90pe to obtain the best results from them. 

Mr. McCrone has provided instruction in the use of these micro
scopes, and for many years enjoyed an outstanding-has enjoyed 
an outstanding reputation in being able to do just that. 

There was a time when we received an appropriation to purchase 
a number of new microscopes, all of which were extremely valuable 
to us, and we felt that since he had this capability, that we would 
not want our people to possibly go-to go without the benefit of his 
instruction in those areas. And we sent them to an instruction
rather, a session-that he had, in our area, for instruction in the 
use of this type of microscope. 

Thereafter, I think this thing-his comments begin to lose per
spective, because Mr. McCrone is not an expert in all of the areas 
of criminalistics that we address in our laboratory, and a number 
of the people that were present were from different disciplines. 
There may have been people there frorn firearms; and others from 
microscopy, the microscopic unit; others from serology; and they 
were there just for that purpose. 

They were not there to gain any particular instruction in their 
specific scientific discipline, because we are of the opinion that he 
was not now and never has been competent in some of these other 
areas. 

When the people returned to our laboratory and we received 
information from him, there was no idea that there was a profi
ciency testing afoot, or even that these things-that the communi
cations from him should be responded to. I feel that he has really 
overstepped himself in his evaluation of the competency of labora
tories. 

The proficiency testing that was done by LEAA showed us, 
indeed, that all laboratories were not proficient in certain of the 
disciplines involved in the broad field of criminalistics. 

But these laboratories, many of them that responded, would not 
have conducted such an examination if that particular evidence 
had been sent to them; they would have forwarded it either to us 
or to another laboratory that they knew had that capability. It was 
an opportunity that they took to test themselves, or-tlLet's tryout 
the new man and see whether or not he can handle this type of 
thing, and maybe we can broaden our capability"-or that the 
results were very useful to him. 

And we, after several of these examinations, or several of these 
proficiency tests, we began for a while there to receive a little bit 
more than we normally got in the way of materials from other 
people--but that leveled off, ultimately. 

Why he chose to couch his criticisms in the terms he did, I am 
really at a loss to explain, and I don't think you can find it in any 
records. I do believe it was just that he had a sour perception, 
frankly, of our organization. That's the best I can give you. 

-------- ; . 
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Mr. BOYD. In your March 23 letter to majority counsel, which is 
submitted to the subcommittee for the record, you made reference 
to a more complete evaluation of Mr. Barnett's paper. Was that 
included among the materials which you submitted? And if not, 
would you please submit it? 

Mr. KELLEHER. We will be pleased to submit that, a complete 
response to all of these comments. 

Mr. BOYD. To what extent, Mr. Kelleher, does the FBI ever serve 
as a training ground for State and local jurisdictions who have 
established their own laboratories? How effective are those State 
and local laboratories? 

Mr. KELLEHER. Would you ask that question again? 
Mr. BOYD. To what extent does the FBI serve as a training 

ground and serve to train local and State laboratory personnel? 
Mr. KELLEHER. We have basically three major functions in addi

tion to our actually on-site support function of our investigative 
organization. They are in the examination of casework, in scientific 
and specialized training, and in research. 

We have fully committed ourselves to the course that we set out 
for ourselves back in 1974: To provide scientific and technical train
ing for State and local laboratories whenever and wherever possi
ble within our budget limitations. In 1977, we had approval, or had 
established this program, with constant communication and guid
ance from State and local laboratories. We have established a 
program of offering specialized scientific training in those areas 
that we felt were most in need. And during several symposia that 
were held-and I have here the report of the first symposium, 
dated January 17, 1974, and the report of the second symposium, 
that I would like to introduce to the record, if I may. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection, they will be received. 
[The information referred to follows:] 
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DI:PARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FI:DERAL BU~I:AU OF INVESTIGATION 

FBI LABORATORY PARTICIPATION 

IN THE LEAA SPONSORED 

PROFICIENCY TESTING PROGRAM 

CONDUCTED BY THE 

FORENSIC SCIENCES FOUNDATION, INC. 

1974 1977 
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INTROPUCTION 

In 1974, the Forensic Sciences Foundation, under a grant 
from LEAA, established a nationwide voluntary Proficiency Testing 
Program involving the Nation's crime laboratories. This project 
~as the first to conduct proficiency testing of criminalistic " 
laboratories on a nationwide basis. Laboratories had the opportunity 
to judge their performance in examining controlled substances, 
blood, paint, glass, hairs, fibers, firearms, physiological fluids, 
questioned documents, WOOd, arson accelerants, soils and elemental 
analysis of metal. The project, which was initiated by the members 
of the criminalistics community, had the objective of researching 
the methodology and f~asibility of crime laboratory proficiency 
testing. 

The participating laboratories were assigned an identifying 
code number for each examination conducted. This insured the 
anonymity guaranteed by the Forensic Sciences Foundation and also 
allowed each laboratory to compare their performance a~ainst others 
receiving the same samples. 

The FBI Laboratory participated in 18 of the 21 different test 
samples from 1975 to early 1977, and was the referee laboratory 
in 5 of these. There were no improper conclusions made by the 
laboratory as reflected by those results published by the Forensic 
Sciences Foundation. The Laboratory decided to discontinue 
its participation in as much as the tests involved were an additional 
burden on Bureau resources not directly related to casework, and it 
was felt that the Laboratory would not stand to benefit from further 
participation. 

The following pages contain a copy of the completed data sheets 
for each proficiency test in which the FBI Laboratory participated. 
Along with each data sheet are comparison comments showing the 
FBI Laboratory findings and those of the sample suppliers and 
referee laboratories. The source of these comparison comments 
is the final report for each proficiency test which was provided by 
the Forensic Sciences Foundation. 

i 
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PROFICIENCY TESTING PROGRAM 

Unit 

Test #1 Controlled Substance Chemistry 

(Referee) Test #2 Firearms Exam Firearms 

Test #3 Blood AnalYl3is Serology 

(Referee) Test #4 Glass Exam Mineralogy 

(Referee) Test #5 Auto Paint Instrumental 

Test #6 Drug Analysis Chemistry 

Test #7 Firearms Exam Firearms 

Test #8 Blood Analysis Serology 

Test #9 Glass Exam Mineralogy 

Test #lOA General Paint Instrumental 

Test #11 SOU Exam Mineralogy 

Test :/112 Fiber Exam Microscopic 

Test #13 Physiological Fluid Serology 

Test #14 Arson Exam Chemistry 

Test :/115 Drug Analysis Chemistry 

Test :#F16 Paint Exam Instrumental 

Test :#F17 Metal Exam Elemental & 
Metallurgy 

Test :#F18 Hair Exam· Microscopic 

Test #19 Wood ExaIn Microscopic 

(Referee) Test #20 Questioned Doc. Exam Document 

(Referee) Test :/121 Firearms Exam Firearms 

ii 

~ 

1-2 

3-4 

5-7 

8-10 

11-13 

14-16 

17 

18-20 

21-23 

24-26 

27-29 

30-31 

33-34 

35-37 

38-40 

41-43 

41~-46 

47-49 

50··52 

53-55 

57-58 
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PROFICIENCY TESTING PROGRAf·' 

TEST NO. 1 

I.ab (;ode !!A----''N~G!~ __ 

Examine according to your normal laboratory procedures a~d complete 
portion(s) belovi which complies ~Iith your laboratory POllCY. 

1. (a) ~Ihat is the controlled (narcotic or dangerous d~ug) 
substance PetJtObQ.RtdQ.1 

INPORTI\NT 

DO NOT SIGN THIS DATA SHEET OR IN P.NY OTHER I~AY IDENTIFY YOUR LABORATORY. 

• KE· r"IETH S FIELD rCRENSIC SCIENCES FOUNDP.TIO!I. SUITE P.ETURN COpy TO: " • • ' 208-2 
515. 11400 ROCKVILLE. PIKE. ROCKVILLE. HARYLAND :l • . 

1 
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Controlled Substance 

Findings: 

FBI 

60% pentobarbital 

596 

Chemistry Unit 

Supplier of Sample 

74 + 5% sodium 
pentobarbital 

Test No.1 

Two Referee Labs 

Same as supplier 

NOTE: FBI data sheet was not included in the Proficiency Testing report No.1. 
At the time this proficiency test was completed, the Laboratory had 
not yet decided to officially participate in this program. 
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FIGURE 3 " 

DATA SHEET - TEST #2 
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Firearms Unit 

. 
Firearms Evidence Test No.2 

Findings: FBI was referee lab No.2. 
Correct with suppliers suggested anl:;wers. 

NOTE: A copy of the completed Data Sheet - Test No. 2 was not 
maintained by the Firearms Unit. 
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CHECK HERE (AND RETURI;O IF YOU DO NOT PERFonN BLOOD ANALYSIS P.1 

DATE RECEIVED IN LAB 3-17 

DATE PROCESSED IN LAB}/17 

DATA SHEET 

PROFICIENCY TESTING PROGRAN 

TEST #3 
. , 

HUf-lAN BLOOD ANALYSIS 

Tr.:! sa~i11e is a human. blood stain. therefore we ask that you supply only the, 
fi.e-:hodology you \~ould use in ans~/eri!1g questions 1 and 2. It is not necessary to 
~=~fo~ the actual tests. This applies to questions 1 and 2 only. 

1. 

2. 

Indicate the methods you would normally use to ascertain that the sample is blooe 

:':ethod(s): Bcnzidina c.nd/or pbcnol';>hthnlcin folloH~d by hClilOchrOirlO;;Cn 
(T::k::l.yc.r.,:;;.) • 

1:"::licate the m~thods you \~ould normally use to ascel'tain that the blood is from 
h!i~ species ... 

:·:ethod~s).: Rins ?rod?it1n :J..."1o./or Oucht. .. rl'):lY double diffusion (l:sin.:;, . 
!lin hO\::S.::1I ,1rop!l.rud :"'''lti~s;rur.l). 

5 
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-'2 -
<. 

Examine according to your normal laboratory procedures and complete portiones) .whic 
cc;::ply "Iith your laboratory policy. . ' , ' 

3. a. Hhat is the ABO factor? __ 13 ___________ _ 

b. Indicate methodes) used: l:[oliil.rd ~d 1·.Zlrtin ( .... cet:;.to ':'huct) f::>r 

L!I.'L.tos .( crust tas'!;) for :l.gglutinin. 

* I:n:''libitiol1 ~"ou1d :;.lso h::vo bean .usad' h!ld s;Jl::p10 size 9~r,:..i;;.t,~q 

~. If YOW" laboratory has the capabilities to perform any other groupir.g or sub
grouping procedul'es (such as !'.N, Rh. or isoenzymes, etc.). run any 01' all of , 
them and report your findin!)s here.' (For each grouping or subgrouping identifi 
please indicate the methods used. Attach additional sheets if necessary.) 

Group: .. ar 

!'!Ethod(s): . HO\'lllrcl end ~"::.rt.in (Ac:;tll:r;o Sh"et) 

Group: ~!l 

Nethod{s): 
:}2:-:)\.;'o PGl-. 2-1. 

_'"oo.ific~t.i.on of RCr-.? l".ct."lodj vhrc::..ds 
r,lot:nteo. "on :l.cot. .. :r.o s."loot.. 

~~~rCh b:;l clocuropnor~sis. 

II " II 

6 
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Serology Unit 

Blood Analysis Test No.3 

Findings: 

FBI Supplier Ref #1 Ref #2 Ref #3 

ABO factor (same) group B (same) (same) (same) 

AK type 1 (same) (same) 

EAP (same) type A (same) (same) (same) 

Hb type A 

Hp Type 2-1 

MN (same) type MN type M (same) 

PGM (same) type 2-1 (same) (same) (same) 

Rh (same) Positive, Cc DEe (same) 

Rheumatoid 
Arthritis 

Factor Negative 

NOTE: (same) - same results as supplier. 
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'0 CHECK HERE '\/li.'·~ Rr_-,U",\,'.!',I 1- ":,\,, l) ..... "~ 
U I' IUu 'oJ "VI P':::::~(:~~i G! ASS E"{',"'Ir".-.-.. . _.. ·""'11 ,-.,.. •• J.':.I .. : 

OJ.TE RECEIVED IN LAB_ 4/29/75 
D,~'j:: ??'O::i:SSEO iN lA13 4/30/75-

i5/l/75 , , 
~ SHEET 

PROFICIEllCY ;TESTH;G P;!OG!'w4:': 

'. 

TEST g 
GLASS EXAiWIATlOfl 

\' 

XO fluorescence in U.V. (short wave). 

~2.4911g/cc; NC, 1.5129; ND, 1.5157; NF, 1.5216 
Dispersion curve different shape from B. 

--, . 

.. 

Fluorescence,,' on one side in U. V' •• (short ,,,ave) 
D=2.5054g/cc;·NC, 1.5158; ND. 1.5185; NF. 1.52~7 
i~:e ,,,,olfld nOX'lnally stop here since A is d' ff . f J! 
:or th1s study we al d'd d' 1 erent rom B 
(XC; Nj, NF}) The so 1 en~1ty (D), refrac~ive index 
biLity of same so~~c:r:sa~~o d1fferent beyond any'possi-
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?";;.:ort: 

The glass in spec~~en A is significantly different from 
the glass in spec~nen B and could not have co~e from 'the 
sarne source as s~ecimen B. 

3. Hethod(s) and instrument(s) used: 

Fluorescence: 
Short wave ultraviolet light, darkened box, observation. 

Density: 
Float-sink method. l~en equal to bromoform-alcohol 
mixture at 250 + O.loC, used plumb bob and Christian 

"Becker densityDalance. 

Refractive Index and Dispersion Curve: 
AOAC m~thod using: 
1. Nettler Hot Stage::, FP 52 
2. B & L Honochromator, quartz-iodide lamp, condenser 

lens 
3. ft~erican Optical Phase-Star microscope with lOX 

,~ eyepieces, lOX objectives, long working distance 
condenser 

9 
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Minerall~~ 

Glass Examination Test No.4 

Findings: FBI Lab was Referee Lab No.3 

Could item A have common origin with item B? 

FBI Supplier Other Referee Labs 

No No No 
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UlI.l t.1JIJ:. 1\-__ "5""-1-1'-'/. ... 2_ 

o CHECK HERE (AND RETURN) IF YOU DO NOT PERFOPJ'I AUTO PAIIIT EXAl.JINATI< 

DATE RECEIVEU IN LAB 5/21/75 

DATE PROCESSED III LAB 6/4/75 

r .. ' . , .. '. 1'/1. 
" 

"-
\ .... / 

.' 
.' 

DATA SHEET 

PROFICIENCY TESTING PROGRAH 

TEST tl5 
AUTO PAINT EXAMINATION 

It~J A represents a paint specimen recovered from the clothing of a.dead victim found 
at r~::sics--an apparent hit-and-run victim. (Disregard metal base plate.) 

It:::-s :: and C were taken from tv/o separate suspect vehicles, {Disregard metal base p 

1. I~ A could have common origin with: 

DB 
@. C 

o Both 

o tleither 

2. iinat info~4tion (quantitative and qualitative) did you develop to arrive at your 
ccnclusion in tlo. 11 

~_~ The layer structure of the paints of A, Band C a~e as fo1101 

1. l>Iedium orange acry1ic enamel 
2. Medium gray primer 
3. Dark gray primer 

:,licroscopically A, Band C matched in colors and textures; 
::':.~,£:-;-er, u.,der quantitative and qualitative analyses~ it ,·ras determi 
~a~ ~~e L,organic and organic constituents of ~~e nedium ordnge 
:==::':ic ena..llel layer of A and C matched and \~ere different from B. 
~ a~~ C ~ontained nickel and no antimony. 'B contained antimony and. 
~ ~~c~el. The pyrolysis products of the organic portions of A 
: ::-.=.-::.o;;eo. and ~ .. ere significantly different from B. 

11 

83-073 0 - 82 - 39 
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- 2 -

~J=thod(s) and instrument(s) used: 

1. Analysi~; of inorganic constituents \'laS 
a:::::;;:.:;:lished by the follo't7ing instrumental weans: 

a. 
b. 
c. 

Emission spectrograph 
Spark source mass soectroaraoh 
Scanning electron microscope-

t::e 
,2. Analysis of o~g~n~c constituents \'laS accomplished 

following instrumental means: 

a. Pyrolysis gas chrornatogr~ph 
b.. Infrared spectrophotometer 

3. Microscopic and microchenical tests "rere also 
:=:;::=yed on A, Band C. 

~·A;A SH~STS NUST BE RECEIVED AT THE FOUNDATIO:~ OFF·ICE BY JUNE 20. 1975. 

12 

,~, . 
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-----~--------~--------------- -~-- ~~~- ---~----~~. ~--------~~ .~ ~~----
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Instrumental 

Auto Paint Exam 

Findings: FBI Lab was Referee Lab No.3. 
Our results were consistent with 

supplier and other referee labs. 

13 

Test No.5 
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lAB CODE A- '3' 96 ., 

o CHECK HE HE (AND RETURN) IF YOU DO NOT PERFORl1 DRUG NIALYSIS ./. 

:DATE RECEIVED IN LAB '6/13/75: 

, ' 

DATE PROCESSED IN LAB 6/19/75 

. Mffi. 'SHEET 

PROFICIENCY TESTING PROGRAN 

TEST #6 

DRUG ANALYSIS 

1. The enclosed substance ~/as a street buy. The agent ~eeds all the 
qualitative and quantitative information you can give him. 

'. 
The questioned powder was found to contain ~.O% 

heroin, 2.4% procaine, 2.1% cocaine, as free bases, mixed 
with lactose. 

.-. -' ........... 

:l4 

, . 

609 

.\ 

- 2 -

2. Indicate method(s) used: 

: 

1. Weight: 530 milligrams. 

2. Spot tests: Kopponyi - negative 
FPN - negative 
Fecl3 - 'negative 
~Iecke's - green-blue (opiate) 
Marq.uis - purple (opiate) 
Cobalt Thiocyanate - blue (-caine) 

3. Infrared spectrophotometry, as is, identified lactas 

4. General screen for acid and neutral drugs - negative 

5. Gas Chromatography - 3% OV-17 and 3% QF-l column. 

6. 

7. 

Thin Layer Chromatography - ethyl acetate; Benzene; 
NH40H (60-35-5). 

Ultraviolet spectrophotometry of components purified 
by TLC. 

, 
8. 

9. 

Infrared spectrophotometry of heroin pur:l.fied by 

Quantitatio'n: 

I COl.j 

GC - Heroin - 3% QF-l at 2300 C 
- Procaine - 3% QF-l at 2000 C 
-' Cocaine - 3% QF-l at 2000 C 

Chlorpl"o:nazine, interna.l standard 
- Amounts as free bases: 

Heroin 3.0% 
Procaine 2.4% 
Cocaine 2.1% 

DATA SHEETS NUST BE RECEIVED AT THE FOUNDATIO:~ OFFICE 

BY JULY 14, 1975. 

15 
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Chemistry 

Drug Analysis 

Findings: 

FBI Supplier 

Heroin Heroin Hydrochloride 

Procaine Cocaine hydrochloride 

Cocaine Procaine hydrochloride 

Lactose Lactose 

NOTE: (same) means same as supplier. 

16 

Test No.6 

2 Ref. Labs 

(same) 

(same) 

(same) 

(same) 

--- -----~ ----------- --------~~---- - ~- ------

611 

Firearms 

Firearms Evidence Test No.7 

Findings: FBI did not participate in this exam. 

NOTE: Firearms Unit case load. was over 50 per exa er and deadlin~ 
passed prior to examin g this test spec· n. 

17 

j 

r , 
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'. 
o CHECK HERE (AND RliTURN) IF YOU DO HOT l'J::RJ:'DrU1 IlLOOD A:'!ALYSIS 

DATE RECEIVED IN LAll-k';;-7~ 
DATE l'ROCRSSED IN U\U..i.V,.~l-; 'l, 

DATA SHEET 

PROFICIlli'lCY TESTING PROGP~! 

TEST fiB 

BLOOD ANALYSIS 

Pl(~ase cl<amille salDples according to your nomal laboratory procedurEls and. complC!te port:j 
'lhich comply with your laboratory policy. The checklists tlre intended as a convenience 
in filling out the report; tJley are not intended to suggest lilly Dpecific test or bnttcr) 
of tests. Please add any additional information you consider pertinent to your respolls! 

1. Have the stains been confirmed as blood? 

Ite:n A Item B, Hethods Used: 

Yc:; g] p§ 
No 0 0 
Inconclus:tve 0 0 

[J Color test (Specify) 
~ Crystal test (Specif~Y')~~-----R~~-~--_-~--_-_---
o Nacrosco;Jic 
r}g l::tcroscl'l,ic 
o Precipitj,n 
o Other (SpeCify) 

COJ.tments: ----------------------------

2. 

Yet; 

~'o 

Itel:l A Iter D 

~ o 
Inconclusive 0 o 
Com:Dcn!:s: 

-------~--------

Ll EI(!ctrC'jlhol:l";::.:' 
~l Precipitin -tv b ~ 
\lI1 Olher (Sped!')' )_Ghl._'p-~!,_b_l~ p..: Tf.:.~:'1:£.!J_._ 

18 

-~-------~ - ---

1\ 

I 

i 
I 
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,. 
' .. 2 

•• I' 

iould Item A ~nd It~::t n hnvc odgintltad from the sa:\la so~,!'ce? 
) ~ 

LJ Yes D.( No o Inconclusive 

4. !·nmt infor:nlltion did you devclo!? to m:t'ivc at YOIli: eonelutdon in Que(~tion 3? (Attach cdd:J.HoMl sheets 1£ 
ta~ces::;r.'t')'.) The teoJ.c j.s '.'rov:l.dr.·d tIn: your c:cn\·en:i"~'1CC. It is not intended to su(;ge.nt any particule::- . 
tes t 0;: on t ter.y of tes ts. D I ff «. r'tt.\.-\-· t:; A P 1)' pe; 

Item A I teln B Methods Uscd: 
~ .................... __ .................... __ .......... __ ........... ~~T~~ Tvon 

i ABO ---I----:.~~~~~, . --;-~~s;.rt.~t~ Sli::(~+; L5Lt.t._e~'E""---______ _ 

! l.l( (~c!cm·lute kb.,.nc) I~ 
I .: I -
i A~yl;!.$e I !---- ,----

I· EAP (crvth::ocyte acid 1)hospr~~!£~~) I ·..s'f;~J:::.dL~~L...-d..LC...ttLm04lp~hlJ.aLl,,-~~s,;u.t rl..-..... __ ..... _____ ............... -'~=__ 

I EnD (~ster?_~e.j2) I 
! Hb (hC!I.q;l0;.~:;.,_n_) _________ ~:C.·OI\ 1 ;t1\'co~..i.lJ.Sll.Q.S...:j:...J.kt:tClte ~!t!Jr~"'<I.ln.~J2_. __________ _ 

~_f~? ..... (_h'S~::Ci:}._Ij_oi_n) rt\:.~M I ~J\,c.o·Il.._i .!.l-cr ;l'.1AJ!-JcJ~~\.~~.x.;r'\I..:+L-........................................ --..... - ..... ----
i LDlL(i,.ctic dcS{dro?,\:::e=n:::.a~:::;"'c:::")!.-____ i_ -r-- [ 
!_H:.I T-r-;-r f;;Cc.se.~c=t. of NIUO~ped. Ac:e.~(l~~ ske.c.t thr"!.a.d lIlrih 
!_?c:}: (phcsph~glucom:li:D.s~) 2-1. T lflcon l.starch 9~J.~l-e..ct:t:i>pl\ot~si~s ________ ..... ________ _ 

! li!: _______ . __ ' _____ -I!r{!!..t_':c:.....:1--~~JI -d ~ !I Fa..c.i2.~C2N1="...l'lQ.i-tvp-e.e Moth fi~cl ~Cl'!P tb~a.d. t'I\~hoc1 
i p .... , ... , ~.. . •. \,. ... _. ...... r. .. _-.:.!!f:_~0!:.·.~_02_.£:..L.::_~_:.::~J.~t::1.2"'._:.:~a~c::.:t:.:·o::!:r'___. _ _\. ____ : _____ 1 ___ , ___________ . ___ ..... __ ..... ___ . ______ _ 

: .. III ,-i ,) ----~,-----~.~---+-------
L..9.i;ll.c_r-.!.£.r-_~~=Lfvt _______ ~ 
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Serology 

Blood Analysis 

Findings: 

FBI Supplier 

Confirmed as blood? yes yes yes yes 
AandB 

r 
Human Blood? yes yes yes yes 

AandB 

A and B from No No 
same source? 

20 

\ 

Test No.8 

Ref 1 . Ref 2 Ref 3 

No No yes yes yes yes 

yes yes yes yes yes yes 

No No No 

~ 
~ 

I 
! 
! 
I 

, . , 

f 
i 

i 

-,-

.. 

. ' 

,. 
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~.~AB CODE A - _-=-,---",-8'-,9,-' 6=-_ 
I F YOU OJ NOT PERF'oHl1 GLASS' EXfIMINATioN 

DATE RECEIVED IN LAB :9')17/;7,), .... 
DATE PROCESSED IN LAB 14,11/,/" F 

Co·;l d I tern A and B have conunon ori 9i n ~Iith I tern C? 

Yes 
No 
Inconcl usive 

Item II 

[jf' 
o 
o 

Item B 

if 
o 
o 

r ... t information (qualitative and quantitative) did you develop to a.'rive at 
.).<lr conclusions in Question 11 (Please check a":l appropriate boxes and provide 
va 1u.os :'ili~ ;'e app 1 i cau 1 e .) 

a. Color-

b. Dens.i ~y 

c •. msp,:,·,,:;.lon Curves 

d • El (>lilenta 1 Analysis 

·Ci~ Fk· .. ·j e:al' Natch 

f . Refra::ti ve I nd,.-x 

9· Th; cI:ness 

Ii. H.V. Light 

i. X-I'ay Fl uores cence 

(.; Othe: (Specify) 

l·t::·,,
:1\ 

colorless 

2. 2614gm/c 

Yes 

-
-

~14778-2)o 
~ 

. . NA 
1 --
I - --

, , 
'. 

Item 
. n 

colorless 

2.2614 

Yes 

-
-

P 1. 4778-20oC 

NA 

-
-_.----" ~.-

21 

Item 
C 

colorless 

2.2614 

Yes 

-
-

1. 4778-20oC 

NA 

-
... _-

. 

~------------------------~-------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------~ 
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3. Please specify the methods and/or instructions \'Ihi~h I'lere used. for tho~e 
methods checked in Question 2. (Example: Refractlve Index USlOg Cargllle 
l'iquids. hot stage; Density gradient tubes I·lith mixture of bromobenzene 
and bromoforlll. etc. Attach additional sheets if necessary.) 

Method: 'Refractive index using Dow #550 silicone oils, calibrated 
N. B. S. reference glass. 

, .. 

Method: ' , Dispers~on curves platted on ,HartmaI1I! Net to determine 
ND' ;Nc and NF' . 

Method: ' , Density usi.ng Ethanol and Bromoform to balance glass 
, , (sink-float method). Desnity of liquid determine~ on Christian Becker 

Density balance @ 25°C.:!: O. 1°C. " . . 

v 

Nathod: 

DATA SHEETS t·1UST BE RECF.I VED AT lllE FOUNDrmOi'1 
.OFFICE BY OCTOBER 6, 1975 

22 
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Glass Exam 

Findings: 

Could A and B 
have common 
origin with C? 

617 

Mineralogy 

FBI Supplier 

yes yes yes yes 

23 

Test No.9 

Ref 1 Ref 2 

yes yes No yes 
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.~ 

" ~,(_{. •••• ,,, ~L. 
h ~ II .~~'1! ,0 CHECK flER:: (AlID RETURII) IF YOU CO IIOT PERFORli PAUIT EUJ.lHfAHOIit-II-__ _ 

DATA SHEET 
PROFICIENCY TESTltIG PROGRAH 

TEST ilOA 
PAINT EXAMINATION 

1r.~'I/7f DATE RECEIVED IN LA! 

,;/ ",/7~ DATE PROCESSED III II 

Item B represents a paint san~ple removed from the door jamb of a burglarized building. I 
A and C represent samples found on the clothing of two different suspects. 

Could I,tems A or e have common origin with B1 

lTEr~ Jl. ill!L£ 
YES 0 0 
tlO ~. [2g 0"", ~ 

INCO~CLUSIVE 0 0 
2. Hhat information (qualitative and quantitative) did you develop to arrive at your conclusions 

Question l? Please check all appropriate boxes and provide values where applicable. . .... 
In the left hand column indicate the sequence (1,2,3 etc.) in which the tests ':~re run: 
with an asterisk (*) the point where a conclusion \~as reached. even though subsequent tes 
were performed for confirmato~ purposes. 

Sequence of 
Testing 

DEIIS!TY STUDIES 

*5 EtlISSION SPECTROSCO?Y 
(S~ecify Elements Identified) 

FLUORESCEIIT STl,iOIES 

l/lFRARED AWILYSIS 

1 . 1-1ACROSCOPIC EXAHIIIATION 

2 mCROSCOPIC EXAHIIIATIOII 

*4 PYROLYSIS G·e 

3 SOLUBILITY TESTS (Specify 
Solvents Used) 

TIIlII LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHY 

UV SPECTRO?HOTOMETRY 

HEN A 

, not identical 
with B or C 

',ITEH B ITEI 

not identi 
A or B 

i 

. -

. 

(,(--
X-R,W DIFFRACTIO:1 

X-HAY FLUORESCE/ICE 
(Count Ratio) 

-- I 
I ._-omEn (SPEC I Fy) 

24 

i 
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i 
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I 

-----~ ---~-------~--------..........------ - ---
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3. Please specify the information developed \'/ith each of the methods 
an~ instruments checked in Question 2. (Example: Solubility tests 
uSlng HC1, H2S04 , Acetone and HN03)' Please provide specific and 
complete responses. Attach additional sheets if necessary. 

f.1ethod: Not P033ible to ~etel'mine if A or C could have hao a common or, 
with:;) from macroscopic, micro.:;copic or sOiltbility testing. Solvents used we 
citloroform, ac'etone and ciiphenylamine. 

Nethod: Gas pyrolysis chromatography (isothermal, curie point-770o C) 
indicates that the organic portion of A is different from Band C. The latter 
two ar,e similar to each other in organic composition. ' 

Nethod: Emission spectroscopy: . 
1. A YS. B - Similar to each other in inorganic composition. 
2. A and B vs. C :- Major constituents, titanium and zinc, q 

different. Minor constituents of lead and aluminum.diffe 
Trace differences also noted in selenium and .cadmium. 

Synopsis of Differer:ces: 
A and B have more titanium than C. 
A and B have less zinc than C. 

Ili111.~ddtilclnM/ c&t-n'e'r.H·': 
A and B have more lead than C. 
A and B have less aluminum than C. 
C contains selenium and cadmium which were not detected"in A or B. 

DATA SHEETS t:UST BE RECEIVED AT TIlE 
FOUNDATION OFFICE BY HOV£riSER 26. 1975 

25 
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Paint Exam 

Findings: 

Could A and C 
have common 
origin with B? 

620 

Instrumental 

FBI S'Jpplier 

No No No No 

26 

Test No. 10 

Ref 1 Ref 2 

No No No No 

~ 

I 
I 
I I 
I 

.. 

I • 

621 

J.~ ~. 

Yes 0/ ,0· 

No Ci1 [t( 
Inconclusive 0' fJ 

."~ . 
2. Hhat information (qualHative and quantitative) did you develop to orrhe a: 

your conclusions in Qu~stion 11 Please-check all appropriilte bo)(cs and PI'O' 

values \'Ihere i1pp1icllble. . . . 
In the left hand columo indicate the sequence (T ,2,3, etc.) ill "llIic;; the tc; 
l'ler,\ run. Indicate \'lith an asterisk (*) the pO'jllt l'll!ere a cClllc:lusicn ~/ilS 
I'cached,. e;:i;m though subse!Ju~nt tests Here performed for confh-a:tltcn'y. purpo: 
If elemental and/ol' mine~'al composition is determined, 'indicate the't\le::Jent' 

. lind/or minerals identifi~~. 

Sequence of 
. Testi'1L-. 
__ 1_ Color 

5 

_4_ 

_8_ 

_2_ 

---L
_7_ 

Density Studies 
Microscop'ic 

Examination 

Emission 
Spectroscopy 

X-Ray Diffraction 
X-Ray Spectroscopy 

Other (Specify) 
Turbidity of wac:tings 
pff 
Spot tests for NOa 

Mineralogical 

ITEN /I 

LtYI~el. brown to e. brown 

I More 4eavt Il'Iiin'~ 
~agJletic, iatite 
t an B or C. Lime-
stone absent. 

Diff. from B & C 
DiU. from ~-~ C 

Settles clear 
20 min. 
7.0 

Lower than B or C 

DiCC. from B & C 

27 .. 

!TEN r~ lTEHC 

.' .. - .- .- .. .. 
~t. yel. brown ILt. yel. brow 

Similar C Similar B 
Limestone Limestone 

Like C Like B 
Like ~) similar (~ike Br ) similar 

Liquid brown Liquid broWl 
20 min. 20 min. 

10.0 10.0 
Higner ~tl1an A Higher tlliiIl}, 

Diff. fromA DiCC. from A 
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1. 

~. pH - ~8ter-micro electrc~~~. 

."3. X-:cc'.y· D~ffractio11 - G. B. di:i:fJ:e.~tC.'.:lGt=':C Oi1 fll"le 
~ortion spread on a sliJe, ch.::.rt-: cor:t;'K1.:.:~d, 1f ant: C 
have differences apparent fro":, C'.:~~.:.:l:. 

4. Kevex and NS nao XZS, II ::l[:le~"lt<.\1 con:?~:.:.tsons '.'e:.::tfi~d 
differences in Fe (Hagnetite) Ca B11d K as indicated 
by X-ray diffraction and wineralogical com9a risons. 

5 and 7. Soils "lashed and liquid decant(:d; sand portions 
separated ''lith Bromoform. I·leavy t:!in~:':81s ":eigned 
(A, 4.2%, TI, 2.9%, C, 2.4:'.). l·:iine:':i;'.ls ic1enl:ified 
and cOl:Jpa:.:ed "7ith use of l)etrugraplt·i.c Illicroscope. 
Limestone. in Band C; not found in :~. Te-;,t1.l:.:e of 
soil, eeneral type, modal 2;rain si~r~ all cc;1\?arecl 
under 10\·1-pm"e:.:, incic1::l1t light wicroscop~. (ll is 
different texture frot,' B .:o.nc. C) 

6. Spot tests for fertiliz·!;:" ~,~teri::lls 1-:'0t com::> l.cted. 
Hm'lever, the test fo;:" NO., si1m·:::!cl ,,,ore nit"t".",te nitrinen 
as indicated by diphehyJ:··c.:.ii:1c in n ~md C t~i:;:'''' in A': 

l~. C0:nments: This Laboratory =.dvises su."'.::mitting agenc5.es to 
attempt t~ <;>b~ain 'l'!n:1 suh::,it. SQ~l in co1,erent lumps 
because .:!.ci';ht~om~l C~'.:lract~r~::;f:~c!:: c .. :~~ hE:: co:npcxcd. 

Salf1ples Bend C :·!t;.yn !1.clc15 .. tional cor:.::)OrH?':lt~, 
j?robably fcrtiliz::r c.nd li<.l8ston:=!. '!'his L=,bor.').to;:y 
'·7o'.lld request ac'dit:i.oi1al s~m:?les fro~..! t~,c crime SC'.!D~ 
inasmuch as the minerGlosy of th~ soils.iudic:?tes 
?ossiblp. close proxil!lit:~· of A to D and. C, and A 
could h~\ie cO::le from an l.m.t:reDted arc~ n~ar Band C. 

28 

II , 

J 

Soil Exam 

Findings: 

Could B or C have 
common origin with A? 

623 

Mineralogy 

FBI Supplier 

No No No No 

29 

Test No. 11 

Ref 1 Ref 2 Ref 3 

No No No No Yes Yes 
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FIBER EXAMINATION TEST :ff12 

By letter dated 1/6/76, the Forensic Sciences Foundation, 

Inc., submitted their sample :ff12 which consisted of three green 

fiber specimens labeled "A, " liB" and "C." Sample "C" was 

considered as being from a crime scene while samples "A" and 

"B" were considered as being from the shoes of two suspects. 

The fibers were examined microscopically. Sample "A" 

was identified as wool. Samples "B" and "c" were identified as 

synthetic. Si~ce "A" and "B" were obviously different from "C;' 

no other tests were· run. 

It was reported that "A" and "B" were nonident with "C. " 

30 
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Fiber Exam 

Findings: 

Could A or B 
have common 
origin with C ? 

Item A 

Item B 

!tem C 

FBI 

No No 

Wool 

Supthetic 

Synthetic 

625 

Microscopic Analysis 

Supplier 

No No 

Wool 

Acrylic 

Test No. 12 

Ref 1 

No No 

Wool 

Snythetic 

Dacron Polyester Synthetic 

31 

Ref 2 

No No 

Wool 

OrIon Acrylic 

Dacron 
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LAB CODE B 3'18 
CHECK HERE (AND RETURN) 
EXAIUNATION. 

IF YOU DO NOT DO PHYSIOLOGICAL-FLUID 

'DATA SHEET 
PROFICIENCY TESTING PROGRAM 

TEST #13 
PHYSIOLOGICAL FLUID EXAMINATION 

, '¥' / DATE RECEIVED ~""l~ 
DATE PROCESSEO':,l/J~' .'J/.:L 

MAiled 3/20./"', 

Items A and B represent evidence collected in connection with a rape case. Please 
examine the items according to your normal laboratory procedures and complete 
portion(s) I~hich comply ~/ith your laboratory policy. Please add any additional 
info.mation you consider pertinent to your response. 

lao The stain on Item A (Blue Cloth): 

Dwas examined with inconclusive results . , ..J) 

. DI'las examined and determined [gJ ~Ji;1"tl~~f1.:r{.ef~~;~s:tt'iR§ a~~ s 
. . 0 conclusively, . 

lb. The following tests 11ere conducted to arrive at the answer to question la: 

o Ni croscopi c exami na ti on 

D Phase contrast 
. [ D Bright field (specify stains used) 

o flcid phosphatase determination 
specify substrate: ______ _ 

~ Starch amylase 
o Microcrystalline (specify) 

specify dye: 

~ Illood group determination (specify factors sought, and I::ethods used). 

Factors: 
",4" /M,ruNT 

I 

32 ii 
H 

ij 
It 

., d 
" 

, 
II 

f , 

/1 

I' I: 
II 
r: 
Ii 
Il 

II 
.. ' 
I 

2a. 

2b. 

3. 

627 

'- 2 -

The stain on Item B (Pink Cloth): 
Dwas ~xamined wit,h inconclusive result~ . 
IVIwas examined and determined 0 tentat1~elY as 
~ ~ conclus1ve1y 

The following tests I'/ere conducted to arrive, at the answer to question 
2a' 
~ .' t' -r"""",-(""c/ir,,,J4/ of .$DEI!.'1I4-r"z~t'1 
l~ MicroscoplC examlna 10n -.~~" r ( 

o 
o 

Phasp. contrast 
Bright, fi~ld (specify stains used) 

--------_ .. -.. -

r&I Acid phosphatase dete,rmina}ion '. . G' 
specify substrate: ,DISDl>I ut!1 II10ND::- speclfy dye: ~/'",-! .. ~ 

PII£ttlyL pt/ttJPIIA Ie" ? PII~ ~L ;t'AL 
I ' . 

o Starch amylase 
~ Hicrocrystalline (specify) rLo&wcC 

o Blood group determination 

Factors: 
"/I" p/!sse-tiT" • , j 

(specify factors sought. and methods used) 
11ethods used: 

A#:r.,dll!,f -/t;'",-,J-.,f/IMI?/tlotti --

~1A,(cll Gel. CLECmt:',P/lMESIS 

~ Other (specify) I?Ht~#-(,(("'j, ~E'~yy,'.It;';) , 

33 



Physiological Fluid 

Findings: 

FBI -
Saliva - Type A 

Semen - Type A 

628 

Serology 

Supplier Ref 1 -
Saliva - Type A Inconclusive 

Semen - Type A Semen 

34 

-~----~- ---

Test No, 13 

Ref 3 

Inconclusive Saliva - Type 

Semen Semen - Type 
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. - ,. , .. - .. "',' .. , -' ... ' .. ' ":i~b ,-cd" (3 s~ ~;"~ o CHECK HERE (AND RETURN) IF YOU DO NOT PERFO?t·l ARSON - ----.,---
EXAf1 I NATI ON ,.:, I 

.~,,,. pATE RECEIVED HI LAB 3,;;';.,-

DATA SIIEET 
PROFICIENCY TESTING PROGRAl1 

TEST #14 
ARSON EXAmNATIml 

, DATE PROCESSED ltI LP.B __ "_ 

Se ... :t- 'f II'JIU. 

Item B represents a piece of ~viden~e found at the scene of an attempted arson. 
Items A & C ~Iere found in the. back seat of a fleeing motor vehicle minutes after 
a silent alarm ~Ias activated at police headquarters. ' . 

il. a. 
i 

Could Items A or C have commpn origin ~Iithltem B1 

I . • I 

. , 
Yes 

No 
-. In"conclusive ' 

, , A • C 

ii1 
0, 

" , . 
•• l ," /jJ 

'0 o 0" b. - Does the evidence denote a conspiracy? 

Yes, 

No 

InconclUsive 

o 
/jJ No basis for conspiracy conclusion from Labora.tory o examination. 

12. I~hilt infolil1ation (qualitative. qual'ltitative and criminalistic) did you develop 
I to arl'ive at your conclusion in Qu:stion l? List the order of tests perfor'med. 

Asterisk * the oint at which a conclusion or conclusions I-Jere 'rpachE',,9. 

iSequ~nce of 
Testing 

1. 
2. 

Information Developed 

Liquid(A) flammable, room temp.; odor (A) & CE) simi1a~ to gasoline. 
GC Headspace on (A) and (B)L..§,.=im=U;::ar:..:.'--__ _ 

*3. GC on CA) and solvent extract,ion of (~imiIar. __ --='--__ _ 

* 4. Microscopic comparison of em and (C)-Wu:i ... c ..... ________ _ 
5. 

3. a. Was an accelerant found? Yes 

b. If "Yes", was it identified? Yes 

Identified as: Gasoline-=--_---:._ 

35 
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630 

4. Please specify the information developed with each of the methods 
and instruments used. 

Please pl"ovide specific and complete responses. Attach additional 
sheets if necessary. 

., .... , tI 

, " 

Method: Physical Examination - Liquid (A) odor of gasoline, flashes at, 
room temp.; odor similar to ~soline on (B) cloth. -" , 

l'l;l:hod: Headspace on (A) liquid and vapors in (B) container similar on 
, Perkin-Elmer 900, column DC 550, capillary 100 ft.; eooe hold 3 mins.; 

program Sec/min. to 145°c. 

Method: (B) fabric extraCted with N."hexane, evap. _ to 1 mI.; I uI of (B) . 
extract and .1.uI of (~) liquid on Ge, ~E 900; same conditions as above. 

" 

Method: 

-.-
5. Addit i (Ina 1 Comments: Specimens "B" & "e" each includes a piece of white 

cotton fabric. Each piece is approximately 8 3/4" long. The "B" piece of fabrir. 
varies in width from about 3 7/8" to 4"; the "C" piece of fabric varies in width 
from about 4 1/4" to 4 3/8". . A cut e,dge of the "B" piece of fabric mic roscopican:.~ 
matches a. cut edge of the "C'! piece of fabric. It was concluded that the two 

-pieces were originally ~~oining P:Jrtions of the same, piece 'o~ ~a1?ric • 
. '. :. 

DATA SHEETS NUST BE nECEIVED AT THE fOUNDATION 
OFFICE BY APRIL 23. 1976 

Arson Exam 

Findings: 

Could A or C 
have common 
origin with B? 

Evidence denote 
Conspiracy? 

Accelerant? 
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Chemistry 

Test No. 14 

FBI Supplier Ref I Ref 2 Ref 3 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Inconclusive Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Yes 

No conclusion No opinion Yes No No 

Yes, gasoline Yes, gasoline Yes, Yes, Yes, 
gasoline gasoline gaSOlillE 

37 
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LI')B CODE B 39?. 

o CHECK HERE (AND RETURN) IF YOU DO NOT PERFORM DRUG ANALYSIS 

DATE RECEIVED IN LAB .,5/11/76 

) DATE PROCESSED IN LAB 5i!9-20/76 

DATA SHEET" 

PROFICIENCY TESTING PROGRAM 

TEST #15 

DRUG ANALYSIS 

1.- The enclosed slJbstance I'I~S a street buy .... The agent needs all the 
qualitative and quantitative information you can provide. 

'The submitted capsule contained 0.92 grams of powder composed of .80% 
""'ethamphetamine base and .35% ephedrine base mixed with sodium carbonate and 

: . Atose-. 1« ctcre. .. 

38 

(Over) 
nformation is being collected for research and statistical purposes only. 

Such information will not be revealed or used for any other p'urpose. In
formation furnished by any person or agency and identifiable to any specific 
person or laboratory will not be revealed or used for any purpose other than 

" the research and statistical purposes for 11hich it \-Ias obtained. 
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- 2 -

2. Indicate methodes) used: ... " 
1. Spot 'Jests - Marquis, Kepponyi, etc. 
·2. Thin-Layer Chromatography - Davidow System 
3. U. V. Spectrophotometry -
4. Gas Chromatograph/Mass Spectrometer 
5 •. Gas Chromatography - (Quantitation) 
6. m Spectroscopy 
7. X~Ray DUfraction 

DATA SHEETS NUST BE POSntARKED BY JUNE 9, 1976 

39 
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Drug Analysis 

l<~indings: 

methamphetamine base 

ephedrine base 

sodium carbonate 

lactose 

---~------ - -- -
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Chemistry 

Test No. 15 

Supplier Ref 1 

d, I-methamphetamine HC1 (same) 

Ref 2 

(same) 

ephedrine sulfate ephedrine HC1 (same) 

carbonate 

lactose 

(same) 

(same) 

sodium 
carbonate 

lactose 

Note: (same) means same as supplier. 
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'),\ iii SH!ET 
PROFJC!:Z::':S ·i~::;rlUG PROG?J:! 

i'Lsr {JIG 
F;\I I': r ~;':A:.IINA·;Ia~, 

!J,a, Co .... : .... :-. ..... ~~ L:r Lf..3 
7-/';-71:. .

VA,::' :·~(t~~:::;~~·J Itt 1.;,3 

I t.2i11 r1 r~:.l;'''"!5~nts U pili n t ~.a:::p~ ~ :~,iH'J~d -from'the COO," Ji!::::b of (l bu:-goJc1ri .!:.:t: ~'';, ~ _: ;;,1. 
~ ilnd C .ppr~s~n't silmplp3 'fcunG :In :;,~ clothing of t,..;o Jj ffar~.,t 5u:;pect:... .• 

1_ Caul d Hel."'s A or C have copman ori ill n If i tn 31 

YES 

NO 

IIICO~ICLUSIVE 

o 
f]j 

o 

T'~-'" ... 
~ 

o 
[RJ 

o 
2. IIhllt in'for:;:atiol) (quillHati'l!.· and quantitati'le) did you cle'/clop to urrin at ::;;1:;- r.c;:::~I;-:jO;):: 'in 

Question 11 Pl!!dse Ch~C'< :111 apflrO?riilte boxes llm! pro·,ide villui!s Hhere i!IJJl1ic~:'b. 

In th~ lef:: hand c;o1ulI'n inMcilte the sequ~nce (1.2.3 etc.) in Hlri'ch the tests W'!;~· run. IIlI 
\4i to ;jll oseer";\( (''') th~ point :'Ih:!re :J c:o:u:lusiC1;l Has reached. e'l<!n thCJlI~'jh :;U:l,;:, )':'"111: t,,;;1.;. 
Hi!r~ IH~rfcrn,~d llJr r.nnfir,;tilbllY PIJ)·poses. 

~l'~" :~r:':~ of 
!,~:,C.lj1:1 

I . _. 
~qj ----. 

., . 

D~:!lSirf STtmn::s 

~mS~iO:1 5?£CT?OSC:P'l 
(Sll'<!cifj :::1~m2tJr.:: Identified) 

FluoaESc:mr SrvOIE5 

)'::l'i!.~?:;j) M/.:lI:(SI5 

__ 1_ N,.C~OSCO?~C El("~w.~rrot/ 

._-L . H(CIWSCO?IC F.XANUlAnml 

-~--
... -~.-

(j 

' .. 

uv :,:'f:;(:raJ~hi)!O:-!ET!tY 

:< Hll ( n .. JllJ:~~ ~;(~r:!'t:~· 
(':"!I'I~ I!ll~ill) 

:. ITEl'1 n 
-.. _"""---. . . 

T~, Fe, Si, Al,Ivlg, 
l~ln. 

Ti, Fe, ST:-Al, ~-;;~~: ;2il" '¥TY"} 
iVm. :;:;i .ll Mrr'il' J---------i-I---------(··,·· ~~: 
I r----

siDlil-la-'r--C-o-lo-r-to-B--+,J ~i-;;~ii;;;~;to 

Si1~~:~-~10: to B i \ . 5iIuif.~~,~~ 
A different h ;&.!!){.It .varm 

,,'i;mm • .R... .. _____ --_. ---.. ~~~~11.}}aElo..r 
Insol - d"e lJleed' 1.1501 - dye .:ui".fl - ,,' Y" 
o •• t looks dWt:!ren bleeds out "'1" ou· t-
in"R2"S'04-'-'-' -,--------- i.!:'.'~ ::u.~ __ 
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2.-

N2thod:' Solubility - C!iCI2, Acetone,imilar for A,B l:C - "y:! !);"'.,. 3 out 
piphenyln,mine - negative; in E 2SO.!! detect sligH color ::;i.t'Iel·~'~L ~ >r)',>V8en '. 

A chips 'and the B & C chips - '. ' 

Necilcd: GC - on hvo c:ifferent columns; A c~i3tinctly difft?:,;:"blt L'Ol:l B, 
On one column C exhibited repro(:ucible peak reversal an,-, oil cithe~' . 
certain peaks were always enhance~: over the ones for B. 

A was eliminate'd at this point, 

Ne~hod: SEM al)d ... :Emission Spectroscopy indicated A & B sirrlihr'in 
elemental composition but C distinctly cifIerent with preBen,>J o[ zL1e. 

C eliminated at this stage. 

". ". 

4. Addidana'j Comments: 
, , 

Some time was required d~ring initial exam'ination of the" 
one B chip .. "A variation in layer structure was noted but, after 
microReoplc, microchemkal and instrumental (GC) coreparison::;,it ,vas 
concl:.tc.:ed that B consistec.: of only one layer of paint which hal,., bt=cn p.ressec 
and ciandwiched together to gb-e a multi-Iayerec appearance, ' , 

W\Tl\ SHEETS f,jljST BE l'U:'CEI VED /',"r THE 
F{JurIDAT!O~1 OFFICE BY {{:jGUST 9>1976 
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Paint Exam 

Findings: 

Could A or C 
have common 
origin with B? 

637 

lnstrum ental 

FBI 

No No 

43 

Test No. 16 

Supplier Ref 

No No No No 
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LAB CODE 73 ( 

o CHECK HERE (AND RETURN) IF YOU DO NOT PERFORM METAL EXAMINATION 

DATA SHEET 
PROFICIENCY TESTING PROGRAM 

TEST il17 
NETAL EXAMINATION 

DATE RECEIVED IN LAB __ 

DATE PROCESSED IN LAB __ 

It7m~ A, B, and C represent metal samples submitted in connection with a crlmlnal case. 

1. a) Could Items Sand.!! have a common origin" 

DYes 

ONo 
o InconclUsive 

b) Could Items A and f have a common origin? 

DYes 

ON:> 
o Inconcl usive 

c) Could Items.!! and f have a common origin? 

DYes 

DNo 
DInconclusive 

2. What tests ~/are employed to ans\~er Question 11 (Please be specific, e.g. 
emission spectroscopy, energy dispersive X-Ray, etc.) Use page 4 if addi
tional space is required. 

a., ________________________________________________ __ 

b. _____________________ _ 

c. ______________________ __ 

d •. ___________________ . ______ _ 

- 1 -

44 

Elellient 
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- 2 -

3. Pl ease repol't any e 1 ementa 1 data (both qual itati ve and quanti !ati ~e) 
developed in the analysis of Items A, ~, and C: R:port quantltatlve 
data in either % by\~cight or ppm. Indlcate I'IhlCh lnstrumental 
techni ques i dentifi ed each element repOl'ted. 

ITEH A ITEr1 B ITEI·I C 

Instrument Quantity El ement Instl'ument Quantity Element Instrument 

I 

QUilr 



r 

4. 

Element 

640 

- 3 -

If particular elements were sought but found not to be present in 
Items A, B, and C, please indicate those elements below. 

ITEN A ITm B ITEM C 

Instruction Element Instruction Element Instruction 

45 
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Elemental 

Metal Exam Test No. 17 

We did not participate. 

NOTE: Deadline passed before test completed. 

46 
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LAB CODE __ 8",,-& g 

o CHECK HERE (ArlO RETURN) IF YOU DO NOT PERFORl1 HAIR EXAMINATION 

DATA SHEET 
PROFICIENCY TESTING PROGRAM 

TEST SAI1PLE 1118 
HAIR EXAMINATION 

DATE RECEIVED IN LAB 9/30/,. 

DATE PROCESSED IN LAB 10/8/7 

t~",\\d- '~'~I~~1t;./ 

The hair samples A. B. C. 0 and E were collected in connection with a 
criminal investigation. 

1. Please provide species origin for each hair sample. 

Sample A Dog 

Sample B Cat 

Sample C Elk 

Sample 0 Bovine 

- -Sample E Mink 

2. Please specify the methods used to answer question 1. 

1. Ordinary brightfield transmitted light microscopy of each specimen. Hairs mounted 
in Permount. Longitudinal views only. 

2. Scale casts made of samples "c" and "E." 

3. 
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- 2 -

3. Does your laboratory have a reference collection of hairs! 

lli] Yes o No 

If "Yes", is this your m·m "in-house" collection or a commercially 
available collection? 

[X] "in-house" o commercial 

Pl ease speci fy _______ _ 

. 4. Additi ona 1 Comments: 

48 
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Hair Exam 

Findings: 

FBI 

Dog 

Cat 

Elk. 

Bovine 

Mink 

644 

Microscopic 

(Quick Report Only) 

Quick Report 

Dog 

Cat 

Deer 

Cow 

Mink 
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Test No. 18 
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LAB COOE 'A ( 0 

D CHECK HERE (AND RETURN) IF YOU DO tlOT PERFORM WOOD EXA:HttTION 
II. (1-/.7(. 

DATE RECEIVED I LAB~ 

DATA SHEET 
PROFICIENCY TESTING PROGRAl1 • 

TEST 519 
HOOD EXAMINATION 

DATE PROCESSED IN LABll 
I!fJjl(,-

Md,l<!.i - nil/il.. 

Items' A, B, and C represent wood samples submitted in connection \-lith a criminal 
, case. 

a), Could Items A and Bhave a common origin? 

DYes 

00 No 
o Inconclus;'/e 

b) Could Items A and C have a cowmon origin? 

Dyes.' 

rn No o Inc~nclusive 

c) Could Iten:s t: ~'ld C ha'ie a common origin? 

.-_.-
DYes 
~ No o Inconc':,,3:'.e 

Please indicat~ =:-:~~; for: 

Item A Westa::-:: :1r 

Item B Hard ),:a::::le 

I tern C \~'hite? .::le 

50 
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- 2 -

3. Please indicate methods used: 

D Sir.:ple magnifier 

Q9 Compound mi croscope 

~ Transmi tted 1 i ght 

o Reflected 1 ight 

Magni fi cati on _______ _ 

l4agnification .63X - 400X . 

o Other (please specify) _______________ . ______ _ 

4. Additiona1 cowments: 

51 
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Microscopic 

Wood Exam Test No. 19 

Findings: (Based on Quick Report only) 

FBI Quick Report 

No No 

No . No 

No No 

Fir Fir 

Maple Maple 

Pine Pine 

52 
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LAB CODE 

r=J CHECK HERE AND RETURN IF YOU DO NOT PERFORM QUESTIONED 
DOCUMENT EXAMINATION. 

DATA SHEET 
PROFICIENCY TESTING PROGRAM 

TEST #20 
QUESTIONED DOCUMENT EXAMINATION 

DATE RECEIVED HI LAB 1'1/;71.£ 
DATE PROCESSED IN LAB 11-j1-] ,.:. 

r-wJ...d ~ k - II~·7 pt.. 
. DQ~U·-.\.oJ."'-· 

TRANSmlTAL LETTER BY EVIDENCE SUBNITTER 

. The' victim in this case has had several arguments ·with· fellow I'lorkers 
It is suspected that one of these workers sent the enclosed threatenino • 
letter and envelope. ~ 

Samples are en~losed: 

.~ ~andwriting of. four fellow employe~s 
• typewriti ng from three typewriters used Ivhere all those i nvol ved \~orked 

Y~u.are asked to determine which (if any) of the suspects 'prepared the 
~and~lrltlng on the thre:lten'ing letter as \"Iell as I~hich of the typ:~\'lriters (if allY) . 
nad been used to prepare the typewt'iting on the letter and enveiope. 

NOTE: All materials have been handled by several people. It i~ not 
nec~~~ary to examine documents for f'i ngerpri nts or pa ll11pri litS. in 
~d~1\:1'Jn) p~eds2 disr-=gJt:! tht~ fi:..:t t:~dt th~ tfueSL10nco ir:ct2r, 
Q', has not been folded or. rolled. 

ENCLOSURES: Questi oned en'telope 
Questionea letter, marked "Q" 

. H~ndwriti ng :;pec;i~ens: ,1 st~nr!ard sp~dr.:ens frcm c~rh of II 
:. . suspects, marked by B, C, D and E. 

TYP'i!wrlt1ng standards, marked 1. 2 and 3 pr(\pnred on: 

1 ~. Royal UPrl ght HHP #5366314 
2. IBM SeleCtric #9370467 
3. IBM.Selectric D.C. #122596. 5N#26-21-1-1243 
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- 2 -
. I 

1. Did any of the suspects execute the handwriting on the questioned 
letter? 

lKi Yes 

o No 
c=J Inconclusive 

If "yes", which one? ~B 
D·c 
Do 
DE 

2. Was any of the three typewriters used to prepare the envelope? 

[iJ Yes 

.0 Np 
0' Iilcom:1usjH~ 

If "yes.", Hhich one? ·00 
',02 
03 

3. \Olas any of the three type~lriters used to prepare the questioned 
letter? 

DYes 

o No 
IZJ Inconclusive' 

If "yes", Nhich' one? 01 
02 
03 

4: Could ·any of the three typel'/riters be excluded as having been used 
to prepare the questioned le~tel'? 

jX1 Yes 

o No o Inconclusive 

If "yes". indicate 
~lhi ch one(s) 

5. Please explain any fact'Jr3 or observations \~hich influenced the 
development of your opinion. (Attach additional sheets if n~cessary.) 

Although the #3 IBM Selectric II typewriter element (Ball) 
was probabl}! used to prenare the letter, it could have been 
used on any other ty-pe'''l'i ter of the same model la d·ing in 
internal mechanic~l or electrical malfunctions and with the 
same end result. For this reason, the i,3 typeon:."'ite!' could 

I not be positively identified.' I 

6. Does your hboratorv mai"tilin a reference file of typewriting 
standards? .• [&] Yes 0 No 

. ?1a:'lSe clesdribe' bl'i efly: _!..~",- ' "bC'r?~""":-Y "'pi ntp; n~ A ,·1 ~ih' EO r;:>fprerc~ 
file of typeivriting standards,' both domestic and foreign, as ~lell 
as-rntormation supbl~ea-~ewr~~rnan~facturers and d~stributo! 
concerning models, dates of production, etc. 

7. Additional Comments: (,ittach additipnal sheets.) 

54 
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Documents 

Questioned Document Exam 

We were referee lab. 
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LAB CODE ';}3 

r:J CHECK HER~ ~AND RETURN) iF YOU DO NOT PERFORM FIREARMS EXAMINATION 

~TE RECEIVED IN LABORATORY 2/8/77 

DAT~ ??OCESSED I:i LABORATORY 2/9/77 

, 
'PROFICIENCY TESTINd PROGRAM 

TEST #21 

FIREARMS EXAMINATION 

Examine according to your normal laboratory procedures and co~~lete portiones) 
:!low I~hich complies with your laboratory policy. ,., . 

·All bullets are marked with a letter on the b~se; the wrapping for each bullet is 
150 marked wi~h the sam~ ,letter,as appears on the base ~ftthe bullet. , 

, .' 

1. BULLET COMPARISONS 

a. Which. if any. of the'three projectiles ~ere fired from the same gun? 

None 

Projectiles fired from same gun 
(List letters) .. 

M 

N 

o Inconclusive 
Explanation of inconclusive answer: 

56 
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- 2 

2. ADDITIONAL COf.1MENTS: 

Specimens "e:', "M" and "N" are. 25 Auto caliber bullets 
of Winchester-Western manufacture. It is pointed out that bullets such 
as these have been loaded into cartridges bearing the trade Llames 
Federal and Browning. 

Specimens "M" and "N" were identified as having been 
fired from one weapon~ 

Although specimen "c" bears rifling impressions such as 
those in "M" and "N", nothing was found to indicate that "c" had been 

. fired from the weapon which fired "M" and "Nil. There are some 
microscopic marks of possible value on tIC"~ for comparison purposes. 

Among the weapons which produce rifling impressions 
such as those in "c" "M" and "N" are Astra Colt PAF "Junior" . , .' . , . 
and Raven Arms Company. 

DATA SHEETS MUST BE POSTMARKED BY MARCH 4. 1977 
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Firearms 

Firearms Exam 

Findings: 

Projectiles fired from same gun? 

FBI Supplier of Sample 

M,N M,N 

I, 
I 

58 

Test No. 21 

Referee 

FBI Lab responses 
were used as referee 
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~r. KELLEHER. This shows the results of sessions held and 
chaIred by ~ta~e and local lab?ratory people that asked us to follow 
along certaIn lines and establish training areas that they felt were 
~ost ne~ded at th~ time. We. have now, just had ready for comple
t~on WhICh I mentioned prev:~usly-a $7 million facility at Quan
t~co that we feel could be utilIzed fully to train up to 1,200 scien
tIsts a yea~ from a ~acklog of ~equests of approximately 3,000 that 
we . h~ve right now In the varIOUS areas that are described in our 
traInIng manual. 

Mr. BOYD. How many States and localities have competent crime 
laboratOries to date? 

Mr. K~LLEH~R .. At presen~, there are approximately 240 crime 
la~oratorles Wl~hin the UnIted States-Federal, State, and local 
Crime laboratOries. 

Mr. BoYD. How ~any are State and local, and not Federal? 
~r. KELLEHER. ThIs would be an estimate at this time, but I 

~~(fk almost all of those are State and local crime laboratories-

Mr. BOYD. Thank you. I have no further questions 
Mr. EDWARDS. I I?ight hB:ve a couple, Mr. Kelleher. I think you 

u~derstand that t~l1~ commIttee recognizes that you have a splen
did lab, and th~t It IS undoubtedly the best in the world, and you 
are to be complImented on that. . 

I must add, howeyer, that twice when the General Accounting 
Office made suggestIOns you have turn.ed them down point blank 
~d .that you also. do. not have even a basic blind testing syste~ 
WlthI.n your organIZatIOn. And I am sure we're going to talk about 
that m the future. 
B~ing outsiders, it bothers us, because how do you know you 

don t pave some people there that aren't doing a good job? You 
haven t proven at all that your system of testing is-reliable. It is 
hard for us to understand, and for the layman to understand how 
or why your system of testing is terribly reliable. ' 

Do you want to respond to that? 
. Mr. KELLEHER. I t~nk, Mr. Chairman, basically, if that percep

tIOn bothers. you, a~d It bo~hers other people, then it is up to us to 
undo that, In a blmd testing program. If it would encourage-or 
put that to rest, we. would be pleased to look into it. And we will be 
happy to report on ItS progress at the next meeting 

Mr. EDWARDS. I wouldn't want t? suggest to t~e lawyers that 
~hey use t~l.at when they are a~tacking YOUr examIners, but know
~g that, If I were a defense lawyer, I might bring it up a few 
tImes. 

But I do have one last question before I yield. How do you know 
th~t yo.u~ people are keeping up-to-date? Do you have them in 
unIversIties for refresher courses in forensic science? 

ry.t:r. ~~LLEH.ER. Indeed, we do. We do have liaison with several 
unIver~ItIes rIght now. Many of the Courses that we give are 
accredIted by the University of Virginia. 

Mr. EDWARDS. How ~b.o?t your taking courses? 
Mr. ~LLEHER. We InitIate~ a progral?J- within our laboratory in 

1968 Wlth the george Washmgton UnIversity and established a 
master's degree In forensic science, and we were very pleased to see 
that develop into a forensic science department, and I've served on 

" 
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the faculty of that department and lectured to people both in our 
laboratory and other Federal laboratories. I received my master's 
degree in forensic science in 1971, and I think we are well over 100 
in the number of people that have completed this master's course 
in this one university. 

We maintain constant liaison with the faculty of the University 
of Virginia~ and Dr. Willard Harrison is our direct scientific coun
terpart. He is the chairman of the chemistry department of the 
university, and we have taught in such institutions as Antioch 
College, when they began their program here in Washington. Our 
examiners and several of our technicians are on the faculties of 
local universities constantly, exchanging information. We look for
ward to really improving this relationship and taking full advan
tage of it at our forensic science training facility at Quantico. 

Mr. EDWARDS. And do you go to England to check with Scotland 
Yard, as well as Germany and Japan? 

Mr. KELLEHER. We have now recently received communication 
and will be responding to the Home Office Central Research Estab
lishment in the United Kingdom. I have myself attended forensic 
science meetings of Interpol, and we have-my predecessor from 
whom I just took over in late February, and early March, has just 
recently completed a tour of laboratories in both Germany or 
throughout Europe, and with this research establishment. We 
hopefully will have going with them an exchange program shortly., 
We do exchange scientific results and most recently have complet
ed research on a technique which permits us to determine sex from 
a bloodstain-sex of the individual, from a dried bloodstain, and we 
intend to share this as quickly as possible with the scientific com
munity. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, we are pleased to hear that. Mr. Kasten
meier, do you have any questions? 

Mr. KASTENMEIER. No, I don't . 
Mr. EDWARDS. Well, thank you. We have SOlne more witnesses on 

another subject, but Mr. Kelleher and your colleagues, we thank 
you very much for a most valuable session. 

Mr. KELLEHER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
[Pause.] 
Mr. EDWARDS. Hello, Mr. Monroe, we are delighted to welcome 

Charles P. Monroe, Assistant Director, Criminal Investigation Divi
sion, Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

Are you accompanied by Mr. Gilbert? 
Mr. MONROE. Mr. Gilbert had another commitment come up, and 

I have with me Mr. James Frier. Mr. Frier has direct supervision 
over our investigation on Indian reservations in the Department. 

Mr. EDWARDS. We welcome you, Mr. Frier, too. Previous wit
nesses on this subject urged that there is currently a duplication of 
law enforcement effort on Indian reservations. Weare hopeful that 
perhaps a greater share of the responsibility for the detection and 
investigation of major crimes can be shifted to tribal authorities. 
We could thereby encourage local participation in what is most 
certainly a local concern, as well as free the much needed re
sources of the FBI for other vital tasks. 

Mr. Monroe, we welcome you again. You may proceed with your 
testimony. 
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TESTIMONY OF CHARLES P. MONROE, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, 
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION DIVISION, ACCOMPANIED BY 
JAMES FRIER, CRIMINAL DIVISION, FEDERAL BUREAU OF 
INVES'rIGATION 

Mr. MONROE. Thank you, Mr, Edwards. I would like to read a 
brief statement and then answer questions that the committee may 
have. 

l\:Ir. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am pleased 
to appear before you today to discuss the Federal Bureau of Investi
gation's jurisidiction over crimes committed on Indian reservations. 
In order to present this jurisdictional responsibility, I would like to 
briefly discuss the legal authority, jurisdiciton, and investigative 
policy currently and historically governing the FBI on Indian reser
vations. 

Concerning the legal authority, the Constitution of the United 
States gives Congress the authority to regulate commerce with the 
Indian tribes. There are reserved for federally recognized tribes, 
some 55 million acres of land in the United States. This land is 
held in trust by the United States for the benefit of the Indian 
people. The executive branch's responsibility to protect and pre
serye Indian land and natural resources and other related rights, 
derIved from treaty, Federal statute, or case law, exercises this 
trust responsibility through the Department of Justice and the 
Department of the Interior. 

As early as 1790, the Indian Trade and Intercourse Acts were 
passed providing for Federal criminal jurisdiction over Indian land 
transactions and requiring Federal licensing of trade with Indian 
tribes. The Indian Trade and Intercourse Acts were enhanced by 
the General Crimes Act, now codified as title 18, United States 
Code, section 1152, describing the laws governing Indian country. 
The General Crimes Act, later modified to the Major Crimes Act 
now applies laws applicable to Federal enclaves in Indian country; 
with the exception of crimes committed by one Indian against the 
person or property of another Indian, Indians punished by the local 
law of the tribe, and areas specifically reserved to tribes by treaty 
as being within their exclusive jurisdiction. 

The Federal Government has exclusive jurisdiction over approxi
~ately 99 Indian reservations on which approximatley 500,000 In
dIans resIde: There are also large numbers of non-Indians residing 
on reservatIOns. Law enforcement reponsibilities are divided be
tween. th,e Depar~ment of Justice and the Department of the Interi
O!. WIthIn InterIor, the Bureau of Indian Affairs through its Divi
SIOn of Law Enforcement Services, provides police and other law 
enforcement personnel for most of the Indian reservations within 
Federal jurisdiction. 

A number of tribes provide their own tribal police. Within the 
Department of Justice, the FBI investigates major crimes and other 
Federal crimes which occur on Indian reservations, and the U.S. 
attorneys prosecute those crimes. In addition to the Federal Gov
ernment an.d the tribes, States normally have limited jurisdiction 
on reservatIOns. However, Public Law 93-280, has authorized cer
tain States jurisdiction over crimes committed on Indian reserva
tions in that State. 
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The FBI is charged with the responsibility of investigating viola
tions of all Federal statutes not specifically assigned by Congress to 
any other Government agency. Violations specified in title 18, 
United States Code, section 1153, occurring in Indian country, with 
the exception of violations relating to the liquor and narcotics laws 
are investigated by the FBI. The Department of the Interior is 
specifically authorized by congressional enactments to investigate 
the latter offenses. 

Up to four law enforcement agencies may provide services on 
Indian reservations. These are the FBI, the BIA, tribal police, and 
State police. 

The State police playa nominal role in law enforcement on most 
reservations. Except in States which have acquired jurisdiction 
pursuant to Public Law 93-280, State jurisdiction is limited to 
reservation crimes where both the offender and the victim are non
Indian. A number of tribes have arrangements with State police to 
patrol State highways crossing the reservation. The normal prac
tice is to cite Indians into tribal courts and non-Indians into State 
courts. 

The FBI does not "police" Indian reservations, except in unusual 
situations. It is not a peacekeeping force. The role of the FBI is to 
investigate violations of Federal law, primarily under the Major 
Crimes Act, title 18, United States Code, section 1153. The day-to
day responsibility for reservation law enforcement is with the BrA 
and the tribal police. Most reservations have tribal police forces 
under the direction of a police chief appointed by tribal govern
ment. The tribal police are paid either through tribal funds or BIA 
money which has been awarded to the tribe on a contract basis for 
law enforcement purposes. The current trend is for the BIA to 
provide police services through awarding contract money to the 
tribes. 

During the 1970's numerous civil disturbances on Indian reserva
tions erupted causing considerable violence and extensive property 
damage. The most recent occurred on the Red Lake Indian Reser
vation in Minnesota in May of 1979 and resulted in the loss of two 
lives and considerable property damage. The FBI's role in this 
disturbance was strictly investigatory, and we did not enter the 
Red Lake Indian Reservation to conduct criminal and civil rights 
investigations until order had been restored. 

This response resulted in serious criticism of the FBI by local law 
enforcement and citizenry; the product of which caused the FBI in 
conjunction with the officials of the Department of Justice to draft 
a memorandum of understanding between concerned law enforce
ment organizations and to clarify the responsibilities of tribal 
police and the BIA of the Department of the Interior. This memo
randum was signed by the Departments of the Interior and Justice 
during January of 1981 and ideally will serve to avoid future 
misunderstanding and also provide more responsive services to 
Indian reservations subjected to civil disord.ers in the future. 

The memorandum provides that the initial reactive responsibili
ty to quell civil disorders rests with the tribal police and the BIA. 
In the event they are unsuccessful in restoring order, the Depart
ment of the Interior may then request assistance from the Attor
ney General. The Attorney General will then decide whether to 
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restore order either through use of civilian or military forces. The 
Special Operations Group of the U.S. Marshal Service is available 
to the Attorney General as the civilian force, if the need arises. 
The FBI will not enter the reservation to conduct criminal and/or 
civil rights investigations until order has been restored. 

On Indian reservations which do not come under the jurisdiction 
of Public Law 93-280, the investigations of criminal offenses com
mitted under title 18, United States Code, section 1153, are investi
gated by both the BIA and the FBI. In some States, specifically 
Arizona and New Mexico, the Offices of the U.S. Attorneys have 
identified certain offenses to be completely investigated by the BIA. 
However, in the majority of States containing reservations under 
Federal jurisdiction, the Offices of the U.S. Attorneys require that 
investigations leading to prosecution be conducted by the FBI re
gardless of a prior BIA investigative effort. 

The FBI investigates crimes committed on Indian reservations 
under the general Government crimes program. The general Gov
ernment crimes program is 1 of the 11 FBI investigative programs 
under which 22 separate investigative classifications are budgeted 
and managed. In addition to crimes on Indian reservations, the 
general Government crimes program also investigates crimes com
mitted on Government reservations, as well as thefts of Govern
ment property. 

In recent years, in order to derive the maximum benefit of agent 
manpower expended on criminal case investigations, priorities 
were established within each investigative program to identify 
areas in which the FBI investigations would have the greatest 
impact. 

It is the objective of the FBI divisions with Indian reservation 
responsibilities to expend the maximum utilization of manpower in 
the investigation of priority cases. It is the goal of FBI manage
ment that quality investigative matters occupy the majority of 
agent work time expended on Indian reservations. It is further the 
goal of FBI managel!lent that improved training of BIA and tribal 
police organizations will enable the investigations of lesser magni
tude to be handled in a routine manner, thus enabling the FBI to 
concentrate on those cases requiring FBI expertise. 

Mr. Chairman, I will now be glad to answer any questions which 
you might have. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you, Mr. Monroe. Mr. Kastenmeier. 
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, l\.1r. Chairman. 
You refer to numerous civil disturbances on Indian reservations 

in the 1970's and more recently the Red Lake Indian Reservation 
in Minnesota in May 1979. Does the memorandum of understand
ing place the FBI in a distinctly different role than it played in the 
past during the 1970's with respect to Indian reservations? 

Mr. MONROE. It clarifies the question as .to the FBI's role in a 
civil disturbance situation. It would in this situation, a situation 
once again like, such as on the Red Lake Reservation, whether the 
FBI should go in and restore order, attempt to restore order, and it 
defines -our role as investigators. And then, of course, subsequent to 
any investigation, should there be a prosecution and then the 
arrest. But we are not a law-restoring organization. 
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. But you say that-and I quote you, "The FBI 
does not police Indian reservations, except in unusual situations. It 
is a not a police-keeping force." 

In what unusual situations do you police Indian reservations? 
Mr. MONROE. The unusual one would be on the direct order of 

the Attorney General. It would be an unforeseeable situation that 
would-perhaps we would have the manpower near us. We would 
perhaps have some SWAT teams nearby and the Marshal Services, 
perhaps, could be committed to another operation, and they needed 
help, then. the Attorney General could and would call upon us, but 
it would be when the available manpower that would normally 
respond is not available. Then our understanding is that we could 
be called by the Attorney General. 

Mr. KA8TENMEIER. Well, I understand that. That is a clarifica
tion. It wouldn't necessarily follow, satisfy, say, critics of FBI in
volvement to know that though, would it? If, indeed, the FBI could 
be brought in to police situations, and presumbly the FBI does not 
seek to be called into police situations. They would rather have the 
Marshal Service, the tribal police force or possibly even guard 
units or whatever, rather than for the Bureau to be policing the 
situations; is that not correct? 

Mr. MONROE. That is quite accurate, sir. We do prefer that our 
role not be of riot control. First of-all, our people are not specifical
ly trained in that area. We could train them, but we go out and 
hire rather, educated people for primarily investigative roles, and 
we don't see ourselves in that role at the present point. 

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Well, that is the reason I ask, is to determine 
whether it is necessary for the FBI in any eventuality to police 
Indian reservations. 

Mr. MONROE. As I said earlier, I can't see normally any reason 
other than, if you had two or more crises going on, and your 
manpower was split, and the Attorney General says something has 
to be done at such a reservation, send three FBI SW AT teams, that 
hypothetical, I think, would be the only instance that I can think 
of, where we would respond. It is not a role we seek, sir. 

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you. rrhank you very much, Mr. Chair
man. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, I think that the FBI would like to get out of 
the business of doing as much of the work it does in criminal 
investigations, on Indian reservations, where it can be more appro
priately handled by other agencies, such as the tribal police; isn't 
that a general statement of what you would like to do? 

Mr. MONROE. Yes, sir. Once the tribal police, the BIA offices are 
up to acceptable professional standards on all of the reservations, 
we would certainly be willing to back away and allow them to have 
it and provide any support that they may later need, certainly. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, I think that we do have unanimity on this 
committee on both sides of the aisle that we would probably rather 
have you doing other work, and having the Government spend 
enough money and time to try to upgrade not only the tribal police 
but also to have courts that could handle more serious crimes too. 

Now, if there is a murder or a felony robbery in a town on most 
of the reservations, would not the trial take place elsewhere? Take 
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place in a city away from the reservation, In a Federal district 
court? 

:r-vir. J\iONROE. Yes, that is true. All of the Federal court trials 
would be away from the reservation. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Misdemeanors are handled in the tribal courts 
ordinarily; is that correct? 

Mr. MONROE. Yes, sir. 
Mr. EDWARDS. So it is clear on its face that there is a genuine 

problem in putting somebody in an automobile or in an ai~pla~e 
and taking him or her into alien areas, where everythIng IS 
strange. There is almost a problem of due process ~here. We are 
suggesting to the new AttorJ?-ey General, that he. thmk ~bout set
ting up some pilot programs In areas where the trI~al polIce are up 
to this responsibility and perhaps seek a change In the law that 
would upgrade the tribal court. But while you have this responsi
bility, and it is a big responsibility, how many agents do you have 
at one time working on the Indian matters? 

Mr. MONROE. Annually, the FBI expends the equivalent of be
tween 34 and 37 agents work-years on Indian matters. 

Mr. EDWARDS. My next question then follows. How many Indians 
do you have who are FBI agents? How are you attempting to 
recruit more? 

Mr. MONROE. We have 23 agents, and 18 support personnel. 
Twenty-three agents out of an agent force of over 7,~00 agent~. It is 
certainly a very small percentage, and we are actively trYIng to 
recruit them, as we are other minorities. And we have not had the 
best luck. But we do have 23 at this time, but we could certainly 
use more. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, we look forward to talking to you more 
about that in the future. 

Now when the Chairman of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights 
testified before the subcommittee on March 19, he was critical of 
the manner in which the FBI deals with allegations of agent mis
conduct on the reservations. He indicated that the person making 
such a complaint was never advised of the outcome of the investi
gation; is that true? 

Mr. MONROE. That is true. This is-as far as I understand it, it is 
the Attorney General's policy that at least a complainant is not 
directly advised. When there is an allegation) I would presume that 
if the agent had had something serious enough to be tried in court, 
of course, then they would see that. But it is the policy of the 
Director of the FBI and the Attorney General at this point, that 
those results are not given back to the complainant, and I'm in no 
position to comment one way or the other on it. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, you might suggest to your superiors that the 
question was asked. Could not some communication be made of 
these cases, whether or not you give the results of it or not, but at 
least say that you have investigated the matter? 

Mr. MONROE. We've recently done something similar in routine 
civil rights investigations on allegations against police officers. The 
police officers are later advised what happened to that investiga
tion against them, so I would hope that there may be a parallel, 
sir. 
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Mr. EDWARDS. And the Commission was also critical of the lack 
of the zeal with which the FBI pursued the investigation of these 
complaints of agents' misconduct, the implication being that the 
FBI didn't investigate these complaints with any great zeal. 

What kind of procedures do you follow when you get a complaint 
of agent misconduct? 

Mr. MONROE. I can assure you that, first of all, it is the type of 
investigation that we don't like to do, because no one likes to have 
a problem within their organization, but because we don't like 
problems, we pursue them with considerable zeal. So I think that 
criticism is unwarranted, and they are done very thoroughly, very 
professionally, and very rapidly. So in case where there is a prob
lem with persons, either they need to be removed, or the person 
can be found culpable. That there is no lack of zeal, I can assure 
the critic. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, let's be specific. The Commission was critical 
about things that took place in the Wounded Knee incident and 
because your investigation of misconduct was handled by the very 
office whose agents were under suspicion. They were accused" ],d 
yet their colleagues who were working at the next desk did the 
investigation, and apparently no independent investigation outside 
of that particular office, other than a review of the record occurred. 
Especially when a Federal court dismissed the charges based at 
least partially on agent misconduct, you can see \-vhy we are con
cerned. How do you respond to that? 

Mr. MONROE. Could I have Mr. Frier respond to that? 
Mr. EDWARDS. Sure. 
Mr. FRIER. Sir, after that case· was dismissed by the ,Federal 

judge in that particular trial, both the Attorney General and FBI 
Headquarters met and determined that an internal investigation 
should be so conducted. 

Now, this investigation was conducted by the Minneapolis office, 
because they are the office that covers that territory. And they do 
have individual-or agents available to conduct those investiga
tions who were in no way involved with the investigation itself. 

The results of those investigations were reviewed by the Attor
ney General and also FBI Headquarters. And based upon that 
investigation, it was unsubstantiated. And the Federal Government 
vigorously pursued an appeal of that case. 

Mr. EDWARDS. What happened on appeal? 
Mr. FRIER. It was overturned by the eighth circuit. 
Mr. EDWARDS. So the district judge was wrong according to the 

circuit court? 
Mr. FRiER. The circuit decided that it would be-that it would 

constitute double jeopardy to retry the subjects of the Wounded 
Knee trials, and therefor~ refused to entertain the Government's 
appeal. 

Mr. EDWARDS. I think I have taken more time than I'd like to at 
the moment. 

Mr. Kastenmeier, do you want to ask anymore questions? 
Mr. KASTENMEIER. No thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Counsel. 
Mr. TUCEVICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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You referred in your testimony-I believe it was on page 6-to a 
situation where the majority of the U.S. attorneys require, in your 
words, FBI investigations even if the Bureau of Indian Affairs or 
tribal police have already investigated the case. Isn't this a need
less duplication of effort? 

Mr. MONROE. It is certainly a duplication of effort, needless. I 
guess the U.S. attorney doesn't feel it is needless. But other than in 
our Phoenix and Albuquerque Division, all of the other U.S. attor
neys with Indian reservations do require that because of what they 
perceive to be a lack of professionalism on the part of the tribal 
officers, in that territory. 

l\fr. TUCEVICH. Would that be your perception of the situation? 
Are they so inadequate that they are incapable of submitting a 
proper case investigation? 

Mr. MONROE. Well, I don't like to criticize my brothers in the law 
enforcement fraternity. I would have to say that that is unfortu
nately fairly accurate, from what I understand~ yes. 

Mr. TUCEVICH. Well, wouldn't it be more likely the case that the 
reason that the U.S. attorneys want the FBI lto be there is because 
they make better witnesses before a jury rather than because they 
investigate so much better? 

Mr. MONROE. I think it is probably both. 
Mr. TUCEVICH. And since the trials generally take place in U.S. 

district courts in a major city among people who are not of the 
Indian culture, an FBI agent would probably be better received by 
a jury than would be a BIA or a tribal police officer? 

I guess what I am suggesting is that it may be more of a cosmetic 
than of real concern. 

Mr. MONROE. It may be cosmetic, but your key witnesses are 
almost always going to be the Indians themselves. They're going to 
be your key witnesses. So cosmetic, I'm not so sure. It's going to 
have cosmetic-I don't see how much effect. 

It is the direct testimony of the witnesses that really should be 
influencing the juries. 

Mr. TUCEVICH. You also indicated that it is within your zone of 
responsibility to cover, I believe you said, 55 million acres of land. 
And for that you have 35 agents, between 34 and 37 agents? 

Mr. MONROE. They travel a lot. 
Mr. TUCEVICH. I imagine they do. 
Mr. MONROE. My budget and manpower man, Mr. Groover, could 

answer that better. 
Mr. GROOVER. The number of agents that have been cited, the 35 

or thereabouts, is an accumulation of time. It is not individuals 
assigned to that. Wherever we have an office covering the terri
tory, we may only have part of one agent's time devoted to Indian 
reservations. So this is reflective of an accumulation of time, which 
would be equivalent to 35 agents fulltime. 

Mr. TUCEVICH. But by any standard, it would be fair to say, 
wouldn't it, that you are spread pretty thin? 

Mr. MONROE. That is very fair to say, I would think. 
Mr. TUCEVICH. So it would be logical to assume that a great deal 

of the investigation is now, in fact, being done by the BIA or tribal 
police? 
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Mr. MONROE. True, except for the more complex, more serIOUS 
felonies. 

Mr. TUCEVICH. I believe Mr. Fleming, in his testimony on the 
19th, also indicated that the recommendations forthcoming from 
the Commission would encourage that FBI agents receive addition
al training in the area of Indian culture and in customs. 

To your knowledge, sir, has the FBI undertaken any such pro
gram to sensitize its agents to Indian culture? 

Mr. MONROE. We recently, as of last spring, spring of 1980, we 
had the first such program. It was up in the State of Minnesota, 
where we brought together agents from that immediate area who 
worked on Indian matters. 

And we brought a Canadian cultural anthropologist down and 
conducted a cross-cultural seminar, which turned out to be ex
tremely valuable to our people. It helped to narrow somewhat the 
cultural gap which does exist between the FBI investigator and the 
Indian. 

And it was so beneficial that we look forward to holding sm.ne
thing similar. We do have, although not as extensive and not as 
good, but we do have some training at our academy in these 
matters. The one in Minnesota was, beneficial and, certainly we 
would like to copy that in the future in other parts of the country 
with other tribes. 

Mr. TUCEVICH. Approximately how many Indian officials, be it 
BIA or tribal police, does the FBI now train? 

Mr. MONROE. We have-first of all, the FBI National Academy, 
which is, if you will, the graduate school of law enforcement, where 
the top law enforcement officials-state, local, and Federal-are 
selected to attend. And so far we have trained 25 Bureau of Indian 
Affairs officials there. 

We try to get four in each year, and they themselves have come 
to us and have asked to ha:ve that doubled. At this point, we are 
considering that. We haven't made a decision, but we have 25 
graduates at that level. And then in 1980 we had 19 separate 
schools out in the field, where we trained over 494, if I recall
approximately 494 tribal police and BIA officials in investigative 
matters. 

So we have done-we have gone out and tried to expand our 
training. Tha,t was just during 1980. That 494 was in 1980. 

We have done it in previous years. 
Mr. TUCEVICH. Have you had any kind of perception or result of 

how effective that training has been towards upgrading their effi
ciencies and their capabilities? 

Mr. MONROE. Especially those who attend the National Academy, 
which is the epitomy for state and local people. Many of those 
individuals have gone on to be top officials in their agencies. And 
we have seen that their training has been outstanding for them. 

For the others, I would say that I frankly don't have a handle on 
it, but I'm sure that, since I know our training programs, I'm sure 
they have benefited, but I could not give you a specific answer or a 
specific example. 

Mr. TUCEVICH. If I could change the subject a little bit. With 
respect to the Leonard Peltier case. There was an allegation made 
that certain affidavits which were procured by the FBI and later 
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used to extradite Mr. Peltier from Canada were, in fact, false. Has 
the Bureau investigated that? 

Mr. MONROE. We certainly have. And with regard to the facts, 
Mr. Frier, to my left here, is quite knowledgeable. And there were 
three affidavits involved in that. And I'll have Mr. Frier address 
those. 

Mr. FRIER. Yes, sir. Three affidavits were taken from Myrtle 
Poor Bear in 1976, within a span of about 1 month. The statement 
that the affidavits were false was misleading. What it was is that 
the first affidavit stated that she was not present at the crime 
scene, but that Leonard Peltier told her that he, in fact, had killed 
the two agents. 

The second affidavit, which was taken about a week later, stated 
that she was at the crime scene, she did observe Peltier do the 
killings, and went into a little more detail. 

In that regard, the third affidavit stated essentially the same as 
the second, only in sufficiently more detail. 

Now, I must point out that is extremely common that a witness 
in a case who is fearful for their life oftentimes does not divulge 
everything accurately the first time, or attempts to minimize their 
presence as far as the activities that were investigated were in
volved. 

And we did an internal investigation regarding the allocations of 
the falsified affidavits. And in our opinion, they were totally unsub
stantiated. Those affidavits were taken by the agents in good faith, 
and no coercion of any type was ever applied to Myrtle Poor Bear. 

Now, they were never used in the trial. That was a decision of 
the U.S. attorney prosecuting the case. 

Mr. TUCEVICH. IVlay I stop you for a moment? 
You indicated no coercion was applied at all? 
Mr. FRIER. No, sir. 
Mr. TUCEVICH. Wasn't there an allegation made by Myrtle Poor 

Bear that, there was in fact, coercion applied? 
Mr. FRIER. Myrtle Poor Bear turned her entire story around at 

the end of the trial. Her reason for that I cannot explain. 
Mr. TUCEVICH. Well, I guess what I'm interested in is what 

particular steps did the FBI take to i3ither substantiate or discredit 
her allegations? 

Mr. FRIER. We did an 'internal investigation of the agents that 
took the affidavit. Following that investigation, we determined that 
her allegations were not accurate. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Now, did that investigation come out of Washing
ton or the field office? 

Mr. FRIER. It came out of the same field office. 
Mr. EDWARDS. You really, in all sincerity, think that is good 

practice? 
Mr. FRIER. Yes, sir, I do. A field office has a lot of FBI agents 

involved in various investigative matters. Not every agent in Min
neapolis works Indian cases. In fact, only one-fourth of them do. 

Mr. EDWARDS. But they have lunch together? 
Mr. FRIER. No, sir, they don't. Minneapolis covers three States, 

Minnesota, North Dakota, and South Dakota. The reservations are 
extremely removed from Minneapolis headquarters. And the gener-
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al procedure would be to have headquarters agents conduct those 
investigations. 

Mr . EDWARDS. Well, my only point is that I think the perception 
of a stranger or a layman-like we are, sitting up here-and the 
perception of perhaps a few million people who live in this country 
does not agree with that. When they think of the Minneapolis 
office, they think of people working together. 

They don't think of perhaps a couple of sub offices, and so forth. 
So that is a problem, and I think your people ought to think more 
about it. 

Mr. MONROE. Your comments about the perception I think I 
totally agree with. I can see a perception problem there since that 
time. Maybe not because of that reason, but since that time we 
have created internally the Office of Professional Responsibility, 
which is designed to take at least what would appear to be a much 
more objective look at these types of situations, and your observa
tions concerning the agents and individuals that certainly know 
each other well. But it would be equally true of some people from 
Headquarters who've been in the FBI for a long time; they know 
each other well, too. 

We try to do everything as objectively as possible, so if the man 
would come from headquarters, it is only a slightly different per
ception. We do try to do everything as objectively as possible, sir. 

Mr. TUCEVICH. There was another incident, I believe, that has 
caused some consternation, and we've received innumerable let
ters-at least the subcommittee has-about a situation involving 
Anna Mae Aquash, who was found dead. 

I believe that the FBI or some local police authorities performed 
an initial autopsy, and that the initial result indicated that she had 
died of exposure, however, a subsequent autopsy indicated she had 
died, in fact, from a bullet wound to the back of the head. 

My question is: Did the FBI play any role in some way examinng 
the body in the first instance? 

Mr. FRIER. Sir, when Anna Mae Aquash's body was found on the 
Pine Ridge Reservation by a rancher, it was in a state of extreme 
decomposition. It was very bloated and unrecognizable as to who it 
was. In fact, it was unidentifiable for quite a long period of time. So 
the body was removed to the local coroner's office, and he per
formed an autopsy. We played no role in that autopsy whatsoever. 
And he ruled that she died of natural causes. 

However, after she was buried, and several weeks later, allega
tions arose that that was not the case. And the FBI filed a court 
order to have the body exhumed. And then a separate--

Mr. TUCEVICH. Was it the FBI that filed for the court order, or 
rather her family? 

Mr. FRIER. Upon receiving information from our Identification 
Division that Aquash was a fugitive and wanted by the FBI, we 
initiated proceedings for exhumation prior to receiving any infor
mation that Aquash's relatives desired a second autopsy. 

When the body was exhumed, it was examined by, Dr. Garry 
Peterson, Hennepin County Medical Examiners Office, Minneapo
lis, Minn. who determined that she had, in fact, been shot in the 
back of the head. Why the first coroner totally misdiagnosed the 
death, we don't know. It has certainly been a situation which we 
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are very upset about, because the FBI took a lot of pressure as far 
as alleged coverups because of that kind of thing. 

However, let me assure you that that investigation is still con
tinuing. And it has been pursued as vigorously as we can do it. And 
I believe that no criticism can be levied as to how the investigation 
in obtaining the identification of her killers has progressed. 

We have done everything possible in that regard. 
Mr. TUCEVICH. Well, has the FBI made any effort to investigate 

why a person performing an autopsy could not distinguish between 
a gunshot wound to the head or exposure as a cause of death? 

Mr. FRIER. Well, it's very difficult to say why a doctor misidenti
fies a cause of death. 

No, we did not do an investigation as to why he misread the 
cause of death. 

Mr. TUCEVICH. Do you have any plans to do so, to initiate such 
an investigation? 

Mr. FRIER. No, sir. It is extremely removed from the time and I 
don't think anything could come of it if we did so attempt now. 

Mr. EDWARDS. How do you know, if you just asked him, he 
wouldn't say somebody-and I'm not saying who-talked him into 
it or bribed him or something? 

Mr. FRIER. Sir, I can't say. I really don't know just what his 
excuses or reasons for missing that identification were. And I 
really don't know what follow-up was done as to why he did it so 
poorly. 

However, we have no involvement in that at all, and our investi
gation has been as aggressive as possible to solve this case. 

Mr. ED~ARDS. Well, I a~ sure ~t has been a pain in the neck to 
you; and It has been to thlS commIttee, because we get a lot of mail 
on it. So we wish somebody would question the doctor. Was he 
drunk, or what happened? It would be very interesting to see what 
his response would be. 

Mr. Boyd. 
Mr. BOYD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
You indicated that ~Myrtle Poor Bear filed three affidavits' is 

that correct? ' 
Mr. FRIER. Yes, sir, th'at's right. 
Mr. BOYD. Which of those three were used to ex~radite Leonard 

Peltier? 
Mr. FRIER. The last two, which were notarized by the court. And 

they were t~e .0?1ly ones that were notarized by the court. For some 
r7ason, the InItial one never was. They were sent under the direc
tIOn of the U.S. attorney to the Canadian authorities. 

Mr. BOYD. And why was she not called at the trial, aside from 
the fact that the U.S. attorney chose not to call her? 

Mr. F~IER. Well, the U.S. attorney, in interviewing Myrtle Poor 
Bear, prior to when he would have used her in the trial deter
mined that, first of all, he didn't need her information. B~t even 
more important than that, he determined that she was an extreme
ly em?ti~~all~ and high~~ unstab~e person. And he did not put a lot 
of relIabilIty In her abIlIty to Withstand cross-examination so he 
chose, at that time, not to use her testimony. ' 
~r. BO!"D. With regard to t~e Minneapolis office of the FBI, you 

saId that It covers four States; IS that correct?' 
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Mr. MONROE. Three States, Minnesota, South Dakota, and North 
Dakota. 

Mr. BOYD. How many offices are outside of Minneapolis? 
Mr. MONROE. The Minneapolis division has 14 suboffices. 
We do have a map here. We could look it up right now. 
Mr. BOYD. How many total personnel, agents-personnel are at

tached to that office? 
Mr. MONROE. We have 14 suboffices. We refer to them as resi

dent agencies. And we have about 45 agents. I don't happen to 
have that figure available right now, but probably close to 45 
agents. 

Mr. BOYD. Would that number of 45 agents qualify as one of the 
larger offices outside of large metropolitan areas such as New York 
or Washington? 

Mr. MONROE. It's a medium-sized office. 
Mr. BOYD, You commented earlier, Mr. Monroe, on the quality of 

BIA investigative techniques. 'Would you say that it is fair to say 
that-that is, your view is shared by many Indian tribes as well? 

Mr. MONROE. I don't have a good answer for that. I really don't 
have an answer as to the way the Indian tribes do perceive them. I 
don't know if my colleague does or not. . 

Mr. FRIER. Sir, it is the perception of our supervisors in FBI 
offices that are designated as Indian country offices-in other 
words, those that have large reservation responsibilities-that the 
expertise and the ability of the BIA andlor the tribal police varies 
extremely. And there are certain BIA special officers in States 
such as Montana, for example, where our supervisors think that 
they have the ability to do good investigative reports and, in fact, 
do so. 

However, it is also the opinion of other divisions that have reser
vations in their territory that the BIA does not have the manpower 
nor the training necessary to take this role over to the capacity 
such as is now being done in Arizona and New Mexico. 

Mr. BoYD. Isn't it the expectation of the Bureau that the training 
responsibility with regard to BIA personnel and tribal police will 
be expanded? 

Mr. lVloNROE. Not unless our manpower and budget is expanded. 
We plan to do what we can within the limitations, but I don't see 
much of an expansion role at this point. 

Mr. BOYD. I ask that because those particular investigative per
sonnel are distinguishable from State and local police, in that they 
operate on Fed~ral land an~ they are, indeed, Federal employees. 

You also earher affirmatively responded to the chairman's sug
gestion about possible pilot programs which might involve tribal 
police more thoroughly in the conduct of their own law enforce
ment effort. 

I assume that in so doing you would support jurisdiction for non
Indians in Indian country being transferred as well to competent 
tribal police forces. Is that a fair assumption? 

Mr. MONROE. That is really a difficult one for us to respond to 
frankly. That is more of a policy decision for the Attorney General 
from a legislative standpoint, and I would rather not get into that 
one, if I might avoid that, sir. 

Mr. BOYD. I have no further questions. Thank you. 
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Let's get back just for a moment to Myrtle Poor 

Bear. She did testify in the trial of Richard Marshall and Russell 
Means. They were tried for the murder of Martin Montileaux in 
1975. Marshall was convicted and remains incarcerated. The essen
tial testimony on which Marshall was convicted was provided by 
Myrtle Poor Bear. She testified that Marshall confessed to the 
crime to her on two occasions. She was a surprise witness and 
produced by FBI agent David Price. 

Then she repudiated her testimony in the Marshall case, stating 
it was coerced. Have you looked into the circumstances under 
which Myrtle Poor Bear provided the testimony against Marshall 
and Means? 

Mr. FRIER. Sir, that case was, I believe, in 1975, which was about 
a year prior to her providing the affidavits against Leonard Peltier, 
and I don't really know the details in that specific case. However, I 
can understand how her frame of mind could have changed dra
matically. Since that time there was a lot of pressure placed on 
that woman regarding what we call the Resmurs trial, which was 
the reservation murders trial, and why she lost her composure and 
the U.S. attorney decided that she was not a credible witness at 
that time, I cannot say. 

I also cannot state what kind of a witness she was during the 
Marshall trial. I don't know. 

Mr. EDWARDS. The investigation of possible agent misconduct 
where you have a person making a complaint is a very important 
part of the whole process. 

Mr. MONROE. It goes right at the heart of the organization, sir. 
Mr. EDWARDS. People can very upset if they think they're getting 

the runaround. And in one case in California which we have been 
corresponding with you about, a complaint was made by a local 
official in a city in California, and yes, the Office of Professional 
Responsibility in Washington picked the case up, but then they 
referred it back to the field office, the criminal division of the same 
field office. 

That in the same town as where the complaint took place and 
where the agent who was alleged to have been guilty of misconduct 
was stationed? Now is that the normal procedure for the Office of 
Professional Responsibility? For them not to do the investigation 
themselves but to refer it back to the field office? 

Mr. GROOVER. Mr. Chairman, the way normally that is done 
under the Office of Professional Responsibility is depending on the 
circumstances in the individual incident. The investigators from 
OPR in Washington at headquarters might conduct the investiga
tion themselves. More often, the investigation will be conducted by 
the field office under the direct supervision of the special agent in 
charge, either by him, by the assistant special agent in charge or 
by one of them with the assistance of an investigator in the office. 
The special agent in charge would be responsible for the investiga
tion. It would be reviewed by the Office of Professional Responsibil
ity in Washington. It also would be submitted to the Office of 
Professional Responsibility in the Department of Justice. 

Should action be taken or proposed, it would also be reviewed 
by-what we have is an administrative summary unit in the ad-
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ministrative services division. A recommendation would then be 
made from there. It gets a number of reviews. It is not left to the 
discretion of an individual agent in an office, whether he knows 
the individual. Under no circumstances would it be assigned to 
someone who was involved with the original case. It would be 
outside of that entirely. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, I can see where you would have to do that in 
most cases, but in serious cases where the Bureau's reputation 
might be at stake, I would hope that you would send somebody 
out-- . 

Mr. GROOVER. In those cases, it would be conducted by an investi-
gator from Washington. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Are there further questions? 
Counsel? 
Ms. LERoy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Monroe, on page 5 of your testimony, you talked about an 

incident on the Red Lake Indian Reservation. I don't believe the 
subcommittee is familiar with that incident. Could you describe it 
in more detail and also describe the FBI's response and the nature 
of the criticism that was aimed at the FBI? 

Mr. MONROE. I will have Mr. Frier respond. 
Mr. FRIER. In May of 1979, an individual named Harold Sullivan 

Hansen, Jr. and five others took over by force the law enforcement 
center on the Red Lake Indian Reservation in Minnesota, and 
thereafter they took hostages, five Bureau of Indian Affairs and 
tribal police officers. Subsequent. to that, a civil disturbance oc
curred with gunfire, lootings, burnlngs resulting in the destruction 
and loss of property totaling $4.5 million and the death of two 
individuals. 

Our initial response was that weekend where we provided FBI 
agents as a SWAT team to show up on the reservation; however, 
upon their appearance, they were ordered by officials at FBI Head
quarters and the Attorney General not to enter the reservation 
until order had been restored. 

Order was eventually restored. 
Ms. LERoy. By whom? 
Mr. FRIER. By the local police and the Bureau of Indian Affairs 

and tribal police. However, following the restoratioin of order, the 
local police-this is the sheriff's offices and the State troopers and 
all other local law enforcement agencies involved-were extremely 
upset with the FBI because they felt it was the position of the FBI 
to assume command in a violent situation of that type and run the 
policing action of a reservation and restore order. 

That primarily came out of the activities that resulted from 
Wounded Knee, and it was because of this criticism and because of 
the misunderstanding of the State and local police that initiated 
FBI Headquarters to, in conjunction with the Department of Jus
tice, draft a memorandum of understanding between Justice and 
Interior, which was signed into agreement this year. 

Now it is the opinion of the Department that only as an extreme 
last resort would the FBI ever be called into a position to send 
forces on, and in all probability, this will never happen. If the 
marshalls cannot handle this, then the Attorney General most 
likely will resort to the military. 
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Ms. LERoy. Have the people who were responsible for the death 
of the two people on the reservation been found, and is the FBI 
conducting that investigation? 

Mr. FRIER. Oh, yes. Those trials were held last year. 
Ms. LERoy. And did the FBI conduct the investigations in those 

cases? 
Mr. FRIER. Yes, all of the investigations of all of the crimes that 

were committed on the reservation during that civil disturbance. 
Ms. LERoy. Well, could you furnish the subcommittee with a 

copy of that memorandum of understanding. 
Mr. FRIER. Yes, we have one here. 
Ms. LERoy. Thank you. . 
Mr. TUCEVICH. One of the other recommendations that Mr. Flem

ing of the Civil Rights Commission indicated would be forthcoming 
from the Commission would be to urge that both the House and 
Senate JUdiciary Committees have access to internal FBI investiga
tions concerning allegations of agents' misconduct. 

Does the Bureau have a position in response to that? In other 
words, would you be willing to provide such materials to both the 
House and Senate Judiciary Committees on a confidential basis? 

Mr. MONROE. It is our understanding because of certain privacy 
considerations, our interpretation of the Privacy Act, it's our opin
ion at this point, we would probably have difficulty with that, but 
it is an area that we will explore and talk with you about later, if 
we could. 

Mr. TUCEVICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much for very helpful testimony. 

And I'm glad that we could work together on resolving some of 
these problems with the reservations and making them independ
ent. We are very pleased with your testimony. 

The committee is adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 3:55 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 
[Submitted material follows:] 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

BETWEEN THE 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

AND 

THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

REGARDING 

FEDERAL RESPONSE TO CIVIL DISORDER ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS 

The purpose of this agreement is to delineate the responsibilities of 

the various federal agencies for civil disorder control on Indian 

reservations in the United States and to identify basic command and 

control channels and general procedures for such operations. The 

policy contained herein shall apply to civil disorder situations 

arising on any Indian Reservation under federal law enforcement juris

diction, either exclusive or concurrent. l 

For the purposes of this agreement, a civil disorder is defined as 

follows: 

The term "civil disorder" means any publ ic disturbance involving 

acts of violence by assemblages of three or more persons, which 

causes an immediate danger of or results in damage or injury to 

the property or person of any other individual. 2 . 

1A current list of reservations and juridiction is attached to 
this agreement and will be ~pdated from time to time as necessary by 
the Department of the Interlor. 

218 USC 12. Section 232(1). 
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Nothing contained in this agreement shall be construed as in any man

ner limiting, modifying, or redefining fhe statutory and other inves

tigative authority of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

POLICY 

The Attorney General has been designated by the President as chief 

civilian officer for coordination of all federal government activities 

relating to civil d~sturbances, including acts of terrorjsm within the 

United States. However, it is the policy of the Attorney General that 

eXisting established law enforcement authority on Indian reservations 

wi 11 not be superseded or augmented by Department of Just i ce 1 au 

enforcement resources and authority unless absolutely necessary and 

then only at the request of the Secretary of the Interior or his des

ignated representative. 

The primary responsibility for the law enforcement response to a civil 

disorder situation arising on an Indian reservation under Department of 

the Interior jurisdiction will rest exclusively with the Assistant Secretary 

- Indian Affairs or the Commissioner of Indian Affairs or his delegated 

representative. 

Where local resources are inadequate to d~al with civil disorder. 

the Commander of specially trained Bureau of Indian Affairs law 

enforcement officers will act as the Commissioner's representative, 
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will be responsible for restoring order. All Bureau of Indian Affairs 

law enforcement officers engaged in restoration of order on the reser

vation will operate under the conmand of the senior Special Operations 

Service Unit official on site. 

Whenever any civil disorder reaches a point beyond the control 

capabilities of local and Bureau of Indian Affairs resources. the 

Department of the Interior may elect to request assistance from the 

Department of Justice. 

Based upon a request for assistance by the Department of the Interior 

and an assessment of the civil disorder situation. the Attorney 

General or the Deputy Attorney General will determine what. if any. 

l's appropriate and shall so advise the Department of the response 

Interior in a timely manner. 

If a decision is made to intervene. the Attorney General or Deputy 

Attorney General will' order or request deployment of federal civilian 

or military forces. The selection of Department of Justice resources 

to be committed shall rest exclusively with the Attorney General or 

the Deputy Attorney General. 
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GENERAL PROCEDURES 

In the event of an actual or potential civil disorder on an 

Indian reservation under federal jurisdiction, the Bureau of 

Indian Affairs will take or direct appropriate law enforcement 

action and notify the nearest office of the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation. 

The Federal Bureau of .Investigation (FBI) office notified will 

inrnediately report the incident to the FBIHQ in Washington. FBI

HQ will immediately notify the Office of the Deputy Attorney 

General through the Department of Justice Emergency Programs Cen

ter. 

At this point civil disorder control responsibility rests solely 

with the Department of the Interior and any FBI special agents on 

site are responsible only for normally authorized 'investigative 

activity to the extent that such activity can be sClfely conducted 

and for keeping F~IHQ appraised of the disorder situation so that 

. the Attorney General or Deputy Attorney General will be prepared 

to act quickly and effectively on any subsequent request for' 

assistance. 

1 
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4. When the Department of the Intedor determines that a civil dis

order on an Indian reservation cannot be controlled or terminated 

by local or BIA resources ~nd requests Department of Justice 

assistance, the Attorney General or the Deputy Attorney General 

will assess the situation and determine what response 1s appro

priate. If a Department of Justice or other response is 

required, the selection of civil response resources to be employ

ed shall rest exclusively with the Attorney General. If federal 

civilian resources are inadequate, military forces will be 

requested by the Department of Justice through establis~ed proce-

dures. 

5. Upon arrival and deployment at the scene of a civil disorder, and 

at a time to be designated by the Attorney General or the Deputy 

Attorney General, the Attorney GeneralIs designee on site will' 

assume operational control of the disorder situation and will be 

responsible for restoring order in accordance with established 

procedures and instructions. 

6. When the law enforcement resotlrce~· designated by the Attorney 

General or th~ Deputy Attorney General assume control of a dis

order situation the Secretary of the Interior will place his law 

enforcement resources at the site at the disposal of the Depart

ment of Justice designee. 
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7. At a ti me to be f1lJtua lly agreed upon by the Department of Ju'st i ce 

and the Department of the I nteri or coritro1 of 1 aw enforcement 

activity at the scene of the civil disorder will be returned to 

the Department of the Interior. 

It is understood and agreed that a basic objective of this agreement 

is to ensure a coordinated and effective federal effort in response to 

incidents of civil disorder on Indian reservations. It is anticipated 

that this agreement will serve to eliminate delays in appropriate 

federal law enforcement action during periods of civil disorder and 

will clearly define basic law enforcement responsibilities, which will 

be further implemented through continuous development of contingency 

plans and procedures by the agencies involved. 

FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF THE 

INTERIOR 

~ ~. ~ :£.Q4;'-~'~ 
CHARLES B. RENFREW 

DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 

Dated: _1_·_2r_D_._~_I __ Dated: _~/_--.-.;...t_--...:..f_I __ _ I 
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The following list of" Indian Reservations was furnished by the 

Department of Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs. Division of 

Law Enforcement Services and represents those reservations as 

of 22 January 1981 that are included in the scope of this 

agreement. 
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Bureau of Indian Affairs 
Division of Law Enforce~ent Services 

BIA RESPONSIBILITY FOR LES BY STATE 
AND RESERVATION/TRIBE 

STATE 

1. A1as~a (1) 

2. Arizona (Incl. (18) 
NM & Utah 

3. California (l) 

4. Colorado (2) 

5. Florida (1) 

6. Idaho (4) 

7. Kansas (2) 

8. Maine (3) 

9. Michigan (5) 

RESERVATION/TRIBE 

1. Annette Island 

2. Navajo 

3. Colorado River 
4. C ocopah 
5. Fort Mohave 
6. Fort Yuma 
7. Fort Apache 
8. Kaibab 
9. Hopi 

10. Fort McDowell 
11. Papago 
12. Ak Chin (Maricopa) 
13. Gila River 
14. Salt River 
15. San Carlos 
16. Camp Verde 
17. Havasupai 
18. Haulapai 
19. Yavapai-Prescott 
20. Tonto Payson 

21. Hoopa/Yurok 

22. Southern Ute 
23. Ute Mountain 

24. Miccosukee 

25. Fort Hall 
26. Kootenai 
27. Coeur d'Alene 
28. Nez Perce 

29. Kickapoo 
30. Potawatomie 

31. Indian Township 
32. Pleasant Point 
33. Penobscot 

34. Bay Mills 
35. Hannahville 
36. Keweenaw Bay 
37. Saginaw-Isabella 
38. Sault Ste. Marie 
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BlA RESPONSIBILITY FOR LES BY STATE 
AND RESE.RVATION 

STATE 

10. Minnesota (2) 

11. Mississippi (1) 

12. Montana (7) 

13. Nebraska (1) 

14. Nevada (26) 

RESERVATION/TRIBE 

39. Nett lake 
40,. Red lake 

41. Choctaw 

42., B lack feet 
43. Crow 
44. Flathead 
45. Fort Belknap 
46. Fort Peck 
47. Northern Cheyenne 
48. Rocky Boys 

49. Omaha 

50. Battle Mountain Colony 
51. Campbell Ranch 
52. Carson Colony 
53. Duck Valley Reservation 
54. Duck Water Reservation 
55. Dresslerville Colony 
56. El ko Colony 
57. Fallon Colony 
58. Fort McDermitt Reservation 
59. Goshute Reservation 
60. Las Vegas Colony 
61. Lovelack Colony 
62. Moapa Reservation 
63. Odgers Ranch 
64. Pyramid Lake Reservation 
65. Reno-Sparks Colony 
66. Ruby Valley Reservation 
67. South Fork Reservation 
68. Summit Lake Reservation 
69. Walker River Reservation 
70. Washoe Pinenut Allotments 
71. Washoe Ranches 
72. Winnemucca Colony 
13. WoOdfords Com~unity 
74. Yerington Colony 
75. Yomba Reservation 
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15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 
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BIA RESPONSIBILITY FOR LES BY STATE 
AND RESERVATION 

New Mexico (22) 

North Carolina (1) 

North Dakota (3) 

Oklahoma (10 ) 

Oregon (3) 

RESERVATION/TRIBE 3. 
• 76. 

77. 
7!L 
79. 
80. 
!h. 
82'. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
89. 
90. 
91-
92. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97. 

98. 

99. 
100. 
101. 

102. 
103. 
104. 
105. 
106. 
107. 
108. 
109. 
110. 
111. 

112. 
113. 
114. 

Jicarilla 
Mescalero 
Nilmbe P!Jebl0 
Picuris Pueblo 
Pojoaque Pueblo 
San Ildefonso Pueblo 
San Juan Pueblo 
Santa Clara Pueblo 
Taos Pueblo 
Tesuque Puebl'o 
Acoma Pueblo 
Cochiti Pueblo 
Isleta Pueblo 
Jemez Pueblo 
Laguna Pueblo 
Sandia Pueblo 
San Felipe Pueblo 
Santa Ana Pueblo 
Santo Domingo Pueblo 
Zia Pueblo 
Zuni Pueblo 
Ramah-llava,io 

E a 5 t ern C her 0 \; e e 

Fort Berthold 
Fort Totten 
Turtle Mountain 

Abs e nt ee-S haw nee· 
Apache 
Caddo 
Cheyenne-Arapho Tribe 
Cornmanche 
Delaware 
Kiowa 
Pawnee Tribe 
Ponca Tribe 
Wichita 

Warm Springs 
Burns Paiute Allotments 
Umat i11a 
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BIA RESPONSIBILITY FOR LES BY STATE 
AND RESERVATION 

STATE 

20. South Dakota (9) 

21. Utah (2) 

22. Washington (25) 

23. Wisconsin (1) 

24. Wyoming (I) 

RESERVATION/TRIBE 4. 

115. 
116. 
117. 
118. 
119. 
120. 
121. 
122. 
123. 

124. 
125. 

126. 
127. 
128. 
129. 
130. 
131. 
132. 
133. 
134. 
135. 
136. 
137. 
138. 
139. 
140. 
141. 
142. 
143. 
144. 
145. 
146. 
147. 
148. 
149. 
150. 

Cheyenne River 
Crow Creek 
F1 andreilY 
Lower Brul e 
Pine Ridge 
Ros~bud 
Sisseton 
Yankton 
Standing Rock (Inc. NO) 

Skull Valley 
Uintah and Ouray 

Chehalis 
Colville 
Hoh 
Kalispel 
Lower E1wah 
Lummi 
Makah 
Muckleshoot 
Nisqual1y 
Nook sack 
Ozette 
Port Gamble 
Puya11 up 
Qu;1 eute 
Qui nault 
Sauk-Suhtt 1 e 
Shaolwater 
Skokomish 
Spokane 
Squaxon Is 1a nd 
Suquamish (Port Madison) 
Swinomish 
Tulalip 
Upper Skagit 
Yaki rna 

l51. Menomi nee 

152. Wind River 

TOTALS: 24 States 152 Reservations 
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OFFtCE OF TnE DtRECTOR 

UNITED STA'rES DEI',dtTME"'r OF' JLSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF IN\'ESTIGATION' 

WASDJSGTON. D.C. %0535 

January 17, 1974 

To: STATE AND LOCAL CRIME LABORATORIES 

I am sure you are a\'lare of a recently cOlll?leted 
National Symposium on Crime Laboratory Development held at 
the FBI Academy December 3-6, 1973. Although it \.r:!s ,lot 
possible to i:wite a reprezenta'tive from every state. and 
local crime laboratory in the United States, the 46 att.endees 
representee. 120 of the estimated 200 of these laboratories 
presently active in 1a~T enforc:ement. 

Your assistance in the crime laboratory ",,:,,rvey con
ducted by the FBI during Octoher, 1973, is very much appre
ciated and provided a data base for consideration d".lring the 
symposium. Enclosed for your infcrm<i.i:.ion are ;;u;r:::;3.ries of 
the work~hop act~vities ~nd a list of attendees. 

Among other things suggested by the symposium partic
ipants was a national association of crime laborat::>.::y admin
istrators to work for the accomplishment of common objectives. 
A group of s'rmposium attende·:!s volunteered to ser'Te as a 
steering com~ittee for this organization and will neet in 
st. Louis, Missouri, over the weekend of January 25-27, 1974, to 
consider this suggested activity. Their names are designated 
on the attached list. 

If you have any thoughts concerning this proposal 
or the other material furnished to you, please feel free to 
communicate them to me or any member of the steering committee 
prior to the st. Louis meeting. 

I;look for~lard to the successful implementation of 
the goals expressed at this symposium, namely, those of t1:'aining, 
research, an~\ conSUltation. You will be kept advised of all 
future effort,s in this regard. 

~~ 
Director . / 

Enclosures (5) 
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PARTICIPANTS IN THE FBI NATIONAL SYHPOSIUM ON CRnlE 
LABORATORY DEVELOPf.1ENT HELD AT TilE FBI ACADEHY, DECE~!PER 
3 - 6, 1973. (Those designated with an * have volunteered 
to 'serve as a steering committee for the establishment 
of an organization of crime laboratory administrators.) 

*Hr. John F. Anderson 
Laboratory Director 
Eastern I'lashington Regional Crime 

Laboratory 
Public Safetv Building 
Spokane, \~ashington 99201 

*Lieutenant l'lilliam Armstrong 
Commander 
Laboratory Division 
Hetropolitan Police Department 
St. Louis, Missouri 63103 

*Lieutenant Joseph Barry 
Forensic Science Bureau 
Division of State Police 
Department of La~l and Public Safety 
\~est Trenton, Ue~T Jersey 08625 

*Mr. Edward G. Bigler 
Chief 
Florida Department of Law enforcement 
P.O. Box 1489 
Tallahassee, Florida 32302 

Mr. Cordell G. Brown 
Chief E'orensic Chemist 
Colorado Bureau of Investigation 
Laboratory 

1370 Broadway 
Denver, Colorado 80203 

*Mr. \~. Jack cadman 
Chief Criminalist 
Orange County Regional 
Criminalistics Laboratory 

550 North Flower Street 
Santa Ana, California 92702 

Lieutenant Marion D. Campbell 
Assistant commander 
Laboratory Unit 
Kentucky State Police 
1250 Louisville Road 
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601 

Mr. James F. Cerven 
crime,faboratory Supervisor 
Il1ino~s Bureau of Identificatic 
515 East Noodruff Road 
Joliet, Illinois 60432 

Mr. Renard Christensen 
Science Laboratory section 
Michigan State police 
East Lansing, ~\ichigan 48200 

Mr. Paul L. Cobb, Jr. 
Director 
Louisiana State Police Crime 
Laboratory 

P. O. Box 1791 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70821 

Mr. Nilliam J. Darby III 
State Toxicology Laboratory 
Middle Tennessee Chest Disease 
Hospital 

Nashville, Tennessee 37216 

~1r. Duayne J. Dillon 
Chief, Criminalistics Laborator~ 

of Contra Costa County 
P.O. Box 391 
Martinez, California 94553 

Mr. Daniel J. Dowd 
Director . 
Wisconsin Crime Laboratory Bure' 
Madison, I'lisconsin 53705 

*Mr. Stark Ferriss 
New York State Police Laborator', 
Building 22, State Offices Ca~~l 
Albany, New York 1222G 
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Hr. Francis J. Flanagan 
Director 
Criminalistics Division 
Police Department 
1121 South State Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60605 

*Hr. Richard II. Fox 
Director 
Regional Criminalistics Laboratory 
2100 North Noland Road 
Independence, Hissouri 64051 

Mr. Allan Gilmore 
Director 
Crime Laboratory 
Sacramento County 
4400 V Street 
Sacramento, California 95817 

Hr. Carlos L. Gonzalez Reyes 
Director General 
Laboratorio criminal 
c/o Police of Puerto Rico 
Box 938 
!lato Rey, Puerto Rico 00919 

Mr. Charles J. Hill 
Identification Officer 
South Dakota Division of Criminal 
Investigation 

Attorney General's Office 
Pierre, South Dakota 57501 

*Dr. Larry B. Howard 
Director 
Georgia State Crime Laboratory 
959 East Confederate Avenue 
Atlanta, Georgia 30316 

Dr. Arthur S. Hume 
Director 
Mississippi Crime Laboratory 
P. O. Box 6097 
Jackson, Hississippi 39208 

Hr. Harold Johnson 
Managing Criminalist 
Bureau of Technical Services 
Califorriia Department of Justice 
3301 C Street 
Sacramento, California 95S16 

-------- - ----
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*Mr. Ralph M. Keaton 
Crime Laboratory Supervisor 
North Carolina State Bureau of 

Investiqation 
421 North Blount Street 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27601 

*Mr. George R. Kennedy 
Agent Supervisor 
Crime Laboratorv 
Oklahoma State Bureau of 

Investigation 
P.O. Box 11497, Cimarron Station 
Oklahoma City, OklahOMa 73111 

Dr. S. David Kutob 
Superintendent 
Crime Laboratory 
Arizona Department of PubliC; Safety 
2010 Nest Encanto 
Phoenix, Arizona 85009 

*Mr. Floyd Ellison 1-1cDonald 
Director 
Houston Polic~ Department 
Laboratory 

61 Riesner Street, Room 430 
Houston, Texas 77002 

Dr. John J. ~lcHugh 
Chief, Chemical Laboratory 
Massachusetts DepartMent of 
Public Safety 

1010 Commomlealth }I.venue 
Boston, ~tassachusetts 02215 

*Mr. Charles A. I1cInerney 
Director 
Pittsburgh and Allegheny County 

Crime Laboratorv 
Jones Law Annex,-7th Floor 
311 Ross Street 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219 

*Mr. Thomas N. Huller 
Director 
Laboratory Division 
Police Department 
601 East Fayette Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21202 
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*Dr. Louis l'Iilliam Nauman 
Director of Laboratories 
Alaska Medical Laboratories, Inc. 
207 East Northern Lights Boulevard 
Anchorage, Alaska 99503 

Mr. Oscar S. Neely 
Director 
Nest Virginia State Police 
Criminal Identification Bureau 
725 Jefferson Road 
South Charleston, Nest Virginia 25303 

*Dr. Charles Edward O'Rear 
Director 
Bureau of Forensic Science 
Division of Consolidated Laboratory 
Services 

1 North 14th Street 
Richmond, virginia 23219 

*Lieutenant Robert Nilliam Pinnick 
State Director of Laboratories 
Oregon State Police Crime Detection 

Laboratory Systems 
University of C~egon ~Iedical School 
2181 Southwe:::t Sam Jackson Park Road 
Portland, Oregon 97201 

*!1r. f.lichael L. Rehberg 
Assistant Director in charge 
Criminalistic Laboratory 
Iowa Bureau of Criminal Investigation 
East 7th Street and Court, 2nd Floor 
Des Moines, Iowa 50319 

*Dr. Carl J. Rehling 
Director 
Alabama Department of Toxicology 

and Criminal Investigation 
Box 231 
Auburn, Alabama 36830 

Mr. James O. Rhoads 
Director 
Bureau of Criminal Apprehension 
1246 University Avenue 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55104 

Captain Charles V. Rorke 
Commanding Officer 
Crime Laboratory Section 
New York City Police Department 
New York, NCI~ York 10013 

3 

*Lieutenant James Sagans 
Pennsylvania State Police Lahoratory 
21st and Herr Street~ 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120 

*Mr. Eldon Straughan 
Supervisor, Pield Laboratories 
Texas Department of Public Safety 

Crime Laborator.ies 
Box iIl43 
Austin, Texas '78765 

Inspector Nilliam n. Syrett, Jr. 
Scientific Investigation Bureau 
Nassau County Police Department 
1490 Franklin Avenue 
Mineola, New York 11501 

Major Ray H. Thompson, Jr. 
Indiana State Police Laboratory 
100 North Senate Avenue 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 

Mr. Edward S. n. Tom 
Director 
Honolulu Police Department Crime 
Laboratory 

1455 South Bereta~ia Street 
Honolulu, nawaii 96814 

Professor Ralph F. Turner 
School of Criminal Justice 
ltichigan State University 
East Lansing, Michigan 48823 

*Mr. Ed\~ard Hhittaker 
Supervisor 
Crime Laboratory Bureau 
1320 Northwest 14th street 
Miami, Florida 33125 

~Ir. Nilliam N. Hitte 
Deputy Chief 
Technical Services Division 
Netropolitan Police Departr.1ent 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 

Mr. De Wayne A. \,olfer 
Chief Forensic Chemist 
Criminalistic Laboratorv 
Los Anaeles Police Administration 
Buildino 

150 Nort~ Los ~n~Rlps Strra~ 
Los Angeles, C411ifornia 90'~'1::! 
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~RTICIPANTS 

*Dr. Briggs J. White. 
Assistant Director 
FBI Laboratory 
U. S. Department of Justice 
t-1ashington, D. C. 20535 

Inspector Jay Cochran, Jr. 
Number One Han 
FBI Laboratory 

1>Iarion E. Williams 
Chief 
Physics-Chemistry Section 
FBI Laboratory 

Area Code 202 
393-7100 
Ext. 3777 

Ext. 3776 

Ext. 3353 

7621 

7621 

7133 

frime Laboratory Systems & Organizatl.'ons W k h - or s op 
T.homas F. Kelleher, Jr. 

John F. Han.1on, Jr. 

Communication 

Francis 1>1. Devine 

Clark S. Shoaff 

and 

Research 

Dr. Cornelius G. McWright 

William G. Courtney 

Ext. 3733 

Ext. 2783 

CooEeratio~ l'1orkshoE 

Ext. 3785 

Ext. 6-2286 

WorkshoE 

Ext. 2107 

Ext. 3638 

SEecialized Scientific Training WorkshoE 

Maurice J. Stack Ext. 6-2531 

Thomas J. Hughes Ext. 6-2296 

Cecil E. Yates, Jr. Ext. 2486 

4 

7627 

5728 

7613 

FBI Acadel'1Y 
Library . 

7407 

6229 IB 

FBI Academy 
Forensic Scier.ce 

FBI Academv 
Forensic Science 

7118 
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CRIME ~.BORATORY SYSTEMS AND 
ORGANIZATIONS WORKSHOP 

Early in workshop activity it was ascertained 
the state/local crime .laboratories presently in existence 
were organized and developed in highly individualized 
systems responding to the particular needs and available 
assets in the cc~~unity served. Staffing of these c~ime 
laboratories with either civilians or s~.,orn personnel 
took place as the planners sought to actualize their 
concept of how a crime laboratory should function. These 
systems are now operational and it was considered unproductive 
to attempt to establish any single ideal arrangement as 
being most desirable for new laboratory development. 
Schematic diagrams of the crime laboratory organization 
and its position in the parent organization were furnished 
by many of the symposium attendees and will provide a basis 
for future study of efficient models for planned facilities. 

Each of the workshop groups unanimously requested 
a specialized course in crime laboratory management be 
developed by the FBI, utilizing data obtained through the 
FBI crime laboratory survey, the facilities of the FBI 
Academy and topical material such as was provided by 
attendees from the State of California belonging to the 
Association of Criminalistic Managers. Suggested by workshop 
participants to improve overall laboratory effectiveness 
were lectures in the areas of personnel management, records 
keeping, communications and fiscal management. 

State government participation in the activities 
'of crime laboratories ranged from (a.) total administration 
on a state level of all crime laboratories within its borders 
to (b.) a complete lack of involvement. For this reason, .
the role of the state government in crime ~aboratory 
activity could not be generalized. The Federal Government's 
role, primarily one of fundin.g in the past, was seen as 
greatly expanded with the FBI's new program of supporting 
state/local crime laboratory development through specialized 
training, research and communications which are detailed in 
qther reports. 

The maximum interest in all these workshop sessions 
was generated in the first session by an attendee's suggestion 
that a national organization of crime laboratory administrators 
be formed to provide a means of direct contact to accomplish 
common objectives. This was repeated through each session 
and was finally brought up for action at a general meeting. 
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RESEARCH WORKSHOP 

In connection with the Research Norkshop which was 
h71d at Quantico, ilirginia, the following summarized sugges
t10ns are set forth: 

1. Responsibilities for research in the criminal-
is tics area should rest primaril¥ with the FBI Laboratory and 
secondarily with local laboratQ~~es (state, coun~y ana cityj. 

t ,2. All ongoing research by forensic science labora-
or1es, whether negative or positive, should be reported to all 

laboratories. This type of reporting would avoid duplication 
of research efforts. Reporting could be done by a publication 
~~c~h:sF~I~orensic science newsletter which could be coordinated 

, ,3. Evaluatio~ of published research in the criminal-
1~t1CS area emanat1ng from laboratories other than the FBI 
s ould be made by the FBI. Research conducted by the FBI and 
published should be evaluated by local laboratories. 

Could
4
be An ~dvfsory comm~ttee should be established which 

Admi ' t aVt~1laole to ~dv1se ~he Law Enforcement Assistance 
n1S ra 10n concern1ng the1r priorities of f d' 

for research in the criminalistics area. un 1ng 

, t' 5. Individuals Who conduct research in the cr1m1nal-
1S 1CS area should be qualified to conduct such research. 

6. Fellowships for a period of six th 
should be established and awarded on the mon s to one year 
duct research in criminalistics. basis of merit to con--

7. Priorities of research 
A. Blood - ind~vidualization and 5ex determination 

of bloods~a1ns, as well as frequency studies on 
polymorph1c components. 

B. Semen - individualization. 

C. Hairs - individualization. 

D. Gunshot residues. 

E. 

F. 

Research on the statistical significance or 
frequency of occurrence of a piece of evidence 
such as glass, a fiber, paint and soil: ' 

Application or computers t 1 b t - 0 a ora ory operation. 

" 

:j 
II -, 
;1 
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Communication and Cooperation Norkshop 

In this workshop, the need for personal, written 
and other types of con~unication was emphasized. A newsletter 
type of communication was suggested wherein current develop~ 
ments in crime laboratory work could be reported and dissern1-
nated ,to all interested crime laboratories. A suggestion was 
made for the FBI Laboratory to publish such a newsletter with 
the material therein being furnished on a continuing basis by 
the contributive effort of all law enforcement laboratories. 
In addition, research efforts would also be included in this 
newsletter. Coordination will be made so as not to duplicate 
other newsletters or their content. 

The need was discussed for an abstract service on 
current fO.rensic science literature. The FBI Academy Library 
is planning to publish current abstracts to l~v enf0rcement 
laboratories in a pilot project in the near future. !his 
will be published separately from the planned newsletter. 

Discussion was held on the possible establishment 
of a National Crime Laboratory I.ibrary. Consensus was that 
such is not necessary at the present time in view of access 
to numerous local libraries and other well-knm'm technical 
sources. Any problems which cannot be resolved in this field 
locally, can be referred to Mr. Clark Shoaff, FBI ~cademy 
Library, Quantico, Virginia, or to any of the FBI Symposium 
participants. 

The need for procedural books or manuals concerning 
techniques used in the various criminalistic disciplines was 
discussed. Consensus was that there is not a serious need for 
these books at the present time since any techniques, if 
published, could be construed as standard methodology which 
is considered by the attendees as highly undesirable. Hence, 
any publication of this nature is being held in abeyance for 
the present for reconsideration when training texts are 
developed for requested specialized training. 

Several inquiries were made concerning the possible 
evaluation of crime laboratory equipment, its availability, 
~imitations, etc. Such an evaluation is not considered 
practical at this time. 
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Specialized Scientific Training Workshop 

A. General considerations: 

1. Because of the diversity between the size, equipment 
and manpower of the individual laboratories, as well as 
local operating policies, it would appear that no single 
proposed course would have universal a.ppeal or fill a 
common need. But rather than considering this as an 
obstacle to future training, it simply points out the 
wide scope of progr.ams required '1:.0 satisfy the field 
need. For instance, field elimination tests, such as the 
benzidine test performed by the crime scene technician 
were considered an asset to the laboratory serving large 
jurisdictions involving considerable distances. On the 
contrary, large city laboratories would prefer that no 
one examine the evidence before receipt at the laboratory. 

2. Any course proposed should be described in such detail 
that the individual laboratory director could evaluate his 
personnel's qualifications. Specialized equipment to be 
used should also be identified so that each director knows 
if it is consistent with his own equipment. 

3: Ea~h proposal should be accompanied by suitable ques
t~onna~res to be completed by a designated candidate for 
evaluation by the training facility. These would allow for 
a class to be composed of students with a given level of 
competence. 

4. The average course duration should be two weeks with a 
normal maximum of four weeks. A course of longer duration 
would have to be of unusual importance. 

5. All courses should be structured so that the student 
would return to his laboratory with the capacity to instruct 
other laboratory personnel. 

6. All courses should include moot court training as it 
would relate to the presentation of testimony in that 
specific area. 

7. Courses should not duplicate instrument-type training 
offered by the equipment manufacturer. 
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8. Any course would be more produ7tive i~ ~eld at 
Quantico facility rather than on-s~te tra~n~ng or. 
regional seminars. 

9. All participants agreed that ~ut~ide edxper~sll~hOUld 
be considered as instructors and ~nd~cate a w~ ~ngness 
to furnish their own personnel for this purpose. 

10. A unanimous feeling \'1as present that courses should 
emphasize application/participation rather,than_theory. 
"Hands-on time" should be considered as be~ng OJ: utmost 

importanc~. 

11 In formulating courses, don't assume the field need 
is' only in advanced areas or that a certain level of 
competence can be presumed. A course in how to use a 
microscope was suggested as an example. 

12. outside funding was a crucial factor. Without it, 
most laboratories could not support this program. 

13. Accreditation by the University of Virginia was thought 
t;o be a tr.emendous incentive. 

!!.:... .. priority of need~: 

1. Specific areas of need were identified as: blolOd and 
body fluids; hair and fiber analysis; as well as g ass 
and paint examinations. These should be offered iil a full 
range from basic to advanced. 

2. Specialized areas, such as advanced photography ctlasses 
in specialized techniques, microp~otography, ~ocumen 
photography and advanced fingerpr~nt courses ~n latent 
processing and chemical development were suggested. 

3. General areas were also requested in crime scene 
processing and an introductory course in forensic science 
for new employees. 

4. support needs in the form of audio-visu~l aids for 
field training. These could,range from bas~7 p~ocedures 
to a familiarization course 1n the most soph1st1cated of 
instrumental techniques. 

5. Crime laboratory management courses. These ShoUblld 
not be general concepts but respond t~ eV7ryd~y pro ems, 
such as inventor.v control, workload d~str1but10n, case 
control personn~l development and utilization of available 
systems: These courses should be directod,at various 
levels for both the directors and the work1ng "bench" 
suparvisors. 

2 
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t
6 • hC~urses whose purpose is to update 
ec n~ques and methods where needed. a.nd share new 

7. Training of long duration, such as ' , 
documents, or firearms ident'f' , . ~n quest~oned 
feasible, but the ShIrt ~ ~cat~on, would not be 
level of proficiencyOWOulCdoubrse gleared to raise the 

- e va uable. 

,All participants strenuousl h' 
ment~oned need for practical it y tehmp as~ze the previously 
approach. y ra er than a theoretical 
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SURVEY OF FEDERAL AND 
STATE PROSECUTuRS 

4/16 - 3D/aD 

During the past year, the General Accounting Office (GAO) 

conducted a survey of the Federal laboratory system including the 

FBI, DEA, ATF, and U. S. Postal Service. Part of their survey 

dealt with the merits of using Special Agents with scientific backgrounds 

as FBI Laboratory examiners. The other three agencies use non-Agent 

personnel as examiners. In an effort to assist the FBI in responding 

to GAO's inquiry, I am requesting your assistance by asking you to 

complete a survey sheet that has been prepared to assess the perfor-

mallce of Special Agent examiners as expert witnesses, In addition, 

it would be helpful if you have had experience with the other Federal 

1aborator.ies, if you could respond to questions 7 and 8 with a brief 

narrative regarding your views. Questions 1 through 5 are asking 

you to rate the response on a scale of'l to 5. Please circle the 

number on the line that represents your eValuation of the Special Agent 

expert witness, 

We hope your responses will be based on direct knowledge 

you may have or perceptions you may have as a result of dialogue with 

Assistant U. S. Attorneys in your office. One of our primary objectives 

is to serve the Federal prosecutors in the most professional manner we 

can. Your assistance in responding to this survey will help us in 

evaluating our position. 
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On the following s~ales, please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his perfo)'''mance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

I 2 3 4 5 
/ / / / / 

msor~g-an~i~z-ed~"------~-----------o-rg-an~i~z-e~d-,----------~-------v-e-ry=-o-r--ganized, 
unprepared prepar-ed well-prepared, 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) I 2 3 4 5 
/ / / / / 

displayed lack sincere displayed 
of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

(b) I 2 3 4 5 
/ / / / / 

hesitant .. competent dynamic III v~ry 
unconvincing convincing 

(c) I 2 3 4 5 
/ / / / / 

defensive 8< objective highly 
appearance of bias professional 8< 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

I 2 3 4 5 
/ / / / I unimL-p-r-es-s-e~d~III------~---------'im~p~r=e~s~se~d~--------~----------~v~e:=ryimpressed 

confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical "nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

i 2 3 4 5 
/ / / / / 

no -L,-h-:-ig~h~l-y---------1....----------~a~d"e~q=u~a7te::----------~-------~y;;e;:;s:-::- clearly 
technical .. presentation understood .. 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

I 2 3 4 5 
/ / / / / 

easily responsive highly effective; 
intimidated, .. direct able to reinforce 
vacillating .. unsure his findings through 

responses 
r i 

I 
i 
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6 . Has investigative guidance been furnished by IJIn SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator Which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes __ no 

7. Based on your experiences, do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes_ no 

Why? Why not? 

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

u. S. Attorney 

(ll'BI/DOJ 

Judicial District 
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On the following Bcales, please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his pertonnance IlS an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and IlSsistance rendered by the SA expert witness, 
would you describe him as: 

3 13 Ie. 
I 2 3 4 5 
I I I I I 

diSOrLg:::an=iz:::e:-:d;-:-'---L------::o':"rg=an;::!;i::ze:::d.,-----.1.----:;v;.;e:;ry;;-;':o:;r;:;;ganized , 
unprepared prepared well-prepared, 

rendered helpful 
IlSsistance 

2. During the in-court presentstion by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) I 
I 

displayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 
i <:. 19 

1 2 3 4 5 
/ / / I I unimL-pre-s-s-ed~l---L-----'im~p=r~es:::s=e~d-----.1.-----~v;ery~impressed 

confused 

4, Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

3 10 1~ 
1 2 3 4 5 

f/~~----~/------~~/~~------~/------_v.~/ 
no --highly adequate yes - clesrly 
technical • presentation understood 8. 

difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would 'you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

e tJ
4 

IS" 
1 2 3 5 

fl __ ~ ____ -LI ______ ~~/~~ __ --~/----~~~I 
ellSUy responsive highlyefCective; 
intimidated, , direct able to reinCorce 
vacillating' unsure his Cindings through 

responses 

I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
! 

! 
! 

i 

I 
I , 
! 
i , 
Ii 

i 

! 
~ 
I 
I 
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6. Has inv~stigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes~ no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes~ 

Why? 

no 

Why not? 

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as, 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

u. S. Attorney 

Jl'"III'DOJ 

Judicial District 
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On the following scales. please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at th~ appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

I 2 3 4 (i') 
/ / / / / 

disor~g-an~i~z-ed~.~----~----·------~o~rg=an~i~z~ed~.----------~------~v~e~ry~o~r==ganized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared I 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness I would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) I 2 3 4 ~ / I I I 
displayed lack sincere displayed 
of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

(' (b) I 2 3 4 5, 
I I I I -l 

hesitant. competent dynamic & very 
unconvincing convincing 

(c) I 2 3 4 {5.1 
I I I I -r 

defensive" objective highly 
appearance of bias profeSSional Ik 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

2 3 4 15' 
/ I I I T 

unimL-p-r-es-s-e~d~.-------L----------~i=m~p~r~e~ss=e~d~--------~----------~v=e::ryimpressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

1 2 3 4 G 
I I I I r 

no -L,...h-:-ig~h-:l-y--------L------:~---:a~d;-e::q~u::a7te::---------..!-----------:y:::e::::s:-::- clearly 

technical • presentation understood " 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

1 2 3 4 (5) 
LI----------LI------~~~/~=_------~/------k'_~~ 

easily responsive highly effective; 
intimidated. • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 

'l 

~ 
U 
~ , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
~ 

r~ 
t, 
Ii 

Ii 
l1 
p 
t, 

11 

i 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yesL no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes --tL. no 

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Lsboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

"DilDO" 

I.,. .... 

~J -~ /.:' 1 \~ ~.l'-' II",~· ~ , 
JUdicial District 

r,' _ 1 A~<-., ,,;./-G- . 
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On the following scales. please indicate your evaluation ot the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

~ ~ ~ .~ cp 
msorLg-an~i-ze-d~.-------L----------o-r~g~an~i~ze~d~.----------~------~v=e=ry~o~r=:ganized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared, 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 
I 

displayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

(b) 1 
I 

hesitant. 
unconvincing 

(c) I 
I 

defensive ,. 
appearance of bias 

2 
I 

2 
I 

2 
I 

3 
I 

sincere 

3 
I 

competent 

3 
I 

objective 

4 
I 

4 
I 

([! 
I 

displayed 
maturity and 
good judgement 

5 
I 

dynamic ,. very 
convincing 

Cp 
highly 
professional ,. 
objective 

3. How would you describe the ju;y response to the SA as an expert witness? 

I 2 3 4 (5) 
I I I I r' unimLp-r-e-s-a-e-d-&-------L----------~im==p=re~s~s~e~d.----------L-----------v;;ery~impressed 

confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

II 12 1
3 

14 ~ 
no _Lhi.,-· g....,h1~y---------L-----------:a~d;:e::q:::u::a:;:te~---------..!-------:;y;;e;;;s~- clearly 

technical • presentation understood t. 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witnesa' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? • y\ 

1 2 3 4 ,.' 
L ________ ~/~ ______ ===/~=_ __ ----~/------~~ 

responsive highly effectivej 
easily • direct able to reinforce 
intimidated. his findings through vacillating • unsure 

responses 

~ 
11 ! 
II 

~ 
II 
J 

il 
if 

II 
~ 

i 

! , 
! 
! 

I' 

I 
I 
I 
f 
i 
II 

I 
I 
! 
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6. Haa investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes ~ no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes V no 

&'4-;, .. 
. ' , 

'r J.. "'./ .. - .:;.. .. / ;/ ,t:.:c...... <.'./:1~.. . .. L." /.' r,;'.( 
'" . U. S. Attorney 

t"U'I/DOJ 

- lit; 
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On the following scales pleas i di 
(SA) examiner in his perform~ce as e n ca~ your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
below at the appropriate points: an expe witness by circling the number on the lines 

1. With regard to pre-trial pre aratio 
would you describe him as: p n and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness, 

I 
I 

disorganized l 
unprepared 

2 
I 

3 
I 

organized, 
prepared 

4 
I 

very 0 ed, 
well-prepared, 
rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation b th 
demeanor as: . y e SA expert witness, would you describe his 

(a) I 2 3 C-
disp{ay::edd}ilaiCc~k---.LI----liiiiC~/;;-_____ IL4 -----J 1

5
.1 

of professional dis laye ." sincere -= 
maturity matur' and 

(b) I 

I 
hesitant" 
unconvincing 

(c) I 
I 

defensive" 
appearance of bias 

2 

I 

2 
I 

3. How would you describe the j 

I 
I 

unimp:r.essed " 
confused 

2 
I 

3 
I 

competent 

3 
I 

objective 

4 
I 

4 
I 

good judg-ement 

1"'5'~ . 

~_.,,'i 
dynamic " very 
convincing 

,.--, r " \ ; \ 

highly 
professional " 
objective 

ury response to the SA as an expert witn ? ess. 

3 
I 

impressed 

4 
I 

. 5 
\ I 
ve~~essed 

4. Did the SA ·translate the technical natur f 
easily understOOd by the lay jury? e 0 his examination and results into terms 

I 
I 

no - highly 
technical " 
difficult to follow 

2 
I 

3 
I 

adequate 
presentation 

4 
I 

,.-
r 5 

'. I 
yes -clearly 
understood Ii 
well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' abili 
particularly during cross-examination? ty to support his scientific opinion 

easi~~~~ ________ ~/L2 ________ ~~/~3~~ ______ ~/~4 ______ ~_'~~ 
intimidated, responsive hi hI f" 

l direct g y e ,ective; 
vacillating l unsure able to reinforce 

his findings through 
responses 

, 
i 
i{ 
M 

j 
i 

~ 
il 
'I i 
\ 

I 
I 
I . 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? . 

yes ..x. no 

7. Based on your experienCJes, do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigl'l.tive experience as FBI Laboratory 'examiners? 

yes~ 

Why? 

__ I, 
I fv.·A .' , 

Why not? 

...; -",-

.......... t'o-.\ ..... 

I ( ". , • ,-1" .. ,. \\ .... \.1.. • t. _."",,, t: ____ l ........ :.l., _f 

I , ,. ~ •• .. • I I ( I, \ • " .. 

.,. .... t· ~-{\ 1 ,... 1:' I. ~ t· ',,,,I .. 

8. Do you have Il11Y comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

t':" I II 

r 
--, " ". 

'/' 

Ct. c . ..,t. 1 

" 
'" •• t· .. ·.,.:. (. 

1- • 
( , 

C'\. « . 't-', • ,I., 

/ 
'-.l J 'to ~,,~ 
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On th~ follO'lring selles, pleu~ indicate your evlluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) exll1liner in hi8 performanae u an expert witness by clrcling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

I. With regard to pre-~ prepcration and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness, 
would you describe him aa: 

=~~~~ ____ ~~ ______ ~~~;~.-______ ~~ _________ l~~ 
disorganized' organized, very organized, 
unprepared prepared Well-prepared, 

rendered helpful 
ulliatanee 
, 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanoru: 

(a): ~ ; ~ OJ 
disP~t=~ed~la~ck~------~--------------~Sin~ce=re~--------------~------------d~i~SP~I~~ed 
of profeasional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

(b) 1 2 3 4 15'"\ 
I I I I "-f--J hesittan:::Ot-;.-----.!-----cco=m=p:::e~te=n:::t-----...!.------d::-ynsm1=-' e • very 

unconvincing convincillg 

(c) : ~ ~ ~ (D 
de~=n~si~v::e~.~---~-----O~b~j~e~Cti~v~e~-----~~-----~h~ig~hl~y 
appearance of bias professional" 

objective 

3. Ho\'I would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

\ 
=}====~----~; __ ----_.~=/~3~--------~/_4------~=~==5 

unimpressed' impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the teahnical nature of his examination and results mio terms 
easlly understood by the lay jury? 

1 2 3 4 CL:~ 
I I I I I 

no -'-;:-hiz:g:;:hl:;:y::------!..-----:::a::;de::q:::u::a~te:-------''-------y=e::s:-::'- clearly 

technical. presentstion understood " 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you descrioe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during crolls-examin'ltion? 

1 2 3 4 ~ 
I I I I '7--' 

easU·!:-y------.1--------:r-e':-:sp-fo=n:":s:;:iv-:-e------:+--''------'h::'ii=gh;:;l;::-'Y effective; 

intimidated, • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findinl!;l1 thra\ 

responses 

705 

6. HIlS investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either direatly or through the elISe investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes V no 

7. Based on your experiences, do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience I!II FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes v'" 

\ 
\ , 

no 

~ /' e.---6 .... .:".~ 
Judicial District 
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On the following scales, please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness, 
would you describe him as: 

1 2 3 4 \ 5 
I I I I '1 

disorganized • organized, very organized, 
unprepared prepared well-prepared, 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 2 3 4 /5 
I I I I '--f 

displayed lack sincere displayed 
of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

(b) I 2 3 4 5 
I I I / 'I 

hesitant & competent dynamic & very 
unconvincing convincing 

(c) 1 2 3 4 I 5 
I I I I " I 

defensive II objective highly 
appearance of bias professional & 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA 8S an expert witness? 

1 2 3 ;4 5 

~/--~~----~/------~--~/~~------'~~--------~I 
unimpressed" impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

1 
I 

no - highly 
technical • 
difficult to follow 

2 
I 

3 
I 

adequate 
presentation 

4 
I 

; 5 
~'1 

yes - clearly 
understood " 
well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

.......... 
1 2 3 4 :5. 
I I I I '-/---' 

easi~ly-------...!-------re-s-p....!o-n-s-;i-v-e-----.!------:hi-;·-gh:-:-Iy-"effective; 
intimidated, • diretlt able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 

[j 
[I 
I 

~ 
~ 
I! 
11 

~ 

I 
j 
I 

'F V 
~ 

t' 

i: 
11 
!, 
i 
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) 
I 

t 
I' 
I 
I 
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I 
l 
I: 
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6. Has investig«d1.·~ guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either dircetly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes~ no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes_"_ no 

Why? Why not? 

ill.t.,S1'· .1Y\,/v1u..... .;. ...... ;%·1 .(. r :'-(.'['" .',- ''':.,. I ." 
/- '_J 

·:~{t..i /)'I'Yv·~.,~' /",'(I\I.'lU-V-! {·:\..C ./{-< f!(:·':';-~"·I >;::/""-'yr d..l· __ ' 

.,, :,' • I I .• 1." ',.' ( r . A ;, . " .J /' • r /.. ' I .' .. /.. . -' ;.. Ii.' 
'-' v , • " i' . J ~ i'/,./,I-j-.':. ~ ,,";/, ··-t· ,~' '. " "A-!" ':.. I /~ 

B. Do you have any comments or observation's 'pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

.II" .' .' .. ~!- lA ... !" ,:_,. I , 

P'tu/ClOJ 

",I '" ,t/ 
• ... t 

) ->',: / 
.. '._. ~~. \.. -"4. f . ..,'.... .f~. . ~ ~ • of. ( ... .: ..• ~ . ~ , 
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On the following scales, please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 

below at the appropria~e points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness, 
would you describe him as: 

~ ; ~ ~ Y' 
disorLg-an~i~z-e~d-.--------~----------o-r-g-an~i~z-e~d~,----------~------~v~e~ry~~o~rg==anized, 
unprepared prepared well-prepared, 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 2 
/ / 

displayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

(b) 1 2 
/ / 

hesitant. 
unconvincing 

(c) 1 2 
/ / 

defensive' 
appearance of bias 

3. How would you describe the 

1 
/ 

u.,impressed • 
confused 

2 
/ 

3 4 ~ / / 
sincere displayed 

maturity and 
good judgement 

3 4 cp 
/ / 

competent dynamic • very 
convincing 

3 cY 5 
/ / 

objective highly 
professional , 
objective 

jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

/ / ej;' 
impressed very impressed 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

/ / / /" (j) 
no -4-hi.,..g-:hl-:-y-------L-------:a:-d;-e-:q:::u:-a~te::----------~---------;y;:e:;;s~- clearly 

technical. presentation understood. 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examjnation? 

L/ __________ ~/_2 ________ _=~/~=-__ ----~/ ______ ~~~ 
easily responsive highly effective; 
intimidated, • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 

, 

I {\ 

~ 

~ 
1\ 

1\ 
1\ 

1\ 

\1 
'i 

\1 

\ 

f' 1 ., 
\l 

I' 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes ~ no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes~ no 

Why? Why not? 

See question B. 

B. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examinera with no investigative experience? 

Investigative exoerience enables an expert witness to more effectively 
translate laboratory findings into understandable testimony. Addition
ally, it enables the expert to more readily relate his findings to the 
actual factual circumstances of the case at hand. Furthermore, the 
participation of Special Agent/experts in the investigati~e process, 
particularly in complex cases (such as the FALN) substant1ally con
tributes to successful conclusions. 

-TI P)(I. 
...... 1 '1') '-;" ~ .~ J. ' L.(.;: 
U. S. Attorney 
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On the following scales, please indicate your eValuation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expel;'t witness, 
would you describe him as: 

( I 2 3 5 
/ / / / 

disorganized Ik organized, very organized, 
unprepared prepared well-prepared, 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 2 3 4 d/ / / / / 
displayed lack sincere displayed 
of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

6.: (b) 1 2 3 5 
/ / / / 

hesitant & competent co: dynamic «< very 
unconvincing convincing 

(c) 1 2 3 4 -<1 
/ / / / 

higW defensive & objective 
appearance of bias professional & 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as BlJ expert witness? 

~: ____ ~ ____ ~: ________ ~~/_3~ ________ ~~!~1 ________ ~: 
unimpressed & impressed Ic7 very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

1 2 3 4 /'5 

~/~~------~/~--------~/~--------~/----------\~~ 
no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical Ik presentation understood .. 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

easi!:-{y------..-!/-2-----r-e-:-s~p/~0:-s-;i-v-e------'-!----";"hi-;.g-,h;-;W~{ctiVe; 
intimidated, • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating. unsure his findings through 

responses 

:1 

;! 
d 
I 

(I 
II 
II 
d 
II 

~ 
II 
~ 
\1 

Ij 
II 
II t, ,l 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes~ no 

7. Based on your experiences, do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes --L no 

Why? 

J(~I,,~." ~:-. Ltj ll,j Ii 
C .(')1-V"\.-Ir\. ~J' <! 4~(' 

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Lsboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

~ c_ )1.9 I ~/ 

p'al/oo.J 

. ...--, 

l~(rr1;::,1?)Jo. .. f..,."~l 
. U. S. Attorney U 

'})'"\"t.· .... l '/"1 '>" /J .. t ~ 1r';:" "
Judicial District 
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On the following Scales, please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Speclal Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on .the lines below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. Would you describe him as: 

~sor=~g=ani~=ze~dl7'------~;----------o~r-g-an-7~z-e~d~'------____ ~; ______ -v-e-ry--~d' 
unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assi&tance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert Witness, would you describe his demeanor as: 

(a) I 
I 

~splayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

2 3 4 ~) 
~~~------_I-----------s~in-c~:~r-e------------~/--------~d~iS~ 

maturity and 
good judgement 

(b) 1 2 3 4 A 
hesit:-/an-:-t ":",.----------...;.I----------co-m--pe"":l t:-e-n';""t ----------...;.I----------d~yW~ , very 
unconvincing 

(c) 1 
I 

defensive' 
appearance of bias 

2 
I 

3. How would you describe the 

1 2 
L- I 

unimpressed' 
confused 

3 
I 

objective 

4 
I 

convincing 

jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

3 
I 

impressed 

4 
I ~ vel ressed 

4, Did the SA translate the techniCal nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

no-~/~~i~g~hl~y-------'-1-2----------a~d:-e-q~/:~m:-e------__ -~/ __ o4 _______ -y~e~ 
technical, presentation understood Ii 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How Would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

1 2 
I / 

easily 
intimidated, 
vacille.ting , unsure 

3 
/ 

responsive 
'~rect 

4 
I 

responses 

[, 

f 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 

I 
fl 
(I 

II 
Ii 
!1 

~ r 
I 
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Why? Why not? 

ti ertaining to the continued use of 8. Do you have any comments or observa ons ;rience as Laboratory examiners as 
Speclal Agents with previous investigative e~ with no investigative experience? opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory exam ners 

h#,${( i /.~ k~,7¢ 
u. S. Attorney 

{~&/ AI ;? ,.vG 
JUdicial DiStrict 
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, On the following scales, please indicate your eValuation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witne&s by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness, 
would you describe him as: 

~ ~ Q ; ~ 
mso~rg=an~i~z~ed~.~----~----------~o=rg=an~i~z~ed~,----------~------~v~e-ry~o-r--ganized, 
unprepared prepared well-prepared, 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) } -::-:--::--__ ...:.; ____ ~:--'~'------0~4--,-,-' __ --:-:--:-'~ 
displayed lack sincere displayed 
of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

/' . 

(b) I 2/ 3 I 4 ,~ 5 
/ / . \~, / 

hesit~an~t~&----------~----------~co~m~p~e~te=n~t--------~-=~--------~dy~n=am~ic"very 
unconvincing convincing 

: " / 
(c) I 2 ! 3 ~, 4 5 

/ / \ -jo' / / 
defun~si~v-e~"~~------~----------o~b~je~c~tl~'v-e~----------~--------~h~i-g~hlY 

appearance of bias professional " 
objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

~:--~~----~}------~~~~'-~~~~------~:---------~~' 
unimpressed" impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

: '} / : Cj) 
no -'-:-h-:-ig~h~l-y----------'------------a-d~e-q':"u-a-:-te------------"':'-----------y-e-s--- clearly 

technical. presentation understood .. 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

: ; / ~4j/ / 
easi!,..ly--------------.:..----------r-e-s-p-'-o-n-sl:-·v-e-----------'--------~hi:-:·~g":"h":"ly--effectivei 
intimidated, • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 

! 

I 
II 

11 
II 

~l 
l 

I 
\ 

I,: 
l' 

\: 

Ii 
II 
II 

II v 
H 
I' 
" Ii \! 
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/, 
Ii 
II 
II 
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6. Ras investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes-L no 

7. Based on your experiences, do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with proviou. inve'.~.ve experience" FBt L.boratory exmnine .. ' 

~ , 
yes . nd __ 

Why? Why not? 

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

p'allOOJ 

J\fdnal'District 
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On the following scales. pleue indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA), examiner in his performance all an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

I. With regard to pre-trial prepal'ation and 88sistanct rendered by the SA expert witness. 

WOul~d you des""'e hlm ~." ': ~ G} 
disorganized • organized. very organized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) I 2 3 4 Ii) 
diSpiay-ed~la-c"":'k--_......:../ ___ ---s7in-c-'~-r-e------;...I ___ ---:d~i8~d 
of professional maturity and 
maturity -Z2d . ment 

(b) I 2 3 4 5 

heSitant • I comp~tent I dyn liC. very 

:::O;vin,ln
g 

~ j ~ COl) 
defensive. objective highly 
appearance of bias professional I< 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA ss an expert witness? 

I 
I 

unimpressed • 
confused 

2 
I 

3 
I 

impressed 

4 
I 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into J.e!iiiS\ 
easily understood by the lay jury? ~//' . J 

I 2 3 4 ({ 5 
I I I I . I 

no - highly 
technical • 
difficult to follow 

adequate 
presentation 

yes - clearly 
understood. 
well presented 

5. How would 'You describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific 0D 
particularly during cross-examination? 

I 2 3 4 5 , 
I I I I . 

easily responsive highly effective; 
intimidated. • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 

~ 
H 
'l 

I 
Ii 
Ii 

!1 
11 p 
,I 
I' r, 

f, II 
'i '( 

. I 

~ 
H 
" Ii 

Ii , 
II 
tI 
~ 
Ii 
11 

II 
j ~ 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or throu he case investigator which assisted 1n bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Sp;cial Agents with previous 1:::7XPSrienoe ss FBI L'b::"O"" examiners. 

Why? Why not? 

.. 

8 Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
S~ecial Agents with previous inveatigative experience as Laboratory examiners as ? 

opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience. 

.,.al/DOJ 
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On the following scales, please indicate your eValuation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness, 
would you describe him as: 

; ; ~ ~ 0) 
diSOrLg-an~i~z-ed~"------~-----------o-rg-an~i~Z-ed~,----------2--------v-e-ry--o~r~ganized, 
unprepared prepared well-prepared, 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) } ~:--::-__ ----!;-----:--L.~ _____ __!_~ ____ ~~0 
displayed lack sincere displayed 
of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

~: _____ __!_; ____ ~~/~3~~ ______ ·I/)~i~ ____ ~: 
unimpressed & impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

I 2 3 .' :; 5 
_/---,.,--------~/~--------~~/~--------~!~'~/~/~--------~/ 

no - highly ad~quate '- .' yes - clearly 
technical .. presentation understood & 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

1 
/ 

easily 
intimidated, 
vacillating" unsure 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

responsive 
.. direct 

4 
r 

highly effective; 
able to reinforce 
his findings through 
responses 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes V" no 

7. Based on you~ experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience ae FBI Laboratory examiners? 

,,/ 
yes__ no 

Why? Why not? 

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with n~ investigative experience? 

-; Ice h#~ I~ (j!,dj~ ,,,.-r.<UAJf't d: 
L 

/ 

/ 

".'"DOJ Ii.!./). IlL;;. 
Judicial District 
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On the following scales. plesse indicate your eValuation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate p~ints: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: -, 
~~~~~ ____ ~; __________ ~~~ ______ ~C:~1~.4~.~~~ ______ ~~ 

disorganized , organized. very organized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
sssistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) I 
/ 

displayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

(b) I 
/ 

hesitant, 
unconvincing 

(c) I 
/ 

defensive, 
appearance of bias 

2 
/ 

2 
/ 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

sincere 

3 
/ 

competent 

3 
/ 

objective 

4 
/ 

5 
/ 

displayed 
maturity and 
good judgement 

5 
/ 

dynamic I< very 
convincing 

q2 
highly 
professional I< 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

~: __________ ~: ________ ~~/_3~ ________ ~/~4 __________ ~~ 
unimpressed" impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

~:~ ________ ~: ________ ~~/_3 __________ ~~4 __________ ~! 
no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical , presentation understood " 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to BUppOrt his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

I 2 3 0J 5 

~/----------~/----------~/~~-------~~----~~~/ 
essily responsive highly effective; 
intimidated. , direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his f"mdings through 

responses 

! 

~ 
1\ 

~ 
~ 
I Ij 

~ r 
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6 Has investigative I'Uidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which as listed in bringing 
the case to prosecutio.n? /' 

yesK no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Sp:cial Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners. 

yes /'" no 

Why not? 

ti rtaining to the continued use of 8 Do you have any comments or observa ons pe t 'ners as 
S~ecial Agents with previous investigative e~eri::~it~:1 :oa~~:s~~a~~':~erienCe? 0t:=f?:X:: ~ b.~~d~ I 

71f/J,v ~/'~--c 
Judicial District 
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On the following scales, please indicate your eValuation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert wi~ess by circling the numbel' on the lines 

below at the appropriate points: \ 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness, 
would you describe him as: 

1 
/ 

disorganized l 
unprepared 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

organized, 
prepared 

4 
/ 

very 0 lzed, 
well-prepared, 
rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 ; : ~ 0 ·~~~------~------------s~i~n-c~e-r-e------------~----------~ / 
displayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

maturity and 
good judgement 

(b): ; : (TJ : 
hesitLan--,t-l------------L-----------c-o-m-p-e~t~e-n7t-------IL/I.-.-.J~7--------d-=-y-n-am--' ic & very 

unconvincing conv~ 

~ (c) 1 
/ 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

4 
/ 

defensive & 
appearance of bias 

3. How would you describe the 

objective ~ 
profe!>!>ignru &; 

objective 

to the SA as an expert witness? 

1 2 4 5 

~/----.~----~/------~~~~~------~/--~----~/ 
unimpressed l very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms '''7 und",tood by t:: lay jury? t' t' Y 
no - highly adequate ~IY 
technical l presentation understood & 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witne 
particularly during cross-examination? 

ility to support his 8cieittific opinion 

1 2 4 5 
/ / / / easiLly-------1.------+-!.-+-------.!.----~hi-;'g~h;-:l~y-'effective; 

intimidated t able to reinforce 
vacillating l unsure his findings through 

responses 

I 
I 
I 
! 

I 

I 
I) 
I· 

I 
I 

------ --------~-------------------
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to p;rosecutio/ 

yes no 

7. Based on your experiences, do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investi7.experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes__ no 

7G(t!L£:-Q~"7 ~~' 
8. no you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examinera with no investigative experience? 

".I/CO" 
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On the following scales. please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

~~~~~----~~----------7~~------~~~~~~~/--------~~ disorganized • organized. very organized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 
/ 

displayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

sincere 

4 
/ 

:' r,! 
~ ... 
~ ~d 

maturity and 
good judgement 

(b) 1 2 3 4 5 

~/~--------~/--------~~/~--------~/------~~~/ 
hesitant • ~etent dynamic • very 
unconvincing.__ convincing 

(c) 1 2 I 3 4 5 

defen~/s~i-v-e-,--------~/----------~ob~~~ac~~~v-e----------~/----------~hi~g~h~l~ 
appearance of bias professional III 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

~) 
~f __________ ~f ________ ~~/_3~ ____ ~~~'_'~/~4~~~ _______ ~; 

unimpressed' impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? - ..... 

1 2 ;3 J' 4 5 
/ / I / / / 

no -'-:h~i:-g-=-hl-=-y-------~--------a-la~equate"":-~---'---------~--------y-e-s""';- clearly 

technical • presentation understood Ii 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

1 2 i3 4 5 
/ / / / / / 

easi'l"ly-------..:..------re-'--s-p..:..oo-nn-ss-:"iiy'e-----....-.------:hi:-·:-g'":'h'":'ly--'effective; 

intimidated. ''4!.teCf'" able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 

----~----

\: r 
I 
I 

I 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes V no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes ..:£.... no 

Why? Why not? 

-??->()71-( t:u-d!(' ~tfU<:{ 
Y ~ P<j/~ r---< 

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use ot civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

1 

.A' .-.J } 1- .//' (" !"., -;orel:5/t /1":C;.'te __ , __ .It'_ ., .... _-A"'< " .... -<"-;-

....,-...... U. S. Attorney 

.... llDOJ 
Judicial District 
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On the following scales. please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

~~ ____ ~ ____ ~; __________ ~;~~ _______ (2)~~4/~ _________ ,~ 
disorganized • organized. very organized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 2 3 

C12 
5 

I I I I 
displayed lack sincere displayed 
of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

(b) 1 2 ill 4 5 
I I I I 

hesitant a. competent dynamic a. very 
unconvincing convincing 

(c) 1 2 3 CD 5 
I I I I 

defensive a. objective highly 
appearance of bias professional a. 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

J / (]) / / 
unimL-p-r-e-ss-e-d~.-------L----------~i~m-p~r~e~s~s~e~d----------~----------~v~e=ry=:impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

J / / (J) / 
no -L:-hi"...g-=hl-:-y-------f...------a-d;-:e-:q::u~a;:te:---·--.....lo, ...... ~----;y;:e::s-:- clearly 

technical • presentatio~ understood II 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

J / (j) / / easi-LI-y-------L-------re:-:s~p~o~n~sT.iv::e:-------~----;:::hl;:·g:'h:;l~y effective; 

intimidated. • direct able to reinforce 
vacillilting • unsure his findings through 

responses 

~ 
'j I 
II 
/i 

Ii 
): 
I 
Ii 
I; 
I 
t 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yesL no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yesL no 

Why not? 

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

"SI/DOJ . (n. A· Le= --
JUdicial District 
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On the following scales. please indicate your evaluationot the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his perfonnance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness, 
would you describe him as: 

1 
I 

disorganized • 
unprepared 

2 
I 

3 
I 

organized, 
prepared 

4 
I 

TI) 
very organized, 
well-prepared, 
rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 2 3 4 ,r-;',: 
I I I I \" J/ 

displayed lack sincere displayed 
of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

./..-.., 
5 (b) I 2 3 -;' 4 

I I I I I, I 
hesitant, competent C> dynamic .. very 
unconvincing convincing 

(c) I 2 3 cr-' 5 
I I I I 

defensive .. objective highly 
appearance of bias professional & 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 
...-----.... 

1 2 3 4 I 5' 
I I I I ( 1/ L----~----2------~im=p=r=e~s~s=e~d---------~------~~~~~impreSsed unimpressed' 

confused 

4, Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

1 2 3 '4 \ 5 
I I I :1 i I L-~~-------2--------~a~d~e=q~U~M~e~------~\:~--~-----vy;eS~-Clearly no - highly 

technical • presentation understood II 

difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? ~ 

~: 
/ ; / / (1/ -'------------1.------r::e::s;;;p~o:n:;:;s~iv;;;e;-----...!-----hihfi·g;)~~ ffectivej 
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6 . Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator Which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecutio~, 

yes_ no 

7. Based on your experiences ,. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes ~ no 

Why? 

~J:-~ ... -
~,. I 

Why not? 

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

.... ,/OOJ 
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On the tollowing scales pIe i di t 
(SA) examiner in his pertorm~ce :::nn ca ~ YOiur eValuation ot the FBI Special Agent 
below at the appropriate points: expe w tness by circling the number on the lines 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation d i would you d(!scribe him as: an ass sta.'1ce rendered by the SA expert witness, 

1 
I 

disorganized' 
unprepared 

:2 
I 

3 
I 

organized, 
prepared 

5 
I 

very organim:ld , 
well-prepared, 
rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentatio b th SA demeanor as: n y e expert witness, would you describe his 

(a) 1 2 (}) I I 
4 5 
I I· 

displayed lack 
ot professional 

sincere displayed 

maturity 
maturity and 
good judgement 

,'-;;;=-
(b) 1 2 1/ 3 ) 

I I !( I ... 
4 5 

hesitant, 
I I 

coinpetent 
unconvincing 

dynamic & very 

Q 
con-.,incing 

(c) 1 3 
I 

4 5 
I 

defensive, i 
I I 

appearance ot biaB 
objective highly 

professional 8< 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury 'Q to tho SA .. on ... ort witn.", 

I 2 3 4 
I I 

5 
/ I 

unimpressed , 
contused 

impressed very impressed 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nat f hi . 
easily understood by the lay jury? ure 0 s examinahon and results into terms 

'-;/hlgiiiY ___ L/ ___ ---;~!;;/~---~CJ±4::::::.-----/5 
no - highly adequate ~ technical , yes - clearly 

presentation 
ditficult to tollow understood &. 

well presented 

:~!~;:;;~;~~~g d:::!~:!:t!!ti~~~ess' ability to support his scientific opbion 

/ / (i2 / 5 
e&SilUyy-------------L---------~r;,e~s;po~n~s~iv~e~--------1-------------~1 
intimidated, , direct highly eftective; 
vacillating' unsure able to reinforce 

his tindings through 
responses 

------~----.------~--------------------------------------------------------------
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6. Has investigative. guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
\ne case to prosecution?· 6L 00_ 

7. Based on your experiences, do you tavor the continued use ot Special Agents 
with previous inve.Sti ative experience as FBI l~aboratory examiners? 

. es no ..... --
Why? Why not? 

'7·1t~n~~ 
8. Do you have any comments or. observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examin\Oirs as 
opposed to the use or civilian Laboratory examiners with nc investigative experience? 

tJ.4.. 
,..t,lDOJ Judicial District 
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On the following Bcales. please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Afrent 
(SA) .examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the approprie.te points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

~ ; ~ (j) ~ 
disor~g=an~i~z~e~d~.~------~---------~o=r=g~an~iz~e~d~.----------~--------v-e~ry~-o-r--ganized. 
unprepared prepared well~preps:red I 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 ; ~ cp ~ 
·~~~------~----------~s~i=n-ce~r~e~----------~----------d~i~s~p~layed 

I 
displayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

unconvincing 

3. How would you describe the 

I 
I 

unimpressed & 

confused 

2 
I 

maturity and 
good judgement 

jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

3 @ 4 5 
I I I 

impressed very impressed 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
essily understood by the lay jury? 

~:~~ ____________ /~2 ____________ ~~/_3~ ____________ ~/_4 _______________ ~ 
no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical • presentation understood III 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during' cross-examination? 

1 2 U> 4 5 
I I I I I 

easi'~ly-------------~----------:r=e~s=p:':o=n=s'i:iv~e:----------'-------:hiU::' g:;:h:-;"ly=-"efiecUve; 
intimidated. & direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 

, 
\ 
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6.. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office eithtr directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecutio/ 

yes ___ no 

7. Based on your experiences I do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes / no __ __ 

Why? Why not? 

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous inVestigative experience as Laboratory exam~ners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

83-073 0 - 62 - 47 
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On the following scales, please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his perfQnnance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness, 
would you describe him as: 

1 2 3 4 

VeryO~ed' / / / / 
disorganized • organized, 
unprepared prepared well-prepared, 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 2 3 4 ep 
/ / / / 

displayed lack sincen displayed 
of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

(b) 1 2 3 CD 5 
/ / / / 

hesitant 21 competent dynamic & very 
unconvincing conVincing 

(c) 1 2 3 0 5 
/ / / / / 

defensive & objective highly 
appearance of bias professional & 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA ss an expert witness? 

~} ____ ~ ______ ~/_2 ________ ~~/~3 __ ~ _______ ~~;-__ )_· ________ ~: 
unimpressed 21 impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

,~ 

) / / / C)/ 
no -!...:-h-:'ig-:h;-:l:"'y----.....!.------a-d-:'e-q.!.u-a"7t-e------..!.------y-e..!:s=- clearly 

technical • presentation understood " 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

~}--------__ ~: ____ ------~/~3~--------~~4------~~~: 
easily responsive highly effective; 
intimidated, • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 
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6 Has investigative guidance been furnished ",y ail SA Laboratory examiner to your 
ofrice either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 

the case to prosecution? J ~ ~4 ra-c-~-
yes __ no 

7. Based on your experiences .. do you favor the continued use of Sp;cial Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners. 

yes..x... no 

Why? Why not? 

8 Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
S· edal A ents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as ? 

o~posed t~ the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience. 

." . 

( 

F'I]I.'OOJ Judicial District 
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On the following scales. please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

1 2 3 ~.: 5 
=/~~~--~/-------=~/~~ ____ ~(_d<~' ______ ~1 

disorganized • organized. very organized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared, 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 2 3 /.4 5 

.~~----~/--------~~/--------~(~J~,~------~I 
sincere displayed 

I 
displayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

maturity and 
good judgement 

(b) I 2 5 (' .3 4 

~/~--------~/--------~~~------~------~--,I 
hesitant" dynamic " very 

( I I 
competent 

unconvincing convincing 

3 /.4' 
I CI 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

I 
I 

unimpressed • 
confused 

2 
I 

3 
I 

impressed 

4 
I ( 

.. -- .... 
5 

J 
very impressed 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

1 2 3 4 5 
I I I I I 

no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical • presentation understood to 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his acientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

1 2 r
O

' 3 4 5 

~/----------~/----------_(~/~~--------~/------~--~I 
easily responsive highly effective; 
intimidated. • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating. unsure his findings through 

reaponses 

II 
! 
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6. Has investigative guidance been fui'nished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or thro,~gh the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? ' 

yes __ no L" 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes~ no 

Why? Why not? 

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory e.xaminers. as ? 

opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigatlve experlence. 

J-(,\vL 
,..1I00J Judicial DiStrict 

'- . Vj 

r I', I ...... , 
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On !he f~llo~ing scales. please indicate your evaluation ot the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) exam mer ln Ius performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA e~"pert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

.",\ 

1 2 3 \4/\ 5 
~/~~~--~/------~==~/~ ______ +-L-~ ______ ~I 

/ 

disorganized • organized. ~. very organized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) I 2 3 5 
L 1 1 1 

displaye~d~la-c~k------~~----------s~in-c~e~r-e-----------+~---r------d~i-sp-I~ayed 
of professional maturity and 
maturity \ good judgement 

_\ 

(b) : ~ ; fi ,\ ~ 
hesitant • -----....!...------:c:::o::m:-:p~e:-:t::e=n7't -----+V-1."-7'------d:-y-n-am~ic t; very 

unconvincing convincing 

(c) I 2 4 5 
=/~~ ____ ~/ ______ ~~~L-______ -LI ______ ~~I 

defensive • highly 
appearance of bias professional lit 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

I 2 3 ~ 5 

~/~~~----~/--------~~/~~-----+~/--~-------/ 
unimpressed 3< impressed very impressed 
confused 

Ii. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
eELsily understood by the lay jury? 

I 
1 

no - highly 
technical • 
difficult to follow 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

adequate 
presentation 

4 
/ 

/\ 
i . 

. 5 I 

yUUIY 
un stood .l; 

well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? ' 

i " " " fi\ e!lSi·!:I-y-------!.-------r-e-sp-'o~n-s~i:-v-e-----..!------h-:i-g...,ilt'-y--'e ectivej 

intimidated. • direct able' reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 

\ 
I' 
h 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yesf- no __ 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of SP;cial Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners. 

yes-p

Why? 

no 

Why not? 

8 Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
S~ecial Agents with previous investigative experience as Laborato~ examiners. as ? 

opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investIgative experlence. 

trallDOJ Judicial District 
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On the following scales pI i di t 
(SA) examiner in his performan' case n ca e your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
b I

ce as an expert witness by cir Ii th b e ow at the appropriate points: c ng e num er on the lines 

I. With regard to pre-trial preparatio d i 
would you describe him as: n an ass stance rendered by the SA expert witness. 

1 
/ 

disorganized , 
unprepared 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

organized. 
prepared 

4 
/ 

very organized. 
well-prepared. 
rendered helpful 
assistance 

!~m~~~~~ga~~e in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 

(a) 1 
/ 

displayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

(b) 1 
/ 

hesitant" 
unconvincing 

(c) 1 
/ 

defensive" 
appearance of bias 

2 
/ 

2 
/ 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

sincere 

3 
/ 

competent 

3 
/ 

objective 

4 
/ 

4 
/ 

displayed 
maturity and 
good judgement 

5 
/ 

dynamic " very 
convincing 

a 
highly 
professional A: 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

~:P:N;;~~----~/_2--------T,im~p~r~e/~s3~se~d~--------L!----------~~~ unimpressed A: \.V 
confused very impressed 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his ex i . 
essily understood by the lay jury? am nahon and results into terms 

1 2 3 4 ~ 
nO-~/hhi~g~h~lYV--------L/--------~a~d~e~q~~a~t~e----------~/~---------i : 
technical • yes - arly presentation 
difficult to follow understood " 

well presented 

5. ~ow would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientifi i f 
parhcularly during cross-examination? c op n on 

1 2 3 ~ 
/ / / ~ 5 

eaSi~lyy--------------L-----------;r;es;'p~o~n;'s~i7.v~e~------~~~~----~~~/ 
intimidated. highly effective; 

'direct vacillating' unsure able to reinforce 
his findings through 
responses 

741 

6 • Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes~ no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes V no 

Why? Why not? 

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

l:l... to Q x:=~ 
U. S. Attorney 

,..,.JOO.l 

~~.~ (C) 
Judicial DistriCf .-
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On the following scales, please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness, 
would you describe him as: 

~~--~77----~~----------~~~~--------~~----------~(I) disorganized • organized, very organized, 
unprepared prepared well-prepared, 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 
2 3 4 W. / / / . / 

~~~------~------------s~i~n-c~e-re--------------~--------~d~is-P~l eo 
/ 

displayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

maturity and 
good judgement 

(b) : ~ ~ ~ fY 
hesit!..an--,t-.------------!..-----------c-o-m-p~e'-:t~e-n7t ----------~-----------d7y-n-am--! ic III very 

unconvincing convincing 

(c) 1 
/ 

defensive Pi 
appearance of bias 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

objective 

4 
/ lD 

highly 
professional Pi 
objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA ss an expert witness? 

LJ ____ ~----~/~2------~~~/~3~--------~!--------~~CD 
unimpressed & impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results intt:! terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

J / (f) ! / 
no -L;;-h-;-ig-:h-:l-y----~-------a-d;e·-:q~u:-::a7te:-------..!------:y::e:-::s--'- clearly 

technical • presentation understood & 

difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

1 2 3 4 Ci) 
easi·~;y------......!./------r-e-s--p~~n::-s::;i:::v--e·----....!./-----;:h::i=gh;:':l;::-'y effectivej 

intimidsted, • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 
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6. Has investigative guidance been turnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
oUice either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? ./ 

yes ~ no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investi7xperience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes___ no~ 
Why? Why not? 

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

~~~ ~Q.. .~ I~' ~ 
~-~ ~ ~ ~-~LC;e~ 

x-~!:t ~ ~ ~i~v 7' 
.~ c.r: J!JJW-} ~ ~f ~ 
~ k-~ .. ttorney 

-r-~ ~c.--~ ~'I 0 
'- n ~ ~ tJ- · · .JP-C-~ scwtl.. ,,~,lJ,to, 
~ f~ Cfj.~ ;J- Judlct~DI.~I" 

(-0-)? p.,..!.} ? 
WJ (To 
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On the following scales, please indicate your eValuation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness, 
would you describe him as: 

1 2 3 -- 4 5 
/ / / / / 

disorganized • organized, very organized, 
unprepared pr~pare'd well-prepared, 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 2 3, // 4 5 
/ 

displayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

/ / ~ / / 
'~~~------~~-----S~i~n-c~e-r~e------~-------"dl:i=sP~l~ayed 

maturity and 
good judgement 

(b) I 2 3 L- 4 5 
/ / / / / 

hesitLan-t-.------L------c-o-m-:p""e'-:t:-:-e=-n7"t ------.!.--------:d .. y:::n::-:am= ic & very 

unconvincing convincing 

()l 2 3 4 5 
c / / / / L- / 

defunLs~i~v-e-.--------L---------O~b~je-:c7ti~v-:e------------~----~--~h~i~gh~lY 
appearance of bias professional !t 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

/ / / /L// unimL-p-re-s-s-e~d~.----~---~----~i::-m-:p-:r~e-:s:-:-s7ed~------~---~--~v~e~ry:;impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily unders~ood by the lay jury? 

1 2 3,/ 4 5 
/ / /............ / / 

no -L:-h.,..ig-::hl-::-y---------L-----------a::-:d:;:e-:q=u-:a7te::-----------~---------;y;.;e:;;:s:-:- clearly 

technical • presentation understood" 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

1 2 3 L/ 4 5 
/ / / / / easiLly-------------.L------r=-e::-:s=p-!:.o:::n:::s:;:iv::e:-------~-----~hih.·;;:g:ih;;:ly~efrective; 

intimidated, • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes~ no 

7. Based on your experiences, do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory eXRminers? 

,/' 
yes_-_ 

Why? 

no 

Why not? 

8. Do you have any comments or obs\~:cvations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

u. S, Attorney 

~81/DOJ rJ, l: r \ , 
JUdicial District 
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On the following scales. please indicate your evaluation ot the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

1 2 3 4 5 

=/~~~----~/~----~~~/~~------~/--------~/ 
disorganized I: very organized. 
unprepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 2 , .... 3· 4 5 
/ / / / / 

displayed lack ! sincere displayed 
of professional ~- maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

(b) 1 2 3 4 5 
/ / / / / 

hesitant I: competent dynamic & very 
unconvincing convincing 

,,-

(c) 1 2 3 4 5 
/ / / / / 

defensive .. : objective highly 
appearance of bias professional & -- objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA ss an expert witness? 
.....-. 

1 2 3. . ' 4 5 
/ / / / / 

unimpressed I: impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

1 2 3 .4 5 , 
/ / / / / 

no - highly adequate L/ yes - clearly 
technical I: presentation understood & 

difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

,,--:.. 

1 2 /3 4 5 

~/----------~/----------'~/~~------~/------~~~/ 
easily !Tespolnsive highly effective; 
intimidated. ; I: direct able to reinforce 
vacillating I: unsure \'-.-- .' his findings through 

responses 

!i 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator Which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution?:' 

.' 
yes~ no 

7. Based on your !xperiences. do you tavor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes¥- no 

Why? Why not? 

B. Do you have any comments or ob!3ervations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous I.:westigative experience as Labor-story examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratf)ry examiners with no investigative experience? 

u. S. Attorney 

,"'.,,IDO.l 
Judicial District 
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On the following scales. please indicat!'! your evaluation ot the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

msor~~g~an~iZ~e~d~"---------~~---------------o-r-g~~~(z~e~d~'---------------~~----------v-e-ry---o-r-g-~ized. 
,unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. DUring the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you descl"ibe his 
demeanor as: 

~::pLY'-e-d"""l-ac-k----------!....~-----------s-:f)+-/Ye:------------'~:----------'d""'iS-p""-la~ed 
of professional maturity and 

maturity a good judgement 

(b) 1 2 3 4 5 

~/----------~/~------~~/~~------~/--------~---,/ 
hesitant " oment dynamic " very 
unconVincing convincing 

(c) 1 2 4 5 

~/~--------~/--------~-Y~------__ ~/ ______ ~~~/ 
defensive " highly 
appearance of bias professional " 

3. How would you describe the 

1 
/ 

unimpressed" 
confused 

2 
/ 

objective 

jury (j)..resp:nse to the SA as an

4 

expert witness? 5 

/ / / 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

no _!.../:-hi:-g~h':""ly-------_-/!....2-----------a-:d+(J)-,/,-3~t'-e---------...:/-4---__ ----y-e-s-":-/ :learlY 

technical " presentation understood II 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion P"7""ly d_ .. ~:.-eXBnrlnBtion? G 
easily 
intimidated. 
vacillating" unsure 

responsive 
" mrect 

4 
/ 

5 
/ 

highly effective; 
able to reinforce 
his findings through 
responses 

J 
:J 
;1 
!I 
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been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
6. Has investigative guitdh

ance 
h the case investigator which assisted in bringing office either directly or roug 

the case to prosecution? ./' 

yes-1L no 

riences do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
7. Based on your extipe ti • rience as FBI Laboratory exa..-ni!:~rs? 
with previous inves gaZ7e e e 

no yes__ __ 

Why? Why not? 

tions ertaining to the continued use of 
B. Do you have any comments or observa ~rience as Laboratory examiners as 
Special Agents with previous investigative ex~ with no investigative experience? 
opposed to the use of civilian Lsboratory exam ners 

,.aIlOOJ Judicial District 

83-073 0 - 82 - 48 
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On the following scales. please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the Gppropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

1 2 
:...1 _,.--.,-___ l 

disorganized • 
unprepared 

------o-r-g-an~~Z-e~d~.----------~~-------v-e-ry~~ed, 
prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 
I 

displayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

(b) 1 
I 

hesitant «. 
unconvincing 

(c) 1 
I 

defensive. 
appearance of bias 

2 
I 

3 
I 

sincere 

2 3 
I I 

objechve 

4 
I 

4 
I 

4 
I 

displayed 
maturity and 
good judgement 

~i 
Iff /) 

dy c «. very 
convincing 

professional III 
objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

1 
I 

unimpressed III 
confused 

2 
I 

3 4 fs) 
I I V/ 

impressed very impressed 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

1 2 3 4 (Q 
I I I I Ii 

no -L,-hi':'""g"7hl"7y------1.--------:a:-:d;-:e-=q=u-=at;:":e:---------..!.--------::y=es±:- {earlY 
technical «. presentation understood «. 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

easi1L/y---------.-!../---------:r:-:e-:::sp='~::::-:s:;iv::e::--------.!../--------.:h7'ig:;hld.ti:Lv'l 
intimidated. • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 

~ 

t 

U ,I 
I; 
!I 
'I 
11 

Ii 
I t 

i 
u 
" 

~ ., 

il 
Ii 
j1 
rl 
" " Ii 
iI 
/\ 
1,1 
" 

11 

" 
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fu ished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
6. Has investigative guitdhance hb:~ c:a~ investigator which assisted in bringing 
office either directly or roug 
the case to prosecutii 

yes_ no _' __ _ 

riences do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
7. Based on your expe • i FBI Laboratory examiners? 
with previous investigative exper ence as 

yes~ no I 

Why? Why not? 

tiona ertaining to the continued use of 
8. Do you have any comments or obse~a ;rience as Laboratory examiners as 
Special Agents with previous investigatIve e~ rs with no investigative experience? 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory exam ne 

cJl:mJIW 
$ il! 
JUdi6ial District tl'DI!DOJ 
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On the following scaleG. Flease indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(~A) examiner in his performanc .. as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. would you describe him liS: 

~~ __ ~~ ____ ~~ __________ ~~~~ ________ ~~ __________ ~ __ ,5 

disorganized • organized. , very organized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presenta'1ion by the SA expert witness. would you 'describe his demeanor as: 

(a) I 
/ 

displayed laa:lk 
of professional 
maturity 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

sincere 

4 
/ 

displayed 
maturity 8Jld 
good judgement 

(b) 1 2 3 4 ~ 
~/~--------~/----------_/~~------~/--------~~~ 

hesitant • competent dynamic & very unconvincing 

(c) .1 
/ 

defensive" 
sppearance of bias 

2 
/ 

3 . How would you describe the 

3 
/ 

objective 

4 
/ 

conVincing 

CD 
highly 
professional • 
objective 

jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

~! ____ ~ ____ ~l ________ ~~/_3~ ________ ~!. __________ ~_5 
unimpressed r. impressed very impressed confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury'? 

1 
/ 

no - highly 
technical • 
difficult to follow 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

adequate 
presentation 

4 
/ (] 

'---------yes - clearly 
understoOd " 
well presented . 

5. How would you describe the SA Witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
p8!'ticularly during cross-examination? 

I 
/ 

easily 
intimidated, 
vacillating • unsure 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

responsive 
• direct 

4 
/ 

highly effective; 
able to reinforce 
his findings through 
responses 

, 4 
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6. Has inveL~tigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through 'ilie case investigatoi' which assisted in, bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes ~ no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Sp;Cial Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners, 

yes~ no 

Why? Why not? 

B. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued ,use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory exammers. as ? 

opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory e>raminers with no investigative experIence, 

... • 

~~~~ 
U. S. Atto~ney . \ 

.... llDOJ s. Q:? 'N Wtt . 
Judicial District 
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On the following Gcales • please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his perfonnance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

I, With regard to pre-trial preparation and assista.%lCe rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

I 2 3 ··4 / 5 

~/~~~-----~/----------~/~------~~/--'--------~/ 
disorganized a. organized, \.... very organized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared I 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2, During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) I 2 3 ~4 5 

~~----~/~------~~/----------~/--------=-~/ 
sincere displayed 

/ 
displayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

maturity and 
good judgement 

(b) 1 2 3 4 5 

~/----------~/----------~/~~------~\~~~------~_/ 
hesitant & competent dynamic & very 
unconvincing convincing 

(c) 1 2 3 4 5 
/ / / / / 

defunL-si~V-e-&----------~----------0~b7je-c~t~iv-e7.----------~---------~h~i~g~hlY 
appearance of bias professional ,. 

objective 

3, How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

I 2 3 4 .0'5 

~/----------~/--------,~~/----------~/----------~/ 
unimpressed & impressed very i~pressed 
confused 

4, Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

I 
/ 

no - highly 
technical & 
difficult to follow 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

adequate 
presentation 

4 
/ 

5 
o '/ 

yes - clearly 
understood & 
well presented 

5, How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

/ / / (-A / 
easilLy-----------L---------r-e-s-p.!.o-n-si';'"v-e------t\~. ,-_ .!..:.....-----~h;-i;-g-:h-:ly-!efCective; 
intimidated. • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 

~ I. 
Ii 

1\ 
:1 
'I 
I) 

" , 
!j 
II ,j 
;1 
~ 
n 
I 

l 
~ 
IJ 

r 
\ 

\' 
\' j' 
L 
I 
\ 
I 

.~ \' 

r 
I' 
I 
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I 
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r 
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, n furnished by an SA Laboratory examin,er to your 
6, Ras investigative guIdance be~ investigator which a.ssisted in brmging 
office either directly or through t e case 
the case to prosecution? 

no 
yes_ 

d ou favor the continued use of Special Agents 
7, Based on your ex,periences. :te~ce as FBI Laboratory examiners? 
with previous investigative expe 

/ no 
yes --L-

Why? 
Why not? 

, s ertaining to the continued use of 
have any comments or observahon P s Laboratory examiners as 

~~e~~i~~ents with previ~us investifativ:xe:i~re~~':i~ no investigative experience? 
d t the use of civihan Labora ory oppose 0 

,.aI/ DOJ 
Judicial District 
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On the following scales. please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

l. With regard to pre-trial 'preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

~~~~~ ____ ~~ ______ ~~~~~~ _______ qv~4~ ________ ~~ 
disorganized 80 organized. very organized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-cDurt presentation by the SA expeI1 witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 2 3 4 G) 
/ ~ ____ ~/ ______ ~~~/~ ________ L/ ______ ~~~ 

displayed lack sincere displayed 
of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

(b) 1 2 5 
~/~ ________ ~/~ ______ ~~~~ ______ -L ______ ~ __ ,I 

hesitant ,. dynamic .. very 
unconvincing convincing 

~)====77 ____ ~! ________ ~~/_3~ ________ ~/~4 ___________ ~, 
unimpressed" impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

~)~~ ______ ~! ________ ~~/_3~ ________ ~~~4 ___________ ,! 
no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical I presentation understood ,. 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you deacribe the !)A witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

, 1 2 
/ / 

easily 
intimidated. 
vacillating' unsure 

3 
/ 

responsiVe 
• direct 

5 
/ 

highly effective; 
able to reinforce 
his findings through 
reaponses 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
ottice either directly or thl·ough the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

", 
yes~ no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes V' no 

Why? Why not? 

8. Do you have any comments or observatioTls pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory exa:ninel's as 
opposed to the use of. civilis., L!!.bgr~tory examiners with no investigative experience? 

~~ 
.... I/DOJ Judicial District 
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On the i'ollowing scalfll,; , please indicate your evaluation ot the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performarlce as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 

'below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness, 
would you describe him as: 

1 2 3 (j) 5 

~/~~~----~/-----------7/~--------~/----------~/ 
disorganized • organized, very organized. 
unprepared prepared well-pl"epared, 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 2 3 (4) 5 

~~------~/--------~~/----------~~'-------~~/ 
sincere displayed 

/ 
displayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

maturity and 
good judgement 

(b) 1 2 l3\ 4 5 
L/ __________ ~/ ___________ ~~' ________ ~/ __________ ~/ 

hesitant .. competent dynamic & very 
unconvincing conVincing 

(c) 1 2 3 0 5 
L/~ _________ ~/ ________ ~~/~' __________ ~/ ________ ~~/ 

defensive II: objective highly 
appearance of bias professional 81 

objectivr~ 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

1 2 G 4 5 
L/ __________ ~/ __________ ~/~ ________ ~/ __________ ~/ 

unimpressed II: impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the !;IA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

1 2 3 GI 5 
L/ __________ ~/ __________ ~/~ ________ ~/ __________ ~/ 

no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical • prese~ltation understood .. 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' Rbility to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

L: __________ ~: __________ ~/_3~--~~---~L4-}----~~~: 
easily responsive highly effective; 
intimidated. • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 

:1 
" ,j 

II 
J 

I 
I 
) I 

r 

r 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by en SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes X no 

7. Based on your experiences, do you favor the continued use ot Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes >< no 

Why? Why X!.? . 
':"'~t'~j!JL -\:l...J. J?1I..J<.A..LJ!~1.L -'"~ C£tv .... t"vU~ (-L (~~ 

..L'1 ~-<.-";e.v"""'-,, -LC' .J.:.v-<--l<.IL.:..~~ ~~L . ..,.......J ~'<'-t--<.. ...L>-U.v- . 

O:'-<-..J2..t-<~ 0t.-1 ~ Lvv~t"..;t:.< ........ l-"'<--U'&' '~hA""''1 .' 1·(~.:;;t;:L·~-J1 
~ ..J, l'1 ...... ..:r~..z ... ..L\.\:.~ ..... "o:'......J...-;l "'~ .... ""- ~"vL<.""'"- c.,,,,,,-,-~-\ /'..( .. ,...v~ ~i!-/~ "'-" , . ...w_ 

B. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued .use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory exammers as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

£.."]) 111, ( h· 'i'~II.l· 
Judicial District 
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On the following scales, please indicate your eValuation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness, 
would you describe him as: 

1 2 3 5 

~/~~------~/----------~/~----~~~~------~/ 
discrganized • organized. very organized, 
unprepared prepared well-prepared, 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 2 3 4 CJ / / / / 
displayed lack sincere 
of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

(b) I 2 3 5 
/ / / / 

hesitant. competent dynamic III very 
unconvincing convincing 

(c) I 2 3 4 
/ / / / 

defensive III objective 
appearance of bias all 

3. How would you describe the 

1 2 4 5 
L/ __________ L/ ______ -A~L_~~----~/----------,/ 

unimpressed' very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

/ : / (j)/ / 
no - highly------'L------a""'d:-e-qLu-at.,..e-----f-~+----y-e-s-- clearly 

technical. presentation understood • 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

I 2 3 5 
I / / I easiLI-y-------L..------r-e':"sp'"""o!...n-s:"':i.-v-e----+-...!..-.--I----;hui:-:g:;:h~ly:-:-'effective; 

intimidated, • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 

~I: 
i 
L 
Ii 
)J 

II 

II 
II 
ij 
~ \ 
I 

--------~------------------------.--~~------- ~~ 
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6 . Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Lab tit 
ft· i h ora ory exam ner 0 your 

o lce e t er directly ~ rough the case investigator which assistfJd in bringing 
the case to prosecuti0J yes no 

7. Based on your experiences, do you favor the continued use of Specisl Agents 
with previous inv~stigativ;Jxperience as FBI Laboratory examiners,? 

yes_V_ no 

Why not? 

~'1~ 

8. D.o you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use ot 
Speclal Agents with previous investigative experience as Lsboratory exami'lers as 
opposed to the use of civilian Lsboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

. S. Attorney 

".I!DOJ 

Judicial District 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON'. D.C. lOSSS 

April 17. 1980 

Dear Sir: 

You were recently contacted during a telephone survey 
and requested to furnish responses to se\eral questions. Enclosed 
is the survey form marked as you indicated to the interviewer. 

Please review the form and if you are satisfied the 
responses marked on the form represent your appraisal of the 
performance of FBI Special Agent Laboratory examiners. sign the 
form and return it in the enclosed self-addressed envelope. Please 
make any changes you feel are necessary and add any written 
comments as you deem appropriate. 

It is the objective of the FBI Laboratory to provide 
the best possible service to the law enforcement community in 
support of the criminal justice system •. Your opinions an~ 
observations are'important to us and will aid us in assessmg 
how well we are ~eeting this objective. 

Enclosure 

HALl-

Thank you for your cooperation. 

James W. Greenleaf 
Assistant Director 
FBI Laboratory 

II 
'/ 

Ii 

i 
I 

I 
f\ 
i} 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON. D.C, 20535 

April 17 • 1980 

Dear Sil·: 

You were recently contacted during a telephone survey 
and requested to furnish responses to several questions. Enclosed 
is the survey form marked as you indicated to the interviewer. 

Please review the form and if you are satisfied the 
responses marked on the form represent your appraisal of the 
performance of FBI Special Agent Laborato;ry examiners. sign the 
form and retu.rn it in the enclosed self-addressed envelope. Please 
make any changes you feel are necessary and add any written 
comments as you deem appropriate. 

It is the objective of the FBI Laboratory to provide 
the best possible service to the law enforcement community in 
support of the criminal justice system. Your opinions and 
observations are important to us and will aid us in assessing 
how well we are meeting this objective. 

Enclosure 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

James W. Greenleaf 
Assistant Director 
FBI Laboratory 
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On the followinlg scales, please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) exsminer in his lperformance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropris,te points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness, 
would you describe him as: 

I .Z~ 
1 
/ 

disorganized .. 
unprepared 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

organized, 
prepared 

4 5 
/ / 

very organized, 
well-prepared, 
rendered hel.pful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

'}.. .2.$ 
(a) 1 2 3 4 5 

/ / / / / 
displayed lack sincere displayed 

of professional maturity and 

maturity good judgement 

(b) I 2 3 
6 .ZI 
4 5 

/ / / / / 
hesitant" competent dynsmic " very 

unconvincing convincing , 1 7.fi 
(c) I 2 3 4 5 

/ / / / / 
defensive" objective highly 

appearance of bias professional I!I 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA ss an expert witness? 

~~ li 
I 
/ 

unimpressed " 
confused 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

impressed 
/ / 

very impressed 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his exsmination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

$"1 .... 2',3. 
1 23 4 5 

~/~~------~/--------~/~--------~/~--------~I 
no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical .. presentation understood II 

difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-exsmination? 

~ 4J2~ 
I 23 4 5 

~/----------~/----------~/~~------~/------~~I easily responsive highly effective; 

"t·~3 

4 • .,S 

'il89 

L\ .Sct 

intimidated, .. direct able to reinforce 
vacillating" unsure his findings through 

responses 

. : 

r 
i: 

f 

I 
I: 
l' 
li 
" " I r 
I 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 

the case to prosecution? 

yes ,'1' no~ 

7. Based on your experiences, do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes ~ '2.1 no 

Why? Why not? 

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

u. S. Attorney 

... aIlOOJ Judicial District 

83-073 0 - 82 - 49 
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On the· following scales. please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 

below at the appropriate points: 

I. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness, 
would you describe him as: 

1 2 3 4 (j) / / / / 
disorganized .. organized, very organized, 
unprepared prepared well-prepared, 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) I 2 
/ / 

displayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

3 
/ 

sincere 

5 
/ 

displayed 
maturity and 
good judgement 

"".--, 

(b) I 2 3 4 S~. I 5 IlL 
/ / / / IfS: \....!./~ hesitLan--:'t-"------"'L-----c-o-:m:-p~e~t-:en:::-t;------..f-.---_.:.:s ... ;;.:· "-=d;:y:::':namlc " very 

unconvincing 

(c) 1 
/ 

defensive & 

appearance of bias 

2 
/ 

3. How would you describe the 

3 
/ 

objective 

4 
/ 

convincing 

" hi~( 
professional &: 

objective 

jury response to the SA ss an expert witness? 

: / / / (¥i) (f)/fL 
unimL-p-r-es-S-e-d-&---~-----~i~m-p-r~e~s-s-e~d-------~--~~Jt~~~V~eryimpreSsed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

1 
/ 

no - highly 
technical ;. 
difficult to follow 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

adequate 
presentation 

4 
/ f¥i (J~'" / ! '. I I , ,." /, / 1... 

• yes clearly 
understood " 
well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

1 2 
/ / 

easily 
intimidated. 
vacillating' unsure 

3 
/ 

responsive 
• direct 

4 
/ ~ (f)Ji-'-

highly effective; 
able to reinfol'ce 
his findings through 
responses 

t' 

I 

j 
a 
Ji 
u ;; 
Ii 

II 
1/ ) 
I' 
I 
f' 1 

11 
11 

II 
11 

II 

/1 
Ii 
l: 
i' 
I 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigstor Which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes-A- no 

7. Based on your experiences, do you tavor the continued use ot Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yesL no 

Why? Why not? 

.J 
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On the following scales I please indicate your evaluation ot the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness I 
would you describe him as: 

~ ~~~~ _____ 7~ ________ ~~~~ ______ ~~ __________ ~GC; 
dis,.:t'lt'ganized " organized I very organized I 
unprepared prepared well-prepared I 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness I would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) I 
/ 

displayed lack 
of professione.l 
maturity 

(b) I 
/ 

hesitant" 
unconvincing 

(c) I 
/ 

defensive" 
appearance of bias 

2 
/ 

2 
/ 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

sincere 

3 
/ 

competent 

3 
/ 

objective 

4 
/ 

4 
/ 

4 
/ 

~ 
displayed 
maturity and 
good judgement 

5.....-
"-t" 

dynamic " very 
convincing 

rJ) 
higl}ly 
professional " 
objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

~! ____ ~ ____ ~1 ________ ~~/_3~ ________ ~/~4 ________ ~=~ 
unimpressed" impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

~!~ ________ ~1 ________ ~~/_3~ _________ /~4 ________ ~_(E) 
no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical " presentation understood " 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientitic opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

1 2 3 4 (f) 
easl-~!"y-------!./------r:-e:-:s=pL.~:-ns::;i;::v:-:-e-------:'/-----;hi::-r=gh~l;:y:-'ef!ective; 
intimidated I " direct able to reinforce 
vacillating" unsure his findings through 

responses 

! I, 

[I 
d 
I' 

~ 

~ II I, 
II I, 
1\ 

Ii 
~ 
i 

I 
I 

---~.~-~--- . 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to our 
office either directly or through the case investigator which sssisted in brinrrlngY 
the case to prasecution'i' a' 

yes no 

7. Based on your experiences I do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
, with previous investigative experience ss FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes ~ no 

Why? Why not? 

8. Do you have any comments (Ir observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous in\>c2'1gative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

Judicial District 
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OFFICE OF 

STATE'S ATTORNEY 
CHAMPAIGN COUNTY. Il.LINOIS 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Attn: F.B.I. Laboratory 

~ Washington, D.C. 20535 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

COURT HOUSE 
UR8ANA. ILLINOIS 
811101 

f'HDHE, 217.384.3733 

CIVIL. DIVISION 
KUIn" MCKINZIE 
JD'IE~H D ... PAYIA 
THON". P. SWaNEY 

INVESTIGATORS 
JAMIEI E. DAVI. 

WILLIAN C. FR.Y""N 

I am writing in response to the survey being conducted by the F.B.I. 
concerning the performance of F.B.I. Special Agent Laboratory examiners. 
Also enclosed is the survey form. 

OVer the past five years this office has had occasion to utilize the 
services of the F.B.I. Laboratory on numerous occasions. We have always 
found the laboratory analysis to be complete and competent. We have 
also found that the special agents are extremely cooperative and they 
make excellent witnesses when called to testify. 

One of the biggest assets of the F.B.I. Laboratory is the professional 
quality of the special agents who perfonn the lab work and subsequently 
testify in Court about their findings. The special agents are in marked 
contrast to the civilian laboratory examiners used by the State Crime 
Lab. . 

The fact that the laboratory examiners have had previous investigative 
experience increases their effectiveness both in the laboratory and in 
Court. The investigative experience enables them to better appreciate 
and understand the efforts of the local police investigator and makes it 
easier for the lab examiner to communicate with these officers and 
compliment their efforts. 

In talking with police detectives in the Champaign-Urbana area I have 
found that they unanimously have the highest regard for the F.B.I. 
laboratory and the individual examiners. Local law enforcement personnel 
always prefer sending evidence to the F.B.I. over the State Crime Lab. 
The reasons for this preference are two-fold. First, the F.B.I. always 
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does the requested analysis and secondly, the F.B.I. lab examiners are 
more proficient at their job and have better qualifications to be expert 
witnesses. 

I believe that the F.B.I. should continue using special agents as lab 
examiners as opposed to civilian employees. Such a switch would reduce 
the effectiveness of the F.B.I. lab and hinder the working relationship 
and support between local police and the F.B.I. 

Sincerely yours, .-.-. 
/ 

_ /'.,," ~) .. , ' 
Thomas J. Difanis 
State I s Attorney: 

TJD/tah 

'./ 
.' . 

~------------------~-----------------~-----------------------------~---------------------------~ 
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On the following scales. piease indicate ycur evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his perfonnance QS an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness 
would you describe him as: • 

1 2 S 4 6) 
~/~~~--~/------~==3/~--·------L/--------~/ 

disorganized I: organized. very org!!..'1ized. 
, unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 2 3 4 (JJ 
/ / / / / 

displayed lack sincere displayed 
of professional maturity IIJld 
maturity good judgement 

,-
(b) 1 2 3 4 . 5 ' 

/ / / I '1 
hesitant. competent dynamic • very 
unconvincing convincing 

(c) I 2 3 4 ;3) 
/ / / / / 

defensive. objective highly 
appearance of bias professional • 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

I 2 3 4 (j) 
/ / / / 

unimpressed' impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

I 2 3 4 (9 
~/~~ ______ ~/~ ________ ~/~'~ ________ ~/ __________ ~7 

no - highly adequote yes - clearly 
technical • presentation understood .. 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support hie scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

I 2 3 4 
CfJ / / J / 

easily responsive highly effective: 
intimidated. Is direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 

I 
,: t 
i 

I 
I 
; 

Ii' 

r 

I 
1 

I 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which Hsisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution'!' 

yes __ no ./ 
7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes /' no 

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experie.nce? 

~ c.~i1.; a~...,J;J.. ~:.... ~ ~ F 131 ' .... ~)~ fYl"i-{ w"(. -+.~~, ' .;, '.', . 
. 1- J." I \1 ~ ,.+" ,i) "t-t. .-e"l'"'W --r C.,I ~~,.l v.,r+"-, ..... ~'.-., .... ~I c... ., ... A.~.I.,t:;v./~>'". J.vc- r .' ~ .... ..#' •• , •• 

'J, ~'. _' ' .. J ~. L·; i .. J../ ...... J'M"''' OW p~ ,Jj,J;;:":'U:M''';;;'' ~ ~l\J.~o.-:,... To., • " 'v Q (V -'1i; p 

".I/DOJ 
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On the following scales, please indicate your evaluation of the F'BI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness 
would you describe him as: ., 

I 2 3 4 cD 
=/~~~--~/------~~~/~ ________ L/ ________ ~/ 

disorganized • organized, very organized, 
unprepared prepared well-prepared, 

l'endered helpful 
~lssistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 2 .a 4 Q 
/ ~~----~/--------~~'/----------~/------~~,/ 

displayed lack sincere displeyed 
of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

(b) I 
/ 

hesitant" 
unconvincing 

(c) I 
/ 

defensive" 
appearance of bias 

2 
/ 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

competent 

3 
/ 

objective 

4 
/ 

4 
/ 

® 
/ 

dynamic ,. very 
convincing 

C§> 
/ 

highly 
professional &: 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

I 
/ 

unimpressed" 
confused 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

impressed 

4 
/ 

:..v 
/ 

'very impressed 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examinaEon and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

~:~~ ______ ~/_2 ________ ~~/_3~ ________ ~:~Ai~~ ________ ~~ 
no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical " presentation understood " 
difficult to follow wen presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

I 2 3 4 ,fS'J 
./ / / / y; 
.7-----------~--------~~~------~------~~~ easily responsive highly effective; 

intimidated, • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his firldings through 

reBponses 
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6. Has investigative guidance been 'furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either direcUy or through the case investigator which aBBisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution;? 

yes __ no 

7. Based on your experiences, do you lavor th~ continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners'? 

yes ./ ,no~ 

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners w~th ~o investigative experience? 

~~iL --+1"'* it J.1.rr.. ...... oJ..... Ca-->. 4H. iB~' ~~ " ~ a.-,..,... a. ~, t 
L . I " ,... ". , ,. -t' \ \ (, • \.:' r I vl..r f \ I I •• ' 

~~ ~ ~ 'Zl) ~ v.~!--.N" "'"TIl ~ ~ • .,....e,..J..Jc.v\ ""1'\A.Yr4. ~ H:'~,>"'; ,,,-, 
1\ ;J t: " r. t ( ... I,j ,i.'j'"' ~ \ ' ~:.,. .... ~, ~.' ~s fir n(I"t:..~CI.,' ""'T"r'",' 

,Jlt ............. ~\~· ... ;..... .. C r..,...... "1 'l 

A-~v"'~ I ~ (.Itt"" NO~ e- ('l~IL(, ~o l."caI.,,1 
.6 c.n.~,~,L'''-1 ~b Wrl-,.,~'kS. 
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On the lollowinc scoles. plea5e indicate your I'vnli'lltion or the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner In his perCormance as lin expert witnf!SS by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate Iwlnts: 

1. With regard to pre-trilll preparllt!oll .md 1llIlIistonc(l rt!llllered by the SA cxpel·t w il'It:!;s. 
would you describe him os: 

I 2 :I 
~/--~------~I __________ ~I 

disorgonlzed • orgolll~-

4 
I ------, 

very orgonilr.d • 
unprepared prepared weli-pl'cpnred. 

rendcrr.d I.l!Ipful 
as~istllllcc 

2. Durin, the in-court prcsentllUon by the SA expr.rt witncss. would you describe his 
demeanor os: 

(n) 1 
/ 

displayed lack 
oC professional 
maturity 

(b) 1 
/ 

hesUant. 
unconvincing 

(c) 1 , 
deCensive .. 
appearance or bins 

2 
I 

2 
I 

2 
I 

3 
/ 

sincere 

3 
I 

competent 

3 , 
objective 

4 
I 

4 , 

4 
________ ...1 ___ 

G) 

dlsplllyed 
maturity and 
good judgement 

(j) 
I 

dynamic .. very 
CClnvinclng 

(i) 
I 

highly 
profcssi. onlll • 
objr.ctiv(l 

3, floW would you describe the jury rr.sponse to thl! :->A ns nn cxpert witnl'ss? 

I 
I 

unimpressed .. 
confused 

2 , :I 
I 

impressed 

4 (f;) ________ L _______ , 
vC!I'y impr(!ssI:d 

4. Did 'he SA translllle the technlclIl 011 InrI' nr hi!. ('xllmilllltiOlI 8ud results into tl!rmll 
ellsily understood by the lilY Jury? 

1 2 3 4 cD 
I , / I I 

no -Lh-ig-h-I-Y----~------n-d-:-e-q.!..u-lI...,.tc-, -----.-.:.------:y-il-=S:-'- clearly 

technical • IlresentllUon understood .. 
difficult to rollow well presented 

5. lIow wuuld you dcscribe the SA waness' nbUity to ,;upport his adr.ntiric opinion 
Ilorticularly during cross-cnmlnnti(lll? 

I 
I 

easily 
intimidot(!d. 
vacillllting' unsure 

2 , 3 
I 

responsivl' 
.. direct 

4 (§) 
_-.:....' --------', 

highly (!lrective; 
fthle to rf!inroree 
his rindin~!i through 
responses 

! 

~ 
'I 

! 
i 

i 
I , 
I 
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II. HilS InvesUiative guidance been Curnished by nn SA Laboratory examiner to your 
orace either directly or through the case invcstigntor which assisted in bringing 
the elise to prosecution? 

yell ,/' 110 

T, Based on your experiences. do you Cavor the cOlitillUl'd usc DC Speclnl AgentR 
with previous investigative experience os FBI I.nborlltory exomlners? 

yes / 

Why? 

no 

Why not? 

Special Agents enjoy the confidence of the citizens and 'jurors that 
other experts wouldn't know and the public knows that when an F.B.I. 
special agent testifies he is not an advocate, but a person who is 
totally objective 

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to Ihe continued use or 
Special Agents with previous Investigative experience liS Laboratory examiners as 
opposed 10 the use oC civilian Lllboratory exam~ners with no Investigative experience? 

It is the belief of myself and my staff that if the Laboratory 
examiners were not special agents, the effectiveness of prosecutors 
would be greatly diminished. 

u~~~ 
Carl K. Kirkpatrick 
District Attorney General 
Twenty-Sixth Judicial Distri 

Judicial District 
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On the following scales , please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance ren~red by the SA expert witness 
would you describe him as:· • 

II 2 3 4 0.) 
~~A&----~/-------===/~~----~LI----------I disorganized • organized. i very organ zed. 

unprepared prepllred well-prepared. 
l'endereil helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) ; :~;;;;;~ __ .!...~ ____ -:::;:=~ :::-_____ ~L. ___ ~-,-'~ 
displayed lack sincere displayed 
of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

(b) 1 2 3 4 /5 \ 
,-I ;:;t""i:------~/--_-__:::=/~:__-----.LI ______ -,,-_,_'·7-' 

hesitant • . t t compe en dynamic • very 
unconvincing convincing 

(c) 1 2 3 4 /'5') 
. I I I I 1..:;-

defen~si~v~e~,~--------~--------~o~b'je-c~t~l'v-e------------2-----------h-i-g--hly 
appearance of bias professional • 

. objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

1 2 3 4. 5 

~/~~~_~/~ ___ ~~~/~~ _____ LI ____ ~~+-___ I 
unimpressed • impressed C7 very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

1 2 3 ~I 5 
~/~~ ______ .!...I _______ ~L/~ _________ L7 _________ ~/ 

no highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical • presentation understood II 

difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness', ability to support his scientific opirlion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

..--.... 
1 2 3 4 ~.' 
/ / I / 

easily responsive highly effective; 
intimidated, • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' 'Unsure his findings through 

responses 

i 
;1 

f 
I 
j 
\ 
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II .. Has investigstive guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which anisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? / 

yes __ /__ ·no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes / no 

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no in .... estigative experience? 

\ (r . r" • 0. -4- \'.;: • r' , .. 
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On the following scales. please indicate your evaluation ot the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

=~~~~----~~-.------~~~~~------~~~--------~.~ disorganized • organized. very organized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) ; ~ ~ (!) ~ 
display~ed~l~ac~k~------~--------~s~in~c-e~r~e------------~----------d~i~s-p~layed 

of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

unconvincing 

appearance of bias 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

~} ____ ~ ____ ~} ________ ~~/_3~ ________ ~: __________ ~~ 
unimpressed & impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

} ~ ________ ~} ________ ~~/_3~ ________ ~~4 __________ ~: 
no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical " presentation understood • 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

~} __________ ~} __________ ~/_3~ ________ ~: ______ ~~~~ 
easily responsive highly effective; 
intimidated. ~ direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 

i , 

I 
I 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringIng 
the case to prosecution? 

yes~ no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yea ~ no 

Why? Why not? 

/, ?/CIO/2' /A.lV6i::5//~.4nVG GX'A:=7':?/G7U<!.'c= E::A...;q.,,:fL.-4.;~:3 
,;$':o'-='rc!.:o7,- rlcPL=AJT e ~q,A- )/A.lC=.7?'S TC:> ,l./)O/.?e E;-F~C'I_ 

Ivc=:'L..Y -rItZ.. TJ-IC;:/~tf! Te::1:!-H Auc:..4l.- ,K.~·OtOI-fi:=.7..~~ 
TO c:!-H$e;;:. 

.2 . ':11-(.-112 /h?t5 /"IJ JP,n!.::.s:sc:..7:> ~·:...J;'TH ~ ,r:;,}C;;-
771.117 --;-~..:;:a:"""L- FI C:;;cZ".A...';--;i' .:=:KAA.1";I...·CZi2S P=$Sc=,S'S 

B, Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of ) 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

/>'t:. 
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On the following scales, please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness, 
would you describe him as: 

1 2 3 4 q) 
/ / / / 

disorganized • organized, very organized, 
unprepared prepared well-prepared, 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 2 3 4 15) / / / L, 
~~~----~~--------~~------------~--------~~~ sincere displayed 

/ 
displayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

maturity and 
good judgement 

" (b) 1 2 3 4 (?; 
~/----------~/----------~/~~------~/------~~/ 

hesitant • competent dynamic & very 
unconvincing convincing 

(c) 1 2 3 4 l5~ 
/ / / / 1 

defunL-sl~'v-e-&----------L-----------o~b7je-c~t~iv-e------------~--------~h~i-g~hly 
appearance of bias professional Ao 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

: 1 : ! ~ 
unimL-p-r-es-s-e-d~~---~-----~im~p-r~e~s-s-e~d-----~'------v-e-ry""" impressed 

confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

~: __________ --"/~2 ________ ~~/_3~ ________ ~! __________ ~~5 
no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical • presentation understood II 

difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

1 / : ! (j) 
easiL;-y----------..2.------------re-s-p..!.o-n-s-;-iv-e-------~-----~h;-i;-g:;:h~ly=-'eft'ectivei 
intimidated, • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 

. 
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furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
6. Ras investigative guidance hb~~n ase investigator which assisted in bringing 
office either directly or throug e c 
the case to prosecution? 

yes /' no 

ou favor the continued use of Special Agents 
7. Based on your experiences, d~ y as FBI Laboratory examiners? 
with previous investigative exper ence 

./ no 
yes_ 

Why? 
Why not? 
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On the following scales. please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

1 2 3 4 V,5" 
~/~~~~----~/----------_/~~ ______ -b/=-~ ______ ~ 

disorganized • organized. very organized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 
/ 

dis111ayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

sincere 

4 
/ 

(f;' tV 
displayed 
maturity and 
good judgement 

(b) I 2 5 

~/~--------~/----------~~------~~------~~/ 
hesitant .. dynamic .. very 
unconvincing 

(c) 1 
/ 

defensive .. 
appearance of bias 

2 
/ 

convincing 

c0J 
highly 
professional .. 
objective 

3 . How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

1 
/ 

unimpressed' 
confused 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

impressed 

4 
/ 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature or his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

~:~~ ______ ~} ________ ~~/_3~ ________ ~~~4~ ________ ~: 
no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical • presentation understood " 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

: / / / @ 
easi·!.:ly-------!..------r:-e~s::p:':o::n::s:;:iv=e:-------'------;h~i;-:g:;:h-::ly~ef'fectivej 

intimidated. • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating. unsure his findings through 

rll'sponses 
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Why not? 
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On the following scales. please indicate your evaluatiol'l of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

1 2 3 4 (s) 
I I I I I 

disor~g~an~i~z~e~d~ .. ~------~--------~o~r~g=an~l~·z~e~d~.----------~------~v=e=ry~~o=r::ganized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 2 3 4 G) 
I I I I I 

displayed lack sincere displayed 
of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

(b) 1 2 3 4 cp 
I I I I 

hesitant .. competent dynamic l very 
unconvincing convincing 

4 4' (c) 1 2 3 5..1 
I I I I 

defensive 8. objective highly 
appearance of bias professional " 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

/ / / / (j) 
unimL-p-r-es-s-e-d~"--·----~----------~i~m-p-r~e-s-s-e~d----------~----------~v=e=ry::·impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

1 
I 

no - highly 
technical .. 
difficult to follow 

2 
I 

3 
I 

adequate 
presentation 

4 
I 

Q 
I 

JS: clearly 
understood 30 
well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

I 2 3 4 V: 
easil~~y---___ .-l.I------:r::e:::sp::'~=n::s:::i::v::e-----1..I ___ -\:h:-;ig;:;hhil~y effective; 

intimidated. .. direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 

I 
I 

J 

I 
J 
n 
ij 

I 
ij 
, 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing . 
the case to prosecution? 

yes £ no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes V (o!!lts~!P no 

Why? Why not? 

B. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 
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On the followirllg sCales. please indicate your eValuation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in hilS performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witner. 
would you describe him as: ' 

1 2 3 4 (5' 
==/~~----~/--------__ ~/~----____ L/ __________ '/ 

disorganized I; organized. very organized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would yO\! describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) I 
/ 

displayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

2 3 4 6) 
,~~~--~/--------~~/--------~~/--------=-~/ 

sincere displayed 
maturity and 
good judgement 

(b) I 2 3 4 Lf 
~/~--------~/----------~/~--------~/------~~~I 

hesitant I; competent dynamic 8. very 
unconvincing convincing 

(c) I 2 3 4 15 \ 
~/~ ________ ~/, ________ ~~/~ ________ ~/~ ______ ~~~J 

defensive I; objective highly 
appearance of bias 

professional 8< 
objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

/~1 ____ ~ ____ ~} ________ ~~/_3~ ________ ~/~4 __________ ~~: 
unimpressed I; impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily undel'stood by the lay Jury? 

1 2 3 4 /5, . 
~/~~------~/--------~_/~ ________ ~/ __________ ~T 

no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
. technical I; presentation understood & 

difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

I 2 3 4 (~) 
~/----------~/----------~/~~------~/------~~~y 

easily responsive highly effective; 
intimidated. I; direct able to reinforce 
vacillating I; unsure . his findings through 

responses 

-----------------.--------~-------------------------------~----------------------------------
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes~ no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes / no 

Why? Why not? 

8. Do you have any comm~nts or observations pe.rtaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laborato~ e.xaminers. as ? 

opposed: to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investlgatlve experience. 

/. k.e ~"t ~ ~ //1. ~. 
~ ,',~. 4I1l ¥4' 

I () LUMH. ~ ~~ . ~AI, '- .-;... / /:: ~~ ~ ~7 AAl. r-G~ 

u. S. Attorney 

P"DI(DOJ 
Judicial District 
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On the following scales, please indicate your eValuation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness, 
would you describe him as: 

1 
/ 

disorganized • 
unprepared 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

organized, 
prepared 

4 
/ 

very organized, 
well-prepared. 
rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 2 3 4 Ci 
.~~----~/~------~~/--~------~/--------=-~/ 

sincere displayed 
/ 

displayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

maturity and 
good judgement 

(b) 1 2 3 4 C5 
~/~--------~/----------~/~~------~/------~~/ 

hesitant It competent dynamic & very 
unconvincing convincing 

(c) 1 2 3 4 (5'; 
/ / / / 7 

defenL-sl~'v-e--"----------~----------o~b~j~e~ct~i-v-e------------~----------~h~i-gh~ly 
appearance of bias professional & 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

1 2 3 4 15·' 
~/----------~/--------~~/~~------~/----------~/ 

unimpressed & impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

1 2 3 4 '5 
L/~ ________ ~/ ________ ~_/~ ____ . ____ ~/ __________ ~/ 

no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical • presentation understood " 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

1 2 3 4 ~~ 
L/ __________ ~/ __________ ~/~--------~/------~~r 

easily responsive highly effective; 
intimidated, • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

f 
yes~ no 

7. Based on your experiences, do you favor the continued use of Sp;cial Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners. 

yes I .• ' 1.1_ )).1: ..... r~ . no 
~ t.""",,1 •. \:..:.-:t .. ~. , 

Why? Why not? 

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examIners. as ? 

opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experlence. 

, 
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On the tollo~ing scales. please indicate your evaluation ot the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expe.."1 witUess by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness 
would you describe him as: • 

1 2 3 4 (5"" 
~/~~~----~/------~~~/~--------~/------~--/ 

disorganized • organized. very organized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 
/ 

displayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

2 3 4 . 5 

.~'-3~----~/--------~~/~--------~/------~~~'/ 
sincere displayed 

maturity and 
good judgement 

(b) 1 2 3 0' 5 

~/~--------~/--------~~/~--------~/------~~/ 
hesitant I: competent dynamic 6: very 
unconvincing convincing 

(0) 1 2 3 4 ~") / / / / l.,. 
~~~------~------~~~--------~--------~~' detensive I: objective highly 

appearance of bias professional I: 
objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

1 2 3 (4' 5 
=/~~~ ____ ~/ ________ ~~/~~ ______ ~l __________ ~/ 

unimpressed. impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

1 2 3 4 6"-
~/~~------~/--------~~/~--------~/----------~/ 

no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical • presentation understood II 
difficult to tollow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

1 2 3 4~) 
~/----------~/----------~/~~------~/------~--~I 

easily responsive highly effective; 
intimidated. • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yea~ no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you lavor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes~ no 

Why? Why not? 

5o~€rr~G'!' rHe/t.C!: /ld .... ::: SCJ-~ Cdv~&-vJ ,-"'f/l-e-"":; 

(.vffff./c!€ 'TNe: "'l/Y'e-~?7<C.~T7"""", e::....;c/'tF'~Zr~~-Cc= t:.voc.n .. -C> A/Or 

S' 1'6"v/r/C n,vrt Y C'c;')pVT,te/~t.-·rc. /-Iv("i../GIA=r~, T nte.,.c!.E" A~.:'t:=' 
orrle.e. r,,""1'CS ' ... Jh'~'/~""'" T/T'-== E.Jr?t:Erue,. ... -c<!= ,-<--;l,7,V,.r=e=ST.!> 

8. Do you have any comments or observatiomr:pertalning to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

"rjet..F ,,~ P;Z,;;:r;·~/;<t Co O/S C'c../.fS /#,.v / cO"""rc:"Z€rVCt?S. 

t-t-II"I'€./z,e- THe e-x"~E..;z",€,.vct:" c-/ve.5 //'VS/6/¥,r TO ;-H£ 

//,,2C!fe-c. c..'TC.-;:" .n,v'.o /e..c 7/-,/e: //t/VE.sT;/(;:4r~"'? _ S>~"t.JL../;> 
Co,...." r,."v(..'tE .. 

trallDQJ 
oohdicitd ;olsthct 
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On the following scales. please indicate your eValuation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an e,,-pert witness by circling the number orJ the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

=~==~~ _____ /~2 ________ ~~~~~ ______ ~~~ ________ ~~ 
disorganized • organized. very organized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA exp~rt witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) I 
/ 

displayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

sincere 

4 
/ 

~) 
. '---I 
displayed 
maturity and 
good judgement 

~)~;~ ________ ~~ __________ ~~~~ _______ ~~4~ ______ ~~~ 
hesitant " competent dynamic & very 
unconvincing 

(c) I 
/ 

defensive. 
appearance of bias 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

objective 

4 
/ 

convincing 

/.---;~ 
~ 

highly 
professional & 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expeI't witness? 

~: ___ ~ ____ ~: ________ ~~/~3~ ________ ~: ________ ~~=5~"~ 
unimpressed" impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

I 2 3 4 ~' 
L/~~ ______ ~/ ________ ~~/~ ________ ~/ __________ ~~ 

no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical • presentation understood " 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

~: _________ -L: __________ ~/_3~ ________ ~/~4 ______ ~~~~ 
easily responsive highly effective; 
intimidated, " direct able to reinforce 
vacillating" uns'.ll'e his findings through 

responses 

I 
! 
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ti ti guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
~tn~a:i!~:;sdi~:ct~; 07throu e case investigator which assisted in bringing 

the case to prosecution? 

yes__ no 

7 Based on your experiences. do you lavor the continued use t f SP;cial Agents 
with previous investigati~erience as FBI Laboratory exam ners. 

yes~ no_ 

Why? Why not'! 

f taining to the continued use of 
8. Do you have any comments or observat.ons ;:~nce as Laboratory .examiners as 
Special Agents with previous investigative eXPi with no investigative experience? 
opposed to the use of civilian Labtlratory exam ners ..:.. . 

• r:.< C?fl ':ntl'E·5f.:;··~JCj,. 
T7.. +. f!~r, @I-~C e -.-' 
111(2 QJe~J.~ t;J~~ PI}lJ.~.ll"(o~ 7.-;£: .f~:~'.j:" r /' :: 

IS Ct':)t;. ;;'CofL ;r;",) 
_0' .... ·;.,.1,"1-1/,' 

) -,1;,' r. CO'.), t -- .. 
_~ ..... t! .. <,;..-

~~4ff~~ 
Michael S. Glushakow 
Assistant State's Attorney £or 

Baltimore City 
204 Courthouse 
Baltimore, Maryland 21202 

~ 

Judicial District 
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On t~e following scales. please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

~~~~~--__ ~~ ______ ~==~J~~ ______ ~~~ ________ ~[)/ 
disorganized • organized. very organized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1. 
I 

displayed lack 
of professional 

. maturity 

2 
I 

3 
I 

sincere 

4 
I (fJ 

displayed 
maturity and 
good judgement 

~)~J~--------~~~--______ ~J~~ ______ ~~ ________ ~c[) 
hesitant A competent dynamIC a. very 
unconylncing convincing 

~)~;~~ ______ ~; ________ ~~J~ ______ ~ __ L~ ________ ~(jCI~5 
defensive. objective highly 
appearance of bias professional • 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

1 
I 

unimpressed' 
confused 

2 
I 

3 
I 

impressed 

4 
I (!) 

very impressed 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understOOd by the lay jury? 

~J~~ ______ ~; ________ ~~/~3~ ________ ~! __________ (2SI~5 
no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical • presentation understood • 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

1 2 3 4 ;f) 
~/----------~/----------_/~~_------~/------~~~ 

easily responsive highly effective; 
intimidated. • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 

1/ 

I 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes __ n0-A 
7. Based on your experiences. do you lavor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Labnratory examiners? 

yesL 

Why? 

no 

Why not? 

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
SpE'cial Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

Although all the laboratory examiners were exceptional, the 
special agent examiner makes a better witness. His investi
gative experience gives him a keener insight during his 
examination and the fact that he is an agent gives him added 
credibility before a jury. 

fPBI!DOJ 

83-073 0 - 82 - 51 

.~r77Wl 
U. 8. hUOIllC) 
State Deputy Attorney Genera 

J'IIliieilM llietriBt 
State of Delaware 
Department 01: Justice 
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On the following Bcales. please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert Witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

I 2 3 4 5 
=/~~~--------~/-----------===~/~ ________________ L/ ________________ / 

disorganized • organized. very organized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
Qssi~~ance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) I 2 3 4 5 ' 
/ / / / \..1/ 

displayed lack sincere displayed 
of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

(b) 1 2 3 4 5 
/ / / / ,.j~ 

hesitant & competent dynamic & very 
unconvincing convincing 

(c) I 2 3 4 5 
/ / / / / 

defensive" objective highly 
appearance of bias professional & 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

I 2 3 4 5 
/ / / / 1'--

unimpressed' impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

I 2 3 4 5 
/ / / I / 

no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical • presentation understood II 

difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witnesa' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

I 2 
/ / 

easily 
intimidated. 
vacillating' unsure 

3 
/ 

responsive 
• direct 

4 
/ 

5 
'. / 

highly effective; 
able to reinforce 
his findings through 
responses 

i1 

I 
I 

I 
I 
f 

1 
i 
! 
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6. HSIS investigative guidance been furnished by an SA LaboratoI'Y examiner to your 
ofrice either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case t!.' prosecut!o/,? ,.1 J..-~- " 

I " ... ! rL'((.'.. 

yes ____ no 

7. Based, on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with p,revious inVeStigze experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes no ___ 

Why? 

r 
I ,/ I I 

,..(. ... 

Why not? 

.~
". 

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Lsboratory examiners as 

.' opposed to the use or civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

I ' 
',' • I~, /'",.. ,: 

... 
.. 

/. 

".I/OOJ 

. ,'.~' ,f.. 

-11M . . .. 

-::1r 51 • Atto1l1ey 

( ':-h: ~ :: r 

Judicial District 
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On the following scales. please indicate yocr evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

I 2 3 4 c.~"\ 
/ / / / / 

disor~g-an~i~z-ed~"~----~~----------o-rg-an~i~z-e~d~.----------~--=-----v-e~ry~~or~g=-anized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) I 2 3 4 (§ 
/ / / / I 

displayed lack sincere displayed 
of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

(b) 1 2 3 4 (s; 
/ / / / / 

hesitant .. competent dynamic III very 
unconvincing convincing 

(c) 1 2 3 4 {fJ} 
/ / / / / 

defensive III objective highly 
appearance of bias professional '" 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

) / / / ~ 
unimLp--re-s-s-e~d~III------~----------~i~m-p-r~e-s-s-e_~~----------~----------~v=e=ry:::impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical'nature'o{his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

1 2 3 4 (5 
/ / / / / 

no -Lh:'"i:'"g"":"hl"":"l'-'----..L.------:a-.d;-e-=-qu!-a-:t;-e------..!..-----y::e=s=-=- clearly 

technical " presentation understood " 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

I 2 3 4 ¢) 
/ / / I 

I 

easily responsive highly effective: 
intimidated. " direct able to reinforce 
vacillating" unsure his findings through 

responses 

I 
I 

i 

I 
I, 

1 

! 
~ I 
II 
/1 
1\ 
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II 
H 
/i 

II 
II I 
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6 . Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes .. / no 

7. Eased on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience ItS FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes ./ no 

Why? Why not? 

B. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use ot civilian Laboratory examiners with. no investigative experience? 
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On the following scales, please indicate your eValuation or the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

I. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness, 
would you describe him as: 

~ 7 ~ ~ cf) 
diso~rg-an~i~z-e~d~.~----~~----------o-r-g-an~iz-e~d~,----------~------~v~e~ry~-o-r~ganized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) I 2 3 4 (s) / / / / 
displayed lack sincere displayed 
of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

(b) I 2 3 4 CL) 
/ / / / 

hesitant" competent dynamic II< very 
unco·nvincing convincing 

(c) I 2 3 4 cp 
/ / / / 

defensive" objective highly 
appearance of bias professional Pi 

objective 

3. How would you describe the Jury response to the SA ss an expert witness? 

/ / 0 I 2 
/ "/ 

unimpressed" 
confused 

impressed very impressed 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and resttIts into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

I 
/ 

no - highly 
technical • 
difficult to follow 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

adequate 
presentation 

4 
/ 

yes - clearly 
understood" 
well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scIentific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

I 
/ 

easily 
intimidated. 
vacillating' unsure 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

responsive 
• direct 

4 
/ CD 

highly effective; 
able to reinforce 
his findings through 
responses 

I 
I 

• .» 
t 
i 
! I 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner ~o your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bfingmg 
the case to prosecutio/ 

yes__ no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of SP:cial Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners. 

/ 

yes / no 

Why? Why not? 

n 
~~1fU6~ 

IrJ 

W.,., i 17 ~ c..(l £3lt5tE:: 

8 Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
S~ecial Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory etaminerStS ? 

opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigat ve exper ence. 

tWirl y 
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Alan M. Rubenstein 

On !he follo~ing scales, please indicate your evaluation ot the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) exammer in hIS performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness 
would you describe him as: ' 

mso;'~g~an~iZ~e~d~.~----~~---------===~~~~--------~~~----------~~5 organized, very organized, 
unprepSl'ed prepared well-prepared, 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. DUling the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 2 3 4 (;"t) 
/ :~~~----~/----------------~~/~~------------~/~--------~~~. 

displayed lack sincere displayed 
of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

(b) 1 2 3 4 (51) 
~/~~----------~/--------~==~/~--------~/------~-----~ 

hesitant. competent dynamic " very 
unconvincing convincing 

(c) 1 
/ 

defensive. 
appearance of bias 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

objective 

4 
/ cD 

highly 
professional " 
objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

=.:====~ ____ ~: ______ ~~~:~~ ________ ~! _________ ~==5~ 
unimpressed" impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

~!~~ ______ ~:. ________ ~~/~3~ ________ -L! __________ ~-=5 
no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical • presentation understood " 
difficult to tollow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

~!~ ________ -L: ________ ~~/~3~~ ______ ~/~4 ______ ~~~ 
easily responsive highly effective; 
intimidated, • mrect able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 
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6. Has ihvestigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes~ no 

7. Based on your experiences, do you tavor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes __ X __ no 

Why? 

Yes. Every experience which I have had with the use of Special 
Agents has been excellent; I high1y favor the continued use of 
Special Agents as FBI Lab Examiners. 

B. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

As Chief of Trials in the Bucks County District Attorney's Office 
I have had many opportunities to call FBI Speical Agents as expert 
witnesses; among the matters testified to were tool marks, hair and 
fiber analysis, blood stains, etc, and in every case I as well as 
the Court and the jury were highly impressed with the competence 
and capability of these witnesses. I have found them to be the 
most well prepared witness that I have called to the stand, and 
they especially fair well under cross-examination; I believe that 
the FBI agents are as well, if not superior, to any of the expert 
witnesses who have testified in this courthouse. 

u. S. Attorney 

,.al!DOJ 
Judicial District 
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On !he follov:illg scales, please indicate your evaluation of the FBI Special Agept 
(SA) exammer in hIs performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness, 
would you describe him as: 

1 
/ 

disorganized • 
unprepared 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

organized, 
prepared 

4 
/ 

: 5 
:'--/ ... 

very organized, 
well-prepared, 
rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 2 3 4 (i / / / / 
displayed lack sincere displayed 
of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

(b) 1 2 3 4 5 
/ / / / / 

hesitant ,. competent dynamic & very 
unconvincing convincing 

(c) 1 2 3 4 ·'-:"5 

/ / / / .: I) 
defensive & objective hi~ 
appearance of bias professional & 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA ss an expert witness? 
~ .--

." 
1 ~ 3 4 r 

I 
5 

/ / / / \ / ,,' 
unimpressed & impressed 

. ..--" 
very impressed 

confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

1 
/ 

no - highly 
technical • 
difficult to follow 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

adequate 
presentation 

4 
/ 

5 
·'--i· .. · 

yes - clearly 
understood & 

well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

1 2 
/ / 

easily 
intimidated, 
vacillating • unsure 

3 
/ 

responsive 
• direct 

4 
/ 

highly effective; 
able to reinforce 
his findings through 
responses 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the catle investigator which assisted in bringing 
the esse to prosecution? .' . 

.r 

./ r 
yes _l._'_ no 

7. Based on your experiences, do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previt-'lUs investlglltiyxperience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes_V_ no 

Why? Why not? 

I 

l!: ,. ./,r 
.1. ... ... ~, 

( 

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

t .' 

".llDO..l 
Judicial District 

, 
t fl 
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On the following scales. please indicate your eValuation ot the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

1 2 3 4 cp / / / / 
disorganized & organized. very organized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 2 3 4 .cy 
/ / / / 

displayed lack sincere displayed 
of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

(b) 1 2 3 cP 5 
/ / / / 

hesitant 3. competent dynamic 3. very 
unconvincing convincing 

(c) 1 2 CD 4 5 
/ / / / 

defensive 3. objective highly 
appMrance of bias professional 3. 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

~f __________ ~} __________ ~/_3~ ________ ~: __________ ~~ 
unimpressed l impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

I 2 3 4 a') 
L/ __________ ~/ ________ ~-L/~--------~/----------~~ 

no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical • presentation understood " 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

.!:-f __________ ~} _______ ~/_3_;_-----~!...4--~----'/ 
easily responsive highly eClective; 
intimidated. l direct able to reinforce 
vacillating l unsure his findings through 

responses 

---.--~ ---~ -----~ -----------
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
o!fice either direCtly'll' thro gh the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes __ no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you t&vor the continued use ot Special Agents 
with previous investiga~ experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes _V__ no __ 

Why? Why not? 

8. Do you have anY comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners. as ? 

opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experIence. 

S ~ 'S" ")YI f' AC ".~ -; f.. "_~ ('~! n :~ [ ,~, . r I :;".~ i h :J .... ,. • , ~. .: '. i·; .';J • ..'.' 

,J. ,"'A-~ j! ..; /-.,.:. ,. ",,'~ ,,( +"'/~\ r , ..... /. r." 
a-Hl~ F.IJ(.I .. , I I~!.,'pt l' 

~ 1:1~~ 
/lSI!>')~ . 

Idll.~~~ 
Judicial ifstriCt • 

!~~~ 
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On the following scales. please indicate your evaluation ot the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness .• 
would you describe him as: 

1 2 3 4 @ 
/ / / / / 

mso~rg=an~i~z=ed~ .. ~-----~-------------=or=g=an~i~z-ed~.-----·-------~-------v-e-ry--o-r--ganized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared, 

rendered helpful 
assistanc,~ 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you descrIbe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 
/ 

disple.yed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

sincere 

4 
/ 

GJ 
/ 

dis)played 
maturity and 
good judgement 

(b) I 2 3 4 Q 
~/---------------~/---------------~/~~---------~/------------~/ 

hesitant .. competent dynamic & very 
unconvincing 

(c) I 
/ 

defensive .. 
appearance of bias 

3. How would you describe the 

3 
/ 

objective 

4 
/ 

convb.cing 

OJ 
/ 

highly 
professional & 

objective 

jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

~f ____ ~ ____ ~! ________ ~~/_3~ ________ ~/~4 ____________ ~ 
unimpressed&: impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

I 2 3 4 ~ 
~/~~------~/----------~_/~---------~/------------~~ 

no - highly adequate yes - clearlY 
technical .. presentation understood" 
mfficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

~f __________ ~! __________ ~/_3~ _________ /~4 ______ ~~~~ 
easily responsive highly effective; 
intimidated. .. direct able to reinforce 
vacillating" unsure his findings through 

responses 

811 

6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes /' no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use ot Sp:cial Agents 
with previous investigative experience 8S ~BI Laborato:ry examiners. 

yes / no 

Why? Why not? 

~ ~ ~(~£..cC 
8 Do you have any comments or observatio~ls pertaining to the continued use of 
S~ecial Agents with previous investi ative experience as,Laboratory examiners as ? 

opposed to the use orc 1an Laborato,:y-;,;xam-iiiers with no investigative experience. 

,.alloOJ 
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On the following scales. please indicate your eValuation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA e~ert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

..,..;) 

~~~~~ ____ ~7~ ______ ~==~~~ _______ (z~~_" ________ ~~ 
disorganized • organized. very organized. 
u."lprepared pl'epared well-prepared, 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness, would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) I 
/ 

displayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

(b) I 
/ 

hesitant. 
unconvincing 

(c) I 
/ 

defensive & 
appearance of bias 

2 
/ 

2 
/ 

2 
/ 

3 
/ 

sincere 

3 
/ 

competent 

3 
/ 

objective 

4 
/ 

4 
/ 

4 
/ 

C}' 
displayed 
maturity and 
good judgement 

cp 
dynamic " very 
convincing 

G) 
J 

highly 
professional & 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

I 2 3 4 CV 
~/~~~ ____ ~/ ______ ~ __ ~/~~ ______ L/ ________ ~/ 

unimpressed' impressed very impressed 
confused 

4 . Did the SA franslate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

I 2 3 4 (5) 
~/~~------~/--------~~/~--------~/--------~~ 

no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical • presentation understood. 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How wOlild you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

~!~ ________ ~/~2 __________ ~/~3~ ________ 2/_4 ______ ~~C;> 
easily responsive highly effective; 
intimidated. • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by sn SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecutio~ 

yes no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yesL no __ 

Why? Why not? ,'. .! • 

til. • " -; - I. W ~i-..t... -tv. ... , ... t.i:,v ~ , .. ~ ... :> 
oe.C.a.<..~- CVQ... .iVI"~.t .,',"-""'--..' /..->~"' • ..1 • .4""''' ~ ",.. 

"M V • _ 1 _ ~.. ~. I ~ I' '-r' f. i .; f 'J .1 t. 
~Cr,"'r .. '.~t. ~,:r ~>'. l'No:rM.)~,.I"~~ll' ~.'~~.z 
",-.0 U·.J' I. ~ • 4' I. /., .t!. :I: .,1(., r.; '..1,1 .;i;/I.I •• ~ ..... J-...l.!~'\~~,)':..(;................... .t;,;.~ ... W·"·I(.:..(~ 7Vl.~,1,.,.\.<:I<,,1 7' .. ~' 
~.~V' ...," W, .'. (! ' ,. 
1'.-_ U- IA-V.~,I .• 

8, Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents witil previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

"A ' '-. r. ., r- ,.. 1-
~ ~.\J.,Ir~~~ ~~A!~ .. J. ~a~ 1 (.!" .. ,JA,.. t! .. I.. \ .. 1 f' ... ~ 1 .... ~.~.J"c.~\.~., I". ~ ~ ...... 

t: t ." II • (I - ~ • ,_.. ;:;t I (; .• I 
~ .fi.~""""'b, Yoa)f -;.. .. ,~ ~ ...... J-. ~,.( I'.:." ". 1\ w .. +£):t. .. , ~ ... ;:' I '-t: ...... ' .. 

A {-. ,.. • I ' • I r. \ ~ i \ ,',' ( 
~ o..~~",,- Ct:.. ~..J' ....... 4 1 , .. ,,,,.-, • . ,'" ~~ 'It, ':, .... 

83-073 0 - 82 - 52 
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On the following scales please indicate ' (SA) examiner in his performa~c rt your evaluation of the FBI Special Agent 
below at the appropriate points: e as an expe witness by circling the number on the lines 

I. With regard to pre-trial prepa ti i would you describe him as: ra on and ass stance rendered by the SA expert witness. 

I 2 3 4 ~ 

rusor=/g~anmLiz~e~d~''-----~/~------~~~/f;;~---------1/~----------::~ I"! organized. 
unprepared prepared 

very organized. 
well-prepared. 
rendered helpful 
assistance 

!~r!::ga~~e in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you descl'ibe his 

(a) I 2 
/ ~-::;-;;-:-::;: ___ -I.../ _____ 7 ~ cp 

rusplayed lack since=re;;-------1.--------.:. 
of professional displayed 
maturity maturity and 

good judgement 

(b) I 2 3 4 .~/ntl------~/------~~/~------~/~------~qp hesitant&. competent 
unconvincing dynamic • very convincing 

(c) I 2 3 

defe~:...sSiiV~eel.----/!...-----;;hl;;~/~:------J.;~-----,-,--=cp n objective 
appearance or bias highly professional 8t 

objeotive 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

'/ / / ([J 5 
unim~p~r;e;ss;eecdil.~~-~-----~i~m;,p~r;.e~s~s;e~d-------1~-------~/ 
confused very impressed 

4. iDI id the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
eas y understood by the lay jury? 

1 2 3 4 r,;'J 
/ / / 1.Ji/ 

nO::-~hi~ghhl~y~----~-------~~~~------L/---------/ adequate technical • yea - clearly 
presentation d 

difficult to follow un erstood &. well presented 

5. ~ow would you describe the SA witness' ability to oupport his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

1 2 3 4 c:P 
~/~-----~/~-____ ~~/~~------L/---~~ 

easily responsive / 
intimidated. highly effective; 

• d\ 'ect 
vacillating' unsure able to;.. reinforce his findings through 

responses 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furrdflhed by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes .,/ no 

'1. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laborlltory examiners? 

yes~ 

Why? 

no 

Why not? 

Wlf)(/~P ,vor A/G"('e'!>5AA!;~.-T /crlrEE 9t:uAC A(i:,(E~'r €XI9.A1".-v'G:"~.s. 
t?t/'G.,e A/CN- A~,e;v'T €'X/i""'HVt:!:"/2.S Sc. t="/ia. J!1~ OflE,N .... IG- G." XPl: .. ~r 
a .. UT..veiS:;E5.. ROWE'I/era, rrt'e: /NViE'.$,/(f'ATI.'1E e.r/,~,z;EA/CtE' 
C)F AN $'A c?-;r/1rv//Ne;=n.. t:(/~(..IU;> ?~c·.a.A.~~'r" t3c: c~ t:G£t!E-rlTfF-tZ 

8. Do you have any comments or obse!'Vations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 

v"lU.l,.J6; TO ,-/le: ce'C;'1c. C./ft-i,1 t!.ff",vrCU:Ce:M6',;t/r / .... vl/c=.$,/d;>,#J,rr:"A!... 

tV/TV 6,.,.r/'fe:a.s T.rlc C!!:V/"t.)C".-vCE A"I/P ?A'E/-';o;1,...ees ~ 
C'rI.Je-" /N;1~(..IC/-I Af rr/t:=.: e:x,,},J..I//Vc,,< /.5 /9",'A/'Ae~ 
7Z' rrle /A/V6'>T/t!-,-9T1}£ ,cO/C G~"p,rl~E /9,;/1) C'~A/s~·~,r~;r/e;N 
i?/c ~~rTt5;:L rna: C'nJe: "NtA:;s;.r/fbrlT7lt.rV "./,,1/0 Tn€' E/.J/~NCG 
r#;1r (."",7,0,/ dE pEyc.u..r=i>" r.~e: /3tFrrelZ rnE.' t:"~"E. T/,/,47' 

/5 MClcJt3H r /"""'" r(1/l ?/Zo .. n!:c ",,770N .. 

, ---/ ~ <'7) ~fl ~~ /i/a'7404 
/ ' .' I " ttorney / 
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On ~he f~llowing scales. please indicate your eValuation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) exam mer m his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness 
would you describe him as: • 

I 2 3 4 ~. 
~/~~ __ ~/ ______ ==~/~ ______ LI ______ ~4 

disorganized l organized. very organized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) I 2 3 4 r-' 
I I I I ~j 

displayed lack sincere displayed 
of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

. " 
(b) I 2 3 4 5 , 

I I I I '-/" 
hesitant & competent dynamic & very 
unconvincing convincing 

(c) 1 2 3 4 
. ~~ 

( 5 .: 
I I I I -/-

defensive & objective highly 
appearance of bias professional l 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

I 2 3 4 (j) I I I I 
unimpressed & impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

I 2 3 4 5 
~/~~ ____ ~/~ ______ ~=/~ ________ LI __ ~ ____ ~) 

no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical • presentation understood " 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

I 2 3 4 15') 
~/--------_~/------~~/~--------~/----~~--~ 

easily responsive highly effective; 
intimidated. • direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the CBBe to prosecution? 

yes ,/ no 

7. Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yesL 

Why? 

B~ 

~ ll.";.i~ d-/.-i":J. 

no 

8. Do you have any comments or obfJervations pertaining to the continued use of 
Spzcial Agents with previous investigative experience as Lsboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? __ 

£' f / /.. [. 
.• :' • j'. I~ •.... II .!!?,.. A.£ l/.vt-<-, -1 " '1Y ' ... ~-'\.-, 
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On the following scales. please indicate your evaluation ot the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial preparation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

1 2 3 4 5 
~/~~~--~/--------~/~~ ______ ~/ __ ~K~ _____ / 

disorganized .. organized. very organized. 
unprepared prepared well-prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

2 3 4 5 (a) I 
/ 

displayed lack 
of professional 
maturity 

.~~ ____ ~/ ________ ~~/ __ ~A~-____ ~/ ______ ~~/ 
sincere ~!s!!l~y$d 

maturity and 
good judgement 

(b) I 2 3 4 5 
/ / / i( I I 

hesit~an~t-.----------~-----------c-o-m-p~e~te-n~t----~----~----------~dY-n~amic&very 
unconvincing convincing 

(c) I 2 3 4 5 
/ I / I K I 

defun~s~i~v-e-.. ----------~----------o~b~je-c~t~iv-e·------------~--~----~h~i~g~hlY 

appearance of bias professional • 
objective 

3. How Ylould you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

I 2 3 4 5 
I~ ________ ~/~ ____ ~ __ ~/ __ ~~XL-__ ~/ __________ ,I 

unimpressed.. impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

1 2 3 
K 

4 5· 
I I I I / 

no - highly adequate yes - clearly 
technical .. presentation understood" 
difficult to follow well presented 

5. How would you describe th{: SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

1 2 3 4 5 
~/ ________ ~/~ ________ ~/~ __ ~Y.~. __ ~/ ______ ~~/ 

easily responsive highly effective; 
intimidated. .. direct able to reinforce 
vacillating" unsure his findings through 

responses 

I 
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6 Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or througb the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes~ no 

7 Based on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigstive ex;perience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes 1- no 

Why? Why not? 

a Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued .use of 
S~ecial Agents with previous, investigative experience as La~rat~7 ~taml~~:i:~ce? 
opposed to the use of civilian, Laboratory examiners with no ves ga ve e 

~f-G~ 
U. S. Attorney 

Judicial District 
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p?, 

On the following scales. please indicate your eValuation of the FBI Special Agent 
(SA) examiner in his performance as an expert witness by circling the number on the lines 
below at the appropriate points: 

1. With regard to pre-trial prepal'ation and assistance rendered by the SA expert witness. 
would you describe him as: 

1 2 3 4 cy / / / / 
disorganized III organized. very organized. 
unprepared prepared weI! -prepared. 

rendered helpful 
assistance 

2. During the in-court presentation by the SA expert witness. would you describe his 
demeanor as: 

(a) 1 2 3 4 tp / / / / 
displayed lack sincere displayed 
of professional maturity and 
maturity good judgement 

(b) I 2 3 4 ~ / / / / 
hesitant" competent dynamic " very 
unconvincing convincing 

(c) 1 2 3 4 'P / / / / 
defensive" objective highly 
appearance of bias professional r. 

objective 

3. How would you describe the jury response to the SA as an expert witness? 

I 2 3 4 r;J 
~/----~----~/--------~~/~~------~/~----------~ 

unimpressed" impressed very impressed 
confused 

4. Did the SA translate the technical nature of his examination and results into terms 
easily understood by the lay jury? 

1 
/ 

no - highly 
technical " 
difficult to follow 

2 

/ 
3 4 ~ 

,--~~/~--------~/----------~~ 
adequate yes - clearly 
presentation understood " 

well presented 

5. How would you describe the SA witness' ability to support his scientific opinion 
particularly during cross-examination? 

L/ ________ -1.../ _____ ---1./:.-3-,-_______ (f)!....4 ____ -:-:-:-::~/ 
easily responsive highly effective; 
intimidated. " direct able to reinforce 
vacillating' unsure his findings through 

responses 

I 
i 
II 

~ 
~ 
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6. Has investigative guidance been furnished by an SA Laboratory examiner to your 
office either directly or through the case investigator which assisted in bringing 
the case to prosecution? 

yes no 

7. Baaed on your experiences. do you favor the continued use of Special Agents 
with previous investigative experience as FBI Laboratory examiners? 

yes no 

Why? Why not? 

oP 
,s'",t.::7C;C',,/-)z- /.}t:Ot=:Jl,.-;- ~.q/l. )""vt:::=./?S ~-<-J;,;IH .//o,/v~S"-/-
6.4rlve:;;: .EXPe:~/'=-7U(EG" ,-1.s F';J~I ,t..._},,~s:vli?4/_z;/~y 
GX~/IJ JIA/";:)ZS .6GC;'HtJ:Sc.= "T Ah-J I<'G.:s T.I,)z:::.-

8. Do you have any comments or observations pertaining to the continued use of 
Special Agents with previous investigative experience as Laboratory examiners as 
opposed to the use of civilian Laboratory examiners with no investigative experience? 
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Together, we have a great reservoir of experience and 
talent. 

Together, we must translate this reservoir of talent and 
experience into greater professionalism and cooperation; and 
by working together, we can solve our common problems. 

The future success or failure of our mission will, to a 
large degree, be determined by the amount of wisdom, Inno
vation, and flexibility we exercise todoy. 

Clarence M. Kelley, 
Director, FBI 
From welcoming remarks 
before Second Annual 
Symposium on Crime 
Laboratory Deve lopment, 
Washington, D. C., 
September, 1974 
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The seeds for establishing a national organization 
of crime laboratory directors were planted in December, 1973, 
at the First National Symposium on crime Laboratory 
De~elopment held at the FBI's Academy in Quantico, Virginia. 

The laboratory representatives agreed on the need 
for better communication and increased cooperation through 
the establishment of a formal national organization of crime 
laboratory directors. 

This first symposium, sponsored by the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration and hosted by the FBI, was so 
successful that plans were soon made to hold a Second National 
Symposium. The second symposium was hosted and sponsored 
solely by the FBI. 

Much was accomplished at the Second Annual Symposium 
held September 23-27, 1974. And after five busy days an 
important chapter in the history of forensic science in 
America had been written. 

Fruitful panel discussions were held concerning ways 
legislation, management, communication, education and 
organization could best serve the future of crime labor.atories 
in America. But the most important accomplishment was the 
adoption of a Constitution fo~, and the establishment of, the 
American Society of Crime Laburato:t"Y Directorsl the first 
organization of its kind to embrace almost all crime 
laboratories in the Nation. 

This is the report of that important symposium 
covering panel observations, questions and conclusions, as 
well as the approved Constitution of the Society. It reflects 
the interest and efforts of all participants. This work bodes 
well for the future success of the Society. I want to personally 
congratulate all who worked to makE~ the ASCLD a reality. 

I believe this signals the beginning of a new era in 
the history of Forensic Science. 13ut it is just a beginning -
an important first step toward strlmgthening the ties between 
crime laboratories throughCl1~.t the United States. 

ff " .~qf # t;;
B~~'" 
Chairman f ASCLD 
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GOVERNING BOARD 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CRIME LABORATORY DIRECTORS 

CHAIRMAN 
Dr. Briggs J. White 
Assistant Director 
FBI Laboratory 
Washington, D. C. 

20535 

As the Society's first Chairman, Dr. Briggs, J. 
tqhite combines an outstanding background of education, 
training and experience as a criminological scientist with 
proven ability as an administrator. 

Dr. Nhite, 62, a native of Colorado, received his 
Bachelor of Arts degree from Sterling College, Sterling, 
Kansas, and his Masters and Ph.D. degrees in chemistry from 
the University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado. In 1965, 
Sterling College conferred upon him the honorary degree of 
Doctor of ci.vil La\<l. 

After completing his education in 1940, he entered 
the FBI and was appointed a Special Agent in 1942. He has 
seen continuous service for the past 34 years in the 
Laboratory Division, and served as second in command under 
the Assistant Director from 1961 until August, 1973, ,-,hen he 
,~as named Assistant Director of the FBI in charge of the 
Laboratory. 

He is a fellO\~ and Founding Member of the l\merican 
Academy of Forensic Sciences and also a memher of the 
American Chemical Society. 

1 
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VICE CHAIRMAN 
Mr. Richard H. Fox 
Director 
Regional Criminalistics 

Laboratory 
2100 North Noland Road 
Independence, Missouri 

64051 

Richard H. Fox is presently Director of the Regional 
criminalistics Laboratory for the greater Kansas City Region. 
~~. Fox was previously Assistant Director of the Pittsburgh 
and Allegheny County Crime Lalboratory and Instructor of 
Forensic Chemistry, University of Pittsburgh, Graduate School 
of Chemistry. ~ 

Among his several publications is the "crime Scene 
Search & Physical Evidence Handbook". Mr. Fox is immediate 
past-chairman of the criminalistics Section of the American 
Academy of Forensic Sciences and is a member of numerous 
professional organizations in the U. S. and abroad. 

Mr. Fox has testified in courts in numerous states, 
is a noted lecturer and was the 1970 recipient of the 
International Chiefs of Police and American Express Award for 
Scientific Advancements to International Police Science 
Technology. 

He is presently a member of the eight-man Project 
Advisory Committee for the Proficiency Testing Program of the 
Forensic Science Foundation and is a member of the 
Criminalistics Laboratory Information System (CLIS) Committee, 
Project Search. 

Before his election as Vice Chairman of the American 
Society of Crime Laboratory Directors, Mr. Fox was the acting
chairman for the Steering Committee for the organizations of 
the Society. 

2 
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Dr. Larry B. HOI·Tard 
Director 
r.eorgia State Crime' 

r,ahora tor" 
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q~9 East Confederate Avenue 
~tlanta, Georgia 

~()3l(' 

Dr. Larry B. Howard, 46, has been Director of the 
Georgia State Crime Laboratory since 1969. He was previouslv 
its Assistant Director beginning in 1956, with primary ~ 
responsibilities in toxicology and medico-legal pathology. 

Before his 18 years with the Georgia Crime 
laboratory, he was teaching and research assistant at the 
University of Minnesota Medical School, Department of 
Pharmacology. Later, he was a consultant toxicologist at 
t-10unt. Sinai Hospital, r.1inneapolis. He has been a member of 
the visiting staff of Anatomy Department, Emory University. 
He \.;ras also LEAA consultant for forensic science research 
projects in 1973-1974. 

Dr. Howard's education includes B.S., Bacteriology 
and ChemistrY - University of Montana, 1949 ~ Ph. D. t-'ajor: 
Pharmacology; Minor: Biochemistry - University of Minnesota, 
1956~ Post Doctorate: Pathology, Emory University, 1956-l957~ 
Medico-Legal Pathology, Georgia Crime Laboratory, 1956 to 
present~ Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, 1964; Georgia 
Medico-Legal Workshops since 1956; Infrared Spectroscopy, 
:-1. I. T., Summer Session, 1960~ Optical Mineralogy and 
Petrography, Georgia State College, 1966-1967; and Neuroanatomy, 
NeurophysiologYr Neuropharmacology Review Courses, Emory 
University, 1968. 

He is a member of t'he American Association for the 
Advancement of Science; American Academy of Forensic Sciences, 
Chairman of Standards Committee; Toxicology Section, 1967 to 
present~ Southern Association of Forensic Scientists, Program 
Chairman, 1966-1969 and 1973-1974; Atlanta Instrument Society; 
and Member Georgia Science and Technology Commission, 
September, 1969. 

3 
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SECRRTJl.RY 
Mr. A. Atlev Peterson 
ARsistant Director 
Technical and Scienti~ic 

Services 
Bureau of 1Ilcohol, Tobacco 

and Fireo.rms 
Foam 5202 Federal Building 
Washington, D. C. 

?0226 

Mr. A. Atley'Pererson is currently rhe Assistant 
Director for Technical and Scientific Services of rhe Bureau 
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms of the Depart~ent. of 
Treasury. In that position he manages ATF's Laboratory 
System, Automatic Date Procession and the Technical Services 
for Firearms and Explosives. 

He was selected for this position from his former 
assignment as Deputy Director, Office of Operations in the 
office of the Secretary of Treasury. He is a retired Rear 
Admiral of the Naval Reserve with a speciality in Intelligence. 
In 1972, he received the President.ial t<!eritorious Service Medal 
for his contributions to the Navy. In 1973, he received the 
Honor Award of the Office of the Secretary of Treasury. 

Mr. Peterso~ yraduated from the University of ~'iFisconsin 
with an A.B. in l-1edical Sciences and the U. S. Naval Academy with 
a B.S. in Electrical Engineering. As a Reserve, he served on 
active duty in t'iForld War II and the Korean action. He has 
taught. at the Naval Academy, the Naval Intelligence School and 
the Naval t'1ar College. Among other assignments in World War II, 
he served as Operations Officer, r7ar Plans Officer and 
Intelligence Officer on the staff of Commander, 8th Fleet in 
the Hedit.erranean. During the Korean action he served with the 
Joint. Chiefs of Staff. 

In civil life, he has served with the National Security 
Agency, managed a construction company, established and operated 
an insurance brokerage and coordinated the intelligence programs 
of~the Sperry-Rand Systems Group, Litton Industries, and L. T. V. 
Electro Systems Company. Since l'iForld War II he has frequently 
served as consultanr to various U. S. Government departments and 
agencies. 

Throughout. his career he has sought to apply advancing 
technology to help solve Government problems. 
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MEMBERS OF THE BOARD 

Socip.tv l10ard members arl';! from left to right rac}: rm-,' 
I'tr. 1\1. ,Jack Canman, Dr. Louis IlJilliarn nauinan: ~~r. 'J. D: 
c~astal.n. lo'r. Theodore R. E1zerman. ~'idrlle rm,,: 
Ll.eutenant Roher:- t',. Pinnick, Lieutenant ,7oseph Barry, 
Dr. Carl ,7. pe.hl l. ncr , rtr. Rd\'lard l'lhi ttaker, !ir. Thomas t.l. 
11uller. Front r<?\,': capta~n Stark Ferri!';s, Mr. 11. lit lev 
Peterson. nr. Brl.g'as J. l'1l1l. te, ~·r. Pichard n. Fox, . 
nr, LaFry B. Hm-lard, Jr. Not pict'ured ahove is 
tir. John N. Gmm, Jr. 

Lieutenant Joseph Barrv 
North Regional Lahoratorv 
Division of State Police' 
Little Falls, ~e\'! .Jersev 07424 

fir. '17. Jack Cadman 
Chief Crimino1oaist 
Oranqe County Sheriff-Coroner's 

P~~ional Criminalistics 
Lahoratory 

Post Office Box 449 
550 ~orth F1o\'lf'!r Street 
Santa ~na, Ca1ifornia02702 

Lieutenant ~ohert W. Pinnick 
State Director of LahoratorieR 
Oregon State Police Crime 

Detection Lahoratorv 
~IR1 S. N. Sam Jackson nark Poad 
Portland, oreaon Q7?OI 

5 

Dr. Carl J. Reh1ina 
Director 
1I1a~ama Department of Toxicoloqv 

and Criminal Investiaation . 
Rox '31 ' 
~uburn, A1ahama 36830 

~'r. Bd"'ard TlJhi ttaker 
Sunervisor 
Crjme Laboratory Bureau 
~~etropo1i tan Dade Countv Purlic 

Safety Denartment -
13,n N. w. i 4th Street 
~iami, Florida 33125 

'1r. J. D. Chastain 
Hanagpr of Lar-oratorieR 
Texas nepartment of Puhlic 

Safety Crimp Laboratories 
~ox 4141 
~Dstin, Tpxas 7A7~5 
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Mr. Theodore P. Elzerman 
Assistant Superintendent 
Illinois Bureau of Identification 
515 East ~\Toodruff noad 
Joliet, Illinois 60d32 

Captain Stark FerriRs 
Director 
Ne\'! York State Police Laboratorv 
Building 22, State Campus .. 
Albany. New York 12226 

l1r. John N. Gunn, Jr. 
Acting Assistant ~dministrator 
Office of Science and Technology 
Drug Enforcement Administration 
1405 Eye Street, North~,'est 
Nashington, D. c. 20537 

Nr. Thomas ~. l,~uller 
Director 
Laboratory Division 
Baltimore Police Department 
601 East Favette Street 
Baltimore, !!aryland 21'02 

Dr. Louis ~·7iJ.liam NauP'lan 
Director o~ Lahoratories 
Alaska l!edical Lahoratories, 

Incorporated 
207 East Northern Lights Blvd. 
P.nchorage, IHaska 99Sn3 
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PANEL REPORTS 

PANEL ON LEGISLATION 

Moderators: Theodore R. Elzerman and Dr. Charles E. O'Rear 

. Parricipants were virrually unanimous in agreeing 
rhar legislai-ion requiring "cerrificarion" of rhe various 
forensic sci'enrisrs vIas nor desirable now. However, should 
this need ever arise, ir was generally accepred rhar a 
narional orgardzarion such as rhe American Socierv of Crime 
Laborarory Directors should develop general crireria ro 
assisr qualified individuals in esrablishing uniform, 
minimum guidelines for cerY·ificarion. 

A need \-,as seen for rhe esrablishmenr of a 
Legislarive Cornrnirree of ASCLD for the following specific 
areas of acrions: 

1. Research and recomMend methods of using 
closed-circuir TV in grand juries, preliminary hearings, erc. 

2. Esrablish liaison 'vi rh rhe various groups 
vlhich influence our interesrs, such as rhe Inrernarional 
Associarion of Chiefs of Police, Narional Disrricr Arrornevs 
Associarion, Narional Srare Planners Associarion, American
Bar Associarion, erc. (Ir is noted rhat individuals were 
urged ro become involved in rheir OvTn stare agencies which 
possess legislarive influence.) 

3. Follow legislarive problems and idenrify 
and prepare proposed model legislarion for considerarion and 
passage in a given local enriry. Ir was agreed rhar model 
legislarion could inirially be prepared concerning 
relarively non-conrroversial areas or issues. 

4. Develop porential for lobbying influence and 
merhods for exerring influence in legislarive marrers. This 
would, or could, include prepararion of "posirion papers" by 
ASCLD. 

Ar leasr, model l~qislation should be drafted and 
made available for consideratj;,on by local jurisdictions in 
the following areas: 

7 
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1. Concerning the confusion now existing over 
the wide-spectrum of rules for certification in the various 
states for Breath Testing Operators and Blood Al1alysts, 
part.icipants generally agreed that the ASCLD should, or, 
at least be prepared to, establish a set of suggested 
uniform "in house" guidelines to apply on a national basis. 
Eventually, these guidelines might be used for model 
legislation in the various states. 

2. Disposition of contraband evidence such as 
guns, drugs, etc. 

3. utilizing laboratory reports in grand juries, 
preliminary hearings, licensing procedures, etc. 

It was also determined that there is a need for a 
means of accumulating and rapidly disseminating information 
regarding test imonies, new lat'ls and decisions, etc., which 
may be of mutual interest to the forensic science community. 

PANEL ON MANAGEMENT 

Moderators: Anthony Longhetti and Douglas M. Lucas 

The Panel on Management, in order to provide 
recommendations as to possible courses of action for 
consideration by the American Society of Crime Laboratory 
Directors, initially defined its objectives as follot-1S: 

1. To identify common problems in the management 
of a crime laboratory; 

2. To evaluate these problems and assign 
priorities to the search for their solution; 

3.' To identify individuals or organizations 
willing and able to develop possible solutions; and, 

4. To receive, review, amend and adopt reports 
on solutions to problems. 

Secondly, the Panel identified the following general 
areas of management wherein the majority of potential problems 
appear to exist: 

8 
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1. Scientific and Technical Management 

2. Personnel Management 

3. Financial Nanagement 

Following the first session of the Panel on 
Management, it t'las determined that the scope of subsequent 
discussions would have to be narrowed considerably in order 
to allow the panel to produce some specific suggestions and/ 
or recommendations. The general topic chosen for further 
disqussion was -- the keeping of meaningful statistics, or 
more specifically: 

1. Why keep statistics? 

2. What statistics should be .kept? 

3. HOt-1 should these statistics be collected? 

As to question number one, why, it was agreed that 
statistics are kept, "to measure workload and to determine 
if the laboratory's objectives are being met." More 
specifically, they are kept to: 

1. Aid in decision-making; 

2. Enable evaluation of personnel; 

3. Identify trends and provide an intelligence 
tool; 

4. Meet governmental or administrative demands 
or needs; and, 

5. Assist the public relations effort. 

As to what data or statistics should be collected, 
it was decided that-such data should concern the following 
general categories: 

1. Cases 

2. Items (exhibits, samples, specimens) 

3. Examinations 

C) 
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4 • Handling (~ime) of reques~s 

5. Employee u~iliza~ion and 

6. Equipmen~ u~iliza~ion. 

Concerning how such da~a can be collec~ed, only 
~wo me~hods were iden~ified, ~hose being manual compila~ion 
and by compu~er. 

. I~ was ~he consensus of all panel sessions ~ha~ 
7~nce every crime labora~ory keeps some ~ypes of s~a~is~ics, 
~~ would be mos~ helpful if ~hese labora~ories could 
utilize cornmon ~erminology \oThich would allow a crime 
labora~ory direc~or ~o compare his opera~ions wi~h o~her 
labora~ories. 

Since vir~ually all crime labora~ories main~ain 
da~a rela~ing ~o cases, ~he following defini~ion of ~ha~ 
~erm was agreed upon: 

l. 
of workload; 

A case is ari' iden~ifier bu~ no~ a measurernen~ 

2 .. A ~ can be used as a gauge of a crime 
labora~ory's ~nvolvernen~ in ~he criminal ius~ice sys~em; and 

3. The ~erm ~_ should be used in ~he same sense 
as ~he submi~~ing agency, e.g. and occurance, a dea~h, e~c. 

A consensus was alSI,) reached regarding use of ~he 
~erm~ item and ~_,:a!!l:i,~a,~,~?.!l,. I~eI? was subsequen~ly defined as, 

a p~ece of phys~cal ev~dence wh~ch was examined and which \>Tas 
individually specified in a labora~ory report." Examina~ion 
was defit;ed as ':a l?rc:>cess applied ~o an i~ern which"cc)rltr'ibu-';es 
to reach~ng a s~gn~f~can~ conclusion." 

In summary, ~he Panel on Managemen~ did produce a 
consensus on ~he following poin~s: 

1. S~a~is~ics should be kep~ by a crime labora~ory 
in order ~o measure workload and ~o de~errnine if ~ha~ 
labora~ory's objec~ives are being.me~. 

2. A cornmon ~errninology among labora~ories would 
be helpful for ~he purposes of evalua~ion and/or comparison. 
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3. The ~erms S::_CJ.JiP." it..em. and ex_allLi.rtcrrj .. _OD, could 
be used by all crime labora~ories using ~he aforernen~ioned 
defini~ions, and ' 

4. The American Soci.e~y of Crime Labora~ory 
Directors should pursue ~his ma~'t-er of cornmon ~errninology 
and defini~ions ~o expand ~he number of such ~erms ~o ~hose 
necessary for ~he main~enance of meaningful s~a~is~ics, and 
~o subsequen~ly seek ~heir adop~ion by member laborat'ories 
a~ an appropria~e fu~ure da~e. 

PANEL ON COMMUNICATION 

Moderators: Thomas M. Muller and Fred H. Wynbrandt 

The communicat'ion panels discussed and agreed upon 
~he follo\'ling mat'~ers: 

1. The Criminalis~ics Labora~ory Informa~ion 
Sys~em (CLIS) was described as a na~ionwide compu~erized 
laboratory informa~ion sys'"ern. Forensic data will be 
identified, collec~ed and sf'ored a~ a cen~ral loca~ion. 
Access will be ~hrough na~ion"'lide telecornrnunica~ions lines 
for use by law enforcemen~ crime labora~ories. CLIS is now 
in the final s~ages of concep~ual design. This phase will 
be followed by implemen~a~ion, evalua~ion and modifica~ion. 

There ''las unanimous agreemen~ by par~icipan~s in 
all cornmunica~ion panel sessions ~ha~ ~here was a defini~e 
need for CLIS. Af~er op~ions for ~he housing of CLIS were 
discussed, i~ was unanimously agreed ~ha~ ~he Na~ional Crime 
Inforrna~ion Cen~er (NCIC) would be ~he mos~ logical, 
efficien~ and economical sys~ern for ~he s~orage and ~rans
mission of CLIS da~a. 

2. Explora~ion should be made regarding ~he 
feasibili~y of an in~erchange of personnel among in~eres~ed 
labora~ories in order ~o fos~er an exchange of ideas, 
~echniques and experience. 

In order ~o improve c'~munica~ion and unders~anding 
regarding labora~ory problems, i~ was s~rongly urged ~ha~ a 
glossary of laboratory ~erms be developed so ~ha~, insofar 
as possible, cornmon and consisten~ termino.logy could be used 
by all crime laboratories, particularly a~ the managemen~ level. 
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4. Regarding wriTTen communicaTion among 
laboratories, iT was agreed ThaT The "Crime LaboraTory 
DigesT" is a viTal and useful communicaTion vehicle. There 
was unanimous agreemenT ThaT increased use of,The,"DigesT" is 
of UTmOST importance. Increased parTicipaTion by all crime 
laboraTories will be iniTiaTed in The form of iTems for 
publicaTion such as reports of regional forensic science 
meeTings and news of ongoing research. 

IT was emphasized ThaT The "DigeST" is a major 
newsleTTer for crime laboraTories and is a rapid fire means 
of informaTion exchange among crime laboraTory personnel. 

5. Finally, iT was agreed ThaT "eyeball TO eyeball" 
meeTings among crime laboraTory direcTors aT annual naTional 
symposia are invaluable. HO\<lever, in view of The facT. Tha T 
there may be limiTaTions placed on some crime laboraTorl.es 
concerning inTersTaTe Travel, expense, time and OTher 
commitments, it was recommended that regional meetings of 
crime lahoratory directors be held in addiTion TO an annual 
naTional meeting. 

PANEL ON EDUCATION 

Moderators: Dr. Arthur S. Hume and Charles A. McInerney 

The :Educat-ion Norkshop of the Symposium was primarily 
concerned wiTh identifying The desired educational backgrou~ 
for persons seeking employmenT in a crime labor~To~y and.Thel.r 
subsequenT progression Towards the goal of furnl.shl.ng opl.nion 
in courT as an experT wiTness. This progression phase dealT 
wiTh The educaTion/Training combinaTion which would make The 
goal a realiTY. In addiTion, The need TO educaTe all members 
of the criminal jusTice sysTem, including judges, aTTorneys, 
police officers and crime scene Technicians was recognized. 
Each of These aspecTs of discussion are covered below. 

1. EducaTional backg~ound. IT was The firm 
consensus of The-group ThaT a bachelors degree in physics, 
chemisTry or some OTher physical science was The desired 
minimum educaTional level for employmenT in any area OTher 
than laTenT fingerprinT firearms, Toolmark and documenT 
examinaTions. As acquired skill aCTiviTies, These latTer areas 
develop the necessary expertise primarily through on-The-job 
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Training. Some members of the workshop were in favor of 
the American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors (ASCLD) 
establishing pre-requisiTes for employmenT and referred to 
The Canadian LaboraTory SysTem's standards. It was poinTed 
OUT That such a single system was nOT being dictated TO by 
an 'ouTside agency, whereas in the UniTed STates pre
requisites varied widely from jurisdiction TO jurisdiCTion. 
Hhile some form of licensing may eventually be developed, 
it was felT that it was premature for ASCLD to establish 
at This time pre-requisites which would in effeCT be 
forced on some laboratories. 

2. Ed~9ati0..!l11'Eaini_n.9...1'J1as~. With a solid . . 
educational backqround, the employee could begin his tral.nl.ng 
phase \'lhich would include familiarization with availahle 
liTeratu+e, special courses such as those offered at the FBI 
Academy; advanced degrees and on-the-joh training in 
specialized fields. Many in the Norkshop thought there \'las 
merit in an exchange of personnel between laboratories. 

It was firm consensus thaT' hlo-year Associate Degree 
proarams offered in community colleges were inadequate as 
preparation for laboratory employmenT though conceding that 
such programs had their place \'li,t-hin some areas of the la\1 
enforcement community. Even four-year degrees in Forensic 
Science were not desirable. The hazard involved in such 
courses lies in their creation solely through the availahiliTY 
of funding without having inSTructors capable of preparing the 
sTudent for crime laboratory work simply because the instructors 
don'T know what the laboratories need. The resulT is not only 
an ineffecTual product, but The STudent, if he can't 
immediaTely find laboratory employment, has nothing in the way 
of a basic science to fall back on. 

So~e paneliSTS Thought that an internship program for 
senior science students using an LEAA sTi?end should be looked 
into or at least, that the area of criminalistics could be 
introduced into the regular senior year of a science program. 
In this fashion, laboratory directors \.,ou~d have the 
opportunity to observe the interest and' competence of the 
STudent from the standpoint of a future employee. A consensus, 
hONever, was that criminalist training should start at the 
graduate level. In any event, The employee should be 
encouraged to continue his education and training. Even the 
holder of an Associate Degree should be urged to transfer to 
a university and endeavor to progress. 

13 
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3. ACLqiti<;mal_TrainJng Requirements. The need 
to educate other previously-mentioned members of the criminal 
justice system arises from the value' to the laboratory on 
receiving evidence in the best possible condition and to 
insure that the attorneys and judges recognize the function 
and purpose of the expert witness. 

One panelist cautioned against laboratories making 
comments about new techniques prior to their full evaluation. 
Without such self-discipline, the laboratory runs the risk of 
having to change its opinion with a subsequent lack of 
credibility in the eyes of the public and the courts. 

A discussion on the merits of the "generalist" 
versus the "specialist" reflected the viewpoints of 
laboratories of different sizes. Tne large laboratory could 
afford the specilization while the intermediate-sized one 
needed'flexibility to respond to the exigencies of the day 
(vacation, .sick leave, court committments). 

The workshops were frank, interesting and pointed 
out the need for continued efforts'through the ASCLD to focus 
attention on the training of criminalists and to i~sure a 
constant- policy of self-appraisal and self-improvemen1'. 

PANEL ON ORGANIZATION 

OF THE 

AHERICAN SOCIETY OF CRIME LABORATORY DEVELOPMENT 

In December of 1973, forty-six crime laboratory 
directors selected on a representative basis met at Quantico, 
Virginia, at the invitation of ~'he Federal Bureau of 
Investigation and sponsored by the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration. The purpose of this meeting ,,,as 
the exploration of the area of crime la~oratory needs and 
requirements for future growth. As a consequence of this 
meeting, these directors came to the realization that there 
'\-Tas a need for establishing a, formal organization composed 
of crime laboratory directors. 
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Even further, this structure as 
of tho~e who ar~ primarily responsible' for 
o~erat7on of cr~e laboratories, could 
expert~se at the highest levels. 

an organizarion 
the day-to-dav 

providE) input and-
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. PREAMBLE 

TO THE CONSTITUTION 

OF THE 

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CRIME LABORATORY DIRECTORS 

Whereas: 

The American Crime Laborarory Direcrors-

-recognize rhe need for herrer communi car ion 
beh.,reen rhe cr~Me Lc:boratory Direcrors of ~merica in rhe 
areas of pla~n~ng, ~plemenrarion and conrrol as rhey 
relare ro cr~me laborarory matrers; 

-srare r~e purpose of rhis organizarion is ro 
~irecr our ~01lecr7ve resources and experience ro aRsisr 
~n rhe conr~nuous ~mprovemenr of rhe criminal jusrice 
sysremi 

-wish fUl;rher to influence rhe criminal jusrice 
sysrem for rhe opr~um use of rhe forensic sciences 
rhrough rhe proper managemenr of crime lahorarory faciliriesi 

-recognize rhe need for a realistic appraisal of 
rhe presenr srare of rhe arr, physical faciliries and 
personnel across rhe conrinenr borh generally and 
specifica;~ ly; 

. -he~ieve, furrher, rhar rhe above can be realized 
by plann~ng, ~mpI7menrarion, direcrion and advice ar both 
rhe.local ~nd nar~onal level, recognizing rhe face of 
reg~onal d~fferences; . 

-rherefore, "lIe do hereby esrablish The ~.merican 
Sociery of Crime Laborarorv Direcrors \olirh rhe follo"l!ing 
consrirurion and by-laws. ~ 
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CRIME LABORATORY DIRECTORS 

CONSTITUTION 

ARTICLr~ I - NAHE 

The name of rhis orqanizarion shall be American Sociery of 
Crime Laborarory nirecrors. 

. 
ARTICLE II - OBJECTIVES 

Secrion 1 - To fosrer rhe developmenr and interchange of 
crime laborarory managemenr principles and rechniques. 

Secrion 2 - To fosrer an increase in rhe effecrive 
urilizarion of crime lahorarories in rhe criminal jusrice 
sysrem. 

Secrion 3 - To fosrer rhe conrinuing improvement of the 
quality of services offered·by the crime laboratory. 

section 4 - To offer advisory and consultant serv:i.ces in 
the forensic sciences in supporr of the criminal justice 
system. 

ARTICLE III - ELIGIBILITY FOR MEMBERSHIP 

Section 1 -

(a) Hemhership shall be open to all individuals 
t'lhose major duties include the managemenr, direction or 
supervision of a criMe laboratory, a branch crime laboratory, 
or a crime laboratory system. 

(1) A crime laboratory is a laboratory which 
employs one or more Lull rime scienrisrs whose principle 
function is rhe examinarion of ohvsical evidence for lat.,r 
enforcement agencies in criminal marrers, and who provide 
opinion r~srimony to rhe criminal jusrice sysrem. 
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(b) Each member shall have a single vote. A 
member may designate, for any particular meeting function 
or time period, any member of his organization to serve in' 
his place. Such representative shall have only one vote 
regardless of the number of members he represents. 

Section 2 - Termination of Membership 

(a) The Secretary shall forward to the Board the 
name of any member who has failed to attend or participate 
in one of four consecutive regular annual meetings. Such 
member,shall then be automatically dropped unless the 
Governl.ng Board votes to rene'IT the membership. 

(b) A member will be automaticallv dropped from 
the Society on failure to pay the annual dues assessment 
for three consecutive years if dues are not paid "dthin 
sixty days after notification of this failure by the 
Secretary. 

(c) Any member ",ho no longer meets the 
eligibility requirements will be d~opped from membership. 

(d) The Board may offer emeritus membership 
\-,ithout voting rights in recognition of distinguised service 
and experience. Emeritus members shall be exempt from 
payment of dues. 

Section 3 - Each laboratory director, whose laboratory was 
represented at the initial mee~ing in Quantico, Virginia, 
in December 1973, or September, 1974, shall be considered 
a charter member of this organization if his annual dues 
are received,by :he Secretary within one year of acceptance 
of the Constl.tutl.on by the Society. 

Section 4 - Additional members may be accepted at any t-ime 
by the Secretary on receipt of a letter of application and 
verification of eligibility by the Secretary and membership 
committee. Membership status, however, '''ill not be conferred 
until 120 days after receipt of the compieted' applicat-ion. 
This applicat-ion shall include the name, add.ress, position
ed.ucation and experience of the applicant and shall includ~ 
t"'0 letters of recommendation by memhers of this Soc:iety. 
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ARTICLE IV - DUES 

An annual dues assessment payable to the Treasurer of the 
Society 'ITill be due and payable on January 1 of each year. 

(a) The Governing Board may set the amount of 
the <!-nnual assessment appropriate to the modest needs of 
the American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors at any 
annual meeting. 

(b) The annual dues assessment shall be $5.00 
until such time as it may be changed by the Governing Board. 

ARTICLE V - r~EETINGS 

The Society shall hold at least one annual meeting at a 
time and place '!-o be selected by the Governing Board. 
Every member shall have mailed to that member a notice of 
the time, date and place of the annual meeting. This notice 
will be mailed so that it will be received at least 90 days 
before the annual meeting •. 

ARTICLE VI - OFFICERS 

Section I - Officers of this Society shall consist, after 
the initial election, of a Governing Board of fifteen 
voting members. This Board shall elect from its membership 
a Chairman, Vice Chairman, a Secretary and a Treasurer, 
each for a term of one year. No hlTO members of the Governing 
Board shall be' of the same state, province, territory or 
agency. 

Section 2 - The election of a full Board shall be the first 
order of business at the first meeting following the 
adoption of a Constitution. The Steering Committee shall 
serve as the initial Nominating Committee, with additionz.l 
nomina~ions being called for from the floor. In the event 
t"'0 or more members of such city, county, state and federal 
province or agency receive a sufficient number of votes to 
place them in the area of eligibility for seating on the 
Board, the member receiving the highest number of votes 
shall be seated on the Board. In the event two or more such 
nominees receive the same number of votes, a run-off 
election shall be held. 
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Section 3 - Initially the five Board members ranking first 
through fifth in numher of votes received from the voting 
membership present at the meeting shall serve a term of 
three years. Those ranking sixth through tenth in number 
of votes received shall serve a two-year term and those 
ranking eleventh through fifteenth in number of these 
votes shall serve a one-year term. All subsequent members 
elected to the Governing Board shall serve a three-vear 
term. All Board members shall be elected by secret"ballot. 
No Board member shall serve two consecutive three-year 
terms. In case of ties in positions ·five, ten and fifteen, 
run-off elections shall be held. 

Section 4 - For each subsequent election a Nominating 
committee of five members shall be selected by the Chairman 
with Board approval. This committee shall consist of two 
Board and three non-Board members. This Committee must 
nominate at least two candidates for each of the five vacant 
Board positions that occur annually. There shall be no 
numerical restriction against further nominations from the 
floor. . 

Section 5 -

(a) In case of absence or incapacitation of the 
Chairman, the Vice Chairman shall serve as Chairman as 
necessary for the remainder of the unexpired term. 

(b) In the absence of Chairman and Vice Chairman, 
the Board shall elect an Acting Chairman. 

(c) In case of a vacancy on the Governing Board, 
it shall remain vacant until the next regular election. At 
that time, an election shall be held to fill the vacancy 
for the balance of the term. 

Section 6 - Subsequent to each meeting in which there is an 
election of officers, the Governing Board shall meet at that 
meeting and elect a ne,,, Chairman, Vice Chairman, Secretary 
and Treasurer and conduct other necessary business of the 
Society. The new officers will assume their duties at the 
close of the elections. This session shall not preclude 
other meetings of the Governing Board as deemed necessary 
by the Chairman. All meetings of the Governing Board will be 
open to the general membership and shall be announced prior 
to the meeting of the Governing Board. 
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ARTICLE VII - GOyERNHENT 

Section I -

(a) The general management of the Society shall 
be the responsibility of the Governing Board. A quorum shall 
consist of at least 60 percent of the members of the Board. 
voting privileges may be exercised by mail at the discretion 
of the Chairman. 

(b) The voting membership may, at any business 
meeting, override the Board provided no contractual 
agreements or obligations have been made as a result of 
Board action. The Board may at any business meeting submit 
unresolved or controversial questions to the voting 
membership. 

Section 2 - The Chairman shall preside at the meetings of 
the Society and the Governing Board and shall perform such 
duties and parliamentary responsibilities as necessarv or 
as the C~verning Board shall reouire. This shall include 
approval of disbursement of such funds which are in addition 
to the normal operating expenses of the Society. 

Sect~on 3 - The Chairman may at any time appoint such 
comm~ttees as he may deem necessary in order to make 
recommenqations to the Society. The folloNing commit-tees 
are constitutionally authorized: . 

(a) Committee on laboratory evaluation and standards 

(b) Committee on forensic science proqrams 

(c) Committee on ne,,, development s and research 

(d) Committee on ethical practices 

(e) Committee on membership 

(f) Committee on la,,, enforcement liaison 

(g) Committee on legislative matters 

Each committee member shall serve at the discretion of the 
Cha~rman of th7 Governing Board. There is no .prohibition 
aga~nst reappo~ntment of the various committee members 
No comm;ttee lTIernber or officer of this Societv shall r~ceive 
any remuneration for his service as a me~ber of the Society • 
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ARTICLE VIII - AHF.NDMENTS 

The Constitution mav be amended by a 60 percent vote of 
the voting members responding, prcwided that a copy of 
each proposed amendment has been mailed to all voting 
members at least thirty days in advance of the vote. Mail 
votes shall be accepted. 

ARTICLE IX - FUNDS 

Section I - A Treasurer's annual report, in ~~iting, shall 
be given once a year at that meeting in ,·!hich there is an 
election of officers. The expenditures of any funds other 
than those accrued to the Society through dues mu::;t be 
approved by the Governing Board. 

Section 2 - The financial books and records shall he audited 
prior to the annual meeting by a Committee appointed hy the 
Board. 

Section 3 - In the event of dissolution of the ~ociety, the 
funds remaining shall be distributed to the Forensic 
Science Foundation, Incorporated, or similar scientific 
organizations approved by the Board of Directors. 
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PARTICIPANTS 
OF THE 

SECOND ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM 

ON 
CRIME LABORATORY DEVELOPMENT 

AT,ABA'!A 

Robert B. Johnson 
Director 
Alabama Department of Toxicology 

and Criminal Investicration 
1912 8th Avenue, South 
Birmingham, Alabama 35233 

carlos L. Rabren 
Assistant Director 
Alabama Deoartment of Toxicology 

and criminal Investigation -
Auburn, Alabama 

Dr. Carl J. Pehling 
Director 
Alabama Department of Toxicology 

and Criminal Investigat-ion 
Box 231 
Auburn, Alabama 36830 

ALASKA 

Dr. Louis Nilliam Nauman 
Director of Laboratories 
Alaska Hedical rJabs, Inc. 
207 East Northern Lights Flvd. 
Anchorage, Alaska 9~503 
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ARY..ANSAS 

Captain James L. Neighhours 
Criminal Investigative Services 
Arkansas State Police 
Post Office Box 4005 
Little Rack, Arkansas 72203 

ARIZONA 

Nilliam J. Collier 
nirector 
crj~inalistics Laboratory 
Phoenix Police Department 
12 North 4th Avenue 
Phoenix, Arizona 85003 

Captain Carl R. Kempe 
Director 
City - county Crime r.ahoratory 
270 South Sta.te AVFmue 
Tucson, Arizona 85702 

Dr. S. David Kutob 
Superintendent 
Crime Laboratory 
Arizona Department of Public Safet' 
2010 t'1est Encanto Boulevard 
Phoenix, Arizona 85009 
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CALIFORNIA 

Allen J. Boudreau 
Criminalist 

850 

Fresno County Sheriff's Laboratory 
2200 Fresno Street 

Dr. Paul L. Gi1mont 
Chief Criminologist 
Sant~ Ana Police Cl:ime 
24 C~vic Center Plaza 
Santa Ana, California 

Lab 

Fresno, California 93721 

J~mes ~·1. Brackett, Jr. 
D~rectC)r 

Lab~ratory of Crimina1istics 
Off~ce of the District Attorne 
Santa Clara County Y 
1557 Berger Drive 
San Jose, California 95112 

N. Jack Cadman 
Chief Cri~ina1ist 
orang7 County Sheriff-Coroner's 

Reg~ona1 Cr imina1istics Lab 
Post Office Box 449 
550 North F10",er Street 
Santa Ana, California 92702 

Robert H. Cooper 
Director, Laboratory System 
Alameda County Sheriff's Dept 
Post Office Box 87 • 
P1easahf'on, California 94566 

Duayne J. Dillon 
Chief, Crimina1istics Laborator 
cog;~~c;osta County Sheriff's y 

Post Office Box 391 
Martinez, California 94553 

Paul M. Dougherty 
Chief Criminalist 
Laboratory of Cr imina1istics 
Hall of Justice 
Red",ood City, California 94063 
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Alan E. Gilmore 
Director 
Sacramento County Crime Lar 
4400 "V" Street 
Sacramento, California 95R17 

Kenneth ~'1. C:;oddard 
Supervisor 
IIunrington Reach Police D~pt. 
Post Office Box 70 
Huntington Beach, California 

92h48 

Shoji Horikoshi 
Criminologist 
San Francisco Police Crime Lar 
850 Bryant street 
San Francisco, California 94 103 

Herbert Ir~dn 
Chief Criminalist 
Kern County Sheriff's Laboratorv 
1415 Truxtun Avenue 
Bakersfield, California 93301 

Sergeant Carl Lawrence 
Director 
Fountain Valley Police Crime 

Laboratory 
10200 Slater Avenue 
Fountain Valley, Caiifornia 
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Forrest Litterly 
Chief criminologist 
Ventura County Sheriff's 

Criminalistics Laboratory 
501 Po1i Street 
Ventura, California 93001 

Anthony Longhetti 
Chief Criminalist 
San Bernardino County Sheriff's 

Laboratory 
351 North Arrowhead Avenue 
San Bernardino, California 92401 

Eddie Lu 
Criminalist 
Los Angeles County Sheriff's 

Laboratory 
501 North Hain Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012 

Dr. George Nakamura 
Office of the l1edical :r~xaminer-

Coroner 
County of Los Angeles 
1104 North rtission Road 
Los Angeles, california 90023 

Captain Gordon J. Orerle 
San Diego Police Laboratory 
801 t'lest Narket Street 
San Diego, California 92101 

Robert K. Sager 
Laboratory Director 
"Jestern Regional Laboratory (DBA) 
450 Golden ~ate Avenue' 
Box 36075 
San Francisco, California 94102 
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John Shimoda 
Director 
Crime Laboratory 
[~ited states Postal Service 
San Bruno, California 94098 

\'7illiam C. Smith 
criminalist 
California Department of Justice 

Criminalistics Laboratory 
California State University 
Fresno, California 93710 

Joseph R. Stables 
Inspector 
Scientific Investigative 

Division 
San Diego County Sheriff's Office 
Post Office Box 2991 
San Diego, California 92112 

Hichael i'lhite 
Area t1anagi1'lg Criminalist 
California State Department of 

Justice 
1500 Castellano Road 
Box 3679 
Piverside, California 92509 

DeT,layne 11. t·lolfer 
Chief Forensic Chemist 
Cr iminalist jcs I,ahora tory 
Los Angeles Police Anministration 

Building 
150 North Los Angeles street 
Los Angeles, California 90023 

Fred H. t'Jynhrandt 
Chief 
Investigative Services Branch 

Division of La~V' Enforcement 
California Deoartment of Justice 
3301 "C" Street 
Sacramento, California 95916 
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'Chester Young 
Criminalist 
Oakland Police Depart'ment 

Criminalistics Section 
455 Seventh Street 
Oakland, California 94607 

COLORADO 

Cordell G. Brown 
Chief Forensic Chemist 
Colorado Bureau of Investiqation 

Laboratory 
1370 Broad,,,ay 
Denver, Colorado 80204 

Robert E. Nicoletti 
Director 
Denver Police Department 
Cri~e and Forensic Laboratory 
13th and Champa Streets 
Denver, Colorado 80204 

CONNECTICUT 

Dr. Joel Milzoff 
Toxicologist 
Connecticut State Department 

of Health 
10 Clinton Street 
Hartford, Connecticut 06106 

Captain Paul E. Seaman 
Connecticut State Bureau of 

Identification 
Connecticut State Police 
100 l'1ashinaton Street 
Hartford, Connecticut 06106 
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DEL1\\'JARE 

Dr. T,eonard R. Bednarc zyk 
Chief Toxicologist 
Laboratory Supervisor 
Dela''lare Forensic Sciences Lah 
~OO South Adams Street 
T'~ilmington, Delal"are 19801 

FLORIDA 

Edward G. Bigler 
('hief 
Florida Department of Lal.' 

Enforcement 
Post Office Box 1489 
Tallahassee, Florida 3~1n.~ 

Robert D. Blackledge 
Indian River Reqional Cri~e 

Lahoratory -
3209 Virqinia Avenue 
Fort Pierce, Florida 33450 

No~man T. r,ee 
Criminalist 
~!onroe County Crime Lac-oratorv 
Post Office Box 1369 
Key West, Florida 33040. 

John Pennie 
Director 
Bro\<,ard County Crime Lahoratory 
Post Office Box 9507 
Fort T,auderdale, Florida 33310. 

Jay T. Pintacuda 
Chief Chemist 
Palm Reach County Crime Laroratorv 
Buildinq "F" 1134 Palm Beach 

International Airport 
~f'leSf" Palm Beach, r'lorida 33M)1j 
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William Pagsda1e 
Director 
Sanford Crime Laboratory 
Post Office Rox 1737 
Sanford, Florida 32771 

Edward Whittaker 
Supervisor 
Crime Laboratory Bureau 
r~tropo1itan Dade County 

Public Safety Department 
1320 North\<'est 14th Street 
rliami, Florida 33125 

G!:: 0 RGI A 

Brian Bouts 
Director, Columbus Branch 
Georgia Crime Laboratory 
Post Office! Box 8 
Columbus, Georgia 31820 

Lieutenant Colonel 
Pobert J. Campbell 

Commander 
U. S. Army Criminal Investiryation 

Lab-CONUS 
Fort Gordon, Georqia 30905 

Dr. Larry B. Howard 
Director 
Georgia State Crime Laboratory 
959 East Confederate Avenue 
Atlanta, Georgia 30316 

HANAII 

Ed\-lard S. H. Tom 
Director 
Honolulu Police Department 

Crime Laboratory 
1455 South Beretania Street 
Honolulu, Ha,,,aii 96814 
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IDAHO 

Robert 1". De\<'s 
Chiefi Forensic Lahoratory 
Idaho Department of Fnvironmental 

and community Services 
2120 Narm Sprincrs Avenue 
Boise, ,Idaho R:>702 

ILLInOIS 

Theodore R. r.lzerman 
Assistant Superintendent , 
Illingis Bureau of Identificat10n 
515 Bast Noodruff Road 
Joliet, Illinois 60432 

Francis Flanagan 
Director 
criminalistics Division 
C~icago Police Department 
1121 South State Street 
Chicago, Illinois 601j05 

Andre,,, principe 
Director 
Northern Illinois Police Crime 

Lahoratory 
1677 Old Deerfield Boad 
Highland Park, Illinois (;0035 

Charles Turcotte 
Senior Chemist 
Dupage county Crime Lahoratory 
208 ne~er Street 
Wheaton, Illinois 60lR7 
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INDIANA 

Dr. Hichael Caplis 
Nort-hNest- Indiana Criminal 

Toxicology Laborat-ory 
c/o St-. Mary Mercy HospHal 
540 Tyler St-reet 
Gary, Indiana 46402 

Lieut-enant Herhert F. Davis 
Fort- Nayne Police r.aboratory 
1 r'ain Street 
Fort lVayne, Indiana 46802 

Dr. Carl R. Phillips 
Indianapolis Police Crime 

Laboratory 
50 North Alabama Street 
Room E-308 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 

Joseph Zabik 
Director 
Bloomingt-on Forensic Technical 

Cent-er 
Post Office Box 100 
Bloomingt-on, Indiana 47401 

IOWA 

Hichael L. Rehberq 
Assistant Director, BCI 
Io\.,ra Bureau of Criminal 

Investigation Criminalistics 
Laboratory 

East 7t-h and Court- St-reet-s 
2nd Floor 
Des Hoines, Io\o,a 50319 

~--~ - ~ -------- - --
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KANSAS 

Pozetta R. Hallcock 
Assistant- Direct-or 
Johnson County Criminalist-ics 

Laborat-ory 
6000 Lamar Avenue 
Mission, Kansas 66201 

, I 

Ponald T". Jones 
Direct-or 
Kansas Bureau of Invest-igat-ion 

Laborat-orv 
3420 van Buren 
Topeka, Kansas 66611 

LOUISIJlNA 

Charles R. Ellis 
Superint-endent 
S. 1\'. Louisiana Criminalistics 

Laboratory 
Calcasieu Parish Sheriff's ~ffice 
Lake Charles, ~ouisiana 70R2l 

Ray Herd 
Direct'or 
N. T·7. Louisiana Criminalistics 

Laboratorv 
Caddo Parish Courthouse 
Shreveport, Louisiana 71101 

Major John J. Koch 
Director 
Ne\Ol Orleans Police Crime 

T.aboratorv 
715 South Broad Street 
Nel>.' Orleans, Louisiana )70ll!l 
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Herman Lee Parrish 
Director 
Southeastern Louisiana 

Criminalist-ics Lahorat-ory 
3022 Deribiqny Street
Net-airie, Louisiana 70001 

Travis E. O\Olen 
Acadiana Criminalistics 

Laborat-ory 
Post- Office nox 643 
Ne\\' Iberia, Louisiana 70560 

HAINE 

Robert C. Ericson 
Chief Chernist-
Chemist-ry & Toxicology 
Puhlic Health Laboratory 
Department- of Health and Helfare 
Augusta, Haine 04330 

Lieutenant Kenneth Shaw 
Director 
Haine Stat-e Police Crime 

Laborat-ory 
36 Hospital Street 
Augusta, Naine 04330 

HARYLAND 

Detective Sergeant 
Rocco J. Gabriele 

Commander 
Laborat-orv Services Division 

Ident-ification Division 
1-1arvland State Police 
Pikesville, 11aryland 21204 

ThoMas 1~. Puller 
Direct-or 
Laboratorv Division 
Balt-imore"Police repartment-
601 East Fayet-te Street 
Baltimore, ~.Iaryland 21202 
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Clarence E. Polk 
Director 
Ocean City Police Depart-ment 
107 Dorchester Jlvenue 
Ocea~ City, ~'aryland 21842 

Lieutenant Phillip J. ScarborOU9h 
Director 
Crime Laboratory 
Baltimore County Police 
400 Kenih]orth Drive 
TOt.,rson, /"ar"land 21204 

MASS}'ICI!TlSETTS 

John J. ~'CHt.lgh 
Supervisor 
Chemical Laboratory Division 
~Iassachusett s Department of 

l'ublic Safetv 
1010 COl'1rnomreait-h JI.venue 
Boston, Massachuset-t-s 02116 

Lieut-enant- Philip Arreola 
Crime Laboratory Sect-ion. 
Detroit Police Department 
1300 Beauhien 
Det-roit-, Pichigan 4R23l 

capt-ain Kenard K. Christensen 
Commanding Officer 
Scient-ific Laborat-ories Rection 
Hichigan St-at-e Police 
714 Rout-h Harrison 
Bast- Lansing, Michiqan 4RH?3 

r.ieut-enant- Lewis P. Doyle, Jr. 
('ommander 
Oakland Count-y Sheriff's 

Depart-ment 
1200 Nort-h Telegraph Poan 
Pont-iac, Pichigan 4B480 
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Dr. Edgar W. Kivela 
Chief 
Division of Crime Detection 
r·1ichigan Department of 

Public Health 
3500 North Logan 
rJansing, Michigan 48914 

Herbert Olney 
Detective Lieutenant 
Hichigan Department of State Police 
Holland Regional Laboratory 
304 Garden Street 
Rox ll5C 
Holland, rHchiqan 49423 

Nicholas A. Pamphilis 
Chief Chemist 
Genessee County Crime Laboratory 
1007 Beach Street 
Flint, Michigan 48503 

MINNESOTA 

James O. Rhoads 
Director 
State Crime Laboratory 
Bureau of Criminal Apprehension 
1246 University Avenue 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55104 

Lieutenant Russell R. Nalker 
Director 
Crime Laboratory 
St .• Paul Police Department 
101 East 10th Street 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101 
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r~ISSIS8IPPI 

Dr.' Arthur S. Burne 
D.i.recf'or 
Hississinpi Crime I,aboratory 
Post· Office Box 60~7 
Jackson, HissiRsippi 39201l 

Nilliam E. Patterson 
Director 
Jackson Police Laboratorv 
327 Bast Pascagoula Street 
Ja~kson, Mississiopi 39'01 

NISROlJRI 

Lieutenant h'illiam J\rmstrong 
Commander 
r·letropoli tan Police Departmen t 
Lahoratory Division 
St. Louis~ "issouri 63lnl 

Dr. Robert C. Rriner 
LEAC Crime Laboratorv 
Southeast Missouri S~ate 

Universitv 
Cape Girardeau, /'issouri 63701 

Donald BroCKRmith 
St. Louis county Police 

Laboratorv 
7900 Forsvth Street 
Clayton, i1issouri 63105 

Richard H. Fox 
J'lirector 
Regional Criminalistics 

rJahora torY' 
:UOO North Noland Poad 
Independence, "'iRsouri 64051 
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Donald E. Smith 
Director 
Regional Criminalistics 

Laboratory . 
321 East Chestnut Expressway 
Springfield, ~issouri 65806 

Afton L. lvare 
Assistant Director 
Technical Laboratory SectiOYI 
Missouri State High\>lay Patrol 
1510 East Elm Street 
Jefferson City, ~lissouri 65101 

Phillip R. t',hittle 
Director 
Regional Criminalistics Lahoratory 
Missouri Southern State College . 
Joplin, Missouri 64801 

Jl0NTANA 

Arnold Melnikoff 
Director 
Criminal Investigation Laboratory 
Suite 115, Nilma Building 
r·!issoula, r.tontana 59901 

NEBPASKA 

John H. Friend 
omaha Police Department 
Criminalistics Laboratory 
505 South 15th street 
Omaha, Nehraska 68102 

Harold N. Hoon 
Officer in Charcre 
Nebraska State ~atr0l 

Criminalistics Laboratorv 
Post Office Box 94637 • 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68509 

3J. 

NEVl\DA 

Dennis n. Caputo 
Rercreant 
T.,as Vegas /-fetropolitan Police 

Department Criminalistics 
Bureau 

/.00 East Carson " 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 

Vincent Vitale 
Director 
Laboratory of Criminalistics 
170 South Sierra Street 
Post Office Box 9215 
Peno, nevada 89505 

NE!'] JEnSEY 

,Joset;lh Barry 
r.ieutenant 
Horth Beaional Laboratorv 
Division"of St-ate Police" 
Lit-t-le Falls, Ne\'1 Jersey 07424 

{·Jilliam Seligman 
Director 
Ne,,,ark Police Laboratory 
1008 18th l\venue -
Ne\>.'Wark, NeN Jersey 07106 

T~eBoy Umholt-z 
Najor 
Forensic Science Bureau 
Division of Stat-e Police 
flepart-ment or La,,, and Public Safet-v 
{.Test Trenton, Ne\'l Jersey 086/.5 
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NEl'1 ?-lEXICO 

Donald W. Hannah 
Director 
New ?".exico State Police Crime 

Laboratory 
Post Office Box 1628 
Santa Fe, Ne\>l !-Iexico 87501 

Lieutenant Thomas R. Hubeny 
Officer in Charse 
Criminalistics Section 
Alhuquerque Police Department 
Post Office Box 25806 
Albuquerque, New Hexico 87125 

NEl'1 YORK 

Vincent Crispino 
Director 
~'7estchester County Medical 

Examiner's Laboratory 
Valhalla, Ne\>! York 10595 

~'7arren Darby 
Director 
Syracuse Police Department 

Laboratory 
511 South State Street 
Syracuse, New York 13202 

Dr. Angelo l1. Fatta 
Chemist 
Buffalo Police Lahoratory 
74 Franklin Street 
Buffalo, Ne\>l York 14202 

captain Stark Ferriss 
Director 
New York State Police Laboratory 
Building 22, State Campus 
Albany, New York 12226 

32 
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Nilbur G. Kirchgessner 
Director 
Honroe County Public Safety 

Laboratory 
Public Safety Building, Room 524 
Rochester, New York 14614 

Philip V. Porto 
Director 
Northeastern Regional 

Laboratory (DEA) 
90 Church Street, Room 1304 
New York, Ne,,, York 10007 

Charles V. Forke 
Commanding Officer 
Scientific Pesearch Division 
New York citv Police Department 
235 East 20th Street 
"le", York, NeN York 10003 

Lieutenant Vincent Sullivan 
Suffolk County Police Lahoratorv 
Veterans ~leJ'Tlorial High,,'ay 
Haupage, New York 17787 

Insoector ~'lilliam H. Syrett, ·Jr. 
Scientific Investigative Bureau 
Nassau County Police Department 
1490 Franklin J\.venue 
!.lineola, Ne\>l York 11501 

NORTH CAROLINA 

John R. Davis 
Criminal Laboratory Specialist 
High Point Police J"aboratory 
High Point, North Carolina 27261 

Ray H. Garland 
Deouty Director 
North Carolina State Bureau of 

Investigation 
421 North Blount Street 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27601 
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Vincent E. Severs 
Director 
Charlotte-~lecklenhurq Crime 

Laboratorv 
825 East Fourth ~treet 
Charlotte, North Carolina 28202 

NORTH DAKOTA 

859 

Dr. Samuel R. Gerher 
Director and Coroner 
Lahoratory of the Cuyahoga 

C:ountv Coronf!r 
2121 lI,delhert I(oad 
Cleveland, Ohio 44106 

John Klosterman 
Aaron Rash nirector 
Supervisor, Druq Division Eastern Ohio Forens~c Lahoratory 
State Crime LahoratorJ.'es Younqstm,'n State UnJ.versitv Department Campus .' 7th and r.~ain S'I-reets 
Bismarck, North Dakota 58501 YounqstOl-m, Ohio 44702 

OHIO 

Ser~eant John F. ~des 
Director 
Cleveland PoUce Forensic 

Lahoratorv 
2001 Payne }lvenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

Harold N. "lfuItis 
Director 
!tulti-'County criminalis'rics 

Laborator.v 
Lorain county Conununity Colleqe 
1005 Nor1-h Abhe Road . 
elyria, ohio 44035 

t~enneth i·~. Retz 
Director 
~Iiami Va1.lev I'Ieoional Crime 

Laboratorv -
335 T'7est Third Stre(~r 
Dayton. Ohio 45402 

33 

!'Jal ter 'tills 
Director 
Hocking Technical College 

Pegional Crime Lahoratorv 
Poute 1 -
nelsonville, Ohio 45764 

richard Pfau 
SUpervisor 
Columt-us Police Crime Lar-oratorv 
120 ~,Test nav Street 
Columhus, Ohio 43/.15 

Detective Pohert F. Palma 
Director 
Younqsto,'m Policf! Crime r,ahoratory 
118 ~. Boardman Street 
YoungstOl'm, Ohio .:14702 

Fussell Tve 
r,abora tory Pi rector 
Hamilton County Institute of 

Forensic Pedicine - To:dcoloqv 
and Criminalistics . , 

3159 Belen J\venue 
Cincinnati, Ohio 452lq 

----------------------------------~-~-----~-~. ~~~. ~-
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Sercreant Donald Victor 
Assistant Director 
Hansfield - Pichland County 

Crime Laboratorv 
27 h'est 2nd Street 
r1ansfield, Ohio 44902 

Captain Lucien t'7alters 
Springfield Analytical Laboratory 
120 South Center Street 
Springfield, Ohio 45502 

Dr. Michael Yarchak 
Laboratory Division Chief 
Bureau of Criminal Investigation 

and Identification 
Post Office Box 365 
London, Ohio 43140 

Sergeant Pichard B. Zielinski 
Assistant Director 
Toledo Police Crime Lahoratory 
525 ~orth Erie Street 
Toledo, Ohio 43624 

ClKL"Hm1A 

John z..!cAuliff 
Chief Chemist-
Administrative and. Technical 

Division 
Oklahoma State Bureau of 

Investiqation Crime Lahoratorv 
Post Office Box 11497, Cirnarron

Station 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73111 

Caprain Harry l'7. Stecre 
Commandincr Officer 
Records and Identification 

Division 
Tulsa Police Department 
600 Civic Center 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74103 

34 
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ORF.GON 

Leonard E. Heller 
Director 
Portland Police Criminalistics 

Laboratory 
222 Southwest Pine Street 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

Reginald B. ~adsen 
Director 
Oregon State Police Crime 

Detection Lahoratory 
364 1/2 Nest 7th 
Eugene, Oregon 97401 

r.obert T-1. Pinnick 
State Director of Laporatories 
Oregon State Police Crime 

Detection Laboratory 
2181 S. T'J. San ,Tackson ParI<": road 
Portland, Oregon Q7?01 

PP,NNSYLVlI_NIA 

Cantain Donald H. Rauer 
Commanding nfficer 
Laboratory Division 
Philadelnhia Police Department 
Police "dministration Buildino 
Franklin Sauare 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 1~106 

Charles A. Mclnernev 
Director -
Pittsburgh and l\llegheny County 

Crime Laboratory 
Jones La,,] "nnex, 7th Floor 
311 Poss Street 
Pittshurgh, Pennsylvania 15219 
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Lieutenant James Sagans 
Director -
Pennsylvania State Police 

Crime J,aboratorY 
21st and Herr Str~ets 
Harrisburg, PennsylYania 

Eugene Shultz 
Director 

17120 

Bucks County Crime J,ahoratory 
2659 Trenton Po ad 
Levitto"rn, Pennsylvania 19056 

RHODE ISLAND 

Lieutenant Egbert rio Ha,,,es 
Rhode Island State Police 

Laboratory 

TENUEflSDE 

Nilliam H. Anderson 
ARsistant Director 
Division of 'roxicology 
~1iddle Tennessee Chest 

Disease Hospital 
Ben Allen Road 
Nashville, Tennessee 

,,,i1liam J. Darbv, III 
Director -

17216 

Tennessee Crime Laporatory 
c/o Tennessee Bureau of Criminal 

Identification 
1206 Andrew Jackson Office Bldg. 
Nashville, Tennessee 3721'1 

Post Office Box lR05 
North Scituate, Rhode Island 

Dr. David T. Stafford 
02857Director 

SOUTH CAROLINA 

James K. t·Jilson 
Lieutenant 
Crime Laboratory 
South Carolina Law Enforcement 

Division 
Post Office Box 1166 
Columbia, South Carolina 29210 

SOUTH DAKOTA 

Charles J. Hill 
Identification Officer 
Crime Laboratory 
Division of Criminal Investigation 
Attorney General's nffice 
Pierre, South Dakota 57501 

~~emphis Toxicology Laboratory 
3 North Dunlap 
Memphis, Tennessee 38103 

TEXAS 

J. D. Chastain 
~Ianaqer of Laboratories 
Texas Department of Puhlic Safety 

Crime La~oratories 
Box 4143 
]lustin, Texas 7R765 

Sergeant Douglas Kempf 
Assistant Director 
San Antonio Police Department 

Lanoratory 
Post Office Box 9346 
San lIntonio, Texas 78285 
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James H. Kluckholn 
Laboratory Director 
Sou1'h Central Regional 

Laboratory (DEA) 
1114 Commerce Street, Room 1020 
Dallas, Texas 75202 

Frank D. Shiller 
Director 
Fort North Police 

Laboratory 
Cr iminalistics 

1000 Throckmorton 
Fort North, Texas 

Street 
76102 

Dr. Irving C. Stone 
Chief, Physical Evidence Section 
South\\'estern Inst i tute of 

Forensic Sciences 
Box 35728 
Dallas, Texas 75235 

Eldon Strauahn 
SUpervisor ~ 
Texa~ Department of Public Safety 

Cr~me Laboratories 
Box 4143 
AUstin, Tex?s 78765 

Floyd E. McDonald 
Director 
Houston Police Department 

Laboratory 
61 RiesnerStreet, Poom 430 
Houston, Texas 77002 

Charles Hott 
Supervisor . 
Texas Department of Public Safety 

Crime Laboratories 
Naco, Texas 

3fi 
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UTAH 

~lelvin C::ortaton1sJ~i 
r.hief, Chemical Section 
ptah State TJahoratory 
44 l'edical £'Irive 
Salt Lake City, utah 84113 

VERHONT 

TJieutenant Ronald J. Pood~'ard 
Director 
~Termont State Police ('rime 

Laboratorv 
Post Office' Rox R?7 
Montpelier, '~rmont 05602 

VIRGINIA 

Charles L. J{illion 
Pegional Director 
~lorthern Virginia Regional Branch 
2714 Dorr Avenue 
fcterrifield, Virginia 221lfi 

Dr. Charles F.. O'Rear 
Director 
B~r7a~ of Forensic Science ' 
D~v~s~on of Consolidated 

Laboratory Services 
l,North 14th Street 
P.~chmond, Virginia ?32lC1 

l'7ASHINGTml 

John F. Anderson 
Director 
Eastern To)'ashincrton Pegional 

Cr~me Lahoratory 
~Uhl~c Safety Building, ~oom 100 
.,pokane, \'Jashington 99201 

Georcre Ishii 
£'Iirector 
Western Washin~ton Pegional 

crirr,e Laboratorv 
Public Safety 13uildin~, Poom 217 
Seattle, ~ashinoton QOl04 

WEST VIRGINIA 

Lieutenant O. Scott Neelv 
I'lepClrtment Headquarters " 
West Virginia State Police 
725 JefferAon Poad 
South Charleston, !'Test virginia 

253(')3 

InSCONSHl 

Dan ie 1 J. DO\~c1 
Director 
Crine Laboratorv 
4706 T!niversitv }l.venue 
7!adison I \'lisconsin 53705 

I"r. JIem"v J. l1isnie\.'ski 
Director 
'~ihlaukee Health Denartment 
Bureau of Laboratories 
Municipal Buildin9 
841 North Hroad".rav 
Ililwaukee, lVisconsin 53202 

\,lASHI1'lGTON, D. C. 

Edwin F. Alford, .Tr. 
Chief Document sxaminer 
Uniteo States SF!cret Service 
Special Investiaation and 

Security Division 
1800 "C" Street, N. 1'1" Poom C124 
t':aAhington, D. C. 

"r. John ,.1. Gunn, Jr. 
~ctincr ~ssistant Adninistrator 
Offtc~ of Science and Technologv 
l:'ruq Bnforcerlent }'.dminiRtratiOli.' 
l~" 5 Eye Pt-reet, 'lortlw',,: st 
\'1ashinc;:ton, n. r. :!f)t:;:'17 
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Dr. Fr.ank J. T<rf~ysa 
rh.:i, E\ f 
Scientific ~~rviceR nivision 
Bureau of ]l.lcohol, Tobacco and 

Firearms 
Poom 7575 IRS Building 
~a9hinqton, n. c. 20~2fi 

~. lItley Peterson 
]l.ssistant Director 
'T'ecrnical and f-~cip.ntif:i.c Services 
Bureau of ~lcohol, Tobacco and 

F'irf\arml'l 
Poom 5?O? Federal nuildinq 
Mashinat-on, D. C. 20??6' 

Gordon Po. Stangohr 
nirector 
Eastern Region -

Postal InRpection Service 
Poom IP920 
475 L'F.nfant Plaza ~'Iel'lt, S. l·l. 
Nashington, D. C. 20260 

Dr. Bricrqs J. "'hite 
~ssistant Pirector 
Pi'll Laboratory 
{-.Tashington, n'. C. 20535 

~onald O. \':inters 
Identification ~ Records 

Division 
~letropoli tan Police f'epartment 
~.TaAhinCTt-on, n. c. 20001 

C.lI,NADA 

,.,. R. c::orriaan 
Poval Canadian ~lounted Police 
Cri!'!le Detection TJaboratory 
Otta\·'a, Ontario I Canada RIG 3rHl 
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Douglas rot. Lucas 
Director 
Centre of Forensic Sciences 
8 Jarvis street 
Toronto 2, Ontario, Canada 

A. r·~. Headrick 
Chief superintendent 
Royal Cat.··",dian Hounted Police 
Crime Detection Laboratory 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada RIG 3~t!l 

John IIoday 
Inspection 
Royal Canadian r·lounted Police 
Crime Detection Laboratory 
Otta,.,a, Ontario, Canada lUG 3HA 

Roy A. Huher 
Assistant Co~missioner 
Royal Canadian Hounted police 
Crime Detection Lahoratory 
Ottat.,a, Ontario, canada K1G 31!fl 

Bernard Pec1et 
Institut De r1edecine Legale 
et De police Scientifique 

1701 Rue Parthenais 
Hontrea1 133, Canada 

PUERTO RICO 

Carlos L. Gonzalez Reyes 
Director General 
Laboratorio Criminal 
c/o Police of Puerto Rico 
Box 938 
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico 00919 

864 

VIRGIN ISLANDS 

John Richards 
Director, Crime Lahoratory 
Post Office Box "L" ~.P.O. 
st. Thomas, Virgin Islands nOR01 
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FBI 

SYMPOSIUM STAFF 

Briggs J. Nhite 
Assistant Director 

Jay Cochran, Jr. 
Inspector - Deputy Assistant Director 

Kier T. Boyd 
Cryptanalysis-Gambling 

Lloyd A. Clwbison 
Technical Publications 

Francis M. Devine 
Technical Publications 

James H. Geer 
Planning' and Evaluation 

Robert J. Hazen 
Forensic Science Training 

Gary R. Herbertson 
Forensic Science Training 

Thomas L. Hughes 
Forensic Science Training 

Thomas F. Kelleher 
Planning and Evalpation 

39 

Cornelius G. r.ic'i'Jright 
Biological Science Research 

James H. Mortimer 
Documents 

Patrick W. Murray 
N. C. I. C. Development 

Charlie J. Parsons 
Forensic Science Training 

Clarence E. Phillips 
Forenslc Science T~aining 

Clark S. Shoaff 
Library Matters 

Maurice J. Stack, Jr. 
Forensic Science Training 

Cecil E. Yates, Jr. 
Chemical Science Research 
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FBI AUTHORIZATION REQUEST FOR FISCAL 
YEAR 1982 

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 8, 1981 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CIVIL AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS, 

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 
Washington, D.C. 

The subcommittee met, at 9:30 a.m., in room 2237 of the Rayburn 
House Office Building; Hon. Don Edwards (chairman of the sub
committee) presiding .. 

Present: Representatives Edwards, Kastenmeier, Washington, 
Hyde, Sensenbrenner, and Lungren. 

Staff present: Catherine A. Leroy, chief counsel; Janice S. 
Cooper, and Michaei Tucevich, assistant counsel; and Thomas M. 
Boyd, associate Counsel. 

Mr. EDWARDS. The subcommittee will cmne to order. 
Good morning. This morning we conclude our authorization 

hearings for the Federal Bureau of Inves.tigation for fiscal year 
1982. 

Over the past few weeks, the subcommittee has held a number of 
hearings on a wide range of FBI activities. They include the FBI's 
career development program, crime labs, jurisdiction on Indian 
reservations, and undercover operations. In each of these areas, 
FBI and non-FBI witnesses alike have recognized that, despite the 
outstanding job the FBI is doing, there are areas for change and 
improvement. 

We hope to share the information we have learned in previous 
hearings with our witness today, in the expectation that, by work
ing together, we can .enhance the FBI's contribution to the coun
try's law enforcement effort. I have also asked our witness to 
address some concerns of mine in the area of computerized record
keeping. 

We are very pleased to have with us this morning the distin
quished Director of the FBI, William H. Webster. In his brief 
tenure, Director Webster has done much to restore morale and 
momentum to the Bureau, restore public confidence in it and reach 
out to minorities to win their confidence. 

He has continued his predecessor's shift in emphasis to quality 
cases, no longer focusing on stolen cars and bank robberies, but on 
organized crime, white-collar crime, and foreign counterintelli
gence. 

We applaud all of th~se efforts and look forward to working with 
the FBI and its Director in the years to come. Judge Webster, we 
welcome you, and you may proceed. 
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TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE WILLIAM H. WEBSTER, DI
REC1'OR, FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, ACCOMPA
NIED BY WILLIAM BAYSE, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR TECH. 
NICAL SERVICES 

Mr. WEBSTER. Thank you very much, I appreciate your remarks 
and hope to live up to them. 

I would like to introduce Mr. Al Bayse, Assistant Director for 
TechI?-ical Services, :who wi!l assist ~e in answering any of the 
questIOns the commIttee mIght have In the more technical area. 

I have a short or summary statement which I would like to 
make, and with your permission, we will file a more formal state
ment in the record. 

Mr. EnwARDs. Without objection, it is so ordered. 
[The complete statement follows.] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF 
INVESTIGATION, WILLIAM H. WEBSTER 

Mr. Chairm~n and members of the subcommittee, I am pleased to appear before 
you today to dISCUSS FBI automation. 
. Aut?ma.tion is playing an increasingly important role in support of the FBI's 
mv~s.twatIve and l~w enforcement service~ mission~ and vital resource management 
a,ctIVIties. Und~rlymg our use of automatIOn-partIcularly computer-based informa
tIOI,l systems-IS the r.ecognition that information in the FBI is an important organi
zatIonal . resource which must be efficiently managed. Over the past 3 years, the 
a.utomatIOn program of the FBI has been completely revised. Extensive organiza
tIonal changes have been completely revised. Extensive organizational changes have 
bee~ put ~to place to establish and adequate base of resources-human, fIScal and 
capItal equlpment-t? take full advantage of automation. New, highly skilled per
sonnel have been a.ssI~ed to key ~anagerial and technical positions. Modern com
puter hardwa~e WIth ~proved prIce performance has been acquired to replace 
obsolete, unrelIable eqUIpment. 

In this regard, I wish to express my appreciation to the subcommittee for encour,. 
agement and support of our acquisition of a new host computer and communicatio~ 
controller for the National Crime Information Center (NCIC). I can report that 
based on your :l~pport and that of other interested committees, the FBI was able to 
procure compatu,JVely the new host machine for NCIC and other essential comput
ers for less cost than replaced equipment. The new NCrc host has resulted in 
unpr.ecedented levels of service and reliability to the nation's criminal justice commuruty. 

To set the stage for enhanced automation support of FBI missions, a new long
rang~ approach has b~en form?lated. Accordingly, our budgetary requests reflect a 
multIyear outlo~k for mformatIOn systems development. Further I have established 
a formal ~xecutIve !lteering group to set priorities for major a~tomatiol1 enhance
men~. This group IS composed principally of assistant directors with recent field expenence. 

As a consequence of these and other actions, the FBI is involved in a broadly 
based, long-rB;nge program t<;> apply state-of-the-art information technology-based 
0!l adv~ces m comPl!-te1' SCIence, automat~c data processing and telecommunica
~IOns-:-m .a cost-effectIve manner across VIrtually all functional areas, including 
lI,1vestIga~IOn, law enforcement services, resource management and executive deci-
SIOn making. ' 
Syste~s ~uch as ~CIC and aids are undergoing review and change. There is 

sl!-bstB;ntIal mterest m the concept of file .decentralization of computerized criminal 
histones (CCH). The NCIC AdVISOry "PolIcy Board has formed a subcommittee to 
aI?-alyze the prospect o,f CCH decentraliza.ti?I,l. As you are aware, we are working 
WIth the State of Flonda to te~t the feasIbilIty of decentralizing CCH single state 
offe~der recor?s .. A comprehen~Ive study by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) has 
pr~VIded new mSIghts and speCIfic recommendations toward cost-effective implemen
tatIOn of fmgerprint automation. 

Whpe the FBI's newl):' formulated program is aimed at improved operational 
effectIveness and productIVIty across-the-board, principal focus has been on applica
tI~l~ of ~dvan?ed .comp1:1te.r-based information systems and analytic techniques in 
cntIcal mvestIgatIve mISSIOn areas such as foreign counterintelligence, organized 
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crime white collar crime and international terrorism. The influence of the execu
tive steering group is evident in this incre~sed investigatiye .orientation. Paci~g t?e 
new investigative applications of automatIOn are three dlstmct, compreh~nslve ~n
formation systems now collectively serving one-third of the FBI's field o~lICes WIth 
direct, on-line computer support. Two of the. systeII,1s support ~BI nat~on~l-lev~l 
program management in investigation of org~mz.ed crI~e ~nd hostIl~ foreIgn mtellI
gence activities. A third system supports major mvestIgatIOns of whIte-collar finan
cial crimes, organized crime, international terroris~, and significant crimes of 
violence; currently, over twent.y major cases are b~mg supported across 15 FBI 
offices. Each of these informatIOn systems has conslste!l~l;v produced cost-be~efits 
and investigative results. Our information system capabIlIties go fa~ b~yond ~Imple 
search and retrieval operations. The case support system can ass~st mvestIga~1Ve 
information management a?tivities from .case; openin&, thr?ugh. trial prepB;ratIOn. 
[This system has been par~ICul!lrly ~ff7ctIve m z:e?UcI!lg tIme. m p~'epB;ratIOn for 
prosecution and in improvmg mterdlvlsonal. coordmatIOn f?r mv~stIga.tIOn of ~ar
reaching vio.lations such as labor rac~~ ~.eermg. The orgamzed Crime mformatIO~ 
system prOVIdes u~preced.en~ed cap.a?I!ItIes to trace and analyze complex aSSOCI-
ations among orgamzed crI!llmal.act~vltIes. . . 

In addition to these key mvestIgatIve support mformatIon systems, a fundamental 
component of our automation plan i~vol,:,es the emerging office-of-th~fut~re con
cept. A pilot information system project m two selected fi~ld offices IS be~ng em
ployed to test and evaluate the effectiveness of w?rd processII,lg, data p~O.C~SSlI?-g and 
telecommunications systems integrated to prOVIde automatIOn capabIlIties m ~he 
FBI field office business environment. Activities supported .by the office a~toma~IOn 
system range from routine correspondence and record keepmg to ~omJ?lex mvestIga
tive and resource management tasks: Our goal~ ~or office automatIOn .Include paper
work reduction and improvements In pro~uctIvity of all personnel m t~e office
from clerical staff to street ageI,lts to specIal agents m charge .. U~der thIS. concept, 
almost all personnel will have dIrect access to computers to asSISt m. p.erformg office 
functions. This pilot approach has demonstr!'lted mcreased producbvI~y an~ P?ten
tial cost-benefits in a number of office functIOns common to all FBI fIeld dIVISIOns. 
Results to date indicate that office automation in the FBI is at a stage of de.velop
ment and cost-effectiveness to realize economil3s of scale. through expanded ImpJ~ 
mentation. Cnnsistent with these findings, we are preparmg to extend the capabIlI
ties of this information system to a full regional complex of ei~ht interconnec~ed 
field divisions in the Northeast United States. Importantly, our pIlot models prOVIde 
for secure intradivisional communication links between resident agencies and their 
respective field division headquarters. . 

To complement the systems for inv7stigative support .and fie~d office ~utomatIOn, 
efforts have been initiated to consolIdate and modernIZe all mformatIO~ syste~s 
related to management of FBI human, fiscal, and property reSQllrces. ThIS -yvork IS 
partiCUlarly significant in that it inyolye~ a concentrate.d effort. to combme. the 
functions performed by a number of mdivIdual, outdated InformatIOn systems mto 
an efficient, intergrated system using new scientifIC design an~ development me.th
odologies and state-of-the art data base management techmques. The resultmg 
information system will su~port organ~ation-wide. resour~e management for all 
personnel, funding, and eqUIpment. ThIS system will be h~ked through ~ secure 
telecommunications network with the field office automatIOn system to Improve 
efficiency of information flow 81,ld storage and reduce ?p~rating co~ts for t~e fun?
tions performed. Our top and InIddle-level managers WIll m~eract dlre~t!y WIth thIS 
system to take maximum advantage of automated analytIC and declSlon support 
capabilities to manage and all?cate <:ritic.al FBI r~sources. .. , 

Other automation projects Involvmg mformatIOn systems or SCIentIfIC computa
tion are progressing in the areas of records management, la~oratory suppor~
including the FBI national stolen art file-and field office speCIal data proces~mg 
tasks currently supporting over thirty investigations of crimes such as fraud agamst 
the government, check kiting, and bribery. . .. . 

The FBI's fIScal yeai' 1982 automation budget request mcludes major mformatIon 
systems enhancements and expansion, with related funding for advanced ?atB; proc
essing and telecommunications technolo~e~ to s~pport secure, ~ost-effec~Ive Imple
mentation. 'I'he fis~al year 1982 appropnatIOn will fund seven mstallB;tl(~ns of the 
organized crime inlormation system; by the end of fiscal year IS82, thIS. Important 
system will be fully deployed in twenty-three field offices and ~even reSIdent ag~n
cies Five new installations of the case management system are mcluded, along WIth 
a n~mber of initial or expanded installations of the foreign counterintelligence 
system. Following the application of fiscal year 1982 funds, approximatE:ly one-h!llf 
of the FBI's field divisions will have secure, on-line access-commensurate WIth 
workload requirements-to one or more of these key investigative information 
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systems. During fiscal year 1982, the office automation pilot project will be extended 
to the FBI's largest field division. This expansion marks the beginning of our long
term approach to regional automation. 

Our new direction has placed the FBI at the threshold of organization-wide 
exploitation of automation technology. The outlook for the eighties includes field
wide office automation and further advancements in investigative support informa
tion systems. 

In the area of law enforcement services, we foresee implementation of the auto
mated identification division system and a new system for t.he national crime 
information center to provide expanded capabilities for the criminal justice commu
nity. 

Building on recent information systems developments and enhancements, 1982 is 
the major take-off point for our long-range program; therefore, fiscal year 1982 
budgetary resources are pivotal in achievement of potential benefits of automation 
technology. 

Mr. EDWARDS. I recognize Mr. Kastenmeier. 
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Chairman, I move that the Subcommittee 

on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House Committee on the 
Judiciary permit coverage of this hearing, in whole or in part, by 
television broadcast, radio broadcast, and still photography or by 
any of such methods of coverage pursuant to committee rule V. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection, it is so ordered. You may pro
ceed, J udge 'Webster. 

Mr. WEBs~rER. I am pleased to appear before you today, to discuss 
FBI automa.tion. Automation is playing an inceasingly important 
role in support of the FBI's investigative and law enforcement 
services missions and vital resource management activities. Over 
the past 3 years, the automation program of the FBI has been 
completely revised. Extensive organization and personnel changes 
have been made and modern computer hardware with improved 
price performance has been acquired to replace obsolete, unreliable 
equipment. 

I wish to express my appreciatidn to the subcommittee for en
couragement and support of our acquisition of a new host computer 
and communication controller for the National Crime Informa,/cion 
Center [NCIC]. I can report that based on your support and that of 
other interested committees, the FBI was able to procure competi
tively the new host machine for NCIC and other essential comput
ers for less cost than replaced equipment. The new NCIC host has 
resulted in unprecedented levels of service and reliability to the 
Nation's criminal justice community. 

To set the stage for enhanced automation support of FBI mis
sions, a new long-range approach has been formulated. According
ly, our budgetary requests reflect a multiyear outlook for informa
tion systems development. Further, I have established a formal 
executive steering group to set priorities for major automation 
enhancements. 

Our planning actions have led to a long-range program balanced 
to include new emphasis and priority resources in the application 
of automation technology in principal investigative areas-orga
nized crime, white-collar crime, foreign counterintelligence and in
ternational terrorism. 

Pacing the investigative applications are three new information 
systems now collectively serving one-third of the FBI's field offices 
with direct online computer support. Two of the systems support 
FBI national level program management investigation of organized 
crime and hostile foreign intelligence activities. 
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A third system supports major investigations of white-collar fi
nancial crimes, organized crime, international terrorism, and sig
nificant crimes of violence; currently over 20 major cases are being 
supported across 15 FBI offices. Each of these information systems 
has consistently produced cost benefits and investigative results. 

Systems such as NCIC and AIDS are undergoing review and 
change. There is substantial interest in the concept of file decen
tralization of computerized criminal histories [CCH] to the originat
ing States. The NCIC Advis01'y Policy Board has formed a subcom
mittee to analyze the prospect of CCR decentralization. 

As you are aware, we are working with the State of Florida to 
test the feasibility of decentralizing CCH single-State offender re
cords. A comprehensive study by the Jet P~opulsion Laboratory 
[JPL] has provided new insights and specific recommendations 
toward cost-effective implementation of fingerprint automation. 

A fundamental component of our automation plan involves the 
emerging office-of-the-future concept. A pilot information system 
project in two selected field offices is being employed to test and 
evaluate the effectiveness of automation capabilities in the FBI 
field office business environment. 

Activities supported by the office information system range from 
routine correspondence and recordkeeping to complex investigative 
and resource management tasks. Our goals for office automation 
include paperwork reduction and improvements in productivity of 
all personnel in the office-from clerical staff to street agents and 
to special agents in charge. 

Other automation projects involving information systems or sci
entific computation are progressing in the areas of records manage
ment, laboratory support-including the FBI national stolen art 
file-and field office special data processing tasks currently sup
porting over 30 investigations of crimes such as fraud against the 
Government, check kiting, and bribery. 

The FBI's fiscal year 1982 automation budget request includes 
major information systems enhancements and expansion. Th~ 
fiscal year 1982 appropriation will fund seven installations of the 
organized crime information system; by the end of fiscal year 1982, 
this important system will be fully deployed in 23 field offices and 
seven resident agencies. 

Five llew installations of the case management system are in
cluded, along with a number of initial or expanded installations of 
the foreign counterintelligence system. Following the application of 
fiscal year 1982 funds, approximately one-half of the FBI's field 
divisions will have access to one or more of these key investigative 
information systems. During fiscal year 1982, the office automation 
pilot project will be extended to the FBI's largest field division. 
This expansion marks the beginning of our long-term approach to 
regional automation. 

Our new direction has placed the FBI at the threshold of organi
zationwide exploitation of automation technology. The outlook for 
the 1980's includes fieldwide office automation and further ad
vancements in investigative support information systems. 

In the area of law enforcement services, we foresee implementa
tion of the automated identification division system and a new 
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system for .th~. ~ational Cri:r;te. Inf~rm~tion Center to provide ex
panded capabIlItIes for the CrImInal JustICe community. 

Building on recent information systems developments and en
hancements, 1982 is the major takeoff point for our long-range 
progr~m; therefore, fisca~ ye~r 1982 budgetary resources are pivotal 
In achIevement of potentIal benefits of automation technology . 
. I would be very pleased to respond to your questions and ques

tIons of other members of the committee. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you. I recognize the gentleman from Wis

consin, Mr. Kastenmeier. 
Mr. KASTENMEIER. I have just a few questions. The automated 

systems that you have been describing, are these what used to be 
called the old FBI data bank, several years in the past? 

As I recall, these data banks raised the concerns of some civil 
liberties groups. Or is this something different? 

Mr. WE~STER. It .covers the whole range of records, Congressman 
~astenm~ner. Talking about the development of an organized crime 
InformatIOn system, which deals with information relative to orga
nized crime a~tivities, aI?-d in/ormation systems developed to 
expand our foreIgn counterIntellIgence capabilities the activities of 
foreign espionage agents in this country. . , 

A1;oth~r system deals with what we call specials, like the Atlan
ta sItuatIOn, ~udge John Woods murder, the Unirac case, major 
cases where lIterally hundreds and thousands of transactions are 
entered into the computer to collect data and provide for ready 
retrieval and analysis. 

Other aspects of the budgetary program deal with our own inter
nal h~>usekeeping. The ability, with some 436 resident agencies of 
sate~lItes to ?9 ~eld divisions to retrieve information rapidly ~nd 
put InformatIOn Into the system rapidly and avoid mountains and 
mountains of paperwork. 

Other ~yst~ms involve aids ~uch as in fingerprint identification, 
compute!IzatIOn, and automatIOn of the processes of searching for 
fingerprInts. 

Art treasures is an example I mentioned in my report. The 
system we have is one which I think is a couple steps ahead of the 
one that Scotland Yard has, it facilitates identification of known 
stolen art. 

If ~ou are re~erring .to the domestic security program, by your 
qu.estIOn, ther~ IS nothIng special about automation that has El.ny
th~~g t? do w;th our .terrorIst program other than enhancing our 
abIlIty In the Inter?atIOnal terrorist activity field particula,l'ly. 

We collect. no. dIfferent. data, n~ new data that is any different 
than the gUIdelInes reqUIre. It SImply facilitates our ability in a 
modern world to collect greater nu:r:nbers of facts in an orderly way, 
rather than through cards and serIals and where we are pounding 
through hundreds and thousands of pages looking for the straw. 

~z:. KASTENMEIER. :W-ill you be collecting data of the known 
CrImInal aspect, that IS to say data such as the FBI collected for 
years, fi~gerprints of millions of citizens, irrespective of any nexus 
to any CrIme they have may committed? 

Mr. WEBSTER. On fingerprints, our policy is that we have two set 
types o~ fing~rprin~s, ,criminal fingerprints, those supplied to us in 
connectIOn With CrImInal cases. Then the civil cases in which fin-
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gerprints are supplied to us for various reasons. Boy Scouts used to 
send them in fingerprints are extremely useful in emergency situ
ations reqUiring quick identification of an individual. 

For instance, one of the things that we are encouraging is a 
project for the future dealing with the co~lection of finger~rint~ of 
children which might have been useful In the Atlanta SItuatIOn, 
had we had it. 

Fingerprints are extraordinarily useful in _ di~aster situations 
where airplanes go down, the Jonestown tragedy, If you re~all, and 
other situations. Those are supplied on a voluntary baSIS or as 
required by statute and we do retain them. rrhey are not for 
dissemination except under rules and guidelines, however. 

Mr. KASTENMEIER. The thrust of my question is, will you be 
acquiring other civil information, that is known criminal informa
tion? 

Mr. WEBSTER. The criminal history program, which is a part of 
the NCIC system which is a law-enforcement community project, 
which we manage, has-the criminal history section of NCIC un
dertakes to collect matters relating to criminal history, not just to 
anyone's history, but cr~minal. history .from arrest throu~h incar
ceration, probation, parOle, whICh was Intended to be avaIlable to 
those who had a legitimate interest in knowing: the judges, the 
probation officers, and so on. 

That system has not functioned well because of the-some of the 
limitations and. concerns about it, particularly the old code word 
"message switching." . .. 

And we have been trYIng to develop an alternatIve to that whIch 
would not require the FBI to be the con~uit for in.forma~ion. , 

And I think I have made a number of reports, IncludIng a report 
to this committee on our final project in Florida to see if we could 
use the inlet system for having States communicate with each 
other on these matters so that the criminal history system CCH 
records will in effect be decentralized out of the FBI. 

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. EDWARDS. The gentleman from Illinois, Mr. Hyde? 
Mr. HYDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Judge Webster, last week Treasury Secretary Regan testified 

that the Secret Service was unaware of the Nashville arrest last 
year of John W. Hinckley', Jr., for possession of three handguns 
whille President Carter was in town. 

Can you explain to us why the Bureau failed to refer information 
pertaining to his arrest to the Secret Service for inclusion in its file 
on potential Presidential assassins? 

M:r. WEBSTER. I would like to put that in context. It's my under
standing that Secretary Regan was responding to a question that in 
the course of his testimony he emphasized the high level of profes
sionalism and cooperation between the FBI and Secret Service, and 
I w(]luld not want it assumed that there has been any lack of effort 
to cooperate between Secret Service and the FBI. 

The same testimony was given later in the day by Stuart Knight, 
the head of Secret Service, and I certainly subscribe to that. We 
make every effort to ascertain the needs of the Secret Service and 
to supply those needs. 
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We will continue to do that and if this event is identified as an 
area where we should be supplying more information we shall 
certainly do so. ' 

In October, at Nashville, then-President Carter was speaking at 
the Opry House Center. During the time that he was speaking at 
the Opry ~ouse Center, El; young man appeared at the airport, was 
late for hIS plane, accordIng to the records tried to check his bag 
and was told to take it instead to the boarding counter. ' 

The Federal privacy statutes do not make it an offense to check 
a bag containing unloaded weapons. At the loading counter his 
guns were, of course, detected, and he was taken into custody. He 
was taken-he was turned over by the Metropolitan Airport Police 
to the Nashville Police. 
H~ was in custody until about 5 p.m. that night, long after the 

PresIdent left the area. He was then released on a $50 bail and 
about $12 costs and took an airplane to New Yorkj and then to 
New Haven. 

This man had no known arrest record, that we are aware of 
even at this date. ' 

There are about 2,000 such incidents each year at airports 
throughout the country. I am told that by FAA statistics-in the 
last year, 1980, 1,900 of these 2,000 were referred to various law
enforcement authorities and about 1,000 prosecutions resulted. 

The Federal piracy statute itself is a misdemeanor. Operating 
under what were understood to be the guidelines of the U.S. attor
ney, the airport police turned this young man over to the city 
police for local prosecution. 

I have described the $50 bail forfeiture that was involved plus 
$12 in costs. ' 

Our agreement with Secret Service, which was written in 1973 
calls for the dissemination of certain kinds of information. It doe~ 
not explicitly call for the dissemination of this kind of information. 

However, i~'s ~een ?ur practice and our procedure, in our 
manual, to dIstnbute Information on cases that we handle to 
Secret Service. Local cases that are not prosecuted are to be han
dled locally. 

I should mention that it has been the practice of the Secret 
Service not to routinely notify headquarters of the movement of 
the Presi~ent,. but to send advance men and contact local agencies 
a!ld that mcludes the local FBI office if the President is due in the 
CIty. 

I believ~ that was done in this case. I. have been so informed by 
Stuart KnIght and have no reason to thInk otherwise. These cases 
were considered at the time-this case was considered by the clerk 
who took the call to be one of those minor police cases-so minor it 
was handled locally rather than being turned over to us and it was 
not disseminated. 

¥ost information of this kind is disseminated. It would be specu
latiye. for me to say what the consequences of notifying or not. ," 
notifYing the Secret Service would have been in this particular 
case . 

. 1 have had a top executive at the Bureau, a Deputy Assistant 
DIrector travel to Nashville to ascertain the facts. He just returned 
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and is making his report to me at this time so that those facts will 
be in the record as to who knew what in Nashville. 

I think the emphasis in response to your question is this, there 
has never been a time when the FBI and Secret Service worked 
closer together. There has never been an accusation that the FBI 
failed to disseminate something that was understood that we 
should disseminate, and agreed to disseminate. 

There have been differences in the past involving the Justice 
Department as well as the Bureau over what the FBI should collect 
on behalf of the Secret Service. An effort to resolve that is reflected 
in the current draft charter of the FBI in which there is a special 
section on what the FBI may be asked to do by the Secret Service 
on its own behalf. 

I asked Executive Assistant Director Francis Mullen with Stuart 
Knight's approval to meet with his designate Robert Snow, and 
they have been meeting to determine in this par~icular area. if our 
~uideJ~n~s and procedures should be expanded to Include addItIOnal 
Inforr." ... tIOn. 

All of us recognize that it's possible to garbage the Secret Service 
with excessive data. We don't want to do that. On the other hand, I 
recognize that the Secret Service should be the judge of what it 
believes that it needs to know and when we know that clearly, I 
can assure this committee that the FBI will supply it. 

Mr. HYDE. I thank you. I am certainly not critical of the FBI or 
the Secret Service. But as all of us learned from experience and 
from what might be characterized as a mistake, it would just seem 
to me that a person leaving town or coming into town, contempora
neous with a Presidential visit, whether it's Nashville or New 
York, who has guns-he's obviously an outsider. 

He's coming in for some purpose or leaving-following some 
purpose. He really ought to have a pretty good explanation of why 
he's carrying the guns. Maybe he did, adequate for whomever 
questioned him. 

But I just-it's just an unfortunate situation. As I say, we learn 
from experience. 

May I ask one more question. We are talking about computer 
data processing, automated data processing. Following the assassi
nation attempt, there has been a burst of activity concerning gun 
control legislation. 

It seems to me, to be effective in the Federal sense, we are going 
to need a lot of computers. We are going to need a data processing 
system that permits the cranking into it of applicants for permits 
to buy a gun and cross indexing as against whether they have a 
criminal record, whether they are under mental treatment or 
treatment for mental illness, whether they have a history of nar
cotics involvement. 

In other words, all of the things we don't want-all of the types 
of people we don't want to have guns, we are going to have to know 
when they apply to purchase one and that is going to have to go 
somewhere, and information is going to have to be produced in the 
time length. It's much easier said than done. 

It seems to me that this is a colossal undertaking for any com
puter system. Could you comment on that? 

- ---- -----,.-. - ----
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Mr. WEBSTER. In terms of recordkeeping, I think we probubly 
should deal with that in two ways, with task, tasking, who's re
sponsible for keeping records under existing or future laws, and 
then what is the responsibility for dissemination of that informa
tion. 

We are really very good at that in the intelligence communities. 
We are trying to get better at that in law enforcement communi
ties. It was, I think, less than 18 minutes between the time we had 
the serial number of the gun and the time ATF had identified the 
manufacturer and the source of purchase in Texas, which is quite 
good. 

James Q. Wilson has pointed out in a recent article that there 
are a number of laws on the books which if properly enforced 
would further add to the security of citizens against this sort of 
thing. 

The ability to recognize th.::lt a person is ineligible to purchase a 
gun is one of those. I think that the NCIC system presents one of 
the vehicles that might well contribute to that kind of rapid-fire 
information. 

We get about 300 inquiries a year-pardon me, a day, 300 inquir
ies a day, come into the NCIC system. 

Mr. HYDE. They tell us there are 50 million handguns out there. 
If we register all 50 million federally, with data about their owners, 
it's still a colossal undertaking, and it will cost a colossal amount of 
money. 

Is that a fair statement? 
I'm not saying we shouldn't do it, but I think we ought to realize 

the dimensions of the problem. 
Mr. WEBSTER. Unquestionably. And I take it I'm not being asked 

to express a position on this subject? 
Mr. HYDE. No, no, no. Just an expert's view on a situation that is 

very current. 
Mr. WEBSTER. I will tell you, unquestionably, we are talking 

about a lot of weapons; you're talking about a lot of transactions. 
Mr. HYDE. Thank you. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. EDWARDS. I think you are being kinder to the Secret Service 

than they are to the FBI. This morning on NBC's Today Show 
Secretary Regan, when asked a question such as Mr. Hyde asked 
you, his response was that-I was watching very carefully-that 
the FBI as yet does not have regulations that provide for the 
forwarding of this kind of information as to the gun that Hinckley 
was arrested with, and the Secret S€~rvice is working with the FBI 
to make it possible to obtain that information. 

Mr. WEBSTER. We do have such regulations. There was a conver
gence of a local guideline that was utilized by local police, known 
to ~he U.S. attorney in this particular situation, the results of 
whIch caused the FBI local office to conclude from its own rep-ula
tions that no further dissemination was necessary. In most c~ses 
dissemination does occur. ' 

What we want to be sure is that our regulations are sufficiently 
clear, not only to us but to Secret Service, that both sides of the 
house, working together, know what is expected, so that we deliver 
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what Secret Service assumes that we are delivering and that we do 
so without fail. We are working to try to make that happen. 

Mr. EDWARDS. It's also hard to imagine how the Secret Service 
~ould have the facilities and would be able to avoid the constitu
tIOnal problems involved in arresting or keeping people under sur
veillance with no P!ior ~rir~inal record or wh<? are charged with no· 
offense. There are ImplIcatIOns there of the kInd of society that we 
are not very much in favor of; isn't that also correct? 

Mr. WEBSTER. I think that is a fair statement, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. EDWARDS. I will ask one more question before I yield with 

regard to the question Mr. Hyde asked you about gun c~ntrol. 
With decentralization of criminal records that we all hope will 

someday take place, so the FBI doesn't have to have 3 000 employ-
7es d~in&" the wo:k of cities and States, then the probl~m of check
Ing WIthIn a perIOd of 21 days whether or not the applicant for a 
~un has a criminal r~cord ~ould be a local problem and would be 
Just a request for the Index In Washington as to whether or not the 
applicant might have a criminal record in any of the 50 States· 
isn't that also true? ' 

Mr. 'YEBslrER .. Yes, I think that is-if that decentralization ap
proach IS fully Implemented, we would be indexing rather than 
collecting. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Except with regard to some . Federal offenders. 
Mr. WEBSTER. Yes. 
Mr. HYDE. Would the gentleman yield? 
Don't we want to know if this applicant not only has a criminal 

record, but don't we want to know whether he is under treatment 
for mental illness, all of the various things that an applicant for a 
gun-we want to know about not just previous criminality but 
~hether "?e's an addic~. ~nd isn't that going to take an awful iot of 
InformatIOn? Every CrImInal record in the country being put into a 
computer ~ystem, and narcotic history, and things like that. 

I Just thInk we are underestimating the dimensions of the prob
lem. Not that we shouldn't do it. 

Mr. EDWA~DS. I respect~ully ~isagree with the gentleman. The 
Kennedy-RodIno-KastenmeIer bIll contemplates only criminal re
cords, records that are public already, a matter of public knowl
edge. 

To ~ry to l?ut into ~ computer or any kind of a recording system 
the kind of Informah.on that t~e gentleman from Illinois suggests 
would be strongly resIsted, I belIeve, by all of us on this committee. 
It would be horrendous to get that kind of thing started in our 
country. 

Mr. HYDE. I have no desire to debate the issue. But I know t.r~ 
local jurisdictions, that is information they like to know abL ,,~: 
whether someone should be eligible to purchase a gun. And I may 
have been painting the worst-case scenario, but I thank the gentle
man. 

Mr. EDWARDS. I'm sure the proper committee will have hearings 
on this subject. 

The other gentleman from Illinois, Mr. Washington. 
Mr. ~ASHINGTON. I yvant to join the Chairman ;:;ind panel in 

welcomIng yO\!, and I WIsh you a long and fruitful career and much 
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success, particularly in the field of protection of civil rights for 
people throughout the country, which leads to my first question. 

And that is that there has been a tremendous amount of concern 
relative to the Atlanta situation and the disappearance and death 
of about 22 young children. The Government has been called upon. 

I myself have not focused on just what form that call has been 
but I would like to know, one, can we be privy to an answer as t~ 
whether or not the FBI is involved? If it's not, why not? What are 
the criteria and standards by which your agency would become 
involved in such a situation? 

Mr. WEBSTER. CongTessman Washington, the FBI is very much 
involved in the Atlanta investigation. 

As y~u no doubt are aware, there was a period of time in which 
the pohce department of Atlanta did not recognize that it had an 
unusual problem, largely because many of the first children were 
not reporte? missing. As some-as the public, through the press 
and otherwIse, became aware that it was a problem, some of those 
reported missing were then examined to see whether they were 
runaways or in fact might be part of this chain of tragedy. 

The FBI provided earlier liaison with Atlanta. believin.g this to 
be . B;t . most a local homicide situation, but offering at once the 
faclhtle~ of .our la~orato;ry, of. our. forensic science experts, behav
IOral SCIentIsts, VIsual InvestIgatIve analysts, anything that we 
could offer in ?ehalf of support of local community projects. 

We looked Into it from the standpoint of civil rights. Assistant 
Attorney General Drew Days concluded that there was absolutely 
no basis for a civil right investigation such as the one that had 
been authorized in Buffalo. 

Th:e Attorney General authorized us to conduct an investigation 
predICated upon our kidnaping jurisdiction to determine whether 
from any of the missing people, any of those who were not miss~ 
ing-if there was anything we could determine whether there was 
anything interstate in character. In other words we assumed the 
j~risdiction .. Admittedly, it has been a tenuous ju'risdiction, but we 
dId not heSItate to act once the Attorney General had authorized 
us to do so. 
. We currently have 30 FBI agents functioning on a full-time basis 
In support of the Atlanta effort, compared with about 35 Atlanta 
investigators working full time. We have contributed to a number 
of the. very positive leads. We have worked together. 

ASSIstant I?irector Thomas Kelleher, head of our laboratory, was 
down there Just about 10 days ago to work with the laboratory 
experts, the coroners, and others, to provide a better coordinated 
effort to assist all of the local law enforcement components that 
are participating in this effort. 

I assure you, this is on the top of our list. And we are in there to 
stay, until a solution or solutions have been found. 

As you can imagine from the focus on this there has been 
substantial evidence that we-that there is mor~ than one person 
responsible fo;r some of these tragic deaths, although we have every 
reason to beheve that there are from 12 to 16 of these incidents 
that are cl?sely connected. The Department of Justice has sent 
representatIves of the community relations service to Atlanta. I 
have been to Atlanta three times, twice at airport conferences and 
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once in Atlanta proper, and talked to the chief of police and the 
mayor. I have spoken to other interested citizens of Atlanta. 

I am vitally interested in seeing that this case is solved. It's 
national in scope, in the sense that it is having a national impact, 
not only upon the city of Atlanta but upon our country. It needs to 
be solved. 

Mr. WASHINGTON. It's certainly not healthy. There are all kinds 
of theories, the conspiracy theory being just one of many. 

Could you hazard a prognosis as to just when-what possibility 
you have of resolving this thing in the future? 

Mr. WEBSTER. I wish that I could. Crimes of this sort don't have a 
ready solution date. I can tell you that the information has been 
collected in an orderly way. The analytical 'effort has been made. 
The door-to-door effort has been made, and continues to be made. 

What we are waiting for now, and what will solve this case, is 
some form of break. Now, I'm not talking about luck. I'm simply 
talking about someone who sees something and reports it, someone 
who leaves something behind that is significant to us because of 
the investigative effort that has already been placed there. 

We have had a number of such leads. Some have been disap
pointing; they were so good, and they turned out not to be the 
answer. . 

We simply will stay at it until it's solved, and we hope the 
sooner, the better. 

IvIr . WASHINGTON. Thank you. I will yield. 
Mr. EDWARDS. The gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr. Sensenbren

nero 
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. I would like to add my voice to those who 

have extended their congratulations earlier in this hearing on the 
job you have been doing as director of the FBI. 

My questions will relate to international terrorism and the capa
bility to respond to terrorist incidents which might occur in the 
United States. We all know that terrorism has become a worldwide 
problem. 

During the Christmas recess last year, the subcommittee had 
occasion to visit two countries intimately affected by this problem, 
West Germany and Italy. At that time, we spoke with several 
individuals who suggested that European terrorists are intercon
nected politically and, in fact, trained by, the PLO or Communist 
sponsors. 

What are your views on the involvement of the Communist bloc 
in international terrorism? 

And is this country prepared to anticipate terrorist activity and 
react appropriately should it occur here? 

Mr. W EB~TER. In answering your question, I would like to first 
say that you understand that international terrorist activities are 
investigated under our foreign counterintelligence guidelines, so 
I'm somewhat prohibited to give you full disclosure of what we are 
doing. 

We had 29 terrorist incidents in this country last year, both 
domestic and international. That compares favorably with 42 in 
1979 and about 55 in 1978 and about a hundred for previous years. 

What that means is that we have been successful in identifying 
some of these groups who are recidivist in nature. If we can put a 
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bomber away, that means we can reduce the number of bombing 
incidents in this country. ' 

While those numbers are small, what remained was quite seri
ous. There is a noticeable trend in the last very few years to 
disregard the value of a human life as evidence by the type of 
terrorist incidents. You have the shooting of Rodriguez by the 
Omega 7 group in New York, the slaying of Tabatabai here in 
Washington, the attempted assassination of a Libyan dissident in 
Fort Collins, the shooting of na.val employees at San Juan the 
attempted shooting of Army employees in' San Juan. There 'have 
been a whole range of activities in which people are getting killed. 

Our computer technology is being employed to develop, just as 
we do in organized crime cases, a part of our intelligence informa
tion system, capability of knowing the movements, goals, objectives, 
personnel involved in these types of activities. We have been-we 
have had some successes. The Croatian group that was arrested in 
New York just a month or two ago is a good example of intensive 
investigative efforts, surveillance of all kinds, the best of our tech
niques, court-authorized techniques, and so on. 

I find it difficult in an open session to really answer your ques
tion about connections with Communist countries. We do have 
information as to training afforded by certain Communist block or 
satellite countries of others, not themselves nationals of those 
countries. There has in the past been ammunition and weapons 
!llanufactured in the Soviet-or Soviet block territory. There have 
Indeed-some years back, been clear evidence of training inside 
Soviet Russia. 

We have found, also, that a number of these groups which do not 
share identical ideologies-in fact, many of them don't seem to 
have ideologies at all; rather, it's a tear down and see what hap
pens with what's left basis. They have cooperated with one another 
in some of the manners that I have described, and in other man
nElrs. 

I cannot say with clear confidence that all of this forms a fabric 
of a single international conspiracy. A conspiracy is one of those 
thlings that we talk about and analyze and study and try to put 
facts together to see what exists. You can weave a web of coinci
dence in some things that are too coincidental to be accidental. 

There are national movements afoot that result in terrorist activ
ity .. The Cro~tion~ are o~e example. The Armenians are still pro
testing Turkish VIOlence In 1915 by acts of terrorism in this coun
try .. The Philippines are going through a period in which the 
Unlte~ States be.comes a forum for examples of terrorist protest. 
The IrIsh RepublIcan Army has been known to have connections in 
this country with respect to armament, although no acts of terror
ism have taken place in this country that I know of. The Libyans 
and Iranians continue to war among their own factions in this 
country. And so it goes. 

The ~omputer a.nd the gathering C?f data by means I have sug
gested In my openIng statement provIdes an almost necessary vehi
cle for us to keep track of the movements and the comings and 
goings. They assist us in countless other ways in the gathering and 
collection of cOUlrt-authorized, sensitive information about these 
terrorist organizations. 
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Mr. Sl&::NSENBRENNER. In a speech before. th~ Contemporary Clu.b 
of St. Louis on November 7, 1980, you IndICate.d the Bur~au IS 
interested in domestic groups who practice terrorIsm as an Instru
ment of polical political. So far as you know or indi~ate, do any. of 
these groups have any contact, either formal or Informal, wIth 
European terrorist groups? . 

Mr. 'VEBSTER. I think the answer to that has to be no because If 
a domestic organization is fonnd to be an age~t or satellite ~f a 
foreign power, taking instructions ftom outsI~e of the ~nlte? 
States, then we investigate them under. our fore~gn cou~terInt~llI
gence guidelines an? they would ~ot be lI~cl~ded In the lIst of eIght 
or nine that I mentIOned at that time. ThIS lIst goes from 8 to 12 to 
14 at various times, depending on whether we open or close those 
cases. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. EDWARDS. The gentleman from California, Mr. Lungren. 
Mr. LUNGREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. J~dge Web~t~r, as you 

know we have had testimony' about the foreIgn capabIlIty of the 
Bure~u recently. In that regard, I would l.ike to direct a question to 
the subject of devastator bullets used In the attack last week. 

If one were to merely rely on reports that one received fr~m the 
press one might get the feeling that perhaps the FBI dId not 
identify the type of ammunition used ~s soon as. ~t could, and 
information was not relayed to the medIcal authorIties such that 
they had to be surprised in a sense as to the type of bu~let that ~he 
officer from the District of Columbia had. Could you brIefly outlIne 
for us what the FBI did in the search to identify the particular 
ammunition used, and your judgment as to whether it could have 
been done more quickly? 

Mr. WEBSTER. I will start by saying I am very proud of. the wor~ 
our laboratory did in this case and I think the record WIll bear It 
out as it comes out into the record. 

Almost immediately as the evidence was made available, t?e 
forensic analysis included the spent shells, the fragments of the 
shells the bullets that were removed from the bodies of the injured , ' 

persons. ., .. . 
It also included examInatIOn of certaIn Items whICh were recov-

ered under court-authorized search warrants in the early hours of 
Tuesday morning and brought directly to the laboratory. I can't 
discuss the contents of the search because they are currently under 
seal, but I can tell you that in terms of the bullets, the bullets were 
quickly identified as 22-caliber bullets, manufactured by Cascade 
under the trade synonym CeI, which is stamped on the back of the 
shell. 

And all six spent cartridges were still in the gun that was 
recovered at the scene. There is no reason to believe that Cascade 
had produced an explosive-type bullet. In fact, Cascade has never 
produced a 22-caliber explosive-type bullet. 

The fragments were identified. At first we were able to account 
for five bullets and subsequently, we have been able to accoll!1t f?r 
six bullets. I am talking about the slug itself. There was nothIng In 
the shape or form of the spent bullets which wo.uld indicate when 
they were delivered to us that there was anythln~ unusual ~bout 
them. You will probably recall that the one that hIt the PresIdent, 
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that entered the President's body, is believed to have first struck 
the automobile, closing it over entirely. And this is true of all of 
the intact bullets. 

Due to one piece of evidence which came into our possession, but 
which did not in and of itself provide any information, we acquired 
the devastator bullet from the manufacturer. We ha~-agents went 
to the manufacturer directly, obtained samples of the bullets and 
they were flown back to Washington with information about their 
capabilities. 

It then developed that the manufacturer was not really a manu-
facturer. The manufacturer simply took the Cascade bullet, drilled 
a hole in the top of the bullet, inserted an aluminum small-very 
small aluminum canister or container, which contained a sub
stance known as lead azide, and sealed it over and put it in in the 
bullet and sold 12 of those cartridges in a regular-sized bullet 
package under the name devastator at a cost of appro.ximately 
$7.20 compared with-I understand about 50 regular cartrIdges sell 
for about $3.50, I am told. 

And when we found those-and there were no other bullets 
found on the suspected perpetrator, and when we ~ound those, we 
realized for the first time that the Cascade cartrIdge may have 
been modified. That it may-that the Cascade cartridge had been 
used-might have been used to be modified-and might have been 
one of these devastators. 

We then undertook some tests of the bullets that we had to 
determine whether or not they in fact had the lead azide. That 
called for real expertise in order to preserve the fotensic value of 
the bullets themselves for purposes of the trial, which was our 
foremost responsibility, particularly since, I suppose, 5 years, from 
now books will be written about how many people were shooting at 
the President that afternoon. And so we devised a method of deter~ 
mining that the McCarthy: bullet was a devastator. . .. 

We then were of the Vlew that there was at least a posslblhty 
that other bullets were devastators. In fact, if I could interject one 
more comment here, the devastator bullet is not-does not create a 
big explosion. That is not the function. The purpose is to cause the 
shell fragments to open up-that is the bullet to open up as it 
makes contact with the target and thereby create more damage 
inside and perhaps not penetrate outside. 

Law enforcement people use whole-end bullets to p:otect the 
public from having bullets go through one person and hIt anoth~r 
person. So this is not unknown. This explosive thing, the purpose IS 
to make it open up. It is not a big explosion. It doesn't do any-it is 
not in and of itself like planting a time bomb. It's simply to create 
a different kind of impact on the target. 

At that point, we felt we had an obligation to inform the doctors 
who were taking care of Officer Delahanty that the bullet that 
l'eposed in the back of his neck, close to his spine, might be such a 
bullet and that our literature which was supplied only by the 
manufacturer-who had himself never field tested his product' and 
who stopped making it in March 1980, a year ago-said that it 
explodes on heat impact or shock. 

So we reported that to the doctors. I want to make it clear we 
made no recommendations to the doctor other than to tell him 
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what we understood the problems with the bullet were. We made 
no requests that the bullet be removed. 

There ~as-I have heard some talk that we were trying to 
gather eVIdence. I want to put that entirely to rest. I think that is 
the most scu~ri~ous thing I have heard in all of the things that 
have been saId. We made that recommendation-we made no rec
ommendation, simply trying to get those facts to the doctor so they 
could make their decision. We subsequently confirmed that all of 
the intact bullets were devastators and it's our view that the others 
were as well, although that must wait for further proof. 

In the case of the projectile that struck the President, it was 
compressed and all of the lead azide remained intact, inside the 
bullet. The same is true in the McCarthy bullet. So that it seems to 
me that the laboratory acted professionally with due speed, and 
gave the doctors prompt notification when we found out the nature 
of the bullet. You must understand that the devastator is not well 
known. I am told, although it's only third-hand, that even Bob 
Dickerson, the head of ATF, had not even heard of one. 

M'c. LUNGREN. Could I ask a question on that? Is there no re
quirement for ammunition manufacturers to either file reports or 
somehow make the FBI or the Treasury Department aware of the 
fact that this type of ammunition is being sold? 

Mr. WEBSTER. It would not be our jurisdiction. The ATF has 
certain regulations it enforces. I have been told there are regula
t~ons dealing with higher caliber explosives but there is no regula
tIOn currently pending with respect to a 22-caliber cartridge. 

Mr. LUNGRE~. Under current rules and regulation statutes, you 
have no authorIty to have gathered that information, prior to being 
confronted with this situation? 

Mr. WEBSTER. If it had been given to us, we would have had it in 
our literature. We spent several long hours searching out literature 
to see if we could find it. 

Mr. Kelleher has just joined me at the desk, and makes a point I 
thought I. h~d made. ~he manufacturers are required to report the 
characterIstIcs of theIr bullets, but the devastator, producer is 
considered a modifier, rather than a manufacturer. And he was 'not 
under obligation to report what he was doing. 

Mr. LUNGREN. You think that perhaps this is a loophole in the 
law we should try to close? 

Mr. WEBSTER. I think it's a regulation and it can be broadened to 
cover that. 

Mr. LUNGREN. What was the period of time from the attack on 
the President to the point in time that you were able to conclude. 
this quick investigation and give the information to the medical 
authorities? 

Mr. WEBSTER. It's my understanding-the President was shot on 
Monday afternoon, about 2:25 and the bullets began coming to the 
laboratory as they were made available to us from the crime scene. 
The information on the devastator from the modifier, as now cor
rectly . re~alled arriv:ed ~t FBI headquarters Thursday morning. 

PrelImInary examInatIOns were made, comparisons were made 
and by early Thursday afternoon we had formed the judgment that 
there was at least a possiblity that because of the presence of
because some of them were devastators, the possibility existed that 
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the bullet in Officer Delahanty WdS likewise a devastator. The 
doctors were informed late Thursday afternoon. 

Mr. EDWARDS. In yesterday's paper, there appeared accounts of 
training schools in Florida where terrorist groups-and El Salva
doran guerrillas were being trained, to be then sent back, I pre
sume, to those countries. What should the FBI's and the U.S. 
Government's response to that activity be? 

Mr. WEBSTER. There currently are no laws against martial arts 
training. Many organizations engage in this for a variety of rea
sons, all the way from thinking the world is coming to an end or 
about to be invaded, to various groups, Ku Klux Klan-one Ku 
Klux Klan group is actively engaged in this sort of thing. Various 
groups that feel law enforcement is inadequate, and they do it on a 
vigilante basis. Those in the Cuban National Movement have like
wise participated for some time. You will recall it was encouraged 
in connection with the Bay of Pigs so it's not surprising that it 
continues. 

Our concern in the past has been the laws under which we have 
jurisdiction. Are there any conspiracies to violate the laws of the 
United States? Those laws would include the plans to infringe upon 
anyone's civil rights. If they have, we immediately conduct and 
start an investigation. 

It might include of necessity a sustained period of undercover 
efforts to make our case clear on what is going on. 

Our responsibility with respect to monitoring the training in the 
Cuban Nationalist Movement group has to do with the violation of 
American neutrality laws, which would preclude the use of our 
resources for the preparation or engagement of our people against 
other nations. We have indicated one such exercise intended for 
Cuban shores. 

Mr. EDWARDS. We were discussing earlier the collection of crimi
nal records by the FBI. And under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 
1980, the FBI, along with the Department of Justice, were required 
to reduce their paperwork by 25 percent in a prescribed period of 
time. It's obvious that the duplication that we have had for many 
years in the FBI is an obvious target. You have the NCIC people 
keeping criminal records, and you have the other people keeping 
criminal records on different floors. I am sure it's been clear that 
there has been competition between the two portions of the FBI for 
a long time. One division doesn't want the other to have all of the 
criminal recordkeeping. 

It certainly doesn't make sense to have duplication, I am sure 
anybody would agree. For a long time, also, the Department of 
Justice has felt that there should be an ongoing program to decen
tralize these records, which would result in a huge saving of 
money. I believe there are 2,800 employees in Ident alone. It would 
ho !:I hotto"t" I'rloo t-n hon~ ....... nC!t- nf t-1"" "" ... ;~~~~l ... ,,"""' ... ..:1 ... 1,.."' ..... 4- .yy~4-1-!_ 
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the States with an index in Washington. 
To the credit of the Bureau, there is a pilot program going on in 

Florida that is having some difficulty, and I am afraid there might 
be some roadblocks with regard to that program. 

How is it going? How are these problems being resolved? I am 
sure you have seen the 1978 Blue Book plan for decentralization 
that was published by the Department of Justice. Is the Bureau 
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fashioning or beginning plans to implement the recommendations 
in the Blue Book of 1978? 

Mr. WEBSTER. I believe that the answer is correct, but since I am 
not aI?- expert on the Blue Book I have trouble giving you an 
?neqUlvocal answer .. 1 .kno~ that with respect to the Florida pro
Ject, we have been gIvIng It our full effort and expect it to be on 
board by July of this year. 

It will provide a vehicle for determining whether or not the inlet 
system can be utilized to transmit information without Bureau 
involvement, other than as an indexing point of reference. 

There are other areas that I would like to· see function in similar 
ways, but we have got to make that Florida one work first before 
we start abandoning what is presently the only collection' system 
that has integrity in the sense that it has-standards that have 
been followed. 

There is such a mishmash of State policies and practices that 
until we can satisfy ourselves that the State system can adequately 
and fully carry the load, I think it would be a mistake for us to 
give up the collection efforts in the identification division. 
. I a~ree with the chairm~n that any form of unnecessary duplica

tIOn IS wasteful and undeSIrable. You also have a certain amount of 
conscious par~llelis~ii as you try ~o move into the new project and 
preserve the IntegrIty of the old In case the new fails' but there is 
no desire on my part to operate both systems indefinit~ly. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, thank you. The old system really hasn't 
changed much for 50 years, and I am sure that it will be modern-
ized. . 

My last question this round, Judge Webster, is regarding the 
laboratory. We had two hearings on the forensic lab of the FBI and 
it really did get high marks. It certa.inly is the best in the country. 
However, witnesses did indicate that any forensic lab should have 
s~me .form of internal quality control testing program, and I be
lIeve It was Mr. Kelleher who testified that the FBI lab does not 
have any internal quality control testing program. 
. O~her labs do. Th~ ATF and DEA labs. Are there any plans to 
InstItute such a qualIty control program in your lab? 

Mr. WEB~TER. ~ost quality: control programs eventually talk in 
~erm~ of bhnd testIng, supplynW a laboratory technician or special
Ity WIth a set of fa.cts and seeIng how well he arrives at an accu
rate analysis of what he's assigned to do. 

We have not, in the past, employed such testing methods because 
of ~hat we considered to be an extremely thorough method by 
whIchever analysis of an FBI technician is reviewed by another 
analyst, not just occasionally, but everyone. 

However, I think the question of quality control is so vital that 
,\"/e are exploring it. Vie apPl'oach it with an open mind and if some 
form of spot testing is indicated, I can assure the chairman that I 
will support it and see that it is carried through. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you. Mr. Washington. 
Mr. WASHINGTON. Yes, Mr. Director. In reference to hiring and 

prol1;IOtional poli~ies and the caree~ development program,are any 
~~eC1al efforts bemg made to recrUIt, promote, and upgrade minor
ItIes under the career development program, and how is that pro
gram compared to other agencies? 
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Mr. WEBSTER. I will be glad to try to answer that questioIl~ 
although I don't know if I brought the exact speci~cs, but I cal?
certainly supplement the record. I am very pleased wIth the record 
of the FBI to enhance its affirmative action program in.the 3 years 
I have been on board. Of course, we both have within our head
quarters an equal opportunity office. 

We have a vigorous affirmative action recruiting program 
throughout the United States. We have a rather limite!1 hiring 
capability at the present time because of current freezes and the 
static budgets and a relatively low turnover of FBI agents. 

I think we have about a I-percent efficient rate. To the extent 
that we have had about 400 openings a year, we have been running 
somewhere between 35 and 45 percent minorities and females of all 
new employees coming into the Bureau. 

The number of female agents has gone from 93 to over 330 in the 
3-year period. There has been a very substantial increase in the 
number of blacks, Hispanics, and although the numbers are small, 
American Indians and Asian Americans. We need them and wel
come them to our organization. 

In addition to that, increasing numbers of supervisory personnel 
are being made up of minority and female agents who have earned 
the right to promotions. Within the last 3 years, the first two 
inspectors were appointed who were black. We currently now have 
on board, for the first time during this period, appointments to 
field commands. 

The field commander or special agent in charge in Atlanta is a 
black special agent, John Glover. The field commander in Detroit 
is a black special agent, Wayne Davis. Both of these men have had 
previous commands under my appointment. 

Glover came from Milwaukee and Davis came from Indianapolis, 
all of Wisconsin, all of Indiana. 

We have a Hispanic special agent in charge serving currently in 
San Juan. We have a Hispanic assistant special agent in charge in 
San Antonio, Asian American assistant special agents in charge in 
Albuquerque. And we have a section chief working for Mr. Al 
Bayse, who is one of the most accomplished experts in data process
ing and automation in government, came to us from Defense De
partment and she's a minority female. So there is good progress 
being made, and not only is it being made, but it is being welcomed 
and assimilated within the Bureau. 

Mr. WASHINGTON. Could you supply the committee with an EEO 
profile? 

Mr. WEBSTER. Yes, indeed. I can also give you percentages. Six or 
seven percent of the current ratio are minorities and about 38 
percent of our overall employees are female, and I will be glad to 
supply that. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection, it will be received. 
Mr. HYDE. Harkening back to our earlier discussion about this 

hypothetical gun control legislation which is not yet in place. 
Under any projected program such as the one suggested by the 
chairman, where only criminal 'records are cranked into the com
puters, would the conviction that Mr. Hinckley underwent in Nash
ville, the misdemeanor where he was fined $50 and $12 court costs, 
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would! that be the sort of criminal information put into the compui~
er, would you imagine? 

Mr. WEBSTER. That really calls for speculation because I don't 
know what the bill says and the charge was a local charge for 
going; armed-let's see, it is a strange charge I never heard of 
before. It was something like being-carrying weapons with the 
purpose of being armed, I think that is what it is, a misdemeanor. 
. If you go to Pheonix, you will see banditos, members of the 
motorcycle gangs with holsters and guns riding motorcycles up and 
down the town, and there is nothing illegal about it there. 

But what I am saying is that I don't know what the registration 
business would have been, but what is subject to a misdemeanor in 
one area may be something entirely different in another. 

Mr. HYDE. My point is, and I think it is fairly obvious, that the 
Hinckley situation, I guess Lennon's assassin would not have been 
picked up by this elaborate and quite costly proposal which is being 
offered as an answer to violence in America. 

I think we have to go much deeper and maybe in other direc
tions. That is my only point, and I hoped. to bring it out by this 
question. 

Let me ask you this. Your budget request contemplates a defer
ral of $3.7 million in automated data processing and telecommuni
cation sources. Now, you have got problems, too. The administra
tion philosophy is to cut back. But are you going to be able to 
continue to upgrade the computer system by deferring this $3.7 
million? 

Mr. WEBSTER. That was one of the things that we had to contrib
ute in order to make sure that the integrity of our personnel 
resources were unimpaired. So much of our budget, as you know, 
Congressman Hyde, from previous years that I have testified, are 
people, 80 cents on every $1 is people. If we don't want to lose 
people, we have to look for something else. 

Deferral puts projects at risk. The studies that have been laid on 
us from time to time on various projects have got to do with 
automation, have deferred and increased the cost and in the end, 
created substantial problems for us. I am not saying they weren't 
justified, I'm talking about the realities of cost. 

With rising cost, deferral means that probably this thing we can 
buy for today at one price will be at a different price later on. 
Nonetheless, it was our judgment that if we had to give up some
thing, deferral was better-we keep the promise--

Mr. HYDE. Deferral is better than rescission. 
Mr. WEBSTER. Yes. 
Mr. HYDE. Thank you, I have no further questions. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Lungren? 
Mr. LUNGREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Attorney General Civiletti stated at the time of the promulgation 

of the Attorney General guidelines on FBI undercover operation, 
they were for a large part reaffirmation of "existing Bureau prac
tices and procedures in this area." Do you agree? 

Mr. WEBSTER. That is true. They were largely a result of proce
dures that were in place at the time. A few things have been 
added. 
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Weare now taking a hard look at some of the things, I met with 
my field commanders last week from around the country to see if 
they could identify any problems, if any of their men had identified 
any of their problems. That is the idea of a guideline. You put it in 
place with care but you are prepared to change it if it isn't working 
properly. 

There are a couple of areas that we are watching closely in 
terms of handling informants, payment to informants, matters of 
that kind, whether the requirements are not necessary in terms of 
the problems they create. 

We will be back to the Attorney General for modification if that 
is our judgment on it. 

Mr. LUNGREN. Can you tell me whether those practices and 
procedures were in effect during the period when the Abscam 
investigation was underway? 

Mr. ~EBSTER. Undercover work in the last 4 to 5 years has been 
a relatively new process for the Bureau, and we have been putting 
procedures in place during much of that period of time. 

Some of those were in place during the Abscam investigation, 
some were not. But most of them were put in place during the 
Abscam investigation. That ran about a year and a half in the 
process, and as we saw ways to improve our undercover technique 
and protect the integrity of it and be accountable for it, we put the 
procedures in place. 

A great deal of credit goes to our Undercover Review Committee 
which reviews the guidelines we have in place. Committee member
ship includes three attorneys from the Department of Justice as 
well as our own legal counsel division and other substantive divi
sions. 

Through an ongoing monitoring process, we identify the need for 
procedures and changes in procedures and we put them in place 
and most of them are reflected in the undercover guidelines. They 
are rather detailed. 

I worried about the extent of the detail in terms of the street 
agent wondering whether we were loading him up with more than 
he could understand. But I have been convinced by those in my 
own Bureau that most of the undercover guideline requirements 
fall on the special agent in charge. They are supervisory require
ments. They don't overload the special agent himself . 
. So~e c~J:mpl.aifits about some of the provisions with respect to 
In~ervIeWlng Inf<:>rmants a~d secondary receipts for payments, 
thIngs that are hIghly technIcal, that we could deal with ourselves. 

Mr. LUNGREN. One last question. I have some members of the 
Banking Committee who came to see me yesterday. They are con
cerned about the fact that evidently there was a decision in the 
last administration to get the focus of Federal investigation and 
prosecution in bank robbery cases shifted back to State and local 
authorities. They expressed a concern about that. 

I am not sure I share that concern, but I would like to know in 
what way has that decision, that change of direction, affected the 
manner In which the FBI has participated in investigations of bank 
robberies over the past several years? 
M~. WEBSTER. In more recent years, bank robbery has not been 

consIdered one of our three top priorities which are organized 
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crime, white-collar crime and foreign counterintelligence. At the 
same time, the FBI responds to every bank robbery. The difference 
is in many parts of the country we will send two agents rather 
than ring the firebell and empty the house and everybody be there. 

Experience tells us that not every bank robbery is serious 
enough to warrant the interruption of our other major programs. 
Frequently, they are note cases, someone hands a note to a teller 
at a branch bank, in which there is no deterrence, no policy of 
deterrence, no bandit screen, nothing, and they carry very little 
money and they reach in their drawer and pull out $1,000 to $4,000 
and don't call the police until the robber is out of the bank. That is 
not nearly as violent of a situation as a grocery store robbery in 
which mom and dad aren't anxious to let the money go out of the 
grocery place and they get engaged with trying to resist. I mention 
that only by comparison. 

Statistically, currently five times as much money today-when I 
first started, it was three times, five times money is going out the 
back doors of banks as bank employees' embezzlement as is being 
taken out the front door by robbers. We have to work closely with 
local law enforcement. Many have good bank robbery capabilities, 
as good as ours. 

In those cases, we work out with the local police officers what 
their responsibility will be and what ours will be. 

In New York City last year, when we were having a lot of 
problems with bank robbery, we formed a joint task force that has 
functioned well, consisting of crack police detectives and FBI 
agents. In North Carolina, where I visited our field office on 
Sunday and Monday morning, the bank robberies are up in North 
Carolina, and 91 percent of them are violent in nature. So, we are 
increasing our bank robbery commitment in that State. 

We have to do it on a local capability basis. We train, we provide 
field training for local law enforcement on bank robbery matters, 
and we will continue to support the bank robbery program. 

There have been some tradeoffs. Solution rates are down from 
previous years. Weare now studying conviction rates in State 
courts to see whether they are commensurate with Federal courts. 
But we also have to accommodate ourselves to U.S. attorney guide
lines in various parts of the country. 

The U.S. attorney in San Francisco does not want to handle bank 
robberies except on a very selected basis. The U.S. attorney in Los 
Angeles wants to handle all bank robberies. So, there is not much 
point in our chasing bank robbers in a jurisdiction where the 
prosecutor will refer them elsewhere. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Judge Webster, the subcommittee has held several 
days of hearing on the general issue of undercover operations, and 
we have had some witnesses who indicated that this technique not 
only raises serious legal questions such as entrapment, but also 
profound social and economic questions. They suggest that it is 
something new to American police-Federal police activities. It is 
borrowed from the European police practices. 

They question whether police in Federal investigatory agencies 
really have the data to determine whether or not these techniques 
produce more harm than good. What is the FBI doing to assess the 
costs and benefits of this technique? 
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Mr. WEBSTER. As you know, it's been a relatj.vely new thing for 
us the last 4, 5 years, where we seriously addressed it. 

I would welcome the help of the committee in laying down some 
protocols for assessing effectiveness. We know what it costs. We 
know what it has yielded. In 1979, it cost $3 % million and that is 
in addition to salaries and overhead attributable to agents in
volved, special expenses, and it yielded $160 million in actual re
coveries of stolen property. 

In 1980, the yield was down, but it was still something like $60 or 
$70 million, I could supply that figure for the record, far above the 
$4 or $5 million that were involved in undercover expense, in 
terms of cost benefit. 

In addition, how do you measure the identification of breaches of 
public trust at all levels of government throughout the United 
States? How do you measure the impact on our society of a docking 
industry so pervasively corrupt that you could not do business from 
Miami to New York unless you were prepared to participate in 
paying people off for the privilege of doing business as a docker, or 
a warehouseman or shipper. 

Now, those are things that are hard to measure. They could not 
have been, in my opinion, identified and the 112 convictions we 
obtained in that one ease would not have been possible without the 
use of the undercover technique. 

There are limitations· on the use of undercover operations. I 
believe that the scholars, and the law enforcement people, and the 
prosecuters need continually to address this issue, to help us keep 
our own vision clear. We have tried to address it effectively. 

We are conscious of the issues of entrapment. We are conscious 
of the policy problems that relate to targeting-the whole question 
of targeting. The difficulty is that when we have a major undercov
er operation go down or become public, everyone wants to know all 
about it b9fore we can-before the cases can be presented in the 
courtroom and those issues identified. 

And we are heavily constrained about the amount of specifica
tion that we can use for purposes of responding to committees and 
to others as to the nature of it. 

The Abscam cases still have a long way to go, and those cases, 
some of which will be appealed. It's certainly clear that to date 
they have provided evidence of a conviction nature to juries. 

And we must await the outcome of legal issues which will be 
fully presented and will be presented in subsequent appeals. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you. I am glad that you are sensitive to the 
implications of the undercover activities. They are certainly an 
effective means of controlling crime. 

But they do have their problems. Opening up the Star building 
down on Pennsylvania Avenue might incur-if it's known on the 
street that the price that will be paid for a stolen television set is 
very high, it might encourage an awful lot of television sets-·-

Mr. WEBSTER. There are many that feel that way about it and 
there are others that say we might have to face that there might 
be a temporary stimulation of activity. Whether that causes some
one to break the law for the first time or shift his business to us 
remains to be seen. 
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I can tell you about the undercover operation in Boston, Oper
ation Lobstet, targeted toward thieves who were stealing whole 
shipments of goods in large tractor trucks, distributing the cargo, 
chopping up the truck and selling the parts. 

So there is a whole thing that would disappear. We are talking 
about hundreds of thousands of dollars in each shipment. When 
that operation came down, and arrests were made, and prosecu
tions commenced, there wasn't as I understand it, another hijack
ing in that area for about 7 months. 

So I am sure the deterrent factor fully outweighed any momen
tarv stimulation of activity, at least in that situation. 

Mr. EDWARDS. This subcommittee had several days of hearings 
on FBI agents on Indian reservations and the future of your in
volvement on Indian reservations. The Civil Rights Commission 
made a report, gave us a r?port, and they were critical of the 
manner in which the FBI currently handles allegations of agent 
misconduct. 

They contend tl:e individual who registers a complaint on an 
Indian reservation is never notified of the result. The Civil Rights 
Commission felt that such a policy leaves an impression that the 
FBI doesn't discipline its agents and we know it does. 

Mr. WEBSTER. I don't know how to respond to that practice of 
what we do, because I have personally signed many, many lette:rs
perhaps they have been to Congressmen or perhaps they have been 
to interested public officials advising them as to what action was or 
was not taken. With respect to trying-to let a member of the 
public who filed a complaint know if no action was taken. 

I think the specific action taken, if in fact one is taken, impli
cates some privacy issues as to whether we should outline to any
body what happened to somebody else in an internal administra
tive matter. There are real privacy questions there. 

Now, I made one change-I got the Justice Department to ap
prove a change about a year ago. It was on a question-and-answer 
radio program where people were calling in questions and a police 
officer called in ana he said: "You know, we understand the FBI 
has to investigate police officers on charges of violation of civil 
rights. But why do you just leave us hanging?" 

So we were getting it from the other side, too: "Why do you just 
leave us hanging? You don't tell us whether anything is going to 
happen.1? 

That was due to a Justice Department policy that would not 
authorize dissemination of a "No further action" letter. And I took 
it up with Drew Days, who agreed with me that something should 
be done, and we worked it out so that now the department will 
routinely notify police officers when the matter has been conclud
ed. 

If there is some interest on the part of an American Indian on a 
reservation about a complaint, I would like to know about it so 
that we can deal with it. Among the police officers it was suggested 
it would require 12,000 letters a year. 

I don't know what we are talking about on the Indian reserva
tion, but it can't be so much that we couldn't deal with it through 
the local field office, and I would be glad to try. 
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.Mr. EDWAR~S .. Thank you .. Another example cited by the Civil 
l!-Ights CommIsSIOn of a questIOnable FBI policy was the investiga
tI~n by the field office in Minneapolis of its own agents where 
miscond uct was alleged. 

As I recap it was. a famous cas.e where miscon~uct was alleged, 
and the Mmneap?hs office had ItS own agents Investigate other 
agents. It was :polI~ted out at the hearing that it doesn't seem a 
very good practICe If an agent is having lunch with another agent 
and the next day he has to investigate misconduct. 
. So ~y 9uestion i~: Why don't you have an outside office do the 
InvestIgatIOn, espeCIally in big cases like Pine Ridge? 

Mr. W~BSTER: I mu~t be careful in discussing Pine Ridge, because 
I sat. as Jud~e In revIew on some of these cases, and our current 
practice, I thInk, does e~actly what ou,r ~J:.airman suggests. 

Our Offi.ce of Profe~sIOna! ~7spon~IbIhty which reports through 
?ur P!an~Ing Inspec~lOn DIVIsIOn dIrectly to me is charged with 
InvestIg~tIng any major allegation of any kind. 

Sometimes the complaints are circumstantial or so minor that it 
cE!-:! be l?-andle~ by the ~pe.cial agent in charge, particularly if he 
hlIllself :s not Involved In It. ~ny. majo~ ite:n-we send inspectors 
to the scene ~o cond?ct extensIve InvestigatIOns, the OPR makes a 
repo~t !Jack or what It found and then that report is referred to the 
Administrati~e Service~ Div~sion summary unit, which tries to 
apply a certaIn level. ot consIstency for discipline, then makes-it 
n:akes recommendatIOns and on all major matters, I personally 
SIgn off on and am aware of the discipline. 

Mr. EDWA!lDS. ~hank; you. But in a case in California, that we 
have been dISCUSSIng With your office likely and in the same case 
that you. ~r7 talking about on Pine Ridge, th~ Office of Professional 
ResponSIbIlIty delegated the investigation to the agents 

In other words, back in the same office? . 
Mr. 'YEBSTER. They will only do that if the nature of the circum

stanc.e IS such that they b~lieve that the special agent in charge, 
who IS E!- ~~pergrade executIve of the Bureau who has management 
responsIbIlIty, can develop the facts. 

Coming into the Bureau, as I did, it was interesting to me to see 
how hard we are on ourselves. And we make numerous trips 
throughout the ,Year, inspectors, going out to run down what I 
wot;J.ld l?-ave conSIdered to be relatively minor infractions in order to 
maintaI~ the level of discipline. 

Int~rviews are taken. Th~se int~rviews are reviewed. If they are 
un~atIsfactory, they are relI~terviewed. If there is any reason to 
belIeve that anybody resp0.nsI~le for the investigation has failed to 
d.o a thorough one, our chIef Inspector orders additional investiga
tive efforts. 

And ~h~z:, of course, we report to the Office of Professional 
Respon~IbIht~ of ~he Depart~ent of Justice and it can, on its own, 
run an Inves~IgatIOn or requIre us to do more . 

. So we d<;lD. t have the last word on it. It's-what we do is re-
VIewed again. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you. 
The gentleman fr?m Illinois, Mr. Hyde, again? 
Mr. ?YDE. I don t want to continue the ordeal Judge of you 

answering our questions ad infinitum, but I detect 'a breakthrough 
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on the part of the chairman here. Because as you. kI?-0w we. i?
Congress investigate our own misconducts, short of crImInal activI-
ty, we have our own in-house e.thics ~ommitt~e. . . 

And maybe the chairman IS saYIng. by .Imph~atIOn we should 
create somebodv outside of Congress wIth Investigatory powers to 
look at our mi~conduct, and I would join him in helping create 
such a record. 

Mr. EDWARDS. The Hyde-Edwards bill? , 
Mr. HYDE. Or Edwards-Hyde bill. Somebody else s name first 

helps it along. Just a comment, not a question on undercover 
activity. I think we a~l real.ize sometime~ that very dan~erous work 
indispensable to solVIng Crimes of certaIn n~tures, partICular orga
nized crime and it reduces itself to the good Judgment of the people 
instituting it. . . 

And I for one think it's a very useful and IndIspensable tool of 
law enforcement and I have full confidence in the judgment of the 
people who are now exercising that authority. . . 

Last, Sting operations, the hue and cry agaInst them lncreases, 
does it not in proportion to the level of the target? In oth~r words, 
when stre~t people are bE-ing stung, I.think yO? .get comphmeI~tE!-9T 
headlines. But as it ascends the sociai and polItical scale, sensItiVI
ties concerning entrapment and civil rights somehow become exac-
erbated. 

That is a comment, not a question. 
Mr. WEBSTER. Thank you. . . . ' , 
1\1r. HYDE. As far as Sting operatlOns stimulatIng Crlme, I don t 

think an honest person would ~e. stimulated to a cri~e by the fact 
that someone was buying teleVISIon sets for $100 apIece down the 
street. A dishonest person might be stimulated an? the ~eterrent effect 
of their exposure, I think, is well worth the stimulatIOn. 

Just a comment, thank you. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Lungren? . 
Mr. LUNGREN. Since we are all commenting, maybe I WIll make 

one. This is the first time I heard the su~gest~on made, e,:,en 
facetiously, that perhaps the increase in crIme IS due to Sting 
operations. I don't think many people would believe that. We have plen.ty of 
crime around and I don't think it's pushed along by the FBI or 
other Sting operations. 

It's my understanding that the GAO has recommended a reduc-
tion in the level of laboratory services, et cetera, provided to State 
and local agencies. . . 

As one who's cheered by the focus on violent crime whIch IS 
evidently occurring in this ad~inistration, and yet on7 who be
lieves we should not have anythIng close to a Federal pohce force, I 
don't think anyone from the FBI woul~ 7~er suggest t!tat, a1:1d 
acknowledging that the primary re.sp~ns~bI!Ity f?r p~rsult of VIO
lent criminals is in local and State JurIsdICtIOns, I~ ~t~ikes D?e that 
a phased reduction in those ancillary-support actiVities WhICh are 
now provided, perhaps at less than costs,. to ~ocal and State agen
cies, is a good thing-I mean, a bad thIng. If we have a pha~ed 
reduction, and that we should not even conSIder that type of thIng 
at the very outset. 
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If we are concerned about violent crime, it seems to me the FBI 
has been in the forefront of assisting local and State jurisdictions 
in fulfilling their primary responsibility. 

I wonder if the FBI has any policy at present or made any 
decision or made any recommendation to shift responbibility to 
local and State jurisdictions as was suggested by the GAO? 

Mr. WEBSTER. I subscribe to everything you have said. That is my 
view. I believe that the-never before has the training that we now 
provide in the field been more important to state and local law 
enforcement, since the effect of dismantling LEAA, there is virtual
ly no place for ''local law enforcement to go to. 

Last year we reached 168,000 police officers in the field through 
our police training instructors, specialty agents assigned to help 
them deal with issues of violent crime including newer and effec
tive techniques for so doing. The Academy, the FBI Academy trains 
1,000 leading police officers every year, many of whom have waited 
for 6 or 7 years to get appointments to the national Academy. The 
success of that program, I think, is reflected in the fact that one 
out of seven of those graduates now head a law enforcement 
agency somewhere in the United States. 

We do the same thing with the National Executive Institute for 
more senior executives in multipopulation areas, 200,000 and 
above. Of all of. the things we do, that training is vital to local law 
enforcement in terms of dealing with violent crime. 

When we come to hard choices of what to give up, logic compels 
us to give up, if 'f,l·!e are directed to give up, those arleas where we 
have consent jurisdiction or simply support services. 

So, training always seems to be a candidate for reductions. I 
would hope that that ceases to be the case, that there is real 
support reflected for the kind of efforts that we are making, not to 
become a national police force, but to train local people to be more 
effective in their spheres of jurisdicton. 

It is a very important linkage in area law enforcement and 
national, not only in professionalism, but the way we work and 
cooperate with each other. Therein lies the real thru.st to improve 
the Federal contribution against violent crime. ' 

Mr. LUNGREN. On that point, there have been suggestions.,.,.....and 
frankly, I hear it every time I go home from local pharmacists that 
one of the solutions to the increase in crime, burglaries and robber-
ies of pharmacies, would be a Federal jurisdiction. They talk about 
that based on the fact that there is an increase in robberies of 
pharmacies based on people going after d.rugs. 

Since the Government has open responsibility for that, we ought 
to do that. Without a significant increase in the number of person
nel that you have and DEA has, how practical is that type of 
solution? 

Mr. WEBSTER. That would be one of the areas that would fall 
very much in the area such as bank robbery, where we are already 
trying to see what we can contribute. It would significantly in
crease our responsibility and without having studied it, I would not 
think that it would warrant our involvement at a Federal level. 

The peacekeepers are the city police officers and they know the 
community and they are patrolling the beats and they are much 
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~ore likely to be in a position to deal with pharmaceutical robber
Ies. 

You have opened up a subject that I think needs to be explored 
and that is the Federal role in narcotics and all of us are talking at. 
the present time. Our people are having ongoing discussions with 
DEA and other agencies to see what the legitimate Federal role of 
the FBI should be in this area, it is an attempt to see if we can 
make a greater contribution, particularly through our organized 
crime program. 

Mr. LUNGREN. Let me ask one last question that that opens up. 
When I was home recently and talked to some people in law 
enforcement, they said we are concerned about the possibility that 
DEA would be absorbed into FBI or there would be some sort of 
thing where the FBI would have major responsibility for drug 
operations and so forth. 

He stated to me: uIf you do that, you are not going to get the 
cooperation of local jurisdictions because frankly, we are very wary 
of the FBI." I suspect that comes out of the fact that the FBI is 
charged with responsibility of investigating police-abuse cases or 
violations of trust, where it involves police departments or local, 
elected officials. 

Is that an insurmountable problem? Is there a way that we can 
bridge that gap? Or is that one that is always going to oCCur to 
some extent, sometimes greater, sometimes less, when you have an 
agency such as yourself which is charged with the responsibility of 
investigating some of the peopie that in other ';!ases you may be 
asking cooperation from and you may be giv:'~r,g cooperation to? 

Mr. WEBSTER. I suppose there will always be that problem In 
some areas and some quarters. Often it is on an individual or 
office-by-office basis. We are making a concerted effort to make 
sure that our relationships with local law enforcement are at the 
highest professional level. 

And with all of the retraining sessions, with all of the policy 
instruction, we make a lot of progress because those issues come up 
and we evaluate them. I assigned one assistant law director to be 
in charge of all law enforcement services and that includes the 
relationships between the Bureau and the various police depart
ments to try to identify problem areas and to improve them. 

I would say across the country our relationships are good and 
continue to improve. I am sure there are; from time to time, places 
where there are memories of tensions because of our responsibility 
to uphold Federal law with respect to police conduct. But we work 
at it hard and we continue to do so. 

Mr. LUNGREN. Thank you, Judge Webster. Let rae just observe 
that I am very impressed with the job that you have done with the 
FBI. I hope we may get to use you as a model of the type of 
individual we need to shore up another agency within the Justice 
Department, the INS, which I think would love to be in the situa
tion that your department is-your agency is in with respect to 
computers and every other thing. 

I would like to get into the 20th century. Maybe we could learn 
from some of the things your agency has done. 

Mr. WEBSTER. Thank you for the compliment. I assure you I am 
not looking for a new appointment. [Laughter.] 
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Mr. EDWARDS. Counsel? 
Ms. LERoy. I wonder if your commitment to increased training 

reliance to State and local law enforcement applies also to instruc-' 
tion on Indian reservations. 

The subcommittee has had several hearings and I know you 
participated in hearings of the Civil Rights Commission where it 
was suggested that the role of the FBI on Indian reservations be 
reduced. 

In some cases where this has happened, local authorities have 
organized their own patrol forces and local prosecutors have relied 
OIl them. I wonder how you feel about that? 

Mr. WEBSTER. In general, I support any effort to improve the 
quality of those who have local responsibility. The Indian tribe, the 
tribal police, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, all have interrelated 
responsibilities in this area. Again, it is like some of our duplica
tion problems, we want to be sure that the capability is there, 
before we withdraw or pull back from our responsibilities. 

Frankly, we took-I think it is safe to say we took a little bit of a 
beating during those days in Wounded Knee period and afterwards. 
It was quite a day for me when the Red Lake Indian uprising 
occurred and both sides of that dispute demanded that the FBI 
come on the reservation and investigate. That is exactly what we 
did. We came on as investigators. We did not come on in battle 
fatigues or armed Swat teams. We came on in ordinary investiga
tor's clothing. We came onboard two at a time and conducted the 
investigation and pulled out at night and came back the next day. 

And while that may have created some tensions among some of 
the other people responsible for law enforcement, it was, in my 
view, an appropriate response in that situation, and we served the 
country and we served the community on that reservation well by 
doing so. 

We are investigators. I keep saying that in terms of Indian 
reservations. We are not peacekeepers. Our Swat capability was 
developed to help us with fugitives and terrorists and not with 
American citizens who are feuding with each other. 

And I hope that we will never again be asked to undertake that 
kind of a role. I hope the community relation services and other 
groups concerned with Indian affairs will prevent that type of 
thing from ever happening again. 

But our role should be an investigator's role, not a peacekeeper's 
role. 

Ms. LERoy. I would like to suggest that part of the FBI's respon
sibility in that Indian reservation area is also to do whatever it can 
to enhance the capability of the tribal police to take on the law 
enforcement responsibility, and I guess my next question is: What 
are you doing to accomplish that? 

Mr. WEBSTER. I do know' that our police instructors, such as the 
Minnesota division, do provide police training for them within our 
budgetary limits. And we will continue to do so. 

Without opening up the whole subject, there are substantial 
differences in educational background and training at the tribal 
police level from what you would find in the ordinary community 
elsewhere in the United States. And that presents an extra school
ing. 
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I would like to see-and we have seen in this country, the 
standards for employment as a sworn officer, whether it is a city, 
or a State or a Federal agency, increasing the level of education, 
training, and ability should be enhanced. But because of a very 
depressed economic situation on the reservations, they are getting 
by with many people who lack that threshold level of training and 
education and ability that I would want to have in my community 
looking after me. 

Ms. LERoy. I suppose what I am suggesting is that the FBI might 
review its own policies in terms of accepting tribal police into the 
FBI academy, that the people that subcommittee spoke to in previ
ous hearings suggested that type of training was invaluable but 
that there wasn't enough of it. 

Mr. WEBSTER. We do have, I know we have had, because I have 
personally handed their diplomas to them, representatives from 
the BIA. I am not certain on numbers from the tribal policemen. I 
will discuss this with the training division to be sure that qualified 
applicants are given preference, I would be willing to give them 
preference, but I must insist that they be qualified or they would 
not make it through the Academy if they were not. 

Ms. LERoy. I would like to return to a few of the questions that 
the chairman was asking you about undercover operations. My 
question is how peuple on the outside such as this oversight ccm
mittee, can appraise those operations? 

You raised the Operation Lobster example. I wonder if you or 
anyone else in the Bureau have studied other operations in a 
similar fashion to determine a decrease in the level of crime or 
whether you have gone beyond that initial 6-month survey in Oper
ation Lobster to determine whether hijackings in that area are still 
down or where they are with respect to the level before the oper
ation? 

Mr. WEBS'l'ER. I don't know how extensive our data is on these 
matters. We try to develop reasonable data which can be reviewed. 

In Operation Lobster, subsequent to the 6 or 7 months there has 
been a renewal-not an increase, but a renewal of hijacking activi
ty in the Boston area and certainly nothing like it was at the time 
that Operation Lobster came into place. 

We seem to have a short memory. I don't know whether it's the 
3D-minute TV syndrome or not, but it did have a deterrent effect, 
and it did put in prison people who deserved to be there. 

Our undercover involvement is about one-half of 1 percent of our 
total field resources, so it's not something that we can maintain on 
an ongoing basis, and I think there are policy reasons why one 
would ask whether we should have operations that does not end. 

I think operations have to come to an end at some point. By the 
very nature of them, we are going to prosecute the people that we 
are doing business with in an undercover capacity. 

Ms. LERoy. One statistic the Bureau provided us in terms of 
assessing the impact of undercover operations is that in fiscal year 
1980, there was a total of $480 million in potential economic loss 
avoided. I am puzzled at how you arrived at a figure like that, 
what it means, and how the subcommittee can assess a figure like 
that? 
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Mr. WEBSTER. You will rarely hear me talking about economic 
losses averted because there is a kind of iffy element about that 
figure, which is why we separated economic losses out of our com
puter processing system. 

Our clerk separates real accomplishments, our computer sepa
rates the two. You can look at the hard stuff, and that is there. 

For example, in Abscam, we recovered about $1 million of stolen 
art treasures in the first year. Those are real recoveries. We also 
recovered $592 million in bogus securities. Now they are not worth 
$592 million, probably nobody would have paid $592 million for 
them. 

But somebody would have been defrauded of a very substantial 
amount of money, so we have to try to come up with an educated 
figure as to what kind of economic loss was averted. 

Certainly, a substantial e~onomic loss was averted when we got 
hold of $592 million worth of bogus securities. I don't use that term 
much, though I am trying to explain it to you. It's not a hard 
figure, it's an educated estimate. 

Ms. LERoy. I suppose I am suggesting that it's hard for the 
subcomittee to get an idea as to the meaning of those statistics and 
even more important, to get an idea of the value of those oper
ations to law enforcement. 

Mr. WEBSTER. On that, let me say, any time we get into that 
situation and a member of the committee or staff wants an analy
sis of the bottom line figure, I would be glad to say-consistent 
with our other guidelines in working with you-that you see how 
we got to that figure and assess the reliability, in other words, 
break it out. 

Ms. LERoy. Also, in terms of assessing cost, in addition to bene
fits, over the last couple of years, I think 2 years ago, you asked for 
$3.9 million, and last year it was $4.5 million, and this year I think 
you are asking for $~ million. 

Do those figures represent the total amount spent on undercover 
operations or are there significant costs that come elsewhere in the· 
FBI budget? 

For example, I believe that there were newspaper accounts that 
the FBI set up or supplied millions of dollars to create Olympic 
Construction in one of your undercover operations. I am wondering 
if the total budget was only $3 million, where did those funds come 
from? 

Mr. WEBSTER. Those represent cost outlays, not show money, it 
doesn't represent money that comes back to us. 

Ms. LERoy. What do you mean by show money? 
Mr. WEBSTER. If we are dealing with an organized crime figure or 

some other person, and the person because of his cover has to be 
affluent. 

We supply them with a bank account but that doesn't mean the 
bank account is gone out the window. We have control lOver that 
money. It's supplied through other-not even-frequently not even 
out of our own funds. 

So it's through other government facilities ma.de available to us. 
It's never lost. So it's spent. The figures we give you for undercover 
work are specifically identifiable with an undercover program. 
They do not include the salaries of the agents. 
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You start building overhead and the automobile and so forth. 
You would come up with a different figure. But in terms of the 
additional resources that we need in connection with an undercov
er operation, that is what they are. And moneys do not come back 
to us. 

Often we operate a business at a profit because it is a business 
and that money offsets expenses that we are incurring. 

Ms. LERoy. Thank you. I have no further questions. 
Mr. BOYD. I would like to refer to the question of Indian jurisdic

tion. During the hearings which were held before the subcommit
tee mention was made of the creation of a certain pilot program, 
pr~per ly monitored of. course, which would. allow desi~~ted ~ndi!in 
reservations to exerCIse control over theIr own crimInal JustICe 
progTamss and which would include jurisdiction over non-Indians in 
Indian country. 

Do you have any views on this? . 
Mr. WEBSTER. I don't know that I am prepared to gIve you any 

views on it. I recall that there-I recall some actual incidents in 
which that type of position was asserted, I believe in the Northwest 
when a truckdriver got in a struggle with somebody. 

Had an altercation on a reservation and was promptly slapped in 
jail and tried under circumstances that suggested maybe less than 
due process, and there were some cases that went up over the right 
of the tribal courts to try nonmembers of the reservation on the 
reservation. 

I frankly don't recall the outcome of it. 
Mr. BOYD. They don't have that jurisdiction--
Mr. WEBSTER. I think those convictions were upset on appeal to 

the Federal court. 
Mr. BOYD. Mr. John Otto came before us to discuss some of the 

problems the Bureau has been having. He mentioned during his 
testimony his intention to refer to you some recommendations 
which you would in effect refer to the Attorney General. 

Have you had a chance to review the recommendations and if 
so--

Mr. WEBSTER. I am not prepared to detail them because my mind 
has been on other things. But yes, he made them, and I approved 
them, and they were referred to the special committee in charge 
the week before last. 

They involv'3 efforts to find alternatives to some of the policies 
which necessitated transfers and movement within the .Bureau, 
shifts in the technique for the progress through the inspection 
stage of the chain of devel(~pment of management steps. 

And recognizing certain kinds of career speciahies that would 
not require certain types of training that would take two or three 
or four years to achieve and providing meaningful career alterna
tives for those who go into these specialties. . 

I have signed off on all of those and they do not have to go to the 
. Attorney General, as I recall, or none need to. go. They are being 

put into effect at the present time. 
Mr. BOYD. Thank you. I have no further questions. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Lungren? 
Mr. LUNGREN. I have just one. It sort of follows on the last point 

that was made. What is the rationale at the present time behind 
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the rotation system in effect in the FBI? The reason I ask that is 
having met some agents and knowing from my own knowledge the 
difficulty in the housing market, particularly in Washington and 
Southern California and places like that, I have run into a couple 
of agents who have three houses they are trying to juggle around 
with the mortgages required. 

In light of that type of difficulty, and in light of the fact that we 
are under a budg,et squeeze as far as the Federal Government is 
concerned and can't adequately compensate for that difficulty, do 
the changes that you have suggested take into consideration that 
perhaps we ought to make some adjustments in the rotation system 
in light of reality? 

If you have got a wife and children and you are trying to ~ake 
it, you can barely afford half a house, much less three houses. 

Mr. WEBSTER. Yes, they do. This is an important subject for us. It 
has some facets that I want to be sure we are not mixing them. 
Talking about the career development program, we are talking 
about management and training and shifts in responsibility to take 
on new positions just as you would in General Motors, military, 
diplomatic~ and so on. 

In terms of transfer of nonsupervisory personnel, we have an
other set of problems. All of them have the same :real problem. 
When they are transferred, as you point out, they are looking at 
higher mortgage costs, higher housing costs, and maybe not even 
the ability to sell their house where they are, and long periods of 
separation from their family before they can be put in place. 

We are trying to eliminate any move that is unnecessary. But 
many of the moves are necessary. First because retirements create 
vacancies and they must be filled and they must be filled by 
competent personnel, particularly at the executive level. 

When a special agent in charge of the field retires, we have to 
make a judgment. Now, contrary to the past, we will look at the 
assistant special agent in charge and see whether he's ready for 
that responsibility in place. 

He's considered along with other candidates in the career devel
opment program for that position, no preference, but at least con
sidered. 

The same is true with field supervisors and other levels of the 
process. We are trying to eliminate positions that are unnecessary, 
but we have a national agency which is trained on national stand
ards and the last thing we want to see it do is develop a series of 
parochialisms in different parts of the country where we are 
simply feeding people from the neighborhood into the office and it's 
not responsive as the FBI has always been responsive to national 
leadership. 

These changes will help, they won't answer all of the problems, 
but even internally I have a kind of ombudsman who has an FTS 
line which anybody can use to contact him on any transfer issue, if 
he thinks the transfer was meaningless or unfair or failed to take 
into account the office of preference policy or hardship request. 

We have an office of preference policy which you may not be 
acquainted with in which we try to<put the non supervisory people 
in the offices where they want to be. But they have to wait their 
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turn because maybe people want to be in some of the more attrac
tive offices., 

We also have a hardship policy where if due to a particular 
personal problem an agent needs to be in another city rather than 
the one he's assigned in, we try to accommodate those. 

Mr. LUNGREN. Thank you very much. In addition to wha.t I said 
before, in nominating you for another position, after I heard your 
undercover operations make a profit, have you ever thought of 
Chrysler? [Laughter.] 

Mr. ·WEBSTER. Are you sure we are not there? 
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much. Incidentally, with regard to 

the career development program, we are very much in favor and I 
would also like to be, if at all possible, of assistance. 

We are winding up now. The subcommittee has had quite a 
number of hearings on this authorization process. Probably more in 
depth than ever before. We do have more questions, can we submit 
them to you in writing? 

Mr. WEBSTER. I would be pleased to respond. 
Mr. EDWARDS. You were a splendid witness and we are delighted 

to have you be he're. 
[Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 
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